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Message from the 
FAST ’23 Program Co-Chairs

Welcome to the 21st USENIX Conference on File and Storage Technologies (FAST ’23).

This year’s conference continues the tradition of bringing together researchers and practitioners from both industry and  
academia for a program of innovative and rigorous storage-related research. FAST has adapted with the progression of the 
COVID pandemic. Two years back, FAST ’21 was held as a fully virtual conference for the first time. Last year, FAST ’22 was 
held as a hybrid (both in-person and online) conference. This year, we are happy to announce that the FAST ’23 conference is 
being held fully in person, and we are expecting participation from much of the broader storage community at the conference. 
However, the pandemic isn’t over yet, and some of the authors are unable to travel to the conference, so we are offering both  
in-person and video talks with online Q&A.

We have worked on a program with talks on a wide range of topics, including emerging and traditional storage technologies, 
cloud and remote storage, key-value stores, persistent memory systems, storage coding, learned storage systems, and, as 
always, new file system designs. The conference will also include posters and work-in-progress sessions.

FAST ’23 received 122 submissions from authors in academia, industry, government labs, and the open-source communities. Of 
these, we accepted 28 papers, for an acceptance rate of 23%. The Program Committee (PC) used a two-round online review 
process. In the first round, each paper was assigned three reviewers. This year, we adopted an early rejection notification for 
papers that did not advance to round two, allowing authors to receive and act upon feedback earlier. In the second round, 63 
papers were assigned at least two more reviews, and these authors were invited to submit a response to the reviews before 
the PC meeting. This is the third year that FAST has included an author response period. After the author response period 
and online discussion, in which we pre-accepted 13 papers, the PC discussed 28 papers to select the final program. We held 
a two-day online PC meeting on December 5–6, 2022, with PC members joining virtually from global locations across 11 
different time zones.

We used the HotCRP service to manage all the stages of the review process, from submission to author notification. All  
accepted papers were assigned a shepherd from the PC, who worked with the authors to address comments from the reviews 
and provided editorial advice and feedback on the final manuscripts.

We continued including a special category of deployed-systems papers, which address experience with the practical design, 
implementation, analysis, or deployment of large-scale, operational systems. We received nine deployed-systems submissions 
and accepted four such papers.

We wish to thank the many people who contributed to this conference. First and foremost, we are grateful to all the authors 
who submitted their work to FAST ’23. We would also like to thank the attendees of FAST ’23 and the future readers of these 
papers. Together with the authors, you form the FAST community and make storage research vibrant and exciting.

We extend our thanks to the entire USENIX staff, who have provided outstanding support throughout the planning and  
organizing of this conference with the highest degree of professionalism and friendliness. Most importantly, their behind-the-
scenes work makes this conference happen.

We would like to thank the Work-in-Progress Session Chairs, Aishwarya Ganesan and Ram Alagappan. Our thanks go to the 
members of the FAST Steering Committee, and especially the recent FAST chairs to whom we reached out and who provided 
invaluable advice and feedback. We especially wish to acknowledge our Steering Committee Liaison, Keith Smith, for his 
guidance on tough issues and encouragement on various issues over the past year. 

Finally, we wish to thank our Program Committee for their many hours of hard work reviewing, discussing, and shepherding 
the submissions. The reviewers’ evaluations, and their thorough and conscientious deliberations at the PC meeting, contributed 
significantly to the quality of our decisions. Similarly, the paper shepherds’ efforts led to significant improvements in the 
final quality of the program. 

We look forward to an interesting and enjoyable conference!

Dalit Naor, The Academic College of Tel Aviv–Yaffo 
Ashvin Goel, University of Toronto 
FAST ’23 Program Co-Chairs
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Practical Design Considerations for Wide Locally Recoverable Codes (LRCs)

Saurabh Kadekodi∗, Shashwat Silas∗, David Clausen, Arif Merchant
Google

Abstract
Most of the data in large-scale storage clusters is erasure
coded. At exascale, optimizing erasure codes for low storage
overhead, efficient reconstruction, and easy deployment is of
critical importance. Locally recoverable codes (LRCs) have
deservedly gained central importance in this field, because
they can balance many of these requirements. In our work
we study wide LRCs; LRCs with large number of blocks per
stripe and low storage overhead. These codes are a natural
next step for practitioners to unlock higher storage savings,
but they come with their own challenges. Of particular inter-
est is their reliability, since wider stripes are prone to more
simultaneous failures.

We conduct a practically-minded analysis of several pop-
ular and novel LRCs. We find that wide LRC reliability is a
subtle phenomenon that is sensitive to several design choices,
some of which are overlooked by theoreticians, and others
by practitioners. Based on these insights, we construct novel
LRCs called Uniform Cauchy LRCs, which show excellent
performance in simulations, and a 33% improvement in re-
liability on unavailability events observed by a wide LRC
deployed in a Google storage cluster. We also show that these
codes are easy to deploy in a manner that improves their
robustness to common maintenance events. Along the way,
we also give a remarkably simple and novel construction of
distance optimal LRCs (other constructions are also known),
which may be of interest to theory-minded readers.

1 Introduction

Large-scale storage clusters currently house exabytes of data,
the bulk of which is encoded with erasure codes. With storage
devices (hard-disk drives, or just disks) routinely becoming
unavailable (due to maintenance or even failures), using era-
sure coding of some variety is essential to provide acceptable
data durability. But this durability comes with the additional
storage overhead incurred by erasure codes. At a time when
data corpus size is growing exponentially [9, 43], reducing
this storage overhead is essential. One way to accomplish this
is to utilize wider stripes for encoding i.e. codes that have a
higher ratio of data blocks to coded/redundancy blocks. Such
codes are sometimes called ‘wide codes’ since they require
the overall width of the stripe to be larger (width is also re-
ferred to as blocklength in the coding theory literature). To
unlock large storage savings without compromising reliability,

*Equal contribution

Figure 1: We captured a sample of 278 unavailable stripes captured
from four Google storage clusters, along with information about the
exact block failures in each sample. The deployed code had total
width n≈ 50, and always succeeded in recovering data when there
were ≤ 6 failures. We then test these failure scenarios with the Uni-
form Cauchy LRC of the same width and overhead. The deployed
code could not recover any of the 278 stripes before restoration,
whereas Uniform Cauchy LRC simulation was successful in recov-
ering 92 stripes prior to restoration; a success ratio of 33%.

codes of larger widths like 20 [3] have been deployed, and in
this work we present some data from a Google storage cluster
using an erasure code of width ≈ 80 blocks. The drawback of
most wide codes with low overhead is that they may require
a large amount of IO to reconstruct any unavailable or lost
data. This is why wide codes are usually designed as locally
recoverable codes (LRCs) (Definition 5.3), which help miti-
gate this reconstruction cost in most cases. Wide LRCs can
be utilized to balance the challenging storage needs of today
(low storage overhead, competitive reliability, competitive av-
erage reconstruction cost), but unique challenges arise when
designing wide LRCs for deployment in storage clusters.

LRCs are optimized to shine in the case when there
is a single erasure in a stripe, but much effort has gone
into designing LRCs with various other desirable proper-
ties [17,26,27,33,47]. One obvious direction that has received
much attention is to design distance-optimal LRCs [33, 49] –
that is, LRCs with the best possible distance, given their width,
dimension, and locality. A code with distance d guarantees
recovery from any pattern of up to d−1 failures. Indeed, max-
imizing distance is especially important for wide codes, since
they are more likely (simply due to their width) to encounter
a larger number of failures simultaneously, as we show using
data from Google storage clusters in Figure 2. But we find
that even if we use distance-optimal LRCs, storage clusters
using wide codes encounter a meaningful number of events
where the number of failures is larger than the distance of the
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distance-optimal LRC (see data from a Google storage cluster
in Figure 1). So it becomes important to study LRCs that can
successfully reconstruct even a significant fraction of erasure
patterns beyond the optimal distance. The theory community
has been tackling this problem by studying maximally recov-
erable locally recoverable codes (MR-LRCs), which take the
erasure correction capability of an LRC to the information
theoretic limit implied by its design parameters [16, 18, 20].
However, to the best of our knowledge, current constructions
of MR-LRCs do not yield codes fitting the limitations of cur-
rent hardware. For example, wide MR-LRCs with storage
overhead <20% require orders of magnitude larger field sizes
than the computationally efficient field sizes of up to F256,
which is explained in detail in Section 4.

Optimizing LRC reliability in practical parameter settings
is a valuable and open problem, and we tackle aspects of it in
this work. We highlight some of our main contributions.

Practical measurement of reliability. We study wide
LRCs with a distinctively practical lens. One of our contribu-
tions is the curation of a set of robust and practical measures
of LRC reliability. These include performance against random
erasures, comparing the reliability of explicit LRC generator
matrices (see Definition 5.1) against the information theoretic
limit provided by MR-LRCs, and calculating mean time to
data loss (MTTDL) using observed reliability metrics. As
mentioned earlier, going wide creates new reliability chal-
lenges for LRCs, and these tools provide a clearer and more
realistic set of tests to tackle the new challenges. Using these
tools, we meaningfully compare popular deployed LRCs and
showcase novel highly performant LRCs.

New distance-optimal LRC constructions. In Section 6,
we provide a novel construction of distance-optimal LRCs
(Definition 5.4), which we call Optimal Cauchy LRCs. This
continues a long line of work [47, 49] for constructing
distance-optimal LRCs, and while our construction is not the
most general, it is remarkably simple and yields many codes
(even wide LRCs) in practically useful parameter settings.

Insights into reliable wide LRC design. Our practical
measures of reliability provide several insights. While it is
true that higher distance gives guarantees about fixing up to a
certain number of erasures, it is not enough by itself to guar-
antee strong empirical results. The first improvement that can
be made in this direction is to find codes that are approxi-
mately MR-LRCs (since it is not yet possible to construct true
MR-LRCs in our parameter regimes). Here we show good
news: the coefficients used in our simple constructions get
us over 99% of the reliability possible with MR-LRCs. But
we find that just being (close to) maximally recoverable is
not the end of the journey for reliability. Indeed, two codes
that have the same width and same storage overhead, and are
both MR-LRCs (true or approximate) can have significantly
different resilience to random patterns of erasures. This is
because erasure recovery is affected by how failures are dis-
tributed across the local repair groups (see Definition 5.5) of

the LRC, so it is not enough to just optimize the coefficients
of an LRC, but also the size of its local repair groups. To the
best of our knowledge, this fact has not been considered in the
literature, even though our experiments show that it can have
a significant impact on reliability. In general, codes whose
local groups are evenly sized have better performance (see
discussion in Section 8). This has the additional perk of also
lowering the degraded mode read cost and the reconstruction
cost of the code.

Novel LRCs that excel in practice. Using some of these
insights, we modify our construction of distance-optimal
codes to create Uniform Cauchy LRCs. We find that these
codes truly shine in most practically relevant reliability (and
performance!) measures. Figure 1 shows data unavailability
events from a deployed wide LRC of width≈ 50 blocks along
with their erasure patterns captured from four large storage
clusters at Google with a total disk population of over 1.7 mil-
lion disks, over a period of one year. For the same code width
and storage overhead, our Uniform Cauchy LRC simulation
recovered more than 33% of these stripes without the need
for restoration. Indeed, further experiments confirm this ob-
servation by showing that Uniform Cauchy LRCs outperform
many popular (and deployed) LRCs across our metrics. A
comprehensive experimental evaluation of LRCs is provided
in Section 8, along with the main observations.

Maintenance-robust deployment of wide LRCs. In Sec-
tion 9 we highlight the importance of maintenance-robust
deployment of wide LRCs. Even though a code may have
many desirable properties, its exact layout in a cluster affects
its robustness to common maintenance events such as kernel
upgrades. It is desirable to construct codes that are easier
to deploy in a maintenance-robust manner (not all codes are
equal here), and we show that the design of Uniform Cauchy
LRCs is ideal in this regard.

Our work shows that a myriad of design choices need to be
considered in order to optimize wide LRCs. Indeed, account-
ing for these factors can lead to more reliable deployments of
wide LRCs in practice.

2 Background

Large-scale storage clusters. Large-scale storage clus-
ters typically constitute of public cloud offerings or high-
performance computing systems. Hard-disk drives (HDDs)
make up the primary storage tier in these clusters. It is com-
mon for the disk population in a large-scale cluster to be above
100K [2, 32], and some large ones are also reported to have
close to 500K disks [30, 31]. Data being stored in large-scale
storage clusters is increasing at an alarming rate [7, 9, 10, 41].
Data redundancy using erasure coding is the reliability mech-
anism of choice for bulk of the data.

Erasure coding. Erasure coding is a more space-efficient
alternative to data replication. Usually described as an (n,k)
code, an erasure coding stripe encodes k data blocks (typi-
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cally one, or a few megabytes in size) along with n−k ‘parity’
blocks (of the same size) to form an n block stripe. The
storage overhead is calculated as n

k . Maximum Distance Sep-
arable (MDS) codes (like Reed-Solomon codes) are popular
erasure codes used in practice because they provide the max-
imum erasure correction capability for any fixed value of n
and k. MDS codes have the property that up to n− k blocks
missing from a stripe can be reconstructed using any k of the
remaining blocks. As data has grown and space-efficiency
has become more critical, wider MDS codes (i.e. codes with
larger values of k) with less storage overhead have become
more popular in practice. Indeed, even (20,17) MDS codes
have been deployed and studied [3], in place of the once ubiq-
uitous schemes like RAID-6 (which is a (6,4)-Reed-Solomon
code), (9, 6) [13] and (14, 10) [42]. But wider MDS codes
have their own drawbacks because they require all the data
from k blocks to reconstruct/repair even a single missing
block, leading to a high reconstruction cost. A need to use
wider encoding schemes with less overhead, combined with
the very high reconstruction cost of MDS codes has motivated
the study of Locally Recoverable Codes.

Data reconstruction process. Large-scale cluster storage
systems have a background process that monitors the redun-
dancy level of all stripes stored in the cluster. Whenever a
disk becomes unavailable (either due to server unavailabil-
ity, or disk failure), the background daemon flags the under-
redundant stripe and starts a timeout of a few tens-of-minutes.
When the timeout expires, the stripe is marked for reconstruc-
tion. Storage clusters often set a soft threshold on the band-
width used for background activity such as reconstructions
(except client-initiated degraded mode reads). In order to bal-
ance the reconstruction workload while maintaining highest
data safety standards, the reconstructions are processed via a
priority queue in which stripes that are more vulnerable are
reconstructed before less vulnerable stripes.

Locally Recoverable Codes (LRCs). LRCs [17, 27, 33,
42, 47, 49] (also known as Local Reconstruction Codes) are
erasure codes designed to mitigate the high reconstruction
cost of MDS codes. An (n,k, `) LRC code divides an n block
stripe into local groups, each with at most ` < k blocks and
a local parity1. In addition to the local parities, the stripe
also has global parities which cover all k data blocks. One
may think of a typical LRC in this way: the data blocks and
the global parities together form an MDS code, and the local
parities are added on top of this code, so as to mitigate the cost
of reconstruction (reduce it from k to `) in the case when there
is exactly one failure in a local group. One may note that LRCs
are not MDS codes since they cannot satisfy the Singleton
bound unless `= k (see Definition 5.6). If there is more than
one failure in the same local group, the underlying MDS code
can be used to reconstruct the data. Several different LRC
constructions have been proposed over the years with different

1Theoretically each local group can have any number of parities, but in
practice the most common configuration involves 1 parity per local group.

trade-offs [27, 33, 47, 49].
Distance of a code. Distance of a code (denoted by d) is

the minimum number of failures/erasures that may render
the stripe potentially non-recoverable (i.e. all patterns of < d
failures are always recoverable). For example, the distance of
an (n,k) MDS code would be n− k+1 since an MDS code
can recover from any n−k failures. In fact, for an MDS code,
any failure beyond n− k failures is strictly non-recoverable.
However, for a code with distance d which is not MDS (such
as an LRC), some patterns of ≥ d failures could be recovered.
Maximizing this capability to recover as many erasure pat-
terns as possible beyond the distance leads us to the notion of
maximally recoverable codes.

Maximally Recoverable LRCs (MR-LRC). For any
code, simply specifying whether each entry in its genera-
tor matrix (see Definition 5.1) is zero or non-zero imposes
an information theoretic limit on which patterns of erasures
could be recoverable. The study of maximally recoverable
codes is concerned with finding coefficients for the non-zero
entries such that this limit is reached [16]. LRCs can also be
optimized in this way: once we have specified which entries
of the generator matrix are non-zero (this will fix various
code parameters like n, k, number of local parities, number of
global parities, and the size of the local groups), it is possible
to find coefficients that maximize the number of recoverable
erasure patterns (including potentially many patterns of ≥ d
erasures). LRCs which are maximially recoverable are known
as MR-LRCs. In terms of their reliability, MR-LRCs are the
gold standard among LRCs.

3 Motivation for studying wide LRCs

Reducing storage overhead is critical. Storage overhead
because of data redundancy is a major component of a clus-
ter’s storage cost. With 3-way replication, the overhead is 3×,
which is prohibitive for large-scale clusters storing exabytes
(EBs) of data on hundreds-of-thousands of disks. Even the
popular MDS codes such as (9,6) [13] or (14,10) [42] which
have an overhead of 1.5× and 1.4× respectively, are consid-
ered too expensive for exascale [9, 10, 29, 41]. Large-scale
storage clusters are actively adopting wide MDS codes to min-
imize the storage overhead. Backblaze reported the use of a
(20,17) MDS code [3] which has a reasonably low overhead
of 1.17× (a rate of 17

20 = 0.85, see Definition 5.1). With every
percent reduction in storage overhead resulting in savings of
millions in capital, operational and energy costs, lowering
storage overhead continues to be a lucrative problem.

Wide MDS codes are costly. Using wide MDS codes has
several challenges. The reconstruction IO cost of a wide (n,k)
MDS code scales linearly with k. For example, while a (9,6)
MDS codes requires reading 6 data blocks for reconstruct-
ing a missing block, a wide MDS code such as (20,17) re-
quires reading 17 data blocks. Wide MDS codes also have a
higher unavailability because they have a higher probability
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Figure 2: A 24 hour trace with the number of stripes with at least 4 failures in two deployed LRCs captured from a single storage cluster at
Google. The wider LRC (n≈ 80) has many more stripes with at least 4 failures compared to the relatively narrower LRC (n≈ 50).

of having blocks stored on devices that are unreachable due
to maintenance (since no two blocks of a stripe can be on the
same disk, server, rack, etc.). Thus, not only does a wide MDS
code have a higher degraded mode read cost (Definition 5.10),
but the frequency of performing degraded-mode reads is also
higher due to higher unavailability. Due to a larger number
of disks, degraded reads and reconstructions in wide MDS
codes are also more likely to suffer from high tail latency
due to stragglers. So although wide MDS code are good for
durability and reduced storage overhead, they are not good
for reconstruction costs, availability, and degraded read per-
formance, all of which are major performance concerns in
large-scale storage clusters. Storage overhead minimization
is critical, but cannot come at the expense of aforementioned
problems. Indeed, this is the reason for the continued popu-
larity of LRCs, which mitigate this drawback.

Real-world failure patterns favor LRCs. We empirically
observe the failure patterns of stripes stored in three large-
scale storage clusters totalling over 1.5 million disks for a
period of 6 months. These clusters have multiple different era-
sure coding and replication schemes deployed simultaneously,
and have over 1.2 trillion stripes. From among the stripes that
have > 0 failures, we observe that ≈ 99.2% of stripes have
just a single failure. Similar data has been observed by others
in [40], where they found that ≈ 98.08% stripes had a single
failure on a Facebook warehouse cluster. A single block fail-
ure in a stripe is a scenario where LRCs shine (in contrast to
MDS codes). However, this comes at a cost of higher storage
overhead (as we mentioned, typical LRCs are just MDS codes
with the additional overhead of local parities, and they cannot
lie on the Singleton bound).

Wide LRCs. In an ideal world, we would like to use wide
LRCs which have significantly lower overhead than the LRCs
showcased in [33, 42] (and many other works). Wide LRCs
could reduce the overhead from the 30−60% range (which
is common in deployed LRCs and MDS codes) to the less
than 20% range, while still maintaining many advantages
over MDS codes. But wide LRCs create novel challenges.
For example, wider stripes are much more likely to result in
a larger percentage of stripes with more than a single failure.
This makes it critical to study robust and practical measures
of LRC reliability if we are to utilize wide codes in practice.
Further, practical issues like deployment and ease-of-use also
need to be addressed.

4 Practical challenges of wide LRCs

Many simultaneous failures are more common in wide
LRCs. While most stripes (which have failures) have single-
block failures, this does not mean that the tiny fraction of
more than one block failures can be ignored. Moving to wider
stripes increases the possibility that multiple blocks of a stripe
need to be repaired at the same time, since there is a higher
chance that devices or servers storing multiple blocks of the
same stripe may be undergoing maintenance simultaneously.
This is consistent with the observation that most data unavail-
ability events in large-scale storage clusters are as a result of
planned outages [13]. Another reason for increased number
of block failures in a wide stripe is due to prioritization of
reconstructions as explained in Section 2. Figure 2 shows the
number of stripes that have at least 4 failures throughout a
24 hour period. There are two LRCs whose stripe failures
are being compared, one with width approximately 50 blocks
and the other with width approximately 80 blocks2. Note that
this trace is collected from a single storage cluster, and so the
failures seen in this trace are in response to the same machines
failing. As is clearly visible, the wider LRC has a significantly
higher number of stripes with at least 4 failures compared to
the relatively narrower LRC.

Constructing MR-LRCs is hard. As mentioned above,
a lot of research has looked at MR-LRCs in recent years
[5, 12, 16, 18, 20]. However, even with recent advancements
such as [12,18], to the best of our knowledge it is not possible
to construct MR-LRCs in the following regime: where the
field size (search-space for coefficients to construct the LRC)
is fixed to be 256, n is between 25-150, and the rate of the
code (see Definition 5.1) is at least 0.85 (i.e. storage overhead
is at most 1.17× and ` < k). This setting is particularly useful
for applications, and is the natural next phase for practical
LRCs which reduce overhead and maximize reliability.

Typically, maximally recoverable codes are easier to con-
struct when the field is large, and much research is focused
on finding explicit codes over small field sizes. In practical
settings, most computations are done over individual bytes
which restricts the field size of the LRCs we can use to 256
(the field F28 ). To the best of our knowledge, the current state
of the art constructions are in [18], and they require that the

2We cannot disclose the exact configuration due to confidentiality.
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field size q be at least∼ (`+1)r, where `+1 is the size of a lo-
cal repair group (Definition 5.5), and r is the number of global
parity checks. For our purposes, we can think of `+1∼ 16,
and r ≥ 3, thus q = 4096, making the required field size 16×
greater than 256.

Measurements of reliability of wide LRCs are inade-
quate. While narrow LRCs have received a lot of attention in
systems research, wide LRCs have not [25]. Existing systems
research on LRCs optimizes metrics such as distance, de-
graded read cost and reconstruction cost [6,27,33,42,47,49].
We enhance this rich literature with a larger suite of empirical
measures, which give more realistic comparisons in the practi-
cal realm, particularly in the case when there are≥ d erasures
in a code with distance d. Further, since explicit MR-LRCs
are not available in our parameter regimes, it leaves open the
question of evaluating whether we can construct codes which
offer us approximately the same advantages as MR-LRCs
could offer (the answer is yes!). Finally, some design choices
such as creating evenly sized local groups have not been con-
sidered in the literature at all, which we show can have a large
impact on performance against random patterns of erasures.

Deployment of wide erasure codes is non-trivial. An-
other practical hurdle that gets worse with code width is the
deployment (placement of blocks) of an erasure coded stripe.
Recall that no two blocks of an erasure coded stripe can re-
side on the same disk, rack, fault-domain, power-source, etc.
As the code width increases, it becomes progressively harder
to fulfill these placement constraints. The placement prob-
lem is further exacerbated because it is common for sets of
servers/racks (which comprise a maintenance zone) to be
down at the same time for maintenance events, potentially
causing data unavailability. For example, if too many blocks
of a stripe are in the same maintenance zone, then even a
planned maintenance event could make the stripe unavailable.
We comment on some ways that code design can make it
easier to achieve maintenance robust layouts of data.

5 Definitions

We begin by defining important terms that are going to be use-
ful when describing the wide LRC construction in Section 6.

Definition 5.1 (Linear error correcting code). A linear error-
correcting code is simply a subspace C ≤ Fn

q where q is a
prime power and n > 0. It is customary to think of C as the
image of an encoding map Enc: Fk

q→ Fn
q for some k≤ n. This

encoding may the expressed in matrix form as,

Gx = y

where G is an n× k matrix called the generator matrix, x
is the message and y is the codeword. The fraction k

n is the
rate of the code, k is the dimension, and n is the blocklength.
The symbols yi ∈ Fq of a codeword y are called codeword
symbols.

Definition 5.2 (Distance of a code). The minimum distance
of a linear code (often just called the distance) is simply,

min
x∈C\{0}

wt(x)

where wt(x) = ∑
n
i=1 1xi 6=0. An error correcting code with dis-

tance d can always correct d−1 erasures.

Definition 5.3 ((n,k, `)-Locally recoverable code (LRC)). An
(n,k, `)-LRC is a linear error correcting code of dimension
k and blocklength n. It has the additional property that any
codeword symbol can be recovered from at most ` other code-
word symbols. The parameter ` is called the locality paramter
of the LRC. Note that 1≤ `≤ k.

Definition 5.4 (Generalized Singleton bound and distance
optimal LRCs). Any locally recoverable code must satisfy the
following bound [17],

n≥ k+
⌈

k
`

⌉
+d−2

where d is the distance of the code. Any LRC that meets this
bound with equality is called a distance optimal LRC. Note
that when ` = k, this reduces to the well-known Singleton
bound n≥ k+d−1.

Definition 5.5 (Local repair group). Given an (n,k, `)-LRC,
choose any codeword y. Due to the local recovery property,
any codeword symbol yi can be recovered using at most `
other codeword symbols {yr1 , . . . ,yr`} where r j 6= i for any
j. These at most `+ 1 indices in {i,r1, . . . ,r`} form a local
repair group of the (n,k, `)-LRC.

Definition 5.6 (Maximum distance separable code). Any lin-
ear error-correcting code which satisfies the Singleton bound
with equality, i.e. satisfies n = k+d−1, is known as a Maxi-
mum Distance Separable (MDS) code.

Definition 5.7 (Cauchy matrix). Let {x1, . . . ,xn} and
{y1, . . . ,ym} be two disjoint sequences of distinct elements
from Fq. The n×m matrix defined as

Ci j =
1

xi + y j

is a Cauchy matrix. It is well-known that every square sub-
matrix of a Cauchy matrix has non-zero determinant (and
therefore, is invertible).

Fact 5.8 (Generator matrix of an MDS code). Cauchy ma-
trices are commonly used to design generator matrices for
MDS codes. Indeed, an n× k matrix over Fq, whose first k
rows form Ik (the k× k identity matrix), and whose last n− k
form an (n−k)×k Cauchy matrix generates an MDS code of
blocklength n and dimension k (see Thm 2.2 and 5.2 in [8]).

We can visualize several of our definitions using the exam-
ple shown in Figure 3.
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1 0 0 0 d1
0 1 0 0 d2
0 0 1 0 d3
0 0 0 1 d4

c11 c12 c13 c14 c1
c21 c22 c23 c24 c2
1 1 0 0 l1
0 0 1 1 l2

c11 + c21 c12 + c22 c13 + c23 c14 + c24 lg

d1 d2

l1

d3 d4

l2

©
c1

©
c2

lg

Figure 3: Example of an LRC with 4 data blocks (d1,d2,d3,d4),
2 global parities (c1,c2), and 3 local parities (l1, l2, lg). This figure
shows how each row of the generator matrix correponds to a ‘block’
in the picture representation of an LRC (the reader may note that the
matrix representation is more informative as the specific choice of
coefficients can affect reliability in practice). The first 4 rows of the
matrix correspond to the data blocks which are encoded systemati-
cally; the next two rows correspond to the global parities (these two
rows form a 2×4 Cauchy matrix in our implementation); the last 3
rows correspond to 3 local parities, all of which contain the XOR of
the data they cover (as is evident by the coefficients of the matrix GC).
The last local parity, lg, only covers the global parities. This design
of LRC may be familiar to some readers as an Azure-LRC+1. The
local groups of this code are (d1,d2, l1), (d3,d4, l2), and (c1,c2, lg)
and therefore `= 2. In this code, ADRC (see Def. 5.10) = ARC1 (see
Def. 5.11) = 2, since each data or parity block can be reconstructed
by reading the two other blocks in its local repair group.

Definition 5.9 (Maximally recoverable locally recoverable
code (MR-LRC)). An (n,k, `)-LRC is called a MR-LRC if it
can recover from any pattern of n−k erasures as long as there
is at least one erasure in each local repair group of the code.
To clarify, suppose the (n,k, `)-LRC has local repair groups
L1, . . . ,Lp for some p > 1 where each Li ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}. Recall
that ∪iLi = {1, . . . ,n} and that the Li are not necessarily
disjoint. Let E = {e1, . . . ,en−k} ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} be any pattern
of n− k erased symbols. Then as long as Li∪E 6= /0 for any i,
then the erasure pattern E can be recovered by the code.

Definition 5.10 (Average degraded read cost (ADRC)). The
ADRC is the average of the cost of reconstructing any of the
data blocks. We can measure cost(bi) as the number of blocks
which need to be read in order to reconstruct block i.

ADRC =
∑

k
i=1 cost(bi)

k

Definition 5.11 (Average repair (or reconstruction) cost
(ARC)). The average repair cost is defined identically to
the ARDC, with the addition of the global and local parity
blocks to the computation.

ARC1 =
∑

n
i=1 cost(bi)

n

For MDS codes, ∀bi,cost(bi) = ARC = k. For LRCs, cost(bi)
may not be the same as ARC. The above ARC is defined for
one block failing in a stripe. In our evaluation we also show
the ARC of reconstructing two failed blocks defined as

ARC2 =
∑

n
i=1, j 6=i cost(bi, j)(n

2

)
where 1≤ i≤ n,1≤ j ≤ n and i 6= j, and cost(bi, j) = cost to
reconstruct blocks i and j which can result in a combination
of local and global reconstructions depending on i and j.

6 (n,k,r, p)-Optimal Cauchy LRCs

In this section we construct (n,k,r, p)-Optimal Cauchy LRCs
and discuss their advantages. Here, n is the blocklength of
the code, k is the dimension, r is the number of global parity
checks, and p is the number of local parity checks. We make
two design choices which are worth pointing out. First, the
p local parities in our code are uniformly distributed across
the k data, and they are all XOR-ed with the r global parity
checks (this helps with proving the distance optimality of the
code). Second, we restrict ourselves to the case where each of
the data symbols of the code is covered by exactly one local
parity. The second restriction is common in constructions pro-
posed in the literature, and indeed, important for our goal of
minimizing the storage overhead. For simplicity of exposition
we assume that p is even (we will mention how this condition
can be removed), and p|k where we denote k

p = t. It will be
clear that the locality parameter ` of the (n,k,r, p)-Optimal
Cauchy LRCs we will construct is k

p + r.

In Section 6.2 will show that (n,k,r, p)-Optimal Cauchy
LRCs have the best possible distance for LRCs with their
dimension and locality (under some modest restrictions). In
Appendix A.2 we show how some of these restrictions can
be relaxed. We begin with explaining the construction of
(n,k,r, p)-Optimal Cauchy LRCs.

6.1 Code construction

The generator matrix for an (n,k,r, p)-Optimal Cauchy LRC
is derived naturally from the generator matrix for an (k+ r+
1,k)-MDS code which has dimension k and blocklength n =
k+ r+1. Specifically, we derive our code from the generator
matrix of a (k+ r+1,k)-cauchy MDS code.

The generator matrix G(k+r+1),k of a (k+ r+1,k)-Cauchy
MDS code is an k+ r+1× k matrix, which simply consists
of a k×k identity matrix stacked on top of a r+1×k Cauchy
matrix. The resulting matrix is well-known to generate an
MDS code with distance r+2 (See Thm 2.2 and 5.2 in [8]).
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G(k+r+1),k =



1
. . . 0

. . .

0
. . .

1
c11 . . . c1k

. . .
cr1 crk

c(r+1)1 c(r+1)k


When we do not need to refer to r and k are specifically, we
refer to G(k+r+1),k as G, and the ith row of G(k+r+1),k as gi.

To create the generator matrix for an (n,k,r, p)-optimal
cauchy LRC, we first partition this last row of G, gk+r+1 into
p rows r1, . . . ,rp as follows,

r1 = (c(r+1)1,c(r+1)2, . . . ,c(r+1)t ,0, . . . ,0)

r2 = (0, . . . ,0,c(r+1)(t+1), . . . ,c(r+1)2t ,0, . . . ,0)
...

rp = (0, . . . ,0,c(r+1)(p(t−1)), . . . ,c(r+1)pt)

It is clear that r1 + r2 + · · ·+ rp = gk+r+1. We the compute
the rows r̃i as follows,

r̃i = ri +gk+1 +gk+2 + · · ·+gk+r

Note that r̃i are simply ri with the addition of the first r
‘cauchy rows’ of G. Since p is even (and the underlying field
has characteristic 2) we have,

r̃1 + r̃2 + · · ·+ r̃p = p(gk+1 +gk+2 + · · ·+gk+r)+gk+r+1

= gk+r+1

Finally, the generator matrix On,k,r,p for the (n,k,r, p)-Optimal
Cauchy LRC is given by,

On,k,r,p =



1
. . . 0

. . .

0
. . .

1
c11 . . . c1k

. . .
cr1 crk

r̃1
...

r̃p


This matrix is simply the k+ r rows of Gk+r+1,k stacked on

top of the r̃1, r̃2, . . . , r̃p vectors. We remark that n = k+ r+ p,
and that On,k,r,p generates an LRC with locality parameter
` = k

p + r. This is clear since each row among r̃1, r̃2, . . . , r̃p
provides a local parity check on exactly ` other rows.

6.2 Distance
We note that the distance of an (n,k,r, p)-Optimal Cauchy
LRC is exactly r+2. As long as k,r, p > 0, p|k, rp2 > k+ rp,
and p is even, it is a distance optimal LRC (Definition 5.4).

Theorem 6.1. For r > 0, On,k,r,p generates an error correct-
ing code with distance exactly r + 2. Proof details are in
Appendix A.1

Lemma 6.2. Given k,r, p > 0, rp2 > k+ rp, and p even, the
locally recoverable code formed by On,k,r,p is distance optimal.
Proof details are in Appendix A.1

We show how some of the conditions in Lemma 6.2 can be
relaxed in Appendix A.2.

Remark 6.3. Constructing distance optimal LRCs is a well-
studied problem. At first, only constructions whose alphabet
size was exponential in the blocklength were known [45, 49].
These do not yield codes which may be used in practical
settings where the alphabet size q is fixed at 256. The most
well-known construction of distance optimal LRCs may be
found in [33,47]. To get truly optimal codes the codes of [47]
require that `+1|n, and none of the codes we use in our ex-
periments meet this restriction. Distance optimal LRCs with
very general parameters were finally shown in [33]. In our
experimental analysis in the later sections, we use Optimal
Cauchy LRCs (rather than other known constructions such
as [33]) as examples of codes which lie on the generalized
Singleton bound (essentially, distance optimal LRCs. See Def-
inition 5.4). This is because Optimal Cauchy LRCs are easier
to construct in our parameter regime.

7 (n,k,r, p)-Uniform Cauchy LRCs

In the previous section we give a very simple construction of
distance optimal LRCs which we will use in our experimental
analysis as examples of distance optimal codes. In this section,
we provide a simple heuristic modification of these codes
which has several practical advantages (though they are not
shown to be optimal with regards to distance).

The later experimental analysis of these codes highlights
the point that distance optimal (i.e. on the generalized Single-
ton bound) does not mean most-durable or most cost-efficient
from a practical perspective. For example, a code that has the
same locality and distance can have different durability (as
measured by mean-time-to-data-loss) and robustness against
random patterns of erasures. Distance-optimality simply indi-
cates the best distance for fixed values of n,k and `.

These codes are constructed in much the same way as opti-
mal cauchy LRCs, except that each local parity check covers
k+r

p of the data blocks and global parity blocks. Following the
same notation as the previous section, the generator matrix
for a uniform cauchy code has the form (assuming p|k+ r for
simplicity),
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Figure 4: Different LRC constructions used in our evaluation.

Un,k,r,p =



1
. . . 0

. . .

0
. . .

1
c11 . . . c1k

. . .
cr1 crk

r1
...

r̃p


Where (if we denote k+r

p = t),

r1 = (c(r+1)1,c(r+1)2, . . . ,c(r+1)t ,0, . . . ,0)

r2 = (0, . . . ,0,c(r+1)(t+1), . . . ,c(r+1)2t ,0, . . . ,0)
...

rp = (0, . . . ,0,c(r+1)(p(t−1)), . . . ,ck)

Finally, we modify the last row by adding the exclusive-or
of the global parity checks.

r̃p = rp +gk+1 + · · ·+gk+r

One may note that the locality parameter for this code
`= k+r

p , which is lower than that for optimal cauchy LRCs.
In the event that p - (k+ r), we may simply divide the k+ r
data and global parities as evenly as possible amongst the p
local checks.

8 Experiments and analysis

We now use the following suite of practical measures of LRC
quality to compare various codes:

1. Average degraded read cost (Definition 5.10).

2. Average repair costs (Definitions 5.11).

3. Reliability against random erasure patterns.

4. Comparison of reliability against the information theoretic
limit (i.e. against MR-LRCs).

5. A practical computation of mean-time-to-data-loss
(MTTDL).

We compare well-known LRC constructions including dis-
tance optimal LRCs (our own Optimal Cauchy LRCs) and
novel codes like our Uniform Cauchy LRCs. We compare
these codes for the following parameter settings, all of which
have < 20% storage overhead.

LRCs used in experiments. The most popular deployed
LRCs we came across are the Xorbas-LRC [42], Azure-
LRC [27] and Azure-LRC+1 [33] constructions. Xorbas-LRC
has the advantage of being distance optimal, but it is only
shown to be so in very specific parameter settings, so we
instead use Optimal Cauchy LRCs as examples of distance
optimal codes in our evaluation. The Azure-LRC was one of
the first LRCs proposed, and is reportedly used at Microsoft
Azure [27]. We illustrate these codes for the 48-of-55 param-
eter setting in Figure 4.

Azure-LRC divides the data blocks into equally spaced lo-
cal groups, with each local group having a local parity. Each
local parity can be the XOR of the data blocks in that lo-
cal group. The global parities are not protected by any local
parities. Figure 4a gives a representation of the Azure-LRC
construction. Note that Azure-LRC is not a true LRC since
the global parities are not locally recoverable (i.e. `= k). In
early works, locality for global parities was not considered a
requirement for LRCs, but most recent works enforce it. How-

Scheme n k r p Rate

24-of-28 28 24 2 2 24
28 = 0.857

48-of-55 55 48 3 4 48
55 = 0.872

72-of-80 80 72 4 4 72
80 = 0.9

96-of-105 105 96 5 4 96
105 = 0.914

Table 1: Wide LRC schemes used to compare different LRC con-
structions. Each scheme is chosen such that rate >= 0.85.
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Locality Azure-LRC Azure-LRC+1 Optimal Cauchy LRC Uniform Cauchy LRC

n = 28, k = 24, r = 2, p = 2 `= 24 `= 24 `= 12+2 = 14 `=13
n = 55, k = 48, r = 3, p = 4 `= 48 `= 16 `= 12+3 = 15 `=13
n = 80, k = 72, r = 4, p = 4 `= 72 `= 24 `= 18+4 = 22 `=19
n = 105, k = 96, r = 5, p = 4 `= 96 `= 32 `= 24+5 = 29 `=26

Avg. degraded read cost (ADRC) Azure-LRC Azure-LRC+1 Optimal Cauchy LRC Uniform Cauchy LRC

n = 28, k = 24, r = 2, p = 2 24×12
24 =12 24×24

24 = 24 12×14
12 = 14 26×13

26 = 13
n = 55, k = 48, r = 3, p = 4 48×12

48 =12 48×16
48 = 16 48×15

48 = 15 13×12+35×13
48 = 12.72

n = 80, k = 72, r = 4, p = 4 72×18
72 =18 72×24

72 = 24 72×22
72 = 22 72×19

72 = 19
n = 105, k = 96, r = 5, p = 4 96×24

96 =24 96×32
96 = 32 96×29

96 = 29 78×25+18×26
96 = 25.18

Avg. repair cost 1 failure (ARC1) Azure-LRC Azure-LRC+1 Optimal Cauchy LRC Uniform Cauchy LRC

n = 28, k = 24, r = 2, p = 2 26×12+2×24
28 =12.85 25×24+3×2

28 = 21.64 28×13
28 = 13 28×13

28 = 13
n = 55, k = 48, r = 3, p = 4 52×12+3×48

55 = 13.94 51×16+4×3
56 = 15.05 55×15

55 = 15 13×12+42×13
55 =12.76

n = 80, k = 72, r = 4, p = 4 76×18+4×72
80 = 20.7 75×24+5×4

81 = 22.75 80×22
80 = 22 80×19

80 =19
n = 105, k = 96, r = 5, p = 4 100×24+5×96

80 = 27.42 99×32+6×5
81 = 30.45 105×29

105 = 29 81×25+24×26
105 =25.22

Avg. repair cost 2 failures (ARC2) Azure-LRC Azure-LRC+1 Optimal Cauchy LRC Uniform Cauchy LRC

n = 28, k = 24, r = 2, p = 2 30.66 43.46 32.12 27.92
n = 55, k = 48, r = 3, p = 4 35.49 39.22 36.93 33.85
n = 80, k = 72, r = 4, p = 4 52.80 59.38 54.82 49.22
n = 105, k = 96, r = 5, p = 4 70.68 79.73 74.50 67.69

Normalized MTTDL comparison Azure-LRC Azure-LRC+1 Optimal Cauchy LRC Uniform Cauchy LRC

n = 28, k = 24, r = 2, p = 2 0.64× 0.14× 0.50× 1.00
n = 55, k = 48, r = 3, p = 4 0.99× 0.97× 1.01× 1.00
n = 80, k = 72, r = 4, p = 4 0.99× 0.97× 0.49× 1.00
n = 105, k = 96, r = 5, p = 4 0.99× 0.96× 0.96× 1.00

Table 2: This table captures all the analytical metrics used to compare the different LRC constructions across the different wide LRC parameters
described in Table 1. Details of this comparison are described in Section 8. The takeaways are that for all metrics except average degraded mode
read cost (in which it is < 9% worse than the best LRC), Uniform Cauchy LRCs outperform other LRCs (including the Optimal Cauchy LRC).
Another surprising result was that Azure-LRC outperforms Azure-LRC+1 despite its global parities having no local parities protecting them.

ever, we include this code in our analysis due to its popularity
and because it is actually used in practice (and our analysis
shows that it gives great performance!).

Azure-LRC+1 is an optimization to the Azure-LRC pro-
posed in [33]. Azure-LRC suffers from an expensive MDS-
level reconstruction on the failure of any of the global parities.
In order to prevent this, Azure-LRC+1 forms a local group of
the global parities and protects them using a local parity. Fig-
ure 4b captures the Azure-LRC+1 construction. Note that the
Azure-LRC+1 construction in [33] introduces an additional
local parity to protect the global parities without removing
any of the existing parity blocks. This construction changes
the storage overhead of Azure-LRC+1 in comparison to other
constructions. We deliberately choose to keep the numbers
k-of-n the same across all schemes, otherwise we are compar-
ing codes with different redundancy, which in our view is not
a fair comparison. Thus, in our construction of Azure-LRC+1,
we choose to remove one local parity protecting data blocks
(as compared to removing a global parity since removing a
local parity has a less adverse effect on the reliability), and

add a local parity protecting global parity blocks.
Figure 4c and Figure 4d are representations of the Optimal

Cauchy and Uniform Cauchy constructions which have been
described comprehensively in previous sections.

Parameter regimes for comparison. We select four dif-
ferent widths representing wide LRCs, details of which are in
Table 1. For an apples-to-apples comparison, we freeze the
size of the data, k, the size of the code n, the number of global
parities r, and the number of local parities, p. Since a (20,17)
MDS code is reportedly in use [3], we explore schemes where
24 ≤ n ≤ 105 (deliberately starting from n close to 20, and
codes with rate strictly higher than 0.85). The entire set of
results are presented in Table 2, but we highlight the main
points below.

Uniform Cauchy LRC has the smallest locality. We first
compare the locality of the different LRC constructions. Re-
call (Definition 5.3) that locality refers to the maximum
number of blocks to be read for reconstruction of a single
block. Since Azure-LRC requires reading all data blocks to
reconstruct any failed global parity, its locality is the high-
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Figure 5: This plot compares the durability of the different LRC constructions (Azure-LRC, Azure-LRC+1, Optimal Cauchy and Uniform
Cauchy) by measuring their ability to recover from random failures (only values where some recovery ratios were less than one are shown). We
evaluate all wide LRCs discussed in evaluation ranging from 24-of-28 to 96-of-105. Except in 48-of-55, we see that Uniform Cauchy has the
best durability. Optimal Cauchy has the best durability in 48-of-55. Surprisingly, Azure-LRC has better durability compared to Azure-LRC+1
even though global parities of Azure LRCs are not covered by a local parity.

Figure 6: Comparing performance with MR-LRC. In this plot
we show the results of a Monte-Carlo experiment where p failures
were forced (one in each local group) and another n− k− p fail-
ures were distributed randomly across remaining blocks. MR-LRCs
can recover from all such failure patterns. Azure-LRC+1, Optimal
Cauchy and Uniform Cauchy are all > 99% as durable as an MR-
LRC in this scenario for our choice of coefficients. Azure-LRC is
not shown because it does not have a local group covering its global
parities, making it unsuitable for this comparison.

est. This is followed by Azure-LRC+1, whose local groups
are larger than the other constructions (since we have con-
strained p). In fact for 24-of-28, Azure-LRC+1 has the same
locality as Azure-LRC due to having only 1 local group that
spans all data blocks. Optimal Cauchy LRC evenly divides
the data blocks, but requires each local group to contain all
the global parities (we need this to prove distance optimal-
ity as explained in Section 6.2), making its locality

⌈
k
p

⌉
+g.

Uniform Cauchy LRC has the lowest locality
⌈

n
p

⌉
since it

uniformly divides n blocks into p groups.
Azure-LRC has the lowest average degraded read cost

(ADRC), closely followed by Uniform Cauchy LRC. The
ADRC is calculated only for the data blocks (Definition 5.10),
and therefore is directly proportional to the size of local
groups. Therefore, since Azure-LRC has the smallest local
groups, it also has the smallest ADRC. Although, as the stripes
become wider, the difference between the local group sizes of
Azure-LRC and Uniform Cauchy LRC starts reducing. This
reflects in the reduction of the ratio of the ADRC of Uniform
Cauchy LRCs compared to Azure-LRCs. In particular, the
ADRC of Uniform Cauchy LRC is about 8% more than Azure-
LRC for 24-of-28, but is only about 5% more for 96-of-105.

Azure-LRC+1 has the highest ADRC followed by Optimal
Cauchy LRC, both owing to their larger local repair groups.

Average repair cost (ARC) is lowest for Uniform
Cauchy LRC. Very similar to the ADRC, the ARC1 and ARC2
(Definition 5.11) are the degraded read cost for all n blocks
of a stripe for 1 block failure and 2 block failures respec-
tively. We choose to showcase both ARC1 and ARC2 because
the wider the LRC, the higher the likelihood that more than
one failure can occur in a stripe as explained in Section 3.
Here, the disadvantage of Azure-LRC turns into the advan-
tage for Uniform Cauchy LRC. Specifically, the degraded read
cost for the global parities involves reading all data blocks
in the case of Azure-LRC. For Uniform Cauchy LRC, the
degraded read cost of global parities is the same as a data
block, both of which are only slightly higher than the data
block reconstruction cost of an Azure-LRC. The exception is
24-of-28 where Azure-LRC has a slightly lower ARC than
Uniform Cauchy LRC, owing to these specific parameters,
but this too becomes favorable for Uniform Cauchy LRCs
in the case of ARC2

3. Across the schemes, as the number of
data blocks increase, the ARC of Azure-LRC reduces, but at
the same time, any additional global parity increases the ARC
significantly. The difference between the Azure-LRC+1 and
Optimal Cauchy LRC is lower than their difference in ADRC.
This is due to Azure-LRC+1 having a very low-cost global
parity reconstruction. Nevertheless, the Azure-LRC+1 and
Optimal Cauchy LRCs have the highest, and second highest
ARCs among the four constructions.

Uniform Cauchy LRCs have the best random failure
tolerance. We compare the LRC constructions empirically
by evaluating their durability against random failures (includ-
ing when the number of failures are≥ d when d is the distance
of the code). For each code, we choose various values of i
and conduct a Monte-Carlo experiment in which i blocks are
removed uniformly at random (without replacement) from the
n blocks of stripe. Then data recovery is attempted. The more
times recovery can succeed, the more durable the code. For
each random failures experiment at least 1 million recover-

3We refrain from detailing the calculation of ARC2 because it significantly
more complex than ARC1.
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ies from unique block failure combinations were attempted.
The exception was 4 random failures for 24-of-28, where all
combinations (20475) were exhaustively checked.

Figure 5 shows the results of the various failure scenarios
on each of the four schemes across all four LRCs. Uniform
Cauchy LRC outperforms all other LRC constructions in
each scenario, for each scheme, except 48-of-55. In 48-of-
55, the Optimal Cauchy LRC has the highest recoverability
ratio. The intuition behind Uniform Cauchy LRC’s superior
performance is that when a high number of failures happen
uniformly at random, it’s more likely that at least one failure
occurs in each local repair group. This results in all local
parities contributing to the reconstruction process, leading to
a higher success rate.

Simple choices of coefficients give almost MR-LRCs in
our parameter regime. We construct all our generator ma-
trices using Cauchy matrices. We then conduct an experiment
to compare our codes to a hypothetical MR-LRC of the exact
same design. We say ‘hypothetical’ because although there
is proof that such an MR-LRC can exist [18, 22], currently
there does not exist a deterministic way to construct such a
code. Nevertheless, we can precisely characterize the erasure
patterns that can be recovered by such MR-LRCs. Simply put,
an MR-LRC with p local parities and r global parities can
recover any pattern of r+ p failures, as long as there is at
least one failure in each local repair group (so that each local
parity may contribute towards the reconstruction). An LRC
which has this property is an MR-LRC.

We conduct an experiment in which we plant one failure
in each local group (i.e. p total planted failures), and then add
another r failures at random. Then we attempt recovery. We
find that at least with coefficients we chose (all derived from
Cauchy matrices), all the codes we tested were very close to
being MR-LRCs. So even if it is hard to construct MR-LRCs,
in practical parameter settings, it is not hard to realize many
of their benefits using common code constructions.

We do point out that even though all code constructions
were close to being MR-LRCs, this does not mean that they
were all equally durable against random erasures. This is
because the shape of the code affects the probability that r+ p
random failures will spread out so that each local repair group
gets at least one failure. Indeed, this provides some intuition
as to why Uniform Cauchy LRCs perform the best against
random erasures. It is because the evenly sized local repair
groups maximize the probability that each local repair group
will see at least one failure (recall MR-LRC Definiton 5.9).

Mean-time-to-data-loss (MTTDL). MTTDL (for a
stripe) has been a canonical metric for reliability in the cod-
ing community [14]. It is modeled using a continuous time
Markov chain in which each state represents the number of
erasures in a stripe. There is a final absorbing state, denoted
fail, which represents a data loss/unavailability event. The
MTTDL for a coding scheme is simply the mean time until a
Markov chain starting at state zero reaches the absorbing state

©©©©. . .©©
f ail

s7s6s5. . .s1s0

p f ail
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p5→ f ail

p6→ f ail

p7→ f ail

Figure 7: MTTDL Markov Chain for a 48-of-55 code. The proba-
bilities p5→ f ail , p6→ f ail , and p7→ f ail are added from Fig. 5 (b, c, d)
where they are determined empirically. The probabilities pi→ f ail for
i < 5 are not pictured because they are zero.

i.e. the expected time until a healthy stripe experiences a data
unavailability event. Each state representing e failures, de-
noted se, may transition to the states se−1, se+1 or fail. These
transition probabilities are usually modelled using exponen-
tial distributions representing repair time (which captures the
transition from se to se−1), failure probability (which captures
the transition from se to se+1) and complete failure probability
(which captures the transition from se to fail). These theoret-
ical models are ubiquitous in modeling stripe reliability for
MDS codes, but they have also been used to study the relia-
bility of LRCs [27,42,44]. In our work, replace the modelled
transition probabilities with observed ones, in order to get a
better estimate of the MTTDL of our codes.

We accomplish this by supplementing our theoretical model
with empirical data in the following way: for each state se,
we add a transition to the irrecoverable data loss state with
probability pe→ f ail , where pe→ f ail is probability that a stripe
with e randomly distributed failures cannot recover the data,
as shown in Figure 7. To be clear, in order to model MTTDL
this way, we need the explicit generator matrix of our code,
and then to conduct the random failures experiment to gen-
erate data. While no model is perfect, we believe that this
is a more realistic evaluation of MTTDL of an LRC, since
we meaningfully account for the observed durability of the
explicit code (i.e. accounting for coefficients).

Table 2 shows the MTTDL comparisons for different LRC
constructions. Since we are interested in the relative compari-
son of MTTDLs, we show the ratio of each LRC construction
with the Uniform Cauchy LRC MTTDL (where MTTDL is
calculated as a function of p f ail and prepair whose values can
differ significantly based on specific cluster size, architecture,
disk makes/models, etc.). Although prepair can differ based
on the architecture of the code, those differences are negli-
gible in comparison to the wait-time for the detection of the
missing blocks in a stripe as explained in Section 2. We find
that Uniform Cauchy LRC achieves the highest MTTDL (up
to a factor of 100× in our evaluation), while Azure-LRC+1
has the lowest MTTDL values. This is in line with our ob-
servations that Uniform Cauchy LRCs and Azure-LRC+1
have respectively the highest and lowest performance in re-
constructing random erasures, and also the lowest and highest
average locality. This is unsurprising since MTTDL of an
LRC is inversely proportional to its average locality [44].
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9 Maintenance-robust deployment

When deploying an erasure code in a large-scale storage clus-
ter, there are several placement constraints that need to be
met in order to ensure adequate data reliability. For example,
usually no two blocks of the same stripe are put on the same
disk, server, rack or at times even racks powered by the same
power source to improve data reliability. Placement restric-
tions have been studied recently in [30], and in this work we
comment that placement constraints can be considered during
code design as well.

In a storage cluster, the smallest unit in which maintenance
such as kernel/firmware/hardware upgrades can be performed
is known as a maintenance zone. The design of maintenance
zones affects reliability because all servers/devices in a single
maintenance zone can be turned off simultaneously during
a maintenance event. So we would like to have each stripe
intersect a maintenance zone as little as possible, making it
robust to the maintenance events in a real storage cluster. In
an ideal world, we could make maintenance zones as small as
possible (e.g. a single rack) to limit the impact of maintenance
events on reliability. But this is not practically feasible, as it
would increase the operational toil of maintenance tasks. One
reason for this is: after every maintenance task (belonging to
a single maintenance zone) cluster-wide (and therefore time-
consuming and expensive) data reachability and reliability
tests are usually conducted to ensure that the maintenance
activity was completed without unforeseen events. If mainte-
nance zones are too small (say an individual server), then a
large-scale cluster of tens-of-thousands of servers would be
in perennial testing activity. This severely limits the number
of maintenance zones, and in practice, storage administrators
have informed us that the total number of maintenance zones
in a single cluster are typically restricted to below 20. This
means that a maintenance event can affect a large number of
stripes, and hence it is important to deploy stripes in a manner
that is robust to maintenance events.

One desirable property of a code deployment might be that
no maintenance event that affects a single zone should render
any stripe unrecoverable. We name this maintenance-robust
deployment. Since maintenance events are foreseeable, and
usually performed one zone at a time, a maintenance-robust
deployment would ensure high availability.

In the context of LRCs, we can further optimize deploy-
ment strategies to increase the likelihood of cost-efficient local
repairs. For example, if we guarantee that every maintenance
zone has at most one block from each local group, all de-
graded reads during a maintenance event would only require
local repairs. We term such a deployment maintenance-robust-
efficient deployment. Ideally we want all LRC deployments
to be maintenance-robust-efficient deployments.

Consider the (9,4,2)−LRC from Figure 3. If the number
of maintenance zones, say z is 3. We can assign each block of
data from every local repair group to a different maintenance

zone (i.e. a maintenance-robust-efficient deployment). Here,
during any maintenance event, the degraded read cost for the
data blocks stored in that maintenance zone is still `= 2. How-
ever, if z = 2, we cannot guarantee local repairs in all cases.
As a best case, we could have z1 = d1,d3,c1, lg and put the
rest of the data in z2. Suppose z2 undergoes maintenance, the
data can be repaired by first repairing c2 using c1, lg, and sub-
sequently performing a global repair using d1, d3, c1 and c2 to
reconstruct d2 and d4. Suppose z1 undergoes maintenance, d1
can be repaired using d2, l1, and d3 can be repaired using d4,
l2. Thus, with z = 2, a (9,4,2)−LRC can only be deployed
in a maintenance-robust manner, where global repairs are re-
quired for reconstructing data. In general, when z >= `+1
for an LRC, it can guarantee maintenance-robust-efficient
deployment. The parameter `+1 in Table 2 shows that mini-
mum number of maintenance zones required for maintenance-
robust-efficient deployment to be possible for the schemes we
have evaluated in this work. Thus, with z ≈20, all schemes
except 96-of-105 can be deployed in a maintenance-robust-
efficient manner for Uniform Cauchy LRCs.

10 Related Work

LRCs have widely studied and deployed in the last decade
due to their practical improvements over MDS codes. While
Microsoft Azure and Facebook first published the commercial
use of LRCs [27, 42], much academic research has also been
conducted to find LRC constructions with desirable proper-
ties [1, 6, 11, 17, 39, 39, 44, 46, 48]. One area of research has
been explicit constructions of distance optimal codes (Defini-
tion 5.4) [6, 24, 28, 35, 37, 38, 47, 49, 51]. Tamo and Barg [47]
were among the first to provide a general construction of
distance-optimal LRCs (with small field sizes), but with some
constraints on the allowable parameters. This construction
was further generalized by Kolosov et al. [33] for a wide range
of parameters. Recent years have seen a surge in research on
MR-LRCs [4, 5, 12, 15, 16, 18–22, 36]. Recently, Gopi et
al. [18] provided an explicit construction of MR-LRCs which
is broad, but does not cover our parameter regime.

Wide codes are known to be deployed in two commercial
settings, VAST [50] and Backblaze [3], and recent works
have studied wide codes in academia. Haddock et al. analyze
wide codes’ performance using GPUs [23]. Li et al. show
local erasures codes in the context of hard-disk drives [34].
More recently, Hu et al. [25] study the performance issues in
repair, encoding, and update performance of wide codes. Our
practically inspired work adds to this literature by studying
the trade-offs of wide LRCs from construction to deployment.

11 Conclusion

In this work we show that many subtle factors can affect LRC
reliability in real world scenarios: coefficients in the generator
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matrix, design of local repair groups, and maintenance-robust-
deployment. We show the value of an experiment-driven un-
derstanding of reliability as it provides us novel insights into
design choices which have a meaningful impact on reliabil-
ity. Indeed, this culminates in our construction of Uniform
Cauchy LRCs which outperform popular (and provably dis-
tance optimal) codes in practice.
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A Optimal Cauchy LRCs

A.1 Distance optimality of Optimal Cauchy
LRCs

Theorem A.1. For r > 0, On,k,r,p generates an error correct-
ing code with distance exactly r+2.

Proof. We will simply show that the distance of the code gen-
erated by On,k,r,p is equal to the distance of the code generated
by G(k+r+1),k. Recall that G(k+r+1),k generates a code with
distance exactly r+2, which is equivalent to saying that this
code can correct any pattern of r+1 erasures, i.e. G(k+r+1),k
has row rank at least k if any r+1 rows are deleted.

We will show that On,k,r,p has row rank at least k whenever
any r+ 1 rows are deleted. Note that whenever some r+ 1
rows are deleted from On,k,r,p, they may or may not contain
any rows among the r̃1, . . . , r̃p.

First we consider the case when at least one of r̃1, . . . , r̃p
are deleted. In this case, we may consider all of them lost,
and note that we have exactly the same rows remaining as
if gr+k+1, and at most r other rows were lost in G(k+r+1),k.
Since, G(k+r+1),k generates an MDS code with distance r+2,
it is clear that the remainder of the rows will have rank k.

Now consider the case when the r+1 deleted rows do not
contain any of the rows r̃1, r̃2, . . . , r̃p. In this case, we can
compute gk+r+1 = r̃1 + r̃2 + · · ·+ r̃p, which reduces to the
case when r+1 rows are deleted from G(k+r+1),k.

Lemma A.2. Given k,r, p > 0, rp2 > k+ rp, and p even, the
LRC formed by On,k,r,p is distance optimal.

Proof. Recall that for a LRC to be distance optimal we must
have,

n = k+
⌈

k
`

⌉
+d−2 (1)

where ` is the locality parameter and d is the distance. We
know that `= k

p +r and n= k+r+ p for an (n,k,r, p)-optimal

cauchy code. Substituting ` and d = r + 2 (from Theorem
A.1), equation 1 becomes,

n = k+

⌈
k

k
p + r

⌉
+ r = k+

⌈
pk

k+ pr

⌉
+ r

So an (n,k,r, p)-optimal cauchy code will be distance op-
timal whenever

⌈
pk

k+pr

⌉
= p, i.e. p−1 < pk

k+pr ≤ p. Both in-

equalities hold as long as r, p,k > 0 and rp2 < k+ rp.

A.2 Relaxing constraints
We have shown how to construct distance optimal LRCs with
blocklength n = k+ r+ p, where k is the dimension of the
code, r is the number of global parity checks, and p is the
number of local parity checks as long as p is even, r, p,k > 0
and rp2 < k+ rp. We will briefly discuss some extensions of
these parameter regimes in this section.

Claim A.3. We may modify our construction of distance op-
timal codes to work with p odd.

If p = 1, we may modify the construction so that r1 = rp =
r̃p = gk+r+1, and so G(k+r+1),k = On,k,r,p. This just reduces to
the code defined by G(k+r+1),k.

If p ≥ 3, we may modify the construction so that r̃i = ri
for 1≤ i≤ p−2, r̃p−1 = rp−1 +gk+1 + · · ·+gk+r, and r̃p =
rp +gk+1 + · · ·+gk+r. In this case,

r̃1 + r̃2 + · · ·+ r̃p = 2(gk+1 +gk+2 + · · ·+gk+r)+gk+r+1

= gk+r+1

From here, the same reasoning as the previous sections im-
plies that these codes are distance optimal. Notice that when
p ≥ 3, these modifications do not change ` because r̃p is a
local parity check on k

p + r data blocks.

Claim A.4. If rp2

2 < k + rp < rp2, our construction gives
codes whose blocklength is at most one greater than a dis-
tance optimal code.

This is easily observed by following the proof of Lemma
6.2 and considering the cases where p− 2 < pk

k+pr ≤ p− 1.
Previous works have also found such ‘off by one’ LRCs in
broader parameter regimes than truly optimal LRCs [47]. This
allows us more freedom to explicitly construct almost distance
optimal and wide LRCs.

Claim A.5. We may construct codes with alphabet size q≥
k+ r+1.

Note that we can construct our LRCs starting from the
generator matrix of any MDS code in place of Gk+r+1,k. In
particular, taking Gk+r+1,k to be the generator matrix of any
Reed-Solomon code, we only need q≥ k+ r+1 (since Reed-
Solomon codes need q≥ n). For our settings q is fixed to be
256, so we have the flexibility to construct many wide explicit
codes.
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Abstract
Minimum-storage regenerating (MSR) codes are provably op-
timal erasure codes that minimize the repair bandwidth (i.e.,
the amount of traffic being transferred during a repair opera-
tion), with the minimum storage redundancy, in distributed
storage systems. However, the practical repair performance
of MSR codes still has significant room to improve, as the
mathematical structure of MSR codes makes their repair op-
erations difficult to parallelize. We present ParaRC, a parallel
repair framework for MSR codes. ParaRC exploits the sub-
packetization nature of MSR codes to parallelize the repair
of sub-blocks and balance the repair load (i.e., the amount of
traffic sent or received by a node) across the available nodes.
We show that there exists a trade-off between the repair band-
width and the maximum repair load, and further propose a fast
heuristic that approximately minimizes the maximum repair
load with limited search time for large coding parameters.
We prototype our heuristic in ParaRC and show that ParaRC
reduces the degraded read and full-node recovery times over
the conventional centralized repair approach in MSR codes
by up to 59.3% and 39.2%, respectively.

1 Introduction
Erasure coding has been widely deployed in practical dis-
tributed storage systems for providing fault tolerance against
the lost data in failed storage nodes, while incurring signif-
icantly lower redundancy overhead than traditional replica-
tion [37]. Among many erasure codes, Reed-Solomon (RS)
codes are the most popular and reportedly deployed in pro-
duction, such as Google [11], Facebook [23], Backblaze [9],
and CERN [25]. However, RS codes are known to incur high
repair bandwidth (i.e., the amount of traffic being transferred
during a repair operation) when repairing a failed node, as the
repair of any lost block needs to retrieve multiple coded blocks
from other available nodes for decoding, thereby leading to
bandwidth amplification.

Many repair-friendly erasure codes have been proposed
in the literature to reduce the repair bandwidth of RS codes.
Examples include regenerating codes [10, 24, 27, 33, 36], lo-
cally repairable codes [15, 17, 32], and piggybacking codes
[29, 30]. In particular, minimum-storage regenerating (MSR)
codes [10] are theoretically proven to be repair-optimal, such

that they minimize the repair bandwidth for repairing a sin-
gle node failure, while preserving the minimum storage re-
dundancy as in RS codes (i.e., the redundancy is minimum
among any erasure code that tolerates the same number of
node failures). For example, compared with the (14,10) RS
code adopted by Facebook [23, 29] (i.e., 10 original uncoded
blocks are encoded into 14 RS-coded blocks), MSR codes
with the same coding parameters can reduce the repair band-
width by 67.5%. Given the theoretical guarantees of MSR
codes, many follow-up efforts have proposed practical con-
structions for MSR codes and evaluated their performance in
real-world distributed storage systems (e.g., [13, 24, 27, 36]);
for example, Clay codes [36] are shown to minimize both re-
pair bandwidth and I/Os (i.e., the amount of disk I/Os to local
storage during a repair operation is the same as the minimum
repair bandwidth), support general coding parameters, and be
deployed and integrated in Ceph [3].

While MSR codes provably minimize the repair bandwidth,
we argue that their practical repair performance remains bot-
tlenecked by the node where the lost block is decoded, as
the node needs to retrieve an amount of data from other
available nodes more than the amount of lost data; in other
words, bandwidth amplification still exists, albeit less severe
than RS codes. To mitigate the repair bottleneck issue, re-
cent studies [20, 22] have shown how to parallelize and load-
balance the repair for RS codes across multiple available
nodes, by decomposing the repair operation into partial re-
pair sub-operations that are executed in different nodes in
parallel and combining the partially repaired blocks into the
final decoded block. Thus, it is natural to ask whether we
can also decompose and parallelize the repair for MSR codes
like RS codes. Unfortunately, the answer is negative: the re-
pair for RS codes satisfies the additive associativity of linear
combinations and the repair operation can be decomposed; in
contrast, MSR codes have a different mathematical structure
from RS codes, such that the repair of MSR codes needs to
solve a system of linear combinations and cannot be directly
decomposed (see §2 for details).

This motivates an alternative to parallelize the repair of
MSR codes. Our insight is that MSR codes build on sub-
packetization, in which a block is partitioned into sub-blocks
and the repair of a lost block in MSR codes is to retrieve a
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subset of sub-blocks from other available nodes for decoding.
The sub-blocks of a lost block can be represented as different
linear combinations, and are finally decoded by solving the
system of linear combinations. Based on sub-packetization,
our idea is to distribute the repair of sub-blocks across differ-
ent available nodes and later combine the repaired sub-blocks
to reconstruct the lost block. An open question is how to dis-
tribute the repair of sub-blocks to balance the repair load (i.e.,
the amount of traffic sent or received by a node) across the
available nodes.

We present ParaRC, a parallel repair framework for MSR
codes that aims to balance the repair load across the available
nodes and hence accelerate the repair operation. We make the
following contributions:

• We observe that there exists a trade-off between the repair
bandwidth and the maximum repair load. To formally ana-
lyze the trade-off, we model the repair operation of MSR
codes as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [19] and solve
the repair parallelization problem as a DAG coloring prob-
lem. We identify an extreme point, the min-max repair load
(MLP) point, which minimizes the maximum repair load
with the smallest possible repair bandwidth.

• We show that finding the MLP is computationally expensive
in general, and hence propose a fast heuristic that quickly
identifies the approximate MLP point even for large coding
parameters.

• We prototype ParaRC atop Hadoop 3.3.4 HDFS [4] and
evaluate our prototype on Alibaba Cloud [1]. We show that
ParaRC reduces the degraded read and full-node recovery
times by up to 59.3% and 39.2%, respectively, compared
with the centralized repair for Clay codes. We also show that
ParaRC reduces the full-node recovery time of the default
repair method in Hadoop-3.3.4 HDFS by 71.4%.

We release the source code of our ParaRC prototype at:
http://adslab.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/software/pararc.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Basics of Erasure Coding
We review the basics of erasure coding. We consider a large-
scale distributed storage system that organizes data and per-
forms reads/writes in fixed-size blocks, such that the block
size is large enough (e.g., 128 MiB in Hadoop 3.3.4 HDFS [4]
and 256 MiB in Facebook [28]) to mitigate I/O overhead.
In this work, we target the distributed storage environments
where the network bandwidth and disk I/Os are the bottle-
necks, as opposed to the computational overhead for encoding
and decoding operations in erasure coding.

There are many approaches to construct erasure codes,
among which Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [31] are the most
widely deployed (e.g., [9, 11, 23, 25]). Specifically, an (n,k)
RS code, configured by two parameters k and n (where n >
k), encodes every set of k original uncoded blocks into n
coded blocks, such that any k out of n coded blocks suffice

to decode the k original uncoded blocks. Each set of n coded
blocks is called a stripe. In this work, we focus on a single
stripe, while multiple stripes are independently and identically
encoded. Each stripe is stored in n distinct nodes, so as to
tolerate any n− k node (or block) failures. RS codes satisfy
three practical properties: (i) generality, where n and k can
be general parameters (provided that n > k), (ii) maximum
distance separable (MDS), where the redundancy overhead
n/k is the minimum for tolerating any n− k node failures,
and (iii) systematic, where the k uncoded blocks are kept in
the n coded blocks (i.e., the uncoded blocks remain directly
accessible after encoding).

We elaborate on the mathematical properties of RS codes to
help motivate our work. In this paper, we treat the uncoded and
coded blocks equivalently in a systematic stripe and simply
refer to them as “blocks” in our discussion. Let B0, B1, · · · ,
Bn−1 be the n blocks of a stripe in an (n,k) RS code that are
respectively stored in n nodes, denoted by N0, N1, · · · , Nn−1.
Each block can be expressed as a linear combination of k
blocks of the same stripe under Galois Field arithmetic. For
example, we have B0 =∑

k
i=1 aiBi for some coding coefficients

ai’s (1 ≤ i ≤ k).
Despite the popularity, RS codes are known to incur high

repair penalty, since repairing a single lost block in RS codes
needs to transfer multiple blocks of the same stripe from
other available nodes. The repair penalty manifests in two
aspects. First, the repair incurs high repair bandwidth, defined
as the amount of traffic transferred over the network during a
repair operation. In general, an (n,k) RS code incurs a repair
bandwidth of k times the block size when repairing a lost
block. Figure 1(a) shows an example of the conventional
centralized repair for the (4,2) RS code. To repair a lost block
(say B0), the new node (say N0) downloads any k = 2 blocks
(say B1 and B2 from N1 and N2, respectively), so as to repair
B0 via the linear combination of the downloaded blocks. The
repair bandwidth is 512 MiB for a block size of 256 MiB.

Second, the conventional centralized repair also incurs high
maximum repair load, where the repair load of a node is de-
fined as the amount of traffic that the node sends or receives,
whichever is larger, during a repair operation, and the maxi-
mum repair load is the largest repair load among all nodes. In
the centralized repair, the new node has the most traffic among
all nodes, as it receives an amount of traffic that is k times the
block size, while each other available node sends one block
only. Thus, the performance of the centralized repair is bottle-
necked by the new node. For example, from Figure 1(a), the
new node N0 has the most received traffic, and the maximum
repair load is also 512 MiB for a block size of 256 MiB.

Thus, the repair performance in RS codes is dominated by
both the repair bandwidth and the maximum repair load. We
argue that while many studies focus on reducing the repair
bandwidth (§2.2) or reducing the maximum repair load (§2.3),
there exists a trade-off in minimizing both of the performance
metrics (§2.4).
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(a) Centralized repair for RS codes (b) Centralized repair for Clay codes (c) Repair pipelining for RS codes

Figure 1: Repair examples: (a) conventional repair for the (4,2) RS code; (b) centralized repair for the (4,2) Clay code (which
minimizes the repair bandwidth); and (c) repair pipelining for the (4,2) RS code (which minimizes the maximum repair load).

2.2 Reducing Repair Bandwidth
Existing studies on erasure coding reduce the repair band-
width by proposing new erasure code constructions. Examples
include regenerating codes [10, 13, 24, 27, 33, 35, 36], locally
repairable codes [15,32], and piggybacking codes [29,30]. In
this paper, we focus on minimum-storage regenerating (MSR)
codes (first proposed in [10]), which theoretically minimize
the repair bandwidth for repairing a single lost block, with
the minimum redundancy (i.e., MDS property) as RS codes.

MSR codes differ from RS codes by performing sub-
packetization, which divides a block into multiple sub-blocks
and performs encoding and repair at the sub-block granular-
ity. Specifically, an (n,k) MSR code partitions each block Bi
(0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) into w sub-blocks (w > 1), denoted by bi,0,
bi,1, · · · , bi,w−1, such that each sub-block is encoded through a
linear combination of k×w sub-blocks from k blocks (under
Galois Field arithmetic). To repair any lost block (or w sub-
blocks therein), MSR codes only transfer sub-blocks from
the other nodes, such that the total amount of traffic of the
transferred sub-blocks is minimized.

Classical MSR codes [10] require that the available nodes
read all their locally stored sub-blocks, encode them, and
transfer the encoded sub-blocks to the new node (with the
minimum repair bandwidth) to repair the lost block. In this
work, we consider two state-of-the-art MSR codes, namely
Clay codes [36] and Butterfly codes [24], both of which have
been implemented and empirically evaluated. Our goal is to
show the applicability of our work to different MSR codes,
using Clay codes and Butterfly codes as two representatives.
In particular, Clay codes minimize both repair bandwidth and
I/Os (a.k.a. repair-by-transfer [33])) for general coding pa-
rameters n and k, while Butterfly codes minimize both repair
bandwidth and I/Os for the k uncoded blocks in a systematic
stripe and support n−k = 2 only. Thus, we use Clay codes as
our major baseline throughout the paper.

We first provide an overview for Clay codes. At a high
level, Clay codes repair a lost block in three steps: (i) pair-
wise reverse transformation (PRT), which couples sub-blocks
in pairs and generates intermediate sub-blocks; (ii) MDS de-
coding, which performs linear combinations on k sub-blocks

to decode intermediate sub-blocks and a subset of repaired
sub-blocks; and (iii) pairwise forward transformation (PFT),
which again couples sub-blocks in pairs to generate the re-
maining repaired sub-blocks, such that the lost block is com-
pletely repaired. In Clay codes, the number of sub-blocks w
is given by w = (n− k)⌈n/(n−k)⌉.

Let us take the (4,2) Clay code (where w = 4) as an exam-
ple, as shown in Figure 1(b). Let ci be the ith intermediate
sub-block generated in the repair. Also, let ⟨...⟩i denote some
linear combination of sub-blocks within the brackets, where
the subscript i differentiates the linear combinations with dif-
ferent coding coefficients. To repair a lost block, say B0, the
new node N0 downloads two sub-blocks bi,0 and bi,1 from
each Ni, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. N0 repairs the four sub-blocks of
B0 as follows. First, in the PRT step, N0 generates two inter-
mediate sub-blocks c0 and c1 by coupling b2,1 and b3,0:

c0 = ⟨b2,1,b3,0⟩0, c1 = ⟨b2,1,b3,0⟩1. (1)

Second, in the MDS decoding step, N0 performs linear combi-
nations on b2,0 and c0, and on b3,1 and c1. It repairs b0,0 and
b0,1, and generates two intermediate sub-blocks c2 and c3:

b0,0 = ⟨b2,0,c0⟩2, c2 = ⟨b2,0,c0⟩3,
b0,1 = ⟨b3,1,c1⟩4, c3 = ⟨b3,1,c1⟩5.

(2)

Finally, in the PFT step, N0 repairs b0,2 by coupling b1,0 and
c2, and repairs b0,3 by coupling b1,1 and c3:

b0,2 = ⟨b1,0,c2⟩6, b0,3 = ⟨b1,1,c3⟩7. (3)

The (4,2) Clay code minimizes the repair bandwidth to
384 MiB for a block size of 256 MiB (it downloads six sub-
blocks of size 64 MiB each). Compared with the (4,2) RS
code, the (4,2) Clay code reduces the repair bandwidth by
25%. Note that the maximum repair load of the Clay code is
also 384 MiB (same as the repair bandwidth), which is the
amount of traffic downloaded in the new node.

We also consider Butterfly codes [24] in this paper. For an
(n,k) Butterfly code (n−k = 2), we focus on the repair of the
first k original uncoded blocks in a systematic stripe (whose
repair bandwidth and I/Os are both minimized). An (n,k)
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Butterfly code divides each block into w = 2k−1 sub-blocks.
When repairing a lost block, a new node first downloads half
of the sub-blocks from each available node. It then selects dif-
ferent subsets of sub-blocks among all the received sub-blocks
and performs XOR operations to repair the w sub-blocks of
the lost block. For example, to repair a lost block of size
256 MiB for the (4,2) Butterfly code, the new node down-
loads 128 MiB of sub-blocks from each of the three available
nodes, such that the repair bandwidth and the maximum repair
load are both 384 MiB.

2.3 Reducing Maximum Repair Load
Some studies reduce the maximum repair load by decom-
posing and parallelizing a repair operation across the avail-
able nodes [20, 22]. In this work, we focus on repair pipelin-
ing [20], which reduces the time of repairing a lost block to
almost the same as the time of directly reading a block.

Repair pipelining is mainly designed for RS codes [31].
It divides a single-block repair operation into multiple sub-
block repair operations and evenly distributes sub-block repair
operations across all nodes. For example, suppose that we
use repair pipelining to repair a lost block B0 for an (n,k)
RS code. It first divides each block Bi (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) into
multiple sub-blocks, denoted by bi,0,bi,1, · · · . Recall that each
block can be expressed as a linear combination of k blocks
(§2.1), say B0 = ∑

k
i=1 aiBi for some coding coefficients ai’s.

Repair pipelining makes two observations. First, each sub-
block in B0 is also a linear combination of the k sub-blocks at
the same block offset with the same coding coefficients, i.e.,
b0, j = ∑

k
i=1 aibi, j, for the j-th sub-block. Second, the linear

combination is addition associative, meaning that b0, j can be
computed from the linear combinations of partial terms.

To repair B0, repair pipelining works as follows. First, N1
starts the repair of b0,0 by sending a1b1,0 from its local storage
to N2. Second, N2 combines the received a1b1,0 with a2b2,0
from its local storage to form a1b1,0 +a2b2,0. Third, N2 sends
a1b1,0 + a2b2,0 to N3; meanwhile, N1 can start the repair of
b0,1 by sending a1b1,1 from its local storage to N2 without
interfering with N2’s transmission. Finally, the last available
node Nk reconstructs b0, j for each j-th sub-block and sends
b0, j to N0.

Repair pipelining reduces the maximum repair load to the
same as the block size. For example, Figure 1(c) shows an
example of repair pipelining for the (4,2) RS code. The maxi-
mum repair load is 256 MiB for a block size of 256 MiB since
each of the k available nodes sends or receives one block of
data; it is even less than that in Clay codes (Figure 1(b)). Note
that the repair bandwidth remains 512 MiB, the same as in
the conventional repair for RS codes (Figure 1(a)), since k
available nodes transfer k blocks of data in total.

2.4 Motivation and Challenges
From §2.3, a natural question to ask is whether we can apply
repair pipelining to MSR codes (§2.2) to reduce the maximum
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Figure 2: Examples of the parallel repair for the (4,2) Clay
code. The example in figure (a), with more careful repair
scheduling, has both less repair bandwidth and less maximum
repair load than the example in figure (b).

repair load. Unfortunately, the answer is negative, mainly
because the repair of sub-blocks is not based on the addition
associativity as in RS codes; instead, it is done by solving a
system of linear combinations (e.g., see Equations (1)-(3) in
§2.2 for Clay codes). Thus, we cannot pipeline the repair of
individual sub-blocks of MSR codes as in RS codes.

Nevertheless, the sub-packetization nature of MSR codes
offers an opportunity for parallelizing a repair operation to
reduce the maximum repair load. First, the repair of a sub-
block in MSR codes only requires a subset of available sub-
blocks; for example, in the (4,2) Clay code, each sub-block is a
linear combination of two currently stored or intermediate sub-
blocks. Thus, we can distribute the repair operations of sub-
blocks across different nodes for load balancing. Second, in
erasure coding implementation, each block is further divided
into smaller-sized units (called packets), so that the repair
of a block can be parallelized at the packet level (see §6 for
implementation details).

Figure 2(a) shows a parallel repair example for the (4,2)
Clay code. First, in the PRT step, N2 generates c0 and c1
from b3,0 (retrieved from N3) and b2,1 (locally stored in N2).
Second, in the MDS decoding step, N2 decodes c2 and b0,0
from b2,0 (locally stored in N2) and c0 (generated in the PRT
step), while N0 generates c3 and b0,1 from c1 (retrieved from
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Repair
bandwidth (MiB)

Maximum repair
load (MiB)

RS; centralized 512 (highest) 512 (highest)
Clay; centralized 384 (lowest) 384 (high)
RS; parallel 512 (highest) 256 (lowest)
Clay; parallel 448 (medium) 320 (medium)

Table 1: Summary of the four repair methods for (n,k) =
(4,2).

N2) and b3,1 (retrieved from N3). Finally, in the PFT step, N1
repairs b0,2 from b1,0 (locally stored in N1) and c2 (retrieved
from N2), while N0 repairs b0,3 from b1,1 (retrieved from N1)
and c3 (generated in the MDS decoding step). Also, N0 re-
trieves the repaired b0,0 and b0,2 from N2 and N1, respectively.
In this example, the repair operation can be parallelized in
two aspects: (i) the repair of b0,1 and b0,3 in N0, as well as
the repair of b0,2 in N1, can be performed in parallel; and
(ii) the sub-block repair operations in N0, N1, and N2 can be
parallelized at the packet level. Thus, the maximum repair
load is 320 MiB (i.e., the five sub-blocks b0,0, b0,2, b1,1, b3,1,
and c1 retrieved by N0) for a block size of 256 MiB.

Such a parallel repair approach may amplify the repair
bandwidth, as some sub-blocks are reused more than once
by different nodes. For example, the sub-blocks b2,1 and b3,0
are used to compute c1, c2, and b0,0. Each of the three sub-
blocks will be transmitted over the network. Thus, instead of
transmitting each of the sub-blocks b2,1 and b3,0 only once as
in the centralized repair (Figure 1(b)), the parallel repair now
includes the sub-blocks b2,1 and b3,0 in three transmissions.
The repair bandwidth increases from the minimum point of
384 MiB to 448 MiB.

How to carefully schedule the parallel repair of different
sub-blocks is a critical issue. Figure 2(b) shows another ex-
ample of the parallel repair of the (4,2) Clay code, where
the repair is less efficiently scheduled. In this example, the
sub-blocks b2,0, b2,1, and b3,0 are all transmitted twice. Thus,
the repair bandwidth is 832 MiB, while the maximum repair
load is 512 MiB.

In summary, the parallel repair of MSR codes can be sched-
uled to balance the trade-off between the repair bandwidth
and the maximum repair load, as shown in Table 1 for the
(4,2) Clay code. Our goal in this paper is to design a parallel
repair solution that can effectively balance the trade-off for
general coding parameters of MSR codes.

3 Model and Analysis
Before we design the parallel repair solution for MSR codes,
we first formulate a generic repair model that characterizes the
trade-offs between the repair bandwidth and the maximum
repair load for different repair solutions, either centralized
(e.g., Figures 1(a) and 1(b)) or parallel (e.g., Figures 1(c) and
2). In this section, we design our repair model (§3.1) and
evaluate the repair bandwidth and the maximum repair load
of a repair solution (§3.2). Finally, we analyze the trade-off

between the repair bandwidth and the maximum repair load
for different repair solutions on RS and MSR codes (§3.3).

3.1 Characterizing Repair Solutions
Design requirements. We first identify three design require-
ments for our repair model to characterize repair solutions
based on our example in Figure 2:

• R1: It can describe the linear combination relationships of
sub-blocks (e.g., b0,0 is the linear combination of b2,0, b2,1,
and b3,0).

• R2: It can describe which node is scheduled to execute
a repair operation for each sub-block and how the repair
operation is executed (e.g., N2 downloads b3,0 from N3 and
generates b0,0 with its locally stored b2,0 and b2,1).

• R3: It can describe how the repaired sub-blocks are col-
lected (e.g., b0,0, b0,1, b0,2, and b0,3 can be repaired in differ-
ent nodes, but are finally collected by N0 for reconstructing
block B0).

Our repair model builds on the ECDAG abstraction [19],
which characterizes and schedules erasure coding operations
in distributed storage systems. Note that an ECDAG can
model the linear combination relationships of sub-blocks (i.e.,
R1 addressed), but cannot directly schedule the repair opera-
tions for different sub-blocks in different nodes (i.e., R2 and
R3 not addressed). In the following, we first introduce the
ECDAG abstraction, and then explain how it can be extended
to address all our requirements.

Basics of an ECDAG. We provide an overview of an ECDAG.
An ECDAG G = (V,E) is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that
describes an erasure coding operation (including the repair
of a block), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set
of edges. A vertex vℓ ∈ V (where ℓ ≥ 0) refers to either a
sub-block that is stored in a node (i.e., ℓ= i×w+ j for bi, j,
where i, j ≥ 0) or an intermediate sub-block that is generated
on-the-fly but will not be finally stored (i.e., ℓ≥ n×w). With
a slight abuse of notation, we refer to a sub-block with its
vertex vℓ, where ℓ is the index. An edge e(ℓ1, ℓ2) ∈ E means
that the sub-block vℓ1 is an input to the linear combination for
computing the sub-block vℓ2 . Note that the repair workflows
vary across blocks, so the repair of each block will lead to a
different ECDAG instance.

We use Clay codes [36] as an example to show how an
ECDAG describes its repair workflow. Figure 3(a) shows
the block layout of the (4,2) Clay code (where w = 4) in an
ECDAG, and Figure 3(b) shows the repair flow for block B0,
which we introduce in §2.2. First, in the PRT step, we couple
sub-blocks v9 (b2,1) and v12 (b3,0) as a pair and perform linear
combinations to generate two intermediate sub-blocks v16 (c0)
and v17 (c1). Second, in the MDS decoding step, we decode
sub-blocks v0 (b0,0) and v18 (c2) from sub-blocks v8 (b2,0) and
v16 (c0), and we decode sub-blocks v1 (b0,1) and v19 (c3) from
sub-blocks v13 (b3,1) and v17 (c1). Note that the sub-blocks
v0 (b0,0) and v1 (b0,1) of B0 are repaired. Finally, in the PFT
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Figure 3: An ECDAG example of repairing B0 using the
(4,2) Clay code (w = 4).

step, we couple sub-blocks v4 (b1,0) and v18 (c2) to repair
sub-block v2 (b0,2), and also couple sub-blocks v5 (b1,1) and
v19 (c3) to repair sub-block v3 (b0,3). B0 is now fully repaired.

pECDAG. We extend the ECDAG abstraction into the
pECDAG abstraction to support the scheduling of parallel
sub-block repair operations, so that we can model the trade-
off between the repair bandwidth and the maximum repair
load. Specifically, a pECDAG makes two extensions over
an ECDAG. First, it associates each vertex with a color that
corresponds to a node, such that the node is responsible for
generating or storing all sub-blocks associated with the same-
colored vertices (i.e., R2 addressed). Second, it connects all
repaired sub-blocks, which may reside in different nodes to a
vertex R, which represents a data collector (i.e., R3 addressed).
Figure 4(a) shows the pECDAG for the parallel repair in Fig-
ure 2. To help our discussion, we refer to the topmost vertices
(e.g., v4, v5, v8, v9, v12, and v13) that correspond to the sub-
blocks retrieved from the other available nodes as the leaf
vertices, and the vertex R that corresponds to the data collec-
tor as the root vertex. Note that the colors of both the leaf
vertices and root vertex are fixed, as they depend on where the
retrieved sub-blocks and repaired block reside, respectively.

For example, from Figure 4(a), N2 (i.e., yellow-colored)
computes the sub-block v17 (c1) in Figure 2 and sends it to N0
(i.e., red-colored), which repairs the sub-blocks v1 (b0,1) and
v3 (i.e., b0,3). Also, N2 computes the sub-blocks v0 (b0,0) and
v18 (c2). It sends v18 to N1 (i.e., green-colored), which repairs
the sub-block v2 (b0,2). Finally, N0 collects all the repaired
sub-blocks for the reconstruction of B0.

3.2 Evaluating Repair Solutions
Given (n,k,w) and the block to repair, there are different ways
to color the vertices of a pECDAG, so there are multiple possi-
ble pECDAG instances. We associate each pECDAG instance
with a traffic table, so as to efficiently quantify the repair
bandwidth and the maximum repair load of the corresponding
repair solution.

Definition of a traffic table. A traffic table maintains the
amount of data that each node sends or receives when re-
pairing a block. For each node in the system, the traffic ta-
ble records the number of incoming sub-blocks received by
the node and the number of outgoing sub-blocks sent by the
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Figure 4: A pECDAG example of (4,2) Clay code with w= 4
to repair B0.

node. The repair bandwidth is the total number of incoming
sub-blocks (or equivalently, the total number of outgoing sub-
blocks) of all nodes, while the maximum repair load is the
largest number of incoming or outgoing sub-blocks of a node
across all nodes. For example, Figure 4(b) shows the traffic
table for the parallel repair solution shown in Figure 2, in
which the repair bandwidth is 7 sub-blocks and the maximum
repair load is 5 sub-blocks.

Construction of a traffic table. We show how we generate
the traffic table for a given pECDAG instance. We initialize a
traffic table T with two arrays T.In and T.Out, which record
the numbers of incoming and outgoing sub-blocks for each
node, respectively. For each vertex vi, we traverse each edge
e(vi,v j). Let N′ and N′′ be two nodes with respect to the colors
of vi and v j, respectively. If vi and v j have different colors, we
increment T.Out[N′] and T.In[N′′] by one; however, if there
exist two edges, say e(vi,v j) and e(vi,vh), such that v j and vh
have the same color that is different from vi’s color, we only
increment T once for the corresponding pairs of nodes. The
rationale is that the sub-block vi only needs to be transmitted
once to calculate the sub-blocks v j and vh.

For example, in Figure 4(a), both v18 and v0 have the same
color as v8, we do not need to update the traffic table. For v17,
as v1 has a different color, we count e(v17,v1) as a transmis-
sion and increment the traffic table. As v19 and v1 have the
same color, we do not need to increment the traffic table for
e(v17,v19).

3.3 Trade-off Analysis
Based on a pECDAG and its traffic table, we study the trade-
off between the repair bandwidth and the maximum repair
load. Our idea is to enumerate all possible color combinations
of a pECDAG and find the corresponding traffic table for each
color combination. Note that the colors of the leaf vertices
and the root vertex are fixed (§3.1). Thus, for a pECDAG,
we only need to enumerate the color combinations for the
intermediate sub-blocks and repaired sub-blocks. Currently,
we assume that the repair operation of a stripe is scheduled
among the nodes (i.e., n nodes for an (n,k) code) that store
the blocks of the stripe, so as to limit the interference across
different stripes.

We consider the repair scenarios of two MSR codes: the
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Figure 5: Trade-off analysis between the repair bandwidth
and the maximum repair load.

(4,2) Clay code and the (6,4) Butterfly code. We consider
the repair of block B0 (i.e., the first block of a stripe) and
construct a pECDAG for each of them. We apply a brute-
force search to enumerate all color combinations; for each
color combination, we generate the traffic table and obtain the
corresponding repair bandwidth and maximum repair load.
We show the spectrum of repair bandwidth and maximum
repair load for different color combinations under the (4,2)
Clay code (Figure 5(a)) and the (6,4) Clay code (Figure 5(b)).
In the figures, we highlight the points corresponding to the
centralized repair for RS codes (RS), repair pipelining for RS
codes (RP), and the centralized repair for Clay codes (Clay)
or Butterfly codes (Butterfly) for comparisons.

We find that different color combinations for an MSR code
have different trade-offs between the repair bandwidth and the
maximum repair load. We define a min-max repair load point
(MLP), which minimizes the maximum repair load, and whose
repair bandwidth is minimized given this optimal maximum
repair load. Note that the MLP does not guarantee the absolute
minimum value of repair bandwidth. For example, for the
(4,2) Clay code, the MLP happens to be overlapped with the
point of RP; for the (6,4) Butterfly code, the MLP reduces the
repair bandwidth by 15.6% compared with that of RP, while
it achieves the same maximum repair load as RP.

This observation indicates that the parallel repair of an
MSR code may further improve the repair performance of a
distributed storage system if we can find the MLP. However, it
is non-trivial to find the MLP in general. While the brute-force
approach can always find the MLP, it also has high complexity.

For a pECDAG of an (n,k) MSR code with w sub-blocks in
a block, the lower bound of the number of vertices being
colored is w (i.e., when there is no intermediate sub-block,
we only need to color the w repaired sub-blocks). In this case,
the lower bound of the total number of color combinations is
nw. For Clay codes, the lower bound is n(n−k)⌈n/(n−k)⌉

, while
for Butterfly codes, the lower bound is n2k−1

. For example,
for the (14,10) Clay code, the number of color combinations
is no less than 14256, while for the (12,10) Butterfly code,
the number of combinations is no less than 12512, which are
not solvable in polynomial time. Thus, for reasonably large
(n,k), it is important to reduce the size of the search space,
and hence the running time.

4 Heuristic
As the brute-force approach in general is time-consuming to
find the MLP, we propose a heuristic to find an approximate
point that is close to the MLP. Our goal is to find a parallel
repair solution represented in a pECDAG that keeps both
the repair bandwidth and the maximum repair load as low as
possible.

Design idea. The high-level idea is to search all the color
combinations for a pECDAG, while pruning some branches
based on the heuristic to reduce the search space. Intuitively,
we can view our heuristic as searching for the solution based
on Pareto optimality, such that it searches for the MLP on the
Pareto frontier and prunes the dominated solutions that have
both larger repair bandwidth and larger maximum repair load
than a candidate solution.

We first introduce the key definitions. If two pECDAGs,
say X and Y , have the same DAG structure except in the color
of a single vertex that refers to an intermediate sub-block or a
repaired sub-block, we call X and Y the neighbors. We per-
form the search on a pECDAG by examining all the neighbors
of the pECDAG. If we have examined all the neighbors of a
pECDAG, we say that the pECDAG is searched; otherwise,
the pECDAG is un-searched. Our heuristic is composed of
the following three steps.

Step 1: Initialization. We define an un-searched pool, which
is used to keep the pECDAGs that will be searched, as well
as a candidate pool, which is used to record the candidate
pECDAG solutions to be returned. At the beginning, we gen-
erate a random pECDAG, in which the color of a vertex that
refers to an intermediate sub-block or a repaired sub-block
is randomly selected from a set of candidate colors that rep-
resent the nodes storing the available blocks and the node
storing the repaired block. We add the random pECDAG to
the un-searched pool and the candidate pool for initialization.

Step 2: Searching. Each time we retrieve a pECDAG from
the un-searched pool. We enumerate all the neighbors of this
pECDAG by changing the color of only one vertex (which
refers to an intermediate sub-block or a repaired sub-block). If
there are α such vertices and β candidate colors, a pECDAG
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has α × (β − 1) neighbors (note that for each vertex, there
are β −1 different candidate colors to which we can change).
After we examine all the neighbors of the pECDAG (i.e., the
pECDAG is searched), we remove the pECDAG from the
un-searched pool.

Step 3: Pruning. After Step 2, we generate α × (β −1) new
neighbors of a pECDAG. However, not all of them are suitable
for future search. Here, we consider different cases of how
we compare a neighbor pECDAG that we generate in Step 2
with the pECDAGs in the candidate pool to decide whether
the neighbor pECDAG is suitable for future search. Suppose
that there are two pECDAGs in the candidate pool (say, A and
B), and Figure 6 shows the four cases when we compare a
neighbor pECDAG with the solutions in the candidate pool:

• Case 1 (Figure 6(a)): This is an example of a generated
neighbor pECDAG that is not suitable for future search. If
there exists a pECDAG in the candidate pool that provides
less maximum repair load and less repair bandwidth than
the neighbor that we generate in Step 2, it means that we
already have an existing solution that outperforms the neigh-
bor. Thus, we discard the neighbor. The remaining three
cases show the examples of when we can add a neighbor
pECDAG to the candidate pool.

• Case 2 (Figure 6(b)): If the neighbor has the least maximum
repair load or the least repair bandwidth compared with
all the pECDAGs in the candidate pool, we can add the
neighbor to the candidate pool.

• Case 3 (Figure 6(c)): If the neighbor lies between two solu-
tions in the candidate pool, we can add the neighbor to the
candidate pool.

• Case 4 (Figure 6(d)): If we find that the repair bandwidth
and the maximum repair load of the neighbor are both less
than those of an existing pECDAG in the candidate pool,
we can add the neighbor to the candidate pool and also
remove the existing one from the candidate pool.

For the neighbors that have been added to the candidate pool,
we also add them to the un-searched pool for our future search.

Note that Step 2 and Step 3 are performed iteratively until
the un-searched pool is empty. Then, we report the pECDAG
that has the least maximum repair load as an approximate
MLP from the candidate pool.

Discussion. As our heuristic in general only provides a local
optimal solution, we can repeat the process to find an approxi-
mate MLP starting from Step 1 by multiple runs, such that we
can choose the one with the least maximum repair load from
all the runs. We show in §7.2 how the heuristic performs in
finding the approximate MLP.

5 Design of Repair Operations
Repair operations in a distributed storage system will be trig-
gered in two scenarios, namely degraded reads, where a client
reads an unavailable block, and full-node recovery, where the
distributed storage system repairs the lost blocks of a failed
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Figure 6: Compare a neighbor generated in Step 2 with solu-
tions in the candidate pool.

node in a new node. In this section, we design the two repair
operations based on our heuristic in §4.

Degrade reads. A client issues a degraded read operation
when it requests an unavailable block, in which it needs to
repair the requested block through the available blocks of
the same stripe stored in other nodes. We generate an ap-
proximate MLP from our heuristic. We then associate the
approximate MLP with a pECDAG, which describes the re-
pair workflow with the sub-blocks (including the available
sub-blocks, repaired sub-blocks, and intermediate sub-blocks)
and the nodes (i.e., the nodes that store the available blocks
and the node associated with client). Note that a pECDAG
varies for different unavailable blocks of a stripe. Also, as the
blocks of different stripes are distributed across different sets
of nodes in a distributed storage system, a pECDAG varies
across different stripes and needs to be generated for each
requested unavailable block of a stripe.

Full-node recovery. In a full-node recovery operation, a new
node is added to the system, and we repair all the lost blocks
of a failed node and store the repaired blocks in the new node.
We run our heuristic to generate an approximate MLP for each
lost block to be repaired and associate the approximate MLP
with a pECDAG. For each block, we associate the colors in
the corresponding pECDAG with both the nodes that store the
available blocks in the stripe and the new node that is added
for full-node recovery.

6 ParaRC
We propose a parallel repair middleware, ParaRC, to balance
the repair bandwidth and the maximum repair load for MSR
codes. We first introduce the architecture of ParaRC in §6.1.
We then elaborate on the implementation details in §6.2.
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Figure 7: System architecture.

6.1 Architecture
We have built ParaRC as a repair middleware based on
OpenEC [19], an erasure coding framework that supports
the deployment of custom erasure coding solutions in existing
distributed storage systems. ParaRC leverages OpenEC to de-
ploy the parallel repair of MSR codes on Hadoop HDFS [4].
HDFS stores data in fixed-size blocks. It comprises a NameN-
ode and multiple DataNodes: the NameNode manages the
storage of all DataNodes and maintains the metadata of all
stored blocks, while the DataNodes provide the storage for
the blocks. ParaRC performs encoding across HDFS blocks:
for an (n,k) code, it encodes every k uncoded HDFS blocks
(i.e., data blocks) into n− k coded HDFS blocks (i.e., parity
blocks) to form a stripe, and stores the stripe in n DataNodes.

Figure 7 shows the architecture of ParaRC when it is inte-
grated with HDFS. ParaRC includes a parallel repair solution
generator, called the PRS generator. It also deploys a con-
troller that runs within the NameNode, and multiple agents,
each of which runs within a DataNode. We also deploy a
client that is co-located with an agent in a DataNode to issue
repair requests to ParaRC (note that the client can also run
in a standalone machine outside of the DataNodes). We now
elaborate on each component in detail.

PRS generator. The PRS generator pre-computes the parallel
repair solution for each single-block repair scenario offline
and stores the results before the system starts [16]; this offline
approach is suitable since the number of repair scenarios is
limited for moderate ranges of (n,k) that are commonly used
in practice [26]. The PRS generator runs the heuristic in §4
for an MSR code to generate a parallel repair solution that
operates at an approximate MLP. It constructs a pECDAG
based on the parallel repair solution. It stores the solution in
the controller, which coordinates the actual repair operation.

Controller. The controller coordinates the parallel repair op-
eration for the lost blocks that are encoded with MSR codes.
Upon receiving a repair request for a block, the controller
first reads the metadata of the block from HDFS to deter-
mine the location of other blocks in the same stripe. Then,
the controller constructs a pECDAG to repair the block with
the parallel repair solution returned from the PRS generator.
Finally, it translates the pECDAG into a set of basic tasks de-
fined in OpenEC [19], including (i) reading sub-blocks from

disk, (ii) fetching sub-blocks from other nodes, (iii) comput-
ing intermediate sub-blocks and repaired sub-blocks, and (iv)
persisting the repaired sub-blocks as the final repaired block.
Then, the controller sends the basic tasks to the agents to
perform sub-block repair operations to repair a lost block.

Agent. Each agent performs the basic tasks assigned by the
controller. For a reading task, an agent directly reads the sub-
blocks of a block stored in the local file system. For a fetching
task, an agent downloads the sub-blocks from another agent.
For a computing task, an agent generates the intermediate sub-
blocks or repaired sub-blocks. For a persisting task, an agent
stores the repaired sub-blocks as the final repaired block.

Client. A client sends repair requests to ParaRC. It can send
a degraded read request or a full-node recovery request to
ParaRC (§5). For a degraded read request, ParaRC coordinates
the parallel repair for an unavailable block requested by the
client; for a full-node recovery request, ParaRC repairs all lost
blocks of a failed DataNode in parallel in a new DataNode.

6.2 Implementation
We implement ParaRC in C++ with around 9.4 K LoC and
integrate ParaRC with Hadoop-3.3.4 HDFS [4] (HDFS-3 for
short). ParaRC uses Redis [7] for internal communications
among the controller, agents, and clients. It uses Intel’s Intel-
ligent Storage Acceleration Library (ISA-L) [6] to perform
encoding and decoding operations for erasure codes. It sup-
ports both the centralized repair and parallel repair for MSR
codes. In the following, we elaborate on the deployment de-
tails of ParaRC and how ParaRC is integrated with HDFS-3.

Deployment. To generate basic tasks for parallel repair, we
need to carefully co-locate sub-block repair operations to
avoid redundant data transmissions. For example, when we
deploy the pECDAG in Figure 4(a), we need to co-locate
the repair of sub-blocks v18 and v0, to make sure that the
sub-blocks v8 and v16 are only downloaded once in N2 in
the sub-block repair operation. To achieve this goal, we first
divide vertices into groups based on topological sorting, in
which we can co-locate the sub-block repair operations for
the vertices of the same color in the same group.

For example, the vertices in Figure 4(a) can be divided into
the following five groups according to topological sorting: (i)
v4, v5, v8, v9, v12, and v13; (ii) v16 and v17; (iii) v0, v1, v18, and
v19; (iv) v2 and v3; and (v) R. In group (ii), as v16 and v17 have
the same color, we can co-locate the two sub-block repair
operations, such that N2 can only download sub-block v12
from N3 only once to compute the two sub-blocks. Similarly,
we can co-locate the sub-block repair operations specified by
v0 and v18 in N2, and the sub-block repair operations specified
by v1 and v19 in N0.

HDFS-3 integration. To improve parallelism, in ParaRC, the
encoding of a stripe of blocks is divided into the encoding of
multiple small sub-stripes, where the data unit in each node
within a sub-stripe is called a packet. In MSR codes, each
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packet contains w sub-packets. Each sub-stripe encodes k×w
sub-packets into n×w MSR-coded sub-packets, where the
size of a sub-packet is as small as 64 KiB. Thus, we implement
sub-packetization across sub-packets instead of sub-blocks
as in OpenEC [19], so that ParaRC can encode different sub-
stripes in parallel to fully utilize the system resources.

Note that HDFS-3 does not directly support MSR codes, so
we rely on ParaRC to generate MSR-coded blocks and store
them in HDFS-3. To enable the parallel repair for MSR codes
in HDFS-3, we run the ParaRC controller with the NameNode
and run each ParaRC agent with a DataNode. The controller
maintains a stripe store for MSR-coded stripes, which records
the metadata of each stripe, including the blocks of the same
stripe, and the location of each block in the same stripe. We
store the metadata of HDFS-3 blocks in the stripe store of
ParaRC, such that when repairing a block, the controller can
retrieve metadata from the stripe store.

Support for RS codes. ParaRC also supports RS codes. It
now implements both the conventional centralized repair ap-
proach and the parallel repair approach based on repair pipelin-
ing [20]. In repair pipelining, we divide a packet into sub-
packets and pipeline the repair of different sub-packets across
a repair path (i.e., each sub-packet is viewed as a slice in repair
pipelining [20]). The corresponding parallel repair solutions
are stored in the PRS generator. Note that RS codes have no
sub-packetization and a sub-stripe encodes k packets into n
RS-coded packets.

7 Evaluation
We conduct experiments for ParaRC on Alibaba Cloud [1].
We aim to answer the following questions:

• What is the performance of our heuristic in §4 in finding
the approximate MLP? (§7.2)

• How does the performance of ParaRC vary across different
system configurations? (§7.3 and §7.4)

• What is the performance overhead of ParaRC to HDFS-3
and how is the repair performance improved by the parallel
repair from ParaRC? (§7.5)

7.1 Setup
Testbed. We provision 23 memory-optimized instances on
Alibaba Cloud [1] for ParaRC, which includes the PRS gen-
erator, the controller, 20 agents, and a node that serves as
the client for degraded reads or the new node for full-node
recovery. The PRS generator runs on an ecs.r7.2xlarge
instance with 8 vCPUs and 64 GiB RAM, while other com-
ponents are deployed in ecs.r7.xlarge instances with 4
vCPUs and 16 GiB RAM. Each instance is also equipped with
a 40 GiB enhanced SSD with performance level PL0 [2] and
is installed with Ubuntu 18.04. All instances are connected
via a 10 Gbps network.

Default settings. We configure the default block size as
256 MiB and the default sub-packet size as 64 KiB; for exam-

ple, the packet size for the (14,10) Clay code is 256×64 KiB
= 16 MiB, so a stripe can be divided into 16 sub-stripes. In
our evaluation, we compare four repair approaches: (i) the cen-
tralized repair for RS codes (RS); (ii) repair pipelining for RS
codes (RP); (iii) the centralized repair for Clay/Butterfly codes
(Clay/Butterfly); and (iv) the parallel repair for Clay/Butterfly
codes (ParaRC). If we consider an (n,k) Clay/Butterfly code,
we also use the same (n,k) for RS and RP.

For degraded reads, we evaluate the average degraded read
time for the first k uncoded blocks. For full-node recovery,
we measure the total time of repairing 20 lost blocks of a
failed storage node from 20 stripes (whose available blocks
are randomly distributed across the non-failed storage nodes).
We plot the average results over 5 runs, including the error
bars showing the maximum and minimum of the 5 runs.

7.2 Finding the Approximate MLP
E1: Performance of finding the approximate MLP. We
evaluate our heuristic in §4 in finding the approximate MLP.
We focus on repairing B0 for Clay codes [36] and Butterfly
codes [24]. We evaluate the algorithm running times of our
heuristic and the brute-force approach. We also compare the
maximum repair load and repair bandwidth of the approxi-
mate MLP returned by our heuristic with those of RP and the
centralized repair for Clay/Butterfly codes.

We first compare the running time of our heuristic with that
of the brute-force approach. We only consider the (4,2) Clay
code (w = 4) and the (6,4) Butterfly code (w = 8), as the
brute-force approach for large (n,k) cannot be solved within
reasonable time. As shown in Table 2, for the (4,2) Clay
code, the heuristic reduces the running time from 264.1 s to
1.8 s, while for the (6,4) Butterfly code, the heuristic reduces
the running time from 34.2 s to 0.3 s. We also examine the
number of pECDAGs being examined by the heuristic. For
example, for the (14,10) Clay code, the heuristic examines
about 14 million pECDAGs only; the number is much less
than the lower bound of the number of pECDAGs (i.e., 14256)
that need to be examined by the brute-force approach (§3.3).
Thus, the heuristic significantly reduces the search space.

We note that the heuristic can find the solution whose max-
imum repair load has the same size as the block size, but
sometimes cannot. For example, the solution for the (6,4)
Butterfly code (w = 8) achieves the maximum repair load of
256 MiB (which is also the minimum), while the maximum
repair load of the solution for the (4,2) Clay code (w = 4)
is larger than the block size 256 MiB. The reason is that the
heuristic may return a local optimal solution.

We then compare the maximum repair load and repair band-
width of different repair approaches. The maximum repair
load of our heuristic is significantly less than that of the cen-
tralized repair for Clay/Butterfly codes. For example, for the
(14,10) Clay code (w = 256) the maximum repair load of the
MLP decreases to 271 MiB, which is 67.4% less than that of
the centralized repair for Clay codes (i.e., 832 MiB). We also
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(n,k,w) RP Clay Approximate MLP Heuristic Brute-force
(4,2,4) (256,512) (384,384) (320,448) 1.8 s 264.1 s

(12,8,64) (256,2048) (704,704) (264,1224) 425.9 s -
(14,10,256) (256,2560) (832,832) (271,1609) 57.2 h -
(16,12,256) (256,3072) (960,960) (281,1774) 61.9 h -

(a) Clay codes
(n,k,w) RP Butterfly Approximate MLP Heuristic Brute-force
(6,4,8) (256,1024) (640,640) (256,896) 0.3 s 34.2 s

(12,10,512) (256,2560) (1408,1408) (297,2216) 31.64 h -
(b) Butterfly codes

Table 2: E1: Performance of finding the approximate MLP to repair B0 for Clay codes and Butterfly codes. We show the
(maximum repair load, repair bandwidth) for each repair approach. We also show the running time for the heuristic. For the brute-
force approach, we only show the running time for the (4,2,4) Clay code and (6,4,8) Butterfly code, as the other configurations
cannot be completed within reasonable time.
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Figure 8: E2: Varying MSR codes.

observe that when the maximum repair load decreases, the
repair bandwidth of our heuristic is higher than that of the
centralized repair, while it is still much less than the repair
bandwidth of RP (by 37.1%). We also observe similar trends
in Butterfly codes.

7.3 ParaRC Performance
We evaluate the performance of ParaRC in degraded reads
and full-node recovery under different settings.

E2: Varying MSR codes. We evaluate the performance of
ParaRC for different MSR code configurations, including the
(12,8) Clay code, the (14,10) Clay code, the (16,12) Clay
code, and the (12,10) Butterfly code. Figure 8 shows the
evaluation results.

We first analyze the performance of the degraded reads,
as shown in Figure 8(a). Overall, ParaRC has the smallest
degraded read time compared with other baseline repair ap-
proaches. For example, for the (16,12) Clay code, ParaRC
reduces the degraded read time by 76.4%, 51.9%, and 59.3%,

compared with RS, RP, and Clay, respectively. Although RP
minimizes the maximum repair load, its degraded read time
is not necessarily minimized, as RP still has high repair band-
width and needs to read the whole block from each avail-
able node in degraded reads. For the (12,10) Butterfly code,
ParaRC reduces the degraded read time by 43.8%, 3.7%, and
24.8% compared with RS, RP, and Butterfly, respectively.

We next analyze the performance of full-node recovery,
as shown in Figure 8(b). Like degraded reads, ParaRC also
has the smallest full-node recovery time compared with other
baseline repair approaches. For example, for the (16,12) Clay
code, ParaRC reduces the full-node recovery time by 76.9%,
70.2%, and 39.2% compared with RS, RP, and Clay, respec-
tively. For the (12,10) Butterfly code, ParaRC reduces the full-
node recovery time by 37.2% and 24.2% compared with RS
and RP, respectively. We observe that the network bandwidth
usages of the centralized repair for the (12,8) Clay code, the
(14,10) Clay code, the (16,12) Clay code, and the (12,10)
Butterfly code are 1,126 MiB/s, 973 MiB/s, 984 MiB/s, and
1,046 MiB/s, respectively, implying that it is bottlenecked by
the high maximum repair load at the new node where the lost
blocks are reconstructed. As ParaRC reduces the maximum
repair load, we observe that it significantly improves the re-
pair performance for Clay codes. However, we also observe
that the performance improvement of ParaRC is marginal for
Butterfly codes. The reason is that while the maximum repair
load reduces for Butterfly codes, the repair bandwidth also in-
creases (i.e., from 1,408 MiB to 2,216 MiB), thereby limiting
the performance improvements.

7.4 Micro-benchmarks
We study how the performance of ParaRC varies for different
sub-packet sizes and block sizes. We focus on the (14,10)
Clay code and the (12,10) Butterfly code.

E3: Varying sub-packet size for degraded reads. We eval-
uate ParaRC under different sub-packet sizes. We vary the
sub-packet size from 16 KiB to 256 KiB, and fix the block
size at 256 MiB (note that the packet size is the sub-packet
size multiplied by w, where w depends on the erasure code).
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Figure 9: E3: Varying sub-packet size for degraded reads.
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Figure 9 shows the results. For the (14,10) Clay code,
ParaRC has the smallest degraded read time compared with
other repair approaches for all the sub-packet sizes being con-
sidered. For example, when the sub-packet size is 128 KiB,
ParaRC reduces the degraded read time by 64.8%, 40.0%, and
44.8% compared with RS, RP, and Clay, respectively. For each
repair approach, we see a performance drop when the sub-
packet size decreases to 16 KiB due to the overhead of process-
ing a large number of sub-packets, and such a performance
drop is especially significant for RP. For example, when we
decrease the sub-packet size from 64 KiB to 16 KiB, the de-
graded read time of ParaRC increases by 12.8%. However,
ParaRC still outperforms other baseline repair approaches.

For the Butterfly code, we also observe similar results.
For all sub-packet sizes, ParaRC has the smallest degraded
read time. For example, when the sub-packet size is 128 KiB,
ParaRC reduces the degraded read time by 49.2%, 13.3%,
and 33.4% compared with RS, RP, and Butterfly, respectively.
When the sub-packet size decreases from 64 KiB to 16 KiB,
the degraded read time increases by 26.5%.

E4: Varying block size. We evaluate ParaRC under different
block sizes. We vary the block size from 64 MiB to 512 MiB,
and fix the sub-packet size at 64 KiB. The block size deter-
mines the number of sub-stripes; for example, for the de-
fault block size of 256 MiB, the number of sub-stripes for the
(14,10) Clay code is 16 (§7.1).

Figure 10 shows the results. When the block size is large,
ParaRC outperforms other repair approaches. For example,
when the block size is 512 MiB, ParaRC for the (14,10) Clay
code reduces the degraded read time by 67.3%, 60.9%, and
31.8% compared with RS, RP, and Clay, respectively, while
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Figure 11: E5: HDFS-3 integration.

ParaRC for the (12,10) Butterfly code reduces the degraded
read time by 40.3%, 28.4%, and 12.3% compared with RS,
RP, and Butterfly, respectively.

When the block size is small, RP outperforms ParaRC.
For example, when the block size is 64 MiB, ParaRC for the
(14,10) Clay code has 22.1% higher degraded read time than
RP. The reason is that ParaRC fails to benefit from the parallel
repair for small block sizes due to high sub-packetization.
For example, when the block size is 64 MiB, a stripe is only
divided into 4 sub-stripes that are repaired in parallel for the
(14,10) Clay code, so the degree of parallelism is low. In
contrast, RP can pipeline the repair of 1,024 sub-stripes in
parallel (§6.2) and outperform ParaRC for small block sizes.

7.5 Performance in HDFS-3
E5: HDFS-3 integration. We evaluate the integration of
ParaRC into HDFS-3. Recall that we have shown the bene-
fits of ParaRC over other repair approaches (E2-E4). In this
experiment, we only focus on the performance overhead and
performance gain of ParaRC in HDFS-3 deployment. We
focus on the (14,10) Clay code with the default block size of
256 MiB.

Currently, HDFS-3 does not support Clay codes in its code-
base, so we mainly compare ParaRC with the RS code imple-
mentation in HDFS-3. We focus on evaluating the overhead
of encoding data by Clay codes in ParaRC and the full-node
recovery performance gain of ParaRC. We omit the results for
degraded reads to a lost block. The reason is that in HDFS-3,
a degraded read is triggered when reading a file, where all
blocks of the original file are returned to the client anyway. In
this case, the centralized repair of the lost block is sufficient.

We evaluate the performance of encoding 20 stripes and
repairing 20 lost blocks of a failed node in full-node recov-
ery (the full-node recovery procedure is described in §7.1).
We consider four approaches: (i) encoding by the default
RS codes and performing the default recovery approach in
HDFS (denoted by HDFS-RS); (ii) encoding by RS codes
and performing the centralized repair for RS codes in ParaRC
(denoted by ParaRC-RS); (iii) encoding by RS codes and per-
forming repair pipelining [20] in ParaRC (denoted by ParaRC-
RP); and (iv) encoding by Clay codes and performing the
parallel repair in ParaRC (denoted by ParaRC-Clay).

Figure 11 shows the results. For encoding, we observe that
the encoding of Clay codes in ParaRC and that of the encoding
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of RS codes in HDFS-3 have similar overhead. For example,
HDFS-RS takes 131.1 s, while ParaRC-Clay takes 129.7 s
for encoding 20 stripes. For full-node recovery, ParaRC-Clay
reduces the full-node recovery time by 71.4% compared with
HDFS-RS; note that the total repair bandwidth for the full-
node recovery of 20 lost blocks in ParaRC-Clay is 16.25 GiB,
while that in HDFS-RS is 50 GiB (where (n,k) = (14,10)).

8 Related Work
RS codes [31] are popularly deployed in distributed storage
systems [3, 5, 9, 11, 23, 25], but incur high repair bandwidth
(§2.1). Thus, research efforts are made to improve the repair
performance of RS codes. One direction is to design fast
repair algorithms over RS codes, while another direction is to
design regenerating codes to minimize the repair bandwidth.

Repair algorithms for RS codes. PPR [22] divides the re-
pair of a block into partial operations and parallelizes them
for improved repair performance. Repair pipelining [18, 20]
divides the repair of a block into the repair of small slices,
organizes the available nodes that participate in the repair
operation into a repair path, and pipelines the repair of slices
along the repair path to reduce the degraded read time to be
almost the same as the time of reading a block. PPT [8], SM-
FRepair [39], and PivotRepair [38] propose different parallel
repair strategies for RS codes in heterogeneous bandwidth
environments. However, the above repair algorithms do not
reduce the repair bandwidth of RS codes. Our work focuses
on designing parallel repair algorithms for regenerating codes,
which have much lower repair bandwidth than RS codes.

Regenerating codes. Regenerating codes [10] are a family of
erasure codes that minimize the repair bandwidth. Minimum-
storage regenerating (MSR) codes not only minimize the re-
pair bandwidth, but also achieve the MDS property. Many re-
search studies propose new designs of MSR codes, including
F-MSR codes [13], PM-RBT codes [27], Butterfly codes [24],
and Clay codes [36]. Such MSR codes operate in different pa-
rameter regimes, such as n−k = 2 for F-MSR codes [13] and
Butterfly codes [24], and n ≥ 2k−1 for PM-RBT codes [27].
In particular, Clay codes [36] are state-of-the-art MSR codes
that support general parameters of n and k and are proven to
minimize both repair bandwidth and I/Os (§1). Geometric
partitioning [34] builds on Clay codes and divides an object
into variable-sized blocks to trade between the performance
of degraded reads and full-node recovery. However, the repair
strategy for existing MSR codes is still based on the central-
ized repair approach, in which a node downloads the required
data from all available nodes to repair a failed block. Even
though the repair bandwidth is still the minimum, the maxi-
mum repair load is high. ParaRC addresses this trade-off by
proposing a parallel repair strategy for MSR codes.

DAG-based erasure coding. OpenEC [19] proposes an
ECDAG abstraction to model and configure erasure coding
operations as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) without modify-

ing the I/O workflows of the underlying distributed storage
system. RepairBoost [21] proposes a DAG abstraction to load-
balance the full-node recovery workflow. Our work extends
ECDAG [19] to support the parallel repair for MSR codes.

9 Conclusions and Future Work
We present ParaRC, a parallel repair framework that improves
the repair performance of MSR-coded distributed storage
systems by exploiting the sub-packetization nature of MSR
codes. We show that there is a trade-off between the repair
bandwidth and the maximum repair load. ParaRC builds on
a fast heuristic that aims to minimize the maximum repair
load, while maintaining the low repair bandwidth. We im-
plement ParaRC as a middleware that runs atop HDFS. Our
evaluation results on Alibaba Cloud demonstrate that ParaRC
improves the repair performance of degraded reads and full-
node recovery compared with the conventional centralized
repair approach for Clay codes and Butterfly codes as well as
the repair pipelining approach for RS codes.

We discuss the limitations of our work and pose the follow-
ing open issues for future work.
• Currently, we only empirically show the performance gain

of ParaRC, but the theoretical analysis of the ParaRC de-
sign remains unexplored. Some open theoretical issues in-
clude: (i) the formulation of a multi-objective optimization
problem that minimizes both the repair bandwidth and the
maximum repair load; (ii) the difference between the re-
turned solution of the heuristic in §4 and the MLP; (iii)
the convergence of the heuristic in §4 to the MLP; and (iv)
faster and more efficient heuristics.

• ParaRC now focuses on the repair parallelism within a sin-
gle stripe (i.e., intra-stripe parallelism). One optimization is
to extend ParaRC with the repair parallelism across multiple
stripes (i.e., inter-stripe parallelism) for further performance
gains, particularly in declustered settings where the stripes
span across a large number of nodes [12]. Also, the full-
node recovery of ParaRC currently stores all reconstructed
blocks in a new node that replaces the failed node. We
can extend it to distribute the reconstructed blocks across
different nodes to avoid bottlenecking the new node.

• ParaRC is currently designed for large blocks and the mod-
erate parameters n and k. In future work, we consider small
blocks and wide stripes [14] (wide stripes encode data with
large parameters n and k for ultra-low redundancy).
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Abstract
Cloud tiering is the process of moving selected data from
on-premise storage to the cloud, which has recently become
important for backup solutions. As subsequent backups usu-
ally contain repeating data, deduplication in cloud tiering can
significantly reduce cloud storage utilization, and hence costs.

In this paper, we introduce InftyDedup, a novel system for
cloud tiering with deduplication. Unlike existing solutions,
it maximizes scalability by utilizing cloud services not only
for storage but also for computation. Following a distributed
batch approach with dynamically assigned cloud computation
resources, InftyDedup can deduplicate multi-petabyte back-
ups from multiple sources at costs on the order of a couple of
dollars. Moreover, by selecting between hot and cold cloud
storage based on the characteristics of each data chunk, our
solution further reduces the overall costs by up to 26%–44%.
InftyDedup is implemented in a state-of-the-art commercial
backup system and evaluated in the cloud of a hyperscaler.

1 Introduction

Managing the surging volumes of data that require protection
or long-term retention increasingly necessitates novel backup
strategies [18]. A popular approach is employing cloud-based
solutions. For instance, according to Veeam, the number of
organizations adopting cloud-powered data protection is ex-
pected to rise from 60% in 2020 to 79% in 2024 [66]. Simi-
larly, in a survey by ESG, 72% of the participants confirmed
using tiering techniques to move colder data (e.g., older back-
ups and archives) from on-premise storage to the cloud [22].

In this context, data deduplication can become effective.
Since consecutive backups often contain repeating data [47,
50], this technique reduces storage utilization tens of times
[70]. As a result, deduplication is a core feature of several
storage systems for on-premise backup applications [33, 57,
84]. In this light, for backup use cases, it is sensible to consider
cloud tiering with deduplication, that is, moving data from
a local tier (e.g., on-premise backup appliances) to a cloud

tier (e.g., a cloud object store), so that ultimately the data kept
in the cloud tier are deduplicated.

However, implementing cloud tiering with deduplication
poses two major problems. First, state-of-the-art cloud storage
systems provided by hyperscalers (e.g., Amazon, Google, and
Microsoft) do not offer deduplication as a core functionality
for their clients. Consequently, deduplication algorithms tai-
lored for cloud tiering have to be developed. In the process,
the extra tier should be treated not only as a challenge but
also a potential opportunity for exploring novel deduplication
paradigms dedicated for the cloud. Second, there is a large
variety of available cloud storage service types, notably differ-
ing in pricing models. Initially, a lower storage cost implied a
longer retrieval time (e.g., AWS Glacier) but nowadays, sys-
tems like AWS Glacier Instant Retrieval [77] offer the same
performance as other cloud storage services. The trade-off
is that with a decreased per-byte monthly storage fee, the
costs of data retrieval and the minimal data storage period
are increased. Therefore, algorithms have to be devised to
decide what type of service to use for which data, specifically
considering the peculiarities due to deduplication.

As we discuss in more detail further in the paper, despite
some research progress, these two problems are largely open.
In short, regarding the first problem, although a few backup
applications [54, 59] and backend appliances [34, 68] with
deduplication offer mechanisms for cloud tiering, they heavily
rely on and are implemented mainly in the local tier. In ef-
fect, deduplication between different local tier systems is not
supported for data stored in the cloud. Moreover, the entire
process is fundamentally limited by the resources of the local
tier. In other words, despite the possibilities offered by the
hyperscalers, the actual scalability of the cloud tier in such so-
lutions is severely limited, proportionally to what is offered by
the local tier. When it comes to the second problem, although
the diversity of the service models offered by the hyperscalers
can also be exploited in some solutions [52], this has to be
configured manually or, at best, through policies depending
on the ages of data collections. However, deduplication typi-
cally entails chunking data collections into smaller pieces that
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may be referenced multiple times, thereby possibly having
different access patterns. This calls for finer-grained and more
automated approaches to storage type selection.

In this paper, we address both these problems, introducing
solutions for scalable and cost-effective cloud tiering with
deduplication. Accordingly, our contribution is twofold.

First, we present InftyDedup, a novel system for cloud
tiering with deduplication. Like the existing tiering-to-cloud
backup solutions, InftyDedup moves selected data from a
local-tier system to the cloud, based on customer-specific
backup policies. However, its operation aims to maximize
scalability by exploiting cloud services — not only for stor-
age but also for computation. Therefore, rather than relying on
deduplication methods of on-premise solutions, InftyDedup
deduplicates data using the cloud infrastructure. This is done
periodically in batches before actually transferring data to
the cloud, which, among others, enables the dynamic alloca-
tion of cloud resources. Other functionalities, such as garbage
collection of deleted data, are supported in the same way.
We integrate InftyDedup with HydraStor [33], a commercial
backup system with deduplication, and evaluate its perfor-
mance in AWS, demonstrating that multiple petabytes can be
deduplicated for a couple of dollars. Being highly indepen-
dent of the local tier, InftyDedup overcomes the limitations
of similar state-of-the-art technologies and offers unprece-
dented scalability. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first application of such solutions to backup systems.

The second contribution is an algorithm for decreasing the
financial cost of storing deduplicated data in the cloud tier.
It extends InftyDedup by allowing it to move deduplicated
data chunks between cloud services dedicated to hot and
cold storage. Whereas existing solutions do not address the
problem at all or enable some optimizations at the level of data
collections (e.g., backups or files), the fact that chunks are
deduplicated between backups/files makes them a better unit
for optimizations. In InftyDedup, the chunks are moved based
on their metadata, notably deduplication reference counts and
terse information provided by system administrators on their
data collections. Our empirical evaluation of the algorithm
shows that mixing storage types can reduce the total financial
cost of cloud tiering with deduplication by up to 26–44%.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives the background. Section 3 describes the overall architec-
ture and specific algorithms comprising InftyDedup. Section 4
discusses the algorithm for exploiting cold cloud storage for
cost minimization. Section 5 presents the experimental results.
Section 6 surveys related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 Background

This section reviews the characteristics of deduplication stor-
age, backups, and cloud services, which are essential to In-
ftyDedup architecture.

2.1 Deduplication Storage

Deduplication is a data reduction technique that avoids writ-
ing the same data twice. For data with many duplicates, dedu-
plication reduces the storage capacity requirements of the
system [70], increases throughput, and decreases network
traffic [3]. Typically, deduplication is implemented in the fol-
lowing steps [79]. Firstly, the data stream is chunked into
small immutable blocks of size from 2 KB to 128 KB [71].
Secondly, each block receives a fingerprint, for instance, by
computing the SHA-256 hash of the block’s data. Finally, the
fingerprint is compared with other fingerprints in the system,
and if the fingerprint is unique, the block’s data is written.

The deduplicated blocks are typically organized in a di-
rected acyclic graph. Each file has its root block correspond-
ing to a vertex that references other blocks. The blocks with
actual data are leaves of the DAG and keep no references.
Blocks with data corresponding to a particular file form a
subgraph reachable from the root block representing that file.
Therefore, the movement of a deduplicated file to a different
tier is effectively the movement of a subset of leaves that are
reachable from the root block of the file.

A block can be removed after it is migrated to another sys-
tem. However, reclaiming storage capacity in the presence of
deduplication is nontrivial, as the system must ensure there
are no other references to the removed block. Therefore, com-
plex garbage-collecting algorithms that can process blocks’
metadata for hours are implemented [36, 69].

The most natural use case for deduplication is backup stor-
age, as most data do not change in consecutive backups. In
our research, we leverage the characteristics and lifecycle of
backups to decrease the total storage cost.

2.2 Lifecycle of Backups

Typically, backups are created and managed based on assigned
retention policies [61]. From the perspective of our research,
there are two essential constraints regarding the timing and
life cycle of protected data.

On the one hand, the data should be up-to-date and avail-
able quickly in case of a disaster. For instance, Zerto re-
ports [82] that their customers achieve Recovery Point Objec-
tives of seconds and Recovery Time Objectives of minutes.
To achieve such ambitious objectives, recent data is kept as
closely as possible to the infrastructure being recovered.

On the other hand, older versions of backups need to be
stored for weeks, months, or even years [65]. As the objec-
tive points for older data differ, backups are often moved to
cheaper storage after a specific time [55, 83]. Cloud is often
chosen to keep the older backups for many reasons, includ-
ing storing data in a different physical location. The pricing
model of cloud storage is also appealing, but as described in
the next section, many factors influence the total costs.
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2.3 Cloud Storage
The market of cloud storage is mostly shared between three
hyperscalers (Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and
Google Cloud) [74], so in our considerations, we assume ser-
vices offered by the three as a market standard.1 The portfolio
of hyperscalers comprises numerous storage and computing
products: from databases, queues, and distributed filesystems
to simple storage primitives, such as objects or blocks. Our
goal is to minimize the storage cost of backups, so our re-
search focuses on the most affordable products. The lowest
price per stored gigabyte is offered by cold archival object
stores, which are orders of magnitude cheaper than block de-
vices, as shown in Tab. 1. However, many factors determine
the total cost, including fees per request or IO, charges for
removing data before meeting the minimal storage duration,
and data transfer costs. Accessing data in some types of the
coldest storage takes additional time (e.g., 12 hours), but every
hyperscaler offers cold storage with instant access [23,28,77].

Amazon
Web Services

Microsoft
Azure

Google
Cloud

Block Storage [$/GB] 0.08 0.15 0.04

Object Storage [$/GB] 0.021 0.0166 0.02
Archival

Object Storage [$/GB] 0.004 0.01 0.004
Coldest Archival

Object Storage [$/GB] 0.00099 0.00099 0.0012

Table 1: Sample2monthly costs of storing blocks and objects
in public clouds [5, 7, 26, 27, 49].

Uploading data to the cloud is usually free, whereas the
cost of downloading data once a month can outweigh the cost
of monthly data storage. In either case, network throughput to
the cloud is a major concern. Hyperscalers offer connecting
data centers to the cloud directly (e.g., with 100 GbE) [9, 15],
but the availability of such networks is limited to specific
regions. Alternatively, physical devices can be used for the
movement of data [11], but it is rather for niche applications.
Therefore, moving terabytes to the cloud can take up days.

2.4 Cloud Computing
The product portfolio of cloud computing services is also
versatile. There are virtual machines (e.g., AWS EC2), con-
tainers (e.g., AWS ECS), and other services, such as event-
driven function execution (e.g., AWS Lambda). Some prod-

1However, there are numerous innovative services offered by other
providers. For instance, the latest trend to decentralize the cloud [62, 63] can
help to implement InftyDedup efficiently.

2The price of storage products depends on many factors, including region.
Each cloud provides many products (e.g., each provider offers more than one
cold object store). The prices between providers cannot be compared directly
because the products differ. However, there are several categories of cloud
storage products similar to the order of magnitude of the price. The table
contains list prices as of 2023-01-01.

ucts are prepared for specific use cases, including machine
learning [29] and databases [4, 25].

The pricing model of computation services is typically
based on the cost of the lower-level resources. For instance,
ECS allows running containers on EC2 instances, so the cost
of container execution depends on the amount and size of
virtual machines which host the containers [6]. This billing
model enables using numerous nodes (e.g., hundreds of
servers) for short periods at a very low cost.

What is important for cost reduction, hyperscalers offer
so-called spot instances, that are virtual machines with a dis-
counted price of up to 90%. Spot instances can be interrupted
by a cloud provider at any moment, but the computations in-
terrupted within the first hour are free [13]. The exact price of
a spot instance depends on multiple factors (e.g., the momen-
tary demand), but historical data shows that achieving both a
very low risk of termination and a significant cost reduction is
possible [35]. Virtual machines (including spot instances) can
have their local storage (e.g., SSD drives), which is cheaper
than network-attached drives but has limited durability as the
data are lost if the machine is destroyed or fails.

To minimize the costs of computations, we considered these
cloud attributes in InftyDedup architecture, which we describe
in the next section.

3 InftyDedup Architecture

InftyDedup moves selected data from local tier systems
(i.e., on-premise backup appliances implemented as described
in Section 2.1) to the cloud tier. The local tier is expected to
have its own deduplication and to be hardware-failure resis-
tant (e.g., by implementing erasure codes or RAID), as it per-
sistently stores local data (e.g., data not selected for tiering).
As shown in Fig. 1, the cloud tier stores deduplicated data
with necessary persistent metadata, and occasionally executes
highly optimized batch algorithms.

Before we describe the details of the structures and algo-
rithms, we discuss our study of cloud characteristics (Sec-
tion 3.1) and the assumptions we made based on them (Sec-
tion 3.2). After that, we describe the structure of in-cloud
data and metadata (Section 3.3), the model of communication
between tiers (Section 3.4), and algorithms of deduplication
(Section 3.5), garbage collection (Section 3.6), and file restore
(Section 3.7).

3.1 Cloud Cost Considerations
We studied the pricing of public clouds to design InftyDedup
in line with the current trends. First, we chose product types
common for all vendors and compared the pricing models and
capabilities of each product with other products of the same
vendor. We did not compare pricing between vendors, as our
goal was to design cost-efficient architecture for any regular
cloud, not choosing a particular vendor.
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Figure 1: InftyDedup architecture.

Keeping 1 PB of non-deduplicated data in standard cloud
object storage costs between $16,600 and $21,000 per month,
and between $4,000 and $10,000 for archival object storage
with instant access. Therefore, the overall cost of storing data
with deduplication, including additional storage for dedupli-
cation metadata and costs of computations, must be lower
than that to bring any financial benefit.

Assuming a deduplication block size of 8 KB, 10:1 dedu-
plication, and 20 bytes per fingerprint, 1 PB of data requires
262 GB of fingerprints. If new backups of similar size are writ-
ten each week, over 496 billion fingerprint existence queries
to the cloud are needed each month.

Modern architectures of inline deduplication often keep the
fingerprint index (or its parts) on SSDs [3,30,48]. Considering
a naive approach in which each deduplication query requires
a read IO from an SSD drive, at least 190k IOPS are required
to perform the necessary queries each month. To estimate the
cost, let us consider AWS as an example. The monthly cost
of EBS gp3 block storage which provides such an amount of
IOPS is $978, and EC2 instances (m5.large) capable of uti-
lizing the IOPS cost $3827. With a total cost of nearly $5000
monthly for just handling deduplication queries, there is still
room for a cost benefit from deduplication (depending on the
deduplication ratio). Still, the price is significant compared to
the cost of storage without deduplication.

These calculations led us to our conclusion that, despite the
fact that SSDs provide a high number of random-read IOPS,

relying on a random-read-intensive fingerprint index is not
negligibly cheap in the cloud environment. Although there are
techniques that reduce the number of read IOs for traditional
sequential workloads [84], their efficiency is decreased for
modern non-sequential workloads, which need to be handled
in addition to classic sequential workloads, as explained by
Y.Allu et al. [2]. Similarly, the efficiency of methods that rely
on data locality (like SISL [84]) decreases when data is highly
fragmented.3 Finally, these methods are often not prepared
to update block information during deduplication, which is a
necessary part of our algorithms for cold storage.

On the other hand, transferring data within the cloud is
free of charge, and even the cheapest instance can transfer
hundreds of gigabytes per hour [14]. Having the possibility
of dynamically scaling resources between zero and hundreds
of servers, processing the fingerprint index sequentially with
a batch job can be more cost-effective than keeping the finger-
print index online 24/7 or relying on short-lived lambdas [10].
This is particularly true considering up to 10 times cheaper
computation using the aforementioned spot instances. This
key observation was used when designing the InftyDedup ar-
chitecture based on assumptions explained in the next section.

3.2 Assumptions and Design Decisions
Our principal assumption is that our cloud tiering dedupli-
cation must be processed outside the local tier to prevent
resource restrictions and enable functionalities like deduplica-
tion between many local tier systems. Therefore, all metadata
required for deduplication must be stored and processed out-
side the local tier.

As network throughput between the tiers is limited, data
movement between the tiers should be minimal. Therefore,
only non-duplicate data must be uploaded to the cloud tier.
When restoring data, it must be possible to download only
data absent from the local tier. However, for efficient disaster
recovery, quick and granular backup restores must be possible,
even when the local tier is unavailable.

The next central assumption is that batch processing is pre-
ferred over streaming processing. Therefore, the algorithms
are executed occasionally (e.g., once a day or week for dedu-
plication and even less frequently for garbage collection).
There are multiple reasons for that. Firstly, as our cost analy-
sis of public clouds shows, being prepared for data deduplica-
tion 24/7 is not negligibly cheap. Secondly, as explained in
Section 2.2, backups are typically moved to the cloud after
a specified period, so batch processing can be done without
disrupting the data lifecycle. Finally, tiering to cloud with
deduplication requires steps that take a significant amount
of time: uploading data to the cloud, and running garbage
collection in the local tier to reclaim data there. All in all, per-

3Fragmentation also concerns restore throughput [40, 44]. However, in
the case of cloud storage, the read performance scales, and even with random
8 KB reads, the egress traffic cost is equal to the per-request fee.
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forming a costly deduplication query with each write brings
few benefits in practice, and we decided to use the cheaper
option of infrequent batch processing.

Garbage collection in the cloud tier must be cost-aware to
ensure that data removal costs are not higher than keeping
data for a longer period. Similarly, storing frequently accessed
data in cold cloud storage actually increases the costs, so
the deduplication and garbage collection algorithms must be
extendable with intelligent storage type selection.

Finally, our solution is meant to be suitable for a variety of
cloud platforms and providers. Although in our description
and evaluation we focus on the most popular hyperscalers,
our architecture can be easily adapted to others. In particular,
private clouds ensure privacy and compliance, so we verified
our solution in our private cloud environment.

3.3 Data and Metadata in Cloud

Based on the assumptions, we designed persistent structures
of InftyDedup to be kept in cloud object storage as follows.

The largest structure contains blocks with deduplicated
data grouped into containers. Selecting the size of containers
depends on the cloud pricing, as writing and reading larger
containers requires fewer requests but can increase rewriting
costs when reclaiming space after garbage collection.

The largest metadata structure contains file recipes, which
are effectively a list of per-block metadata as they appear in
each file. If one block exists in a file multiple times, its meta-
data also occurs multiple times in its file recipe. There are two
types of file recipes. Firstly, there are unprocessed file recipes
(UFR in short), which are provided by the local tier. UFRs
contain the fingerprint of each block, as the local tier does not
know the block’s cloud location. Later, during deduplication
processing, each entry of UFR receives a cloud address of
the block it references, so the file recipes are converted to
processed file recipes (PFR in short). PFRs can be a simple
list of cloud addresses or have a tree structure to enable the
deduplication of PFR’s parts. In the latter case, fingerprints
of PFR chunks are added to the fingerprint index, which is
described shortly.

The second largest metadata structure is Fingerprint In-
dex (FingIdx in short) which contains a mapping from the
deduplication fingerprint of each block to the block’s cloud
location. FingIdx is expected to be smaller than PFRs, as it
contains only one entry per unique fingerprint. FingIdx is
bucketed [72] rather than sorted, meaning the fingerprints are
divided into thousands of buckets based on a hash function.
Such data representation enables optimization of distributed
FingIdx processing, as each bucket is small enough to fit into
server memory.

There are also a few orders of magnitude smaller struc-
tures that keep information per file or container. The metadata
structures are compressed to reduce space and network usage.

3.4 Communication between Tiers

The data exchange between the tiers is bidirectional but kept
to a minimum, as the network connection between the tiers
can easily become a bottleneck. Two types of information are
sent from the local tier to the cloud. For each file selected for
cloud tiering, the local tier system generates a UFR (a list of
fingerprints of all blocks in the file). The UFR is later used
as an input to batch deduplication, which generates in return
a blocks-to-upload list that is, in fact, a list of containers.
Each container comprises unique blocks that still need to
be uploaded to the cloud tier. Based on the list, the local tier
uploads the blocks to the cloud. During a file restore operation,
blocks can be later downloaded from the cloud tier.

Therefore, the cloud tier has minimal requirements on the
interface of the local tier. It is sufficient that the local tier can
generate a UFR and later upload blocks based on the list of fin-
gerprints. The local tier can be composed of multiple systems
if each system uses consistent chunking and fingerprinting.

3.5 Batch Deduplication

Batch deduplication (BatchDedup in short) is our distributed
method of block deduplication in the cloud. It is expected to
be run periodically, in harmony with the schedule of backups
and garbage collection in local tier systems. Each execution
of BatchDedup is a distributed, fault-tolerant computation
that ultimately changes persistent structures kept in the cloud
object storage. The computations are divided into steps, and
each of the steps comprises smaller jobs that are parallelized
and repeated in the event of failure. In our implementation, we
used YARN [76] to schedule jobs, and HDFS [64] for reliable
storage of temporary data, so the jobs can be run on spot
instances as proposed in the AWS guide [12]. The state of
computation is maintained by the YARN master node, which
can be hosted on a non-spot instance to increase reliability,
but even if the entire computation fails, the valid version of
metadata always remains in the cloud object storage.

In short, BatchDedup takes UFRs as input, specifies new
containers with blocks to be uploaded, waits until the local
tier uploads the blocks, and updates persistent metadata. The
UFRs are expected to be uploaded to the cloud before BatchD-
edup is started (partially uploaded UFRs do not take part in
the process). The steps are as follows:

Step #1: UFR processing selects blocks that need to be
uploaded to the cloud by comparing fingerprints from both
UFRs and FingIdx. FingIdx and UFRs are bucketed based on
fingerprints, and the buckets are distributed across multiple
servers. After that, the fingerprints are compared in batches
that are small enough to fit in memory.

Step #2: Container generation splits blocks selected in
Step #1 into containers to generate descriptions for the local
tier. Each server processes a subset of blocks, and the blocks
are distributed based on their original file (so blocks from the
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Figure 2: The first two steps of BatchDedup processed in a
distributed manner.

same file can be placed in the same container). The blocks
are sorted by the order (offsets) in their original files,4 as pre-
serving the original order makes the latter step of uploading
the container easier, and reduces the number of requests for
garbage collection and data restores for non-fragmented data.

Step #3: PFR update is conducted after the first two steps,
when the block location (its container and offset) is finally
known for both new and old blocks. Based on that information,
each newly written file receives its PFR.

Step #4: Blocks upload is initiated by the local tier sys-
tems. The local tier systems first download the descriptions
of new containers (i.e., which blocks should be uploaded to
which container). After that, each of the local tier systems
uploads the actual data. When the uploads are successfully
completed, the in-cloud metadata structures are updated to
mark the new files as ready in the cloud.

The first two steps of BatchDedup are depicted in Fig. 2.
Similar techniques are used to perform the remaining steps of
BatchDedup and garbage collection at scale.

BatchDedup processes FingIdx and all recently uploaded
UFRs but does not touch any previously generated PFRs. As
UFRs likely contain duplicates, in practice, the size of UFRs
is expected to be at least comparable to the size of the whole
FingIdx, and with such assumption, processing FingIdx does
not dominate the asymptotic cost. Overall, the process is
expected to take time: BatchDedup is executed periodically,
the computations in Steps #1-#3 take from minutes to hours,
and the block upload in Step #4 can even take days, depending
on the data volume and network bandwidth. As Step #4 is
inevitable in any cloud-tiering solution, the cloud tier alone
is not suitable for providing very short RPO. However, as
backups are moved to the cloud typically after a specific time,
the steps can be scheduled in periods that will not violate the
timing constraints of the backup policy.

3.6 Batch Garbage Collection

Batch garbage collection (BatchGC in short) identifies blocks
no longer referenced by any PFR and reclaims free space in
the containers. BatchGC is expected to be executed periodi-
cally but less frequently than BatchDedup. Both algorithms

4A block is expected to exist in multiple files or to be repeated within one
file. In such a case, only the first appearance is stored in a container.

modify the same metadata structures, so they cannot be exe-
cuted simultaneously. However, file restores are possible at
any moment.

PFRs keep the addresses of containers, so rewriting a con-
tainer requires modifications of PFRs. The cost of processing
PFRs is discouraging, as PFRs can be many times larger
than FingIdx. However, garbage collection is done only oc-
casionally, so even if it is a few times more expensive than
BatchDedup, the overall cost of InftyDedup is not affected
that much. Therefore, our primary goal is ensuring scalability,
which enables meeting the time constraints of other garbage
collection algorithms for deduplication storage [31, 69].

BatchGC comprises the following steps:
Step #1: File removal processes non-removed PFRs to

find blocks that are still referenced by at least one file.
Step #2: Container verification checks how many blocks

in each container are live. Based on one of the strategies
(which we introduce shortly), a set of containers that will be
removed or rewritten is selected.

Step #3: Metadata are updated based on the results of
Step #2. More specifically, new metadata for modified contain-
ers are calculated. Some blocks may receive a new address,
so new versions of FingIdx and PFRs are also needed.

Step #4: Containers are rewritten to actually reduce
space usage. When all newly generated containers are writ-
ten, the metadata computed in Step #3 take effect, and old
containers are deleted.

Immediate removal of unreferenced data is not always opti-
mal, as rewriting a container in the cloud has a significant cost.
Therefore, we investigated three strategies to decide whether
a container should be rewritten:

GC-Strategy #1: Reclaim only empty containers. In
most cloud services sending a request to remove an entire
container is free, so the strategy brings cost reduction (as less
capacity needs to be stored) with no additional cost. How-
ever, the strategy does not remove containers in which only a
fraction of data has been deleted.

GC-Strategy #2: Reclaim containers if the rewrite pays
for itself after T days. To determine whether rewriting a
container will bring a cost-benefit, the following ratio can be
calculated for each container:

x =
COSTrewrite

Tdays ∗CAPACITYto_be_reclaimed ∗COSTbyte_per_day
(1)

Only if x< 1.0, rewriting a container is cheaper than storing
deleted data from the container for Tdays. However, picking the
proper value of Tdays is nontrivial. For instance, if Tdays is the
time left until the next BatchGC, the containers are rewritten
only if it brings financial benefit before the next chance to
remove any data. In many cases, such Tdays value is too small
and will prevent rewriting a container, although rewriting the
container would bring a financial benefit in the long run. On
the other hand, a large Tdays value implies frequent rewriting,
which can lead to exceeding Strategy #1 costs.
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GC-Strategy #3: Reclaim containers based on file expi-
ration dates. GC-Strategy #2 can be improved if files contain
information about their expiration date (denoted as EXPtime).
Such information can be provided by the local tier systems in
UFRs, if the EXPtime results from the backup configuration.
Therefore, for each container, Tdays can be calculated as the
maximal EXPtime of its blocks (aligned up to the BatchGC
schedule). EXPtime is expected to increase in time,5 as new
files with later EXPtime are stored. However, even with rising
EXPtime, the cost never exceeds GC-Strategy #1, as a non-
empty container is rewritten only when it is beneficial.

3.7 File Restore
The cloud metadata format supports straightforward file re-
stores. Each file has its own object, with the key based on
the local tier system identifier and file path. Therefore, object
storage interface features such as ACLs and per-prefix listings
can be used for convenient file management. Based on the
PFR, which stores the container address and data offset, the
file can be read without accessing the local tier systems. As
PFRs are updated during BatchGC, the movement of data
between containers during GC does not spoil the reads.

However, egress traffic is a major cost, so restores can be
additionally integrated with the local tier for cost reduction.
For blocks available locally, the download from the cloud can
be omitted. Blocks absent locally can be optionally stored in
the local tier system after downloading, as some workloads
require reading data again in the near future (e.g., restoring
multiple similar VMs). Implementing such local-tier assisted
reads requires storing fingerprints in PFRs, which increases
the metadata size, but the fingerprints can be easily added and
removed from PFRs on-demand in batch algorithms.

4 Cold Storage Utilization

To reduce the cost of storing data in the cloud, InftyDedup can
be extended with an algorithm that selects whether a block
should be stored in hot or cold cloud storage. We aimed to
use cold storage services offering different pricing models
than other cloud storage products but comparable durability
and latency [28, 77] (otherwise, the movement of data to cold
storage negatively affects the recovery time).6 Therefore, we
focused on colder storage which offers a reduced price of
storing data but increases the price of restores, and demands a
minimal storage period (e.g., 90 days). To utilize the storage
effectively, we rely on two additional pieces of information
provided with each file (in UFRs):

5Theoretically, EXPtime can decrease if someone deletes a file before the
expiration date. We find such a case rather marginal. In particular, enabling
WORM protection [53] prevents such removals.

6Our algorithms can also work with the coldest storage services, which
lengthens the retrieval process. However, in such case additional information
are needed to specify the allowed retrieval time of each file.

Figure 3: The architecture of data and metadata with two types
of data storage (hot and cold). Fingerprint Index is extended.

Figure 4: Writing blocks to more than one storage type. Block
b5 is written to hotter storage, although it is already avail-
able in colder storage if it brings a cost benefit (e.g., due to
expected frequent restores of b5).

1. Current expiration date, as in GC-Strategy #3.
2. Rough, expected frequency of file restore.
As explained earlier, the expiration time is typically known.

The restore frequency is unknown in advance, but assessing
the read frequency of a file is common practice for data kept
in the cloud. For instance, Amazon explicitly recommends
different storage classes for data accessed "once per quarter"
and "1-2 times per year" [8]. In the specific case of backups,
assessing restore frequency should be possible, as a study of
numerous backup jobs [16] suggests that backup domains
fall into three categories: those with very frequent restores,
sporadic restores, and virtually no restores. Moreover, par-
ticular backup policies influence the restore frequency [58],
and an upper bound on the restores can be calculated based
on restore SLAs. Finally, modern backup software already
implements tools that allow viewing historical data on the
restore frequency of selected resources [67].

The persistent data and metadata structures are organized
as shown in Fig. 3. The process of container writing during
BatchDedup and BatchGC is extended to store each block in
an appropriate cloud storage type, as shown in Fig. 4. Each
block is stored in a storage type for which the following
formula has lower value:

t=COSTinsert+(COSTB/day+COSTrestore∗FREQrestore)∗EXPtime (2)

In the formula,COSTinsert depends on cloud pricing, as well
as the sizes of the block and its container, as the amortized
cost of data insertion is included. COSTB/day describes the
storage cost of the block. COSTrestore depends on the data
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locality, as many blocks can be read with one request, so
the upper bound for the COSTrestore can be calculated as one
request per block or assessed with a heuristic. FREQrestore
and EXPtime are inherited from files referencing block, and
stored with each block in FingIdx.

However, further adjustments to FREQrestore and EXPtime
are required. That is because the first decision about storage
type must be taken when the block is stored for the first time
and block’s FREQrestore and EXPtime are understated, as more
references will come in the future. For instance, a block can
be initially stored in cold storage but later it receives more
references (and its FREQrestore increases). Vice versa, data
with a short EXPtime can be kept in hot storage, although a
reference with a more distant EXPtime will come soon.

Therefore, both FREQrestore and EXPtime should be heuris-
tically modified. A heuristic that worked very well in our
experiments relies on block reference counts. First, we select
a number R of expected references for each block (e.g., a hard-
coded value 5 or a value calculated from the system state).
Then, we modify FREQrestore and EXPtime for blocks that
have not reached the expected number based on the formula
(e.g., we multiply it by R− r, where r is the actual number of
references). In the end, FREQrestore and EXPtime for newly
written blocks are more similar to their future values.

In justified cases, a block can be stored in multiple storage
types (e.g., when a block stored in cold storage receives a
reference with high FREQrestore), but BatchGC will eventu-
ally remove the unnecessary copies. Similarly, BatchGC can
move a block from one type of storage to another (e.g., when a
reference with high restore frequency has been deleted). Gen-
erally, during BatchGC, a formula for calculating whether a
container should be rewritten considers the potential cost re-
duction caused by a change of the storage type. A decision on
whether rewriting a particular container is profitable must be
made for the whole container because rewriting the container
also introduces costs. Nevertheless, blocks from one container
can be moved to containers in various storage types (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Rewriting containers to multiple types of storage.

5 Evaluation

We present our experimental evaluation of InftyDedup in two
parts. Firstly, we evaluate the performance and cost of our
implementation executed in a public cloud. Secondly, we
evaluate our strategies for garbage collection and storage type
selection under various workloads.

5.1 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance, we implemented InftyDedup
using Apache Hive [24], which we selected as a possible
approach to provide portability between different public and
private clouds. We present results of the evaluation of our
batch algorithms, as uploading containers and restoring data
are straightforward object storage operations in which the
bottleneck is expected mostly on the network to the cloud
(even a naive implementation can saturate 1 GbE network
with uploads and restores using a single core).

Our batch algorithms differ greatly from the state-of-the-
art tiering to cloud with deduplication techniques, therefore
a fair comparison with existing solutions was virtually im-
possible. Instead, we present the results using publicly avail-
able hardware. The evaluation was conducted in AWS using
m5d.xlarge instances with 4x vCPU, 16 GiB of RAM, and
1x 150 GB NVMe (which costs less than network-attached
EBS). We aimed to use the smallest possible instances (to
maximize the horizontal scaling), but in our workloads, the
technological stack of Apache Hive was inefficient in utilizing
the limited memory of the smallest instances.

The presented experiments used synthetic data with the
following characteristics. Each file contained approximately
51 GB (as backup files typically have tens of gigabytes or
more [78]) chunked into blocks of approximately 64 KB (the
target block size of the deduplication system for which we
prepared InftyDedup). The contents of the files are described
in each experiment. We present results with synthetically
generated data, as our algorithms mostly distribute the data
(e.g., based on fingerprints) and later sort the data in small
portions, so the exact characteristic of the data (e.g., the initial
order of blocks) does not affect the performance much.

5.1.1 Batch Deduplication Processing

We evaluated BatchDedup in configurations varying in size.
Each experiment comprised two steps. In the first (initial)
step, a large number of files without duplicates is processed to
resemble a situation in which new backups are uploaded to the
cloud. In the second (incremental) step, a dataset 3x smaller
than the initial backup is uploaded (as typically incremental
backups are smaller than their corresponding full backups
[16]), where 90% of the blocks are duplicates (which matches
the expected average daily deduplication ratio [16]). The
smallest configuration (8 instances) uploads 3072 files in the
first step and 1024 in the second step. In larger configurations,
the amount of data to be processed is scaled linearly with the
system size. Therefore, the smallest experiment processed
metadata of 208 TB data and the largest one of 1.66 PB.

In all configurations, the first step takes between 1h53m and
2h10m (Fig. 6), and the second step takes up to 30m. Overall,
the performance scales close to linearly. We analyzed the
resource utilization, and the main bottleneck is the CPU, as
most of the time its usage is above 95%. The network and
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Figure 6: BatchDedup performance.
The line and right y-axis show size of
deduplicated data.
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Figure 8: BatchGC performance. After
1-7 incremental steps, data from one in-
cremental step was deleted (the removed
blocks on right y-axis).

the local NVMe drive are underutilized, with peak per-node
usage of respectively 350 MB/s of network bandwidth and 6%
of disk utilization. We expect the computations can be further
optimized, but the computation costs are already marginal
compared to the cost of data storage. For instance, in the
experiment with 32 instances, the second stage eliminates
191 TB of duplicates and costs below $1, which is less than
0.1% of monthly savings on storage. Similarly, the costs of
accessing in-cloud metadata during processing are marginal,
as both steps require roughly 250K GETs ($0.1) and 20K
PUTs ($0.1), and transfer fees within one availability zone
are free.

We also conducted a different experiment with multiple
steps of incremental uploads in one configuration (8 in-
stances). As shown in Fig. 7, the computation time increases
close to linearly with the amount of non-duplicate data which
is added to FingIdx in each experiment.

5.1.2 Batch Garbage Collection Processing

First, we evaluated BatchGC by removing a fraction of data
uploaded in the first experiment from Section 5.1.1. Specifi-
cally, we removed the data uploaded in the first step to resem-
ble removing the oldest backup. The processing took between
61 and 65 minutes in each verified configuration.

BatchGC, unlike BatchDedup, reads all PFRs, so we also
verify that the processing time increases close to linearly with
the size of both FingIdx and PFRs. The experiment shown
in Fig. 8 had multiple incremental steps, and in BatchGC we
removed data from one incremental step. The results con-
firm that, for data with many duplicates, BatchGC is more
expensive than BatchDedup. However, BatchGC is expected
to be executed less frequently, so both algorithms will have
comparable total execution costs.

5.2 Strategies Evaluation
We evaluated how our garbage collection and storage type
selection strategies behave in numerous workload simulations.
The strategies optimize the costs of storing data for months

and years, so we could not conduct these experiments in the
public cloud, as it would take too long. Instead, we ran some
initial experiments to confirm our understanding of the pricing
model and features of the cloud, and based on the results,
we implemented a simulator. The simulator calculates costs
based on cloud pricing of storage, requests, transfer, and other
factors, like the minimal storage duration.

Each experiment was conducted in many configurations of
workload characteristics and system parameters. We present
aggregated (minimal, maximal, and average) results, with val-
ues normalized to the result with the minimal cost.

5.2.1 Workload Characteristics

Our simulator allowed specifying the following factors to
evaluate various backup workloads:

Data source was selected from the following two sets.
Firstly, we generated synthetic workloads in which a given
fraction of data was modified and deleted each day. Both
types of modifications were applied in variable length stream-
contexts (of size from 1 to 1024 blocks), so a given number of
consecutive blocks was modified at once. The introduction of
the stream-contexts was necessary, as data modified in small
contexts are more fragmented, so reading data requires more
requests. Secondly, FSL traces [73] were used, as they are
real-world datasets that contain information on how the data
of multiple users change over the years.

Retention policy specifies how long each file (backup) is
stored. We analyzed guidelines related to retention policies
[1,32,75] to generate realistic policies. Typically, each type of
backup is stored for a longer time than its backup period (e.g.,
weekly backups are kept for four weeks). In our experiments,
daily backups are kept for one week, weekly backups are
kept for a month, monthly backups are kept for a year, and
yearly backups are kept for five years. Based on that, we came
up with three different policies: keepAll policy in which all
types of backups are stored in the cloud, dailyExcluded in
which daily backups are excluded (so only backups stored
for at least a month are kept in the cloud), and dailyOnly in
which only daily backups are kept in the cloud. The garbage
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collection was, in turn, executed every 7, 30, or 90 days. In
all experiments, the simulation covered a period of 5 years.

Read patterns remarkably affect the total cost of owner-
ship of data in the cloud. Unlike for writing data, we found no
collected read traces for backup data. Similarly, there are no
precise guidelines that describe typical backup read patterns.
Therefore, we adapted a model in which each file is read with
a given probability and verified the full spectrum of potential
values.

5.2.2 Garbage Collection Strategies Evaluation

To evaluate how the proposed garbage collection strategies
perform in different workloads, we conducted experiments
with the pricing model of AWS S3 Standard as hot storage
and Glacier Instant Retrieval as cold storage.7 Experiments
in which the storage types are mixed based on our strategy are
denoted as mixed. Garbage collection strategies are denoted
as follows: Strategy #1 is denoted as onlyEmpty, less{25; 50;
75; 99} denotes Strategy #2 with the Tdays parameter such
that the behavior is equivalent to reclaiming space when less
than 25 / 50 / 75 / 99 percent of container capacity is used by
live data, and Strategy #3 is denoted as costBased.

First, we evaluated a case in which there were no reads.
As shown in Fig. 9, onlyEmpty strategy achieved the worst
results. For cold and mixed storage, costBased strategy gave
significantly better results than others (on average 1.4%-23%),
whereas for hot storage (where the rewrite cost is marginal) it
gave similar results to less99.
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Figure 9: Garbage collection with different strategies.

In the next set of experiments, which included reads (with
patterns explained in Section 5.2.3) and mixed storage, there
are more differences between the strategies (Fig. 10). On aver-
age, costBased strategy is only 2.2% better, but comparing the
worst cases, the difference is 24%. The analysis of the number
of containers that are rewritten, deleted empty, or remain live
at the end of the experiment, confirms that onlyEmpty has the
largest number of containers that are live (Fig. 11).

7At the moment of writing, cold storage had 4x/25x more expensive
PUT/GET requests, 5.25x times cheaper storage costs, the minimum storage
duration was 90 days, and an additional per-gigabyte retrieval cost for cold
storage was equal to the fee for 3000 GET requests.

The analysis of garbage collection strategies led to the
question of how container sizes affect the costs, as smaller
containers increase the probability of removing the entire con-
tainer but also increase the number of PUT requests needed
to store data initially or during container rewriting. As shown
in Fig. 12, for costBased strategy, the lowest average cost is
with 16 MB containers (4 MB and 64 MB are respectively
4.5% and 2% more expensive). The smallest, 1 MB containers
were the most expensive, even with the onlyEmpty strategy,
because of the cost of initial container generation (Fig. 13).
Especially in cold storage, the cost of PUT requests is high
(up to 40% of all costs with 1 MB containers).
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Figure 10: Garbage collection
strategies with reads.
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Figure 11: Breakdown of
containers number.
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Figure 12: Garbage collection
with varying container sizes.
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Figure 13: Cost breakdown
with varying container sizes.

5.2.3 Storage Type Selection Evaluation

We evaluated our storage type selection strategies in work-
loads with varying read frequencies. For each experiment,
there are 4 synthetically generated sets of files, and each set
has a different read frequency: once a month, once a year,
once a year with 1% probability, and once a year with 0.1%
probability. All 4 sets were written together, just as in a stor-
age system that keeps files with varying read frequencies. The
experiments were conducted in series, and in each series, the
read frequency was scaled by a factor from 0.001 to 10. There-
fore, cases in which reads are virtually nonexistent, cases in
which reads dominate the total cost, and cases in-between
were evaluated. A real-world ratio between backup and recov-
ery jobs is typically 100 : 1 [17] but varies depending on the
system [16]. In our experiments, the ratio of backups to recov-
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eries for scale factor 0.01 is 70−700 : 1 (mean = 216 : 1) de-
pending on the retention policy. Therefore, we expect results
with scale factors 0.01 and 0.1 to reflect a typical use-case.

As shown in Fig. 14, on average mixed strategy gives 55%
cost savings compared to cold if there are many reads and 70%
compared to hot if there are hardly any reads. The breakdown
of newly created containers (Fig. 15) confirms that data ends
up in cold storage when there are hardly any reads, and in
hot storage reads are frequent. The cost breakdown (Fig. 16)
confirms that mixed strategy balances the high storage cost in
hot and the expensive reads in cold.
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Figure 14: Storage type selec-
tion depending on the read fre-
quency.
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Figure 16: Cost breakdown with varying read frequencies.

We also evaluated how the changes in the predicted refer-
ence number affect the cost. Fig. 17 presents the normalized
cost, depending on the selection of the expected reference
number. Without predicting that more references will come
in the future, the cost is higher on average by 11% (worst
case 289%) compared to predicting 5-10 references, so we
confirmed that predicting the number of references brings a
significant cost reduction. The results with 3-10 references
are very similar, so the slight inaccuracies in the expected
number of references do not change the results much.

The mixed strategy depends on the expected frequency of
reads, which may be incorrectly assessed. We conducted ex-
periments with a significant prediction error (the value was un-
derestimated and overestimated ten times). Even with such a
large estimation error, the results are close to perfect (Fig. 18).
Therefore, in all other experiments, we assumed perfect esti-
mation to facilitate studying other experimental parameters.
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Figure 17: Cost of storing
data depending on the ex-
pected number of references.
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Figure 18: Cost of storing
data depending on the error
of frequency prediction.

5.2.4 Different Public Clouds

To confirm that our strategies are generally applicable to pub-
lic clouds, we repeated most of the experiments with the pric-
ing model of Google Cloud and Microsoft Azure. As our
evaluation shows, mixing cold and hot storage reduces the
costs for all three major providers (Fig. 19). The noticeable
differences in gain between the cloud providers follow from
the different ratios of costs, especially the cost of storing data
and egress traffic. On average, keeping data only in hot stor-
age is 61% more expensive, and keeping data only in cold
storage is 30% more expensive than using the mixed strategy.
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Figure 19: Storage type selection in different public clouds.

5.2.5 FSL Traces

Finally, we verified our strategies using the FSL traces [73].
Specifically, we used all data available with 64 KB chunking
in homes snapshots dataset. The traces contain metadata of
files chunked during writing, but they have no information
about the read pattern. Therefore, for each user, we verified
how our storage type selection works with a varying number
of reads (restoring each backup with a frequency from 0.0001
to 1 time a month). As shown in Fig. 20, at the extreme read
frequencies the mixed strategy keeps almost all the data in
the cheapest of the two storage types. However, if the number
of reads is in between, the mixed strategy works better than
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keeping data in a single type of storage, as depending on the
data characterization a different decision should be made for
each block. In particular, the characterization of the reference
number of each block is important, as frequently referenced
blocks are accessed more often. Therefore, mixing storage
types can outperform keeping the data in one storage type,
decreasing the cost by 26%-44%. This result shows that even
when the restore frequency of each file is known in advance,
relying on selecting one storage type can be significantly
more expensive than using our mixed strategy.
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Figure 20: Total costs in experiments with FSL traces.

6 Related Work

Hierarchical storage is widely adapted, as storage devices
offer a trade-off between cost, capacity, and performance [56].
Systems with storage tiers are actively researched, and in
recent years, many publications have referred to tiering in
the cloud [39, 46, 60]. Hsu et al. [38] propose an AI-based
prediction model for classifying whether data is cold or hot.
Liu et al. [45] describe an online algorithm for two-tier cloud
storage, which works with no prior knowledge of future ac-
cess frequencies. However, less attention is given to tiering
techniques in the cloud in the context of deduplication.

MUSE [80] is a framework focused on providing SLA
for deduplicated data focused on the primary storage use
case, which is a different use case than storing backups.
DD Tier [34] is tiering with deduplication that performs its
computation in the local tier, hence imposing fundamental
restrictions and limitations. First, deduplicating data from
more than one local tier system is impossible, as each sys-
tem performs deduplication on its own. Furthermore, all or at
least a large fraction of metadata is needed locally to operate.
Therefore, metadata are stored in both tiers, which not only
increases storage capacity usage but also forces downloading
a large amount of metadata to recover even a single file. More-
over, the resources for metadata storage and processing of the
local tier are limited. As locally stored metadata can consume
hundreds of terabytes of local storage, the size of the cloud tier
is limited (to 2x the size of the local tier). Alike, deduplication
and garbage collection algorithms cannot overuse scarce local
resources, especially RAM, CPUs, and disk I/Os. Therefore,

perfect hashing is used to decrease memory requirements
below 3 bits per fingerprint, so extending it with techniques
similar to our storage type selection is very difficult.

DD Tier introduces a technique for estimating how much
space will be freed from the local tier after moving data to
the cloud, and in recent years, significant research attention
has been paid to the problem of selecting files for efficient
data removal and migration in systems with deduplication
[37, 42, 51]. As long as such methods do not require storing
additional metadata locally, they can be used with InftyDedup.

A large number of publications explore security threats of
deduplication in the cloud. Therefore, several methods of pre-
venting particular attack types were proposed [21, 41, 43, 81].
Alike, side channels leaking information from deduplication
storage have been studied [19,20]. Most threats arise from the
situation in which a public cloud provider implements dedu-
plication between users. InftyDedup is meant to be used by a
single organization, and writing to InftyDedup requires access-
ing the local tier, so the situation is much different. Still, some
organizations might find the deduplication side-channels as
a threat within the organization, and adding security mech-
anisms to InftyDedup can be required. Moreover, users of
InftyDedup may not trust the cloud provider, so the local
tier can encrypt data before storing them in the cloud. The
structure of the data (information on block sizes and which
blocks are referenced by which files) is still exposed to allow
the computations, but the situation is similar in other tiering
with deduplication solutions, as restoring blocks reveals the
structure of files.

7 Conclusions

We presented InftyDedup, a novel, cloud-native approach to
tiering to cloud for a storage system with deduplication. Com-
pared to the state of the art, our architecture does not impose
any limit on the size of the cloud tier and supports dedu-
plication from multiple local tier systems. We implemented
InftyDedup for a commercial storage system (HydraStor) and
evaluated it in a public cloud (AWS). The evaluation con-
firmed the desired scalability of deduplication handling: our
batch algorithms, designed to reduce cloud costs and harness
dynamic resource allocation, were able to process metadata
of multi-petabyte data collections for a couple of dollars.

To further decrease the cost of cloud storage, we proposed
an extension to InftyDedup which moves chunks between
hot and cold cloud stores based on their anticipated access
patterns. Its evaluation with real-world traces showed that our
deduplication-specific heuristic for adjusting the expected
read frequency, which takes into account block reference
counts, decreased the costs on average by 11%, and the over-
all solution achieved 26%–44% reductions. The algorithm
requires minimal input from a system administrator and was
demonstrated to retain its cost benefits even when the admin-
istrator’s estimations were inexact.
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Abstract
The newly-emerging “fail-slow” failures plague both soft-

ware and hardware where the victim components are still
functioning yet with degraded performance. To address this
problem, this paper presents PERSEUS, a practical fail-slow
detection framework for storage devices. PERSEUS leverages
a light regression-based model to fast pinpoint and analyze
fail-slow failures at the granularity of drives. Within a 10-
month close monitoring on 248K drives, PERSEUS managed
to find 304 fail-slow cases. Isolating them can reduce the
(node-level) 99.99th tail latency by 48%. We assemble a
large-scale fail-slow dataset (including 41K normal drives
and 315 verified fail-slow drives) from our production traces,
based on which we provide root cause analysis on fail-slow
drives covering a variety of ill-implemented scheduling, hard-
ware defects, and environmental factors. We have released
the dataset to the public for fail-slow study.

1 Introduction
Large-scale storage systems are susceptible to various fail-
ures [2, 3, 5, 7, 21, 32, 34, 35, 41, 42, 48]. Both academia and
industry have made great efforts on identifying [26,28,39], de-
tecting [9, 10, 20, 27], and fixing [8, 13, 44, 46] different kinds
of failures (e.g., fail-stop [2, 18, 31, 37], fail-partial [6, 38, 40],
and Byzantine [14]) in the field.

Recently, the fail-slow failures [19], also known as gray
failures [24] or limpware [16], have been receiving an in-
creasing amount of attention [23, 29, 36]. In fail-slow fail-
ures, a software or hardware component (while functioning)
delivers lower-than-expected performance. With faster hard-
ware devices (e.g., Optane SSD [49] and Z-SSD [11]) and
software stack (e.g., kernel bypassing [47]), the impact of
fail-slow failures (e.g., caused by malfunctioning NANDs or
unfit scheduling), which might be masked as noise previously,
are more likely to be noticed. Recent studies [30, 36] indicate
that annual fail-slow occurrences can be as frequent as annual
fail-stop events (1%∼2%).

Accurately detecting fail-slow failures is challenging. Per-
formance variations caused by internal factors (e.g., SSD
garbage collection) or external factors (e.g., workload burst)

*Equal contribution.
†Corresponding authors.

can have similar symptoms as fail-slow failures. Unlike fail-
stop failures where the criteria (e.g., software crash [2], data
loss [34]) are well-defined, determining fail-slow failures is
usually empirical in practice and thus inherently inaccurate.
Moreover, fail-slow failures are often transient [19], making it
difficult for on-site engineers to identify, let alone reproduce
or reason the root causes.

Although several work [23, 29, 36] has attempted to de-
tect fail-slow failures, they are impractical and inefficient
for large-scale deployment in our production cloud environ-
ment. First, these techniques require source code access
(e.g., static analysis in OmegaGen [29]) or software modifica-
tion (e.g., modifying software timeouts in IASO [36]), while
cloud vendors like us do not touch tenants’ code. Even for
in-house infrastructures, inserting certain code segments is
still time-consuming, as the systems can run dozens of inter-
nal services with different software stacks. Second, existing
techniques can only detect fail-slow failures at the node level
(e.g., IASO), thus still requiring nontrivial manual efforts to
locate the culprits [19].

In this paper, we share our experiences in developing a
practical, fine-grained, and general fail-slow detection frame-
work that is applicable to a wide range of of services and
devices (with minor or no adjustment) in the Alibaba cloud
data centers. We start with analyzing the characteristics of the
known fail-slow failures in our fleet. We then discuss three
unsuccessful attempts at identifying fail-slow failures in the
field, including using an empirical threshold, performing peer-
evaluation-based detection [22], and refactoring IASO [36].

With the lessons learned from our earlier efforts, we design
and implement PERSEUS, a non-intrusive fail-slow detec-
tion framework. We first leverage classic machine learning
techniques (PCA [1], DBSCAN [43], and polynomial re-
gression [17]) to establish a mapping between latency vari-
ation and workload pressure. With the mapping, PERSEUS
can automatically derive an accurate and adaptive threshold
for each node to identify slow entries within the monitor-
ing traces. Further, based on the slow entries, PERSEUS
constructs the corresponding fail-slow events and utilizes a
scoreboard mechanism to evaluate the severity of such events.

PERSEUS has been deployed in our cloud for over ten
months, monitoring an increasing number of drives up to
around 300K by now. PERSEUS has already identified more
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than 300 fail-slow drives. By isolating and/or replacing the
identified fail-slow drives, we significantly reduce the node-
level tail latency. The 95th, 99th, and 99.99th write latencies
drop by 31%, 46%, and 48%, respectively.

We compare PERSEUS to previous fail-slow detection meth-
ods as follows. We assemble a large-scale fail-slow dataset
(including 315 verified fail-slow drives and around 41K of
their cluster-wise peer drives) from our production traces, and
build a test benchmark based on the dataset. The benchmark
evaluations indicate that PERSEUS outperforms all previous
methods, achieving a precision of 0.99 and a recall of 1.00.
We also evaluate the effectiveness of components and the
sensitivity of parameters in PERSEUS. The results show that
PERSEUS can serve as a non-intrusive (based on monitoring
traces), fine-grained (per-drive), general (one set of parame-
ters fits all) and accurate (high precision and recall) fail-slow
detection framework for the cloud storage systems.

We have also analyzed the reasons for fail-slow failures
and discover a wide variety of root causes including ill-
implemented scheduling (e.g., unnecessary resource con-
tention), hardware flaws (e.g., bad sectors for HDDs), and
environmental factors (e.g., temperature and power).

This paper makes the following contributions.

• We share our lessons on detecting fail-slow failures in large-
scale data centers from three unsuccessful attempts.

• We propose the design of PERSEUS, a non-intrusive, fine-
grained and general fail-slow detection framework.

• We assemble a large-scale fail-slow dataset1 and build a
fail-slow test benchmark.

• We provide an in-depth root cause analysis of fail-slow
failures from the perspective of various factors.

2 Background
2.1 System Architecture
In this paper, we explore fail-slow detection methods on a
subset of Alibaba Internet Data Centers (IDCs). These IDCs
span across the globe and each IDC includes multiple storage
clusters. Atop each cluster, a distributed file system (DFS) is
deployed to support a dedicated service (e.g., block storage,
NoSQL, or big data analysis). Each cluster consists of tens of
racks (at most 200), and each rack contains dozens of nodes
(at most 48). There are three types of storage nodes: (1)
All-flash: a node contains 12 NVMe SSDs to store data; (2)
Hybrid: a node contains 60-120 HDDs for data storage and
2 SSDs as write cache; (3) All-HDD: a node contains 70-80
HDDs to store data. By default, data storage drives in each
node are of the same model. At most three drives from the
same node can be taken down for repairing at a time. Table 1
lists the basic information and distribution of the drives. Note
that we name drive models as vendor-model. For example,
I-A stands for model A of vendor I.

1We release our dataset at https://tianchi.aliyun.com/
dataset/144479.

Class Model Ven-
dor% Total% Layer

/Type
Cap.
(GB)

NVMe
SSD

I-A 3.58 1.80 32L 1920
I-B 6.96 3.49 64L 1920
I-C 0.76 0.38 32L 3840
I-D 82.57 41.38 64L 4000
I-E 6.13 3.07 64L 7680
II-A 52.24 2.40 48L 1920
II-B 47.76 2.19 48L 3840

SATA
HDD

III-A 100 13.28 CMR 12000
IV-A 100 32.01 CMR 12000

Table 1: Summary of drive statistics in our dataset.
(§2.1). Vendor%: percentage of drive models in the same
vendor; Total%: percentage of drive models in the total pop-
ulation; Layer/Type: number of stacking layers for 3D TLC
NAND SSD, or recording type for HDD; Cap.: capacity.

Service #Entries (M) Total%
Log service 0.58 0.16
Big data 2.05 0.57
E-commerce 4.04 1.13
Table storage 9.32 2.61
Stream processing 12.77 3.58
Database 13.61 3.81
Object storage 30.13 8.44
Data warehouse 31.86 8.92
Block storage 252.80 70.78

Total 357.16 100.00

Table 2: Cloud services and daily entries (§2.2). #Entries
(M): number of entries in millions. Each entry has five fields
(i.e., avg_latency, avg_throughput, drive_ID, node_UID,
timestamp).

2.2 Dataset Description

In our data centers, a monitoring daemon is placed in each
node to collect operational statistics, mainly the latency and
throughput of each drive. The daemons calculate the average
statistics every 15 seconds and record them as time-series
data entries. The daemons run three hours a day (from 9PM
to 12AM). A drive generates 720 entries (= 180 min × 4
entries/min) per day. In total, we have compiled around
100 billion entries as our dataset. Table 2 lists the daily
distribution of 9 cloud services.

2.3 Impact of Fail-Slow Failures

Fail-slow failures, especially the transient ones, can often be
ignored or misinterpreted as performance variations. Addi-
tionally, storage stacks usually have multiple levels (software,
firmware, and hardware) of fault tolerance, such as retry and
redundancy, silently masking the fail-slow failures. However,
fail-slow failures can have a much more significant impact on
I/O performance in the wild. Next, we will use a representa-
tive example from our object storage service to demonstrate
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Figure 1: Fail-slow impact on I/O latency (§2.3). The fig-
ures show (a) read and (b) write latency three days before and
after isolating the fail-slow HDD (in red) in one node. Lines
in grey refer to the latency distribution of normal peers from
the same node. The vertical dashed line refers to the time
when the fail-slow drive was taken down for replacement.
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Figure 2: Fail-slow impact on tail latency (§2.3). The fig-
ure shows the node-level write latency (of the same node as
in Figure 1) at different percentiles. The vertical dashed line
refers to the isolation time.

the effect of fail-slow failures and consequently the impor-
tance of fail-slow failure detection.

Figures 1a and 1b show the read and write latency of a
fail-slow HDD (the red line) against the latency of the peer
HDDs (the gray lines) from the same node. The vertical
dashed line indicates when the fail-slow drive was isolated
(and taken down for replacement). While the fail-slow drive
shows much higher read/write latency than the mean (the
blue line) of all the drives (2.06∼3.65× higher for write and
1.01∼1.50× higher for read), its other metrics, such as IOPS,
remain normal.

It was the utilization rate rather than the latency that di-
rectly led us to identify this fail-slow failure. Our monitoring
system indicated that the victim node had been receiving
much fewer writes than other nodes. The log analysis fur-
ther suggested that the load balancer of the distributed object
storage system prefers not to allocate writes to the victim
node due to its abnormally high retry rate caused by high
tail latencies. Figure 2 presents the 50th, 90th, 95th, 99th,
and 99.99th percentile latency of the victim node before and
after the dashed line when the fail-slow drive was isolated.
Before isolating the fail-slow drive, the 99.99th tail latency is
2.43∼3.29× that of the median at the node level.

This example, along with other similar cases, shows that
fail-slow failures impact not only the victim drive but also the
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Figure 3: Sudden latency increase due to heavy load
(§3.2). The figures present the time series of (a) write la-
tency and (b) write throughput of an NVMe SSD. Red points
in grey boxes refer to time segments where drive latency is
higher than a naive alarming threshold (i.e., 45 µs).

entire node for a long period of time. This motivates us to
explore effective measures for detecting fail-slow failures in
our cloud.

3 Unsuccessful Attempts & Lessons
In this section, we first describe the design goals of the de-
tection framework, and then discuss three unsuccessful early
attempts. We conclude this section with a series of lessons to
guide the design of PERSEUS.

3.1 Design Goals
From our perspective, a practical fail-slow detection frame-
work should have the following properties.
• Non-intrusive. As cloud vendors, neither can we alter users’

software nor require them to run specific modified versions
of software stacks. Therefore, we can only rely on external
performance statistics (e.g., drive latency) for detection.

• Fine-grained. Fail-slow root cause diagnosis can often be
time-consuming (e.g., days to even weeks [19, 36]). We
expect the framework to pinpoint the culprit.

• Accurate. The framework should have satisfying precision
and recall to avoid unnecessary diagnosis on false positives.

• General. The framework can be deployed on both SSD and
HDD clusters and quickly applied to different services (e.g.,
block/object storage and database) with minor adjustments.

3.2 Attempt 1: Threshold Filtering
Methodology. Intuitively, we can set up a hard threshold on
drive latency to identify fail-slow drives based on the Service
Level Objectives (SLOs). To avoid mislabeling due to one-off
events such as SSD internal GC, we further specify a mini-
mum slowdown span for a suspicious drive to be considered
as fail-slow.
Limitation. Enforcing a hard threshold on device latency is
clearly non-intrusive and fine-grained. However, the accuracy
of threshold-identified fail-slow is low, as the latency is highly
influenced by the workloads. Here, we use the latency and
throughput traces of an NVMe SSD from the block storage
service as an example. The left of Figure 3 illustrates the
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Figure 4: Peer evaluation (§3.3). The figure shows peer
evaluation results by comparing the candidate drive latency
(in red) with node-level median latency (in blue) using a
5-minute sliding window. The candidate is slow (> 50%
latency records higher than 2×Median) in three time windows
(labeled with numbers in grey boxes).

latency variation of the drive where the horizontal dashed
line indicates the threshold (45µs). The right of Figure 3 is
the corresponding throughput. We can see that three latency
spikes occur at around 21:29, 21:34, and 21:40 as the latency
increases up to 65µs. By comparing latency with throughput,
it is clear that the workload pressure causes these spikes.

Hence, the dilemma is as follows. Setting a relaxed thresh-
old easily mislabels normal performance variations as fail-
slow events. Meanwhile, a strict one could leave many fail-
slow cases undiscovered. Further, using a set of thresholds
for different scenarios through fine-tuning can be fairly time-
consuming as our experiments show that latency variation is
a factor of drive models and workloads. In practice, we use
threshold-based detection as a fail-safe measure like timeout.

3.3 Attempt 2: Peer Evaluation
Methodology. The problem of the first attempt is not having
an adaptive threshold for detection. To address this problem,
we explored the idea of peer evaluation [22,30]. The rationale
behind this approach is that, with load balancing across the
distributed storage system, drives from the same node should
receive similar workload pressure. Since fail-slow failures are
relatively rare [19] and the majority of drives in a node should
be normal, we can identify the fail-slow drive by comparing
the performance between drives from the same node.

Specifically, we first calculate the node-level median la-
tency at each entry timestamp (every 15 seconds). We then
evaluate whether there are drives constantly (more than half
of the time) delivering abnormal performance—twice slower
than the median in our case—during the monitoring window
(e.g., 5 minutes). If so, the detection framework reports a
fail-slow event, and the monitoring window moves forward
to start the next round of evaluation.

Figure 4 provides an example of peer evaluation detec-
tion, including the fail-slow drive (the red line), the adaptive
threshold (2×median, the blue line), and the normal drives
(grey lines). The three shaded regions (numbered ¶, ·, and
¸) indicate three monitoring windows when the victim drive

experiences a fail-slow event.
Limitation. Peer evaluation can obtain an adaptive threshold
(the blue line in Figure 4), but it requires more empirical pa-
rameters than threshold filtering, such as the slowdown degree
and the monitoring window span, for tuning. Although it is
possible to fine-tune the parameters on a few clusters for spe-
cific storage services, the effort would be prohibitively large
if we want to extend peer evaluation to other drive models of
different services. For example, it took on-site engineers two
hours to fine-tune a cluster with around 300 nodes, and this
set of parameters fails to work on another cluster even under
the same service with the exact same models of drives.

3.4 Attempt 3: IASO-Based Model
Methodology. IASO is a fail-slow detection framework focus-
ing on identifying performance-degrading nodes [36]). The
design principle of IASO is to leverage software timeouts and
convert them into informative metrics to benchmark fail-slow.
However, directly using IASO is not suitable for us. First,
IASO requires code changes (i.e., intrusive monitoring) to in-
sert or modify certain code snippets of the running instances
(e.g., Cassandra and ZooKeeper), thus leveraging software-
level timeouts to identify fail-slow incidents2. Second, IASO
is node-level detection, whereas our goal is device-level. Nev-
ertheless, we re-factor IASO with our best effort. To avoid
modifying the software, we reuse the fail-slow event reporting
by peer evaluation (i.e., Attempt 2, see §3.3).
Limitation. The IASO-based model delivers rather unsatis-
factory performance (see §5.4 for details) on our assembled
benchmark, with a precision rate of only 0.48. We suspect
the main reason is that using the fail-slow event reporting to
replace the software timeout might not be effective. More-
over, we have explored other possible alternatives, such as
replacing software timeouts with thresholds. However, the
results are still unsatisfactory. Therefore, we assume IASO,
even with refactoring, may not achieve our goals.

3.5 Guidelines for PERSEUS

The aforementioned methods are either labor-intensive (re-
quiring extensive tuning) or ineffective in the field. In this
subsection, we use a series of research questions as guidelines
for designing our next fail-slow detection framework.

RQ1: What metrics should we use?

Throughout the early development of previous attempts, we
mostly focused on the write performance (i.e., the laten-
cy/throughput of write) for two reasons. First, among the
verified fail-slow cases, more than half of them only have
a notable influence on writes. Even for the rest, the impact
on read performance is always much smaller (similar to Fig-
ure 1). Second, fail-slow failures have more severe impacts
on writes. In our storage systems, most clusters require the

2Note that the definition of “non-intrusive” is different in IASO (meaning
low overhead introduced) from ours (meaning no code changes).
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Figure 5: Distinct LvT distribution (§3.5). The figures show the latency-vs-throughput (LvT) distribution of (a) three clusters
(in yellow, blue and red) from database service, (b) two representative nodes (in blue and red) with clear-cut distribution from
the same cluster (also from database service), and (c) drives (in distinct colors) in one node from database service. Throughput
(unit: B/s) is scaled by log base 10 here and in related figures hereafter.
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Figure 6: SRCC scores (§3.5). The figure shows the SRCC
scores between drive write latency and throughput/IOPS from
three major services. Error bars refer to 95th percentile
confidence intervals.

write request to return after all three replicas ACKed (only
<20% of our clusters require 2 replicas). Meanwhile, a read
request will return as soon as one replica returns. In this case,
fail-slow failure impacts the write request more often as one
fail-slow write can lead to a slow write request in most cases
while only 1/3 of the chances for a read request. Note that
write reallocation cannot remedy for fail-slow write requests
as the reallocation is triggered by a timeout (usually much
longer than a fail-slow event). Nevertheless, we still evaluate
fail-slow detection based on the read performance (see §5.5),
and the results confirm the above assumptions.

RQ2: How to model workload pressure?

Simply depending on latency to detect fail-slow failures is
unreliable. Our previous exploration has shown that work-
load pressure can significantly influence the latency variation.
Further, we explore other indexes to model workload pressure
to better understand the latency variation.

Analyzing Figure 3a and Figure 3b inspires us to check the
possibility of using throughput or IOPS to model workload.
Currently, per-drive I/O throughput (unit: byte/sec) and IOPS
(unit: count/sec) are both available and stored in the same
fashion as drive latency (see Section 2.2). In Figure 6, we
measure the per-drive latency correlation with throughput
and IOPS using Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient
(SRCC [15]) across three representative services. A higher
SRCC value indicates a stronger correlation. We can see
that latency is more closely related to throughput than IOPS.
Moreover, in certain services, latency is even negatively cor-

related with IOPS (e.g., block and database). Therefore, we
decide to use throughput for modeling the workload pressure.

RQ3: How to automatically derive adaptive thresholds?

In Attempt 2 (§3.3), we discover that, though peer-evaluation
can provide adaptive thresholds, this solution requires time-
consuming tuning for different service types and drive models.
Now, with workload pressure modeled by throughput, we are
able to build the latency-vs-throughput (LvT) distribution.
Then, we can use regression models on such distribution to
define a statistically normal drive and subsequently use its
upper bound as the adaptive thresholds for various environ-
ments.

To build such regression models, we need to determine the
scope of drives to be included in the LvT distribution. The
tradeoff is that including more samples (e.g., all drives from
the service) can be more statistically confident but subject to
a more diverse distribution—difficult to derive a clear upper
bound. Therefore, we plot the distribution at three different
scales in Figure 5 and discuss their pros and cons as follows.
Service-wise. In Figure 5a, we plot the LvT distribution of
drives from three clusters (marked as red, yellow and blue) in
the database service. First, we can observe that the clusters
from the same service can have drastically different LvT
distributions. For example, samples from the red cluster rarely
overlap with those from the yellow cluster. This indicates
that directly using all drives from the service to build the
distribution is not applicable.
Cluster-wise. In Figure 5a, we notice that even samples from
the same cluster can have clear-cut distributions (i.e., the two
red regions). After statistical analysis, we discover that the
disparity is widespread. For clarity, in Figure 5b, we plot
the LvT distribution of drives from two different nodes (in
red and blue) from the same cluster. The huge gap between
distributions indicates that we also cannot rely on cluster-wise
peer evaluation.
Node-wise. Finally, in Figure 5c, we plot the LvT distribution
of drives from one all-flash node (12 SSDs). Each drive is
represented with a color. We can see the colors are well
clustered together which indicates drives from the same node
follow a similar LvT distribution. Note that we also examine
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Figure 7: PERSEUS design diagram (§4.1). From the raw data, PERSEUS seeks to distinguish the slow (in red) from the normal
(in grey) by building a regression model (Á) with preliminary outlier detection (À). With a sliding window, PERSEUS formulates
consecutive slow records into slowdown events (Â), and assigns risk scores based on slowdown duration and degree (Ã).

nodes from other services and confirm that such behaviors
persist across node configurations (e.g., all-flash or hybrid)
and services (e.g., block or object storage). Thus, we decide
to use the node-wise samples to build the LvT distribution.

RQ4: How to identify fail-slow without a criterion?
Unlike fail-stop failures, there are no clear criteria for detect-
ing fail-slow drives. First, both the device (e.g., an SSD) and
the software (i.e., users’ code) can be a blackbox to the on-site
engineers. Second, fail-slow failures can be temporal with
varying symptoms. Moreover, the root causes of fail-slow
failures can be too obscure to diagnose. As a result, we cannot
exclude the possibility of mislabeling fail-slow failures.

Therefore, we rethink our strategy on fail-slow detection.
Instead of relying on the framework to output a binary result
(fail-slow or not), the detection tool should describe the likeli-
hood of a drive to fail-slow. With sufficient accuracy, on-site
engineers can focus on the most severe ones. While this may
still leave some fail-slow drives undiscovered, it is acceptable
as they behave like normal performance variations.

4 PERSEUS

With lessons from previous attempts, we propose PERSEUS,
a non-intrusive, fine-grained and general fail-slow detection
framework. The core idea of PERSEUS is building a polyno-
mial regression on the node-level LvT distribution to automat-
ically derive an adaptive threshold for each node. PERSEUS
can use the threshold to formulate fail-slow events and further
use a scoreboard mechanism to single out the drives with
severe fail-slow failures. In this section, we first introduce the
high-level workflow and then discuss the design of each step
at length.

Our dataset can be viewed as a time-series dataset and
each entry has five fields (i.e., avg_latency, avg_throughput,
drive_ID, node_UID, timestamp). Every day, the monitoring
proxy would gather 720 entries (180 minutes× 4 entries/min)
from each drive (as raw dataset) and send them to PERSEUS

for a four-step detection procedure.

4.1 High-Level Workflow
1. Outlier detection. For each node, PERSEUS first collects
all the entries. Then, we use a combination of Principal
Component Analysis (PCA [1]) and Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN [43]) to
identify and then discard outlier entries.
2. Building regression model. Based on the clean dataset
(i.e., excluding the outliers), PERSEUS performs a polynomial
regression to obtain the model and uses the prediction upper
bound as a fail-slow detection threshold. Then, PERSEUS
applies the model onto the raw dataset (i.e., including the
outliers) to identify out-of-bound entries and mark them as
slow entries.
3. Identifying fail-slow events. PERSEUS uses a sliding win-
dow and a slowdown ratio to identify consecutive slow entries
and formulate corresponding fail-slow events.
4. Evaluating risk. Based on a risk-score mechanism [25],
PERSEUS estimates the duration and degree of fail-slow
events and assigns each drive a risk score based on daily
accumulated fail-slow events. On-site engineers can then
investigate the cases based on the severity.

4.2 Outlier Detection
Before applying regression models, a necessary pre-process
is to root out noisy samples (i.e., outliers). While the LvT
samples (i.e., <latency, throughput> pairs) are usually clus-
tered together within a node (see RQ3 in §3.5), entries from
fail-slow drives or under normal performance variations (e.g.,
internal GC) can still be deviating. Therefore, before build-
ing a polynomial regression model, we first screen out the
outliers.
Using DBSCAN. Density-based clustering algorithms (mea-
suring the spatial distance) are promising approaches for
identifying the potentially distinctive groups (i.e., normal vs.
slow). Initially, we employ DBSCAN [43] to label outliers.
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Figure 8: Outlier detection (§4.2). The figures show the
performance of the regression model based on two outlier
detection schemes: (a) only DBSCAN and (b) PCA prior to
DBSCAN. All data records come from the same node with one
known fail-slow drive during the day.

In a nutshell, DBSCAN groups points that are spatially close
enough—distances between points is smaller than a minimum
value. Note that <latency, throughput> pairs from long-term
or permanent fail-slow drives can be clustered together but far
away from the main cluster. Hence, we only keep one group
with the most points for further modeling.
Adding PCA. Unfortunately, using the DBSCAN to sift
through the raw dataset can have limited effectiveness. Here,
we choose a sample node with one confirmed fail-slow drive
to illustrate the limitation. In Figure 8a, we apply fine-tuned
DBSCAN (outliers in red points) to the node’s daily raw
dataset and fit the rest of the data (grey points) to polynomial
regression (with a fitted curve in blue and a 99.9% predic-
tion upper bound in green dashed line). In this example, the
DBSCAN algorithm only identifies 63.83% of slow entries.

The root cause is that the throughput and latency are posi-
tively correlated. Thus, the samples (i.e., <latency, through-
put> pairs) can be skewed towards a particular direction.
Hence, outliers (i.e., samples from fail-slow drives) can be
mislabeled as inliers (see the black circle in Figure 8a). There-
fore, we leverage Principal Component Analysis (PCA [1])
to transform the coordinates and penalize the outliers perpen-
dicular to the skewed direction in order to reduce mislabeling.
As a result, applying DBSCAN with PCA effectively detects
92.55% of slow entries (see Figure 8b).
Usage of outliers. Recall that in RQ4, we have discussed
that just using binary detection cannot reflect the extent of
slowdown. Therefore, we do not directly use the binary results
of outlier detection, such as simply labeling outliers as slow
entries (i.e., skipping §4.3) or fail-slow events (i.e., skipping
§4.3 and §4.4). Rather, we exclude the outliers to build a
better-fitted model for measuring slowdown degree of entries.

4.3 Regression Model
As normal drives within a node can have similar latency-vs-
throughput mapping (i.e., well clustered together), we can
use a regression model to describe the behavior of a “normal”
drive and delineate the scope of variation for fail-slow detec-
tion. Classic regression models include linear, polynomial,
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Figure 9: Identifying slowdown event (§4.4). Figure (a)
shows the original (“Data”) time series of drive latency, to-
gether with the corresponding fitted values (“Fit.”) and upper
bounds (“Upp.”) calculated from the regression model. Fig-
ure (b) shows the time series of slowdown ratio by dividing
upper bound by original data. Records with a slowdown ratio
higher than 1 are deemed as slow. The two grey boxes refer
to a latency spike (¶) and a transient slowdown event (·).

and advanced ones like kernel regression. We do not use
linear regression as the latency dependency on throughput
is obviously nonlinear (e.g., see Figure 8). Moreover, ad-
vanced models (e.g., kernel regression) are unnecessary as the
latency-vs-throughput mapping is primarily monotonic (i.e.,
latency increases along with the throughput). Polynomial
regression is preferable as it handles nonlinearity while retain-
ing model parsimony (i.e., achieving the desired goodness of
fit with just enough parameters).

4.4 Identifying Fail-Slow Event
Distinguishing slow entries. After obtaining the regression
model, we can calculate a prediction upper bound to distin-
guish the slow entries, and use it to detect fail-slow events.
For example, a 99.9% upper bound means that 99.9% of the
variations are deemed normal. In practice, we use a combina-
tion of loose (i.e., 95%) and strict (i.e., 99.9%) upper bounds
to avoid overfitting while identifying as many fail-slow drives
as possible.
Formulating events. Next, we use both real and made-up
examples to illustrate how to formulate fail-slow events. Fig-
ure 9a presents the drive latency (grey line), fitted values (blue
line) and the 99.9% upper bound (green line). Slowdown Ra-
tio (SR) is obtained from dividing drive latency by the upper
bound, entry by entry (every 15 seconds). For example, let
a drive’s latency entries in one minute be [15, 20, 25, 10, 5]
and the corresponding upper bound be [5, 5, 5, 5, 5]. The
SR series would be [3, 4, 5, 2, 1]. Figure 9b presents the SR
series of the candidate drive.

Next, we formulate fail-slow events by using a sliding
window (similar to Attempt 2 in §3.3). The sliding window
has a fixed length (i.e., a minimum span) and starts at the first
entry. Within the span, if a certain proportion of SR series
has a median SR value exceeding the threshold, PERSEUS
would record that the drive has encountered a fail-slow event
within the span and see if the event should be extended to the
next entry.
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Slowness
Duration (min)

Long-term Moderate Temporal
≥120 [60, 120) [30, 60)

Severe (SR≥5) Extreme High Moderate
Moderate (SR∈[2, 5)) High Moderate Low

Mild (SR∈[1, 2)) Moderate Low Minor

Table 3: Fail-slow risk matrix (§4.5). PERSEUS assigns
risk levels based on daily accumulated slowdown events. For
example, drives at extreme risk for one day should experience
a long-term slowdown (for 120-180 minutes in total) with a
severe slowdown ratio (SR) on average (SR≥5).

As for the example above (i.e., an SR series of [3, 4, 5, 2,
1]), we set the minimum span as one minute (i.e., four entries),
the proportion to be 50%, and the threshold to be 1. Then, the
first four SR entries can form a fail-slow event as more than
50% of the SR values (i.e., 3, 4, 5, 2) have a higher median
(i.e., 3.5) than the threshold (i.e., 1). For the same reason, this
fail-slow event should include the fifth entry (i.e., 1).

In practice, we set the minimum span as 5 minutes, the
proportion to be 50%, and the threshold to be 1, meaning the
event should be slower than the upper bound. Our rationale
is to only formulate fail-slow events under a persistent series
of slowdown entries as one-off spike entries are likely to be
acceptable performance variations. In Figure 9b, while both
¶ and · have high SR values, only · would be marked as a
fail-slow event.

4.5 Risk Score
Recall our discussion on RQ4 and the usage of outlier detec-
tion, we also do not simply rely on the existence of fail-slow
events to label the corresponding drive as “fail-slow.” In fact,
if we simply mark drives with one fail-slow event as fail-slow,
we can easily obtain 6K such “fail-slow” cases on a bad day.

Therefore, we adopt the idea of establishing a risk score
mechanism from performance regression testing [25]. In
Table 3, slowdown duration and severity are classified into
different risk levels (in shades of grey). For example, in our
case, according to the daily slowdown span, the duration of
fail-slow is classified into temporal (from 30 to 60 minutes),
moderate (from 60 to 120 minutes) and long-term (from 120
to 180 minutes). Besides, based on the average slowdown
ratio of the day, the slowness of fail-slow is evaluated as mild
(1≤SR<2), moderate (2≤SR<5), or severe (SR≥5).

To examine fail-slow, a per-drive risk score is calculated
by assigning different weights to risk levels:

Risk Score = Nextreme×100 + Nhigh×25 +

Nmoderate×10 + Nlow×5+ Nminor×1
Nextreme refers to #days at extreme risk level.

(1)

If a drive whose risk scores exceed a minimum value (i.e.,
min_score) within the most recent N days, the drive will be
recommended for immediate isolation and hardware inspec-
tion. Note that all drives in our fleet, HDDs and SSDs, use
the same scoring mechanism.

Service Device #Node #Fail-slow
Stream processing NVMe SSD 47 1
Table storage NVMe SSD 87 1
Big data NVMe SSD 119 1
Data warehouse NVMe SSD 663 1
Database NVMe SSD 96 2
E-commerce NVMe SSD 223 6
Log service SATA HDD 34 36
Object storage SATA HDD 1426 42
Block storage NVMe SSD 734 225
Total - 3429 315

Table 4: Test dataset size (§5.1).

5 Evaluation
5.1 Fail-slow Benchmark
One significant challenge of testing fail-slow detection frame-
works is the lack of a benchmark. Existing fail-slow
datasets [19, 36] only record high-level administrative in-
formation of fail-slow incidents and thus cannot be used for
evaluation. Therefore, we build and release a large-scale fail-
slow detection benchmark based on verified fail-slow drives
and production-level traces.
Benchmark size. Table 4 presents a summary of our bench-
mark. Specifically, our dataset includes 886 million opera-
tional traces of 15 consecutive days from 41K drives and 25
clusters. Among them, 315 drives (237 SSDs and 78 HDDs)
are verified fail-slow and thus labeled as positive; the rest
are normal peer drives from the same clusters. Among the
verified cases, 304 are detected by PERSEUS. All fail-slow
drives are verified by either on-site engineers or manufac-
turers. Their root causes include software scheduling bugs,
hardware defects, and environmental factors.
Workload heterogeneity. The benchmark covers 9 major
services (see Table 4). These services can have drastically
different I/O accessing patterns and subsequently various LvT
distributions.
Benchmark setup. In our dataset, 252 fail-slow drives are
caused by software scheduling (see Section 6.1). To avoid po-
tential concerns that PERSEUS may be specific to the Alibaba
stack, we set up two scopes: (1) the full test dataset, and (2) a
subset excluding traces from clusters with software-induced
fail-slow drives. We only show results with the highest evalu-
ation scores in Table 5 and Table 7.

5.2 Test Candidates
We compare PERSEUS with three models based on our early
explorations, namely threshold filtering (§3.2), peer evalua-
tion (§3.3), and the IASO-based model (§3.4). In this section,
we introduce their implementation and configuration details.

5.2.1 Threshold Filtering
We include both statistical and empirical thresholds.
Statistical bound. We derive the following statistics as the
upper bounds: (1) an X th percentile where X ranges from 75
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to 99; or (2) an interquartile range (IQR = 3rd_quartile−
1st_quartile) [30]. Drives are classified as fail-slow if their
median latency during the three-hour monitoring exceeds the
upper bound.
Empirical bound. We manually set a latency upper bound
for each node setup of each service based on the Service Level
Objectives (SLOs) or the suggestions from on-site engineers
(e.g., 300 µs for the all-flash setup in block storage service).

5.2.2 Peer Evaluation
Recall that the peer evaluation approach identifies a fail-slow
drive if its latency is at least X times that of the node median
for a minimum duration (denoted min_dur). To obtain the
best performance, we explore different sets of parameters
(i.e., X from 1.5 to 3 and min_dur from 0 to 150 minutes).

5.2.3 IASO-Based Model
We re-implement IASO [36] strictly following its original
design and only modify parts when necessary. Since IASO
detects fail-slow on a per-node basis, we label the results as
true positive if the node contains a fail-slow drive. We list key
implementation details as follows.
Epoch. The size of each epoch, instead of 5 seconds, is ad-
justed to 15 seconds (the finest granularity of our raw dataset).
Timeout. The timeout signals are converted to the num-
ber of slow drives in a node. During each epoch, the slow
drives refer to the drives whose latency records (i) exceed
pre-defined empirical bounds (Attempt 1 in §3.2) or (ii) are at
least 2× the median latency of all drives from the same node
(Attempt 2 in §3.3). The response is set as the total number
of drives in each node.
DBSCAN configuration. IASO records peer scores (the
higher the slower) among nodes, and only keeps one out-
lier with the highest score for its further mitigation procedure.
Here, since we only evaluate the detection part of IASO, we
retain all outliers classified by the DBSCAN and set different
score thresholds to fine-tune IASO.

5.2.4 PERSEUS

The deployed PERSEUS adopts outlier detection (§4.2) and
uses the combination of two prediction upper bounds (i.e.,
95% and 99.9%) to formulate fail-slow events (§4.4). The
monitoring period (N) is set as 15 days for both upper bounds,
and the alert score (min_score) is set as 90 for the former and
40 for the latter (§4.5). Note that PERSEUS uses the same set
of parameters for all node configurations (e.g., all-flash and
hybrid) across different services (e.g., block/object storage
and big data).

5.3 Evaluation Metrics
We adopt three evaluation metrics: precision rate, recall rate,
and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC [33]). The preci-
sion indicates the percentage of drives identified by a method
is indeed a fail-slow one. The recall is the percentage of real
fail-slow drives identified by a method. Since our test dataset

Metric Thresh- Thresh- Peer IASO- PERSEUS-
Stat Emp Eval Based Deployed

Full-set
Precision 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.48 0.99

Recall 0.52 0.02 0.57 0.24 1.00
MCC 0.72 0.14 0.74 0.32 0.99

Subset (excluding software-induced)
Precision 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.45 0.94

Recall 0.71 0.09 0.65 0.61 1.00
MCC 0.84 0.30 0.80 0.52 0.97

Table 5: Overall evaluation results (§5.4). The table shows
the best evaluation scores of threshold filtering based on
statistical (ThreshStat) and empirical (ThreshEmp) bounds,
peer evaluation (PeerEval), and the IASO-based model. For
PERSEUS, we list the results of the deployed version. Each
method is evaluated on both the full-set and the subset.

is highly unbalanced (i.e., the positive-to-negative ratio is
1:137), we further adopt MCC as it evaluates binary classi-
fication models more fairly on imbalanced datasets and can
offer a more informative and convincing score compared to
other widely adopted metrics like accuracy and F1-score [12].

5.4 Evaluation Results
Table 5 summarizes the performance results. For previous
attempts (Thresh-Stat to IASO-Based columns), we choose
the best performance. For PERSEUS, we use the results of the
deployed version. The upper half includes the results from the
full benchmark tests and the lower half includes results from
the benchmark excluding the scheduling-induced failures.

Threshold-based. We can see that, in both the full-set and
the subset, the two threshold-based approaches can achieve
a precision of 100%. However, the recalls are subpar, espe-
cially the empirical threshold method. This is understandable
as strict thresholds, on the one hand, can expose extremely
slow drives which are highly likely to be caused by fail-slow
failures. On the other hand, such methods can leave drives
with only mild fail-slow symptoms undiscovered.

Peer-evaluation. Using peer evaluation to detect fail-slow
failures also yields high precision but low recall. The reason
is that it generally adopts an adaptive threshold (i.e., X times
the node median) to formulate fail-slow events. Thus, it faces
the same problem as threshold-based methods.

IASO-based. While we have tried our best effort on refac-
toring and fine-tuning IASO, its performance is rather disap-
pointing. With an MCC score of 0.32, IASO even falls behind
using a simple statistical threshold or using a peer-evaluation
method. We believe there are two aspects of reasons. First,
IASO heavily relies on software timeouts which can not be
simply replaced with other metrics (e.g., node-level slow
drives). Second, its algorithm is designed for node-level de-
tection where a finer grained event (e.g., a fail-slow drive)
may not trigger enough alerts.
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Figure 10: min_score and N of PERSEUS (§5.5). The
heatmaps show evaluation scores of PERSEUS-p999 in Ta-
ble 7 under different min_score and N. The lighter the color,
the higher the score, the better the result.

PERSEUS. Table 5 shows that PERSEUS outperforms all
previous attempts. The high precision and recall indicate
that PERSEUS can successfully detect all fail-slow drives
while rarely mislabeling normal as fail-slow. Therefore, we
conclude that PERSEUS achieves our design goals as a fine-
grained (per-drive), non-intrusive (no code changes), general
(same set of parameters for different setups) and accurate
(high precision and recall) fail-slow detection framework.

5.5 Effectiveness of PERSEUS Design
Now, we take a closer look at the effectiveness of procedures
and sensitivity of parameters in PERSEUS. In Table 6, we
list the main options or ranges of configurable parameters in
PERSEUS. Next, we discuss the effectiveness of PERSEUS’s
procedures by enabling or disabling particular functionalities
and explore different sets of parameters. The evaluation re-
sults are listed in Table 7. Note that the deployed version uses
a combination of p95 and p999 upper bounds.

Outlier detection. By disabling the outlier detection, we can
see that the precision is approximately the same, while the
recall plummets to only 0.51. This indicates that, without
outlier detection, PERSEUS may fail to distinguish samples
from fail-slow drives, thus yielding a low recall.

PCA. Surprisingly, if we enable outlier detection but disable
PCA, we find out the performance becomes even worse than

Parameter Range Description
S1: Outlier detection (§4.2)

PCA On/Off
Transform the coordinates w.r.t. the
principal components.

DBSCAN On/Off Density-based outlier detection.

S3: Identifying fail-slow event (§4.4)

X 95∼99.9
Use the X% prediciton upper bound as
the latency upper bound.

S4: Evaluating risk (§4.5)
min_score 1∼100 Risk score threshold.

N 1∼15
Evaluate the risk score of the most
recent N days.

Table 6: Evaluating PERSEUS’s design choices (§5.5).
The table summarizes the parameter settings of evaluating
PERSEUS’s design choices. PCA and DBSCAN are switched
on and off to demonstrate their effectiveness.

Metric w/o w/o p95 p99 p999 Deployed
Outlier PCA

Full-set
Precision 0.98 0.55 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99

Recall 0.51 0.43 0.99 0.93 0.93 1.00
MCC 0.71 0.49 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.99

Subset (excluding software-induced)
Precision 0.95 0.36 0.94 0.98 1.00 0.94

Recall 0.82 0.91 0.95 0.92 0.95 1.00
MCC 0.88 0.57 0.95 0.95 0.98 0.97

Table 7: Evaluation results of PERSEUS’s design choices
in Table 6 (§5.5). Only results based on the best sets of
parameters with the highest MCC scores are shown.

simply without outlier detection. This experiment confirms
the importance of correcting mislabeling samples via PCA.

Prediction upper bounds. We set various prediction upper
bounds from p95 to p999. The optimal one on the full-set
is the p95 upper bound, with nearly perfect precision and
recall both at 0.99. For the subset, a stricter bound of p999
is preferred as fail-slow in the subset is usually with severe
slowdowns. In practice, the deployed version uses a combina-
tion of p95 and p999 upper bounds to strike a better balance
on both benchmarks.

Risk score mechanism. Figure 10 evaluates the scoring
mechanism. With a larger min_score and N, the precision
usually increases while the recall decreases. This is because,
as N becomes larger, drives—that have occasional but less se-
vere slowdowns—could be misidentified with enough scores
counted from more days.
Evaluating the read performance. Fail-slow failures im-
pact the write performance more often than the read. Among
the 315 fail-slow drives in our dataset, 49 are fail-slow in
both write and read while 223 are only fail-slow in the write.
Unfortunately, we do not have read traces of the remaining
43 fail-slow ones.
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Runtime overhead. On Intel Xeon 8-core CPU 2.5GHz
with 16GB RAM, the per-node execution time of PERSEUS
is measured as 0.21±0.14 seconds. With low overheads,
PERSEUS can detect fail-slow drives in tens of thousands of
nodes each day on a single machine.

5.6 Benefit of Deployment

The most direct benefit of deploying PERSEUS is reducing tail
latency. By isolating the fail-slow, node-level 95th, 99th and
99.99th write latencies are reduced by 30.67% (±10.96%),
46.39% (±14.84%), and 48.05% (±15.53%), respectively.

6 Root Cause Analysis
We further analyze the root causes of the 315 fail-slow drives
in the test dataset. Among them, 216 SSDs and 36 HDDs
are impacted by ill-implemented software scheduling. The
remaining 42 HDDs and 21 SSDs are verified by our on-site
engineers as hardware-related fail-slow failures and further
sent back to vendors for detailed analysis. Due to the lengthy
diagnosis process, we only obtain root causes for 15 drives (9
HDDs and 6 SSDs).

6.1 Ill-Implemented Scheduler

6.1.1 Case 1: In Open-Channel SSD Cluster

Symptom. In two clusters, PERSEUS has identified a total
of 216 fail-slow drives constantly showing abnormal perfor-
mance. This is unconventional as hardware-related fail-slow
occurrences are usually rare and independent. Further investi-
gation reveals that all detected fail-slow drives are with the
same logical IDs, i.e., disk1 and disk2. After checking the
per-node latency time series, we discover that the latency of
individual drives in these nodes is positively correlated with
their logical IDs, i.e., latency level: disk1 > disk2 > · · · >
disk12. In other words, among those nodes, disk1 is always
the slowest, followed by disk2 and so on.
Root cause. Each node in these two clusters is equipped with
12 open-channel SSDs (OC SSDs), whose Flash Translation
Layer (FTL) is managed by the host. For each node, the host
allocates 12 CPU cores to manage 12 OC SSDs, respectively
(e.g., core0-core11 for SSD0-SSD11). The root cause is that
the OS scheduler places system tasks on CPU cores by do-
main (a domain includes 6 CPU cores). Upon receiving a new
system task (e.g., ps command), the scheduler first checks if
the current core and last-selected core are idle. If not, start-
ing from the first core in the domain, the scheduler iterates
through all cores in order and attempts to preempt a core for
running the task. As a result, OC drives with smaller IDs
(e.g., disk1) are more likely to be preempted and encounter
fail-slow failures.
Fix. We modify the scheduler to no longer preempt the CPU
cores assigned to the OC SSDs. After the fix, OC SSDs in
these clusters no longer suffer fail-slow failures.

6.1.2 Case 2: In All-HDD Cluster

Symptom. In one cluster, PERSEUS has identified 36 fail-
slow HDDs. This cluster is of an all-HDD setup with 76
HDDs in each node. There are three interesting facts about
the distribution of the fail-slow HDDs from this cluster. First,
the fail-slow failures always show up in fixed combinations of
pairs. For example, if there are two fail-slow HDDs in a node,
they would be disk0 and disk75. If there are 6 fail-slow HDDs,
they would be disk0−2 and disk73−75. Second, all fail-slow
HDDs are experiencing a similar level of slowdown. Third,
in each node, the number of fail-slow drives is always twice
the number of offline drives.

Root cause. In each node of this cluster, the OS assigns each
HDD a thread to manage its I/O. The assignment follows a
simple algorithm:

Thread_ID = Disk_ID mod #Drives. (2)

Therefore, as each node has 76 HDDs, normally thread0
manages disk0 and so on. However, when a drive is put
offline, the number of drives changes and the assignment acts
accordingly. For example, assume disk20 crashes and the total
number of drives now becomes 75. Then, disk0 and disk75
would share thread0 (0 ≡ 75 mod 75) and thus suffer from
fail-slow failures due to I/O contention. Similarly, two or
three drives crash can result in corresponding two or three
pairs of fail-slow occurrences.

Fix. We modify the assignment policy to only allow one
HDD per thread and thus avoid the fail-slow occurrences.

6.2 Hardware Defects
Bad sector. Bad sectors are usually an artifact of physical
damage (e.g., manufacturing defect or scratched by the read-
/write head) [40]. To deal with them, disk firmware maintains
a pool of spare sectors to reallocate the original data on bad
sectors. Moreover, firmware remaps the logical address of
bad sectors to the physical address of spare sectors. Upon
host requests on an unmarked bad sector, the disk will suffer
from long seek time (i.e., time spent for reallocating data).
According to field events, three HDDs are reported to have
a large number of bad sectors, resulting in repeated remap-
ping and reallocating, and obviously fail-slow failures. Note
that one can not simply infer the root causes based on the
occurrences of such errors. The reason is that the hardware
defects are usually neither necessary nor sufficient conditions
for fail-slow failures.
Rotor eccentricity. Disk motor spins the platter at high speed
(e.g., 7200 RPM for consumer-level HDDs). If the rotor in
the spindle motor rotates with eccentricity, it will cause a lot
of noise and vibration. For such disks, the read/write heads
would frequently fail to locate targeted positions, resulting in
considerable I/O delay. Two fail-slow HDDs are reported to
suffer from slight rotor eccentricity in our field events.
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Bad capacitors. SSD adopts a small amount of DRAM as
an internal write-back cache to boost both read and write
performance. If the DRAM capacitors are malfunctioning,
SSD will be forced to stop using the cache since it is volatile
(i.e., data loss upon power down), causing severe performance
degradation. Instead, SSDs now only ACK after data have
been directly flushed to the NAND successfully, incurring
long latencies on writes. In total, four SSDs are found to have
bad capacitors.
Read-only mode. Drives with severe errors (e.g., in the face
of too many bad sectors) are reset to (temporal) read-only
mode to prevent further data loss. Upon read-only mode,
drives are blocked from executing any write command. As a
result, two SSDs are found to be stuck in read-only mode.

6.3 Environment

Temperature and power are common sources of fail-slow
incidents [19, 48]. According to field events, one fail-slow
HDD suffered from temperature throttling due to high envi-
ronmental temperature. Another three HDDs were related to
insufficient power supply events.

7 Limitation
Multiple fail-slow occurrences. PERSEUS leverages an im-
portant precondition that fail-slow failures should be rare in
the field. However, if a key component on the critical data
path (e.g., HBA card) breaks down, all drives would be im-
pacted and result in severe delays. In this case, PERSEUS may
not be able to detect the performance anomalies as the LvT
distribution can be skewed for all drives. At the moment, we
are investigating the possibility to perform inter-node LvT
distribution to enhance PERSEUS’s ability on discovering
multiple fail-slow occurrences within the same node.

Generalizability. Utilizing the LvT distribution to identify
fail-slow drives also depends on the fact that all drives within
the node have the same drive models and similar workloads.
In our storage systems, drives have the same configuration,
and multiple levels of load balancing assure that the workload
on each drive is similar within the same node. While this
is a common practice for large-scale storage systems [30,
32, 35, 48], it might not be the case for small-scale servers
(e.g., private cloud), where drives in the same node can have
drastically different workloads and configurations. Under
such circumstances, the accuracy of PERSEUS can be affected.

Comprehensiveness. PERSEUS currently uses traces from
9PM to 12AM each day to reduce interference (see Sec-
tion 2.2). It is possible that some fail-slow failures could
only be triggered during a particular time window or under
heavier workloads. We are working on designing a more effi-
cient daemon to collect traces during busy hours for PERSEUS.
Moreover, we are exploring other device-level metrics to en-
rich what PERSEUS can take as key inputs.

8 Related Work
Fail-slow failure study and diagnosis. As an emerging
failure mode, fail-slow failure has received growing atten-
tion from academia and industry. Early literature mainly
focuses on diagnosing fail-slow as an overlooked failure
mode [16, 19, 24]. For example, Huang et al. define gray
failure in the cloud with an abstract model [24]. Do et al. [16]
measure system-level performance degradation brought by
limpware, and address the necessity to develop limpware-
tolerant systems. Gunawi et al. [19] perform qualitative analy-
sis on 101 hardware-incident reports from various institutions
and reveal the underlying fail-slow root causes in various
types of hardware. Our motivational study in Section 2.3
specifically evaluates the fail-slow impact on drive perfor-
mance (i.e., I/O latency). Moreover, our work provides a
more diverse root cause analysis on fail-slow in storage de-
vices.
Fail-slow failure detection. There have been a few studies
addressing fail-slow detection and localization [4, 23, 29,
36, 45, 50]. For example, Panda et al. [36] convert software-
level timeout signals into fail-slow metrics and adopt peer
evaluation to detect fail-slow nodes. Huang et al. design
Panorama to detect production failures by increasing the in-
site observability [23]. Different from the above, PERSEUS
detects fail-slow specifically in storage devices and is merely
based on performance metrics like latency and throughput.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we first share our unsuccessful attempts in
developing robust and non-intrusive fail-slow detection for
large-scale storage systems. We then introduce the design of
PERSEUS, which utilizes classic machine learning techniques
and scoring mechanisms to achieve effective fail-slow detec-
tion. Since deployment, PERSEUS has covered around 250K
drives and successfully identified 304 fail-slow drives.
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Abstract

Log-Structure Merge-tree (LSM) based Key-Value (KV) sys-

tems are widely deployed. A widely acknowledged problem

with LSM-KVs is write stalls, which refers to sudden perfor-

mance drops under heavy write pressure. Prior studies have

attributed write stalls to a particular cause such as a resource

shortage or a scheduling issue. In this paper, we conduct a

systematic study on the causes of write stalls by evaluating

RocksDB with a variety of storage devices and show that

the conclusions that focus on the individual aspects, though

valid, are not generally applicable. Through a thorough re-

view and further experiments with RocksDB, we show that

data overflow, which refers to the rapid expansion of one or

more components in an LSM-KV system due to a surge in

data flow into one of the components, is able to explain the

formation of write stalls. We contend that by balancing and

harmonizing data flow among components, we will be able to

reduce data overflow and thus, write stalls. As evidence, we

propose a tuning framework called ADOC (Automatic Data

Overflow Control) that automatically adjusts the system con-

figurations, specifically, the number of threads and the batch

size, to minimize data overflow in RocksDB. Our extensive

experimental evaluations with RocksDB show that ADOC

reduces the duration of write stalls by as much as 87.9%

and improves performance by as much as 322.8% compared

with the auto-tuned RocksDB. Compared to the manually

optimized state-of-the-art SILK, ADOC achieves up to 66%

higher throughput for the synthetic write-intensive workload

that we used, while achieving comparable performance for

the real-world YCSB workloads. However, SILK has to use

over 20% more DRAM on average.

1 Introduction

LSM (Log-Structure Merge-tree based)-KV systems buffer

their random updates in a memory batch to leverage the disk’s

high sequential write performance characteristic to support

∗This work was done while at UNIST.
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Figure 1: The figures show the throughput while running fill-

random with increasing write pressure (represented as num-

bers on top of each graph) and for different storage devices.

As writing pressure increases, system throughput on all de-

vices shows patterns of sudden performance drop and even

maintains long-term stalling states. Such significant perfor-

mance drops are referred to as the write stall phenomenon.

write-intensive workloads. These systems use background

data movements to persist cached data, trim the redundant

entries, and reshape the storage components to ensure IO

performance. LSM-KVs are used in products such as NoSQL

storage systems [17,25,41], data warehouses [52], time-series

databases [32] and embedded storage engine in RDBMS [15,

48]. Although LSM-KVs can provide higher write throughput,

they frequently encounter the write stall phenomenon when

facing high write pressure workloads [16, 46].

The write stall phenomenon refers to the sudden drop in sys-

tem throughput as marked by the red lines in Figure 1, which

shows results for RocksDB running with write-intensive work-

loads on a wide range of storage devices, from a traditional

HDD to a modern state-of-the-art Intel Optane DC PMM per-

sistent memory device (denoted PM). Based on this figure, we
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identify two characteristics of the write stall phenomena: first,

write stalls are universal, that is, they occur on all types of de-

vices, though they may be triggered under different conditions,

and second, write stalls are strongly device dependent, with

their duration and rate of performance degradation influenced

by various factors such as device type and write intensity. As

a notable shortcoming of LSM-KV systems, the write stall

phenomenon has been the subject of extensive research and

attention in recent years [7, 43, 45, 46, 50, 58, 60].

This study presents ADOC (Automatic Data Overflow

Control), a framework with a goal of minimizing write stalls

by harmonizing the flow of data between LSM-KV compo-

nents. To this end, we first perform an extensive experimental

study to analyze the occurrence pattern of write stalls. We find

that previous studies [7, 43, 45, 46, 50, 58, 60] are conducted

with particular settings, which make their analysis difficult

to generalize. Many former studies conclude the cause of

write stalls to be resource depletion, while we find that write

stalls are triggered even when the hardware resources are

sufficient. This indicates that write stalls not only happen in

passive blocking situations, but also occur when the system

proactively stalls the input stream in attempts to avoid further

performance loss. We find that popular LSM-KVs like Lev-

elDB and RocksDB already use active stalling strategies to

avoid “Disk Overflow”, which refers to the situation where

flush or compaction jobs cannot keep up with the incoming

write rate [28].

Through deeper analysis, we find the source of write stalls

to be a more general form of disk overflow, which we refer

to as “data overflow.” Specifically, data overflow refers to the

rapid expansion of one or more components in an LSM-KV

system due to a surge in data flow into one of the components.

We categorize data overflows into three scenarios depend-

ing on the component that forms the data overflow. We also

show how data overflow is able to explain the limitations that

could not be explained with earlier studies. Based on these

observations, we design and implement ADOC, an automatic

tuning framework, to universally control and harmonize the

data flow among LSM-KV components such that data over-

flow may be avoided. ADOC has the following four key fea-

tures: 1) it improves performance by reducing write stalls

through balanced use of resources; 2) it is a device transpar-

ent solution that improves performance for a wide range of

devices, from traditional HDDs to state-of-the-art SSDs and

PM devices; 3) it is an automatic tuning system that does not

require human intervention, and 4) it is highly portable as

it can be implemented by the native interfaces of LSM-KV

systems.

Experimental results with RocksDB show that ADOC

reduces the duration of write stalls by as much as 87.9%

in the best case and improves performance by as much as

322.8% compared with the auto-tuned RocksDB, which takes

a similar auto-tuning approach of ADOC. We also compare

ADOC with the state-of-the-art LSM-KV SILK [7]. While

there have been multiple novel LSM-KVs proposed more

recently [11, 43, 44, 58], they mostly concentrated on making

use of PM. As our target is a general-purpose LSM-KV that

can accommodate all types of devices, we chose to compare

it with SILK. Compared to SILK, ADOC achieves up to 66%

higher throughput for the synthetic write-intensive workload

that we used, while achieving comparable performance for

the real-world YCSB workloads due to the higher read perfor-

mance of SILK. However, SILK attains this performance at

the expense of using 22.2% more main memory on average.

The source code of ADOC is available online [3].

2 Background

2.1 Advanced Storage Devices
Recent developments in storage technology have led to rev-

olutionary advances in storage media. Two kinds of storage

media, NVMe SSD and Persistent Memory, have entered the

public realm and have been widely studied.

NVMe SSD: NVMe SSD refers to a class of SSD devices

that are linked to the host via the PCIe bus and communi-

cate with the host using the NVMe (Non-Volatile Memory

express) protocol. NVMe is a communication interface and

drivers designed for PCIe-based SSDs aim for efficient per-

formance and interoperability. The command set in NVMe

allows devices to directly communicate with the system CPU

without an extra bus controller. Combined with the expanded

command queue, NVMe provides much higher parallelism

than conventional protocols like SATA and SAS.

Persistent Memory: Persistent memory (PM), or non-volatile

memory (NVM), is a persistent medium that provides byte-

addressability. The commercial PM product, Intel’s Optane

DC PM, can be deployed in Memory mode, as expanded

memory, or App-direct mode, as a (block-device-like) storage

device. Optane DC PM uses 3D XPoint technology, which,

compared to traditional NVMe SSDs, offers lower write la-

tency, provides byte addressing, and does not require garbage

collection. However, as PM is attached to the memory bus, the

IO processing of PM consumes more CPU resources. Also,

as the PM device has limited bandwidth compared to DRAM,

application bandwidth tends to quickly saturate as the number

of threads increases [33, 56]. While Intel has announced the

discontinuation of their Optane storage products effectively

terminating 3D XPoint based products [20], other forms of

NVM are still in development [35, 55]. Furthermore, we con-

tinue to see new developments such as CXL SSDs [35] that

are expected to provide high-performing persistent storage

similar to the Optane products.

2.2 Architecture of LSM-KVs

The majority of LSM-KVs follow the structure as that of

RocksDB [25], which is one of the most popular LSM-KVs

in industry and has been used as the platform of choice in

many prior academic studies [7, 11, 14, 49, 58]. The structure

consists of three major components and two data movement

jobs to maintain these components as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Architecture of RocksDB [15, 25, 48].

More specifically, the memory component caches

the newest updates through an active and immutable

Memtable [10, 17, 25, 41]. These Memtables are generally

implemented with a skip list though other data structures

such as a vector or hash table may be used. The commit

log is the component that ensures system consistency. It is

used to recover data when the system reboots from system

failures. Finally, the disk component organizes the persisted

data. Sorted String Tables (SSTable) that serve as the basic

unit [46] are organized in a hierarchical manner in levels,

starting from Level 0 to deeper (i.e., higher numbered) levels.

There are two types of background data movement jobs,

flush and compaction. Flush moves the Immutable Memtable

from the memory component to the disk component turn-

ing it into an SSTable in Level 0. When the capacity of a

level reaches a certain threshold, compaction is triggered to

merge SSTables in this level with SSTables in the next deeper

level to form a set of new SSTables at the deeper level. Since

LSM-KVs adopt out-of-place updates, there can be invali-

dated redundant data in SSTables. Compaction has the effect

of removing some of these invalid redundant data.

Compaction can be further divided into Level 0-Level 1

(L0-L1) compaction and deeper level compaction. L0-L1 com-

paction is unique in that this activity cannot be executed in

parallel with other L0-L1 compaction activities. This is be-

cause the SSTables in L0 can have overlapping keys as they

are directly copied from the Immutable Memtable. In contrast,

all SSTables at each level for Level 1 and deeper never have

overlapping key ranges. Hence, deeper level compactions can

occur in parallel.

2.3 Write Stall Issue

Previous studies have shown that the following three types of

write stalls occur in modern LSM-KVs.

Memtable (MT) stall: This stall occurs when the memory

component becomes full. For example, RocksDB sets the

number of Memtables to 2, and when both are filled up, the

system input is simply stopped resulting in a stall. This is

known to be the most common case of write stalls [17,41,45].

Level 0-Level 1 Compaction (L0) stall: Similarly to MT

stall, LSM-KVs will slow down or even stop the input stream

when the number of L0 files reaches the set threshold, result-

ing in stalls. In RocksDB, the default slow-down threshold

Table 1: Specifications of Storage Devices.

Device Product Name
Device Sequential

Capacity Bandwidth

PM Optane DC PMM 512 GB 2300 MB/s

NVMe SSD Samsung 970 PRO 1 TB 2700 MB/s

SATA SSD Intel DC S4500 960 GB 490 MB/s

SATA HDD Seagate ST1000DM010 1 TB 210 MB/s

is 20, while at 36 the input stream is stopped. This type of

control first appeared in LevelDB [17] but has been adopted

by most subsequent implementations that use a similar com-

paction strategy [4, 25, 49].

Pending Input Size (PS) stall: LSM-KVs also slow down

or stop the system when the pending input size of compaction

jobs exceeds a certain threshold. Note that the pending input

size not only refers to repeated and out-of-date entries in an

SSTable, but also includes all the entries within the SSTable

that is pending compaction. In RocksDB, the default pend-

ing compaction input size threshold for slowing down and

stopping the system is 64GB and 128GB, respectively. Prior

studies have used the term “compaction pending bytes” for

this value [25, 58], while, in this study, we use the term “re-

dundant data” instead. The aim of this control is to reduce

the total amount of redundant data [15, 26, 28] or to avoid

disk bandwidth bursts when compaction jobs happen in deep

levels [45, 50].

3 Observations from Previous Studies

In this section, we use experimental observations with

RocksDB to revisit previous studies. While these earlier stud-

ies provide valuable insight into the causes of write stalls, we

show that they are all limited in that these insights are not

able to explain many of the experimental results.

3.1 Experimental Settings

The experiments in this section are conducted on a server

that follows the recommended configuration for installing

the Optane DC PMM. It has two Intel Xeon(R) Gold 6230

processors with 2.10GHz frequency with a total of 40 cores

(20 cores each) and is equipped with 128GB DDR4 DRAM.

We consider four different storage devices as listed in Ta-

ble 1, which shows the device types, the producer and product

names, the capacity of the devices, and the sequential band-

width as specified by the manufacturer or reported in an earlier

study [29–31, 33].

All experiments are run on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS, running

RocksDB 6.11 [24] compiled with CMake 3.10.2. We run

the fillrandom workload in db_bench [23] issuing uniformly

distributed random writes in each scheme for one hour, a

time period sufficient to trigger all kinds of write stalls and

maintain a trend in all devices. Each entry consists of a 16-

byte key and a 1000-byte value. All experiments are evaluated

under peak throughput since write stalls occur only when the

write pressure is high enough as shown in Figure 1. Write

stalls are observed with an embedded event listener provided
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Table 2: Summary of confirmations and limitations on conclusions made by existing studies on write stalls.

Original Conclusion Points we confirm Limitations we find

Resource Exhaustion

[7, 15, 34, 43, 51, 58,

60]

[C1]: High CPU utilization is a source of write

stalls. Increasing background threads reduces

CPU utilization and hence, reduces write stalls

[34, 43, 51, 60].

[C2]: Most devices show increased bandwidth

usage and decreased CPU utilization when in-

creasing the number of threads. The occur-

rence of write stalls increases when the number

of threads exceeds a certain threshold [15].

[C3]: As modern devices provide much higher

bandwidth and parallelism, the stall occurrence

and duration on PM and NVMe SSD are much

lower than those on SATA devices [7, 43, 58].

[L1]: Continued increase beyond a certain num-

ber of threads results in a continued decrease of

(normalized) CPU utilization, but results in an

increase in write stall duration. That is, reduced

CPU utilization does not result in reduced write

stalls.

[L2]: Even with high CPU utilization, simply

by increasing the batch size, write stalls may be

reduced. That is, CPU utilization and write stalls

do not correlate.

[L3]: Modern devices can provide far more band-

width than conventional devices, but write stalls

may still occur before its bandwidth capacity is

reached.

L0-L1 Compaction

Data Movement

[7, 58]

[C4]: At early phases of execution, perfor-

mance troughs in NVMe SSD and PM match

the occurrence of compaction [7, 58].

[L4]: Correspondence between performance

troughs and L0-L1 compaction jobs diminishes

over time, especially in the multi-threaded envi-

ronment.

Deep Level Com-

paction Data Move-

ment [45, 49, 50]

[C5]: The processing rate of flush jobs de-

crease when more threads are spawned for

compaction jobs [45, 49, 50].

[L5]: As the number of threads increases, the

occurrence of PS stalls that are caused by slow

compaction decreases.

with RocksDB. This listener provides basic information such

as the total duration and the number of occurrences of each

type of write stall. All experimental results obtained are the

average of three rounds of executions; the three rounds take

over 240 hours to execute.

For the experiments, we mainly consider the impact of two

parameters that have a strong effect on performance [13–15,

26]. The first is the number of threads that run concurrently in

the system, which determines the resources that are allocated

to each thread such as CPU time and bandwidth. In RocksDB,

in particular, by default, a quarter of the threads are allocated

for flush jobs (rounded down), while the rest perform com-

paction. The second parameter is batch size, which is the size

used for both Memtable and SSTable. This value is critical

for analyzing the behavior of LSM-KVs because 1) it con-

trols the scheduling pattern and input scale of background

jobs [6, 7, 14, 43] and 2) it affects the data distribution at the

various levels [11, 13, 14, 22].

3.2 Limitations of Existing Studies

In this section, we discuss the limitations of earlier studies

regarding write stalls. As we shall show, these studies tend to

analyze the causes of write stalls in LSM-KV stores from a

single component perspective. Through experimental obser-

vations, which we discuss below and summarize in Table 2,

we show that these conclusions cannot be fully generalized.

Resource Exhaustion: Some earlier studies conclude that

write stalls are caused by bandwidth congestion [7,45], while

others consider CPU limitation as the root cause [43, 58, 60].

We revisit these conclusions, starting with CPU utilization.
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Figure 3: Duration and occurrences of write stalls as the

number of threads is increased.

Figure 3 shows the stall occurrences and duration as the

thread count increases. We observe that for PM and NVMe

SSD, the stall duration decreases as the thread count increases

(more notably with PM) until up to six threads. Also, as shown

in Figure 4, up to six threads, the CPU utilization (normalized

to the number of threads) remains relatively high for PM

and NVMe SSD. Just based on these observations, one could

conclude that the shortage of CPU resources, that is, high

CPU utilization, is the cause for write stalls (Table 2 [C1]).

However, we also observe from Figure 3 that write stall

occurrences start to drop, while the duration increases slightly,

as the thread count increases beyond four (where CPU uti-

lization decreases as shown in Figure 4) (Table 2 [L1]). This

characteristic is particularly evident in the two advanced de-

vices with higher bandwidth and parallelism. Based on these

observations, our conclusion is that, while limited CPU capac-
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Figure 5: Comparison of bandwidth with an increasing num-

ber of threads and different batch sizes. (Note that y-axis is

log scale.)

ity may be the cause of write stalls for some scenarios, this is

difficult to generalize.

Moreover, when the batch size is increased from 64MB

to 512MB in NVMe SSD and SATA SSD, even while CPU

utilization does not show significant changes (Figure 4), we

observe both duration and occurrence of write stalls decreases

(Figure 3). In the PM case, we observe that beyond six threads,

CPU utilization for 512MB batch size is lower than with

64MB, yet the stall duration is actually higher, except with

over 15 threads and beyond. From these observations, we

conclude that CPU utilization and write stall do not correlate

well (Table 2 [L2]).

Other studies have pointed to the disk bandwidth limitation

as the source of write stalls [7, 45, 58]. It is argued that with

the increase in thread count the disk bandwidth will be over-

whelmed leading to the stall problem (Table 2 [C2] and [C3]).

However, the following observations showing that the system

can be stalled even when disks are idle tell a different story.

Observe the theoretical bandwidth limit, which is the peak

bandwidth observed when the device is flooded with requests

generated from the FIO [2] tool with multiple threads, and the

peak bandwidth used as the thread count increases in Figure 5.

Although for the HDD and SATA SSD the peak reaches the

theoretical bandwidth limit, for the NVMe SSD and PM, a

large idle bandwidth gap remains, indicating that write stalls

occur even if there is bandwidth to spare (Table 2 [L3]). In

addition, if the write stall is due to insufficient bandwidth,
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(a) Experiments with 2 threads and 64 MB batch size. Left arrows

point to occurrences where L0-L1 compaction maps well with write

stalls, while right arrows point to occurrences where they do not

match.
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(b) Experiments with 20 threads and 64 MB batch size. L0-L1 com-

paction is triggered much more frequently than those in (a), and the

occurrences of write stalls show no relation with the L0-L1 com-

paction jobs.

Figure 6: Timing of L0-L1 compaction and throughput for

the thread count of 2 and 20.

devices should be under high write pressure for an elongated

period. This should move the average bandwidth close to the

theoretical value. However, we see in Figure 5 this is not so.

L0-L1 Compaction Data Movement: SSTables in L0 are

unordered and their keys may overlap as they are generated by

flush jobs. Thus, L0-L1 compaction, which takes all L0 files as

its input, cannot be parallelized with other L0-L1 compaction

jobs [16]. Former studies have taken this unique limitation as

the direct cause of write stalls [7, 58].

We observe from Figure 6, which plots the process timing

of L0-L1 compaction with instantaneous throughput, that this

earlier conclusion is partially true. Specifically, when running

with two threads (Figure 6(a)), initially, we observe system

throughput dropping immediately as L0-L1 compaction is

triggered, as designated by the dashed arrows on the left. This

is the regularity observed by Yao et al. [58] (Table 2 [C4]).

However, as the system continues to process the input stream,

this correspondence disappears, as with the apparent misalign-
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Figure 7: Comparison of occurrences of background jobs

(flush, L0-L1 compaction, and deep level compaction) and

their average processing rate as the number of threads and

batch size are increased, measured for one hour of execution.

ments as designated by the dashed arrows on the right. More-

over, when the thread count is increased to 20, as shown in

Figure 6(b), L0-L1 compaction occurs much more frequently

than for the 2-threaded case, while showing no evident map-

ping relation between the timing of L0-L1 compaction and

write stalls (Table 2 [L4]).

Deep Level Compaction Data Movement: Yet another set

of earlier studies contend that the high resource consumption

of deep level compaction jobs that are competing with other

background jobs is the cause of write stalls [7, 45, 49, 50].

Again, this is partially true, as increasing the number of

threads does lead to more frequent compaction jobs, as shown

in Figure 7(a), and the average processing rate of background

jobs decreases, as shown in Figure 7(b) (Table 2 [C5]).

However, if the conflicting compaction jobs were the main

source of write stalls, we should have observed the occur-

rence of PS stalls increase just like how the slow flush rate

increased MT stalls. Instead, as we observe in Figure 8, the

occurrences of PS stall decrease as the number of threads

increases and the batch size increases, which is contrary to

the earlier conclusion.

4 Data Overflow

As seen from the previous section, earlier studies focus on

individual aspects that could be the cause of write stalls. Our

analysis of modern LSM-KVs reveals a more general source

of write stalls, that is, what we refer to as data overflow. In this

section, we explain the formation of data overflow and use

data overflows to explain the limitations observed in Section 3.
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Figure 8: Breakdown of various write stalls.

4.1 Data Overflow in Modern LSM-KVs

Data overflow refers to the rapid expansion of one or more

components in an LSM-KV system due to a surge in data flow

into one of the components. It happens when the processing

rates of different background jobs do not match each other.

We identify three types of data overflow, namely, Memory

Overflow, Level 0 Overflow, and Redundancy Overflow, as

shown in Figure 9. We now describe these in more detail.

Memory Overflow (MMO): MMO occurs when the system

input rate surpasses the Immutable Memtable flush rate. Con-

sequently, as the Immutable Memtable cannot be flushed in

time, there will not be enough space in the memory compo-

nent to absorb new data. In most modern LSM-KVs, upon

MMO, the system stops receiving input as there is no room

to buffer the incoming updates. This results in an MT stall.

Level 0 Overflow (L0O): L0O occurs when the process-

ing rate of L0-L1 compaction is not able to match the flush

rate. This results in the number of SSTables in Level 0 to

rise. In modern LSM-KVs, the input stream is stopped or

slowed when this value reaches a certain threshold so that the

accumulated data may be consumed resulting in an L0 stall.

Redundancy Overflow (RDO): RDO occurs when the work-

ing efficiency of compaction threads cannot match the rate

in which redundant data is generated. In modern LSM-KVs,

when the size of redundant data reaches a threshold, the sys-

tem will slow down or stop the input, and wait for the com-

paction threads to clear out the accumulated redundancy. Such

action results in PS stalls.
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Figure 9: Data overflow scenarios in modern LSM-KVs.

4.2 Explaining the Unexplained

In Section 3, we showed how conclusions made in earlier

studies could not explain the reason behind write stalls for

some portions of the extensive experimental results that we

had obtained (Table 2). Here, we present how such incon-

gruities can be explained with data overflow. To observe

write stalls in this section, we make use of the LOG file that

RocksDB provides. While the embedded listener used in the

previous section provides only basic information, the LOG

file provides more detailed information of each write stall,

including the stall type, the limited input rate, and the exact

timestamp.

Resource Exhaustion: First, consider how write stalls oc-

curred under low utilization of resources (3.2, Table 2 [L1],

[L2] and [L3]). The key underlying reason is that all three

kinds of data overflow will stop or slow down the input before

the system reaches the hardware limitation. Let us elaborate.

Firstly, when the flush rate is not high enough to persist

the incoming requests in time, MMO will stop the input. Fig-

ure 7(b) shows that flush jobs are being allocated the least

bandwidth among the background jobs and thus, the aver-

age flush rate monotonically decreases with the number of

threads. This is because as the number of threads increases,

more threads are forced to share the limited bandwidth, re-

sulting in less bandwidth being allocated to the flush threads.

This results in the Immutable Memtable not being flushed

fast enough, which is the most common reason for write stalls

that occur in SATA HDD as well as other devices when there

are too many threads.

Secondly, L0O occurs as compaction of SSTables in L0

cannot keep pace with flush jobs, resulting in the number

of SSTables in L0 reaching its threshold, and thus, the in-

put stream being stopped or slowed. As direct evidence, Fig-

ure 10(a) shows how the occurrences of write stalls, marked

by the vertical blue lines, correspond to the peak in the num-

ber of L0 SST files. Since L0-L1 compaction jobs are not

being executed in parallel, increasing the number of threads

will not help in reducing L0O as the processing rate does

not increase. Hence, the system is stalled even when there is
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Figure 10: System statistics (first 600 seconds) when run-

ning the fillrandom workload with 4 background threads with

NVMe SSD, which shows the most occurrences of write stalls.

enough CPU resources.

Lastly, we show how RDO makes LSM-KVs stall when

both CPU utilization is low and there is disk bandwidth to

spare. Figure 10(b) shows how the redundant data tend to

accumulate as the deep level compaction cannot keep pace

with L0-L1 compaction. Eventually, RDO occurs when the

redundant data size reaches 64GB, which is the default PS

stall threshold, at which point the system slows the input, rep-

resented by the red lines. Note, however, that at these stall

points, both the CPU and bandwidth utilization are low (and

stable) as any other points in execution (Figure 10(c)), show-

ing how RDO can occur despite low resource usage.

L0-L1 Compaction Data Movement: We next discuss why

L0-L1 compaction does not align with the occurrence of

write stalls (Table 2 [L4]). First, consider the misalignment

in Figure 6(a), when there are only two threads. In the early

stages of execution, as data in the deeper level have not been

accumulated, L0-L1 compaction is easily assigned a thread.

Hence, we see a nice alignment of the compaction with the

write stall. However, as execution continues, data starts to

accumulate and more deep level compaction requests get to

be made. With only a limited number of threads, this dwindles

the chance of L0-L1 compaction from being assigned a thread.

Thus, L0-L1 compaction and write stalls start to misalign.

Now consider the situation when the number of threads

is 20. Here, we have enough threads to always assign for

L0-L1 compaction. However, with a large number of threads,

bandwidth for flush jobs diminish, and thus, the processing

rate of flush jobs becomes much lower (Figure 7(b)) causing

more frequent MMO (Figure 8). That is, the frequent write

stalls here are due to MT stalls, and L0O hardly occurs show-

ing no relation to the L0-L1 compaction jobs as shown in

Figure 6(b).

Deep Level Compaction Data Movement: Finally, while

earlier studies concluded that PS stalls increase with thread

count, which was true for up to four threads, we also saw
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the opposite as more threads were added (Figure 8 and Ta-

ble 2 [L5]). This can be explained with RDO. The initial

spike in PS stalls (up to four threads) shown in Figure 8 is

due to the flush threads obtaining sufficient bandwidth. In

addition, with this increase to four, occurrences of L0O are

decreased as more threads are allocated. This results in more

data being crowded into the deeper levels and overwhelming

the processing rate of deep level compaction jobs. This results

in a significantly increase of PS stalls (Figure 8). However,

beyond this threshold of 4 (for most cases), the flush rate

is reduced and consequently, the data redundancy rate also

diminishes. This results in less need to process deep level

compaction jobs, which finally results in less RDO.

5 Automatic Data Overflow Control

The goal of our study is to minimize (and eventually remove)

the effects of write stalls on LSM-KVs. To this end, we de-

velop a framework, which we call ADOC (Automatic Data

Overflow Control), that controls the dataflow such that data

overflow may be minimized. Dataflow is controlled by online

tuning of the number of threads and the batch size as these

values have a strong influence on dataflow, as seen from dis-

cussions in Section 4, and most LSM-KVs [15,48,52] provide

APIs to adjust these two values without rebooting the system.

We develop ADOC under two principles. The first is device

transparency. Instead of targeting optimizations to a partic-

ular storage device, as new storage devices will continue to

evolve [35, 54], ADOC should be able to tune itself to reduce

write stalls irrespective of the underlying storage device. For

this, ADOC monitors the flow of data amongst the compo-

nents independent of the specific performance parameters of

the underlying device. Then, the thread count and batch size

are adjusted to control the processing rate and scheduling

frequency of background jobs, thereby controlling the data

flow within the LSM-KV.

The second principle is ease of portability. As shown in Fig-

ure 11, the design of ADOC is a straightforward extension of

the RocksDB control flow mechanism. Unlike MatrixKV and

similar approaches [14,45,50,58] that change the compaction

strategy or SILK [7] and auto-tuned RocksDB [39] that adjust

the internal thread scheduling and IO process, ADOC does

not disrupt the internal architecture of the LSM-KV system

making it highly portable.

In our current implementation in RocksDB, we make modi-

fications to only two classes. One is the Options class, which

controls whether the ADOC tuner will be enabled or not

and records the instantaneous information of the system in a

shared C++ vector. The other is the tuner class itself, which

will periodically wake the tuner threads to perform tuning

actions. In total, we add around 300 lines of code (LOC) to

implement ADOC with 250 LOC for the tuner and 50 LOC

to collect system states.

We now discuss the triggering mechanism and the actions

that we employ to adjust these parameters. Recall that we

identified data overflow as the source of write stalls. Thus, for

every time window Tw, ADOC monitors for data overflow and

takes action accordingly as explained below. In our current

implementation, we set Tw to one second based on empirical

observations; values larger are not agile enough to quickly

detect the overflows leading to deteriorated performance for

state-of-the-art high-performing storage devices, while values

smaller could incur overhead as well as lead to fluctuations

due to responding too quickly.

MMO: ADOC determines that MMO is occurring simply

when the active Memtable is filled before the Immutable

Memtable gets flushed. Upon MMO detection, ADOC in-

creases the flush rate by reducing the number of threads,

which will have the effect of reserving more bandwidth for

the flush jobs, and increasing the batch size to increase the

processing rate.

L0O: Determining whether L0O is occurring follows the

same logic as RocksDB, that is, when the number of L0 files

exceeds the threshold, which is 20 by default in RocksDB.

Upon L0O detection, ADOC will increase the number of

threads. This has the effect of improving the chance of L0-

L1 compaction being assigned a thread and decreasing the

flush rate to ease the overflow. The batch size, in this case, is

unchanged as increasing it will increase the load on L0-L1

compaction, and decreasing it will generate more L0 files,

both leading to more L0 stalls.

RDO: Like L0O, determining if RDO is occurring follows

the same logic as RocksDB, that is, when the total redundant

data size exceeds the threshold, which is 64GB by default in

RocksDB. Upon detection of RDO, ADOC will increase the

number of threads and decrease the batch size. The former

is to increase the rate of deep level compaction (and also

reduce flush rate) and the latter is to allow the scheduler to

generate more fine-grained compaction jobs as small and

dense compaction jobs can help improve the efficiency of

redundancy reduction.

If multiple overflows are detected in Tw, we choose to

handle the overflow in L0O, RDO, MMO order based on

our experimental observations. Also, when turning the tun-

ing knobs, we take the approach used by the Additive In-
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Table 3: Schemes Evaluated

Name Description

RocksDB-DF RocksDB default setting

RocksDB-AT RocksDB with auto-tuner on

SILK-D SILK with RocksDB default setting

SILK-P SILK setting set as in SILK paper [7]

SILK-O SILK optimized to our setting (Section 3)

ADOC RocksDB that enables ADOC tuner

crease/Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm [9], best

known for its use in TCP congestion control [40]. The rea-

son for using AIMD is the fitness between the algorithm and

ADOC’s working scenario, that is, gently increasing the tun-

ing knob to explore the suitable configuration and rapidly

removing the over-allocated resources to avoid resource com-

petition. In detail, we increase the number of threads by 2 and

the batch size by 64MB, which is the default thread number

and batch size value of RocksDB, while when decreasing, the

values are reduced by half. After the adjustment, the number

of threads that are allocated for flush jobs will also be adjusted

to a quarter of the total number, just as the default setting.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experiment Setups

Basic Settings: We use the same hardware and software se-

tups as described in Section 3.1. For the basic setup, we follow

that of SILK and set the maximum batch size to 512MB [7].

All schemes, including ADOC but excluding SILK, are based

on RocksDB v7.5.3, the latest version as of this submission.

SILK is built based on RocksDB 5.7.1 (early 2018) and our

attempt to port SILK to more recent versions failed due to

compatibility issues as considerable optimizations have been

made since RocksDB v6 [27]. Thus, all performance mea-

surements for SILK are done on RocksDB v5.7.1. In one of

our experiments, we also show the results of ADOC ported

on v5.7.1, which show some discrepancies with the results of

v7.5.3, but overall, are quite similar in trend.

Schemes Compared: The schemes that we evaluate are as

listed in Table 3. There are two settings of RocksDB, three set-

tings of SILK, and ADOC. For RocksDB, we have RocksDB-

DF with the default configuration, that is, two background

working threads and 64MB batch size, and RocksDB-AT,

an auto-tuner enabled version. RocksDB-AT automatically

changes the threshold of the rate-limiter, which limits the

number of IO operations generated by background threads [1]

based on the IO pressure of background threads. RocksDB-

AT also adjusts the allocation rate of each thread based on the

thread priority to avoid starving compaction jobs, which has

lower priority than flush jobs.

As for SILK, the three different configurations are as fol-

lows. The first is SILK that runs with the same configuration

as the default configuration, which we refer to as SILK-D

(D for default). The second is SILK-P (P for paper), which

refers to SILK that runs with the same settings as mentioned

in its original paper [7]. The configuration of SILK-P is of 4

background threads and 128MB batch size. The third con-

figuration is SILK-O (O for optimal), which we believe to

be the best performing setting in our experimental platform,

with 8 background threads and 512MB batch size, which were

obtained manually through exhaustive tuning attempts where

we considered ten (2, 4, 8,..., 18, 20) thread and two (256MB

and 512MB) batch configurations. We did not consider batch

sizes 64MB and 128MB as when their results were observed

for SILK-D and SILK-P, we found larger batches to be clearly

better. In addition to the thread and batch size settings,

the SILK implementation makes use of particular hard-coded

settings. One is the allocation of bandwidth that is hard-coded

into the db_bench tool. To faithfully configure our three ver-

sions accordingly, we set the configuration flags such that a

quarter of the entire media bandwidth (Table 1) is reserved

for compaction jobs while the rest is reserved for flush jobs.

This ratio preserves the ratio used in the original paper. Addi-

tionally, as in the original implementation, we disable L0O

by setting the number of L0 SST files threshold, which slows

the input stream when reached, to an extremely large value.

6.2 Microbenchmark Performace

In this section, we make use of the same microbenchmark

workload used in Section 3, that is, the db_bench random fill-

ing benchmark. We consider the three performance measures,

namely, the throughput, the stall duration, and 99th tail latency

for the first 3600 seconds of execution.

Throughput: Figure 12 compares the system throughput for

all the schemes that we consider. A few notable observations

can be made as follows. First, ADOC shows the best per-

formance over all devices. It shows 66.7%, 37.8%, 31.0%,

and 55.1% higher average throughput over the next best per-

forming scheme, SILK-O, for PM, NVMe SSD, SATA SSD,

and SATA HDD devices, respectively. Second, the three vari-

ations of SILK show performance in SILK-O, SILK-P, and

SILK-D order. Among these, the best performing SILK-O

does considerably better for high-end devices, but not much

so for low-end devices. Most notably, we observe that the con-

figuration of SILK, the best of which is not straightforward to

find, has a considerable effect on overall performance. Finally,

RocksDB-DF and RocksDB-AT fare comparably with SILK-

D and SILK-P, but worse than SILK-O. While RocksDB-

AT automatically decides the bandwidth usage of different

background jobs [39], the results show that this is insuffi-

cient in bringing out the best performance. Consequently, we

find that RocksDB-AT performs better than RocksDB-DF for

NVMe SSD and SATA SSD, which concurs with the fact

that RocksDB is optimized for flash devices [11, 15, 25], but

performs worse for PM and SATA HDD. It is also limited in

that the user needs to provide the bandwidth information.

For clarity, hereafter, we omit the results for RocksDB-DF
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Figure 12: The solid red lines represent the instantaneous throughput during a single run of 3600 seconds, while the dotted
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Figure 13: Stall duration (bar) and oc-

currences (lines).
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Figure 14: Comparison of CPU utiliza-

tion, disk space occupied, and input data

size with the fillrandom workload.
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Figure 15: Proportion of major opera-

tion occurrences, with numbers repre-

senting total occurrences.

and SILK-D, the two low-performing schemes.

Stall Duration: Figure 13 compares the write stall duration

for the various schemes. The bars indicate the total stall time,

while the scattered lines mark the average occurrences of the

three different sources of write stalls.

ADOC reduces the stall duration compared to SILK-O for

PM, SATA SSD, SATA HDD by 45.2%, 8.7%, and 10.3%,

respectively. However, for NVMe SSD, stalls seem to be

elongated by 1.5%. Looking at the sources of the stalls, we

observe that for MT and L0O stalls, ADOC is the lowest. For

the PS stall, however, ADOC seems to be doing worse than

both SILK schemes, seemingly negating the reduction of the

other stalls. However, one must take into consideration the fact

that these are measurements taken for the same 3600 seconds.

Since the throughput of ADOC is considerably higher than

the other schemes, ADOC takes in much more data from

the input stream, specifically, 66.9%, 46.9%, 46.5%, 53.5%

more data than SILK-O with PM, NVMe SSD, SATA SSD,

and SATA HDD, respectively, as shown by ‘Input Size’ in

Figure 14. This results in more data being accumulated into

the deeper levels resulting in particularly higher PS stalls

(Figure 13). Also, we observe that these additional PS stalls

have a positive effect on the space amplification of the system.

That is, the Disk Space Occupied results in Figure 14 show

that despite ADOC processing a much higher volume of input

data, the system does not occupy significantly more space

compared to the other schemes. Even on the HDD, which

has the worst compaction performance, ADOC accepts 53.5%

more input data than SILK-O, yet the disk space occupied is

only 19.4% larger. However, we also see from Figure 14 that

this results in higher CPU utilization for ADOC. For example,

with HDD, ADOC spends 72.5% more CPU time than SILK-

O. Figure 15 shows the breakdown of the major operations

for each scheme, with the total number of operations shown

on top of each bar. These numbers were obtained by sampling

the call stack of RocksDB using the perf [5, 18] tool at 99Hz

sampling frequency. While not exact, these numbers provide

an estimate of the CPU time spent for the operations as have

been used in other studies [8, 19, 61], as the CPU time will

be proportional to the operation count. We observe that the

proportion of each operation is relatively stable for schemes

on each device. However, we also observe that the operation

count for ADOC is considerably higher than SILK-O for all

devices, with the largest difference being 143.6% higher with

HDD. This is because ADOC accepts more input data than

the other schemes, with the additional inputs generating more
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Figure 16: Average 99th tail latency in fillrandom workload.

Table 4: Data distribution and the composition of request types

for the six YCSB workloads. (RMW: read-modify-write)

Workload Distribution Request Composition

A Zipfian 50% Update 50% Read

B Zipfian 95% Read 5% Update

C Zipfian 100% Read

D latest 5% Insert 95% Read

E uniform 5% Insert 95 %Seek

F Zipfian 50% Read 50% RMW

data movement jobs, and also because the occurrences are

correlated to the CPU utilization of the related functions [18].

In addition, ADOC and SILK use different approaches to

reserve bandwidth for flush jobs. SILK puts the compaction

jobs to sleep when facing bandwidth congestion, while with

ADOC there is at least one compaction job working at all

times. As a result, ADOC shows higher CPU utilization and

operation count than SILK.

Tail Latency: Figure 16 shows the 99th tail latency results

obtained over 3600 seconds of execution. We observe that

both SILK schemes do well in terms of tail latency, which was

the target performance measure of SILK. Compared to SILK-

O, ADOC does better for PM, but is higher by 70.1%, 131.2%,

and 242.9% for NVMe SSD, SATA SSD, and SATA HDD,

respectively. Again, however, we note that ADOC generates

over twice the number of requests than SILK-P and 50%

more than SILK-O, meaning that it faces edge cases (e.g.,

foreground GC, conflict I/O request in half duplex bus, etc.)

much more often leading to higher tail latency.

6.3 Macro Benchmark

In this section, we consider real-world workloads using the

YCSB benchmark. The YCSB benchmark [12] is a popular

benchmark tool that generates workloads following real-world

data characteristics. We run the six workloads with character-

istics as shown in Table 4, executing them in the suggested

order [12,49], that is, execute the loading stage first, followed

by the run stages A, B, C, D, and F. Then, we reload the data

and execute workload E. We load 50M entries (10B keys and

1000B values) during the load stage and then execute each

run stage for one hour.

Figure 17 shows the throughput of all schemes. (Note that

there is a ADOC-5.7.1 scheme that has been added to the re-

sults. We elaborate on this later.) Comparing the auto-tuning

systems, RocksDB-AT and ADOC, we find that the latter per-
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Figure 18: Comparison of main memory footprint.

forms 7.6% to 11.4% better over all the devices considered.

Comparing SILK-O and ADOC, the two gives-and-takes. For

Load, a purely write workload, ADOC beats SILK-O. How-

ever, for workloads YCSB-A, -B, -C, and -F, SILK-O per-

forms better. For YCSB-D and -E, the winner depends on the

device. Recall that the RocksDB versions on which SILK-

O and ADOC run differ. To remove the version effect, we

also run ADOC on RocksDB 5.7.1. These results, denoted,

ADOC-5.7.1 in Figure 17, show that the version difference

has some effect on ADOC performance, with the older ver-

sion performing better in the majority of run stages, most

notably for YCSB-A and -E on the HDD.

The main reason SILK-O does well, despite the fact that

ADOC performs considerably better than SILK-O for writes

as was shown with the microbenchmarks, may be attributed to

the large memory usage. As shown in Figure 18, we find that

SILK-O uses as much as 76.8% more memory than ADOC.

Larger memory allows more requests to be serviced from the
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Figure 19: Throughput for the read-while-writing workload.
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Figure 20: Comparison of system throughput and resource

consumption with different tuning knobs triggered, the values

shown are normalized to the value of ADOC.

data buffered in memory benefiting not only read-intensive

but also update-intensive workloads like YCSB-A and -F.

Finally, the tail latency results (not shown) do not reveal

any surprises; overall, SILK-O does best, but gives-and-takes

between SILK-P and ADOC for particular workloads.

In conclusion, the performance results show that SILK-O

and ADOC are comparable. However, recall that for SILK,

performance varies considerably depending on the initial set-

ting and that the “optimal” SILK-O setting was manually

obtained. This is in contrast to ADOC being an online tuning

system that does not need human intervention.

As a supplement to the macro benchmark, we also eval-

uate the system under the read-while-writing workload in

db_bench that uses two threads, the reader and writer, to gener-

ate 50M write and read requests, respectively. Note that as the

reader and writer are running concurrently, the reader thread

may request entries that have not yet been persisted by the

writer; we show the percentage of found entries along with the

throughput of the various schemes in Figure 19. The results

show that ADOC achieves 5.2% to 45.3% higher throughput

than SILK-O, and 95% to 135% higher than RocksDB-AT.

6.4 Number of Threads versus Batch Size

Throughout our discussions, we considered the number of

threads and batch size as our tuning parameters. In this section,

we consider the effect of each parameter on ADOC. For this,

we consider the fillrandom workload in Section 6.2 on two

versions of ADOC, ADOC-T and ADOC-B, the former that

only tunes the number of threads and the latter that only tunes

the batch size.

Figure 21: Tuning actions during one-hour execution.

Figure 20 shows the throughput and resource usage of the

two schemes relative to ADOC initially set with the default

values. Observing the throughput for ADOC-T, we see that

it performs well for PM, but that the throughput deteriorates

with slower devices. More specifically, since ADOC-T does

not adjust the batch size, its memory footprint is smaller, but

this comes at the price of performance. The disk bandwidth

and CPU utilization are also high since the batch size is rela-

tively small, resulting in more frequent data movement.

In contrast, we see that ADOC-B is almost the complete op-

posite. It performs well for HDD, but throughput deteriorates

as the devices get more powerful. Since it does not increase

the number of threads, the memory footprint, the CPU uti-

lization, and the bandwidth utilization are all relatively low

as fewer data movement jobs get triggered. That is, while

resources are abundant, there are not enough workers to take

advantage of them. However, for the HDD where bandwidth

is limited, having few threads allow these threads to make full

use of the bandwidth incurring less write stalls.

Figure 21 shows how the number of threads and the batch

size are adjusted when only one parameter is considered with

ADOC-T and ADOC-B, respectively, versus when both are

considered with ADOC. The results show that tuning both

parameters together reduces the frequency and fluctuations of

the adjustments resulting in a much more stable setting.

In conclusion, we find that the number of threads and batch

size have a complementing effect that stabilizes the tuning

process, consequently resulting in better performance.

7 Related Work

Write Stall Issues: LSM-KV experiences periodical perfor-

mance drops when facing heavy writing pressure due to write

stalls. SILK focuses on the long tail latency problem caused
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by write stalls. To remedy this problem, it adjusts the priorities

of background threads and adds rate limiters to these back-

ground threads [7]. It ensures the L0-L1 compaction will be

handled in a timely manner to avoid disk overflow. Other stud-

ies propose new scheduling strategies to align the background

compaction jobs in different levels and align the start time of

each compaction according to the available resources [45,50].

MatrixKV observes the shortcoming of the original SSTable

format and points to the slow L0-L1 compaction as the root

cause of write stalls with PM devices [58]. It redesigns the

format of SSTables for NVM and proposes a new compaction

scheme between the first two levels, which they call column-

compaction. It also reduces the depth of LSM trees to reduce

write amplification.

Deploying LSM-KVs on New Devices: Recent studies also

focus on the design of LSM-KVs to fit in new storage devices,

especially on PM. NoveLSM discusses several possible so-

lutions that accelerate LSM-KV such as storing parts of the

persisted component on PM [37]. It also proposes an in-place

update solution to replace the compaction jobs in shallower

levels. SLM-DB further takes advantage of PM by building

a global B+-tree index in PM [36]. This global index helps

in organizing the entire DB into a single level and uses se-

lective compaction to reduce write amplification. ListDB

deploys the entire LSM-KV in a DRAM-PM only system and

considers the NUMA sensitivity of PM and the overhead of

multiple copying of commit logs [38]. It develops a NUMA-

aware skip list to replace SSTs. This saves the overhead of

merge-sorting in Memtables and entry copying commit logs.

It also uses in-place updates to reduce bandwidth utilization

and the write amplification problem caused by conventional

compaction jobs.

Other approaches to improve LSM-KV systems have been

proposed. In particular, as new devices with much higher

bandwidth and parallelism than conventional devices become

prevalent, software overhead becomes more significant, and

thus, approaches to reduce this overhead have been made.

P2KVS notices the long waiting time on WAL lock [44]. It

adds an accessing layer that batches the incoming requests

and dispatches them into different KV instances, efficiently in-

creasing the scalability of LSM-KVs on NVMe SSD. Studies

such as KVell [43] and SpanDB [11] notice the high software

overhead in conventional IO interfaces and replace the inter-

faces with more efficient ones like libasync or SPDK [57].

To further eliminate the high IO stack overhead, some of

the studies try to reduce the duplicated operations between

devices and the LSM-KV. FlashKV and LOCS use Open

Channel SSDs (OCSSD) to directly control the IO process

of LSM-KVs from the user-level [53, 59]. Other studies like

KVSSD and iLSM try to integrate LSM-KVs and the FTL

(Flash Translation Layer) of SSDs to bypass the IO stack and

achieve lower operation latency [42, 55].

Parameter Tuning of LSM-KVs: There are studies that no-

tice the performance of LSM-KVs can be strongly influenced

by the configuration setting. Monkey extrapolates the worst-

case scenarios for various operations and designs a configu-

ration tuning framework to tune memory allocation policies

and read/write performance for specific workloads based on

these scenarios [13]. Dostoevsky further discusses the impact

of different compaction strategies and develops a mixed com-

paction strategy that determines the input according to the

input level [14]. Rafiki [47] and TiKV [21] use offline train-

ing methods such as Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to study

the best setting combination according to the performance

of the entire workload. They achieve better throughput but

are limited to workload characteristics. Endure concludes that

the tuning method on the worst cases is the Nominal Tun-

ing Problem and provides a system that uses a robust tuning

method to improve the tuning effect when facing uncertain

workloads [22].

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the write stall phenomena in LSM-

KVs by revisiting earlier studies. We showed that the con-

clusions that focus on the individual aspects, though valid,

are not generally applicable. Through a thorough review and

further experiments on a modern LSM-KV, we showed that

data overflow, which refers to the rapid expansion of one or

more components in an LSM-KV system due to a surge in

data flow into one of the components, is able to explain the

formation of write stalls. Our contention was that by balanc-

ing and harmonizing data flow among components, we will

be able to reduce data overflow and thus, write stalls.

We proposed a tuning framework called ADOC (Automatic

Data Overflow Control) to adjust the system configurations

rather than simply waiting for the overflowed data to be con-

sumed as is done by default in RocksDB. Experimental results

with RocksDB showed that ADOC improves throughput by

as much as 322.8% compared with the auto-tuned RocksDB,

which takes a similar auto-tuning approach to ADOC. Com-

pared to the manually optimized state-of-the-art SILK [4],

ADOC achieves up to 66% higher throughput for the syn-

thetic write-intensive workloads, while achieving comparable

performance for the real-world YCSB workloads. However,

SILK attains this performance at the expense of using 22.2%

more main memory on average.
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Abstract
Distributed in-memory key-value (KV) stores are embrac-
ing the disaggregated memory (DM) architecture for higher
resource utilization. However, existing KV stores on DM em-
ploy a semi-disaggregated design that stores KV pairs on
DM but manages metadata with monolithic metadata servers,
hence still suffering from low resource efficiency on metadata
servers. To address this issue, this paper proposes FUSEE, a
FUlly memory-diSaggrEgated KV StorE that brings disag-
gregation to metadata management. FUSEE replicates meta-
data, i.e., the index and memory management information, on
memory nodes, manages them directly on the client side, and
handles complex failures under the DM architecture. To scal-
ably replicate the index on clients, FUSEE proposes a client-
centric replication protocol that allows clients to concurrently
access and modify the replicated index. To efficiently manage
disaggregated memory, FUSEE adopts a two-level memory
management scheme that splits the memory management duty
among clients and memory nodes. Finally, to handle the meta-
data corruption under client failures, FUSEE leverages an
embedded operation log scheme to repair metadata with low
log maintenance overhead. We evaluate FUSEE with both mi-
cro and YCSB hybrid benchmarks. The experimental results
show that FUSEE outperforms the state-of-the-art KV stores
on DM by up to 4.5 times with less resource consumption.

1 Introduction
Traditional in-memory key-value (KV) stores on mono-
lithic servers have recently been ported to the disaggre-
gated memory (DM) architecture for better resource effi-
ciency [60, 73]. Compared with monolithic servers, DM de-
couples the compute and memory resources into independent
network-attached compute and memory pools [3,23,25,38,47,
54,55,65]. KV stores on DM can thus enjoy efficient resource
pooling and have higher resource efficiency.

However, constructing KV stores on DM is challenging
because the memory pool generally lacks the compute power
to manage data and metadata. Existing work [60] proposes
a semi-disaggregated design that stores KV pairs in the dis-
aggregated memory pool but retains metadata management
on monolithic servers. In such a design, the KV pair storage
enjoys high resource utilization due to exploiting the DM
architecture, but the metadata management does not. Many

∗Work mainly done during the internship at Huawei Cloud.

additional resources are exclusively assigned to the metadata
servers in order to achieve high overall throughput [13,53,69].

To achieve full resource utilization, it is critical to bring
disaggregation to the metadata management, i.e., building a
fully memory-disaggregated KV store. The metadata, i.e., the
index and memory management information, should be stored
in the memory pool and directly managed by clients rather
than metadata servers. However, it is non-trivial to achieve a
fully memory-disaggregated KV store due to the following
challenges incurred from handling complex failures and the
weak compute power in the memory pool.

1) Client-centric index replication. To tolerate memory
node failures, clients need to replicate the index on memory
nodes in the memory pool and guarantee the consistency
of index replicas. In existing replication approaches, e.g.,
state machine replication [33, 46, 50, 62] and shared regis-
ter protocols [5, 7, 43], the replication protocols are executed
by server-side CPUs. These protocols cannot be executed
on DM due to the weak compute power in the memory
pool. Meanwhile, if clients simply employ consensus pro-
tocols [36, 46, 50] or remote locks [60], the KV store suffers
from poor scalability due to the explicit serialization of con-
flicting requests [4, 11, 64, 70].

2) Remote memory allocation. Existing semi-disaggregated
KV stores manage memory spaces with monolithic metadata
servers. However, in the fully memory-disaggregated setting,
such a server-centric memory management scheme is infeasi-
ble. Specifically, memory nodes cannot handle the compute-
heavy fine-grained memory allocation for KV pairs due to
their poor compute power [25,60]. Meanwhile, clients cannot
efficiently allocate memory spaces because multiple RTTs
are required to modify the memory management information
stored on memory nodes [38].

3) Metadata corruption under client failures. In semi-
disaggregated KV stores, client failures do not affect metadata
because the CPUs of monolithic servers exclusively modify
metadata. However, clients directly access and modify meta-
data on memory nodes in the fully memory-disaggregated
setting. As a result, client failures can leave partially modified
metadata accessible by others, compromising the correctness
of the entire KV store.

To address these challenges, we propose FUSEE, a fully
memory-disaggregated key-value store that has efficient index
replication, memory allocation, and fault-tolerance on DM.
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First, to maintain the strong consistency of the replicated in-
dex in a scalable manner, FUSEE proposes the SNAPSHOT
replication protocol. The key to achieving scalability is to re-
solve write conflicts without involving the expensive request
serialization [7]. SNAPSHOT adopts three simple yet effec-
tive conflict-resolution rules on clients to allow conflicts to be
resolved collaboratively among clients instead of sequentially.
Second, to achieve efficient remote memory management,
FUSEE employs a two-level memory management scheme
that splits the server-centric memory management process
into compute-light and compute-heavy tasks. The compute-
light coarse-grained memory blocks are managed by the mem-
ory nodes with weak compute power, and the compute-heavy
fine-grained objects are handled by clients. Finally, to deal
with the problem of metadata corruption, FUSEE adopts an
embedded operation log scheme to resume clients’ partially
executed operations. The embedded operation log reuses the
memory allocation order and embeds log entries in KV pairs
to reduce the log-maintenance overhead on DM.

We implement FUSEE from scratch and evaluate its perfor-
mance using both micro and YCSB benchmarks [15]. Com-
pared with Clover and pDPM-Direct [60], two state-of-the-art
KV stores on DM, FUSEE achieves up to 4.5 times higher
overall throughput and exhibits lower operation latency with
less resource consumption. The code of FUSEE is available
at https://github.com/dmemsys/FUSEE.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• A fully memory-disaggregated KV store with disaggre-

gated metadata and data that is resilient to failures on
DM.

• A client-centric replication protocol that uses conflict
resolution rules to enable clients to resolve conflicts
collaboratively. The protocol is formally verified with
TLA+ [35] for safety and the absence of deadlocks under
crash-stop failures.

• A two-level memory management scheme that leverages
both memory nodes and clients to efficiently manage the
remote memory space.

• An embedded operation log scheme to repair the cor-
rupted metadata with low log maintenance overhead.

• The implementation and evaluation of FUSEE to demon-
strate the efficiency and effectiveness of our design.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 The Disaggregated Memory Architecture
The disaggregated memory architecture is proposed to address
the resource underutilization issue of traditional datacenters
composed of monolithic servers [25, 38, 47, 54, 55, 65]. DM
separates CPUs and memory of monolithic servers into two
independent hardware resource pools containing compute
nodes (CNs) and memory nodes (MNs) [55, 60, 64, 73]. CNs
have abundant CPU cores and a small amount of memory
as local caches [64]. MNs host various memory media, e.g.,
DRAM and persistent memory, to accommodate different

Compute Pool
Clients

Net.

Memory Pool

KV Pairs Index

MMI

Metadata Server

(a) Clover

Net.

Compute Pool
Clients

Memory Pool

KV Pairs
Index
MMI

(b) FUSEE

Figure 1: Two architectures of memory-disaggregated KV stores.
(a) The semi-disaggregated architecture (Clover [60]). (b) The fully
disaggregated architecture proposed in this paper.

application requirements with weak compute power. CPUs
in CNs directly access memory in MNs with fast remote-
access interconnect techniques, such as one-sided RDMA
(remote direct memory access), Omni-path [16], CXL [42],
and Gen-Z [14]. Each MN provides READ, WRITE, and atomic
operations, i.e., compare-and-swap (CAS) and fetch-and-add
(FAA), for CNs to access memory data. Besides, MNs own
limited compute power (e.g., 1-2 CPU cores) to manage local
memory and establish connections from CNs, providing CNs
with the ALLOC and FREE memory management interfaces.
Without loss of generality, in this paper, we consider CNs
accessing MNs using one-sided RDMA verbs.

2.2 KV Stores on Disaggregated Memory
Clover [60] is a state-of-the-art KV store built on DM. It
adopts a semi-disaggregated design that separates data and
metadata to lower the ownership cost and prevent the compute
power of data nodes from becoming the performance bottle-
neck. As shown in Figure 1a, Clover deploys clients on CNs
and stores KV pairs on MNs. It adopts additional monolithic
metadata servers to manage the metadata, including mem-
ory management information (MMI) and the hash index. For
SEARCH requests, clients look up the addresses of the KV pairs
from metadata servers and then fetch the data on MNs us-
ing RDMA_READ operations. For INSERT and UPDATE requests,
clients allocate memory blocks from metadata servers with
RPCs, write KV pairs to MNs with RDMA_WRITE operations,
and update the hash index on the metadata servers through
RPCs. To prevent clients’ frequent requests from overwhelm-
ing the metadata servers, clients allocate a batch of memory
blocks one at a time and cache the hash index locally. As a re-
sult, Clover achieves higher throughput under read-intensive
workloads with less resource consumption.

However, the semi-disaggregated design of Clover cannot
fully exploit the resource efficiency of the DM architecture
due to its monolithic-server-based metadata management. On
the one hand, monolithic metadata servers consume addi-
tional resources, including CPUs, memory, and RNICs. On
the other hand, many compute and memory resources have to
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be reserved and assigned to the metadata server of Clover to
achieve good performance due to the CPU-intensive nature
of metadata management [13, 53, 69]. To show the resource
utilization issue of Clover, we evaluate its throughput with 2
MNs, 64 clients, and a metadata server with different num-
bers of CPU cores. We control the number of CPU cores by
assigning different percentages of CPU time with cgroup [10].
As shown in Figure 2, Clover has a low overall throughput
with a small number of CPU cores assigned to its metadata
server. At least six additional cores have to be assigned until
the metadata server is no longer the performance bottleneck.

To attack the problem, FUSEE adopts a fully memory-
disaggregated design that enables clients to directly access
and modify the hash index and manage memory spaces
on MNs, as shown in Figure 1b. Compared with the semi-
disaggregated design, resource efficiency can be improved
because client-side metadata management eliminates the ad-
ditional metadata servers. The overall throughput can also be
improved because the computation bottleneck of metadata
management no longer exists.

3 Challenges
This section introduces the three challenges of constructing a
fully memory-disaggregated KV store, i.e., index replication,
remote memory allocation, and metadata corruption.

3.1 Client-Centric Index Replication
The index must be replicated to tolerate MN failures. Strong
consistency, i.e., linearizability [26], is the most commonly
adopted correctness standard for data replication because it
reduces the complexity of implementing upper-level applica-
tions [1, 7, 12]. Linearizability requires that operations on an
object appear to be executed in some total order that respects
the operations’ real-time order [26]. The key challenge of
achieving a linearizable replicated hash index under the fully
memory-disaggregated setting comes from the client-centric
computation nature of DM.

First, existing replication methods are not applicable in the
fully memory-disaggregated setting due to their server-centric
nature. State machine replication (SMR) [33, 44, 46, 49, 50,
59, 62] and shared register protocols [7, 43] are two major
replication approaches that achieve linearizability. However,
both approaches are designed with a server-centric assump-
tion that a data replica is exclusively accessed and modified

by the CPU that manages the data. First, the SMR approaches
consider the CPU and the data replica as a state machine
and achieve strong consistency by forcing the state machines
to execute deterministic KV operations in the same global
order [49, 50]. Server CPUs are extensively used to reach a
consensus on a global operation order and apply state transi-
tions to data replicas. Second, shared register protocols view
the CPU and the data replica as a shared register with READ
and WRITE interfaces. Linearizability is achieved with a last-
writer-wins conflict resolution scheme [43] that forces a ma-
jority of shared registers to always hold data with the newest
timestamps. Shared register protocols also heavily rely on
server-side CPUs to compare timestamps and apply data up-
dates. The challenge with the server-centric approaches is
that in the fully memory-disaggregated scenario, there is no
such management CPU because all clients directly access and
modify the hash index with one-sided RDMA verbs.

Second, naively adopting consensus protocols or remote
locks among clients results in poor throughput due to the
expensive request serialization. To show the performance
issues of consensus protocols and remote locks, we store and
replicate a shared object on two MNs and vary the number
of concurrent clients. We use a state-of-the-art consensus
protocol Derecho [27] and an RDMA CAS-based spin lock
to ensure the strong consistency of the replicated object. As
shown in Figure 3, both Derecho and lock-based approaches
exhibit poor overall throughput and cannot scale with the
growing number of concurrent clients.

3.2 Remote Memory Allocation
The key challenge of managing DM is where to execute the
memory-management computation. There are two possible
DM management approaches [38], i.e., compute-centric ones
and memory-centric ones. The compute-centric approaches
store the memory management metadata on MNs and allow
clients to allocate memory spaces by directly modifying the
on-MN metadata. Since the memory management metadata
are shared by all clients, clients’ accesses have to be synchro-
nized. As a result, compute-centric approaches suffer from the
high memory allocation latency incurred by the expensive and
complex remote synchronization process on DM [38]. The
memory-centric approaches maintain all memory manage-
ment metadata on MNs with their weak compute power. Such
approaches are also infeasible because the poor memory-side
compute power can be overwhelmed by the frequent fine-
grained KV allocation requests from clients. Although there
are several approaches that conduct memory management on
DM, they all target page-level memory allocation and rely
on special hardware, i.e., programmable switches [38] and
SmartNICs [25], which are orthogonal to our problem.

3.3 Metadata Corruption
In fully memory-disaggregated KV stores, crashed clients
can leave partially modified metadata accessible by other
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Figure 5: The structure of an index replica.

healthy clients. Since the metadata contains important system
state, metadata corruption compromises the correctness of the
entire KV store. First, crashed clients may leave the index in a
partially modified state. Other healthy clients may not be able
to access data or even access wrong data with the corrupted
index. Second, crashed clients may allocate memory spaces
but not use them, causing severe memory leakage. Hence, in
order to ensure the correctness of the KV store, the corrupted
metadata has to be repaired under client failures.

4 The FUSEE Design
4.1 Overview
As shown in Figure 4, FUSEE consists of clients, MNs,
and a master. Clients provide SEARCH, INSERT, DELETE, and
UPDATE interfaces for applications to access KV pairs. MNs
store the replicated memory management information (MMI),
hash index, and KV pairs. The master is a cluster management
process responsible only for initializing clients and MNs and
recovering data under client and MN failures.

FUSEE replicates both the hash index and KV pairs to
tolerate MN failures. We adopt RACE hashing (Section 4.2)
to index KV pairs and propose the SNAPSHOT replication
protocol to enforce the strong consistency of the replicated
hash index (Section 4.3). A two-level memory management
scheme is adopted to efficiently allocate and replicate variable-
sized KV pairs (Section 4.4). FUSEE uses logs to handle the
corrupted metadata under client failures and adopts an em-
bedded operation log scheme to reduce the log maintenance
overhead (Section 4.5). Other optimizations are introduced in
Section 4.6 to further improve the system performance.

4.2 RACE Hashing
RACE hashing is a one-sided RDMA-friendly hash index. As
shown in Figure 5, it contains multiple 8-byte slots, with each
storing a pointer referring to the address of a KV pair, an 8-bit
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fingerprint (Fp), i.e., a part of the key’s hash value, and the
length of the KV pair (Len) [73]. For SEARCH requests, a client
reads the slots of the hash index according to the hash value of
the target key and then reads the KV pair on MNs according
to the pointer in the slot. For UPDATE, INSERT, and DELETE
requests, RACE hashing adopts an out-of-place modification
scheme. It first writes a KV pair to MNs and then modifies
the corresponding slot in the hash index to the address of the
KV pair atomically with an RDMA_CAS. Nevertheless, RACE
hashing only supports a single replica.

4.3 The SNAPSHOT Replication Protocol
In FUSEE, multiple clients concurrently read or write the
same slot in the replicated hash index to execute SEARCH or
UPDATE requests, as shown in Figure 6. To efficiently main-
tain the strong consistency of slot replicas in the replicated
hash index, FUSEE proposes the SNAPSHOT replication
protocol, a client-centric replication protocol that achieves
linearizability without the expensive request serialization.

There are two main challenges to efficiently achieving lin-
earizability under the fully memory-disaggregated setting.
First, how to protect readers from reading incomplete states
during read-write conflicts. Second, how to resolve write-
write conflicts without expensively serializing all conflicting
requests. To address the first challenge, SNAPSHOT splits the
replicated hash index into a single primary replica and multi-
ple backup replicas and uses backup replicas to resolve write
conflicts. Hence, incomplete states during write conflicts only
appear on backup replicas and the primary replica always
contains the correct and complete value. Readers can simply
read the contents in the primary replica without perceiving the
incomplete states. To address the second challenge, SNAP-
SHOT adopts a last-writer-wins conflict resolution scheme
similar to shared register protocols. SNAPSHOT leverages
the out-of-place modification characteristic of RACE hashing
that conflicting writers always write different values into the
same slot because the values are pointers referring to KV
pairs at different locations. Three conflict-resolution rules are
thus defined based on the values written by conflicting writers
in backup replicas, which enable clients collaboratively to
decide on a single last writer under write conflicts.

Algorithm 1 shows the READ and WRITE processes of the
SNAPSHOT replication protocol. Here we focus on the exe-
cution of SNAPSHOT when no failure occurs and leave the
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Algorithm 1 The SNAPSHOT replication protocol
1: procedure READ(slot)
2: v = RDMA_READ_primary(slot)
3: if v = FAIL then deal with failure
4: return v
5: procedure WRITE(slot,vnew)
6: vold = RDMA_READ_primary(slot)
7: v_list = RDMA_CAS_backups(slot,vold ,vnew)
8: // Change all the volds in the v_list to vnews.
9: v_list = change_list_value(v_list,vold ,vnew)

10: win = EVALUATE_RULES(v_list) ▷ The last writer returns
the winning rule while other writers return LOSE.

11: if win = Rule_1 then
12: RDMA_CAS_primary(slot,vold ,vnew)
13: else if win ∈ {Rule_2,Rule_3} then
14: RDMA_CAS_backups(slot,v_list,vnew)
15: RDMA_CAS_primary(slot,vold ,vnew)
16: else if win = LOSE then
17: repeat
18: sleep a little bit
19: vcheck = RDMA_READ_primary(slot)
20: if notified failure then goto Line 24
21: until vcheck ̸= vold
22: if vcheck = FAIL then goto Line 24
23: else if win = FAIL then
24: deal with failure
25: return

discussion of failure handling in Section 5. We call the slots
in the primary and backup hash indexes primary slots and
backup slots, respectively.

For READ operations, clients directly read the values in
the primary slots using RDMA_READ. For WRITE operations,
SNAPSHOT first resolves write conflicts by letting conflict-
ing writers collaboratively decide on a last writer with three
conflict resolution rules and then let the decided last writer
modify the primary slot. Figure 6 shows the process that two
clients simultaneously WRITE the same slot. The correspond-
ing algorithms are shown in Algorithms 1 and 2. Clients first
read the value in the primary slot as vold ( 1⃝). Then each
client modifies all backup slots by broadcasting RDMA_CAS
operations ( 2⃝) with vold as the expected value and vnew as
the swap value. On receiving an RDMA_CAS, the RNICs on
MNs atomically modify the value in the target slot only if
vold matches the current value in the slot. Since all writers
initiate RDMA_CAS operations with the same vold and different
vnews and all backup slots initially hold vold , the atomicity
of RDMA_CAS ensures that each backup slot can only be mod-
ified once by a single writer. As a result, the values in all
backup slots will be fixed after each of them has received one
RDMA_CAS from one writer 1. Meanwhile, since an RDMA_CAS
returns the value in the slot before it is modified, all clients

1That the process that all conflicting clients broadcast RDMA_CASes to
modify backup slots is just like taking a snapshot, which is why the replication
protocol is named SNAPSHOT.

Algorithm 2 The rule evaluation procedure of SNAPSHOT
1: procedure EVALUATE_RULES(v_list,slot,vnew,vold)
2: vma j = The majority value in v_list
3: cntma j = The number of vma j in v_list
4: if FAIL ∈ v_list then
5: return FAIL
6: else if cntma j = Len(v_list) then
7: return Rule 1 if vma j = vnew else LOSE
8: else if 2∗ cntma j > Len(v_list) then
9: return Rule 2 if vma j = vnew else LOSE

10: else if vnew ̸∈ v_list then
11: return LOSE
12: vcheck = RDMA_READ(slot)
13: if vcheck = FAIL then
14: return FAIL
15: else if vcheck ̸= vold then
16: return FINISH
17: else if min(v_list) = vnew then
18: return Rule 3
19: return LOSE

can perceive the new values in the backup slots ( 3⃝) through
the return values of the broadcast of RDMA_CAS operations.
The return values are denoted as v_list in Algorithm 1.

With v_list, SNAPSHOT defines the following three rules
to let conflicting clients collaboratively decide on a last writer:

Rule 1: A client that has successfully modified all the
backup slots is the last writer.
Rule 2: A client that has successfully modified a majority
of backup slots is the last writer.
Rule 3: If no last writer can be decided with the former
two rules, the client that has written the minimal target
value (vnew) is considered as the last writer.

The three rules are evaluated sequentially as shown in Al-
gorithm 2. Rule 1 provides a fast path when there are no
conflicting modifications. Rule 2 preserves the most success-
ful CAS operations to minimize the overhead of executing
atomic operations on RNICs when conflicts are rare [29]. Fi-
nally, Rule 3 ensures that the protocol can always decide on
the last writer. To ensure the uniqueness of the last write, a
client issues another RDMA_READ to check if the primary slot
has been modified (Line 12, Algorithm 2) before evaluating
Rule 3. If the primary slot has not been modified, then the
RDMA_CAS_backups (Line 7, Algorithm 1) of the client must
happen before the last writer modifies the primary slot. Hence,
it is safe to evaluate Rule 3 because the v_list must contain
the value of the last writer if it has already been decided. Oth-
erwise, Rule 3 will not be evaluated because the modification
of the primary slot means the decision of a last writer. Relying
on the three rules, a unique last writer can be decided without
any further network communications. For example, in Fig-
ure 6, Client 1 is the last writer according to Rule 2. Client 1
then modifies the backup slots that do not yet contain its pro-
posed value using RDMA_CASes and then modifies the primary
slot. Other conflicting clients iteratively READ the value in the
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primary slot and return success after finding the change in the
primary slot. The primary slot may remain unmodified only
under the situation when the last writer crashed, which will
be discussed in Section 5.

Correctness. The SNAPSHOT replication protocol guar-
antees linearizability of the replicated hash indexes with
last-writer-wins conflict resolution like shared register proto-
cols [7, 43]. We briefly demonstrate the correctness of SNAP-
SHOT using the notion of the linearizable point of KV op-
erations. A formal proof is shown in the extended version
of this paper [56]. A linearizable point is a point when an
operation atomically takes effect in its invocation and com-
pletion [26]. For READ, the linearizable point happens when it
gets the value in the primary slot. For WRITE operations, the
linearizable point of the last writer happens when it modifies
the primary slot. Linearizable points of other conflicting writ-
ers appear instantly before the last writer modifies the primary
slot. Conflicts between readers and the last writer are resolved
by RNICs because the last writer atomically modifies the pri-
mary slot using RDMA_CAS operations and readers access the
primary slot using RDMA_READ operations.

Performance. SNAPSHOT guarantees a bounded worst-
case latency when clients WRITE the hash index. Under the
situation when Rule 1 is triggered, 3 RTTs are required to
finish a WRITE operation. Under situations when Rule 2 or
Rule 3 is triggered, 4 or 5 RTTs are required, respectively.

4.4 Two-Level Memory Management
Memory management is responsible for allocating, replicat-
ing, and freeing memory spaces for KV pairs on MNs. As dis-
cussed in Section 3.2, the key challenge of DM management is
that conducting the management tasks solely on clients or on
MNs cannot satisfy the performance requirement of frequent
memory allocation for KV requests. FUSEE addresses this
issue via a two-level memory management scheme. The key
idea is to split the server-centric memory management tasks
into compute-light coarse-grained management and compute-
heavy fine-grained management run on MNs and clients.

FUSEE first replicates and partitions the 48-bit memory
space on multiple MNs. Similar to FaRM [18], FUSEE shards
the memory space into 2GB memory regions and maps each
region to r MNs with consistent hashing [32], where r is
the replication factor. Specifically, consistent hashing maps

a region to a position in a hash ring. The replicas are then
stored at the r MNs successively following the position and
the primary region is placed on the first of the r MN.

Figure 7 shows the two-level memory allocation of FUSEE.
Allocating a memory space for a KV pair happens before
writing the KV pair, as introduced in Section 4.1. The first
level is the coarse-grained MN-side memory block allocation
with low computation requirements. Each MN partitions its
local memory regions into coarse-grained memory blocks,
e.g., 16 MB, and maintains a block allocation table ahead of
each region. For each memory block, the block allocation
table records a client ID (CID) that allocates it. Clients allo-
cate memory blocks by sending ALLOC requests to MNs. On
receiving an ALLOC request, an MN allocates a memory block
from one of its primary memory regions, records the client
ID in the block allocation tables of both primary and backup
regions, and replies with the address of the memory block to
the client. The coarse-grained memory allocation information
is thus replicated on r MNs and can survive MN failures. The
second level is the fine-grained client-side object allocation
that allocates small objects to hold KV pairs. Specifically,
clients manage the blocks allocated from MNs exclusively
with slab allocators [6]. The client-side slab allocators split
memory blocks into objects of distinct size classes. A KV
pair is then allocated from the smallest size class that fits it.

The allocated objects can be freed by any client. To effi-
ciently reclaim freed memory objects on client sides, FUSEE
stores a free bit map ahead of each memory block, as shown
in Figure 7, where each bit indicates the allocation state of
one object in the memory block. The free bit map is initialized
to be all zeros when a block is allocated. To free an object,
a client sets the corresponding bit to ‘1’ in the free bit map
with an RDMA_FAA operation. By reading the free bit map,
clients can easily know the freed objects in their memory
blocks and reclaim them locally. FUSEE frees and reclaims
memory objects periodically using background threads in a
batched manner to avoid the additional RDMA operations on
the critical paths of KV accesses. The correctness of concur-
rently accessing KV pairs and reclaiming memory spaces is
guaranteed by RACE hashing [73], where clients check the
key and the CRC of the KV pair on data accesses.

4.5 Embedded Operation Log
Operation logs are generally adopted to repair the partially
modified hash index incurred by crashed clients. Conven-
tional operation logs record a log entry for each KV request
that modifies the hash index. The log entries are generally
written in an append-only manner so that the order of log
entries reflects the execution order of KV requests. The re-
covery process can thus find the crashed request and fix the
corrupted metadata by scanning the ordered log entries. How-
ever, constructing operation logs incurs high log maintenance
overhead on DM because writing log entries adds remote
memory accesses on the critical paths of KV requests.
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Figure 8: The embedded operation log.

To reduce the log maintenance overhead on DM, FUSEE
adopts an embedded operation log scheme that embeds log
entries into KV pairs. The embedded log entry is written to-
gether with its corresponding KV pair with one RDMA_WRITE
operation. The additional RTTs required for persisting log en-
tries are thus eliminated. However, by embedding log entries
in KV pairs, the execution order of KV requests cannot be
maintained because the log entries are no longer continuous.
To address this problem, the embedded operation log scheme
maintains per-size-class linked lists to organize the log entries
of a client in the execution order of KV requests. As shown
in Figure 8b, a per-size-class linked list is a doubly linked
list that links all allocated objects of the size class in the or-
der of their allocations. The object allocation order reflects
the execution order of KV requests because all KV requests
that modify the hash index, e.g., INSERT and UPDATE, need to
allocate objects for new KV pairs. For DELETE, FUSEE allo-
cates a temporary object recording the log entry and the target
key and reclaims the object on finishing the DELETE request.
FUSEE stores the list heads on MNs during the initialization
of clients, which will be accessed during the recovery process
of clients (Section 5).

An embedded log entry is a 22-byte data structure stored
behind KV pairs, as shown in Figure 8a. It contains a 6-byte
next pointer, a 6-byte prev pointer, an 8-byte old value, a 1-
byte CRC, a 7-bit opcode, and a used bit. The next pointer
points to the next object of the size class that will be allocated
and the prev pointer points to the object allocated before
the current one. The old value records the old value of the
primary slot for recovery proposes, which will be discussed in
Section 5. The 1-byte CRC is adopted to check the integrity of
the old value under client failures. The operation field records
the operation type, i.e., INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE, so that
the crashed operation can be properly retried during recovery.
The used bit indicates if an object is in-use or free. Storing
the used bit at the end of the entire object can be used to
check the integrity of an entire object. This is because the

order-preserving nature of RDMA_WRITE operations ensures
that the used bit is written only after all other contents in the
object have been successfully written.

FUSEE efficiently organizes per-size-class linked lists by
co-designing the linked list maintenance process with the
memory allocation process. As shown in Figure 8b, for each
size class, a client organizes the addresses of remote free ob-
jects locally as a free list. Since an object is always allocated
from the head of a local free list, the allocation order of each
size class is pre-determined. Based on the pre-determined or-
der, for each allocation, a client pre-positions the next pointer
to point to the free object in the head of the local free list and
the prev pointer to point to the last allocated object of the
size class. Both the next pointer and the prev pointer are thus
known before each allocation and the entire log entry can be
written to MNs with the KV pair in a single RDMA_WRITE.

Combined with the SNAPSHOT replication protocol, the
execution process is shown as follows. First, for each writer, a
log entry with an empty old value and CRC is written with the
KV pair in a single RDMA_WRITE. Then, for the last writer of
the SNAPSHOT replication protocol, the old value is modified
to store the old value of the primary slot before the primary
slot is modified. For other non-last writers, the used bits in
their corresponding KV log entries are reset to ‘0’ after finding
the modification of the primary slot.

4.6 Optimizations
Adaptive index cache. Index caching is widely adopted on
RDMA-based KV stores to reduce request RTTs [60, 66–68].
For a key, the index cache caches the remote addresses of the
replicated index slots and the addresses of the KV pairs locally.
With the cached KV pair addresses, UPDATE, DELETE, and
SEARCH requests can read KV pairs in parallel with searching
the hash index, reducing an RTT on cache hits. To guarantee
cache coherence, an invalidation bit is stored together with
each KV pair, which is used by clients to check whether the
KV pair is valid or invalid. However, by accessing the index
cache, invalid KV pairs (e.g., outdated) can be fetched into
clients, causing read amplification.

To attack the read amplification issue, FUSEE adaptive
bypasses the index cache by distinguishing read-intensive and
write-intensive keys. For each cached key, FUSEE maintains
an access counter and an invalid counter which increases by
1 each time the key is accessed or found to be invalid. A
client calculates an invalid ratio I = invalid counter

access counter for each
cached key. The index cache is bypassed when accessing a
key with I > threshold because the key is write-intensive and
the cached key address points to an invalid KV pair with high
probability. The invalid ratio can adapt to workload changes,
i.e., a write-intensive key becomes read-intensive, because the
access counter of the key keeps increasing while the invalid
counter stops. Besides, the adaptive scheme does not affect
the SEARCH latency for most cases since only write-intensive
keys bypass the cache.
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RDMA-related optimizations. KV requests require multiple
remote memory accesses. FUSEE adopts doorbell batching
and selective signaling [29] to reduce RDMA overhead. Fig-
ure 9 shows the procedures for executing different KV re-
quests. Each request consists of multiple phases with multiple
network operations. For each phase, FUSEE adopts doorbell
batching [29] to reduce the overhead of transmitting network
operations from user space to RNICs and selective signal-
ing to reduce the overhead of polling RDMA completion
queues. Consequently, each phase only incurs 1 network RTT.
For INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE requests, four RTTs are re-
quired in general cases. For SEARCH requests, at most two
RTTs are required and only one RTT is required in the best
case due to the index cache.

5 Failure Handling
Similar to existing replication protocols [33, 59, 62], FUSEE
relies on a fault-tolerant master with a lease-based member-
ship service [24] to handle failures. The master maintains a
membership lease for both clients and MNs so that clients
always know alive MNs by periodically extending their leases.
The failures of both clients and MNs can be detected by
the master when they no longer extend their leases. Master
crashes are handled by replicating the master with state ma-
chine replication [24, 59, 62]. We formally verify FUSEE in
TLA+ [35] for safety and absence of deadlocks under MN fail-
ures and more details are shown in the extended version [56].

5.1 Failure Model
We consider a partially synchronous system where processes,
i.e., clients and MNs, are equipped with loosely synchronized
clocks [20,24,33]. FUSEE assumes crash-stop failures, where
processes, i.e., clients and MNs, may fail due to crashing and
their operations are non-Byzantine.

Under this failure model, FUSEE guarantees linearizable
operations, i.e., each KV operation is atomically committed
in a time between its invocation and completion [26]. All the
objects of FUSEE are durable and available under an arbitrary
number of client crashes and at most r−1 MN crashes, where
r is the replication factor.

5.2 Memory Node Crashes
MN crashes lead to failed accesses to KV pairs and hash
slots. For accesses to KV pairs, clients can access the backup

replicas according to the consistent hashing scheme.
The complication comes from the unavailable primary and

backup slots that affect the normal execution of index READ
and WRITE operations. FUSEE relies on the fault-tolerant
master to execute operations on clients’ behalves under MN
failures. We first introduce how clients READ/WRITE the repli-
cated slots and then introduce the master’s operations.

When executing index WRITE under MN crashes, FUSEE
allows the last writer decided by the SNAPSHOT replication
protocol to continue modifying all alive slots to the same
value. Other writers send RPC requests to the master and wait
for the master to reply with a correct value in the replicated
slots. Under situations when no last writer can be decided,
the master decides the last writer and modifies all the index
slots on behalf of clients. For READ operations, executions
are not affected under the following two cases. First, if the
primary slot is still alive, clients can read the primary slot
normally. Second, if the primary slot crashes, clients read
all alive backup slots. If all alive backup slots contain the
same value, reading this value is safe because there are no
write conflicts. Otherwise, clients use RPCs and rely on the
master to return a correct value for the crashed slot. Since
READ operations are only affected under write conflicts, most
READ can continue under the read-intensive workloads that
dominate in real-world situations [9, 71].

On detecting MN crashes, the master first blocks clients
from further modifying the crashed slots with the lease ex-
piration. The master then acts as a representative last writer
that modifies all alive slots to the same value. Specifically, the
master selects a value v in an alive backup slot and modifies
all alive slots to v. Since the SNAPSHOT protocol modifies
the backup slots before the primary slot, the values in the
backup slots are always newer than the primary slot. Hence,
the master choosing a value from a backup slot is correct
because it proceeds the conflicting write operations. In cases
where all backup slots crash, the master selects the value in the
primary slot. Clients that receive old values from the master
retry their write operations to guarantee that their new value is
written. The master then writes the old value in the operation
log header to prevent clients from redoing operations when
recovering from crashed clients (Section 5.3). Finally, the
master reconfigures new primary and backup slots and returns
the selected value to all clients that wait for a reply. After the
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reconfiguration of the primary and backup slots, all KV re-
quests can be executed normally without involving the master.
During the whole process, only accesses to the crashed slots
are affected and the blocking time can be short thanks to the
microsecond-scale membership service [24].

5.3 Client Crashes
Crashed clients may result in two issues. First, their allocated
memory blocks remain unmanaged, causing memory leakage.
Second, other clients may be unable to modify a replicated
index slot if the crashed client is the last writer. The master
uses embedded operation logs to address these two issues.

The recovery process is executed in the compute pool and
consists of two steps, i.e., memory re-management and index
repair. Memory re-management restores the coarse-grained
memory blocks allocated by the client and the fine-grained
object usage information of the client. The recovery process
first gets all memory blocks managed by the crashed client by
letting MNs search for their local block allocation tables. Then
the recovery process traverses the per-size-class linked lists
to find all used objects and log entries. With the used objects
and the allocated memory blocks, the recovery process can
easily restore the free object lists of the crashed client. Hence,
all the memory spaces of the crashed client are re-managed.

The index repair procedure then fixes the partially mod-
ified hash index. FUSEE deems all requests at the end of
per-size-class linked lists as potentially crashed requests. For
incomplete log entries, i.e., the used bit at the end of the log
entry is not set, the client must crashes during writing the
KV pair (c0 in Figure 9). The object is directly reclaimed
without further operation since the writing of the object has
not been completed. For a log entry with an incomplete old
value according to the CRC field, FUSEE redoes the request
according to the operation field and the KV pair. Under this
situation, either the request belongs to the last writer that
crashed before committing the log (c1 in Figure 9), or it be-
longs to other non-last writers. In the first case, the values in
the backup slots may not be consistent and the primary slot
has not been modified to a new value. Redoing the request
can make the backup and primary slots consistent. In the sec-
ond case, since the request of crashed non-last writers has not
returned to clients, redoing the request does not violate the
linearizability. For a request with a complete old value, the
request must belong to a last writer. However, the request may
finish (c3) or crash before the primary slot is modified (c2).
The recovery process checks the value in the primary slot (vp)
and the value in the old value (vold) to distinguish c2 from c3.
If vp = vold , the request crashed before the primary was mod-
ified because vold records the value before index modification.
Since all backup slots are consistent, the recovery process
modifies the primary slot to the new value and finishes the
recovery. Otherwise, the request is finished and no further
operation is required. After recovering the request, the master
asynchronously checks content in the volds in log entries of

the crashed client to recover its batched free operations.

5.4 Mixed Crashes
In situations where clients and MNs crash together, FUSEE
recovers the failures separately. FUSEE first lets the master
recover all MN crashes and then starts the recovery processes
for failed clients. KV requests can proceed because the master
acts as the last writer for all blocked KV requests. No request
is committed twice because the master commits the operation
logs on clients’ behalves.

6 Evaluation
6.1 Experiment Setup
Implementation. We implement FUSEE from scratch in C++
with 13k LOC. We implement RACE hashing carefully ac-
cording to the paper due to no available open-source im-
plementations. Coroutines are employed on clients to hide
the RDMA polling overhead, as suggested in [30, 73]. The
design of FUSEE is agnostic to the lower-level memory me-
dia of memory nodes, i.e., any memory node with either per-
sistent memory (PM) or DRAM that provides READ, WRITE,
and 8-byte CAS interfaces is compatible. We adopt mono-
lithic servers with RNICs and DRAM to serve as MNs like
Clover [60] since we do not have access to smartNICs and PM.
Specifically, we start an MN process on a monolithic server to
register RDMA memory regions and serve memory allocation
RPCs with a UDP socket. MN processes serve memory allo-
cation requests with UDP sockets. Since the socket receive
is a blocking system call, the process will be in the blocked
state with no CPU usage most of the time.
Testbed. We run all experiments on 22 physical machines
(5 MNs and 17 CNs) on the APT cluster of CloudLab [19].
Each machine is equipped with an 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2450
processor, 16GB DRAM, and a 56Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-
3 IB RNIC. These machines are interconnected with 56Gbps
Mellanox SX6036G switches.
Comparison. We compare FUSEE with two state-of-the-
art KV stores on DM, i.e., pDPM-Direct and Clover [60].
pDPM-Direct stores and manages the KV index and mem-
ory space on the clients. It uses a distributed consensus pro-
tocol to ensure metadata consistency and locks to resolve
data access conflicts. We extend the open-source version of
pDPM-Direct to support string keys for fair comparison in
our evaluation. Clover is a semi-disaggregated KV store that
adopts monolithic servers to manage memory spaces and
a hash index. All UPDATE and INSERT requests have to go
through the metadata server, requiring additional compute
power. For both pDPM-Direct and Clover, client-side caches
are enabled following their default settings. To show the effec-
tiveness of SNAPSHOT and the adaptive index cache, we im-
plement FUSEE-CR and FUSEE-NC, two alternative versions
of FUSEE. FUSEE-CR replicates index modifications by se-
quentially CASing all replicas to enforce sequential accesses.
FUSEE-NC is the version of FUSEE without a client-side
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Figure 10: The CDFs of different KV request latency under the microbenchmark.
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Figure 11: The throughputs of mi-
crobenchmark.
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Figure 12: The throughput of
FUSEE under different KV sizes.

cache. For all these methods, we evaluate their throughput
and latency with both micro and YCSB [15] benchmarks.

Since the open-source version of Clover and pDPM-Direct
only support one index replica, we compare FUSEE with
these two approaches with a single index replica and two data
replicas in the microbenchmark (Section 6.2) and YCSB per-
formance (Section 6.3) evaluations. When evaluating FUSEE
with a single index replica, the embedded log is constructed,
but the commit of the log is skipped since committing the
log is used to ensure the consistency of multiple index repli-
cas. The performance of FUSEE with multiple replicas is
evaluated in the fault-tolerance evaluation (Section 6.4).

6.2 Microbenchmark Performance
We use microbenchmarks to evaluate the operation throughput
and latency of the three approaches. For FUSEE and pDPM-
Direct, we use 16 CNs and 2 MNs. For Clover, we use 17 CNs
and 2 MNs because it needs an additional metadata server,
consuming 8 more CPU cores and an additional RNIC. We
do not use multiple metadata servers for Clover because the
current open-source implementation of Clover only supports a
single metadata server. We run 128 client processes on the 16
CNs, where each CN holds 8 clients. The DELETE of Clover
is not tested because Clover does not support it.

Latency. To evaluate the latency of KV requests, we use
a single client to iteratively execute each operation 10,000
times. Figure 10 shows the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of the request latency. FUSEE performs the best on
INSERT and UPDATE, since the SNAPSHOT replication pro-
tocol has bounded RTTs. FUSEE has a little higher SEARCH
latency than Clover since FUSEE reads the hash index and the
KV pair in a single RTT, which is slower than only reading
the KV pair in Clover. FUSEE has slightly higher DELETE
latency than pDPM-Direct because FUSEE writes a log entry
and reads the hash index in a single RTT, which is slower than
just reading the hash index in pDPM-Direct.

Throughput. Figure 11 shows the throughput of the three

approaches. The throughput of pDPM-Direct is limited by its
remote lock, which causes extensive lock contention as the
number of clients grows. For Clover, even though it consumes
more hardware resources, i.e., 8 additional CPU cores and
an RNIC, the scalability is still lower than FUSEE. This is
because the CPU processing power of the metadata server
bottlenecks its throughput. On the contrary, FUSEE improves
the overall throughput by eliminating the computation bottle-
neck of the metadata server and efficiently resolving conflicts
with the SNAPSHOT replication protocol.

6.3 YCSB Performance
For YCSB benchmarks [15], we generate 100,000 keys with
the Zipfian distribution (θ = 0.99). We use 1024-byte KV
pairs, which is representative of real-world workloads [9, 15,
17]. The hardware setup is the same as microbenchmarks.

YCSB Throughput. Figure 13 shows the throughput of
three approaches with different numbers of clients. Clover per-
forms the best under a small number of clients since adopting
the metadata server simplifies KV operations. Compared with
Clover, pDPM-Direct and FUSEE require more RDMA oper-
ations to resolve index modification conflicts. As the number
of clients grows, the throughput of Clover and pDPM-Direct
does not increase because the throughput is bottlenecked
by the metadata server and the lock contention, respectively.
Compared with Clover, FUSEE scales better with the growing
number of clients while consuming fewer resources. Com-
pared with pDPM-Direct, FUSEE improves the throughput by
avoiding lock contention. When the number of clients reaches
128, the throughput of FUSEE is 4.9× and 117× higher than
Clover and pDPM-Direct, respectively.

Figure 14 shows the throughput of the three approaches
with a write-intensive workload (YCSB-A) and a read-
intensive workload (YCSB-C) when varying numbers of MNs
from 2 to 5 using 128 clients. The throughput of pDPM-Direct
and Clover does not increase due to being limited by lock con-
tention and the limited compute power of the metadata server,
respectively. As for FUSEE, the throughput improves as the
number of memory nodes increases from 2 to 3. There is no
further throughput improvement because the total throughput
is limited by the number of compute nodes.

Figure 12 shows the throughput of FUSEE under smaller
KV sizes. Since the throughput of FUSEE is limited by the
bandwidth of MN-side RNICs, the YCSB-C throughput of
FUSEE increases by 44.1% and 55.9% with 512B and 256B
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Figure 13: The scalability of FUSEE under different YCSB workloads.
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Figure 14: The throughput with different numbers of MNs.
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Figure 15: Throughput under dif-
ferent SEARCH-UPDATE ratios.
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ferent adaptive cache thresholds.

KV pairs, respectively. The performance of FUSEE is not
affected by the dataset size because the performance depends
only on the number of RTTs of KV requests, which is deter-
ministic as presented in Section 4.

Read-write performance. Figure 15 shows the throughput
of the three approaches under different SEARCH-UPDATE ratios.
As the portion of UPDATE grows, the throughput of all three
methods decreases because UPDATE requests involve more
RTTs. However, FUSEE exhibits the best throughput due to
eliminating the computation bottleneck of metadata servers.

Adaptive index cache performance. Figure 16 shows the
YCSB-A throughput of FUSEE with different adaptive index
cache thresholds. The throughput of FUSEE decreases with
the increasing thresholds because more bandwidth is wasted
on fetching invalidated KV pairs with a high threshold.

Two-level memory allocation performance. To show the
effectiveness of the two-level memory allocation scheme,
we compare FUSEE with an MN-centric memory allocation
scheme, as shown in Figure 17. The YCSB-A throughput
drops 90.9% due to the limited compute power on MNs, while
the YCSB-C throughput remains the same since no memory
allocation is involved in the read-only setting.

6.4 Fault Tolerance & Elasticity
SNAPSHOT Replication Protocol. Figure 19 shows the me-
dian latency of FUSEE, FUSEE-NC, and FUSEE-CR with
different replication factors under microbenchmarks. We set
both the numbers of index replicas and data replicas to r
where r is the replication factor. The latency of FUSEE-
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Figure 17: The throughput of dif-
ferent memory allocation methods.
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der different replication factors.

CR on INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE grows linearly as the
replication factor because it modifies index replicas sequen-
tially, and the number of RTTs equals the replication factor.
Differently, the latency of FUSEE grows slightly with the
replication factor because SNAPSHOT has a bounded num-
ber of RTTs. For SEARCH requests, FUSEE and FUSEE-CR
have comparable latency since they execute SEARCH simi-
larly. Compared with FUSEE-NC, FUSEE has lower latency
for UPDATE, DELETE, and SEARCH due to fewer RTTs. The
INSERT latency is slightly higher than that of FUSEE-NC
because FUSEE spends additional time to maintain the lo-
cal cache. Figure 18 shows the throughput of FUSEE under
different replication factors. For YCSB-A and YCSB-B, the
throughput drops as the replication factor grows. The YCSB-
D throughput slightly drops from 8.8 Mops to 8.6 Mops due to
the read-intensive nature of YCSB-D. The YCSB-C through-
put remains the same due to no index modifications.

Search under Crashed MNs. FUSEE allows SEARCH re-
quests to continue when MNs crash under read-intensive
workloads. Figure 20 shows the throughput of 9 seconds
of execution, where memory node 1 crashes at the 5th second.
The overall throughput drops to half of the peak throughput
because all data accesses come to one MN. The throughput is
then limited by the network bandwidth of a single RNIC.

Recover from Crashed Clients. To evaluate the efficiency
of a client recovering from failures, we crash and recover a
client after UPDATE 1,000 times. As shown in Table 1, FUSEE
takes 177 milliseconds to recover from a client failure. The
memory registration and connection re-establishment account
for 92% of the total recovery time. The log traversal and KV
request recovery only account for 4% of the recovery time,
which implies the affordable overhead of log traversal.

Elasticity. FUSEE supports dynamically adding and shrink-
ing clients. We show the elasticity of FUSEE by dynamically
adding and removing 16 clients when running the YCSB-C
workload. As shown in Figure 21, the throughput increases
when the number of clients increases from 16 to 32 and re-
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Figure 19: Median operation latency of FUSEE, FUSEE-NC and FUSEE-CR under different replication factors.
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Table 1: Client recovery time breakdown.

Step Time (ms) Percentage

Recover connection & MR 163.1 92.1%
Get Metadata 0.3 0.2%
Traverse Log 3.5 2.0%
Recover KV Requests 3.5 2.0%
Construct Free List 6.6 3.7%

Total 177.0 100%

sumes to the previous level after removing 16 clients.

7 Related Work
Disaggregated Memory. Existing approaches can be clas-
sified into software-based, hardware-based, and co-design-
based memory disaggregation. Software-based approaches
hide the DM abstraction by modifying operating systems [3,
23,47,55,61], virtual machine monitors [41], or runtimes [54,
63]. Hardware-based ones design memory buses [14, 40] to
enable efficient remote memory access. Co-design-based ap-
proaches co-design software and hardware [8, 25, 38, 65] to
gain better application throughput and latency on DM. The
design of FUSEE is agnostic to the low-level implementations
of all these DM approaches.
Disaggregated Memory Management. MIND [38] and
Clio [25] are the two state-of-the-art memory management
approaches on DM. But they both rely on special hardware to
manage memory spaces. The two-level memory management
of FUSEE resembles the hierarchical memory management of
The Machine [21, 34]. The difference is that FUSEE focuses
on fine-grained KV allocation with commodity RNICs, while
The Machine relies on special SoCs and directly manages
physical memory devices.
Memory-disaggregated KV stores. Clover [60] and Di-
nomo [37] are the most related memory-disaggregated KV
stores. Compared with Clover [60], FUSEE brings disaggre-

gation to metadata management and gains better resource
efficiency and scalability. Finally, Dinomo [37] is a fully-
disaggregated KV store that was developed concurrently with
our system. Dinomo proposes ownership partitioning to re-
duce coordination overheads of managing disaggregated meta-
data. However, it assumes that the disaggregated memory
pool is fault-tolerant, and hence its design does not con-
sider MN failures. In contrast, FUSEE addresses the chal-
lenges of handling MN failures with the SNAPSHOT repli-
cation protocol. There are many related RDMA-based KV
stores [18, 28, 30, 31, 45, 48, 51, 57, 60, 66–68]. They are infea-
sible on DM since they rely on server-side CPUs to execute
KV requests. Besides, there are emerging approaches that use
SmartNICs to construct KV stores [39, 52]. FUSEE can also
benefit from the additional compute power by offloading the
memory management to SmartNICs.
Replication. Both traditional [2, 22, 36, 43, 46, 50, 59, 62] and
RDMA-based [33, 58, 72] replication protocols are designed
to ensure data durability. However, all these approaches are
server-centric replication protocols designed for monolithic
servers. Differently, SNAPSHOT is a client-centric replication
protocol designed for the DM architecture and achieves high
scalability with collaborative conflict resolution.

8 Conclusion
This paper proposes FUSEE, a fully memory-disaggregated
KV store, that achieves both resource efficiency and high per-
formance by disaggregating metadata management. FUSEE
adopts a client-centric replication protocol, a two-level mem-
ory management scheme, and an embedded log scheme to
attack the challenges of weak MN-side compute power and
complex failure situations on DM. Experimental results show
that FUSEE outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches by
up to 4.5× with less resource consumption.
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Abstract
Disaggregated memory systems separate monolithic servers

into different components, including compute and memory

nodes, to enjoy the benefits of high resource utilization, flexi-

ble hardware scalability, and efficient data sharing. By exploit-

ing the high-performance RDMA (Remote Direct Memory

Access), the compute nodes directly access the remote mem-

ory pool without involving remote CPUs. Hence, the ordered

key-value (KV) stores (e.g., B-trees and learned indexes) keep

all data sorted to provide rang query service via the high-

performance network. However, existing ordered KVs fail to

work well on the disaggregated memory systems, due to either

consuming multiple network roundtrips to search the remote

data or heavily relying on the memory nodes equipped with in-

sufficient computing resources to process data modifications.

In this paper, we propose a scalable RDMA-oriented KV store

with learned indexes, called ROLEX, to coalesce the ordered

KV store in the disaggregated systems for efficient data stor-

age and retrieval. ROLEX leverages a retraining-decoupled

learned index scheme to dissociate the model retraining from

data modification operations via adding a bias and some data-

movement constraints to learned models. Based on the opera-

tion decoupling, data modifications are directly executed in

compute nodes via one-sided RDMA verbs with high scala-

bility. The model retraining is hence removed from the crit-

ical path of data modification and asynchronously executed

in memory nodes by using dedicated computing resources.

Our experimental results on YCSB and real-world workloads

demonstrate that ROLEX achieves competitive performance

on the static workloads, as well as significantly improving

the performance on dynamic workloads by up to 2.2× than

state-of-the-art schemes on the disaggregated memory sys-

tems. We have released the open-source codes for public use

in GitHub.

1 Introduction

Recent disaggregated memory systems separate memory, stor-

age, and computing resources into independent pools [16, 34,

42] for high resource utilization, flexible hardware scalability,

and efficient data sharing, which become prevalent in many

datacenters and clouds [2, 3, 8]. The disaggregated system

adopts the RDMA-capable networks for communications due

to the salient features, such as high throughput (40-400 Gbps),

low latency (a few microseconds), and remote CPU/kernel

bypassing [12, 41, 51], which are widely supported by Infini-

Band, RoCE, and OmniPath [16, 29, 36, 41, 49].

The disaggregated memory systems become important in-

frastructures [1, 17, 32, 34, 39, 40, 42] for various applications,

including databases [27, 40] and in-memory key-value (KV)

stores [12, 39, 44, 53]. Among them, tree-based and learned

indexes are two widely used structures for the ordered key-

value stores, which provide efficient range query performance

via identifying items in a given range [7, 24]. In the disaggre-

gated memory systems, the machines in compute and memory

pools are respectively termed as compute and memory nodes,

which are specialized for computing and storage purposes.

Deploying tree-based structures in the disaggregated mem-

ory system becomes inefficient, since the inner nodes con-

sume much memory space and fail to be fully cached, thus

resulting in multiple network roundtrips for traversing the en-

tire tree. Various index caching schemes [31, 43, 52] propose

to alleviate the network penalty via locally caching partial

data, which however still suffer from unavoidable capacity

misses due to the rapid growth of data.

Unlike them, XStore [44] proposes to cache the learned

indexes for remote data accessing, since the learned models

consume less memory footprints than tree-based structures

by up to several orders of magnitude [14,24]. By locally hold-

ing the whole learned index structure, a one-sided RDMA

READ is sufficient for compute nodes to fetch remote data

in the context of static (i.e., read-only) workloads. However,

the design goal of XStore is not to exploit the strengths of

disaggregated memory systems. Instead, XStore relies on the

monolithic servers to process dynamic (i.e., read-write and

write-intensive) workloads. Inspired by XStore, we adopt the

similar idea and construct XStore-D on the diaggregated mem-

ory systems, rather than conventional monolithic context, by
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transferring data modification requests to memory nodes via

RPCs. We observe that in fact XStore-D becomes inefficient

to handle intensive modification requests, since the computing

resources in the memory nodes are insufficient to meet the

intensive computation requirements [39, 53]. As a result, new

models fail to be retrained in time and the stale models expand

to a large prediction range to search dynamic workloads. The

compute nodes have to consume more network roundtrips on

determining the exact positions, since the positions dynami-

cally change for data modifications. To avoid the penalty of

large expansion, XStore-D transfers the subsequent requests

to memory nodes until new models are retrained, which fur-

ther increases the computing burden upon memory nodes. It is

non-trivial to coalesce ordered KV stores in the disaggregated

memory systems due to the following challenges.

1) Limited computing resources on memory nodes. Ex-

isting ordered KV stores rely on the monolithic servers to

process write-intensive modifications [23, 44]. However, the

memory nodes in the disaggregated systems contain limited

computation capability and fail to meet the requirements of

computing-intensive operations, e.g., modifying the large B-

tree and frequently retraining models. The CPU access bot-

tleneck on the memory nodes decreases the overall system

performance. Moreover, simply adding more CPUs to the

memory pool for data processing decreases the scalability of

the disaggregated memory systems, since the memory and

computing resources fail to be independently scaled out [52].

2) Overloaded bandwidth for data transferring. Offload-

ing data modifications to the compute nodes meets the com-

puting requirements, which however rapidly fills up the entire

bandwidth due to transferring massive data. Specifically, the

compute nodes consume a large amount of network bandwidth

to balance tree-based structures [7,30], e.g., multi-level nodes

splitting and merging, as well as fetching a large amount of

data to retrain models for the learned indexes [10, 14, 37].

The network bandwidth becomes insufficient to enable high

performance for various data requests.

3) Inconsistency issue among different nodes. Guaran-

teeing data consistency among different nodes during mod-

ification is essential to prevent data loss. However, the in-

consistent states occur when different compute nodes fail to

atomically complete the data and model modification oper-

ations, e.g., multiple compute nodes compete for the same

space to insert data and the local cache becomes stale when

the models are updated. The main reason is that the atomic

granularity of an RDMA operation is 8B, which is much

smaller than the size of each index operation. The compute

nodes require multiple network roundtrips to guarantee data

consistency, incurring high overheads for consistency.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose a

scalable RDMA-oriented key-value store using learned in-

dexes, called ROLEX, for the disaggregated memory systems,

which processes data requests on the compute nodes via one-

side RDMA operations. The context of “scalable” means that

ROLEX efficiently supports dynamic workloads and scales

out to multiple disaggregated nodes. Although ROLEX adopts

the similar idea with XStore on the static (i.e., read-only) oper-

ations, ROLEX is completely different with XStore in terms

of the application scope, dynamic (i.e., data modification)

operations, and the index structure on memory nodes. Specif-

ically, ROLEX aims to efficiently support both static and

dynamic workloads in the disaggregated memory systems.

Unlike XStore, ROLEX does not maintain a B-tree on mem-

ory nodes to process modifications. Instead, ROLEX directly

stores the sorted data in the assigned leaves (i.e., data arrays)

on memory nodes. By judiciously decoupling the index op-

erations and moving the retraining phase out of the critical

path, the compute nodes efficiently modify the remote data

via one-sided RDMA operations. When there are insufficient

slots, ROLEX leverages a leaf-atomic shift scheme to atomi-

cally allocate a new leaf for accommodating more data. By

using the retraining-decoupled index structure, ROLEX asyn-

chronously retrains model in the memory pool when there are

sufficient computing resources. The compute nodes identify

new models through a shadow redirection scheme and syn-

chronize the retrained models from remote nodes during the

next reading. It is worth noting that the memory node gen-

erally includes dedicated computing resources provided by

FPGA or ARM cores to offload low-computing requirement

operations [17] (e.g., infrequent retraining in ROLEX), rather

than all index operations.

We implement a prototype of ROLEX1 and evaluate the

performance via widely-used YCSB [47], two real-world,

and two synthetic workloads. Our experimental results show

that ROLEX achieves competitive performance with XStore-

D [44] on static workloads, and outperforms state-of-the-art

RDMA-based ordered KV stores by up to 2.2× on dynamic

workloads. In summary, we have the following contributions:

• Scalable ordered KV store for disaggregated memory
systems. We propose ROLEX to directly process data requests

on the compute nodes via one-sided RDMA operations, which

efficiently explores and exploits the hardware benefits of the

disaggregated memory systems, as well as avoiding the com-

puting resources bottleneck in the memory pool.

• Retraining-decoupled learned indexes for one-sided
RDMA execution. We decouple the insertion and retraining

operations for the learned indexes, and enable compute nodes

to directly insert data without waiting for the model retraining.

Non-retrained models are able to index newly inserted data

using the proposed data-movement constraints.

• Atomic remote space allocation. When there are in-

sufficient slots, the compute nodes leverage a leaf-atomic

shift scheme to atomically allocate data arrays in the memory

pool for accommodating new data. In ROLEX, no collisions

occur among different machines due to the atomic metadata

management.

1The source code is available at https://github.com/iotlpf/ROLEX.
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(a) Read on static workloads. (b) Write different numbers of data. (c) The throughput of various read/write ratios.

Figure 1: The system performance for different schemes. (a) Read and (b) write throughputs with different numbers of data,
using 1 CPU core on memory nodes. (c) Normalized throughput with respect to EMT-D for hybrid read/write workloads.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Disaggregated Memory Systems
The disaggregated memory systems breaks monolithic servers

into independent network-attached components, which meets

various application requirements via independently scaling

out the hardware resources. Different nodes communicate

with each other via Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)

NICs, such as InfiniBand, RoCE, and OmniPath. The sig-

nificant feature over the traditional network is that RDMA

enables the compute nodes to directly access the memory

nodes without involving remote CPUs via one-sided verbs,

including RDMA READ, WRITE, and ATOMIC operations (e.g.,

compare-and-swap (CAS) and fetch-and-add (FAA)). It is worth

noting that the granularity of the ATOMIC operation is 8B, and

multiple READ and WRITE operations are completed via the

doorbell batching [44] to reduce the network latency. More-

over, even though there are no powerful CPUs in the memory

pool, each memory node generally includes dedicated com-

puting resources provided by FPGA or ARM cores in NICs

that are used for operation offloading [17], which efficiently

supports the operation decoupling in ROLEX.

2.2 Network-Attached Ordered KV Store
This paper mainly focuses on the network-attached ordered

key-value stores, including tree-based and learned indexes,

which keep all data sorted and meet range query requirements.

Tree-based Structures. Tree-based structures [7, 20, 30]

(e.g., B+-tree) store data in the leaf nodes and construct multi-

level inner nodes to search the leaves. However, the tree-based

structures become inefficient to leverage one-sided RDMA

for accessing remote data [44], since the local machine fails

to cache the whole index structure and has to consume mul-

tiple RTTs (i.e., the network roundtrip time) for searching

the inner nodes. Recent designs [31, 43, 52] cache top-level

nodes on compute nodes to access the remote data. Among

them, FG [52] designs a fine-grained B-link tree for the dis-

aggregated systems, which distributes tree nodes across mem-

ory nodes and modifies trees with RDMA-based locks. Sher-

man [43] combines RDMA-friendly hardware and software

features to deliver high write performance on the remote B-

link tree, which optimizes the locking phase by constructing

global locks on the on-chip memory of RDMA NICs. How-

ever, tree-based schemes inevitably incur multiple RTTs for

retrieving inner nodes when the data overflow the limited

local cache.

Learned Indexes. Learned indexes show significant ad-

vantages over tree-based structures in terms of searching

speed and memory consumption, due to the easy-to-use and

small-sized learned models. Specifically, the learned indexes

view the process of searching data as a regression model,

which record the positions of all data by approximating

the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the sorted

keys [10, 14, 15, 24, 37]. The learned models achieve 2-4

orders of magnitude space savings than the inner nodes of the

tree-based structures [14], which enables the local machine

to cache the whole index structures and avoids the penalty of

multiple RTTs to determine the remote data positions.

XStore proposes a hybrid index structure, i.e., maintain-

ing a B-tree to process modifications and locally caching the

learned indexes for remote data accessing. XStore [44] deliv-

ers high search performance due to only requiring one RTT

to access the static workloads. For the dynamic workloads,

XStore handles the data modification requests by modifying

the B-tree on the memory nodes. At the same time, XStore

expands the stale models to large prediction ranges to en-

sure that the newly inserted data are contained. However,

such design becomes inefficient on the disaggregated memory

systems, since the memory nodes have limited computing

resources and fail to efficiently handle the intensive modifica-

tion requests. The new models fail to be retrained in time and

the stale models cause too low accuracy to search the remote

data in one RTT due to the model expansion. As a result, the

local cache becomes invalid and the subsequent data requests

are transferred to the memory nodes via classic RPCs. The

overall performance significantly decreases due to the limited

computing resources of memory nodes.

2.3 Performance Analysis

We evaluate and analyze the performance of existing network-

attached KV stores in the disaggregated memory system.

Among them, FG [52] and Sherman [43] design RDMA-
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enabled B-link trees, enabling compute nodes to modify B-

link trees via one-sided RDMA verbs. Moreover, we also

equip the memory nodes with limited computing resources

to analyze why RPC-based KV stores are inefficient for the

disaggregated memory system, i.e., adopting the similar ideas

of EMT-D (i.e., the Masstree [30] based on eRPC [23]) and

XStore-D [44] on the computation-constrained memory nodes

for evaluations.

Learned indexes outperforms tree-based structures on
large-scale static workloads. Figure 1a shows the search

throughput on static workloads. As the datasets constantly

increase, XStore-D shows higher throughput than tree-based

structures, since the compute nodes cache the whole learned

index structure, rather than caching partial inner nodes for

tree-based structures, avoiding multiple RTTs to determine

the data positions. XStore-D obtains remote data within one

RTT according to the prediction results of the learned models,

while other schemes fail.

Index cache becomes invalid on dynamic workloads. Fig-

ures 1b shows the throughput on write-intensive workloads.

We observe that XStore-D delivers lower performance than

Sherman, since XStore-D sends requests to memory nodes

via eRPC and relies on the limited computing resources of

memory nodes to process modifications. The local cache

of XStore-D is not fully exploited and becomes invalid dur-

ing the modification phase, while Sherman delivers higher

throughput via one-sided RDMA. However, the performance

of Sherman decreases when storing a large amount of data,

since the increased inner nodes overflow the local cache.

Disaggregated system requires efficient one-sided RDMA
operations. Figure 1c shows the throughputs of different

schemes with respect to EMT-D when configuring various

read/write ratios. FG and Sherman show significant advan-

tages over EMT-D, since all index operations are completed

via one-sided RDMA. The performance of XStore-D signif-

icantly deceases when configuring large write ratios, due to

failing to handle writes via one-sided RDMA operations.

3 ROLEX Design
3.1 Overview
We present a scalable RDMA-oriented key-value store using
learned indexes (ROLEX) for the disaggregated memory sys-

tems. Unlike existing schemes, ROLEX does not maintain a

B-tree on the memory nodes to process data requests. Instead,

ROLEX constructs the retraining-decoupled learned indexes

on the stored data and processes data requests on compute

nodes via the one-sided RDMA operations. The challenges

are how to efficiently avoid the collisions of various index

operations in different compute nodes, as well as enabling all

compute nodes to correctly identify the modified data with

low consistency overheads. Our main insights are to execute

index operations with atomic designs, and asynchronously

retrain models by decoupling the insertion and retraining
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operations with consistency guarantees.

Figure 2 shows the overview of ROLEX. In the memory

pool, ROLEX stores all data into fixed-size leaves (i.e., arrays)

and constructs a retraining-decoupled learned index based on

these data, as shown in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. To process

dynamic workloads, the compute nodes directly modify the

remote leaves without retraining models, since we decouple

the insertion and retraining operations. By adding a bias and

some data-movement constraints, the non-retrained models

have the ability to correctly identify all data even after in-

serting new data. To construct sufficient data leaves for the

new data with one-sided RDMA, we present a leaf-atomic
shift scheme in Section 3.4, which also keeps all data sorted

for range queries and avoids the collisions among different

compute nodes. The stale models need to be retrained for high

accuracy when a large amount of data are modified. Although

the compute nodes have sufficient computing resources for

retaining, obtaining all the pending retraining data from mem-

ory nodes consumes much network bandwidth. Instead, we

observe that the retraining overheads mainly come from data

merging and resorting, while the complexity of the training

algorithm is only O(N). Hence, the limited computing re-

sources on memory nodes are sufficient to retrain the models,

especially after we have offloaded most index operations to

the compute nodes and moved the retraining phase out of

the critical path. With the aid of leaf tables, ROLEX asyn-
chronously retrains models in-place on the memory nodes,

as shown in Section 3.5. After retraining, ROLEX updates

the models in the memory pool using the shadow redirec-
tion scheme, while the compute nodes won’t synchronize the

retrained models until the next reading.

3.2 Retraining-decoupled Learned Indexes
The challenges of coalescing the learned indexes on dynamic

workloads come from the high overheads of keeping all data

sorted and avoiding data loss from the learned models during

insertion. The reason of data loss is that the models record

the positions of the trained data after training, while failing to

find the new positions after inserting many new data unless

retraining. As shown in Figure 3, the red line represents a

linear regression model that is trained on the black points (i.e.,

the trained data). All data are found in the prediction range,
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[pred − ε, pred + ε] (i.e., the blue block), as long as the data

are not moved out of this range, where ε is the predefined

maximum model error. When some new data are inserted,

point a moves backward to a′, which is out of the prediction

range. To record the new positions, the models are retrained

via step-by-step operations, including resorting data, retrain-

ing models, and synchronizing models to all compute nodes.

The system is blocked until the retraining and synchronization

are completed, thus incurring a long latency and decreasing

the overall system performance.

In fact, we observe that the learned indexes don’t require

frequent retraining as long as the non-retrained models can

find all data. This observation offers an opportunity to address

the dilemma in coalescing the learned indexes in the disag-

gregated memory systems, i.e., new data are written to the

memory pool without waiting for retraining. To achieve this

design goal, we modify the training algorithm and add some

constraints to help the non-retrained models always find all

data without retraining.

Training Algorithm. Leveraging multiple linear regression

models is a common way to learn the data distribution due to

the efficiency of training and memory savings [10, 14, 15, 24].

We use an improved OptimalPLR algorithm to train the piece-

wise linear regression (PLR) models, since OptimalPLR al-

gorithm [46] has been proved to have the minimal number

of PLR models while incurring small time and space com-

plexity (O(N)). The key idea of OptimalPLR is to construct

multiple optimal parallelograms with 2ε width on the trained

data, where the optimal parallelogram is defined as a paral-

lelogram of 2ε width in the vertical direction such that no

trained data are placed outside of the parallelogram, as the

blue blocks shown in Figure 3. We thus obtain the linear

regression model that intersects the two vertical sides and

bisects the parallelogram.

ε >= max| f (Xi)−Yi| ∀i ∈ (0,N)

Prange = [ f (Xi)− ε−δ, f (Xi)+ ε+δ]
(1)

To ensure that the trained models find all data even after

insertions, we improve the OptimalPLR algorithm by adding

a bias (represented as δ) to the prediction calculation, as well

as adding some constraints on the data movements. As shown

in Equation 1, the optimal parallelogram is determined by

guaranteeing that the distances between the predicted ( f (Xi))
and true (Yi) positions of all data are not larger than the prede-

fined maximum model error (ε), while the prediction range

(Prange) is calculated by adding an extra δ. Hence, the area

covered by the prediction ranges of all data is larger than the

determined optimal parallelogram, i.e., we extend the blue

block to the yellow one, as shown in Figure 3. In this case,

the models don’t require retraining as long as the data move

no more than δ positions, since the δ data movements won’t

exceed the prediction range.

Data-movement constraints. Simply adding a bias to the

prediction calculation is insufficient to achieve the design
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goal of operation decoupling, since the data move more than

δ positions when inserting/deleting a large amount of data. To

further address these issues, we add some constraints on the

data movements.

• Moving data within fixed-size leaves. We store the data

into fixed-size arrays (termed as leaves) in the training phase,

and each leaf contains at most δ data. All data are only allowed

to be moved within their assigned leaves. In this case, we

identify all data via existing trained models since no data

move out of Prange calculated from Equation 1. Furthermore,

we transfer the position prediction to the leaf prediction, i.e.,

the learned models provide a range of leaves that may contain

the queried data via Equation 2. Due to not moving out of the

assigned leaves, no data are lost. In the disaggregated memory

systems, the leaves in Lrange are easily obtained via one-sided

RDMA verbs.

Lrange = [
f (Xi)− ε

δ
,

f (Xi)+ ε
δ

] ∀i ∈ (0,N) (2)

• Synonym-leaf sharing. We allocate a new leaf (nl) to

accommodate more data when a leaf (l) has insufficient slots,

where nl shares the same positions (i.e., the labels used for

training) with l. We define nl as a synonym leaf of l, which is

linked via a pointer. The data of synonym leaves move within

each other to facilitate data sorting. Since nl doesn’t change

the positions recorded by models, the learned indexes still

calculate Lrange via Equation 2. Moreover, we need to search

the synonym leaves referred by Lrange, since the data may

locate in the predicted and synonym leaves.

The non-retrained models have the ability to find all data

without retraining, since no data move out of the predicted

leaves. We hence decouple the insertion and retraining opera-

tions for the learned indexes.

3.3 ROLEX Structure

To exploit the hardware benefits of the disaggregated memory

systems, ROLEX stores data on the memory nodes while pro-

cessing requests on the compute nodes, as shown in Figure 2.

Memory pool stores data. Driven by the operation de-

coupling, we store all data into fixed-size leaves and train

a learned index on these data using our improved training

algorithm. All leaves are stored in a continuous area (termed

as leaf region) allocated from an RDMA-registered memory

region. The structure of the leaf region is shown in Figure 2,
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where the first two 8B data are respectively used to indicate

the number of leaves that have been allocated (alloc_num)

and the total number that the leaf region can allocate. The re-

maining leaf region stores a large number of leaves, and each

leaf contains δ pairs of keys and values2. To allocate a new

leaf, we read alloc_num and write it back with (alloc_num+1)

via the atomic FAA. We store data into the leaf pointed by the

obtained alloc_num. The leaves are accessed via adding off-

sets to the start position of the leaf region. Moreover, the

fragmentation and garbage collection can be efficiently miti-

gated in ROLEX, since ROLEX allocates and reclaims space

via fixed-size leaves that are accessed via the atomic-size leaf

numbers.

We train multiple PLR models on the stored leaves and each

model consists of four parts, including the covered smallest

key, the model parameters, a leaf table (LT) and a synonym

leaf table (SLT), as shown in Figure 4. LT and SLT store the

leaf numbers (i.e., the alloc_num when being allocated) to

access leaves. It is worth noting that different models indepen-

dently record the data positions for training, which become

easy to be updated since no position dependency exists among

models. The obtained PLR models are indexed by training

upper models on the smallest keys, where the upper mod-

els don’t contain leaf tables. We repeat this procedure and

construct multi-level models like PGM-index [14] due to the

small space consumption, which are fully cached in the com-

pute nodes. Moreover, we store the models with pointers,

which efficiently support our shadow redirection scheme to

update models, as shown in Section 3.5.

Compute pool caches indexes. The memory pool is shared

across compute nodes, which supports the system scalabil-

ity. Specifically, the newly added compute nodes identify the

shared memory pool via the RNIC, which obtain the start-

ing addresses of the model and leaf regions. After reading

the learned models from the model region, the new compute

nodes efficiently access the remote data according to the pre-

diction range of the learned models, where the entry in the

prediction range contains the leaf region number and the leaf

number, thus indicating the locations of the required data in

the memory pool. ROLEX processes various data requests

(e.g., search, update, insert, and delete) on compute nodes

with one-sided RDMA operations.

2Similar to prior RDMA-based schemes [31, 43, 44], ROLEX stores 8B

values or 8B pointers for variable-length values.

3.4 One-sided Index Operations

Simply executing data modification operations on compute

nodes incurs two challenges, i.e., long latency of multiple

remote operations and inconsistency issues among different

machines. For example, on dynamic workloads, conflicts oc-

cur when different compute nodes write data at the same

address in the memory pool, and inconsistencies occur when

one node constructs new leaves while not notifying others.

The 8B-atomic RDMA verbs fail to guarantee the data consis-

tency among different machines, since the moved data during

insertion are larger than 8B. An intuitive solution is to modify

data leaves and LTs with locks, as well as broadcasting other

nodes to synchronize their indexes after modifications. How-

ever, other nodes could not access or insert data due to the

consistence requirement from the locks until the modification

completes, which blocks the systems for a long time.

To address these problems, we propose a leaf-atomic shift
scheme that provides consistence guarantees for concurrently

modifying data via compute nodes while requiring few remote

RDMA operations. The key insights are to atomically assign

the write regions in the shared memory pool for different

compute nodes, and enable each compute node to access data

via the stale index structure. Specifically, we first show the

structures of LT and SLT that are designed for the leaf-atomic

shift scheme, and then respectively elaborate how different

index operations coalesce with this scheme.

The structures of LT and SLT. We leverage the 8B

alloc_num in the leaf region to enable the lock-free leaf allo-

cations via FAA, as well as using 8B entries in LT to enable

the consistent leaf modifications. The structures of LT and

SLT are shown in Figure 4. The first slot in SLT is preserved

to indicate how many slots (slotuse) of SLT have been used,

which is modified when constructing new synonym leaves.

Other slots of LT and SLT store 8B entries, each of which con-

sists of a lock (1 bit), a leaf-region number (7 bits), a pointer

(8 bits) and a leaf number (48 bits). The lock is lightweight

and fine-grained due to only locking the current leaf rather

than all leaves under the model. We use the leaf-region and

leaf numbers to determine the leaves, while the pointer points

to an offset of SLT to link the synonym leaf. For example, as

shown in Figure 4, the pointer of leaf 0 points to 3, indicating

that leaf 0 has a synonym leaf stored in the 3rd position of

SLT, while this synonym leaf is stored in the 6th position in

the leaf region. The size of LT is determined in the training

phase, while the size of SLT is fixed to contain 28 slots. In

our design, each leaf region registers up to 248 leaves, while

a model is able to construct up to (28-1) synonym leaves.

It is worth noting that the max number of each field can be

adjusted by specifying the bits in the entry of LT.

Point query. For a given key, the compute node searches

remote data via the following steps: � Predict Lrange with the

local learned indexes according to Equation 2. � Translate

the leaf positions into physical addresses by looking up LT
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and SLT. As shown in Figure 4, we lookup the 1st-3rd entries

in LT when Lrange predicts [1,3], and further read the syn-

onym leaf number in the 6th slot of SLT when the 2nd entry

points to 6. The physical address (phy_addr) of a remote

leaf is calculated via Equation 3, i.e., multiply the leaf num-

ber (lnum) by the leaf size (lsize) and plus the address of the

first leaf in the leaf region (LRaddr). � Read leaves with door-

bell batching according to the physical addresses. � Search

the fetched leaves, and further read the value according to

the value pointer. ROLEX leverages the checksum-based

schemes like existing KV stores [12, 44, 45] to guarantee the

consistency of the read leaves.

The LT and SLT change when constructing new leaves in

the memory pool, which is identified by the compute nodes

when the first slot (i.e., slotuse) of SLT changes in the doorbell-

batch reading. The compute nodes synchronize remote LT

and SLT, and read the new leaves for data consistency.

phy_addr = lnum ∗ lsize +LRaddr (3)

Range query. A range query for [K,N] requires N items

starting from K. Apart from the leaves in Lrange, ROLEX

reads another (N/δ) adjacent leaves to ensure that at least N
items after K are fetched. Like point query, ROLEX reads all

required leaves via a doorbell batching.

Insert. ROLEX executes the insertion operation on com-

pute nodes via the following phases:

� Fetching. The compute node (represented as Cnode)

fetches the remote leaves like point query, without reading

synonym leaves in this phase, since the latest synonym leaves

will be fetched after acquiring the lock.

� Fine-grained locking. Cnode determines the leaf to be

inserted (represented as Linsert) according to the data order,

and locks Linsert by changing the lock bit of LT entry to 1 with

CAS. After locking, Cnode reads Linsert and its synonym leaves

to ensure that the data are up to date. The synonym leaves

share the same lock with the trained leaf to enable the atomic

lock. Even if Linsert and its synonym leaves are modified by

other compute nodes before being locked by Cnode, inserting

data into these leaves still keeps all data sorted, since the

data of Linsert are only allowed to move within Linsert and its

synonym leaves.

� Writing and unlocking. Cnode inserts data into the fetched

leaves according to the data order and unlock Linsert via CAS.

When the fetched leaves have insufficient empty slots,

Cnode constructs a new synonym leaf as shown in Figure 5.

Within one doorbell batching, Cnode fetches and increases

alloc_num of the leaf region and slotuse of SLT by 1 via

FAA. Furthermore, Cnode writes the new synonym leaf in the

memory pool according to the physical address calculated

by Equation 3, and inserts the alloc_num of the newly con-

structed synonym leaf into SLT at position slotuse. Cnode also

changes the pointer field of Linsert to the new leaf and unlocks

Linsert via CAS.

For optimizations, other threads of Cnode can leverage the

acquired lock to modify the same leaves, and the operations

of writing leaves and modifying leaf tables are completed in

one doorbell batching to improve the performance.

Update. Cnode fetches the remote leaves like point query.

When the given key is matched in one of the fetched leaves,

Cnode locks and re-reads the corresponding leaf to ensure

that the data are up to date. The compute node updates the

key-value item and unlocks the remote leaf.

Delete. To delete the data K, Cnode � fetches and � locks

the remote leaves like insertion operations, e.g., Cnode fetches

the leaf L1 and its synonym leaves L5−8. When K is identified

in one of the fetched leaves, e.g., L6, Cnode removes K in L6,

while other leaves are not modified. When L6 becomes empty

after deleting K, Cnode removes L6 by modifying the leaf table,

i.e., linking L5 to L7. �Cnode writes L6 to memory nodes

and unlocks the leaves. Moreover, the empty trained leaf L1

is not removed until next retaining to avoid the prediction

error, as shown in Section 3.5. Other compute nodes identify

the deleted leaf when observing that the data in the synonym

leaves are not sorted, which further synchronize the leaf tables

and read the remote data.

3.5 Asynchronous Retraining

The retraining overheads come from the data resorting and

retraining algorithms [37, 46]. An intuitive solution is to con-

duct retraining on compute nodes, which however consumes

a large amount of available network bandwidth for transfer-

ring the pending retraining data. Instead, we observe that

all data have been sorted by the leaf tables (i.e., LTs and

SLTs) during the runtime, and the OptimalPLR algorithm

has a low complexity (i.e., O(N)) [46] to train data, where N
represents the number of the training data. Hence, ROLEX

asynchronously retrains data in-place on the memory nodes to

achieve an efficient trade-off between the network consump-

tion and computing resource utilization. After offloading most

index operations to the compute nodes, our experimental re-

sults show that the limited computing resources (e.g., one

CPU core) on memory nodes are enough for retraining, as

shown in Section 4.5.

ROLEX maintains a circular queue (CirQ) to identify the

pending retraining models, and concurrently retrains models
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using the shadow redirection scheme without blocking the

systems. Specifically, the compute nodes insert the pointer of

a model at the end of CirQ when the model consumes 27 slots

of SLT. The memory nodes periodically check the head of

CirQ for retraining, which retrains models in the background

and constructs a new LT to merge the old LT and SLT, while

the compute nodes concurrently access the old models. Both

new and old models access the same data via their own leaf

tables. After retraining, the memory nodes replace the models

with consistency guarantees.

Consistency guarantee. Figure 6 shows the consistency

guarantee when the memory nodes concurrently retrain the

leaves L1−5, where L5 is a synonym leaf of L3. During retrain-

ing, the compute nodes concurrently modify the data, which

lead to inconcistency when the positions of the data are not

retrained by the new model, e.g., 1) constructing a new syn-

onym leaf L8 of L5 and 2) moving data within the synonym

leaves. ROLEX ensures the data consistency by redirecting

the non-retrained data into a new SLT for the new model.

1) ROLEX identifies the newly constructed leaf (e.g., L8)

by checking the leaf tables of both old and new models, where

the entry appearing in old LT or SLT but not appearing in the

new LT is identified as a non-retrained leaf. When replac-

ing the old model with the new one after retraining, ROLEX

locks the old model and inserts L8 to the new SLT, as well as

changing the model pointer to the new model before unlock-

ing, as shown in Figure 6. Hence, the new model correctly

identifies L8 by accessing the new leaf tables, and the com-

pute nodes correctly identify the new model by checking the

model pointer. Similarly, the removed leaves are identified by

checking both old and new leaf tables.

2) ROLEX identifies the new positions of the moved data

by checking the previous trained leaf. As shown in Figure 6,

before the retraining begins, we respectively represent the

leftmost and rightmost data in each leaf as Xl and Xr, e.g., X3l
represents the leftmost data of L3. During retraining, the old

model inserts the new item 15 in L3, and inserts the items

18 and 24 into the newly constructed synonym leaf L9. The

challenge is to ensure that the new model correctly identifies

the data modified by the old model, including the trained data

in the leaves (e.g., the data between X3l and X3r) and the new

data between two sorted leaves (e.g., the data between X3r and

X5l). According to Equation 2, the new model predicts the data

between X3l and X3r in L3 due to recording these data in L3

when the retraining begins. The new model correctly identifies

these modified data in the synonym leaves by checking the

new SLT. However, the inconsistent state occurs for the data

between X3r and X5l (e.g., 24), since the new model may

predict these data in L5 but overlook L3 and L9. To avoid such

error, ROLEX checks the previous leaf (i.e., L3) to correctly

identify the modified data.

ROLEX doesn’t need to resort or move any data for retrain-

ing, since all data have been sorted by the leaf tables during

the runtime. No data are lost during retraining, since all leaves
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Figure 6: The consistency guarantee of concurrent retraining.

are either retrained by the new model or being inserted into

the new SLT.

ROLEX inserts the new data in the synonym leaves, which

triggers retraining when the synonym leaves consume half of

(i.e., 27) the slots in the SLT. Before the retraining completes,

SLT still contains the space to create 27 more synonym leaves

to insert new keys. After retraining, the new models include

new SLTs to accommodate more data. In our experiments,

each leaf contains 16 slots and the model totally inserts 2,048

data before being retrained, while a model covers on aver-

age 1,465 trained data. Hence, a retraining is triggered when

inserting about 1× new data than the trained data, having a

low retraining frequency. The speed of retraining models is

much faster than that of filling all synonym leaves. Moreover,

ROLEX has a priority queue to identify and train the model

with almost full SLT to avoid the scenario where a model has

insufficient slots in SLT.

3.6 System Discussions

Scalability. ROLEX distributes large datasets across multiple

memory nodes by constructing multiple leaf regions. Specifi-

cally, 27 leaf regions form a group and each region contains at

most 248 leaves to store data. A leaf group hence contains 255

leaves and is sufficient to construct a large number of learned

models. By training data in the same group, the learned mod-

els become efficient to determine the location of a leaf via the

leaf-region (7 bits) and leaf numbers (48 bits) of the entry in

LT and SLT. Moreover, ROLEX constructs multiple groups

to scale across multiple memory nodes and becomes efficient

to accommodate a large amount of data.

Durability and fault tolerance. Existing disaggregated

memory systems enable the durability and fault tolerance in

different ways, such as the persistent memory [39,50], battery-

backup system [12], and logging writes [44], while achieving

efficient performance. All these solutions are orthogonal to

ROLEX for efficient durability and fault tolerance.

Emerging heterogeneous technology. ROLEX bene-

fits from the technology integrating emerging accelerators

and specialized hardware into the disaggregated memory

nodes [17], due to the sufficient computing resources. More-

over, the powerful network technology [32] incurs low net-

work penalty on remote data accessing. In this case, ROLEX

needs a fallback mechanism to avoid the lock contention

among many compute nodes, which is our future work.
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4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup

We run all experiments on a cluster with 3 compute nodes

and 3 memory nodes, and each server node is equipped with

two 26-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6320R CPUs @2.10Ghz,

188GB DRAM, and one 100Gb Mellanox ConnectX-5 IB

RNIC. The RNIC in each machine is connected with a

100Gbps IB switch. We limit the computing resources utiliza-

tion (i.e., 1 CPU core in our testbed) for the memory node,

which is reasonable due to the fact of the limited comput-

ing capability in the typical memory pools [17, 43]. During

the initialization, the memory pool registers memory with

huge pages to avoid the penalty of the page translation cache

misses. The registered memory consists of the model and leaf

regions to respectively maintain the learned models and data.

Existing RNIC hardware doesn’t support remote memory al-

location [53], and we hence pre-allocate memory for the leaf

region to support our proposed atomic-leaf shift scheme. All

compute nodes run with 24 threads by default.

Workloads: We use YCSB [47] with both uniform and Zip-

fian request distributions to evaluate the performance, which

contains 6 default workloads, including (A) update heavy

(50% updates), (B) read mostly (95% read), (C) read only,

(D) read latest (5% insert), (E) short ranges (95% range re-

quest), and (F) read-modify-write (50% modifications). Apart

from these workloads, we also evaluate the performance un-

der write-intensive requests with 2 real-world, and 2 synthetic

datasets [24]. Among them, Weblogs and DocID respectively

contains 200 and 16 million key-value pairs with different

data distributions. The two synthetic datasets contain 100 mil-

lion items, and respectively meet the normal and lognormal

data distributions. We configure all workloads with 8B keys

and pointers (i.e., refer to variable-length values) like existing

schemes [24, 44] for comprehensive evaluations.

Counterparts for Comparisons: We compare ROLEX

with four state-of-the-art distributed KV stores. Specifically,

FG [52] and Sherman [43] design RDMA-enabled B-link

trees for the disaggregated memory systems. We directly run

the source codes of Sherman. Since FG is not open-source,

we implement FG from scratch faithfully following the origi-

nal design principles, as well as caching the top-level nodes

on compute nodes for better performance. We also adopt the

similar ideas of EMT-D [23] and XStore-D [44] on the disag-

gregated systems, i.e., using the limited computing resources

of memory nodes to show the performance of RPC-based

schemes. EMT-D transfers all requests to memory nodes via

eRPC (RDMA-based RPC), while XStore-D accesses read-

only workloads via compute nodes and relies on memory

nodes to process write-intensive requests. We configure our

implemented ROLEX with 16 slots in each leaf, as well as

setting 16 as the maximum model error to train PLR models

for efficient system performance. We further leverage 1 CPU

core on the memory node and disable the garbage collection

Uniform

Zipfian

Figure 7: The throughputs on various YCSB workloads.

and durability functions for all counterparts to facilitate fair

comparisons.

4.2 Overall Performance in YCSB

Figure 7 shows the throughputs on various YCSB work-

loads with both Uniform and Zipfian distributions. In general,

ROLEX achieves competitive performance with XStore-D

on static workloads, while achieving higher throughput on

dynamic workloads due to not relying on remote CPUs.

Static workload (YCSB C). On the static workloads,

XStore-D and ROLEX efficiently read remote data via one

RDMA READ according to the prediction results of the learned

models, which achieve higher performance than FG and Sher-

man due to fewer RTTs caused by the local cache. EMT-D

achieves the lowest throughput, since the memory nodes have

insufficient computing resources to process the data requests.

ROLEX achieves higher performance than XStore-D due to

the high model accuracy. Specifically, ROLEX leverages the

OptimalPLR algorithm [46] to train models according to the

data distributions, which guarantees that all model errors are

smaller than the predefined threshold. However, XStore-D

leverages the recurve model index scheme [24] for training

and fails to adaptively train models according to the data dis-

tribution. Some model errors are large when failing to train

sufficient models, causing a large prediction range and lower

performance than ROLEX in the read-only workloads.

Read-write workloads (YCSB A, B, D, F). For data modi-

fications, both XStore-D and EMT-D transfer data requests to

the remote side and achieve low throughput, due to the limited

CPU cores on memory nodes. The performance of FG and

Sherman is limited by the local cache due to the large mem-

ory footprint of inner nodes. ROLEX achieves higher perfor-

mance than other schemes due to exploiting the learned local

cache with the efficient one-sided RDMA WRITE. Specifically,

ROLEX outperforms FG, Sherman, EMT-D, and XStore-D

by up to 2.1×, 1.7×, 2.8×, and 1.3× on workload A, since

ROLEX directly updates the remote data without involving

remote CPUs. For workload D, 5% insertions are mixed with

95% searches, and ROLEX improves the throughput by about
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(a) Write-only throughput. (b) Write-only latency. (c) Hybrid read/write throughput. (d) Hybrid read/write latency.

Figure 8: The performance with various read/write scenarios.

(a) Read throughput. (b) Write throughput.

Figure 9: The performance under various data distributions.

(a) Read throughput. (b) Write throughput.

Figure 10: Scalability with various CPUs on compute nodes.

1.5× over other schemes. The reason is that the caches of

other schemes become invalid during insertion, while ROLEX

leverages the stale cache to write data in synonym leaves. We

obtain the similar observations on workloads B and F.

Range-query workload (YCSB E). Workload E contains

95% range query and 5% insert requests. We observe that

ROLEX improves the performance by 67% over other

schemes, since all data are kept sorted in the synonym leaves

during insertion and the range queried data are fetched in a

doorbell batching by RDMA READ.

4.3 Performance in Various Scenarios

Apart from YCSB, we have the similar observations on other

representive workloads, including Weblogs, DocID, Normal,

and Lognormal. Figure 8 shows the performance of different

schemes in various scenarios.

Throughput with intensive writes. Figure 8a shows the

throughput of inserting different numbers of data. As we con-

stantly insert data, ROLEX achieves significant performance

improvements over other schemes. Specifically, ROLEX im-

proves the insert throughput by up to 2.1×, 1.8×, 4.5×, and

4.3× over FG, Sherman, EMT-D, and XStore-D. The main

reason is that the local cache is fully exploited by ROLEX

with one-sided RDMA operations, while the footprints of

inner nodes in tree-based schemes overflow the cache and

the remote CPUs limit the write performance of RPC-based

schemes. Moreover, we evaluate the latencies of the insert

operations for different schemes, and the results are shown in

Figure 8b. We observe that ROLEX incurs low latency since

the stale cache identifies the leaf to be inserted according to

the prediction results of the learned models. For the mono-

tonically increasing keys, ROLEX shows low performance

when multiple compute nodes contend for the same leaf lock,

which is alleviated by sharing the leaf lock among multiple

threads of the same compute node.

Performance with hybrid read-writes. Figures 8c and 8d

respectively show the throughput and latency under various

read/write ratios. The performance of EMT-D doesn’t de-

crease much with the increasing write ratios, since the remote

memory nodes suffer from the bottleneck of insufficient com-

puting resources and achieve low performance even under

intensive read requests. XStore-D achieves high performance

on read-heavy workloads, while significantly decreasing the

performance as the write ratio increases, because XStore-D

reads data with one-sided RDMA while transferring most data

requests to the remote side as the number of write requests

increases. ROLEX, FG, and Sherman achieve higher perfor-

mance than other schemes due to not being limited by the

remote CPUs. ROLEX improves the throughput by 2.2× and

1.7× over FG and Sherman, since the improvements mainly

come from the efficient learned local cache. FG and Sherman

have to spend multiple RTTs on retrieving the remote data

when the inner nodes overflow the limited local cache.

The latency of ROLEX is lower than that of RPC-based

schemes in the disaggregated memory systems, since the

latency of accessing remote data comes from the network

roundtrip and the index structure traversal. ROLEX traverses

the cached learned indexes via the compute nodes, while RPC-

based systems traverse the index structures via the memory

nodes. In the disaggregated memory systems, the compute

nodes have sufficient computing resources to support high

concurrent access, while however the memory nodes have

limited computing resources and fail to meet the requirements

for processing intensive index requests.

Performance with various data distributions. The data dis-

tributions impact the model accuracy of the learned indexes,

which decrease the performance when the learned models

deliver low accuracy. Figure 9 shows the throughput on var-

ious workloads with different data distributions, including
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(a) Read with synonym leaves. (b) Write different sized leaves. (c) Write multiple leaves.

PLR model

(d) The latency of training leaves.

Figure 11: In-depth Analysis. We evaluate the latency and network bandwidth consumption when reading/writing/training
different numbers of synonym leaves.

Weblogs, DocID, Normal, and Lognormal. We observe that

ROLEX achieves higher read performance than XStore-D.

The main reason is that the improved OptimalPLR algorithm

trains independent linear regression models with high accu-

racy according to the data distributions.

4.4 Scalability Performance
Figure 10 shows the throughput of various schemes with dif-

ferent numbers of cores on the compute nodes. We observe

that the performance of EMT-D doesn’t increase when config-

uring more cores on compute nodes, since the bottleneck of

EMT-D are the remote CPUs of memory nodes, rather than

the compute nodes. The throughputs of other schemes in-

crease with the number of cores on compute nodes, as shown

in Figure 10a, because FG, Sherman, XStore-D, and ROLEX

don’t rely on the remote CPUs to process the read requests.

However, the write performance of XStore-D fails to scale

out with the number of cores on compute nodes, as shown

in Figure 10b, since XStore-D quickly runs out the available

computing resources of the memory nodes. The read and

write performance of ROLEX increases with the increasing

number of cores on compute nodes, since different threads

don’t block each other.

If the disaggregated memory system is not assumed, in our

evaluation, EMT-D and XStore-D achieve higher performance

than other designs when configuring the memory nodes with

more than 20 CPU cores, since 20 CPU cores in memory

nodes meet the requirements of processing various index op-

erations. However, it is worth noting that our paper mainly

focuses on the disaggregated memory systems, which gener-

ally configure limited computing resources (i.e., much lower

than 20 CPU cores) on the memory nodes.

4.5 In-Depth Analysis
We conduct three optimizations in ROLEX, including op-

eration decoupling, one-sided indexing, and asynchronous

retraining, which efficiently support the system to obtain high

performance. We evaluate the efficiency of different optimiza-

tions in Figure 11.

Operation decoupling. An important insight of ROLEX

is that we decouple the insertion and retaining operations to

enable the compute nodes to directly insert data to the memory

pool, which leverages the stale models to identify the new data.

As shown in Figures 11(a-d), although retraining incurs long

latency, ROLEX achieves low latency to read and write remote

data, since the operation decoupling moves the retraining

phase out of the critical path and enables the compute nodes

to insert data without waiting for the retraining.

One-sided indexing. The compute nodes access remote

data via one-sided indexing, which incurs low latency and

bandwidth consumption when operating on a small range of

data, since one-sided indexing efficiently exploits the bene-

fits of RDMA doorbell batching. We observe that ROLEX

achieves high performance when respectively setting ε and δ
to [8, 256] and [8, 128], which achieve an efficient tradeoff

between the accessing efficiency and the retraining frequency.

Specifically, ε and δ respectively represent the maximum

prediction error and the leaf size. As shown in Figures 11a

and 11c, a large ε provides a large prediction range, which

consumes much network bandwidth and latency to identify

the requested data. ROLEX achieves high performance when

reading/writing 8-256 data, where the number of data is cal-

culated by multiplying the size and the number of the leaves.

Moreover, the small δ provides small-size leaves, which fre-

quently triggers retraining since the leaves have insufficient

slots to accommodate new data. However, as shown in Fig-

ure 11b, too large δ consumes much network bandwidth for

modifying remote data, since ROLEX reads/writes data in the

granularity of a leaf.

Asynchronous retraining. ROLEX asynchronously re-

trains the models to construct new models and leaf tables,

which increases the model accuracy to read and write few

leaves. As shown in Figure 11, the operations upon a small

number of leaves significantly reduce the latency and network

bandwidth consumption. Figure 11d shows the retraining

latency using a single CPU core. We observe that training

models and constructing leaf tables on 128 leaves consume

about 300μs. Unlike conventional learned indexes [10,14,37],

ROLEX doesn’t need to move or resort any data during retrain-

ing, since all data are kept sorted during data modifications.

4.6 Overhead Analysis

Figure 12 shows the memory footprints of the metadata in

different schemes, where the metadata refer to the data that
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(a) Different numbers of data. (b) Different datasets.

Figure 12: The memory footprints of the metadata. Tree-#
represents that an inner node contains # keys.

are required for caching. For example, the metadata consist of

the inner nodes for the tree-based schemes, while consisting

of trained models and leaf tables for XStore-D and ROLEX.

We observe that the memory overheads in tree-based struc-

tures rapidly increase with the increasing data, because many

levels of inner nodes are constructed for indexing. Moreover,

the metadata overheads significantly increase when using

small inner nodes due to requiring more levels. Unlike tree-

based structures, XStore-D and ROLEX leverage the linear

regression models for indexing, and each model only contains

2 parameters and is much smaller than the inner nodes. As

shown in Table 1, the memory overhead of ROLEX mainly

comes from the LTs, which accounts for 98% of the total

memory consumption. These models can be fully cached by

the compute nodes, while the LTs can be fetched as needed

when the limited cache fails to maintain all LTs.

In general, the compute overhead comes from the training

algorithm with O(N) complexity, where N represents the num-

ber of trained data. On average, ROLEX spends 0.28μs on

training one data to obtain the trained models and store the

data in the leaves.

5 Related Work

The disaggregated memory systems. The promising disaggre-

gated memory systems [27, 33, 34, 38, 42, 52] break a mono-

lithic server into independent components to enhance the

hardware scalability, which achieves high resources utiliza-

tion by scaling out different hardware components [16, 49].

Different components communicate with each other via effi-

cient RDMA techniques [4,5,19,36]. Existing academic stud-

ies attempt to bring the disaggregated memory systems into

practice via hardware designs [27,28]. Recently, Clio [17] pro-

poses a hardware-software co-designed disaggregated mem-

ory system to equip each memory node with dedicated com-

puting resources. LegoOS [34] proposes an OS model to man-

age disaggregated systems. Remote regions [1], LITE [40],

and Semeru [42] are used to efficiently manage the remote

memory resources. AIFM [32] designs a simple API for ap-

plications to use the remote memory. With the widely used

NVM [29, 35, 48], Clover [39] remotely manages the persis-

tent memory with low costs. FORD [50] enables the disag-

gregated memory systems to efficiently support transactions.

Table 1: The metadata analysis for ROLEX.

Number of Data 5∗106 1∗107 5∗107 1∗108 5∗108

Number of Models 5,153 10,283 51,111 101,936 526,236

Size of Models (MB) 0.0798 0.157 0.779 1.555 8.03

Size of LT (MB) 4.768 9.537 47.683 95.367 476.837

Learned indexes for storage systems. The learned in-
dexes [24] leverage calculations to predict positions for the

given keys. Prior designs focus on various scenarios to enable

the learned indexes to be widely used, including dynamically

adapting to new data distributions [10, 14, 15], concurrent

systems [37], LSM-based [9], and network-attached [44] KV

stores. Motivated by the learned indexes, some studies lever-

age machine learning models to construct learned systems,

e.g., DeepDB [18], Tsunami [11], and LISA [26].

Network-attached key-value stores. Due to the salient fea-

tures of RDMA [4,33,36,49], constructing RDMA-enabled in-

memory key-value stores [23,31,44,52] becomes efficient for

distributed storage systems. Existing studies rely on two-sided

RDMA verbs to process the data requests [6,21,23]. However,

such server-centralized designs suffer from the CPU bottle-

neck when processing intensive requests [22, 44, 45] due to

the poor computing capability of memory nodes. Unlike them,

one-side RDMA enables compute nodes to directly access the

remote data without involving remote CPUs [13, 39, 53]. For

the ordered KV stores, Cell [31], FG [52], and Sherman [43]

cache top-level nodes to reduce the number of RTTs based

on B-link trees [25]. XStore [44] proposes a learned cache

to further reduce the network penalty, which incurs one RTT

to access the remote data. Unlike them, we design ROLEX

for the disaggregated memory systems to efficiently process

various requests via one-sided RDMA operations.

6 Conclusion
This paper proposes ROLEX, a scalable RDMA-oriented or-

dered key-value store using learned indexes for the disaggre-

gated memory systems. ROLEX decouples the insertion and

retraining operations, which enables the compute nodes to

directly modify the remote data without retraining models.

Other compute nodes identify the newly modified data via

the stale models with consistency guarantees. ROLEX asyn-

chronously retrains modes to improve the model accuracy.

Our evaluation results demonstrate that ROLEX achieves

high performance on both static and dynamic workloads in

the context of the disaggregated memory systems. We have

released the open-source codes for public use in GitHub.
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Abstract
Web applications rely heavily on software caches to achieve
low-latency, high-throughput services. To adapt to changing
workloads, three types of learned caches (learned evictions)
have been designed in recent years: object-level learning,
learning-from-distribution, and learning-from-simple-experts.
However, we argue that the learning granularity in existing ap-
proaches is either too fine (object-level), incurring significant
computation and storage overheads, or too coarse (workload
or expert-level) to capture the differences between objects
and leaves a considerable efficiency gap.

In this work, we propose a new approach for learning in
caches (“group-level learning”), which clusters similar objects
into groups and performs learning and eviction at the group
level. Learning at the group level accumulates more signals
for learning, leverages more features with adaptive weights,
and amortizes overheads over objects, thereby achieving both
high efficiency and high throughput.

We designed and implemented GL-Cache on an open-
source production cache to demonstrate group-level learning.
Evaluations on 118 production block I/O and CDN cache
traces show that GL-Cache has a higher hit ratio and higher
throughput than state-of-the-art designs. Compared to LRB
(object-level learning), GL-Cache improves throughput by
228× and hit ratio by 7% on average across cache sizes. For
10% of the traces (P90), GL-Cache provides a 25% hit ra-
tio increase from LRB. Compared to the best of all learned
caches, GL-Cache achieves a 64% higher throughput, a 3%
higher hit ratio on average, and a 13% hit ratio increase at the
P90.

1 Introduction
Large-scale cache deployments enable the success of to-

day’s Internet. Companies have deployed software caches
throughout various layers of the data center infrastructure:
local and remote storage block I/O caches, in-memory and on-
flash key-value caches. Caches are the key to fast data serving
and consume a vast amount of resources. For example, Twitter
reports that TBs of DRAMs are used for caching [104], and
Netflix reports 10s of PBs of storage in use for caching [70].

The main driving force of cache deployments is the cache’s
ability to serve data with high throughput and low latency.
Retrieving data from a cache (e.g., in DRAM) is thousands of
times faster than retrieving it from the backend (e.g., in spin-
ning disks). Because caches are often deployed on expensive
storage media with limited capacity, the cache sizes are often
much smaller than the dataset sizes. Thus, deciding what data
to store in the cache is critical. A more efficient cache stores
more useful data and serves more requests without hitting
backend storage systems. Cache efficiency is often measured
by hit ratio — the fraction of requests served from the cache
(termed “hits”). When a cache is full, it uses an eviction
algorithm to decide what data to keep and what to evict, and
thus, the eviction algorithm is critical to cache efficiency.

Over the years, many eviction algorithms have been pro-
posed to leverage different object features to make better
eviction decisions. For example, several LRU variants [41–
43,69,76,85] use diverse notions of recency to choose eviction
candidates; some algorithms combine frequency and recency
to score objects in different ways [4, 15, 26, 28, 56, 92]; others
use a composition of frequency and object size [17,20]. Since
different features acquire varying degrees of importance for
different workloads, using a specific way to combine one or
two object features typically only achieves high efficiency
on some workloads (§4.5). Recently, several works have em-
ployed machine learning to improve cache evictions. We call
these designs “learned caches”.

We classify learned caches into three categories. First,
“object-level learning”, such as LRB [87], learns the next
access time for each object using dozens of object features
and evicts the object with the furthest predicted request time.
Second, “learning-from-distribution” models request proba-
bility distributions to inform eviction decisions. For example,
LHD [7] measures object hit density using age and size, and
evicts the object with the lowest hit density. Third, “learning-
from-simple-experts”, such as LeCaR [92] and Cacheus [82],
performs evictions by choosing eviction candidates recom-
mended by experts (e.g., LRU and LFU), and updates experts’
weights based on their past performance on the workload.

Because object-level learning, such as LRB, leverages more
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Table 1: Comparison of different learned caches (numbers describe the example systems).

Learning approach
Example
system

Learning
granularity

Features
for eviction

Storage overhead
(bytes per object)

Potential
efficiency

Throughput
relative to FIFO

Object-level learning LRB [87] object 44 189 high 0.001-0.01
Learning-from-simple-experts Cacheus [82] expert 2 32 low 0.2-0.25
Learning-from-distribution LHD [7] workload 2 24 medium 0.2-0.25
Group-level learning (this paper) GL-Cache object group 7 <1 high 0.3-0.8

object features, learns the relative feature importance, and
performs fine-grained learning on each cached object, it has
the highest potential for achieving high efficiency. However,
predicting and ranking objects at each eviction incurs signifi-
cant computation and storage overheads as we observe LRB
suffers from a 775× slow down compared to LRU. Learning-
from-distribution has a lower computation and storage over-
head because it models request probability using fewer fea-
tures at a coarser granularity. However, it still has a lower
throughput compared to simple heuristics (e.g., LRU) because
it has to randomly sample and compare many objects at each
eviction. Moreover, the existing design (e.g., LHD [7]) does
not leverage object features other than age and size, limiting
its potential for high efficiency. Lastly, the performance of
learning-from-simple-experts, which learns the weights of
experts, highly depends on the choice of the experts. Existing
systems use simple experts and cannot leverage features not
considered by the experts (§4). We show the comparisons of
the three types of learned caches in Table 1 and discuss each
of these categories more in-depth in §2.2.

To overcome the challenges in the existing approaches to
leverage learning in caching, we propose learning at the level
of object groups (which we call group-level learning). Group-
level learning leverages multiple group-level features to learn
object-group utility for evictions. It reduces the computa-
tion and storage overheads of learning by hundreds of times
through amortization compared to learning at the object level.
Furthermore, object groups accumulate more “signals” for
learning and can leverage a variety of features for prediction,
enabling better eviction decisions.

While group-level learning seems promising, it introduces
several challenges: (1) How to group objects and perform
evictions efficiently? (2) How to measure the usefulness of
object groups (termed “utility”) to determine the best eviction
candidate? (3) How to learn and predict the object-group
utility online?

We present Group-level Learned Cache (GL-Cache) which
leverages group-level learning by overcoming these chal-
lenges. GL-Cache clusters similar objects into groups using
write time (§3.3) and evicts the least useful groups using a
merge-based eviction (§3.6). GL-Cache introduces a group
utility function (§3.4) to rank groups, which enables group-
based eviction to achieve similar efficiency as object-based
eviction (§4.2). GL-Cache uses a hybrid approach for evic-
tion: it performs the heavyweight learning at the group level
(thus amortizing the overheads) to identify the best groups
to evict. And it leverages lightweight object-level metrics to

retain a few highly useful objects from evicted groups. This
two-level eviction enables GL-Cache to achieve a superior
trade-off between learning overhead and cache efficiency.

We implemented GL-Cache in an open-source production
cache and also developed a storage-oblivious implementa-
tion for running microbenchmarks. We compare GL-Cache
with state-of-the-art designs on 118 production block I/O and
CDN cache traces. Compared to object-level learning (LRB),
group-level learning allows GL-Cache to achieve a 228×
higher throughput on average. Moreover, GL-Cache achieves
a slight improvement in hit ratio compared to LRB, with a
7% increase on average and 25% at P90 (10% of the traces)
compared to LRB. Compared to the learned cache with the
highest hit ratio, GL-Cache increases the hit ratio by 3% on
average and 13% at the P90 tail, with a 64% higher through-
put. Varying group sizes allow GL-Cache to change learning
granularity, leading to a spectrum of algorithms. Along with
two other system parameters, this spectrum enables users to
navigate the trade-off between efficiency and throughput.

This paper makes the following contributions.

• We classify existing learned caches into three categories
based on learning granularity and propose a new approach
for learning in caching — group-level learning. Group-level
learning amortizes overheads over objects in the group to
achieve high throughput. By leveraging multiple group
features and accumulating more training signals, group-
level learning also achieves a high hit ratio.

• We design and implement GL-Cache, which overcomes the
challenges of using group-level learning to achieve high
cache efficiency with low-overhead learning. For the first
time (to the best of our knowledge), a group-level utility
function is defined and used for cache eviction.

• We evaluate GL-Cache using a diverse set of 118 production
traces to illustrate and understand the high efficiency and
high throughput of group-level learning.

2 Background and motivation
2.1 Software caches in data centers

Applications rely heavily on caching to speed up data ac-
cess and increase system throughput. The two most important
metrics of cache are efficiency measured using hit ratio and
performance measured using throughput. Hit ratio is the frac-
tion of requests fulfilled by the cache without fetching from
the backend, and it measures the effectiveness of an eviction
algorithm. A cache is more efficient if it achieves a higher hit
ratio. Throughput measures the volume of requests a cache
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can handle in a given duration. Higher throughput means serv-
ing the workload consumes less CPU resources and reduces
expenses.

Over the years, many algorithms have been designed
to improve cache hit ratio under different types of work-
loads [4,7,10,12,13,15,17,21,22,26,28,41–43,45,56,58,59,
68, 69, 76, 79, 82, 85, 87, 92, 98, 103, 109, 110]. However, most
of the algorithms make eviction decisions based on one or two
object features, such as recency in LRU variants [43, 76, 85],
and frequency in LFU variants [4, 48], or a combination of
two features [7, 15, 28, 92]. However, cache workloads are
often too complex to be captured by one or two features, and
different features may acquire different importance across
workloads. Furthermore, the feature importance can be differ-
ent when the same workload is served at different cache sizes,
as we show in §4.5. As a simplified example, assume a work-
load is composed of Zipf and repeated scans. When the cache
size is very small, frequency is more important in selecting
popular objects from the Zipf distribution. However, when
the cache size is large enough to store both popular objects
and repeated scans, recency may become more important in
choosing objects to cache. In addition, prior works [10, 87]
reveal a large hit ratio gap between the state-of-the-art de-
signs and the upper bound (e.g., Belady’s algorithm [8] or
flow-based offline optimal [11]), illustrating the possibility of
improving the cache efficiency further.

2.2 Learning in caching
To make cache eviction algorithms adaptive across work-

loads, cache size, and over time, recent works have explored
the idea of using machine learning in caching [7, 10, 29, 82,
87, 93, 102]. These approaches can be broadly classified into
three classes, which come with their pros and cons, as dis-
cussed below and summarized in Table 1.

2.2.1 Object-level learning
Object-level learning performs learning on each object.

Multiple works have studied the prediction of object reuse
distance [10, 14, 32, 63, 65, 86, 87, 99, 100] and popular-
ity [19, 31, 71, 107]. By predicting reuse distance, a learned
cache can mimic Belady’s algorithm [8], which evicts the ob-
ject requested the furthest in the future using an oracle. How-
ever, predicting reuse distance is challenging [87] because
an object’s reuse distance is not only inherent to the object
but is also affected by the access patterns of the workload.
For example, the reuse distance will increase if a request-
burst or scan happens between the two requests to the same
object. Moreover, cache workloads often follow Zipf distri-
butions [5, 9, 18, 104]. Thus, most objects only get a limited
number of requests. This leads to limited object-level informa-
tion for learning. Meanwhile, it is these less popular objects
that often affect cache efficiency [102]. As a result, exist-
ing works introduce approximations and proxies for learning
reuse distance. For example, LRB [87] introduces Belady
Boundary to reduce the range of reuse distance. While learn-

ing reuse distance is challenging, with careful feature engi-
neering, large enough data, and a complex model, object-level
learning may have the potential to achieve the highest hit ratio
among all learned caches. However, object-level learning
incurs prohibitively high storage and computation overheads.
Storage overhead. Both training and inference require extra
storage. While the storage overhead of training data is often
negligible with optimizations such as sampling and offloading
to cheaper storage, inference data pose a significantly higher
storage overhead. To make predictions on the object level, the
cache needs to track features for each object. For example,
LRB [87] stores 44 features (189 bytes) per object. More-
over, this large per-object metadata overhead is prohibitively
high because it needs to reside in DRAM for frequent up-
dates. Using fewer features is possible, but it leads to worse
performance (§4).
Computation overhead. Both training and inference add
computation overhead. While training data collection and
frequent re-trainings consume CPU cycles, inference is the
major source of computation overhead. The prediction in
object-level learning uses dynamic features (e.g., object age),
and the prediction results cannot be reused over time. There-
fore, object-level learning needs to sample objects and per-
form inference at each write (eviction). For example, LRB
samples 32 objects and copies their features to a matrix for
inference for each eviction. In our measurement, each evic-
tion (including feature copy, inference, and ranking) takes
200 µs on one CPU core, indicating that the cache can evict
at most 5,000 objects on a single core per second. As a com-
parison, a production server achieves over 100,000 requests
per second [75].

2.2.2 Learning-from-simple-experts
Several works use reinforcement learning to choose be-

tween multiple simple experts (eviction algorithms). For
example, LeCaR [93] uses two experts (LRU and LFU). At
each eviction, LeCaR chooses one expert to make an eviction
decision based on the experts’ weights. Similar designs can
be found in ACME [2], FRD [80], and Cacheus [82], which
use different experts and weight adjustment methods.

By using more than one algorithm for eviction, learning-
from-simple-experts can adapt to changing access patterns.
The overhead and efficiency of learning-from-simple-experts
depend on the experts. Existing systems use simple ex-
perts and thus incur lower overhead than object-level learning.
However, existing systems suffer from two problems. First,
a delay exists between a bad eviction and an update on the
expert’s weight. The cache only discovers a bad prior eviction
when the evicted object is requested again. This challenge,
commonly known as “delayed rewards” in reinforcement
learning [3, 36, 47, 90], limits the efficiency of caches that
use learning-from-simple-experts. Second, the cache effi-
ciency is bounded by the experts selected; an efficient policy
requires a good understanding of the workload. Learning-
from-simple-experts cannot leverage features that the experts
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do not consider. If a feature is important to the workload
and not considered by any of the experts, then learning-from-
simple-experts will not provide a high hit ratio. Some works
used more experts [34] to capture more features. However,
using more experts incurs higher overheads because it needs
more computation and space to evaluate expert performance
and update experts’ weights.
2.2.3 Learning-from-distribution

The third type of learned cache models the request probabil-
ity distribution and makes decisions based on the distribution.
For example, LHD [7] uses the request probability distribu-
tion to calculate hit density (hits-per-space-consumed) as a
metric for eviction. Specifically, LHD learns the request prob-
ability as a function of ages and then modulates it with size to
arrive at hit density. LHD is simple yet effective and does not
require expensive inference computation to compare objects.
However, LHD’s hit density is calculated based only on two
features: age and size, and it is non-trivial to track probability
with more features. Besides, LHD cannot change relative fea-
ture importance (how features are composed). Furthermore,
because hit density does not change monotonically over time,
LHD must sample objects to rank at each eviction, limiting
its throughput due to slow random memory access.
Takeaways. We summarize the potential efficiency and over-
head of the three types of learned caches in Table 1. We ob-
serve that object-level learning has a high potential to achieve
high efficiency, but it incurs huge storage and computation
overheads. Learning-from-distribution only considers a lim-
ited number of features and has lower overhead with lower
potential for high efficiency. Although having a lower learn-
ing overhead, learning-from-distribution requires random
sampling during each eviction, which limits its throughput.
Learning-from-simple-experts highly depends on the experts
used. Existing systems such as LeCaR and Cacheus achieve
a higher hit ratio than a single expert but still leave a large hit
ratio gap compared to other learned caches (§4.3).

3 GL-Cache: Group-level learned cache
To enable a better trade-off between learning granularity

and learning overhead, we propose learning at the level of
object groups (which we term “group-level learning”). The
key idea behind group-level learning is to learn the usefulness
of groups of objects (called “utility”). Based on this idea,
we designed Group-level Learned Cache (GL-Cache), which
learns the object-group utility and evicts the least useful object
groups. We first give a high-level overview of GL-Cache’s
design and then go into the details of each component.

3.1 Overview of GL-Cache
Fig. 1 shows an overview of GL-Cache. In GL-Cache,

objects are clustered into fixed-size groups when writing to
cache (§3.3). The training module in GL-Cache collects train-
ing data online and periodically trains a model to learn the
utility of object groups (§3.5). The inference module pre-
dicts object-group utility and ranks object groups for eviction.

Fig. 1: Overview of GL-Cache. Objects are clustered into groups
for learning: feature tracking, model training, and inference are
performed on the group level.

Group-level learning requires group-level eviction: when the
cache is full, object groups are evicted using a merge-based
eviction which merges multiple groups into one, evicts most
objects, and retains a small portion of popular objects (§3.6).

3.2 Group-level learning
Group-level learning has several advantages over existing

learned caches:
Grouping amortizes overheads. Learning in caching incurs
both computation and storage overheads. In group-level learn-
ing, these overheads are amortized over multiple objects in
the group. In terms of storage, instead of adding huge per-
object metadata, the metadata overhead is only added for each
group. As a result, each object only incurs a tiny overhead
on average (less than one byte in our implementation). The
cost of inference computation is also amortized over objects.
Compared to object-level learning, which performs one infer-
ence per eviction, each inference in group-level learning is
used to evict a group of objects.
Grouping accumulates more signal. Many cache workloads
follow a Zipf distribution [16, 104], and most of the objects
receive very few requests. Because an object group has many
objects, it often receives more requests than an individual
object. More requests lead to more information on the group
level compared to the object level, which makes it easier to
learn and predict.

While group-level learning is promising, several challenges
need to be addressed to leverage the power of learning:

• How to cluster objects into groups (§3.3)?
• How to compare the usefulness of object groups (§3.4)?
• How to learn the utility of object groups (§3.5)?
• How to perform evictions at group level (§3.6)?

While the ideas of grouping [105] and learning [87] have
been studied independently in the context of caching, the com-
bination of the two ideas in group-level learning leads to the
unique challenges of understanding, defining, and learning
group utility. We discuss these challenges and how GL-Cache
overcomes them in this section.

3.3 Object groups
Using group-level learning, both learning and eviction are

performed at the granularity of an object group, which usually
contains tens to thousands of objects. Object grouping hap-
pens when an object enters the cache, and an object should
not switch groups for two reasons. First, changing groups
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Fig. 2: a) Objects grouped using write time have more similar
(smaller coefficient of variation) mean reuse time than objects
grouped randomly. As group size increases, write-time-based group-
ing become closer to random grouping. b) Different object groups
written at different times exhibit a large variation in mean reuse time.

invalidates the learning pipeline. When an object is added to
or removed from a group, the accumulated group information
becomes stale and cannot be used for learning. Second, in
implementation, changing groups often requires copying data
on the storage device. Therefore, the grouping of an object
is decided when entering the cache using simple static object
features. Depending on workload types, such features include
time, tenant id, content type, object size, etc. In this work, we
focus on grouping based on write time, which is available in
all systems and hence more generalizable.

Similar to observations made in prior works [82, 105], we
observe that objects written at a similar time exhibit similar
behaviors. Using traces from the evaluation, we measure the
mean reuse time variation of objects in (1) write-time-based
groups and (2) random groups. Fig. 2a plots the mean coeffi-
cient of variation (standard deviation over mean) of 100,000
groups for the two grouping methods at different group sizes.
Compared to random groups, write-time-based groups aggre-
gate objects with closer mean reuse time. Besides reuse time,
we have similar observations on the frequency and the group
utility defined below (not shown due to the space limit).

While objects within each write-time-based group have
similar reuse, object groups created at different times exhibit
dramatically different mean reuse times. Using a group size of
100 objects on the same trace, Fig. 2b shows that some groups
exhibit more than 10× higher mean reuse time than others.
These high-reuse-time groups are potentially good candidates
for eviction. The two observations illustrate the feasibility of
group-level learning using write-time-based grouping: objects
inside groups are similar. Grouping by write time also allows
an efficient implementation using a log-structured cache.

3.4 Utility of object groups
Identifying a good eviction candidate in object-based evic-

tion has been well-studied. When object size is uniform,
Belady [8] algorithm evicts the object that is requested the
furthest in the future. When object size is not uniform, iden-
tifying the optimal candidate is NP-hard [11]. A common
approximation is to evict the object that has the largest time till
the next request over object size (called “size-aware Belady”).
However, no metric exists that applies to object groups, and

it is not trivial to adapt object-level metrics to the group level.
In this section, we define an object-group utility function to
measure object-group usefulness. A group with a lower util-
ity is less useful and hence should be preferred for eviction.
Because identifying the optimal object for eviction (when ob-
jects do not have the same size) can be reduced to identifying
the optimal group for eviction, and the former is NP-hard [11],
finding the optimal group for eviction is also NP-hard. There-
fore, we define an empirical group utility that satisfies several
properties.

3.4.1 Desired properties
(1) Because large objects occupy more space, the utility

should consider object sizes. Groups composed of larger
objects should have lower utilities.

(2) Similar to Belady, the utility should consider the time
till the next access of objects in the group. A group of objects
that are requested further in the future should have a lower
utility. Importantly, the utility definition should properly
handle objects with no future requests.

(3) When the group size is one object, group-level learning
becomes object-level learning. In this case, ranking using the
defined utility should produce the same result as Belady.

(4) The utility should be easy and accurate to track online.
Calculating the ground truth (used for training) requires fu-
ture information, but the cache cannot wait indefinitely to
calculate it. This property requires that within a limited time
horizon, the online tracked utility should be close to the utility
calculated with complete future information. In other words,
objects requested further in the future, including the ones with
no future requests, should contribute less to the utility.

3.4.2 Utility definition
We observe that the cost of evicting one object is always

only one miss. After a cache miss, the evicted object will be
inserted into the cache. Meanwhile, the benefit of evicting
one object o is proportional to its size so and time till next
access To(t) from current time t. Therefore, similar to the
cost-benefit analysis in LFS [83] and RAMCloud [77, 78],
we define the utility of an object as its cost (one miss) over
benefit (freed space multiplied by time till its next request).

Uo(t) =
1

To(t)× so
(1)

Because GL-Cache evicts object groups, we further define
the group utility as the sum of object utilities.

Ugroup(t) = ∑
o∈group

1
To(t)× so

(2)

The utility of a group measures the penalty of evicting the
group or the benefit of keeping the group. Groups with lower
utilities are thus better candidates for eviction. We remark
that this is one definition of group utility that both satisfies the
desired properties and performs well in our experience (§4).
With this definition, we compare object-group utility and evict
the group with the lowest utility. Since the true utility relies
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Fig. 3: The read flow in GL-Cache.

on the time till the next request and can only be calculated
with future information, we design GL-Cache, which learns a
model that can predict a group’s utility based on its features.

3.5 Learning object-group utility in GL-Cache
GL-Cache learns a function F that calculates a group’s

utility given its features: F (Xgroup) =Ugroup where Xgroup is
the features of an object group.
Object-group features. Features play a crucial role in learn-
ing [24, 38]. We consider two types of features in GL-Cache.
The first type is static features, which includes request rate,
write rate, miss ratio in the time window when the group was
created (the write time of the first object), and mean object
size. The second type is dynamic features, which includes
age (in seconds), the number of requests, and the number
of requested objects. Dynamic features increase over time.
Static features do not change after creating a group and cap-
ture the workload and cache states (e.g., daily scan, request
spike) during group creation time. We focus on these states
because access pattern changes are often reflected in these
metrics. For example, object groups created from scans are
good candidates for evictions, and they often co-appear with
increased request rates, write rates, and miss ratios. Com-
pared to many of the existing works [87, 100], which mostly
use dynamic features, GL-Cache uses far fewer dynamic fea-
tures because tracking dynamic features is computationally
expensive. We observe that adding more dynamic features
only brings marginal hit ratio improvement, which does not
justify the added computation overhead.

In total, GL-Cache uses seven features occupying 20 bytes
for each group or 28 bytes if mean object size and creation
time are not already tracked.
Learning model and objective function. GL-Cache uses
gradient boosting machines (GBM) because tree models do
not require feature normalization, and they have been shown
to work well in previous works [10, 87] as well as many pro-
duction environments [84,96]. We formulate the learning task
as a regression problem that minimizes the mean square loss
(L2) of object-group utilities. We also explored the ranking
objective function without observing a significant difference.
Training. GL-Cache trains a model using online collected
training data, which consists of features and utilities of object
groups. GL-Cache generates new training data by sampling
cached object groups, and it copies the features of the sampled
groups into a pre-allocated memory region. The utilities of

the sampled groups are initialized to zero at the beginning and
calculated over time. When an object o from a sampled group
is requested, GL-Cache can calculate the To(t) (time till next
request since sampling) and object utility using Eq. 1 and add
the object utility into the group utility. GL-Cache then marks
the object to ensure that it only contributes to the group utility
once. It is possible that some objects may not be requested
before training, and the online calculated group utility may
be lower than the true utility. However, as mentioned in §3.4,
these objects contribute marginally to the group utility due to
their large reuse time.

In addition, a sampled group may be evicted before being
used for training. Such evictions halt the tracking of group
utility. Inspired by prior works [69, 82], GL-Cache keeps
ghost entries for objects which have not been factored into
group utility. A future request on the ghost entry will update
the group utility, bringing it closer to the true utility.

Fig. 3 shows the read flow in GL-Cache. A successful hash
table lookup may find two types of entries: a pointer to the
object or a ghost entry. If it is a regular object, GL-Cache
first updates the group features. Further, if the object is on
a sampled group and has not contributed to the group utility,
GL-Cache also updates the group utility before returning the
data to the user. If it is a ghost entry, GL-Cache updates the
corresponding utility and removes the ghost entry from the
hash table, then returns a cache miss.

Given the access patterns change over time, the model
needs to be retrained regularly. GL-Cache retrains the model
every day (i.e., using wall clock time as a reference) because
many real-world events that trigger requests repeat on a daily
basis, such as cron jobs. In contrast, the other option of retrain-
ing every certain number of requests may cause the system to
enter metastable failure [40] when an access pattern change
increases the system load. Besides, GL-Cache chooses to
retrain from scratch each time because tree models do not
benefit from continuous training. Moreover, the inference
overhead grows with training iterations because a new tree is
added to the model in each iteration.

Inference. When GL-Cache needs to perform evictions, it
predicts the utilities of all object groups and ranks them. GL-
Cache uses the inference/ranking result for multiple evictions,
which reduces the frequency of inference and thus the com-
putation overhead. We denote eviction fraction Feviction as the
fraction of ranked groups to evict using one inference. That
is, GL-Cache performs an inference every Feviction ×Ngroup
groups where Ngroup is the total number of groups. In our
evaluation, Nranked−group is the total number of groups, but we
remark that one can also sample some groups for inference
if the total number of groups is too large. Also, the groups
are evicted over time on demand rather than all at once, and
neither training nor inference need to be on the critical path
of request serving. In summary, GL-Cache only needs to
perform 1

Feviction
inferences to write a full cache of objects.
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Fig. 4: Object group utility prediction and merge-based group evic-
tion in GL-Cache.

3.6 Evictions of object groups
Learning at the object-group level introduces an interesting

challenge to cache eviction: unlike most caches which evict
one object each time, GL-Cache evicts a group of objects.
Although evicting object groups leads to lower overhead due
to batching and amortization, it may evict objects that are still
popular. GL-Cache optimizes the group eviction by using
a merge-based eviction, similar to Segcache [105]. Upon
each eviction, GL-Cache picks the least useful object group
and merges it with the Nmerge −1 object groups that are clos-
est with respect to write time. The merge process retains
Sgroup objects from the merged groups and evicts all other
objects. The retained objects form a new group, and the orig-
inal Nmerge groups are evicted. This is the only time that an
object changes its group membership in GL-Cache. Unlike
group selection, which uses ranking, object selection uses a
simple metric based on object age and size: 1

size·age where age
is the time since the last access. We choose to use this metric
because recency and size are the two most common metrics
used in other eviction algorithms (§2). GL-Cache performs
the heavyweight online learning at the group level to identify
the best groups to evict. It leverages lightweight object-level
metrics to retain a few highly useful objects. This two-level
eviction approach enables GL-Cache to achieve a superior
tradeoff between learning overhead and cache efficiency.

In summary, each eviction evicts Nmerge groups of objects
and retains one group of objects, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The
features (except mean object size) of the merge-produced
group take the mean values of the Nmerge merged groups.
Note that only the first object group is picked based on the
group utility; the next Nmerge −1 object groups are chosen as
ones with write time close to the first group. This ensures
that objects in the new group after a merge-based eviction are
still close in write time and similar. In contrast, objects from
the Nmerge least useful groups may not be similar. Clustering
similar objects into groups is critical for effective group-level
learning. In our experience, merging the Nmerge least use-
ful groups shows lower efficiency with up to 20% decrease
in hit ratio. Compared to evicting one object each time,
group-based eviction evicts more objects than needed at each
eviction, which may reduce the efficiency upper bound group-
level learning can achieve. However, we show in §4.2 that
evicting object groups can achieve hit ratios very close to Be-
lady, indicating that group eviction will not be the bottleneck
for cache efficiency.

Table 2: Parameters used in the design.
Para Meaning
Sgroup Size of an object group (in number of objects or bytes)
Nmerge Number of object groups to merge each eviction
Feviction Each inference evicts Feviction fraction of ranked groups

Table 3: Three sets of 128 traces were used in the evaluation.

Dataset # traces
# requests
(millions) Source

CloudPhysics [94] 103 2115 VM disk I/O
MSR [73] 14 410 Disk I/O
Wikimedia [87] 1 2804 CDN requests

3.7 A spectrum of GL-Cache
GL-Cache has three parameters in its design (Table 2): the

size of each object group Sgroup, the number of object groups
to merge at each eviction Nmerge, and how many groups are
evicted using one inference which is determined by Feviction.
Varying these parameters leads to a spectrum of algorithms for
optimizing hit ratio and throughput. A larger Sgroup reduces
learning granularity; a larger Nmerge retains fewer objects; and
a larger Feviction reduces the ranking frequency. Each of these
changes reduces the computation overhead with a potential hit
ratio drop. Therefore, GL-Cache allows the users to navigate
the trade-off between cache efficiency and throughput. For
scenarios that are more sensitive to overheads, such as local
cache deployments, GL-Cache can provide higher throughput
with a slightly lower hit ratio, and vice versa. In §4.6, we
show that these parameters generalize well across workloads.

4 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate GL-Cache to answer the fol-

lowing questions.
• Will group-based eviction limit the efficiency upper bound

when compared to object-based eviction (§4.2)?
• Can GL-Cache improve hit ratio and efficiency over other

learned caches (§4.3)?
• Can GL-Cache meet production-level throughput require-

ments and how much overhead does GL-Cache add (§4.4)?
• How does GL-Cache improve efficiency without compro-

mising throughput (§4.5)?

4.1 Experiment methodology
Prototype system. GL-Cache groups objects using write time
and can be efficiently implemented using a log-structured
cache. Hence, we implement GL-Cache on top of Seg-
cache [105], an open-source production in-memory cache
that uses segment-structured (log-structured) storage. We
map an object group in GL-Cache to a “segment” in Seg-
cache and replace FIFO with the learned model. We use the
XGBoost [1] library to implement our GBM models and use
the default values for all parameters. GL-Cache has three
parameters (Table 2). In our evaluation, GL-Cache uses 1 MB
group size, merges five groups at each eviction, and evicts
5% of ranked groups after each inference. We compare GL-
Cache with Segcache [105], a segment-structured cache used
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by Twitter; Cachelib [9], Meta’s production cache library,
which uses slab storage and a throughput-optimized LRU
for eviction; TinyLFU [28], implemented within Cachelib by
Meta engineers. We have also implemented LHD [7] on top
of Pelikan’s slab storage [81].
Micro-implementation. In addition to the prototype system,
we build a storage-oblivious implementation of GL-Cache
in C on top of libCacheSim [101] to compare different evic-
tion algorithms. Our implementation mimics Memcached’s
design but has neither a networking stack nor object value
storage, and we call it micro-implementation. Compared
to the prototype, the micro-implementation only performs
eviction-related metadata operations and does not consider
storage layout or system overheads such as fragmentation.
We use two sets of parameters (Table 2) to demonstrate the
spectrum of GL-Cache. The first demonstrates a better ef-
ficiency and uses Sgroup = 60 objects, Nmerge = 2 groups,
Feviction = 0.02. We call this system GL-Cache-E. The sec-
ond demonstrates a higher throughput using Sgroup = 200
objects, Nmerge = 5 groups and Feviction = 0.1, and we call it
GL-Cache-T. We remark that the parameters are not tuned per
workload. Thus GL-Cache may provide better performance
(hit ratio or throughput) with workload-specific fine-tuning.

Besides GL-Cache, we implement Cacheus [82] in C fol-
lowing the authors’ open-source Python implementation. For
LHD [7] and LRB [87], our micro-implementation used code
open-sourced by the authors. We use default parameters ex-
cept for changing the LRB optimization target from byte miss
ratio to object miss ratio (implemented by LRB’s author).
Besides state-of-the-art designs, we have also implemented
FIFO, LRU, and size-aware Belady [11].

GL-Cache trains the first model after running one day of
workload (using timestamps from the traces). Before a model
is trained, it uses FIFO to perform evictions, GL-Cache then
trains the model once a day from scratch, which has little
overhead as discussed in §3.5.
Workloads. We use a wide variety of traces representing a
diverse set of workloads from three dataset sources (Table 3).
The CloudPhysics [94] dataset includes 103 block I/O traces
with different CPU/DRAM configurations and access pat-
terns. Each trace records the I/O requests from a VM for
around one week. Because 86% of the VMs had DRAM sizes
between 1 GB and 16 GB with a median of 3880 MB, we
performed evaluations at 1 GB, 4GB, and 16 GB cache sizes.
We present only 1 GB and 16 GB for space reasons. We
have also evaluated GL-Cache using 14 block I/O traces (we
ignore the traces which contain fewer than 5 million requests)
from Microsoft Research Cambridge (MSR) [73]. Because
the working set sizes of MSR traces exhibit a very wide range,
we set cache sizes for each trace at 0.01%, 0.1%, and 1%
of each trace’s footprint (size of all objects). Besides block
I/O request traces, we have also evaluated GL-Cache with
the Wikimedia CDN trace used in previous works such as
LRB [87] and LFO [10]. All the workload traces have at least
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Fig. 5: With oracle assistance, group eviction can achieve a similar
hit ratio improvement as object eviction.

three fields: the timestamp, id, and size of the requests.
We ran micro-implementation experiments on the Cloud-

lab [25] Utah site using m510 nodes with Intel Xeon D-1548
CPU, 64GB ECC DDR4 DRAM. And we ran prototype ex-
periments on the Cloudlab Clemson site using c6420 nodes
with Intel Xeon Gold 6142 CPU and 384 GB of DRAM.
Metrics. We replayed traces by reading and writing to a local
cache in a closed loop and measured hit ratio and throughput.
Because all traces are week-long traces, we started measure-
ments after finishing the first three days’ requests to make sure
the cache is properly warmed up under all the configurations
considered. We present evaluations using a one-day warmup
time in §4.6, which shows that the observations remain the
same as with a three-day warmup.

We report aggregated results from 103 CloudPhysics
traces and 14 MSR traces using box plots for the micro-
implementation results. Due to the diversity of the work-
loads, both hit ratio and throughput have wide ranges. Hence,
for ease of visual presentation, we report results compared
to FIFO using the following two metrics: hit ratio increase
over FIFO defined as HRalg−HRFIFO

HRFIFO
where HR stands for hit

ratio; throughput relative to FIFO defined as Ralg
RFIFO

where
R is the throughput. The box plots have the following for-
mat: the orange line inside the box is the median, the box
shows 25 and 75 percentiles, and the whiskers show 10 and
90 percentiles. Because several other factors in the prototype
systems (e.g., storage layout) affect efficiency and through-
put, for ease of understanding, we focus our evaluation on
the micro-implementation results. We present raw hit ratio
and throughput numbers using the prototype systems for one
representative trace in §4.3 and §4.4.

4.2 Group-based eviction
Group-level learning evicts most objects in the selected

groups. The bulk eviction may limit the efficiency of group-
level learning. To understand the limitation of group evic-
tion, we compare oracle-assisted group eviction with oracle-
assisted object eviction (size-aware Belady [11]). The oracle-
assisted group eviction uses the same design as GL-Cache
except using future request time to calculate group utility and
retain objects. Size-aware Belady evicts the object that has
the largest (Tnext −Tnow)× so where Tnext is the time of the
next request, and so is the object size.

We compare these two approaches using CloudPhysics
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Fig. 6: Prototype evaluation of a CloudPhysics trace.
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Fig. 7: Hit ratio increase over FIFO. GL-Cache runs under two
modes, GL-Cache-E is the efficient mode, GL-Cache-T is the
throughput mode.

traces. Fig. 5 shows that group-based eviction can achieve
a hit ratio similar to object-based eviction at both small and
large cache sizes. The similar hit ratios suggest that group
eviction will not become the bottleneck for achieving high
efficiency. While the algorithms in this comparison use oracle
information, in the following sections, we show how GL-
Cache can use learning to replace the oracle and achieve high
cache efficiency.

4.3 Cache efficiency
We compare the efficiency of GL-Cache with state-

of-the-art designs in both the prototype and the micro-
implementation. Fig. 6a shows hit ratios for the prototype
running one CloudPhysics trace at different sizes. Compared
to other systems, GL-Cache consistently achieves the best ef-
ficiency, providing a significant hit ratio increase (up to 40%)
over the best of all baselines. Compared to Segcache, which
uses the same storage layout with FIFO-based group eviction,
group-level learning increases the hit ratio by 60% at 8 GB.
Cachelib uses a throughput-optimized LRU and has the low-
est hit ratio among all the baselines. LHD and TinyLFU use
two object features to make eviction decisions: LHD models
hit density based on age and size; TinyLFU uses frequency
to filter out unpopular objects and uses recency to evict ob-

jects. Leveraging more than one feature to choose eviction
candidates allows LHD and TinyLFU to achieve higher hit
ratios. However, not using more features puts an upper bound
on their potential. In comparison, GL-Cache evicts groups
based on seven features covering recency, frequency, cache,
and workload states at group creation time (miss ratio, write
rate, request rate). Considering multiple features in conjunc-
tion with learned importance allows GL-Cache to make better
eviction decisions and achieves a higher hit ratio. Evaluations
on the other traces show similar results.

To compare with more algorithms and on more traces,
we show hit ratio results from the micro-implementation on
CloudPhysics and MSR traces in Fig. 7. Because of the wide
range of hit ratios across traces, we show the relative hit ratio
increase compared to FIFO instead of the raw hit ratios. We
observe that both LRU and Cacheus improve FIFO’s hit ratio,
but only by a single-digit percentage for the median workload
on both datasets. Meanwhile, LRB, LHD, and GL-Cache
increase FIFO’s hit ratio more prominently.

Among LRB, LHD, and GL-Cache-E, LRB has the small-
est observed hit ratio improvement. We conjecture that learn-
ing at the object level receives limited information on each
object since cache workloads often follow Zipf distributions,
and thus is more challenging to learn compared to learning
at the group level. Compared to LHD, we observe that GL-
Cache-E shows similar efficiency on CloudPhysics traces.
However, on MSR traces, GL-Cache-E is more efficient than
LHD with a 60% hit ratio increase for a median workload
at the small size. This observation suggests that leveraging
more features to make eviction decisions can be very useful
for some workloads at certain cache configurations.

Compared to GL-Cache-E, GL-Cache-T trades hit ratio
for higher throughput (§4.4). However, we observe that GL-
Cache-T’s efficiency is still on-par with LRB. Overall, we
observe that GL-Cache improves the hit ratio by up to 37.8%
compared to LHD and 87% compared to LRB (not shown
in the figure). While LRB uses more features/information
than other eviction algorithms, it does not always provide the
highest hit ratio. More information leads to higher efficiency
only when the information is useful and well-utilized. We
conjecture that perhaps not all the features in LRB are useful,
and the model may not be making the best use of the features.

When comparing prototype and micro-implementation re-
sults, we observe that the hit ratio difference also depends on
the storage design. GL-Cache uses log-structured storage, and
the difference between prototype and micro-implementation
is smaller (<10%); LHD uses slab storage, and sometimes
the prototype can have a significantly lower hit ratio (>20%)
compared to the micro-implementation. This large differ-
ence comes from fragmentation and slab calcification prob-
lems [39, 105]. However, we did not find a way to efficiently
implement LHD on top of log-structured storage because it
requires the storage to have the capability of evicting (remov-
ing) any cached object, while log-structured storage can only
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Table 4: Comparing LRB and GL-Cache-E on the Wikimedia trace
used in LRB paper [87]. We use miss ratio because it is more
commonly used in web caches.

Algorithm Miss ratio Throughput (MQPS)
Size (GB) 20 200 2000 20 200 2000
FIFO 0.39 0.16 0.025 7.62 7.91 9.68
LRB 0.24 0.048 0.016 0.01 0.04 0.07
GL-Cache-T 0.24 0.065 0.017 4.97 6.53 4.89
GL-Cache-E 0.20 0.041 0.013 2.55 3.91 4.20
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Fig. 8: Throughput relative to FIFO.

efficiently support sequential write and removal.
Besides block I/O cache traces, we have also evaluated GL-

Cache using the Wikimedia CDN trace from LRB evaluations.
Table 4 shows that learning helps LRB to achieve miss ratios
35% to 70% lower than FIFO. Compared to LRB, GL-Cache-
E further reduces the miss ratio by up to 16%. In summary,
the evaluations on three datasets totaled 118 traces illustrating
the high efficiency and generality of group-level learning.

4.4 Throughput and overheads
Not only does GL-Cache achieve a high hit ratio, but

GL-Cache also achieves high throughput. Fig. 6b shows
the throughput of GL-Cache in the prototype. We observe
that compared to production systems (Cachelib, Segcache),
GL-Cache achieves a similar throughput, indicating that GL-
Cache meets the throughput requirement of a production sys-
tem. Moreover, compared with eviction algorithms such as
LHD and TinyLFU, GL-Cache is 2-3× faster.

Besides the prototype evaluation, Fig. 8 compares the
throughput of GL-Cache with several state-of-the-art algo-
rithms evaluated on all CloudPhysics and MSR traces. While
LRU achieves throughput close to FIFO, all advanced evic-
tion algorithms exhibit a significant slowdown compared to
FIFO. However, among all learned caches, GL-Cache is sig-
nificantly faster than others. Compared to LRB, GL-Cache-E
has a 228× higher throughput, and GL-Cache-T has a 586×
higher throughput on average at the small cache size. Com-

pared to the fastest of all learned caches, GL-Cache-E is on
average 64% faster, and GL-Cache-T is on average 3× faster
at the small cache size. Similarly, on the Wikimedia trace
(Table 4), GL-Cache-E is tens to hundreds of times faster
than LRB and achieves almost half of FIFO’s throughput.

GL-Cache achieves high throughput because it needs very
few metadata updates on cache hits and misses. On a cache
hit, GL-Cache only needs to update the last access time and
group utility if it is on a sampled group (§3.5). On a cache
miss, GL-Cache does not need to update any metadata most
of the time; occasionally, it performs a group eviction and
evicts 100s to 1000s of objects. In contrast, other systems
must update multiple metadata entries on both cache hits and
cache misses. For example, TinyLFU needs to maintain the
frequency counting sketch and the LRU chain; LHD needs to
sample 32 objects, thus having 32 random DRAM accesses
for each eviction. Segcache is simpler than GL-Cache in per-
request operations. However, the lower hit ratio of Segcache
leads to its reduced throughput because of more evictions.

The second reason for GL-Cache’s high throughput is that
the overheads of training and inference are amortized. Be-
cause GL-Cache uses fewer features to learn simpler high-
level patterns instead of per-object access patterns, it uses a
simple model and is only retrained once a day. In our mea-
surement, each training consumes 10 - 50 ms of one CPU
core (not amortized by the number of training samples). In
addition, each inference consumes 0.4 - 3 ms of one CPU
core and is triggered every time 5% of ranked groups are
evicted. Because each inference evicts many groups and each
eviction evicts many objects, the inference computation is
amortized. The amortization is the key reason for GL-Cache’s
high throughput compared to other learned caches. Moreover,
although training and inference are not on the critical path of
request serving, our throughput evaluation measures run time
including both training and inference.

While throughput evaluations show the low computation
overhead of GL-Cache, machine learning in caching also
introduces storage overhead. First, GL-Cache uses DRAM
to store 8000 training samples. The training data storage
is pre-allocated and small (256 KB) compared to the cache
size (GBs). For deployments with very limited memory, the
training data can also be stored on the storage device. Second,
each object group in GL-Cache uses 28 bytes of features —
each object thus adds less than one byte. Besides the group-
level features, GL-Cache tracks each object’s last access time
using 4 bytes. In total, GL-Cache uses 5 bytes of object
metadata for eviction. As a comparison, LRU requires two
pointers with 16 bytes of metadata per object, and LRB uses
192 bytes of features per object.

4.5 Understanding GL-Cache’s efficiency
So far we have demonstrated that GL-Cache has a higher

miss ratio and throughput than existing systems. While amor-
tized overhead explains the high throughput, this section ex-
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Fig. 9: Feature case study.

plores how learning helps GL-Cache achieve high efficiency.
Most eviction algorithms use one or two object features

to decide which object to evict. For example, LRU evicts
the object with the largest access age (recency), LeCaR and
Hyperbolic [15] use recency and frequency to make eviction
decisions, LHD relies on access age and object size to choose
eviction candidates. In contrast, object-level learned cache
such as LRB uses 44 features covering different measure-
ments of recency and frequency, as well as object size, to
compare objects. Similarly, GL-Cache uses seven features
to compare object groups. To better understand GL-Cache’s
efficiency, we examine how GL-Cache uses these features.

We obtained the feature importance score directly from
XGBoost. The importance score is calculated using the num-
ber of times a feature is used to split the data across all trees
and may not represent the ground truth. Fig. 9a shows the nor-
malized feature importance scores of different features across
traces obtained from the models trained for each trace. We
observe that across traces, frequency and age have relatively
high scores with medians of around 0.3. This aligns well with
existing literature on eviction algorithms, which mostly use
recency and frequency to make eviction decisions. The next
important feature is the mean object size, which is essential
for algorithms that consider variable-size objects. Besides
these features, the workload and cache states (request rate,
miss ratio, write rate) at the group creation time have similar
scores with a median of around 0.05. When summed up, they
have a similar importance as the object size.

While we observe that the most commonly used features
(recency, frequency, size) are critical, we also observe that no
feature is dominant across all traces. Fig. 9b shows the feature
importance score for 12 randomly selected traces. For some
traces, frequency is more important, with an importance score
of 0.6. For others, recency or size is more important. GL-
Cache weighing features differently across traces suggests
that GL-Cache can effectively adapt the feature importance
to each workload. For comparison, the algorithms leveraging
more than one feature often combine the features in a way that
cannot adapt to workloads. For example, Hyperbolic scores
an object using f requency

age , leaving the relative importance of
frequency and age unchanged across workloads.

Fig. 9c uses one trace to illustrate the importance of GL-
Cache adaptively using multiple features. It shows how grad-
ually including more features improves the hit ratio. We
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Fig. 10: Impact of group size.

observe that the combination of frequency, recency, and size
at small sizes (1 GB and 4 GB) leads to a large hit ratio in-
crease (e.g., 80% at 1 GB). Meanwhile, frequency alone is
insufficient and can only increase the hit ratio by 10% at 1
GB. Using all features increases the hit ratio modestly on this
trace compared to only using frequency, age, and size. More-
over, Fig. 9c shows that feature importance could change with
cache sizes. Object size is more important at 1 GB cache
size, while frequency becomes more important than other
features at 16 GB. This could be because small objects con-
tribute more hits per consumed byte than large objects, so
caching small objects is better when the cache size is small.
Meanwhile, when most small objects are cached at a larger
cache size, choosing between large objects depends on re-
quest frequency. This observation suggests that in GL-Cache,
the choice and use of features adapt not only to the workloads
but also to different configurations such as cache sizes.

In summary, learning at the group level can leverage mul-
tiple features to adapt to both workload and cache sizes, en-
abling higher cache efficiency.

4.6 Sensitivity analysis
We have discussed the three parameters used by GL-Cache

in §3.7, and we have shown the two modes of GL-Cache:
one achieves higher efficiency (GL-Cache-E), and the other
achieves higher throughput (GL-Cache-T). This section
shows in detail how these parameters affect hit ratio and
throughput. In addition, we show that the warmup time does
not significantly change the hit ratios.
Group size. A smaller group indicates a finer granularity
for learning and evictions. Varying group size affects both
throughput and efficiency. First, reducing group size increases
storage and computation overhead due to finer learning gran-
ularity. As a result, throughput increases with group size,
as shown in Fig. 10. Second, the hit ratio increases when
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Fig. 11: Impact of eviction fraction Feviction.
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Fig. 12: Impact of the number of groups to merge at each eviction.

the group size increases from 1 (object-level learning) to 20,
then decreases as the group size further increases from 60
to 1600. A smaller group indicates that each eviction evicts
fewer objects, enabling a higher hit ratio. However, when
the group size is too small, each group gets too few requests
for group feature learning to be effective, thus decreasing
the hit ratio. The non-monotonic hit ratio change (hit ratio
first increases then decreases) also explains why object-level
learning achieves a lower hit ratio than GL-Cache.
Eviction Fraction. GL-Cache evicts Feviction fraction of
ranked groups between each inference to reduce computa-
tion overhead and better tolerate inaccurate predictions. The
more groups (larger Feviction) evicted per inference, the fewer
inferences, thus higher throughput. However, a larger Feviction
means more (useful) groups are evicted after each inference,
resulting in a lower hit ratio. Fig. 11 shows that increasing
Feviction reduces hit ratio and increases throughput.
Number of groups to merge. The last tunable parameter in
GL-Cache is the number of groups to merge at each eviction.
Because GL-Cache evicts the majority of the objects on the
Nmerge groups and retains one group worth of objects, merging
more groups means that GL-Cache retains fewer objects from
each group. Retaining fewer objects reduces the computation
needed at each eviction, but it also reduces efficiency. Fig. 12
shows that increasing the number of merged groups increases
throughput and reduces the hit ratio.

Besides the above three parameters, the learning compo-
nent also introduces several parameters such as training data
size and retraining frequency. GL-Cache retrains the model
once a day because many events (such as cron jobs and diurnal
patterns) happen on a daily basis. Wall clock time sometimes
is more important than virtual time (reference count), and
has also been recognized by researchers from Google when
they use neural networks to predict the lifetime of a memory
allocation [64]. The retraining interval affects both efficiency
and performance. Note that more frequent retraining does
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Fig. 13: A spectrum of GL-Caches allow users to tradeoff between
hit ratio and throughput.

not always lead to a higher hit ratio because shorter retrain-
ing intervals reduce the accuracy of the group utilities used
for training as they are accumulated over time. We observe
that the best retraining interval depends on the workload —
some workloads show higher hit ratios with half-day retrain-
ing, and some others benefit from two-day retraining. While
fine-tuning retraining intervals can improve the hit ratio by
up to 10%, one-day retraining achieves a good performance
across workloads as shown. Besides training frequency, an-
other parameter in training is the number of training samples.
Because GL-Cache learns high-level access patterns, which
we conjecture is easier to learn than per-object behavior, GL-
Cache does not require a large amount of training data. While
we cannot prove that 8000 training samples are sufficient for
all workloads under all scenarios, we find that it is sufficient
for the diverse traces in our evaluation.

The sensitivity analysis shows that GL-Cache is relatively
robust to parameter changes. The parameters of GL-Cache-E
and GL-Cache-T were chosen based on evaluations of 10
random traces. Our results show that these two sets of pa-
rameters work well across the diverse traces in the evaluation.
However, like in any other system, a general set of parame-
ters provides reasonable performance but does not guarantee
the best performance. Per-workload fine-tuning can poten-
tially provide larger benefits. GL-Cache provides the oppor-
tunity for users to explore the trade-off between efficiency
and throughput. Fig. 13 shows the throughput and hit ratio
of GL-Cache compared to baselines (we do not plot multiple
close-by points of GL-Cache for clarity). In both prototype
and micro-implementation evaluations, GL-Cache achieves
higher throughput than systems with a similar hit ratio or a
higher hit ratio than systems with a similar throughput. De-
ployments with less computation power can use GL-Cache in
a high-throughput mode with a slightly lower hit ratio. And
deployments that are less sensitive to computation may use
GL-Cache to achieve a higher hit ratio.

Our evaluation so far used a warmup time of three days to
make sure the cache is warmed up for any trace under any
size. We have also evaluated with a one-day warmup time and
presented the results in Fig. 14. We observe that although the
absolute values exhibit some differences, the overall trends
on hit ratio increase are similar when compared to using a
three-day warmup time (Fig. 7). In addition to the hit ratio
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Fig. 14: Using one-day warmup, evaluated on CloudPhysics traces.

results, throughput results using a one-day warmup are also
similar to that of a three-day warmup. Similarly, evaluations
on the MSR and Wikimedia traces also exhibit little difference
between using one-day and three-day warmup times.

5 Related work
The study of cache designs has a long history with the ma-

jority of works focusing on improving cache efficiency. With
increasing complexity in cache management, many recent
works have also improved the throughput and scalability.
Better eviction algorithms. Most works improving cache
efficiency focus on cache eviction algorithms, especially how
to define and use recency, frequency, and size to make better
eviction decisions. For example, ARC [69] uses two LRU
lists to balance between recency and frequency; CAR [6],
LIRS [43, 44, 57, 108], Clock-pro [42], 2Q [85], SLRU [41],
LRU-K [76] use a different metric to measure recency; vari-
ants of LFU [4, 48], LRFU [56], tinyLFU [26–28] and hy-
perbolic [15] use a combination of frequency and recency to
make evictions; various greedy-dual algorithms [17,20,45,59]
use two metrics (e.g., frequency and size) to choose eviction
candidates. In addition, several learned caches have been
designed in the past few years, as discussed in detail in §2.2.
Compared to existing learned caches, GL-Cache employs
group-level learning, which amortizes overheads and accu-
mulates stronger learning signals to make better eviction de-
cisions. Moreover, existing learning approaches to caching
cannot be directly applied to group-level learning due to chal-
lenges such as comparing object groups’ usefulness.
Improve cache throughput. Most algorithms that improve
efficiency trade throughput for higher efficiency. With in-
creasing complexity in cache systems, throughput and scal-
ability become critical. MICA [62] uses a holistic design
with a lossy hash table and partitioned log-structured DRAM
storage to achieve high throughput and scalability; Seg-
cache [105] uses an approximate-TTL-indexed segment-chain
with batched eviction to achieve high throughput and scal-
ability; MemC3 [30] uses a cuckoo hash table and Clock
eviction to improve scalability; Cachelib [9] reduces LRU
promotion frequency to improve scalability. These systems
often use weaker eviction algorithms such as FIFO, Clock, or
weak LRU. Compared to these works, GL-Cache improves
efficiency without sacrificing throughput. Specifically, GL-
Cache and Segcache share some design aspects such as object
grouping. However, Segcache primarily innovates on the de-

sign of storage layout for key-value caches, and it uses FIFO
for eviction. Instead, GL-Cache focuses on using learning for
evictions, which is the key to GL-Cache’s efficiency gains.
Use of machine learning to improve system efficiency. Ma-
chine learning has seen increasing use to improve system
efficiency. For example, Google uses machine learning to
improve the efficiency of data center operations [33]. Mi-
crosoft uses machine learning to improve database query
optimizer [46]. Prior works have designed learned com-
ponents to replace various parts of a system, such as in-
dex [23, 50, 54, 55, 74, 97] and query optimizer [66, 67] in
databases, straggler mitigation in inference systems [52, 53],
and FTL for SSD [89]. Moreover, many other works look into
automatic database tuning using machine learning [60,91]. In
caching, in addition to the three categories of learned cache
evictions that we have discussed in §2, recent works have
also looked into using sub-sampling to reduce learned cache’s
time horizon [95], using machine learning to predict memory
access [37], designing cache admission [35, 51], designing
cache prefetching [61, 61, 88, 102] predicting hot records in
LSM-Tree storage [106], using deep recurrent neural network
models for content caching [72], using Markov cache model
for size-aware cache admission policy [13]. Compared to
these works, GL-Cache is the first system to perform learning
on a group of entities and navigates efficiency-throughput
trade-off using coarse-grained learning granularity.

6 Conclusion
We propose a new approach for using machine learning to

improve cache efficiency: group-level learning. Group-level
learning predicts and evicts the least useful object groups.
Group-level learning leverages multiple object-group features
to adapt to workload and cache size, accumulates stronger
signals for learning, and amortizes learning overheads over
objects. As a result, it makes better eviction decisions with
a tiny overhead. We build GL-Cache in a production cache
to demonstrate group-level learning and evaluate it on 118
production block I/O and CDN traces. GL-Cache achieves
a significantly higher throughput as compared to all other
learned caches while retaining a higher hit ratio. Thus, GL-
Cache paves the way for the adoption of learned caches in
production systems.
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Abstract
Deep learning training (DLT) applications exhibit unique

I/O workload behaviors that pose new challenges for storage
system design. DLT is I/O intensive since data samples need
to be fetched continuously from a remote storage. Accelera-
tors such as GPUs have been extensively used to support these
applications. As accelerators become more powerful and more
data-hungry, the I/O performance lags behind. This creates a
crucial performance bottleneck, especially in distributed DLT.
At the same time, the exponentially growing dataset sizes
make it impossible to store these datasets entirely in memory.
While today’s DLT frameworks typically use a random sam-
pling policy that treat all samples uniformly equally, recent
findings indicate that not all samples are equally important
and different data samples contribute differently towards im-
proving the accuracy of a model. This observation creates an
opportunity for DLT I/O optimizations by exploiting the data
locality enabled by importance sampling.

To this end, we design and implement SHADE, a new DLT-
aware caching system that detects fine-grained importance
variations at per-sample level and leverages the variance to
make informed caching decisions for a distributed DLT job.
SHADE adopts a novel, rank-based approach, which captures
the relative importance of data samples across different mini-
batches. SHADE then dynamically updates the importance
scores of all samples during training. With these techniques,
SHADE manages to significantly improve the cache hit ratio
of the DLT job, and thus, improves the job’s training perfor-
mance. Evaluation with representative computer vision (CV)
models shows that SHADE, with a small cache, improves the
cache hit ratio by up to 4.5× compared to the LRU caching
policy.

1 Introduction

Deep learning (DL) approaches are increasingly being em-
ployed to solve crucial complex problems. The use of DL
has become common in disparate domains such as health
sciences [28, 29, 43, 64], environmental sciences [41, 47],

bio-technical systems [48], high-energy scientific experi-
ments [16], finance [25,33,35,39], smart cities [12,19], indus-
trial production [13, 79], autonomous vehicles, and IoT sys-
tems [45, 58, 72]. Moreover, DL has given rise to a huge mar-
ket that is expected to reach 12.12 billion dollars by 2025 [4].
To meet the demands of unprecedented scale and performance,
DL researchers and practitioners are developing distributed
DL, which employs distributed computing and storage re-
sources to support DL. While promising, the approach poses
numerous challenges in handling massive workloads while
keeping the usage cost in check.

DLT is extremely compute-intensive and data-
intensive [24], and the resource demands vary at different
phases of the process [22, 42]. A key challenge is efficiently
matching the DL application needs with available system
resources. A common practice is to scale up/out a DL
training job using multiple compute accelerators such as
GPUs, FPGAs, or custom ASICs; that is, by using data
parallelism [71] with each accelerator, e.g., GPU, holding a
replica of the model and processing a subset of the training
data in parallel.

A large body of research has focused on optimizing the
efficiency of computing [53, 57], scheduling [37, 82], and
data communication [74, 77, 81] for DL jobs. This is be-
cause data-parallel DL training is both compute-intensive—
typically requiring multiple GPUs to train in parallel—
and communication-intensive [17, 59, 75]—newly calculated
model gradients are transferred or broadcast to all the involved
GPUs for iterative model updates. However, as state-of-the-art
research [14, 56] demonstrates, the efficiency of data storage
and retrieval can also significantly impact the end-to-end per-
formance of DL training.

To better understand the impact of data storage configu-
ration on distributed DL training efficiency, we perform an
experiment to study the performance difference when dis-
tributed DL jobs are run using a local or a remote storage
medium. Figure 1 shows that remote storage mediums can
significantly impact the training time (∼ 2.5×) compared to
faster storage mediums, i.e., RAM, even though all the rest
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Figure 1: Training throughput and time comparison of a sin-
gle job using 2 nodes and 8 GPUs with ResNet-18. Remote
storage comprises of SSDs on a BeeGFS server.

of the training configurations were kept the same. This re-
sult is in line with recent studies [20, 70], which show that
I/O can take up from 85-90% of the total training time. As
high-performing accelerators can consume the training data
samples faster, efficient I/O can significantly reduce the train-
ing time.

However, it remains challenging to improve the I/O effi-
ciency for distributed DLT as the I/O workloads of a DLT job
exhibit unique patterns: (1) full-object, sequential, read-only
accesses at per-object level; (2) dominant, small, random I/Os
spread across the whole training sample dataset [88]; and
(3) highly concurrent I/Os [70]. Today’s high-performance
and distributed storage systems, such as parallel file systems
(PFS) [21, 40], network file systems (NFS) [63], and cloud
object stores [2, 5] are inefficient at supporting dsitributed
DL applications. This is especially true given the excessive
metadata overhead for small-I/O-intensive accesses [85].

For efficient I/O, faster storage mediums like RAM are
needed, but compared to increasingly large training datasets
that can range from terabytes [36, 67] to petabytes [10], these
resources are often too small, even on large supercomputers
like Piz Daint (64GB RAM/node) [3] and Fugaku (32GB
RAM/node) [8]. Moreover, because of the high cost of GPUs,
DL jobs are mainly run by renting GPU Spot VMs [1, 9, 15,
49, 56, 78] that are 6-8× cheaper than dedicated VMs. As
these VMs are preemptive, meaning these can be terminated
at any time depending on available resources, DL training has
to be resumed from a checkpoint on a different VM leading to
the loss of local SSD state. As a result, instead of local SSDs,
large datasets are put in persistent cloud storage, and training
is conducted on VMs that access the cloud storage remotely.

Worse, conventional wisdom holds that the I/O workload
of a DL training job is not cache-friendly due to the aforemen-
tioned I/O randomness and lack of data locality [85]. This
property renders existing caching policies (such as LRU and
LFU) ineffective, as there is no recency or frequency pattern
to exploit. Recent work such as Mercury [84], CoorDL [65],
Quiver [56], and Hoard [69] try to solve this I/O problem
by employing caching techniques. Unfortunately, none of
them provides fundamental solutions that enable the ability
to cache (i.e., cacheability) a DLT job’s working set. The

main reason is that these works consider that each sample
will only be accessed once in every epoch (one iteration over
the dataset). However, as has been shown by prior work [50],
some samples are more important than others in DL training.
Hence, if we can design effective mechanisms and policies
to exploit this importance variance, we can fundamentally
improve the cacheability for DL training.

In this paper, we show that we can deliver better cacheabil-
ity by designing a new dataset sampling algorithm inspired
by importance-sampling [61] and an effective caching pol-
icy atop that. DL models are trained on a dataset in batches
(multiple equal partitions of the entire dataset). Our sampling
algorithm combines the intra-batch importance of individual
data samples with inter-batch importance to detect the most
important samples for placing in the in-memory pooled cache.
We develop a novel technique of rank-based importance that
ranks the training samples within a batch based on their con-
tributions to increasing the overall accuracy of the model.
Rank-based importance further helps increase the probability
of identifying (predicting) the most important samples in later
epochs. Using this technique, we further design a priority-
based sampling strategy that ensures multiple accesses to the
important samples within an epoch to train more on hard-
to-learn samples to increase the accuracy improvement rate.
As a result, our caching solution keeps the most important
samples in the cache and avoids random evictions, which in
turn improves the cache hit ratio and training throughput.

Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions.
• We introduce a novel, rank-based importance calculation

approach to precisely identify the relative importance of
data samples for DLT jobs.

• We design a priority-based sampling policy to exploit the
data locality of samples.

• We present the design and implementation of SHADE, a new
DLT-aware caching system that incorporates rank-based
importance scores and the priority-based sampling policy
to improve the I/O efficiency for DLT jobs.

• We incorporate and evaluate SHADE in the widely-used
DLT framework PyTorch and compare SHADE against a
series of baseline and advanced caching and sampling meth-
ods. Our results show that SHADE: improves the read hit
ratio by up to 4.5× given the same cache size, increases the
training throughput by up to 2.7×, and reaches accuracy
convergence by up to 3.3× faster compared to a baseline
LRU caching policy.

SHADE is open source and publicly available at:
https://github.com/R-I-S-Khan/SHADE.

2 Background

2.1 Distributed Deep Learning Training
There are mainly three types of distributed DL training
techniques: data-parallel training [71], model-parallel train-
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ing [30], and pipeline parallelism [44] that combines data-
parallel and model-parallel training. While this paper focuses
mainly on data-parallel training based on Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD), our approach is applicable to other training
methods as well.

A Deep Neural Network (DNN) model consists of multi-
ple layers of computation units whose output is the input for
subsequent units. DNN model training consists of a forward
propagation method, which sequentially moves information
related to the input data through all model layers and generates
a prediction. For example, in an image recognition applica-
tion, image pixels information is moved through the layers
for predicting image contents. To generate the prediction, DL
defines a cost/loss function with respect to the forward propa-
gation output and ground truth labels. The DL process aims
to minimize the cost function through a process of increasing
or decreasing the weights of the outputs of the intermedi-
ary layers of the model so that it can improve its prediction.
This step is known as backward propagation, which adjusts
the parameters of the DL model starting from the outermost
layer back up to the input layer through a technique known as
gradient descent optimization. Gradient descent adjusts the
parameters in the opposite direction of the gradient. SGD is
a stochastic approximation of gradient descent optimization;
instead of calculating the gradient from the entire data set,
SGD randomly selects a subset of training data samples from
the entire dataset to reduce computation cost.

In a typical data-parallel, SGD-based training, the whole
training dataset is partitioned and processed in parallel by mul-
tiple GPU devices. Each GPU has a replica of the same DNN
model, which is iteratively synchronized with other GPUs
using centralized communication techniques, e.g., parameter
server [59]) or decentralized communication techniques, e.g.,
all-reduce [17].

2.2 I/O Characteristics of Data-Parallel DL
Training

DL training applications feature unique characteristics that
differentiate them from conventional data-intensive applica-
tions such as big data analytics [31, 83] and web applica-
tions [6, 7]. A DL training job typically runs multiple epochs,
with each epoch consuming the entire training dataset once
in a random permutation order. Each epoch is further divided
into multiple batches. At the beginning of processing a batch,
each GPU process loads a randomly-sampled bulk (i.e., a mini-
batch) of training data whose size is configurable. These be-
haviors lead to highly-concurrent, read-only, repetitive, and to-
tally random I/O accesses. Therefore, a common belief is that
such I/O patterns are not cache-friendly to traditional caching
policies that exploit recency and/or frequency-based data lo-
cality, such as the widely used LRU, LFU, and ARC [62].

2.3 DL Training with Importance Sampling

Traditionally, SGD-based DL training is oblivious to the “im-
portance” of training samples and simply applies random
sampling or shuffling to generate a random permutation order
at the end of each training epoch, thereby treating all training
samples equally. Recently, researchers found that in SGD-
based DL training, a specific set of training samples tend to
generate little-to-no impact on the model quality and, there-
fore, can be ignored [50, 61]. This process of finding the set
of training samples that are more important than others, i.e.,
contribute the greatest towards the loss function, is known as
importance sampling. That is, a few samples would lead to
a higher loss between hidden layer output and target label in
backward propagation after a few epochs.

Therefore, by prioritizing training using samples with rela-
tively higher importance, i.e., the ability to contribute towards
building model accuracy, a DL training job can achieve im-
provement in both training time and test errors [46, 50].

In SGD, gradient g(x) is estimated by sampling from a uni-
form distribution p where x is a data sample from a minibatch.
Importance sampling estimates g(x) using a new data distri-
bution q (such that q(x)> 0 whenever p(x)> 0) to speed up
the process. That is,

Ep(x)[g(x)] = Eq(x)[
p(x)
q(x)

g(x)] (1)

It has been proved [11] that the variance of gradient is mini-
mized when Eq. 2 is maintained, i.e., to ensure gradient vari-
ance reduction, optimal data distribution q∗(x) should be pro-
portional to sample’s gradient norm |g(x)|.

q∗(x)∝ p(x)|g(x)| (2)

In practice, the feed-forward loss is often used to measure the
importance of each data sample as an alternative of gradient.

3 Motivation

3.1 Exploiting Importance Sampling

As discussed earlier, the shuffling-based sampling method
passes over the entire training dataset in each epoch, making
DL training not cache-friendly and failing to make efficient
use of faster storage mediums such as main memory or SSDs.
However, as observed in Figure 1, there exists ample opportu-
nity to make efficient use of faster storage devices to enhance
the performance of DL training. In this regard, importance
sampling treats training samples differently and introduces in-
herent data locality that can be exploited by a caching system
to make better use of faster storage mediums.

To better understand the implication of importance sam-
pling on DL training and dataset caching, we analyze impor-
tance sampling based training over benchmarking datasets.
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(a) Sample access pattern in epoch 1. (b) Sample access pattern in epoch 20. (c) Sample access pattern in epoch 89.

Figure 2: Frequency of samples accessed across different epochs in default single process importance sampling (CIFAR-10).
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(c) Epoch 89.

Figure 3: Distribution of data importance as the number of epochs increases in single process default importance sampling on
the CIFAR-10 dataset. Data importance is the ability of a sample to contribute towards improving the accuracy of the model.

Sample Access Pattern. We first analyze the sample ac-
cess pattern of importance sampling. We use the CIFAR-10
dataset [54] to train a ResNet-18 DNN model using a loss-
based importance sampling algorithm [50] for a single GPU.
As shown in Figure 2, 26.5%, 26.6%, and 26.2% of the sam-
ples are accessed more than once in epochs 1, 20, and 89,
respectively. More importantly, 9.6% of the samples are ac-
cessed 3 times or more in epoch 89, indicating a good data
locality within a training epoch.

Data Importance Distribution. We further analyze the im-
portance scores of training samples. Unlike standard random
sampling, which treats each sample equally, not all samples
contribute equally to model training. As shown in Figure 3(a)-
(c), in epoch 1, the importance scores of all samples are
clustered towards the least-important end of the spectrum;
whereas during epochs 20 and 89, more samples become
more important. In particular, in epoch 20, around 49.91%
of samples have a normalized importance score greater than
30%. This observation further implies that the importance
information could be exploited by a priority caching policy
to optimize the I/O efficiency of DL training.

Impact of Importance Sampling on Training. Next, we an-
alyze the impact of importance sampling on training quality.
In this test, we use the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets
and train a ResNet-18 model using standard random sampling
and a loss-based importance sampling method. As shown in
Figure 4(a)-(b), we verify that importance sampling incurs
negligible impact on the model accuracy for the CIFAR-10

dataset. The CIFAR-100 dataset is much harder to predict
than CIFAR-10 due to the larger number of classes present in
the dataset. Figure 4(c) shows that importance sampling does
not have a drastic loss degradation implying that it has a good
learning rate, which further contributes to its improved accu-
racy. Figure 4(d) shows that importance sampling can achieve
better accuracy in under 20 epochs than the accuracy achieved
by normal baseline random sampling in 100 epochs. This is
because random sampling just shuffles the dataset indices,
which does not contribute much towards quickly learning
fine-grained details of the dataset.

4 SHADE Design

Our study in §2 sheds light on the potential to enable fun-
damental data locality for DL training workloads and moti-
vates a new caching system co-designed with the DL training
framework. This section presents the challenges and design
principles of SHADE, followed by the design detail.

4.1 Challenges
Our goal is to achieve a caching system that can exploit impor-
tance sampling to improve the cache efficiency for DLT’s I/O
workload. One may think that a priority-based caching pol-
icy that always prioritizes the most important samples could
effectively improve the read hit ratio. However, as shown in
Figure 5, a naive priority-based caching policy achieves the
same low read hit ratio as standard LRU and LFU. Ideally,
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Figure 4: Comparison of loss and accuracy convergence of ResNet-18 model using single process default importance sampling
against baseline training on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets.
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Figure 5: Comparison of different caching policies during
ResNet-18 model training over the CIFAR-10 dataset. Work-
ing Set Size (WSS) denotes the percentage of cached dataset.

Belady’s MIN cache replacement policy [18] achieves an
optimal read hit ratio assuming perfect future knowledge: Be-
lady’s MIN replaces the item that will be accessed furthest in
the future (Figure 5). In the context of DLT, an ideal priority
caching policy would accurately capture the priorities (i.e.,
importance scores) of training samples, resembling the opti-
mal behavior of the offline MIN. To make it even better, the
policy could take advantage of the importance information
to prefetch important samples into the cache. This way, the
new policy can potentially outperform Belady’s MIN when
incorporating prefetching [87].

The key insight of this paper is that DLT treats different
training samples differently and that the priorities of I/O ac-
cesses are inherently predictable, therefore exposing interest-
ing exploitation opportunities to fundamentally improve the
I/O efficiency. However, it also poses non-trivial challenges to
effectively translate the potential exploitation opportunities
to the I/O efficiency improvement.

First, default importance sampling (importance sampling
considered in prior works) assigns per-minibatch scores,
which are too coarse-grained and inaccurate. That is, all sam-
ples of a single minibatch are, by default, assigned the same
importance scores. This creates ambiguity, which leads to
inaccurate estimation of the per-sample importance and, thus,
loss of cache efficiency. Ideally, we would want an importance
score that precisely tells us the relative importance that each

sample carries within a minibatch.
Second, even if important samples are identified properly,

aggressively feeding the DL model with repetitive samples
might make training model biased. Thus, it is necessary to
ensure that the accuracy is not compromised while trying to
increase the hit rate of samples.

Third, importance scores are constantly changing and may
get stale quickly. The same sample in a later minibatch may
contribute differently toward the model than it did in an earlier
minibatch. Thus, capturing the most up-to-date importance
score information is imperative to make informed caching
decisions.

In the next section, we discuss how we use four novel
techniques to address each of these challenges.

4.2 SHADE Overview
SHADE consists of two main components—the control layer
and the data layer. The control layer provides the data layer
with the list of samples needed for training. For the first itera-
tion, the data layer fetches samples from a remote storage and
populates the cache with the samples that are to be accessed
first. During training, the control layer finds the importance
(loss decomposition + ranking) associated with the samples
and the priority queue (PQ) and ghost cache tracking the im-
portance of samples in the data layer are updated. Based on
the newer importance, a sampler in the control layer prepares
a samples list with associated repetitions information. When
the data layer receives the list of samples, it checks whether
it is beneficial to cache a newer item instead of evicting a
cached prior sample. Let’s suppose the sample being accessed
has higher importance than the min_sample (sample having
lowest importance in the current cache). In this case, the
min_sample is evicted, and the current sample is cached us-
ing our new Adaptive Priority-aware Prediction (APP) cache
policy. This process is repeated throughout the entire DL
training. As SHADE keeps the most important samples in
the distributed cache and repeatedly uses these hard-to-learn
samples for training, it can ensure improved rate of accuracy
and a good cache hit ratio. Figure 6 shows the architecture of
SHADE along with the components and interactions therein.
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Figure 6: SHADE architecture overview. (b) In illustration of how SHADE’s components interact in a single epoch.

4.2.1 Control Layer

The SHADE control layer performs two main functions. (1) It
calculates the importance scores associated with data samples,
and (2) it samples the data for different training processes.
The importance scores are then transferred to the data layer
in real time for making prefetching and caching decisions.

The SHADE control layer features three techniques to find
accurate, fine-grained importance scores for each data sample.
The first technique finds out the importance of samples in
per-sample granularity (i.e., fine-grained). The second tech-
nique uses fine-grained importance and ranks the samples to
make them suitable for priority-based caching. Finally, the
third technique uses rank-based importance to build a list of
important samples with repetitions to be used for training that
will increase the read hit ratio and maintain a good learning
curve.
Loss Decomposition. In default importance sampling, the
forward training loss is calculated for minibatches, and this
forward loss is then assigned as the importance score for all
the samples in the minibatch [61]. As a result, the default
importance sampling method calculates the ability of a mini-
batch to contribute towards improving the overall accuracy of
the model instead of the data samples themselves. However,
as expected, not all the samples of a minibatch contribute
equally to the accuracy improvement of the model. Therefore,
we need the sample-level loss information, i.e., the loss of
individual samples of a minibatch, to calculate the importance
score of each data sample.

To address the first challenge concerning the coarse-grained
importance scores at the minibatch granularity, SHADE uses
both the sample-level and minibatch-level cross entropy loss
information to decompose the coarse-grained importance
scores into per-sample scores. The cross entropy for each
sample denotes the uncertainty with which the model could
predict the class label for a sample. Measuring the uncertainty
helps SHADE to detect the importance of a sample.

Assume a minibatch has S data samples, and T represents
the number of class labels. This constructs an output layer

for the DNN model with a matrix that has a dimension of
S×T . Each row of the matrix encodes the raw likelihood or
logits of a sample for each of the T -class labels. To capture
the contribution of each data sample, SHADE decomposes
the loss function and calculates the loss corresponding to
each sample in the minibatch. SHADE decomposes the loss
function using two steps. In the first step, SHADE calculates
the categorical-cross entropy for each sample in the minibatch.
The categorical-cross entropy for each sample, Esample, is
defined in Eq. 3:

Esample =−
T

∑
i=1

Ti logSi, (3)

where Ti represents the hot-encoded truth label for a given
sample under class i, and Si denotes the softmax probability
for a sample in a minibatch for the class i.

Si is calculated using Eq. 4:

Si =
eri

∑
T
j=1 er j

, (4)

where ri denotes the raw likelihood of a sample for class i,
and the denominator is a normalization term. SHADE uses a
softmax normalization over a standard normalization method
for two reasons. (i) This method can effectively identify small
and large variations in raw logit values and thus assign the
importance scores accordingly. (ii) The raw logit values can
be negative, so taking exponents ensures that we always end
up with a positive value. SHADE uses the per-sample-based
entropy loss for finding and feeding the model with the most
important samples.

The second step of the loss decomposition involves calcu-
lating the minibatch importance necessary for adjusting the
model weights. As softmax is continuously differentiable, it
is possible to calculate the derivative of the cost function with
respect to every weight of a DNN model. SHADE uses all the
per-sample-based entropy losses found from the first stage
(Eq. 3) for calculating a mean entropy loss according to Eq. 5:
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Ebatch =
∑

S
k=1 Esamplek

S
(5)

A higher entropy for a sample means that the model gener-
ates multiple predictions for a single sample out of the several
T different possibilities, i.e., the model faces more difficul-
ties in generating a single accurate prediction for that sample.
Correspondingly, a lower entropy for a single sample signifies
that the model can generate a single prediction for it with high
enough accuracy. Thus, a lower entropy value for a sample
means that the sample is not highly important in increasing
the accuracy of the model in later epochs, and a higher entropy
value signifies the opposite. The reason is straightforward:
samples that the model has already learned cannot help much
in increasing the accuracy of the model in later epochs, and
only by learning the harder samples can the DLT job improve
the accuracy. Ideally, an entropy value of zero means that the
difference between the predicted and ground-truth label is an
absolute zero and that the sample is accurately learned. In
practice, however, the entropy cannot reach zero as there are
no useful models that have 100% accuracy.

Our goal is to prioritize samples that have higher entropy
during model training so that the model can learn these hard-
to-learn samples better. Consequently, the loss decomposition
method enables SHADE to capture hard-to-learn samples from
a minibatch without extra transformation of the raw data.
Rank-based Importance Score. Even though the per-sample
entropy score provides a simple tool for quantifying the impor-
tance of different samples, it does not tell how much different
samples contribute to the accuracy of the model when sam-
pled together in a single minibatch. The relative rankings
allow SHADE to prioritize the most important set of samples
from each minibatch and, thus, the entire training dataset. To
identify the relative contribution of a sample in a minibatch,
we derive a log-based ranking method shown in Eq. 6:

ranki = log(
B

∑
k=1,k ̸=i

I(li > lk)+b0) (6)

The rank-based importance score for the ith sample in a mini-
batch with B samples is denoted by ranki. li and lk denote the
entropy loss for the ith and kth sample, respectively. b0 is a
bias term used for fixing the range of ranks in the log scale. I
is an identity function that returns 1 when the condition li > lk
is true, and 0 otherwise. For each k item in a batch B, this
condition helps to place each sample in the proper rank in a
minibatch. A sample having a higher loss gets a higher rank.

Consider the following example. Assume two minibatches,
B1 and B2, contain samples <4, 5, 6> and <7, 8, 9>, respec-
tively. Assume the samples in B1 have entropy scores of <0.3,
0.5, 0.4> and samples in B2 have <0.6, 1.2, 0.8>, respectively.
These entropy values are raw values, which will be prob-
lematic when comparing the sample importance across mini-
batches. For example, a priority-queue-based cache would
rank sample 5 from B1 in the lower half globally when sorting

all samples from both the two minibatches, even though sam-
ple 5 is the most important one in B1. Sorting these samples by
the entropy scores would give us a relative rank with respect
to each of the two minibatches B1 and B2, meaning sample 5
and 8 are the most important in B1 and B2, respectively.

To get the accurate changes in importance score, i.e.,
whether the importance score is increasing, staying un-
changed, or decreasing, SHADE uses the log scale. In this
case, the relative importance scores remain in the same range
and can be used for priority differentiation in a priority queue
data structure. Relative scores are desirable for three reasons.

First, our method guarantees that the per-sample-based im-
portance scores from different minibatches and epochs are in
the same range in order to precisely differentiate their priori-
ties in the cache. Different samples from different minibatches
would share the same rank in our method if they contributed
the same proportion in improving the accuracy of the model
when grouped in their corresponding minibatches. Whereas in
the default importance sampling method, all samples from the
same minibatch are assigned the same importance, resulting
in at most one minibatch that will have the highest importance
score, rmax. This is erroneous as all samples in the same mini-
batch do not contribute equally to improving the accuracy.
When the number of minibatches is more than the minibatch
size, SHADE is guaranteed to capture more important samples
than the default method, and this, in turn, helps in improving
the read hit ratio of the cache. Specifically, if the DLT job is
configured to train on N samples with a minibatch size of B,
where N is significantly larger than B (which is the common
case in DLT), then SHADE can effectively identify (N/B) im-
portant samples in one epoch. In contrast, the default method
can only capture B important samples.

Second, although models are constantly being updated dur-
ing the training, training against harder-to-learn samples may
help mitigate the high volatility of the accuracy rate, therefore
leading to smooth model training.

Third, the relative ranks make it easy to predict the data
importance online: the top x% important data in a minibatch
is guaranteed to be within the set of the top x% of the whole
dataset according to our defined importance score. Based on
this property, SHADE effectively offers an implicit prefetching
mechanism, which will be described in Algorithm 1.
Priority-based Adaptive Data Sampling (PADS). At the
end of an epoch, when SHADE has calculated the (rank-based)
importance of samples, the SHADE sampler sends the data
layer the list of sample indices that should be used for training.

However, instead of naive random shuffling, the SHADE
sampler first prioritizes the samples that contributed the most
to the accuracy of the model by constructing a multinomial
probability distribution of the data samples, as there are many
possible outcomes/selections of the dataset. Based on the
generated distribution, the sampler builds a list of important
samples for shuffling and sharding across different DLT pro-
cesses. SHADE seamlessly combines prefetching and caching:
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based on the updated importance scores and the list of sam-
ples provided by the sampler, SHADE data layer prefetches the
most important samples to the distributed in-memory cache.
The sampler provides the data layer with a list of repetitive
samples, which helps the data layer automatically prefetch
important samples in real-time. The design strikes a balance
between the cache efficiency (read hit ratio) and model ac-
curacy. SHADE keeps track of the loss convergence of the
model in real-time to decide the number of repetitive sample
accesses in order to boost the hit rate without sacrificing the
accuracy of the model. To do so, on noticing a steep decline
in the loss convergence curve or a stagnant accuracy curve,
SHADE intentionally shuffles the important samples to avoid
training against a small subset of the most important samples.
This way, the system is able to mitigate aggressive importance
sampling, which minimizes training biases.

SHADE’s PADS policy plays a crucial role in increasing the
hit rate of a limited-sized cache and, in certain cases, can even
outperform offline MIN. Consider the following example.
Assume we have ten samples <1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10>
during training. The samples have no repetitions, as random
sampling does not consider the importance of the samples.
Assume each training process trains on five samples, and
the cache holds two samples. Assume the sampler provides
samples [1, 3, 5, 6, 8] randomly for training. Then, offline
Belady’s MIN will put any of the two samples that will be
used by the training process. Assume it puts [1, 3] in the cache.
In this case, the hit rate will be only 40% <hits 1, 3>.

In the case for SHADE, PADS would create a samples list
with repetitions based on importance. Assume the samples are
[4, 7, 3, 5, 3, 5, 2, 2, 1, 10] and samples 3, 5, and 2 are the most
important. Then PADS would provide the training process
with the samples <3, 3, 5, 5, 2> from the list of samples so
that <3, 5> can be cached. The hit rate is now 80% <hits 3 3
5 5>. Even if we consider repetitions in the case of Belady’s
MIN, it is bounded by the access pattern of the sample list
provided by the random sampler. For example, if the sampler
provides <4, 5, 5, 1, 10> to the training process, on knowing
the future, Belady’s MIN can, at most, cache 5 (as it is needed
twice) along with another sample. Assume it caches <5, 10>,
so the hit rate will be only 60% <hits 5, 5, 10>.

SHADE’s sampling method is fully decentralized and does
not require a centralized server to coordinate. Decentralized
sampling means that each training process derives the impor-
tance scores of the samples independently based on its own
local model training.

4.2.2 Data Layer

The SHADE data layer provides mechanisms and policies for
cache eviction and prefetching.

A challenge regarding sample caching is that the impor-
tance scores are constantly changing, even within an epoch,
as one data sample can be accessed in multiple minibatches.

In order to address this challenge, we design a new cache
policy called Adaptive Priority-Aware Prediction (APP), a
dynamic policy that updates the importance score of a data
sample as soon as the importance score changes.

SHADE’s data layer consists of two components: an indexer
and a pooled in-memory cache that spans multiple key-value
storage (KVS) servers. The index uses two heap-based pri-
ority queues (PQ and ghost cache) for tracking the samples
along with their associated rank and access frequency for each
training process.

The data layer introduces index numbering for each indi-
vidual data sample. Index numbering enables the control layer
to assign importance score at the sample granularity. Once
the control layer calculates and assigns importance scores for
the data samples, the indexer inserts the data sample index
numbers, but not the actual sample data, into the PQ (priority
queue for the current state of the cache). During data loading,
the cache will use the importance scores provided by the in-
dexer to make informed prefetching and eviction decisions.
The data layer also performs serialization and deserialization
when inserting and fetching image samples to and from the
cache. The APP caching policy is shown in Algorithm 1.

The PQ and the ghost cache are sorted by the importance
scores. PQ keeps track of the metadata state of currently
cached samples in the cache, while the ghost cache tracks all
the metadata state of the samples that have ever been cached
(including those that have been evicted). The ghost cache
entries do not store the actual data samples, but rather store
a mapping between the data sample ID (the sample index)
and the metadata tuple record of <ir, a f >, where ir is the
importance score and a f is the access frequency.

During training, a cached sample might lose its importance
if it is well-learned; that is, it might lose its priority in the
cache and gets evicted. At the same time, another sample that
has been evicted previously might turn out to be important
and therefore gets inserted into the cache. The ghost cache
helps decide whether a previously-evicted sample could be
brought back into the cache.

When the cache is full, and the data sample to be pro-
cessed is a miss, SHADE checks ghost cache for the previous
importance score of the data sample (Algorithm 1 line 12):
if this data sample had been previously evicted out of the
cache, it should be included in the ghost cache. If the most
recent importance score of this data sample is greater than or
equal to that of the cached sample that has the smallest im-
portance score, the currently-cached least-important sample
(min_sample) is evicted from the data cache as well as from
PQ. After the eviction, the data sample that is to be processed
(and was previously evicted) is inserted in the cache (line 18).

In summary, by comparing the current importance scores of
data samples already in the cache and that of the most recent
importance score of the current data sample being processed,
SHADE’s data layer predicts and maximizes the likelihood of
a sample being reused in the cache in the future.
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Algorithm 1: Adaptive Priority-aware Prediction (APP) Cache.

1 Input and Initialization:
2 PQ: Priority queue for currently-cached samples, ghost_cache: Priority queue for all previously-trained samples
3 for epoch in total_epochs do
4 for s in sample_dataset do
5 v = score(s) # Calculate importance score based on Eq 3 and Eq 6
6 ghost_cache.set(s,v) # Insert/update in ghost_cache
7 if cache_hit then
8 cache.get(s)
9 else if cache_miss and cache_not_full then

10 cache.insert(s) and PQ.set(s,v)
11 else
12 if cache_miss and ghost_cache.exist(s) then
13 x = ghost_cache.get(s).score # Get the most recent score of data sample
14 min_sample,min_score = PQ.min() # Find the sample with the minimal score in the cache
15 # Check if the sample to be processed is more important than the least important one stored in the cache
16 if x ≥ min_score then
17 cache.evict(PQ.pop(min_sample)) # Evict the least important sample from cache
18 cache.insert(s) and PQ.set(s,v) # Insert this sample into the cache and PQ
19 else
20 read_from_storage(s) # The data is less important than any samples currently cached, skip caching

21 else
22 read_from_storage(s) # Evicting a known sample for an unknown one may not be beneficial, skip caching

5 Implementation

SHADE is implemented in PyTorch 1.7. PyTorch has three
main components: Dataset, Sampler, and DataLoader.
Dataset class provides the image dataset access points and ex-
poses a __get_item__ method that fetches a sample along
with its target label for a given index. Sampler provides
subsets of samples of the dataset to the training processes
in random permutations. DataLoader uses the information
provided by the sampler to load the samples in minibatches
with the help of worker processes. In SHADE, we implement
a new class by inheriting the PyTorch Dataset class. The
ShadeDataset class has functionalities to combine the sam-
ples and their corresponding class labels so that Dataloader
can fetch data samples easily from the remote storage.

We extend the DistributedSampler class to prepare the
ShadeSampler class that has the main logic of the SHADE’s
PADS policy. It has APIs for communicating with the training
processes to receive the calculated per-sample entropy value
for each minibatch. At the end of each epoch, ShadeSampler
forwards the important samples to the training processes.

We introduce the logic for the data layer by overriding
the __get_item__ and __len__ method in the ShadeDataset
class. The __len__ method returns the total length of the
ShadeDataset, and the __get_item__ method exposes the in-
dices associated with the data samples that enables the client
layer to find importance in per-sample granularity. In addi-

tion, the __get_item__ method is connected to the in-memory
pooled cache to make decisions on caching and eviction based
on the heap-based PQs of the data layer using the APP cache
policy. For the in-memory pooled cache, we use Redis [7].

We have implemented an analysis framework atop the setup
to facilitate experimentation and statistics collection. The
framework takes as input the configurations of the experi-
ment, which include paths of the training dataset, master’s
address:port, number of training nodes, number of GPU de-
vices, number of epochs to run the test, the batch size, and the
DNN model to be trained. The framework then sets up the
environment accordingly. It collects GPU-related statistics
using nvidia-smi [66] and I/O-related statistics using sar [73].
SHADE’s implementation is system agnostic – DL practition-
ers do not need to write new code to use SHADE in their sys-
tems. SHADE does not use any extra system-level resources
compared to a normal DL training with local/global caching.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup
Our study covers distributed training with multiple GPUs and
a remote storage deployed on Chameleon Cloud [51]. Several
recent works [26, 27, 52] have used Chameleon Cloud for
conducting high-performance experiments, making it a repre-
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sentative testing platform. Our method is compared against
baseline distributed training in PyTorch—one of the most
popular frameworks for deep learning [68]. Although caching
policies are not publicly available in PyTorch, we have built an
LRU caching policy on top of PyTorch to ensure a thorough
evaluation of our proposed storage caching policy. In addi-
tion, we have evaluated SHADE against importance sampling
with six different caching policies to perform a robust abla-
tion study. For our analysis, an HDD-based NFS Server [63]
is used as remote storage. For training, we have used eight
NVIDIA P100 GPUs (PCIe with 16 GB memory) spread
across four nodes. All the GPU nodes and storage nodes are
connected via a 10 Gbps interconnect.

Our experiments primarily use the ImageNet-1K
dataset [32], which contains ∼1.2 million images with a total
size of 138 GB spanning 1,000 object classes. We also use
CIFAR-10 [54]. We conduct our study on four representative
computer vision (CV) distributed DL models, namely,
Alexnet [55], ResNet-18, ResNet-50 [38], and VggNet [76].
The setup we use to evaluate our system is representative of
CV distributed DL training, which has been used to evaluate
prior research works [20, 56, 69, 84]. In the following, the
reported percentages for cache size indicate the portion of the
dataset that had been cached.

6.2 Cache Hit Ratio
In this set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of
our APP caching policy against several other policies. This
will help explain the extent to which SHADE is able to make
better utilization of the limited cache space. The baseline

uses PyTorch’s default random sampling and LRU caching
policy for eviction. We also implement and evaluate the offline
Belady’s MIN policy. In addition, we evaluate six SHADE
policy variants based on importance sampling:
1. Priority-based LFU policy (sh_pqlfu), which evicts the

samples with the least importance score based on a hybrid
priority that combines the batch-forward loss (i.e., coarse-
grained score) and sample access frequency. If the forward
loss is the same, then eviction decision is made based on
the access frequency of samples.

2. Priority-based policy (sh_pq), which uses the batch-based,
goarse-grained forward loss as the importance score.

3. LRU (sh_lru), which uses the coarse-grained forward loss
but evicts samples based on the recency of the items and
not the importance scores.

4. LFU (sh_lfu), which uses the coarse-grained forward loss
but evicts the least-frequently-used sample.

5. Random (sh_rand), which performs random evictions.
6. APP (sh_app), which makes eviction decisions using our

APP policy but does not use loss decomposition, rank-
based importance score, and PADS sampling.

Figure 7 shows the the average read hit ratios when training
the three DL models (Alexnet, ResNet-50, VggNet) over the
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Figure 7: Comparison of the read hit ratio of various caching
policies and cache sizes. The sh_ prefix denotes a baseline ver-
sion of SHADE that uses the coarse-grained importance. SHADE
denotes our contribution, SHADE, with all techniques enabled.
WSS denotes working set size.

CIFAR-10 dataset under the studied policies with different
cache sizes.

We observe that the margin by which SHADE performs
better than policy 1–6 increases as the cache size becomes
smaller. When only 10% of the WSS is cached, SHADE,
with all techniques incorporated, shows a 4.5× higher read
hit rate than the baseline LRU. SHADE without the impor-
tance derivation techniques (sh_app) can achieve 2.67× and
SHADE without the APP cache policy (all the SHADE sh_

baselines except sh_app) can achieve around 1.94× higher
hit rates than the baseline. The reason for the improved hit
rate is that our techniques are able to predict which samples
the training processes would need in the future for better ac-
curacy, and hence it approaches the hit rates of the optimal
MIN and even outperforms MIN in some cases (WSS 50%
and 75%). This is because MIN’s knowledge about samples’
future access pattern relies on the sampler. However, SHADE
manipulates the sampler to create the desired future sample
access pattern, which will benefit the DLT job the most in
terms of both training duration and accuracy. This sample
access pattern comprising multiple hard-to-learn samples en-
ables precise I/O prediction and maximizes the likelihood
of a sample being reused in the cache in the future. By en-
suring a higher hit rate with limited available cache space,
SHADE holds effectively more data in the limited cache space,
therefore achieving higher DLT efficiency.

6.3 Accuracy vs. Time
In our next tests, we evaluate how model accuracy changes
over time for SHADE when compared to the baseline at dif-
ferent WSS. This shows how quickly SHADE is able to train
a model and increase the accuracy using a very small cache
even when the baseline has the advantage of using more cache
space than SHADE.

Figure 8 shows that SHADE has a better accuracy improve-
ment rate compared to baseline policy. For example, SHADE
can achieve up to 3× faster accuracy convergence compared
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Figure 8: Accuracy improvement rate of SHADE against
baseline LRU when different portions of the entire dataset is
cached (denoted by the percentages).

to baseline storing 10% of the dataset in the cache when being
trained on the Alexnet model. Fine-grained relative impor-
tance of samples helps SHADE detect the most important, i.e.,
hard-to-learn samples, train more on them and thus improve
the accuracy quickly to reach convergence. Again when be-
ing trained on the ResNet-50 model, SHADE continuously
maintains a better accuracy improvement rate compared to
baseline at similar WSS. SHADE can reach accuracy conver-
gence 3.3× faster compared to baseline at 75% WSS. The
accuracy improvement rate of the baseline with a larger cache
is not always better in Figure 8(a) because the baseline uses
random sampling. Random sampling places equal emphasis
on all of the samples and hence cannot improve the accu-
racy quickly by training more on the hard-to-learn samples.
The improvement in accuracy vs. time curve for the baseline
comes only from caching more data. Hence, our results show
that even if a larger portion of the dataset is cached, naively
caching data items without proper techniques to exploit data
locality can not guarantee improved performance.

6.4 Throughput
In our next experiment, we evaluate the throughput of SHADE,
which help demonstrate the superiority of SHADE in process-
ing data while storing a limited portion of the dataset. Fig-
ure 9(a) shows that SHADE while caching just 10% of the
dataset has around 2.3× better throughput compared to base-
line policy caching 10% of the dataset. The baseline matches
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Figure 9: Throughput of SHADE against baseline LRU when
different portions of the entire dataset is cached (denoted by
the percentages).

the throughput performance of SHADE only when the base-
line is caching 7.5× more data compared to SHADE. In the
experiment with ResNet-50, shown in Figure 9(b), we observe
that SHADE at 75% WSS has 2.7× higher throughput com-
pared to baseline at similar WSS. Even at lower WSS, SHADE
can achieve higher throughput compared to baseline at higher
WSS. For example, SHADE at 50% WSS has a 1.14× higher
throughput than baseline at 75% WSS. The improvement in
the ability to process more images is due to the ability of
SHADE to exploit data locality with APP cache policy. Al-
though baseline at 75% WSS has a slightly higher throughput
compared to SHADE at 25% WSS, it is unable to get a better
accuracy improvement rate seen in Figure 8(b). This is be-
cause SHADE can exploit data locality and has techniques to
train on important samples which ensures a better accuracy
improvement rate.

6.5 Minibatch Load Time

In our next test, we evaluate the performance gain observed
in minibatch load time. Consistency in minibatch load time
is important so that all the training processes can remain
coordinated. It also shows the effectiveness that a caching
policy has in exploiting data locality. Figure 10 shows the
average minibatch load time of the GPUs during the course of
training with the vertical lines showing the standard deviation
of the load time within a single epoch.
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Figure 10: GPUs’ minibatch load time when training ResNet-
50. Percentages denote the amount of cached dataset.

As we can see in the figure, SHADE can achieve a lower
mean load time compared to baseline at similar and higher
WSS. The baseline at 50% and 75% WSS has 2.5× and 1.7×
higher minibatch load time compared to SHADE at 50% WSS.
Moreover, SHADE can maintain a small standard deviation in
minibatch load time. Ideally, we would expect the standard
deviation in minibatch load times to be low if larger portions
of the dataset get cached because of using a higher portion of
the fast RAM storage. However, it is not the case for baseline,
even if it caches larger portions of the dataset in the cache.
Average minibatch load time is highly variant for baseline
caching 50% and 75% of the dataset. The baseline at 75%
WSS has a 3.9× higher standard deviation in minibatch load
time compared to SHADE at 75%.

6.6 End-to-End System Comparison

In our last set of experiments, we compare the performance of
SHADE against NoPFS [34], a state-of-the-art storage system
for improving the I/Os of DLT workloads. NoPFS exploits the
seeds that generate the random access pattern when perform-
ing SGD-based DLT to predict when and where a training
sample will be accessed. Similar to our baseline, NoPFS uses
random sampling of indices. The difference lies in that NoPFS
does not consider importance and uses Clairvoyance (i.e.,
seeds that generate random access patterns) to approximate
“future distances” of Belady’s MIN [18]. SHADE considers
fine-grained importance of samples and uses PADS policy to
prioritize samples for training.

For fair comparison, we keep the experimental setup and
training parameters the same for both SHADE and NoPFS
while training on the CIFAR-10 dataset. Figure 11 shows
that NoPFS incurs a 4.5× and 2.4× increase in training time
to reach accuracy convergence compared to SHADE at 75%
and 50% WSS, respectively. At the same time, SHADE has
2.2× and 1.6× better throughput compared to NoPFS when
working at 75% and 50% WSS, respectively. SHADE can still
attain accuracy convergence faster even at 10% WSS. SHADE
performs better than NoPFS as it adopts a prefetching system
that aims to approximate Belady’s MIN; it is bounded by the
sample access pattern provided by the sampling policy and
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Figure 11: Comparison of SHADE and NoPFS [34]. Percent-
age denotes the percentage of cached dataset.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the read hit ratio of different
caching policies at 20% WSS of CIFAR-10.

hence prioritizes all samples equally. As a result, it takes more
time to reach accuracy convergence compared to SHADE,
which trains more on hard-to-learn samples to increase the
accuracy improvement rate faster.

We further compare the cache hit ratios of SHADE with
state-of-the-art DLT caching policies. we configure a small
cache space of 20% of the WSS over the CIFAR-10 dataset
using the ResNet-18 model against emulated caching poli-
cies including CoorDL [65] and Quiver [56]. To understand
the impact of these techniques in importance-aware training,
we use a loss-based importance sampling technique [50] in-
spired by Mercury [84]. For emulating CoorDL and Quiver,
we create our own implementations of the core techniques
of CoorDL and Quiver, which we name as Emul_Coor and
Emul_Quiv, respectively. Both Emul_Coor and Emul_Quiv use a
KVS as a cache similar to SHADE. Emul_Coor ensures that no
items are ever evicted from the cache once these are inserted
in the cache. In the case of Emul_Quiv, we implement the sub-
stitutability technique, which replaces a missed sample with
a sample already in the cache to avoid memory thrashing.

Figure 12 shows that both Emul_Coor and Emul_Quiv can
only extend their utilization up to the size of the cache
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(∼ 20%) because these caching policies are not importance-
aware and therefore cannot exploit the data locality of the im-
portant samples perfectly in importance-aware training. Both
of these policies populate the cache using random samples
and hence are unable to get a good hit rate by exploiting the
repetitions among samples that occur throughout training. On
the other hand, as SHADE can manipulate the sampling pro-
cess (PADS policy) and keep repeated samples in the cache,
it can achieve a higher hit ratio (72.5%) and thus outperforms
both Emul_Quiv and Emul_Coor by 3.6×.

7 Related Work

Several recent works have explored the use of importance
sampling for optimizing the system efficiency of DL work-
loads [23, 84]. iCACHE [23] is an importance-sampling-
informed DLT cache. Although this approach uses a form
of fine-grained importance similar to SHADE, it does not have
a rank-based relative score scheme and SHADE’s PADS sam-
pling approach, due to which it may suffer from a lower cache
hit ratio than SHADE. Moreover, in case of a cache miss,
iCACHE uses substitutability, which may impact the training
accuracy convergence.

Mercury [84] improves DL training efficiency by exploiting
the important samples. Mercury is not an I/O cache, and
therefore, unlike SHADE, it does not handle data replacement
and eviction.

CoorDL [65] analyzes the data retrieval process in PyTorch
and proposes a MinIO cache, which populates the cache with
a random set of data items from the first epoch, and keeps
these items in the cache during the training with no item being
ever evicted. However, as shown in Figure 12, simply caching
random samples does not provide the expected performance
gain.

A body of work is focused on optimizing the I/O compo-
nents of DL applications. NoPFS [20] adopts a prefetching ap-
proach that uses hardware level configurations to take caching
decisions based on a sample access pattern obtained from try-
ing to approximate Belady’s MIN. However, in common on-
line training like hyperparameter tuning experiments [60] with
different random seeds, such sample access patterns change
constantly and hence are not readily available. We address
this constant change in sample access pattern through our
dynamic cache management policy without depending on
hardware configurations for boosting our performance.

Hoard [69], Quiver [56], and FanStore [86] explore the idea
of adding a global caching layer to the GPU cluster for improv-
ing the training performance of DL workloads. DeepIO [88]
proposes an entropy-aware mechanism for determining next
minibatches but it does not offer any cache eviction policies
and suffers from lack of dataset randomization. DIESEL [80]
is a comprehensive storage solution that supports key-value-
based metadata service, task-level caching, and chunk-based
shuffling. However, these works do not focus on how to enable

fundamental data locality for DLT jobs. SHADE, on the other
hand, exploits importance sampling to enable data locality for
DLT jobs.

8 Conclusion
The I/O pipeline is a major bottleneck in distributed DLT
when data is read from a remote storage. To address this
bottleneck, ad hoc solutions such as using faster local stor-
age devices (e.g., SSDs) had been employed. However, those
ad hoc solutions cannot fundamentally address the I/O effi-
ciency of DLT workloads. Although caching is possible for
DLT, naively caching redundant samples does not provide
any benefits. SHADE realizes a DLT-aware caching policy,
which takes advantage of the fine-grained importance scores
of data samples in order to enable a high level of data locality,
and therefore, fundamental cacheability for DLT jobs. Our
evaluation demonstrates that SHADE improves the read hit
ratio of a small memory cache (of only 10% of the WSS of
the dataset) by up to 4.5× compared to traditional, non-DLT-
aware caching policies, thus significantly improving the DLT
performance.
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Abstract
Latency-critical services have been widely deployed in cloud
environments. For cost-efficiency, multiple services are usu-
ally co-located on a server. Thus, run-time resource schedul-
ing becomes the pivot for QoS control in these complicated
co-location cases. However, the scheduling exploration space
enlarges rapidly with the increasing server resources, making
schedulers unable to provide ideal solutions quickly and effi-
ciently. More importantly, we observe that there are “resource
cliffs” in the scheduling exploration space. They affect the
exploration efficiency and always lead to severe QoS fluctua-
tions in previous schedulers. To address these problems, we
propose a novel ML-based intelligent scheduler – OSML. It
learns the correlation between architectural hints (e.g., IPC,
cache misses, memory footprint, etc.), scheduling solutions
and the QoS demands. OSML employs multiple ML models
to work collaboratively to predict QoS variations, shepherd
the scheduling, and recover from QoS violations in compli-
cated co-location cases. OSML can intelligently avoid re-
source cliffs during scheduling and reach an optimal solution
much faster than previous approaches for co-located applica-
tions. Experimental results show that OSML supports higher
loads and meets QoS targets with lower scheduling overheads
and shorter convergence time than previous studies.

1 Introduction
Cloud applications are shifting from monolithic architec-
tures to loosely-coupled designs, consisting of many latency-
critical (LC) services (e.g., some microservices, interactive
services) with strict QoS requirements [18,19,52,53]. Many
cloud providers, including Amazon, Alibaba, Facebook, Google,
and LinkedIn, employ this loosely-coupled design to improve
productivity, scalability, functionality, and reliability of their
cloud systems [2,3,18,52].

QoS-driven resource scheduling faces more challenges in
this era. The cost-efficiency policy drives providers to co-
locate as many applications as possible on a server. However,
these co-located services exhibit diverse behaviors across the
storage hierarchy, including multiple interactive resources
such as CPU cores, cache, memory/IO bandwidth, and main
memory banks. These behaviors also can be drastically dif-
ferent from demand to demand and change within seconds.
Moreover, with the increasing number of cores, more threads
contend for the shared LLC (last-level cache) and memory
bandwidth. Notably, these shared resources interact with
each other [32,33,45,80]. All these issues make resource
∗Corresponding author (PI): lei.liu@zoho.com; liulei2010@buaa.edu.cn.

scheduling for co-located LC services more complicated and
time-consuming. Moreover, in reality, end-users keep increas-
ing demands for quick responses from the cloud [15,47,53].
According to Amazon’s estimation, even if the end-users
experience a 1-second delay, they tend to abort the transac-
tions, translating to $1.6 billion loss annually [1]. Briefly,
unprecedented challenges are posed for resource scheduling
mechanisms [8,10,31,47,52].

Some previous studies [17,31,33,45,61] design clustering
approaches to allocate LLC or LLC together with main mem-
ory bandwidth to cores for scheduling single-threaded appli-
cations. Yet, they are not suitable in cloud environments, as
the cloud services often have many concurrent threads and
strict QoS constraints (i.e., latency-critical). Alternatively,
the existing representative studies either use heuristic algo-
rithms – increasing/decreasing one resource at a time and
observing the performance variations [10] or use learning-
based algorithms (e.g., Bayesian optimization [46]) in a rela-
tively straightforward manner. The studies in [10,46] show
that scheduling five co-located interactive services to meet
certain QoS constraints can take more than 20 seconds on
average. Existing schedulers still have room for improve-
ment in scheduling convergence time, intelligence, and how
to schedule complicated interactive resources (e.g., parallel
computing units and complex memory/storage hierarchies) in
a timely fashion. Moreover, the existing schedulers cannot
easily avoid “resource cliffs”, i.e., decreasing a resource only
slightly during scheduling leads to a significant QoS slow-
down. To the best of our knowledge, our community has been
expecting new directions on developing resource-scheduling
mechanisms to handle co-located LC services [16,30,31,45].

To this end, we design OSML, a novel machine learning
(ML) based resource scheduler for LC services on large-scale
servers. Using ML models significantly improves scheduling
exploration efficiency for multiple co-located cloud services
and can handle the complicated resource sharing, under/over-
provision cases timely. ML has achieved tremendous suc-
cess in improving speech recognition [54], benefiting image
recognition [25], and helping the machine to beat the human
champion at Go [13,24,51]. In OSML, we make progress
in leveraging ML for resource scheduling, and we make the
following contributions.
(1) Investigation in RCliff for Multiple Resources during
Scheduling. In the context of cloud environment, we study
resource cliff (RCliff, i.e., reducing a resource only slightly
leads to a significant QoS slowdown) for computing and cache
resources. More importantly, we show that RCliffs commonly
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Table 1: Latency-critical (LC) services, including micro-/interactive
services [18,19,52,68,46]. The max load - max RPS - is with the
99th percentile tail latency QoS target [10,18,46,52].

LC service Domain RPS (Requests Per Second)
Img-dnn [62] Image recognition 2000,3000,4000,5000,6000 (Max)
Masstree [62] Key-value store 3000,3400,3800,4200,4600

Memcached [65] Key-value store 256k,512k,768k,1024k,1280k
MongoDB [64] Persistent database 1000,3000,5000,7000,9000

Moses [62] RT translation 2200,2400,2600,2800,3000
Nginx [66] Web server 60k,120k,180k,240k,300k

Specjbb [62] Java middleware 7000,9000,11000,13000,15000
Sphinx [62] Speech recognition 1,4,8,12,16
Xapian [62] Online search 3600,4400,5200,6000,6800
Login [68] Login 300,600,900,1200,1500
Ads [68,52] Online renting ads 10,100,1000

exist in many widely used LC services and challenge existing
schedulers (Sec.3.3). Furthermore, we show ML can be an
ideal approach that benefits scheduling (Sec.4.4).
(2) Collaborative ML Models for Intelligent Scheduling.
OSML is an ML-based scheduler that intelligently schedules
multiple interactive resources to meet co-located services’ QoS
targets. OSML learns the correlation between architectural
hints (e.g., IPC, cache misses, memory footprint, etc.), opti-
mal scheduling solutions, and the QoS demands. It employs
MLP models to avoid RCliffs intelligently, thus avoiding the
sudden QoS slowdown often incurred by the RCliffs in prior
schedulers; it predicts the QoS variations and resource margins,
and then delivers appropriate resource allocations. It leverages
an enhanced DQN to shepherd the allocations and recover from
the QoS violation and resource over-provision cases. Moreover,
as OSML’s models are lightweight and their functions are clearly
defined, it is easy to locate the problems and debug them.
(3) An Open-sourced Data Set for Low-overhead ML. We have
collected the performance traces for widely deployed LC services
(in Table 1), covering 62,720,264 resource allocation cases that
contain around 2-billion samples (Sec.4). These data have a
rich set of information, e.g., the RCliffs for multiple resources;
the interactions between workload features and the mainstream
architectures. Our models can be trained and generalized with
these data and then used on new platforms with low-overhead
transfer learning. People can study the data set and train their
models without a long period for data collection.
(4) Real Implementation and Detailed Comparisons. We
implement OSML based on latest Linux. OSML is designed
as a co-worker of the OS scheduler located between the OS
kernel and the user layer. We compare OSML with the most
related open-source studies [10,46] and show the advantages.

OSML captures the applications’ online behaviors, for-
wards them to the ML models running on CPU or GPU, and
schedules resources accordingly. Compared with [10,46],
OSML takes 36~55% less time to meet the QoS targets; and
supports 10~50% higher loads in 58% cases where Moses,
Img-dnn, and Xapian can be co-scheduled in our experiments.
Its ML models have low run-time overheads. OSML project
and its ecological construction receive support from industry
and academia; a version for research will be open-sourced via

Table 2: Our platform specification vs. a server in 2010~14 [80].
Conf. / Servers Our Platform Server (2010s)

CPU Model Intel Xeon E5-2697 v4 Intel i7-860
Logical Processor Cores 36 Cores (18 phy. cores) 8 Cores (4 phy. cores)

Processor Speed 2.3GHz 2.8GHz
Main Memory /
Channel / BW

256GB, 2400MHz DDR4 /
4 Channels / 76.8GB/s

8GB, 1600MHz DDR3 /
2 Channels / 25.6GB/s

Private L1 & L2
Cache Size 32KB and 256KB 32KB and 256KB

Shared L3 Cache Size 45MB - 20 ways 8MB - 16 ways
Disk 1TB,7200 RPM,HD 500GB,5400 RPM,HD

GPU NVIDIA GP104
[GTX 1080], 8GB Memory N/A

https://github.com/Sys-Inventor-Lab/AI4System-OSML.

2 Background and Motivation
The cloud environment has a trend towards a new model
[3,18,52], in which cloud applications comprise numerous
distributed LC services (i.e., micro/interactive services), such
as key-value storing, database serving, and business applica-
tions serving [18,19]. Table 1 includes some widely used ones,
and they form a significant fraction of cloud applications [18].
These services have different features and resource demands.

In terms of the datacenter servers, at present, new servers
can have an increased number of cores, larger LLC capac-
ity, larger main memory capacity, higher bandwidth, and the
resource scheduling exploration space becomes much larger
than ever before as a result. Table 2 compares the two typical
servers used at different times. On the one hand, although
modern servers can have more cores and memory resources
than ever before, they are not fully exploited in today’s cloud
environments. For instance, in Google’s datacenter, the CPU
utilization is about 45~53% and memory utilization ranges
from 25~77% during 25 days, while Alibaba’s cluster ex-
hibits a lower and unstable trend, i.e., 18~40% for CPU and
42~60% for memory in 12 hours [32,49], indicating that a
lot of resources are wasted. On the other hand, the larger re-
source scheduling exploration space, which consists of more
diverse resources, prohibits the schedulers from achieving
the optimal solution quickly. Additionally, cloud applications
can have dozens of concurrent threads [10,46]. When several
cloud applications run on a server, they share and contend
resources across multiple resource layers – cores, LLC, mem-
ory bandwidth/banks. Previous studies show they may incur
severe performance degradation and unpredictable QoS viola-
tions, and propose the scheduling approaches at architecture
[9,23,44], OS [31,45,50,80], and user-level [10,37,38]. Yet,
do they perform ideally for scheduling co-located LC services
on modern datacenter servers?

3 Resource Scheduling for LC Services
To answer the above question, we study the LC services
(Table 1) that are widely deployed in cloud environments.

3.1 Understanding the LC Services - Resource Cliff
We study how sensitive these LC services are to the criti-
cal resources, e.g., the number of cores and LLC capacity,
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Figure 1: The resource scheduling exploration space for cores and LLC ways. All services here are with 36 threads. These figures show
the sensitivity to resource allocation under different policies. Each col./row represents a specific number of LLC ways/cores allocated to an
application. Each cell denotes the LC service’s response latency under the given number of cores and LLC ways. The Redline highlights the
RCliff (can be obtained by selecting the knee solution [69]). The green color cells show allocation policies that bring better performance (low
response latency). OAA (Optimal Allocation Area) is also illustrated for each LC service. We test all of the LC services in Table 1, and we find
the RCliff and OAA are always existing, though the RPS varies [79]. We only show several of them for the sake of saving space.
on a commercial platform (“our platform” in Table 2). For
Moses, as illustrated in Figure 1-a, with the increasing number
of cores, more threads are mapped on them simultaneously.
Meanwhile, for a specific amount of cores, more LLC ways
can benefit performance. Thus, we observe the response la-
tency is low when computing and LLC resources are ample
(i.e., below 10ms in the area within green color). The overall
trends are also observed from other LC services.

However, we observe the Cliff phenomenon for these ser-
vices. In Figure 1-a, in the cases where 6 cores are allocated
to Moses, the response latency is increased significantly from
34ms to 4644ms if merely one LLC way is reduced (i.e.,
from 10 ways to 9 ways). Similar phenomena also happen
in cases where computing resources are reduced. As slight
resource re-allocations bring a significant performance slow-
down, we denote this phenomenon as Resource Cliff (RCliff).
It is defined as the resource allocation cases that could in-
cur the most significant performance slowdown if resources
(e.g., core, cache) are deprived via a fine-grain way in the
scheduling exploration space. Take Moses as an example,
on the RCliff (denoted by the red box in Figure 1-a), there
would be a sharp performance slowdown if only one core or
one LLC way (or both) is deprived. Figure 1-b and c show
RCliffs for Img-dnn and MongoDB, respectively. They ex-
hibit computing-sensitive features and have RCliff only for
cores. From another angle, RCliff means that a little bit more
resources will bring significant performance improvement.
Figure 1-a shows that Moses exhibits RCliff for both core and
LLC. Moreover, we test the services in Table 1 across various
RPS and find the RCliffs always exist, though the RCliffs
vary (8.8% on average) according to different RPS.

The underlying reason for the cache cliff is locality; for the
core cliff, the fundamental reason is on queuing theory - the
latency will increase drastically when the request arrival rate
exceeds the available cores. RCliff alerts the scheduler not to
allocate resources close to it because it is “dangerous to fall off
the cliff” and incurs a significant performance slowdown, i.e.,
even a slight resource reduction can incur a severe slowdown.
Notably, in Figure 1, we highlight each LC service’s Optimal
Allocation Area (OAA) in the scheduling exploration space,

Figure 2: OAA exists regardless of the num. of concurrent threads.
defined as the ideal number of allocated cores and LLC ways
to bring an acceptable QoS. More resources than OAA cannot
deliver more significant performance, but fewer resources
lead to the danger of falling off the RCliff. OAA is the goal
that schedulers should achieve.

3.2 Is OAA Sensitive to the Number of Threads?
In practice, an LC service may have many threads for higher
performance. Therefore, we come up with the question: is
the OAA sensitive to the number of threads, i.e., if someone
starts more threads, will the OAA change?

To answer this question, for a specific LC service, we start
a different number of threads and map them across a different
number of cores (the num. of threads can be larger than the
num. of cores). Through the experiments, we observe - (i)
More threads do not necessarily bring more benefits. Take
Moses as an example, when more threads are started (e.g.,
20/28/36) and mapped across a different number of cores, the
overall response latency can be higher (as illustrated in Figure
2). The underlying reason lies in more memory contentions
at memory hierarchy and more context switch overheads,
leading to a higher response latency [20,36]. (ii) The OAA
is not sensitive to the number of concurrent threads. For
Moses in Figure 2, even if 20/28/36 threads are mapped to
10~25 cores, around 8/9-core cases always perform ideally.
Other LC services in Table 1 also show a similar phenomenon,
though their OAAs are different for different applications.

In practice, if the QoS for a specific LC service is satisfied,
LLC ways should be allocated as less as possible, saving
LLC space for other applications. Similarly, we also try to
allocate fewer cores for saving computing resources. Here,
we conclude that the OAA is not sensitive to the number
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Table 3: The input parameters for ML models.
Feature Description Models

IPC Instructions per clock A/A’/B/B’/C
Cache Misses LLC misses per second A/A’/B/B’/C

MBL Local memory bandwidth A/A’/B/B’/C
CPU Usage The sum of each core’s utilization A/A’/B/B’/C

Virt. Memory Virtual memory in use by an app A/A’/B/B’
Res. Memory Resident memory in use by an app A/A’/B/B’

Allocated Cores The number of allocated cores A/A’/B/B’/C
Allocated Cache The capacity of allocated cache A/A’/B/B’/C
Core Frequency Core Frequency during run time A/A’/B/B’/C
QoS Slowdown Percentage of QoS slowdown B
Expected Cores Expected cores after deprivation B’
Expected Cache Expected cache after deprivation B’
Cores used by N. Cores used by Neighbors A’/B/B’
Cache used by N. Cache capacity used by Neighbors A’/B/B’
MBL used by N. Memory BW used by Neighbors A’/B/B’
Resp. Latency Average latency of a LC service C

of threads. We should further reveal: how do the existing
schedulers perform in front of OAAs and RCliffs?

3.3 Issues the Existing Schedulers May Meet
We find three main shortcomings in the existing schedulers
when dealing with OAAs and RCliffs. (1) Entangling with
RCliffs. Many schedulers often employ heuristic scheduling
algorithms, i.e., they increase/reduce resources until the moni-
tor alerts that the system performance is suffering a significant
change (e.g., a severe slowdown). Yet, these approaches could
incur unpredictable latency spiking. For example, if the current
resource allocation for an LC service is in the base of RCliff
(i.e., the yellow color area in Figure 1-a/b/c), the scheduler
has to try to achieve OAA. However, as the scheduler doesn’t
know the “location” of OAA in the exploration space, it has
to increase resources step by step in a fine-grain way, thus the
entire scheduling process from the base of the RCliff will incur
very high response latency. For another example, if the current
resource allocation is on the RCliff or close to RCliff, a slight
resource reduction for any purpose could incur a sudden and
sharp performance drop for LC services. The previous efforts
[10,32,50,53] find there would be about hundreds/thousands of
times latency jitter, indicating the QoS cannot be guaranteed
during these periods. Thus, RCliffs should not be neglected
when designing a scheduler. (2) Unable to accurately and
simultaneously schedule a combination of multiple interac-
tive resources (e.g., cores, LLC ways) to achieve OAAs in
low overheads. Prior studies [10,31,32,45] show that the core
computing ability, cache hierarchy, and memory bandwidth are
interactive factors for resource scheduling. Solely considering
a single dimension in scheduling often leads to sub-optimal
QoS. However, the existing schedulers using heuristic or model-
based algorithms usually schedule one dimension resource at
a time and bring high overheads on scheduling multiple inter-
active resources. For example, PARTIES [10] takes around
20~30 seconds on average (up to 60 seconds in the worst cases)
to find ideal allocations when 3~6 LC services are co-running.
The efforts in [16,41,42] also show the heuristics inefficiency
due to the high overheads on scheduling various resources with

complex configurations. (3) Unable to provide accurate QoS
predictions. Therefore, the scheduler can hardly balance the
global QoS and resource allocations across all co-located appli-
cations, leading to QoS violations or resource over-provision.

An ideal scheduler should avoid the RCliff and quickly achieve
the OAA from any positions in the scheduling space. We claim
it is time to design a new scheduler, and using ML can be a good
approach to handle such complicated cases with low overheads.

4 Leveraging ML for Scheduling
We design a new resource scheduler - OSML. It differs from
the previous studies in the following ways. We divide the re-
source scheduling for co-located services into several routines
and design ML models to handle them, respectively. These
models work collaboratively in OSML to perform schedul-
ing. OSML uses data-driven static ML models (Model-A/B)
to predict the OAA/RCliff, and balances the QoS and re-
source allocations among co-located LC services, and uses
the reinforcement learning model (Model-C) to shepherd the
allocations dynamically. Moreover, we collect extensive real
traces for widely deployed LC services.

4.1 Model-A: Aiming OAA
Model-A Description. The neural network used in Model-A
is a 3-layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP); each layer is a
set of nonlinear functions of a weighted sum of all outputs
that are fully connected from the prior one [21,24]. There
are 40 neurons in each hidden layer. There is a dropout layer
with a loss rate of 30% behind each fully connected layer
to prevent overfitting. For each LC service, the inputs of
the MLP include 9 items in Table 3 and the outputs include
the OAA for multiple interactive resources, OAA bandwidth
(bandwidth requirement for OAA), and the RCliff. Model-A
has a shadow – A’, which has the same MLP structure and 12
input parameters (Table 3), providing solutions when multiple
LC services are running together.

Model-A Training. Collecting training data is an offline
job. We have collected the performance traces that involve
the parameters in Table 3 for the LC services in Table 1 on
“our platform” in Table 2. The parameters are normalized
into [0,1] according to the function: Normalized_Feature =
(Feature−Min)/(Max−Min). Feature is the original value;
Max and Min are predefined according to different metrics.

For each LC service with every common RPS demand,
we sweep 36 threads to 1 thread across LLC allocation poli-
cies ranging from 1 to 20 ways and map the threads on a
certain number of cores and collect the performance trace
data accordingly. In each case, we label the corresponding
OAA, RCliff and OAA bandwidth. For example, Figure 3
shows a data collection case where 8 threads are mapped
onto 7 cores with 4 LLC ways. We feed the LC services
with diverse RPS (Table 1), covering most of the common
cases. Moreover, to train Model-A’s shadow (A’), we map LC
services on the remaining resources in the above process and
get the traces for co-location cases. Note that the resources
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Figure 3: Model-A data collection. Figure 4: Model-B training.
are partitioned among applications. We test comprehensive
co-location cases for LC services in Table 1, and find the LC
services’ RCliffs vary from 2.8% to 38.9%, and OAAs vary
from 5.6% to 36.1%, respectively, when multiple LC services
are co-running. Finally, we collect 43,299,135 samples (data
tuples), covering 1,308,296 allocation cases with different
numbers of cores, LLC ways, and bandwidth allocations. A
large amount of traces may lead to higher accuracy for ML
models. The workload characteristics are converted to traces
consisting of hardware parameters used for fitting and training
MLP to provide predictions.

4.2 Model-B: Balancing QoS and Resources
Model-B Description. Model-B employs an MLP with the
same structure in Model-A’ plus one more input item, i.e.,
QoS slowdown (Table 3). Model-B outputs the resources
that a service can be deprived of under allowable QoS slow-
down. As the computing units and memory resource can
be fungible [10], Model-B’s outputs include three policies,
i.e., <cores, LLC ways>, <cores dominated, LLC ways> and
<cores, LLC ways dominated>, respectively. The tuple items
are the number of cores, LLC ways deprived and reallocated
to others with the allowable QoS slowdown. The term “cores
dominated” indicates the policy using more cores to trade the
LLC ways, and vice versa. The allowable QoS slowdown
is determined according to the user requirement or the LC
services’ priority and controlled by the OSML’s central logic.
We denote Model-B’s outputs as B-Points.

Model-B trades QoS for resources. For example, when an
LC service (E) comes to a server that already has 4 co-located
services, OSML enables Model-A’ to obtain <n+, m+>, which
denotes at least n more cores and m more LLC ways should
be provided to meet E’s QoS. Then, OSML enables Model-B
and uses the allowable QoS slowdown as an input to infer B-
Points for obtaining resources from other co-located services.
B-Points include the “can be deprived” resources from E’s
neighbors with the allowable QoS slowdown. Finally, OSML
finds the best solution to match <n+, m+> with B-Points,
which has a minimal impact on the co-located applications’
current allocation state. Detailed logic is in Algo._1. Besides,
we design Model-B’ (a shadow of Model-B) to predict how
much QoS slowdown will suffer if a certain amount of re-
sources is deprived of a specific service. Model-B’ has an
MLP with the same structure in Model-A’ plus the items that
indicate the remaining cache ways and cores after deprivation.

Figure 5: Model-C in a nutshell.
Model-B Training. For training Model-B and B’, we

reduce the allocated resources for a specific LC service from
its OAA by fine-grain approaches, as illustrated in Figure
4. The reduction has three angles, i.e., horizontal, oblique,
and vertical, i.e., B-Points include <cores dominated, LLC
ways>, <cores, LLC ways>, <cores, LLC ways dominated>,
respectively. For each fine-grain resource reduction step, we
collect the corresponding QoS slowdowns and then label them
as less equal to (≤) 5%, 10%, 15%, and so on, respectively.
Examples are illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the B-
Points with the corresponding QoS slowdown. We collect the
training data set for every LC service in Table 1. The data set
contains 65,998,227 data tuples, covering 549,987 cases.

Model-B Function. We design a new loss function:

L =
1
n

n

∑
t=1

(
yt

yt + c
× (st −yt)

)2

,

in which st is the prediction output value of Model-B, yt is the
labeled value in practice, and ‘c’ is a constant that is infinitely
close to zero. We multiply the difference between st and yt by

yt
yt+c for avoiding adjusting the weights during backpropaga-
tion in the cases where yt = 0 and yt

yt+c = 0 caused by some
non-existent cases (we label the non-existent cases as 0, i.e.,
yt = 0, indicating we don’t find a resource-QoS trading policy
in the data collection process).

4.3 Model-C: Handling the Changes On the Fly
Model-C Description. Model-C corrects the resource
under-/over-provision and conducts online training. Fig-
ure 5 shows the Model-C in a nutshell. Model-C’s core
component is an enhanced Deep Q-Network (DQN) [43],
consisting of two neural networks, i.e., Policy Network
and Target Network. The Policy and Target Network em-
ploy the 3-layer MLP, and each hidden layer has 30 neu-
rons. Policy Network’s inputs consist of the parameters
in Table 3, and the outputs are resource scheduling ac-
tions (e.g., reducing/increasing a specific number of cores
or LLC ways) and the corresponding expectations (defined
as Q(action)). These actions numbered 0~48 are defined
as Action_Function:{< m,n > |m ∈ [−3,3],n ∈ [−3,3]}, in
which a positive m denotes allocating m more cores (i.e., add
operation) for an application and a negative m means depriv-
ing it of m cores (i.e., sub operation); n indicates the actions
on LLC ways. Figure 5 illustrates Model-C’s logic. The
scheduling action with the maximum expectation value (i.e.,
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the action towards the best solution) will be selected in ①
and executed in ②. In ③, Model-C will get the Reward value
according to the Reward Function. Then, the tuple <Status,
Action, Reward, Status’> will be saved in the Experience
Pool in ④, which will be used during online training. The
terms Status and Status’ denote system’s status described by
the parameters in Table 3 before and after the Action is taken.
Model-C can quickly have the ideal solutions in practice
(about 2 or 3 actions). Please note that in ①, Model-C might
randomly select an Action instead of the best Action with a
5% chance. By doing so, OSML avoids falling into a local
optimum [43]. These random actions have a 44% chance
of causing QoS violations when Model-C reduces resources.
But OSML can handle the QoS violations by withdrawing the
action (line 9 in Algo._3).

Model-C’s Reward Function. The reward function of
Model-C is defined as follow:
If Latencyt−1 > Latencyt :

Rt = log(1+Latencyt−1 −Latencyt)− (∆CoreNum+∆CacheWay)
If Latencyt−1 < Latencyt :

Rt =− log(1+Latencyt −Latencyt−1)− (∆CoreNum+∆CacheWay)
If Latencyt−1 = Latencyt :

Rt =−(∆CoreNum+∆CacheWay),
where Latencyt−1 and Latencyt denote the latency in previous
and current status, respectively; ∆CoreNum and ∆CacheWay
represent the changes in the number of cores and LLC ways,
respectively. This function gives higher reward and expec-
tation to Action that brings less resource usage and lower
latency. Thus, Model-C can allocate appropriate resources.
Algo._2 and 3 show the logic on using Model-C in detail.

Offline Training. A training data tuple includes Status,
Status’, Action and Reward, which denote the current status
of a LC service, the status after these actions are conducted
(e.g., reduce several cores or allocate more LLC ways) and
the reward calculated using the above functions, respectively.

To create the training data set for Model-C, we resort to
the data set used in Model-A training. The process is as
follows. Two tuples in Model-A training data set are selected
to denote Status and Status’, and we further get the differences
of the resource allocations between the two status (i.e., the
actions that cause the status shifting). Then, we use the reward
function to have the reward accordingly. These 4 values form
a specific tuple in Model-C training data set. In practice, as
there are a large number of data tuples in Model-A training
data set, it is impossible to try every pair of tuples in the
data set, we only select two tuples from resource allocation
policies that have less than or equal to 3 cores, or 3 LLC
ways differences. Moreover, we also collect the training data
in the cases where cache way sharing happens and preserve
them in the experience pool. Therefore, Model-C can work
in resource-sharing cases. To sum up, we have 1,521,549,190
tuples in Model-C training data set.

Online Training. Model-C collects online traces. The
training flow is in the right part of Figure 5. Model-C ran-
domly selects some data tuples (200 by default) from the

Table 4: The Summary of ML models in OSML.

ML Model Features Model
Size Loss Function Gradient

Descent
Activation
Function

A MLP 9 144 KB Mean Square
Error (MSE) Adam

Optimizer ReLU
A’ MLP 12 155 KB
B MLP 13 110 KB Modified MSE
B’ MLP 14 106 KB MSE
C DQN 8 141 KB Modified MSE RMSProp

Experience Pool. For each tuple, Model-C uses the Policy
Network to get the Action’s expectation value (i.e., Q(Action)
[43]) with the Status. In Model-C, the target of the Ac-
tion’s expectation value is the Reward observed plus the
weighted best expectation value of the next status (i.e., Sta-
tus’). As illustrated in Figure 5, Model-C uses the Target
Network to have the expectation values of Status’ for the
actions in Action_Function and then finds the best one, i.e.,
Max(Q(Action′)). We design a new Loss Function based on
MSE: (Reward+ γMax(Q(Action′))−Q(Action))2. It helps
the Policy Network predict closer to the target. The Policy
Network is updated during online training. The Target Net-
work’s weights are synchronized periodically with the Policy
Network’s weights. Doing so enables the Target Network
to provide stable predictions for the best expectation value
of Status’ within a predefined number of time steps, thus
improving the stability of the training and prediction.

4.4 Discussions on the design of ML Models
(1) Why using MLPs. Table 4 characterizes the ML models
used in OSML. We employ three-layered MLPs in Model-
A and B, because they can fit continuous functions with an
arbitrary precision given a sufficient number of neurons in
each layer [67], and we can use extensive training data to im-
prove the accuracy of MLPs for predicting OAAs and RCliffs.
Moreover, after offline training, using MLPs brings negligi-
ble run-time overheads to OSML. (2) Why do we need the
Three models? We divide the OSML’s scheduling logic into
three parts, which the three models cover, respectively. Models
work in different scheduling phases, and no single model can
handle all cases. For example, model-A predicts the RCliffs
and OAAs; Model-B predicts the QoS variations and resource
margins in co-location cases. DQN in Model-C learns online
to shepherd the scheduling results from Model-A/B. They are
necessary and work cooperatively to cover the main schedul-
ing cases. Moreover, they are easier to generalize than other
approaches, e.g., a table lookup approach (Sec.6.4). Why Not
Only use the online learning Model-C? Model-C uses DQN
that depends on the start points. It starts with Model-A/B’s
outputs to avoid exploring the whole (large) scheduling space.
Without the approximate OAA provided by Model-A for many
unseen cases, only using Model-C will incur more schedul-
ing actions (overheads). (3) Insights on Generalization for
Unseen apps and New servers. (i) We use “hold-out cross
validation”, i.e., the training data (70% of the whole data set)
excludes the testing data (30%) for each LC service. (ii) We
train models with extensive representative traces from many
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Figure 6: The overview of the system design of OSML.
typical services (e.g., memory/CPU intensive, random memory
access, etc. [10,46]), fitting the correlation between archi-
tectural hints for mainstream features (e.g., IPC, cache miss,
memory footprint, CPU/LLC utilization and MBL), OAA, and
the QoS demands. For instance, the spearman correlation co-
efficient is 0.571, 0.499, and -0.457 between OAA and cache
miss, MBL, and IPC, respectively. On different platforms or
for new/unseen applications, these numbers might be varied;
however, this correlation trend is not changed, enabling OSML
to generalize to other situations. Even for errors caused by de-
viations from the training dataset for unseen applications/new
platforms, model-C can learn online and correct them. (iii)
Using transfer learning, collecting new traces on a new server
for several hours will make OSML work well for it (refer to
Sec.6.4). (iv) OSML is a long-term project open to the com-
munity; we continue adding new traces collected from new
applications and new servers to the data set for enhancing
models’ performance for new cases.

5 OSML: System Design
5.1 The Central Control Logic
The overview of OSML is in Figure 6. OSML is a per-node
scheduler. The central controller of OSML coordinates the
ML models, manages the data/control flow, and reports the
scheduling results. Figure 7 shows its overall control logic.

Allocating Resources for LC services. Algo._1 shows
how OSML uses Model-A and B in practice. Figure 7
highlights its operations. For a newly coming LC service,
the central controller calls Model-A via the interface mod-
elA_oaa_rcliff() to get the OAA and RCliff. Suppose the
current idle resources are not sufficient to satisfy the new LC
service. In that case, OSML will enable Model-B through the
interface modelB_trade_qos_res() to deprive some resources
of other LC services with the allowable QoS slowdown (con-
trolled by the upper-level scheduler) and then allocate them to
the new one. The upper-level scheduler manages the cluster
consisting of nodes using OSML. In the depriving process for
a specific LC service, OSML reduces its allocated resources
and gets close to the RCliff, but it will not easily fall off the
RCliff unless expressly permitted (refer to Algo._4).

Dynamic Adjusting. Figure 7 shows the dynamic adjusting
of Algo._2 and 3, in which Model-C works as a dominant role.
During the run time, OSML monitors each LC service’s QoS
status for every second. If the QoS violation is detected, the cen-
tral controller will enable Algo._2 and call Model-C to allocate
more resources to achieve the ideal QoS. The interface is mod-
elC_upsize(). If OSML finds an LC service is over-provisioned
(i.e., wasting resources), Algo._3 will be used to reclaim them,
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Figure 7: OSML’s central logic.
and Model-C will be called via modelC_downsize().

Moreover, Algo._4 will enable resource sharing (the default
scheduling is to do hard partitioning of cores/LLC ways), if
all of the co-located LC services are close to their RCliff and
the upper scheduler still wants to increase loads on this server.
Model-A and B work cooperatively to accomplish this goal in
Algo._4. In practice, to minimize the adverse effects, resource
sharing usually happens between only two applications. Note
that Algo._4 might incur the resource sharing over the RCliff,
and thus may bring higher response latency for one or more LC
services. OSML will report the potential QoS slowdown to the
upper scheduler and ask for the decisions. If the slowdown is
not allowed, the corresponding actions will not be conducted.

Bandwidth Scheduling. OSML partitions the overall band-
width for each co-located LC service according to the ratio
BWj/∑BWi. BWj is a LC service’s OAA bandwidth re-
quirement, which is obtained from the Model-A. Note that
such scheduling needs Memory Bandwidth Allocation (MBA)
mechanism [4,5] in CPU.

5.2 Implementation
OSML learns whether the LC services have met their QoS
targets. OSML monitors the run-time parameters for each
co-located LC service using performance counters for ev-
ery second (default). If the observation period is too short,
other factors (e.g., cache data evicted from the cache hierar-
chy, context switch) may interfere with the sampling results.
Moreover, OSML performs well with other interval settings
and allows configuration flexibility (e.g., 1.5 or 2 seconds).

We design OSML that works cooperatively with OS (Fig-
ure 6). As the kernel space lacks the support of ML libraries,
OSML lies in the user space and exchanges information with
the OS kernel. OSML is implemented using python and C. It
employs Intel CAT technology [4] to control the cache way
allocations, and it supports dynamically adjusting. OSML
uses Linux’s taskset and MBA [5] to allocate specific cores
and bandwidth to an LC service. OSML captures the online
performance parameters by using the pqos tool [4] and PMU
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[5]. The ML models are based on TensorFlow [6] with the
version 2.0.4, and can be run on either CPU or GPU.

6 Evaluations
6.1 Methodology
We evaluate the per-node OSML performance on our platform
in Table 2. Details on LC services are in Table 1. The met-
rics involve the QoS (similar to [10], the QoS target of each
application is the 99th percentile latency of the knee of the
latency-RPS curve. Latency higher than the QoS target is a
violation.); Effective Machine Utilization (EMU) [10] (the
max aggregated load of all co-located LC services) – higher is
better. We first evaluate the scenarios where LC services run
at constant loads, and the loads are from 10% - 100%. Then,
we explore workload churn. We inject applications with loads
from 20% - 100% of their respective max load. Furthermore,
to evaluate the generalization of OSML, we employ some
new/unseen applications that are not in Table 1 and the new
platform in our experiments. If an allocation in which all appli-
cations meet their QoS cannot be found after 3 mins, we signal
that the scheduler cannot deliver QoS for that configuration.

6.2 OSML Effectiveness
We compare OSML with the most related approaches in
[10,46] based on the latest open-source version.
PARTIES [10]. It makes incremental adjustments in one-
dimension resource at a time until QoS is satisfied – “trial

and error” – for all of the applications. The core mechanism
in [10] is like an FSM [60].
CLITE [46]. It conducts various allocation policies and
samples each of them; it then feeds the sampling results – the
QoS and run-time parameters for resources – to a Bayesian
optimizer to predict the next scheduling policy.
Unmanaged Allocation (baseline). This policy doesn’t con-
trol the allocation policies on cores, LLC, and other shared
resources for co-located LC services. This policy relies on
the original OS schedulers.
ORACLE. We obtain these results by exhaustive offline sam-
pling and find the best allocation policy. It indicates the
ceiling that the schedulers try to achieve.

We show the effectiveness of OSML as follow.
(1) OSML exhibits a shorter scheduling convergence time.

Using ML models, OSML achieves OAA quickly and effi-
ciently handles cases with diverse loads. Figure 8-a shows the
distributions of the scheduling results of 104 loads for OSML,
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PARTIES and CLITE, respectively. Every dot represents a
specific workload that contains 3 co-located LC services with
different RPS. We launch the applications in turn and use a
scheduler to handle QoS violations until all applications meet
their QoS targets. The x-axis shows the convergence time;
the y-axis denotes the achieved EMU. Generally, OSML can
achieve the same EMU with a shorter convergence time for
a specific load. Figure 8-b shows the violin plots of conver-
gence time for these loads. On average, OSML takes 20.9
seconds to converge, while PARTIES and CLITE take 32.7
and 46.3 seconds, respectively. OSML converges 1.56X and
2.22X faster than PARTIES and CLITE. OSML performs
stably – the convergence time ranges from 5.3s (best case)
to 80.0s (worst case). By contrast, the convergence time in
PARTIES ranges from 5.5s to 111.1s, and CLITE is from
14.0s to 140.6s. OSML converges faster mainly because
the start point in the scheduling space provided by Model-A
is close to OAA. PARTIES and CLITE take a longer con-
vergence time, indicating that they require high scheduling
overheads in cloud environments. In Cloud, jobs come and
go frequently; thus, scheduling occurs frequently, and longer
scheduling convergence time often leads to unstable/low QoS.

We further analyze how these schedulers work in detail.
Figure 9-a/b/c show the actions used in OSML, PARTIES, and
CLITE’s scheduling process for case A in Figure 8. This case
includes Moses, Img-dnn, and Xapian with 40%, 60%, and
50% of their maximum loads. For this load, PARTIES, CLITE
and OSML take 14.5 seconds, 72.6 seconds and 8.2 seconds to
converge, respectively. Figure 9 highlights scheduling actions
using solid red lines to represent increasing resources and blue
dotted lines to denote reducing resources. Figure 9-a shows
PARTIES takes 7 actions for scheduling cores and 1 action
for cache ways. It schedules in a fine-grained way by increas-
ing/decreasing one resource at a time. CLITE relies on the
sampling points in the scheduling exploration space. Figure
9-b shows CLITE repeats sampling until the “expected im-
provement” in CLITE drops below a certain threshold. CLITE
only performs five scheduling actions according to its latest
open-source version; but it takes the longest convergence time
(72.6 seconds). The underlying reason is that CLITE’s sam-
pling/scheduling doesn’t have clear targets. In practice, the
improper resource partitions/allocations during sampling lead
to the accumulation of requests, and the requests cannot be
handled due to resource under-provision. Therefore, it brings
a significant increase in response latency. Moreover, due to
the early termination of CLITE’s scheduling process, CLITE
cannot schedule resources to handle QoS violations in a timely
manner, leading to a long convergence time. Figure 9-c shows
OSML achieves OAA for each LC service with 5 actions.
Compared with prior schedulers, OSML has clear aims and
schedules multiple resources simultaneously to achieve them.
It has the shortest convergence time – 8.2 seconds.

Moreover, as the scheduling is fast, OSML often supports
more loads. Figure 10 shows the OSML’s results on schedul-

Figure 8: (a) The performance distributions for 104 loads that OSML,
PARTIES and CLITE can all converge. (b) Violin plots of conver-
gence time for loads in (a).
ing the three LC services – Moses, Img-dnn, and Xapian. For
a specific scheduling phase, by using ML to achieve OAA,
OSML supports 10~50% higher loads than PARTIES and
CLITE in highlighted cells in Figure 10-d, accounting for
58% of the cases that can be scheduled. All schedulers per-
form better than the Unmanaged (Figure 10-a), as they reduce
the resource contentions.

(2) Compared with PARTIES and CLITE, OSML consumes
fewer resources to support the same loads to meet the QoS
targets. On average, for the 104 loads in Figure 8-a, OSML
uses 34 cores and 16 LLC ways; by contrast, PARTIES and
CLITE exhaust all the platform’s 36 cores and 20 LLC ways.
As illustrated in Figure 9-a, PARTIES partitions the LLC
ways and cores equally for each LC service at the begin-
ning; once it meets the QoS target (using 8 actions), it stops.
Thus, PARTIES drops the opportunities to explore alterna-
tive better solutions (i.e., using fewer cores or cache ways to
meet identical QoS targets). PARTIES allocates all cores and
LLC ways finally. CLITE also uses all cores and cache ways
shown in Figure 9-b. By contrast, OSML schedules accord-
ing to applications’ resource requirements instead of using
all resources. Figure 9-c shows that using Model-A, OSML
achieves each LC service’s OAA (the optimal solution) after 5
actions. OSML detects and reclaims over-provided resources
using Model-C. For example, the last action in Figure 9-c re-
claims 3 cores and 2 LLC ways from Xapian. Finally, OSML
saves 3 cores and 9 LLC ways. As OSML is designed for LC
services that are executed for a long period, saving resources
means saving budgets for cloud providers.

(3) Using ML models, OSML provides solutions for shar-
ing some cores and LLC ways among LC services, therefore
supporting higher loads. PARTIES and CLITE don’t show
resource sharing in the original design. Using Algo._4, OSML
lists some potential resource sharing solutions, and then en-
ables Model-B’ to predict the QoS slowdown for each case.
The sharing solution with a relatively lower QoS slowdown
is selected. More details refer to Figure 7. Figure 9-d shows
how OSML shares resources for the highlighted case B in
Figure 10-d. OSML enables Model-C to add resources for
Moses in Algo._2 and uses Algo._4 to share 2 CPU cores with
Xapian. Finally, the QoS is met. By enabling resource sharing,
OSML can support higher loads than PARTIES and CLITE,
and can even be close to ORACLE in Figure 10-e. If not
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Figure 9: Resource usage comparisons for OSML, PARTIES, and CLITE.

Figure 10: Co-location of Moses, Img-dnn and Xapian. The heatmap values are the percentage
of the third LC service’s (i.e., Xapian) achieved max load without QoS violations in these cases.
The x- and y-axis denote the first and second app’s fraction of their max loads (with QoS target),
respectively. Cross means QoS target cannot be met. The related studies [10,46] use heat maps to
show their effectiveness, so we also use heat maps for comparisons in this work.

Figure 11: Throughput distribution.

Figure 13: Highlighted the scheduling
traces in scheduling space for all sched-
ulers from time point 180 to 228 in Figure
12. Each circle denotes a specific schedul-
ing policy conducted by a specific sched-
uler. The number in a circle denotes the
sequence of these scheduling actions dur-
ing the scheduling phase.

OSML, however, the “trial and error” approach has to try to
share core/cache way in a fine-grain way among applications,
and then observes the real-time latency for making a further
decision, inevitably incurring higher scheduling overheads
and bringing sharp QoS slowdown if falling off the RCliff.

(4) OSML promptly handles the resource under/over-
provision and QoS violations using Model-C. Based on
Model-A/B’s results, Model-C shepherds and adjusts the al-
locations with several actions for each application in our
experiments and converges more quickly than previous ap-
proaches. More experiments on dynamic, complicated cases
can be found in Sec.6.3. Can we only use Model-C or only
use Model-A/B? Enabling the three models is necessary for
OSML. For the case in Figure 9-c, when OSML uses the
three models collaboratively for scheduling, it takes 8.2s and
5 actions to achieve OAA for all applications. By contrast,
if only enabling Model-C, it takes 18.5s and 13 actions. Be-
cause Model-A/B can at least provide an approximate OAA
for scheduling, thus reducing the convergence time. Just us-
ing Model-A/B may lead to 4-core errors for an unseen LC

service (Table 5). So, Model-C is needed to correct the errors.
We cannot disable any models in OSML in practice.

(5) OSML performs well in various cases. Figure 11 shows
the EMU distribution for converged loads among 302 loads
(each has 3 apps with diverse RPS). EMU reflects the system
throughput [10,32]. OSML can have scheduling results for
285 loads; PARTIES and CLITE can work for 260 and 148
loads, respectively. OSML’s distribution in Figure 11 is wider
than PARTIES and CLITE. This indicates that OSML works
for more loads, including those with a high EMU (e.g., 130-
180%). Even for the loads that OSML, PARTIES, and CLITE
can all converge, OSML can converge faster (Figure 8).

6.3 Performance for Workload Churn
We evaluate how OSML behaves with dynamically changing
loads. Each LC service’s QoS is normalized to the solely
running case. As illustrated in Figure 12-a, in the beginning,
Moses with 60% of max load arrives; then Sphinx with 20%
of max load and Img-dnn with 60% of max load arrive. We
observe their response latency increases caused by the re-
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Figure 12: OSML’s performance in reality with varying loads.
source contentions among them. In Figure 12-b, PARTIES
aids the QoS violations step by step. During the scheduling,
Moses always has high latency until it ends at 80 seconds.
CLITE’s scheduling relies on sampling and Bayesian opti-
mizer. CLITE starts scheduling at time point 16, where all
the three services arrive. At 32s, CLITE obtains the schedul-
ing solution for these LC services after five sampling steps.
But it doesn’t satisfy these services’ QoS targets. In Fig-
ure 12-c, Moses and Img-dnn still have high latency. By
contrast, with Model-A’s OAA predictions and Model-C’s
online scheduling, OSML quickly provides better scheduling
solutions at time point 48 for all three services. During the
identical scheduling phase (e.g., the time point 16 to 80), we
can observe the lowest overall normalized latency in Figure
12-d. Moreover, Figure 12-e and f illustrate OSML’s schedul-
ing actions for achieving ideal solutions. In short, within a
few scheduling actions (scheduling overheads) that schedule
multiple resources, OSML quickly meets the QoS targets.

From 180 to 228, we increase the load for Img-dnn as
illustrated in Figure 12-a. OSML meets Img-dnn’s chang-
ing demands by using Model-C. PARTIES does not reflect
quickly for this change, and it works for other services. Thus,
as illustrated in Figure 12-b, the QoS violation is not aided un-
til 244s, when Img-dnn’s load decreases. For CLITE, it has to
sample each time when the load changes. But during the sam-
pling, a specific service might not have sufficient resources
to handle the requests; thus, the requests are accumulated,
leading to QoS fluctuations/violations during the scheduling
(Figure 12-c). Figure 13 highlights the scheduling actions

Table 5: ML Models’ performance on average. The units of errors
are the number of cores/LLC ways. For Model B’, the unit is the
percentage of QoS slowdown.

ML Outputs Error
Errors for
unseen LC

services

Err on new
platforms

(TL) MSE Over-
heads

Core LLC Core LLC Core LLC

A RCliff 0.589 0.288 1.266 0.198 2.142 0.542 0.0025 0.20s
OAA 0.580 0.360 1.276 0.191 2.004 0.865

A’ RCliff 1.072 0.815 3.403 1.835 0.772 0.411 0.0135 0.20s
OAA 1.072 0.814 3.404 1.835 0.790 0.413

B

B-Points 0.612 0.053 4.012 0.167 2.320 0.969

0.0012 0.18s
B-Points,Core

dominated 0.314 0.048 3.434 0.937 2.250 0.815

B-Points,Cache
dominated 0.093 0.462 0.789 0.783 1.868 1.519

B’ QoS reduction 7.87% 8.33% 11.28% 0.0035 0.19s

C Scheduling
actions 0.908 0.782 0.844 0.841 1.390 1.801 0.7051 0.20s

for Img-dnn from 180 to 228. During this phase, PARTIES
does not add resources for Img-dnn; but it add more resources
for Specjbb and Xapian as they are with higher latency. Img-
dnn’s response latency keeps increasing. CLITE samples
several scheduling policies in the scheduling space, but does
not converge and thus incurs QoS fluctuations. By contrast,
OSML’s Model-C can handle QoS violations of Img-dnn even
the load increases. Moreover, as mentioned before, OSML
saves resources and thus it can serve more workloads. For ex-
ample, as shown in Figure 12, Mysql (an unseen workload in
training) comes at time point 180; OSML allocates the saved
cores to it without sharing or depriving other LC services of
resources.

6.4 New/Unseen Apps and New Platforms
Generalization. Based on our data set, the ML models can be
well trained. It will be at most 4-core error for unseen applica-
tions (Table 5). We evaluate OSML using unseen applications
that are not used in training, i.e., Silo [62], Shore[62], Mysql
[70], Redis [77], and Node.js [78]. They exhibit diverse com-
puting/memory patterns. We evaluate the convergence time
of OSML with 3 groups of workloads. Each group has 15
workloads, and each workload has 3 LC services. The work-
loads in Group 1 have 1 unseen application. The workloads
in Group 2 and 3 have 2 and all unseen applications, respec-
tively. OSML takes 24.6s, 29.3s, and 31.0s to converge for
the 3 groups of workloads, on average, respectively. OSML
performs well, even for unseen cases, showing good general-
ization performance. PARTIES uses 34.9s, 43.6s, and 42.8s;
CLITE uses 58.5s, 60.6s, and 46.5s for these applications.
Note that PARTIES and CLITE’s scheduling don’t need previ-
ous knowledge for applications, so their performance doesn’t
depend on whether the application is seen/unseen.

For new platforms, we use fine-tuning in transfer learning
(TL). We freeze the first hidden layer of the MLPs; we retrain
the last two-hidden layers and the output layer using the traces
collected on two new platforms (w/ CPU Xeon Gold 6240M
and E5-2630 v4, respectively). For each LC service, based
on our data set, collecting new traces on a new platform for
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several hours will be sufficient (covering the more allocation
cases, the better). The model updating can be accomplished
in hours. The time consumption will be shorter if using
multiple machines in parallel. Table 5 shows the average
values of ML models’ quality. The new models’ prediction
errors are slightly higher than the previous models on the
original platforms, but OSML still handles them well. By
contrast, if we use a table lookup approach instead, we have
to use additional memory to store the data tuples, e.g., 60GB
will be wasted for the current data set to replace Model-A.
More importantly, this approach is difficult to generalize for
new/unseen applications or platforms, as their traces and the
corresponding OAAs don’t exist in the current data set.

Overheads. OSML takes 0.2s of a single core for each
time during the interval setting (e.g., 1 second by default in
Sec.5.2). 0.01s for ML model and 0.19s for online monitoring.
As our models are light-weighted (OSML uses only one core),
running them on CPU and GPU has a similar overhead. If
models are on GPU, it takes an extra 0.03s for receiving results
from GPU. OSML doesn’t monopolize GPU. Generally, the
overhead doesn’t hinder the overall performance. In the cloud,
applications’ behaviors may change every second due to the
diversity of user demands. Thus, OSML plays a critical role
during the entire run time. For building models, using our
current data set on platform in Table 2, it takes 3.3 mins, 5 mins,
and 8.3 hours to train Model-A, B, and C for one epoch (all
training samples are used to train once), respectively. We train
models for ten epochs. Training can be accelerated using the
popular Multi-GPU training technology. Doing so is practical
in datacenters, and training time will not impede practice.

7 Related Work and Our Novelty
ML for System Optimizations. The work in [55] employs
DNN to optimize the buffer size for the database systems.
The efforts in [22,56,34] leverage ML to optimize computer
architecture or resource management in the network to meet
various workloads. The studies in [9,39] use ML to manage
on-chip hardware resources. CALOREE [41] can learn key
control parameters to meet latency requirements with minimal
energy in complex environments. The studies in [26,31,58,59]
optimize the OS components with learned rules or propose
insights on designing new learned OS. In OSML, we design
an intelligent multi-model collaborative learning approach,
providing better co-location solutions to meet QoS targets for
LC services faster than the latest work stably.
ML for Scheduling. Decima [35] designs cluster-level data
processing job scheduling using RL. Resource Central [12]
builds a system that contains the historical resource utilization
information of the workloads used in Azure and employs ML
to predict resource management for VMs. The study in [40]
uses RL to predict which subsets of operations in a Tensor-
Flow graph should run on the available devices. Paragon [14]
classifies and learns workload interference. Quasar [15] deter-
mines jobs’ resource preferences on clusters. Sinan [74] uses

ML models to determine the performance dependencies be-
tween microservices in clusters. They are cluster schedulers
[14,15,74]. By contrast, OSML deeply studies scheduling
in co-location cases. Selecta [72] predicts near-optimal con-
figurations of computing and storage resources for analytics
workloads based on profiling data. CLITE [46] uses Bayesian
optimization for scheduling on-node resources. The work
in [48] applies ML to predict the end-to-end tail latency of
LC service workflows. Twig [63] uses RL to characterize
tail latency for energy-efficient task management. CuttleSys
[76] leverages data mining to identify suitable core and cache
configurations for co-scheduled applications. For compli-
cated co-location cases, OSML can avoid RCliffs and quickly
achieve the ideal allocations (OAA) for multiple interactive
resources simultaneously for LC services. Moreover, OSML
performs well in generalization.
Resource Partitioning. PARTIES [10] partitions cache, main
memory, I/O, network, disk bandwidth, etc., to provide QoS
for co-located services. The studies in [17,28,57,71] design
some new LLC partitioning/sharing policies. The efforts
in [23,27,44,45,73] show that considering cooperative parti-
tioning on LLC, memory banks and channels outperforms
one-level memory partitioning. However, the cooperative
partitioning policies need to be carefully designed [29,30,37],
and [16,32] show the heuristic resource scheduling approach
could be ineffective in many QoS-constrained cases. [7,11]
study the “performance cliff” on cache for SPECCPU 2006
applications and Memcached. Caladan [75] doesn’t involve
cache optimizations, and core/cache cliffs cannot be avoided,
causing QoS fluctuations in some cases. By contrast, OSML is
the first work that profoundly explores cache cliff and core cliff
simultaneously (i.e., RCliff) for many widely used LC services
in co-location cases. OSML is a representative work using
ML to guide the multiple resources partitioning in co-location
cases; OSML is cost-effective in new cloud environments.

8 Conclusion
We present OSML, an ML-based resource scheduler for co-
located LC services. We learn that straightforwardly using a
simple ML model might not handle all of the processes during
the scheduling. Therefore, using multiple ML models cooper-
atively in a pipe-lined way can be an ideal approach. More
importantly, we advocate the new solution, i.e., leveraging
ML to enhance resource scheduling, could have an immense
potential for OS design. In a world where co-location and
sharing are a fundamental reality, our solution should grow in
importance and benefits our community.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose CJFS, Concurrent Jour-

naling Filesystem. CJFS extends EXT4 and addresses
the fundamental limitations of the EXT4 journaling de-
sign, which are the main cause of the poor scalability of
EXT4. The heavy-weight EXT4 journal suffers from two
limitations. First, the journal commit is a strictly serial
activity. Second, the journal commit uses the original
page cache entry, not the copy of it, and subsequently
any access to the in-flight page cache entry is blocked.
To address these limitations, we propose four techniques,
namely Dual Thread Journaling, Multi-version Shadow
Paging, Opportunistic Coalescing, and Compound Flush.
With Dual Thread design, CJFS can commit a transac-
tion before the preceding journal commit finishes. With
Multi-version Shadow Paging, CJFS can be free from the
transaction conflict even though there can exist multiple
committing transactions. With Opportunistic Coalesc-
ing, CJFS can mitigate the transaction lock-up overhead
in journal commit so that it can increase the coalescing
degree – i.e., the number of system calls associated with a
single transaction – of a running transaction. With Com-
pound Flush, CJFS minimizes the number of flush calls.
CJFS improves the throughput by 81%, 68% and 125%
in filebench varmail, dbench, and OLTP-Insert on MySQL,
respectively, against EXT4 by removing the transaction
conflict and lock-up overhead.

1 Introduction
Filesystem scalability gets emphasized further as

the computer system is loaded with hundreds of CPU
cores [6,7,17,22,28,32,33,35]. A single server machine can
simultaneously run hundreds of containers [2,43,50], each
of which may frequently synchronize its local filesystem
state to the disk [13,31]. The throughput of the server
machine hinges upon the scalability of the filesystem
journaling of the host filesystem.

In this paper, we address the scalability issue of the
EXT4 journaling. EXT4 journaling uses page granularity
physical logging [47,48]. EXT4 journaling suffers from
two critical drawbacks; serial commit and committing
the original page cache entry. In EXT4, journal commit
is strictly serial activity. It can commit the following
journal transaction only after the preceding journal com-
mit finishes. As a result, in EXT4, there can be at most
one running transaction and at most one committing
transaction at a time. Moreover, EXT4 uses the original
page cache entry in committing the updated contents to

the disk. It does not create a copy of the updates for the
journal commit. In this paper, we address both issues
and propose a new filesystem, CJFS, by Concurrent
Journaling Filesystem.

A fair amount of works have been dedicated to ad-
dressing the scalability issue of the filesystem journal-
ing [6,8,15,17,24,44]. A few works proposed to maintain
the multiple running transactions in EXT4 so that con-
tention on the global running transaction is mitigated.
ScaleFS [15] allocates a running transaction per each
CPU core [6,8], where each core is allocated the separate
filesystem partition. Son et al. [44] adopts a lock-free
data structure to the journal transaction. Another body
of works proposed to maintain the multiple committing
transactions. IceFS [24] and SpanFS [15] partition the
filesystem into multiple regions. They allocate a sepa-
rate journal area for each region. The journal commit
operations to each journal area can proceed in parallel.

Despite all the sophisticated approaches mentioned
above, these variants of EXT4 journaling still fail to
address the fundamental limitations of the EXT4 jour-
naling; serial commit and committing the original page
cache entry. In these works, the journal commit opera-
tions for the same journal region are still serialized [15,24].
Multiple running transactions and multiple committing
transactions can conflict with each other and if the con-
current transactions conflict with each other, they are
serialized.

In this paper, we address the fundamental limitations
of the EXT4 journaling mechanism; serial commit and
using the original page cache entry in the journal commit.
The contribution of CJFS can be summarized as follows:

• Dual Thread Journaling: We separate the journal
commit operation into two separate tasks; transferring
the log blocks to the disk and making them durable.
We allocate a separate thread for each operation. With
Dual Thread Journaling, CJFS can commit a trans-
action while the preceding journal commit is still in
progress.

• Multi-Version Shadow Paging: CJFS adopts
multi-version shadow paging to resolve the transac-
tion conflict. With multi-version shadow paging, CJFS
uses the “copy” of the updated page cache entry in
journal commit, so the transaction is free from the
transaction conflict.

• Opportunistic Transaction Coalescing: CJFS
adopts opportunistic coalescing to mitigate the trans-
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action lock-up overhead. To increase the compound
degree of the journal transaction, CJFS releases the
running transaction from the LOCKED state when it
finds that the running transaction conflicts with one
of the committing transactions.

• Compound Flush: CJFS creates a large number of
flush commands since it creates the multiple commit-
ting transactions in-flight, each of which issues a flush
command separately to make its journal transaction
durable. To relieve the overhead of servicing the flush
commands, CJFS compounds multiple consecutive
flushes from the concurrent transactions into a sin-
gle flush. Compound flush significantly reduces the
latency of the individual fsync() calls.

We implement the CJFS in Linux 5.18.18. CJFS
yields superior performance not only to Vanilla EXT4 but
also to the other recent works including BarrierFS [49],
SpanFS [15] and FastCommit [42] in varmail, dbench and
OLTP-Insert workloads.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Journaling in EXT4

Block granularity physical logging. A journaling
filesystem logs the updated metadata either in a block
granularity, e.g. EXT4 [36] or in a metadata granularity,
e.g. XFS [45]. Physical block granularity logging of EXT4
is not only expensive but also unable to scale.

EXT4 maintains a set of page cache entries that need
to be logged to the disk for journaling. It is called running
transaction. When the system call updates the filesystem
metadata, it first acquires a lock on the associated kernel
object (e.g., directory mutex) and obtains the journal
handle. A journal handle is a kind of ticket-like permis-
sion to add page cache entries to the running transaction.
After the application is granted with the lock and the
journal handle, the application modifies page cache en-
tries. After modifying page cache entries, it inserts the
updated page cache entries to the running transaction.

EXT4 commits the running transaction either peri-
odically or by the explicit request from the application,
e.g., fsync(). EXT4 commits the original page cache
entry of the modified data. The application that needs
to update the filesystem state is blocked if the associated
page cache entry is being committed to the disk. We
call this situation transaction conflict described in S2.2.
Block granularity logging leaves the EXT4 journaling un-
der frequent transaction conflict and subsequently under
scalability failure.
Serial journal commit. In EXT4, journal commit is
strictly serial activity. EXT4 allocates a separate thread
for journal commit, JBD thread. JBD thread can commit

the following journal transaction only after the preceding
journal transaction becomes durable.

Figure 1: fsync() in EXT4
We illustrate the behavior of an fsync(). Let D, JL, and

JC be file dirty data pages, journal log blocks and journal
commit block. When an application thread calls fsync(),
it writes the dirty data pages (D) to the storage, and then
it wakes up the JBD thread. The JBD thread changes
the transaction state from running to committing and
writes the log blocks (JL) to the storage. Once all the log
blocks are transferred (i.e., DMA-ed) to the storage, the
JBD thread writes the journal commit block (JC) to the
storage with REQ_PREFLUSH and REQ_FUA [1] flags to ensure
that the journal commit block is made durable only
after the dirty data pages and the journal log blocks do.
REQ_PREFLUSH flag instructs the storage controller to flush
the writeback cache in a storage device before servicing
the associated write command. REQ_FUA command writes
the associated data block directly to the storage media
bypassing the writeback cache of the storage. Once the
write command for commit block returns, the JBD thread
finishes committing a transaction.

Figure 1 illustrates the timing diagram of servicing two
consecutive fsync()’s. The first fsync() and the second
fsync() are issued at t1 and at t2, respectively. We mark
the journal transactions for the preceding fsync() and
the following fsync() as Tx1 and Tx2, respectively. JBD
thread starts committing Tx2 (at t3) only after it finishes
committing Tx1.
2.2 Concurrency Control in Filesystem Jour-

naling
To partly address the drawback of serial journal com-

mit, EXT4 journaling adopts compound journaling and
the shadow paging to increase its concurrency. The com-
pound journaling commits multiple file operations with a
single journal commit. The shadow paging allows the file
operation and the journal commit operation to proceed
in parallel while they share the same page cache entry.
Compound journaling inevitably accompanies transac-
tion lock-up phase when it needs to commit the running
transaction. Journal commit operation should exclusively
lock the page cache entry when it needs to write the
page cache entry to the storage. Transaction lock-up and
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page granularity exclusive locking temporarily blocks
the file operations and can severely interfere with the
overall system performance. Let us explain the details
of individual phases of journaling.

Figure 2: Dissection of EXT4 journaling phases

(i) Coalescing in Running Transaction. In coalesc-
ing phase, the application can modify the metadata and
insert the associated page cache entry to the running
transaction. EXT4 journaling adopts compound trans-
action which is also known as a group commit [12] to
increase the throughput. In Figure 2, a file operation
modifying page cache entries P1 and P2 and another file
operation modifying page cache entries P2 and P3, shar-
ing the commonly modified page cache entry P2. EXT4
creates a compound transaction of P1, P2, and P3.
(ii) Transaction Lock-Up in Running Transaction.
When the JBD thread needs to commit the running trans-
action, the JBD thread stops issuing the journal handle
to prohibit the new file operation to modify the running
transaction. Then, it waits for the outstanding file op-
erations which already have a journal handle to finish.
Otherwise, starting the journal commit can be postponed
indefinitely. When all file operations which already have
a journal handle finish, JBD thread changes the trans-
action state from running to committing. We call this
time period during which the JBD thread stops issuing
the journal handle as transaction lock-up phase. Any file
operations that update the metadata are blocked when
the running transaction is in lock-up phase. In Figure 2,
during the transaction lock-up phase, the file operation
that modifies P4 is blocked. The file operation wakes up
when the lock-up phase of Tx1 is released and adds P4 to
the new running transaction, Tx2.
(iii) Shadow Paging in Committing Transaction.
After the transaction state is changed to committing,
JBD thread prepares the page cache entries for DMA
transfer. EXT4 journaling adopts very limited form of
Shadow Paging to handle the transaction conflict during
this time interval. It allows only one shadow page and
does not allow more multiples versions. When there
occurs transaction conflict when the JBD thread prepares
the page cache entries for DMA transfer, JBD thread

creates the shadow copy of the conflict page and uses a
shadow copy of the original page cache entry for DMA
transfer [47]. With shadow paging, a file operation can
modify the original page cache entry in the committing
transaction without waiting for the completion of the
transaction commit. EXT4 journaling can create up
to only one shadow page. If two or more transactions
attempt to update the same page, only one can proceed
and the others are blocked until the associated page is
committed to the storage. In Figure 2, during the shadow
paging phase, the file operation tries to modify P3, which
is in the committing transaction, Tx1. The file operation
creates the shadow page, P’3, and adds the original page
cache entry, P3 to the new running transaction, Tx2.
(iv) DMA in Committing Transaction. When the
log block of the committing transaction is transferred
to the storage (DMA), the host establishes an exclu-
sive lock on the associated page cache entry. This is to
prohibit the file operation from blindly updating the
page cache entry of the committing transaction that is
being transferred and from migrating it to the running
transaction compromising the atomicity of the journal
commit. During DMA phase, any file operations that up-
date the locked page cache entry are blocked. In Figure 2,
the DMA phase is marked in gray. While a compound
transaction of P1, P2, and P’3 is under DMA, an attempt
to modify page P2 will be blocked. Because P’3 is the
shadow page and the shadow page is being transferred,
the file operation which modifies P3 is not blocked and
modifies the original page cache entry, P3. An attempt
to modify a page cache entry, P5, which is not in a com-
mitting transaction will successfully add the page to the
new running transaction, Tx2.

2.3 Existing Solutions to Scale Journaling
A number of approaches have been proposed to

increase the concurrency in the filesystem journal-
ing [15,17,24,32,45,49]. They can be categorized with
respect to the number of threads that are used to handle
a single journal commit; (i) single-threaded journal com-
mit and (ii) multi-threaded commit. They also can be
categorized with respect to how they allocate the journal
transaction in the filesystem; per-core basis or per-region
basis. Table 1 summarizes the approaches in the existing
scalable filesystem journaling techniques.

Filesystems Concurrent Transactions Multi-Threaded
Per-core Per-region Commit

Z-journal [17] ⃝ ⃝
SpanFS [15] ⃝
IceFS [24] ⃝
MQFS [23] ⃝

BarrierFS [49] △
XFS [45] ⃝

iJournaling [32] ⃝
ScaleFS [6] ⃝

Table 1: Categories of existing scalable filesystems
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In the concurrent transaction approach, the journal-
ing filesystem allows multiple running transactions, mul-
tiple committing transactions or both, to proceed in
parallel. In per-core basis approach, they allocate the
transaction for each CPU core (per-core basis) [32] . In
per-region basis approach, filesystem is partitioned into
multiple regions and allocates dedicated journal area
for each filesystem region [15, 17, 24]. In per-region ba-
sis approach, the journaling filesystem maintains the
running transaction and/or committing transaction in
per-region basis. The filesystem can commit the multiple
transactions concurrently for each filesystem region. Per-
region approach requires changing the on-disk layout of
the existing filesystem partition [15,17,32]. In per-core
approach, the transactions may conflict with each other,
i.e. they modify the same page cache entry. Resolving
the transaction conflict accompanies substantial over-
head, e.g. [17] compromises fsync() durability or journal
commit is subject to excessive tail latency [15].

In multi-threaded journal commit approach, the filesys-
tem divides a journal commit operation into multiple
phases and allocates the separate threads for handling
each of the journal commit phases. With this multi-
threaded organization, a thread can start processing the
following journal transaction before the preceding jour-
nal commit finishes in pipelined manner. In XFS, one
thread is responsible for making the journal transaction
durable and the other thread is responsible for ensur-
ing that all preceding transactions are durable after the
journal transaction becomes durable [16]. In BarrierFS,
one thread is responsible for issuing the IO requests for
journal commit, and the other thread is responsible for
making the journal transaction durable [49]. Both XFS
and BarrierFS can start a new journal commit without
waiting for the preceding journal commit to finish. In
BarrierFS, the journal commit operation is serialized in
most cases due to frequent transaction conflict.

To ensure the storage order between the log blocks
and the journal commit block in committing a journal
transaction, the filesystem interleaves the write requests
for the log blocks and the write request for commit
block with the FLUSH command. Recently, a number of
works have been proposed order-preserving IO stack to
mitigate the FLUSH overhead associated with ensuring
the storage order in journal commit operation [9, 21,
23,49]. The order-preserving IO stack consists of order-
preserving block layer [23, 49] and order-preserving FTL
[9,21,49]. Order-preserving FTL can be implemented via
exploiting the cache-barrier command [49], via imposing
a global sequence number on the IO commands [9] or
via exploiting non-volatile cache at SSD [21]. These
works show that order-preserving FTL can be realized
without substantial overhead and renders the identical
performance as legacy FTL.

3 Scalability of EXT4 Journaling
3.1 Workloads

We used four filesystem macro benchmarks – two vari-
ants of varmail (varmail-shared and varmail-split)
in filebench [26], dbench [46], and OLTP-Insert [19] –
to cover wide variety of real-world application behaviors.
Each benchmark has a different mix of file operations
(Table 2) and stresses various parts of the filesystem
(Table 3).

Benchmarks create() unlink() write() read() fsync() rename()

varmail 7.7% 7.7% 15.4% 15.4% 15.4% 0%
dbench 16.6% 3.5% 8.6% 27.1% 5.2% 0.7%

OLTP-Insert 0% 0% 77.8% 12.2% 10.0% 0%

Table 2: Ratio of filesystem operations in benchmarks

Benchmarks Directory In-memory On-disk
contention logging logging

varmail-shared High Moderate High
varmail-split No Moderate High
dbench No Moderate Moderate

OLTP-Insert No low low

Table 3: Filesystem contention in benchmarks

Mail server: varmail [26]. The varmail bench-
mark simulates the behavior of mail server. In the var-
mail workload, each thread repeats a set of create(),
unlink(), and fsync() operations. Varmail is known for
intensive fsync() calls. In the original varmail work-
load, all threads share the same directory yielding the
lock contention on the shared directory. We call it
varmail-shared. We modify the varmail workload so
that each thread works on its own directory. We call
it varmail-split. We use varmail-split how the filesys-
tem journaling scales in the absence of the contention
on the shared directory.
File server: dbench [46]. The dbench simulates the
behavior of the fileserver. It is metadata-intensive work-
load calling unlink() and rename() followed by fsync()
(with a –sync-dir option enabled). In dbench, fsync()
calls account for 5.2% of all filesystem calls. Dbench
calls read() and write() with various IO sizes; 4KB IO
accounts for 60% of the read() and write().
OLTP: OLTP-Insert on MySQL [19] OLTP-Insert
simulates the server for online transaction processing. In
this workload, write() followed by fsync() is frequently
invoked. The write size ranges from 8KB to 32KB; 8KB
write accounts for 81%. Among the four workloads, the
contention (or transaction conflict) degree of this work-
load is the lowest. We use this workload to test the be-
havior of journaling under the circumstances that there
is only little contention (or transaction conflict).
3.2 Scalability Results

We compare the performance of the four benchmarks
under EXT4 and BarrierFS [49]. BarrierFS is the variant
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Figure 3: Scalability of EXT4 and BarrierFS

of EXT4 which can commit multiple transactions con-
currently. We used two SSDs – Samsung 860 Pro (MLC
Flash, SATA interface) and 970 Pro (MLC Flash, NVMe
interface) in this experiment. However, we omitted the
results with 860 Pro since the performance trends on
these two SSDs are almost identical. Please refer to S6.1
for the details of our evaluation setup.

As Figure 3 shows, the performance and scalability of
both filesystems get worse as fsync() accounts for more
dominant fraction of the entire system calls. The dbench
which renders the least significant fsync() calls is the
most performant and scalable.

As shown in Figure 3(b), BarrierFS increases the per-
formance of dbench, OLTP-Insert and varmail-split by
28%, 61% and 21% against EXT4 in forty threads, re-
spectively, thanks to its concurrent journaling scheme.
However, the performance of varmail-shared is not at
all scalable and moreover is even worse than EXT4. We
found that the main problem is the transaction con-
flict. As presented in Table 3, varmail-shared has con-
tention on a shared directory. When the modified shared
directory pages are under DMA, the other concurrent
transaction cannot make progress, significantly limiting
scalability until the IO completes.
3.3 Analysis on Scalability Bottleneck

We examine the scalability bottlenecks in filesystem
journaling with EXT4 performing serial journal com-
mit and BarrierFS performing concurrent journaling.
We identify four main components that affect the per-
formance scalability in EXT4 and BarrierFS; trans-
action conflict (S3.3.1), serial flush (S3.3.1), length
of a transaction lock-up interval (S3.3.2) and coalesc-
ing degree of compound journaling (S3.3.3). We present
varmail-shared results only since the other workloads
show the similar performance behavior.
3.3.1 Transaction Conflict

EXT4. Figure 4 shows the number of transaction con-
flicts (varmail-shared). The number of transaction con-
flicts – the number of file operations trying to modify
the log blocks that are under DMA. At varmail-shared,
the number of blocked file operations ranges from 6,360
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Figure 4: The average number of conflicts in a transaction
(EXT4 and BarrierFS, varmail-shared workload)

to 15,809. It accounts for 4.7% of all file operations. De-
spite the shadow paging feature of EXT4 to resolve the
transaction conflict, EXT4 journaling still suffers from a
significant amount of transaction conflicts.
BarrierFS. BarrierFS renders significantly worse per-
formance than EXT4 in varmail-shared workload (Fig-
ure 3(a) vs. Figure 3(b)). We found that the concurrent
journaling design of BarrierFS increases the number of
transaction conflicts substantially and it causes the scal-
ability meltdown. BarrierFS can start committing the
following transaction before the preceding transaction
commit finishes. Technically, there can be multiple com-
mitting transactions in-flight in BarrierFS. In reality,
BarrierFS fails to commit multiple transactions concur-
rently. There are two reasons; transaction conflict and
serial flush. We find that most journal transactions share
some pages in common, e.g., inode block and bitmap, and
is subject to the transaction conflict [17]. The following
journal transaction cannot be committed till the preced-
ing transactions which it conflicts with are made durable
at the storage. In BarrierFS, the flush thread issues the
flush command of the following committing transaction
only after the preceding transaction becomes durable.
Even though BarrierFS commits multiple transactions
concurrently, it flushes each of them with a separate flush
command. Since each journal commit yields a separate
flush at the storage device, the benefit of concurrent
journaling design of BarrierFS is marginal.

Moreover, when running transactions are trying to
modify log blocks under flush, they all are conflicted and
blocked. Shadow paging (inherited from EXT4) does not
help because it can create only one version in a certain
condition. As a result, higher concurrency in committing
transactions and limited shadow paging causes nearly
100% of file operations suffering from transaction con-
flicts in all threads.
3.3.2 Transaction Lock-up

One of the main causes of scalability failure in concur-
rent journaling is the extended lock-up interval.
EXT4. In EXT4, the length of transaction lock-up
interval is negligible as in Figure 5(a). In EXT4, the
lock-up period is just a duration waiting for outstanding
file operations to finish, which is very short in general.
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Also, as Figure 6(a) shows, fsync() latency is high but
the latency of create() and unlink() is still low. In other
words, the short lock-up period does not interfere other
file operations, create() and unlink().
BarrierFS. In BarrierFS, the transaction lock-up la-
tency accounts for approximately half of the entire
transaction commit latency (Figure 5(b)). We found
that transaction conflict and concurrent journaling nega-
tively interfere with each other and significantly extend
the transaction lock-up period. Because the running
transaction waits for resolving of transaction conflict in
LOCKED state.

In both EXT4 and BarrierFS, JBD thread first places
a running transaction in the LOCKED state when it
starts committing the running transaction. There is a
critical difference between EXT4 and BarrierFS from
the aspect of the LOCKED state. In EXT4, when JBD
thread places the running transaction in the LOCKED
state, the running transaction is guaranteed to be free
from transaction conflict. That is because, in EXT4,
journal commit is strictly serial activity. In EXT4, the
running transaction can be released from the LOCKED
state if all outstanding filesystem operations finish.

In BarrierFS, the running transaction can be placed in
the LOCKED state while the preceding journal commit
is still in flight. BarrierFS can prematurely place the
running transaction at the LOCKED state before the
running transaction becomes free from the transaction
conflict. BarrierFS waits to release the running trans-
action from the LOCKED state till all outstanding file
operations finish and till all conflicts are resolved. As
a result, a running transaction stays at the LOCKED
state in much longer interval in BarrierFS than in EXT4.
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Figure 5: Transaction lock-up interval in varmail-shared
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Figure 7: Excessive Lock-Up overhead in Concurrent
Journaling (BarrierFS)

Figure 7 illustrates this situation. The running transac-
tion, Tx2, is created at t1. The application calls fsync()
at t2. Tx2 is placed on the LOCKED state immediately
without waiting for the current committing transaction
Tx1 is made durable. If Tx2 conflicts with Tx1 (in most
cases it does), Tx2 can be released from the LOCKED
state only after Tx1 is committed to the storage.

3.3.3 Limited Coalescing Degree

The key ingredient that governs the performance scala-
bility of the filesystem journaling is the coalescing degree
of the journal transaction – the number of filesystem
operations in a journal transaction.

EXT4. EXT4 scales well in varmail-shared work-
load (Figure 3). Ironically, the strict serial nature of
EXT4 journaling actually helps itself to increase the
coalescing degree of the compound journaling. EXT4
can start committing the running transaction only when
the preceding journal commit finishes. When the jour-
nal commit is in progress, all updates associated with
the incoming file operations are inserted at the running
transaction. Therefore, there is a higher coalescing op-
portunity as the number of threads increases. Figure 8(a)
confirms that the number of handles (i.e., file operations)
in a transaction increases linearly with the number of
threads. At the same time, we observe that the journal
commit latency increases with the number of threads.
This is because journal transaction tends to get larger
as the number of threads increases. As shown in Fig-
ure 8(c), median and 99.99% latencies increase 11% and
7%, respectively, from 10 to 40 threads.

BarrierFS. BarrierFS fails to scale in varmail-shared
workload (Figure 3) due to its limited coalescing degree.
This is because BarrierFS places the running transac-
tion into LOCKED state prematurely and leaves less
chance to coalesce the multiple file operations into a
single journal transaction. Figure 8(b) confirms that in
BarrierFS the coalescing degree remains the same while
the number of threads increases. Since the coalescing
degree does not increase, the latency of journal com-
mit remains the same irrespective of the increase in the
number of threads (Figure 8(d)).
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Figure 8: Coalescing degree and CDF of fsync() latency
in EXT4 and BarrierFS for varmail-shared workload

4 Design
In this section, we present the design of CJFS, a Con-

current Journaling Filesystem. CJFS consists of four key
technical ingredients; (1) dual thread journaling (S4.1),
(2) multi-version shadow paging (S4.2), (3) opportunistic
coalescing (S4.3), and (4) compound flush (S4.4) – to
overcome all the bottlenecks discussed in S3.3 and to
scale filesystem journaling.
4.1 Dual Thread Journaling

For concurrent journaling, we separate the journal com-
mit procedure into two phases, the commit phase and
the flush phase and allocate separate threads, namely
commit thread and the flush thread, for each phase. The
commit thread is responsible for issuing the write re-
quests for journal transaction to the storage. Once this
completes, the storage device sends an interrupt to the
host notifying about the completion of servicing the re-
quests. The flush thread is responsible for making the log
blocks and the commit block durable. Once the interrupt
arrives, the flush thread wakes up and issues the flush
command to the storage to make the log blocks and the
commit block durable. Via separating the commit thread
and the flush thread, CJFS can commit the following
transaction without waiting for the preceding journal
commit to finish.

Figure 9 illustrates the mechanism of Dual Thread
Journaling. CJFS maintains a single running transaction.
In fsync(), the flush thread waits till all dirty pages, log
blocks, and the commit block are transferred to the disk.
Once this completes, it issues the flush command to
the storage. Our journaling module leverages the cache
barrier command [14,36,49], which efficiently preserves
the partial order between the issue order and the persist
order in a commodity storage device.

Figure 9: Concurrent Transaction Commit in Dual
Thread Journaling. CJFS performs Tx1’s flush phase
and Tx2 commit phase concurrently

4.2 Multi-Version Shadow Paging
Most filesystems cluster the filesystem metadata to-

gether in their filesystem partition. This is to exploit the
spatial locality of the disk access. The filesystem oper-
ations, e.g.,create() or write(), access a few common
blocks which contain the popular filesystem metadata,
e.g., the allocation bitmap or inode.

EXT4 adopts the page granularity physical logging
and uses the original page cache entry. When it commits
the journal transaction, it establishes an exclusive lock
on the page cache entry associated with the journal
transaction till the journal transaction becomes durable.
Transaction conflict is particularly harmful to concurrent
journaling since it serializes the journal commits. If the
transaction conflict happens frequently, the concurrent
journaling of CJFS becomes barely effective and resorts
to serial journal commit as in EXT4.

To address the transaction conflict, we propose
Multi-Version Shadow Paging (MVSP). In multi-version
shadow paging, when the commit thread starts the jour-
nal commit, it creates the shadow copy of all pages in
the journal transaction. In committing the journal trans-
action, the commit thread uses the shadow copy of each
page in the transaction for transferring the journal trans-
action to the storage device instead of using the original
one. Since the journaling module uses the shadow page
for the journal commit, the subsequent file operation can
update the original page.

There can be multiple shadow copies for a given page
cache entry. Assume that the shadow copy of page P is
being committed to the storage. An application updates
the P to P′ and calls fsync(). Then, the commit thread
creates the shadow copy of P′ and commits the shadow
copy of P′ to the storage. While the shadow copy of P′ is
being transferred by the journal commit, another appli-
cation may update the P′ to P′′ and calls fsync(). Then,
there exist two shadow copies for P, P′ and P′′. CJFS
defines the maximum number of shadow pages that can
be associated with a single page. The maximum number
of versions is an administrator-configurable parameter
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Figure 10: Multi-Version Shadow Paging

and initialized when CJFS is mounted.
Figure 10 illustrates the behavior of CJFS when the

transaction conflict exists. Tx1, Tx2 and Tx3 are created
in order. Each of them is in a different phase. There
are one running transaction, Tx3, and two committing
transactions, Tx2 and Tx1. Tx1 has three pages P1, P2
and P3. When the commit thread commits Tx1, CJFS
creates the shadow copies P′1, P′2 and P′3 for the pages
in Tx1. The subsequent filesystem operation updates P1,
P2 and P4. Then, the filesystem triggers another journal
commit. The following transaction, Tx2, consists of P1,
P2 and P4. In committing Tx2, the commit thread creates
the shadow copies P′′1 (second shadow copy of P1), P′′2
(second shadow copy of P2) and P′4 for each page in Tx2.
Two transactions, Tx1 and Tx2 are being committed to
the storage. Subsequent file operations update P1, P2 and
P3. Since these pages are available for the update, the
file operations update these pages and insert them to
the running transaction.

Multi-version shadow paging in CJFS is a variant of
versioning which is widely used in transaction concur-
rency control [18,30,51]. Multi-version shadow paging of
CJFS is different from the versioning in Copy-On-Write
filesystems [20,37–40]. These filesystems retain the his-
tory of updates for individual file blocks to make the IO
workload sequential and/or to construct the filesystem
snapshot easily.

4.3 Opportunistic Coalescing
CJFS pre-allocates a fixed number of pages for shadow

paging. Since the number of shadow pages is limited,
the transaction conflict can still occur if all pre-allocated
shadow pages are used to hold the logs. If the transaction
conflict occurs, the running transaction is put in the
LOCKED state and all subsequent file operations that
modify the filesystem state are blocked. To resolve this
problem, we propose the Opportunistic Coalescing. The
proposed opportunistic coalescing shares the same idea
with try_lock [4].

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for opportunistic
coalescing. At first, the commit thread puts the running
transaction at the LOCKED state (Line 4), After the

Algorithm 1: Opportunistic Coalescing
1 function journal_commit_transaction(journal)
2 while true do
3 tx = journal→running_tx;
4 tx → state = LOCKED;
5 if outstanding system calls > 0 then
6 wait (outstanding system calls == 0);
7 end
8 if transaction conflict then
9 tx → state = RUNNING;

10 wakeup(user thread waiting on LOCKED);
11 wait(preceding transaction to commit);
12 continue;
13 end
14 break;
15 end
16 journal → committing_tx = tx;
17 journal → running_tx = NULL;
18 submit_bio_tx(tx);
19 insert_committing_tx_list(tx);
20 end

Figure 11: Illustration of Opportunistic Coalescing

running transaction is put at the LOCKED state, the
commit thread waits for the outstanding file operation
which already has a journal handle to finish (Line 6).
When all outstanding file operations finish, the commit
thread checks if there exists any conflict (Line 8). If there
exists a conflict, the commit thread places the transaction
back to the RUNNING state and is blocked (Line 9-11).
The running transaction can continue accommodating
the newly incoming log blocks while the commit thread is
blocked. Each time when the transaction commit finishes,
the flush thread wakes up the commit thread. When
the commit thread wakes up, it checks if the running
transaction is free from the conflicts. If it is free from
the conflicts, it changes the state of the transaction to
LOCKED state again (Line 12).

Figure 11 illustrates how the opportunistic coalescing
works. There arrive two consecutive transactions (Tx1
and Tx2). In Figure 11, Tx2 is put into LOCKED state
twice; at t2 and at t4. Tx2 is in RUNNING state during the
period between two LOCKED states. After the state of the
running transaction becomes RUNNING state, all pending
file operations, which were blocked waiting for the journal
handle, are issued the journal handles. With Opportunis-
tic Coalescing, CJFS can coalesce larger number of file
operations into the running transaction.
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4.4 Compound Flush

CJFS splits the journal commit operation into two
phases; (i) transferring the log blocks and the commit
block (commit thread) and (ii) making them durable
(flush thread). For journaling of CJFS to work in a fully
concurrent fashion, both the commit thread and the flush
thread should be able to handle the associated tasks in a
concurrent manner. In CJFS, the commit thread handles
the transaction concurrently; it can commit the following
transaction while the preceding transaction is in-flight.
However the flush thread handles the transaction in serial
fashion; it can flush the following transaction only after
the preceding transaction is flushed.

To ensure that the journal transactions are made
durable in order, the flush thread issues the flush com-
mand for the following transaction only after the flush
command for the preceding transaction returns. As a
result, the behavior of the flush thread is serial, which
makes the concurrent journal mechanism of CJFS only
partially complete. Figure 12(a) illustrates the concur-
rent journaling with serial flush. Commit thread can
start committing the following transaction Tx2 before
the preceding transaction Tx1 commit finishes. However,
the flush thread can flush the following transaction Tx2
only after the transaction Tx1 is flushed to the storage.

(a) without compound flush

(b) with compound flush

Figure 12: Comparison of the flush procedure with and
without Compound Flush

To address the serial flush issue of CJFS, we pro-
pose Compound Flush. Compound Flush exploits the
cache barrier command [14,36]. Compound Flush works
as follows. When the flush thread is about to send the
flush command, it checks if there exist any following
committing transactions. If following committing trans-
action does not exist, it sends the flush command. If
the following committing transaction exists, it sends
the cache barrier command instead. Compound Flush
delegates the task of persisting the transaction to the fol-
lowing transaction commit request. An fsync() returns

only when the associated journal transaction becomes
durable. To prevent the Compound Flush from delaying
the transaction commit indefinitely, we limit the number
of transactions that can be flushed with a single flush
command. When the number of transactions waiting
for the flush reaches its limit or when there is no more
committing transactions in-flight, the flush thread sends
a flush command to the storage. With cache barrier
commands, the storage controller ensures that the log
blocks of the individual transactions are made durable
in order. When the flush command returns, the flush
thread wakes up all application threads that are waiting
for their fsync() to return.

Figure 12(b) illustrates how Compound Flush works.
When the flush thread finishes transferring the transac-
tion Tx1, the flush thread starts transferring the transac-
tion Tx2 instead of calling flush for flushing the transac-
tion Tx1. When the flush thread finishes transferring the
transaction Tx2, it finds that there are no other commit-
ting transactions in flight. Then, it calls flush to make
the transaction Tx1 and transaction Tx2 durable.

5 Discussion
We compare CJFS with the closest filesystem of this

sort, BarrierFS [49]. Dual Thread Journaling of CJFS
and Dual Mode Journaling of BarrierFS are similar in
that both allocate separate threads for transaction com-
mit and transaction flush, respectively. However, Barri-
erFS’s dual thread design is to efficiently support the two
journaling modes; “ordered” mode and the “durability”
mode. It is not designed for concurrent journaling.

There are three key differences between CJFS and
BarrierFS. First is how to handle the transaction conflict.
BarrierFS cannot commit the running transaction if the
running transaction conflicts with any of the ongoing
committing transactions. CJFS can commit the running
transaction even if there is a conflict. CJFS uses multi-
version shadow paging to resolve the conflict between the
running transaction and the committing transactions.
The second is how to handle the transaction lock-up. In
BarrierFS, transaction lock-up is non-preemptive. Once
the running transaction is locked-up, it waits for all com-
mitting transactions that it conflicts with to finish. In
CJFS, transaction lock-up is preemptive. When a run-
ning transaction is locked-up, CJFS checks if the running
transaction conflicts with any of committing transactions.
If it finds a conflict, the running transaction is unlocked.
The third is how to flush the committing transactions.
For a set of committing transactions that proceed concur-
rently, BarrierFS flushes each of them separately. CJFS
flushes a number of concurrent transactions together,
reducing the flush overhead substantially.

The Opportunistic Coalescing and Compound Flush
can be used in the other journaling filesystems such as
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XFS [45]. In journal commit, XFS copies the logs in
the log list to the log buffer and then flushes the log
buffer to the log area in storage. With Opportunistic
Coalescing, XFS can insert more logs to the log list by
releasing the lock on the log list. With Compound Flush,
XFS can flush the multiple log buffers with a single flush
command. Dual-Thread Journaling and Multi-Version
Shadow Paging are already used widely in other filesys-
tems [20,37,38,45,49] or DBMS [18,29,30].

6 Evaluation
6.1 Experiment Setup

We implemented CJFS [49] on Linux Kernel 5.18.18.
We used a 40-core server (two Intel Xeon Gold 6230
processors and 512 GB DRAM) and Samsung 970 Pro
SSD (MLC Flash, NVMe) for our experiment. We as-
sume that the SSD supports cache barrier command as
a mobile flash products (eMMC) support cache barrier
command [3,5]. They do not render any significant perfor-
mance deficiency against the ones without cache barrier
support. Also, previous studies [9, 49] showed the FTL
overhead of supporting the cache barrier command is
less than 2%. Given all these, we carefully believe that it
is reasonable to assume that SSD can support cache bar-
rier command without significant performance overhead.
We compare CJFS against BarrierFS [49], SpanFS [15],
Vanilla EXT4, and EXT4 with Fast-Commit [42]. We
used three macro benchmarks; varmail for mail server,
dbench for file server, and OLTP-Insert on MySQL. Please
refer to S3.1 for details of the benchmarks. We set the
maximum number of versions in CJFS to five1.

6.2 Effect of Individual Techniques

Dual Thread Journaling. We examine the com-
mand queue depth of the JBD thread (Figure 13) at
varmail-shared. In result, CJFS shows higher command
queue depth than EXT4 and BarrierFS. Because of the
serial transaction commit in EXT4, the maximum queue
depth of EXT4 is one. Although BarrierFS adopts dual
thread design, its maximum queue depth is two due to the
transaction conflict. CJFS fully exploits the queue depth
of the storage with Dual Thread design. While BarrierFS
suffers from the transaction conflict, CJFS resolves the
transaction conflict with Multi-Version Shadow Paging.
The performance effect of the Multi-Version Shadow Pag-
ing is described separately. With the higher queue depth,
it renders higher SSD IO utilization.
Multi-Version Shadow Paging. We vary the max-
imum number of versions in MVSP and examine the
throughput, the latency, and the number of conflicts per
transaction. We examine the effectiveness of MVSP un-

1We found that we do not need more than five shadow pages
to eliminate transaction conflict in our experiment setup.
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Figure 13: Queue depth of JBD thread in CJFS, Barri-
erFS (BarFS), and EXT4

der three different maximum numbers of versions; one
(EXT4 and BarrierFS), three (noted as CJFS-V3), and
five (noted as CJFS-V5). Note that EXT4 and Barri-
erFS can have up to one shadow page. In the absence
of any versioning feature, BarrierFS is subject to fre-
quent transaction conflicts. Transaction conflict becomes
more harmful when the filesystem allows the concurrent
journal commit (BarrierFS) since it extends the trans-
action lock-up interval. As a result, BarrierFS renders
worse performance than EXT4. With forty threads, the
performance of BarrierFS is 60% of EXT4.

Multi-version shadow paging brings additional memory
pressure and the overhead of preparing the shadow page.
The total memory pressure for multi-version shadow
paging corresponds to the sum of the shadow pages
associated with the concurrent transactions. The aver-
age transaction size is 33 blocks in varmail-shared (40
threads). CJFS with five versions (CJFS-V5) consumes
660KByte (5*33*4KByte) additional memory. Accord-
ing to our physical measurement, preparing the shadow
page takes approximately 80 usec for a transaction in
varmail-shared (40 threads). The average transaction
commit latency decreases from 4.4 msec in EXT4 to
2.2 msec in CJFS in varmail-shared (40 threads). In
CJFS, the reduction in the journal commit latency far
outweighs the overhead of shadow paging.

We examine the fsync() latency of four filesystems
(Figure 14(b)). CJFS and BarrierFS yield the short-
est latency. The average latency of EXT4, BarrierFS
CJFS (V3), and CJFS (V5) are 8.1ms, 4.6ms 6.1ms,
and 4.7ms, respectively. CJFS yields the shortest tail
latency (99.9%) among the four filesytstems. The tail la-
tency of EXT4, BarrierFS, CJFS (V3), and CJFS (V5)
are 17.0ms, 13.5ms, 16.3ms and 11.8ms, respectively. Bar-
rierFS and CJFS-V5 has similar latency but CJFS-V5
has a better throughput than BarrierFS because of the
transaction conflict. In BarrierFS, file operations are
blocked when the transaction conflict occurs. However,
CJFS-V5 is free from the transaction conflict. File oper-
ations return without waiting for the transaction conflict.

We examine the number of conflicting blocks. The
average number of conflicted blocks in a transaction is
eleven or larger in EXT4 and BarrierFS but less than
two in CJFS (Figure 15). The number of conflicts per
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Figure 14: Throughput and Latency of varmail-shared:
CJFS, BarrierFS (BarFS), and Vanila EXT4 (EXT4)

transaction is inversely proportional to the benchmark
performance. CJFS with five versions (CJFS-V5) out-
performs EXT4 1.7× at 40 threads.
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Figure 15: Average number of conflicts per transaction

Opportunistic Coalescing. Opportunistic Coalesc-
ing improves the filesystem performance by 2.5× (Fig-
ure 16(a)). With Opportunistic Coalescing, the coalesc-
ing degree of the journal transaction increases by 3.3×
(Figure 17).
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Figure 16: Effect of Opportunistic Coalescing and Com-
pound Flush for varmail-shared in CJFS

Compound Flush. We ran varmail-shared to see the
performance impact of Compound Flush. We set the
maximum version number to five. Figure 16(b) shows
that Compound Flush improves throughput up to 2.14×.
By merging the multiple flush commands into one, Com-
pound Flush reduces the average fsync() latency from
11.8ms to 4.7ms.
6.3 Macro Benchmarks

Mail server: varmail-shared and varmail-split. Fig-
ure 18(a) and Figure 18(b) shows the throughput of
varmail-shared and varmails-split, respectively. Since
all threads share the same directory in varmail-shared,
the transaction conflicts occur much more frequently.
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Figure 17: Comparison of coalescing degree with and
without Opportunistic Coalescing for varmail-shared

For varmail-shared, CJFS outperforms EXT4 and Bar-
rierFS by 62% and 173%, respectively. For varmail-split,
the throughput of CJFS is 82% and 15% higher than
that of EXT4 and BarrierFS, respectively. CJFS mani-
fest itself in varmail-shared because MVSP of effectively
handles the transaction conflict. In varmail-shared, Bar-
rierFS becomes subject to the severe performance degra-
dation due to frequent transaction conflicts.
File Server: dbench. As Figure 18(c) shows, CJFS
increases throughput 68% over EXT4. Dbench does not
have the directory contention (similar to varmail-split)
and it is less fsync()-heavy than varmail-shared, incur-
ring less transaction conflicts. Hence BarrierFS scales
better in dbench than in varmail workload.
OLTP-Insert on MySQL : Here, the transaction conflict
rarely occurs. CJFS scales well even when there is little
or no transaction conflict. As Figure 18(d) shows, CJFS
increases throughput up to 2.25× over EXT4 in ten
threads. Moreover, CJFS increases the throughput by
15% compared to BarrierFS in ten threads.
Analysis : Fast commit [42] uses metadata-granularity
physical logging. Despite its data structural elegance,
Fast commit yields second to lowest throughput among
the five. Fast commit trades the fsync() throughput
with the fsync() latency. Due to its finer transaction
granularity, Fast commit tends to make the smaller jour-
nal transaction. As a result, the fsync() latency becomes
shorter in Fast commit. However, we observe that the
number of flushes, i.e., the number of journal commits,
increases significantly when EXT4 employs Fast commit.
As a result, in terms of journaling throughput and scala-
bility, Fast commit in EXT4 leaves substantial room for
improvement. Fast commit is particularly detrimental to
the journaling performance when there are a large num-
ber of threads. SpanFS [15] yields the worst performance
among the five due to its serial journal commit. SpanFS
defines the running transaction for each filesystem region.
In SpanFS, these transactions can be committed in paral-
lel. However, when the two or more transactions modify
the shared filesystem metadata, e.g. root directory, the
following running transaction can only be committed
after the preceding running transaction is made durable.
When there exists multiple concurrent running transac-
tions (SpanFS), the performance becomes actually worse
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Figure 18: Throughput: EXT4, BarrierFS (BarFS), Fast commit (FC), SpanFS, and CJFS

than when there allows only one running transaction
(EXT4). This is because SpanFS creates large number of
small running transactions and all small running trans-
actions are committed in serial fashion. On the other
hand, EXT4 commits a large amount of the filesystem
updates with a single running transaction.

6.4 Crash Consistency

CJFS uses the same on-disk structure and the recovery
routine with EXT4. We use CrashMonkey [25] to examine
if CJFS recovers the filesystem properly under unex-
pected system crashes. Crashmonkey generates a number
of crash scenarios and checks if the filesystem recovers
correctly. We use two scenarios, rename_root_to_sub and
create_delete. CJFS passed all 10,000 test cases. We
also generate sudden-power-off condition and examine
if CJFS recovers the filesystem state into a consistent
one. We confirmed that the recovery routine of CJFS
correctly replays the transactions in the journal region
and places the filesystem state into the consistent state.

7 Related Work

Multiple journal regions. IceFS [24] creates multi-
ple journal regions in a filesystem partition for better
isolation. ScaleFS [6], SpanFS [15], and Z-journal [17]
manage multiple (or per-core) journal regions to reduce
contention on journaling and to achieve high scalability.
However, they still serially commit a journal transaction
for each journal region and they are subject to trans-
action conflict when multiple threads access the same
storage region. Note that Z-journal compromises the
durability of fsync() for scalability.
Per-core running transaction. ScaleFS [6] and
MQFS [23] maintain per-core running transaction to
avoid contention in concurrent journaling. While these
works can concurrently commit the multiple transactions
in different cores, they commit the transactions in serial
fashion in each core. In addition, while this approach
minimizes the contention on journaling, it also loses the
chance of transaction coalescing, which we found critical
in achieving high performance and scalability.
Parallel journal commit. BarrierFS [49] and XFS [45]

process a journal transaction commit in a separate thread
to make a single journal commit parallel. However, Bar-
rierFS serializes the journal commit when there is a
conflict between a running transaction and committing
transactions. Also, XFS suffers from excessive flush calls
for guaranteeing a write order or a durability [16].
Reducing flush overhead. There have been efforts
to reduce costly flush overhead in filesystem journaling.
RFLUSH [52] specifies an fsync() range and iJournal-
ing [32] performs per-file journaling. IRON filesysem [34]
omits flushing the journal commit block by using transac-
tional checksum. BarrierFS [10] leverages a cache barrier
command to reduce flush overhead.
Soft Updates. Soft Updates [11,27,41] is an alternative
to the filesystem journaling. It enforces write ordering
with an expensive transfer-and-flush mechanism [49].
CJFS can guarantee the storage order without using
transfer-and-flush mechanism.

8 Conclusion
We propose CJFS, Concurrent Journaling Filesys-

tem. CJFS overcomes the scalability limitations of the
heavy-weight EXT4 journaling mechanism with four
novel techniques, namely Dual Thread Journaling, Multi-
Version Shadow Paging, Opportunistic Coalescing, and
Compound Flush. At a high level, CJFS parallelizes
the journaling activity (Dual Thread Journaling) and
avoids a page under IO being a bottleneck (Multi-Version
Shadow Paging). Whenever the contention is inevitable,
CJFS actively lowers the overhead by coalescing concur-
rent requests at thread level (Opportunistic Coalescing)
and storage device level (Compound Flush). Our ex-
tensive evaluation shows CJFS achieves the significant
throughput and latency improvement with multicore scal-
ability and high storage device utilization against the
state-of-the-art filesystems.
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Abstract
File name confusion attacks, such as malicious symlinks and
file squatting, have long been studied as sources of security
vulnerabilities. However, a recently emerged type, i.e., case-
sensitivity-induced name collisions, has not been scrutinized.
These collisions are introduced by differences in name reso-
lution under case-sensitive and case-insensitive file systems
or directories. A prominent example is the recent Git vulnera-
bility (CVE-2021-21300) which can lead to code execution
on a victim client when it clones a maliciously crafted reposi-
tory onto a case-insensitive file system. With trends includ-
ing ext4 adding support for per-directory case-insensitivity
and the broad deployment of the Windows Subsystem for
Linux, the prerequisites for such vulnerabilities are increas-
ingly likely to exist even in a single system.

In this paper, we make a first effort to investigate how and
where the lack of any uniform approach to handling name
collisions leads to a diffusion of responsibility and resultant
vulnerabilities. Interestingly, we demonstrate the existence of
a range of novel security challenges arising from name colli-
sions and their inconsistent handling by low-level utilities and
applications. Specifically, our experiments show that utilities
handle many name collision scenarios unsafely, leaving the
responsibility to applications whose developers are unfortu-
nately not yet aware of the threats. We examine three case
studies as a first step towards systematically understanding
the emerging type of name collision vulnerability.

1 Introduction
A fundamental file system design choice is whether it will
allow file names to be case sensitive or not, and modern file
systems are diverse in their selection. A case-sensitive file
system is one that allows the definition of multiple files whose
names differ only in their case, such as Foo.c and foo.c. In
a case-insensitive file system, only one file can be defined
whose names differ only in their case. Historically, UNIX file
systems are case sensitive, whereas Windows file systems are
case insensitive. Further, case-insensitive file systems may
be either case preserving (e.g. Apple File System (APFS),
NTFS, etc.) or not (FAT), where a case-preserving file sys-
tem preserves the case chosen (i.e., either Foo.c or foo.c),
rather than converting all names to one case choice (e.g., all
lowercase). Importantly, while choices in case sensitivity for

a single file system may appear to be arbitrary or aesthetically
driven, the precise semantics of interactions between two file
systems with different case sensitivities can range from subtle
to ill-defined, with associated consequences.

Practitioners have long had concerns about the implica-
tions of leaving case sensitivity as an open design choice [31]
Historically, these concerns were not considered as pressing
when file systems were associated with their respective oper-
ating systems and associated singular assumptions about case.
However, individual systems now frequently support a mixture
of case-sensitive and case-insensitive file systems, creating
opportunities for files to be moved between file systems with
different cases and file identifier encodings. More troublingly,
several file systems now support allowing the choice of case
for individual directories [12], complicating file operations
by having multiple case and encoding semantics within the
same file system.

Security risks related to this design choice therefore appear
to be increasing. First, the Windows Subsystem for Linux [58]
(WSL) integrates Linux and Windows platforms leading to
expectations that files may be routinely copied from Linux
(i.e., case-sensitive) to Windows (i.e., case-insensitive) file
systems. Second, Linux ext4 now supports case-sensitive and
case-insensitive naming in the same partition, configurable
per directory [12, 34]. Linus Torvalds expressed concerns
about adding such support to ext4 [31], stating that such
features often cause “actual and very subtle security issues”.

Indeed, security issues caused by moving files from case-
sensitive to case-insensitive file systems are starting to appear.
For example, the git distributed version control system has
suffered from multiple vulnerabilities (e.g., CVE-2014-9390,
CVE-2021-21300), caused by how git clones repositories
from case-sensitive file systems to case-insensitive file sys-
tems.

To exploit this, an adversary creates a repository in a case-
sensitive file system with a directory whose name will collide
(i.e., only differs in case) with a symbolic link (to another
directory) added by git when the repository is cloned to
a case-insensitive file system. The name collision between
the directory and the symbolic link enables adversaries to
overwrite the scripts that git executes. Such attacks can
alter both the target resource’s content and/or its metadata,
including its permission assignments.
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Researchers have long been aware of hazards that may oc-
cur during file system name resolution [3, 4], particularly that
programmers must validate safe use of symbolic links and
check for "squatted" files when creating a new files. Many de-
fenses have been proposed [7–9, 30, 40–42, 50–52, 55]. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work
studying how case interplays cause name collisions that lead
to incorrect, and in some cases, vulnerable behaviors. We
show that utilities and applications currently do not recognize
unsafe use of case-insensitive file systems, leading to these
problems. This paper demonstrates the potential implications
of the name collision problem, focusing on Linux and its
supported file systems, thereby motivating both more and
broader (e.g., other OS-FS combination) investigations. We
identify potential gaps in the existing contract between the ap-
plications and the underlying file system that results in unsafe
behaviors (see §8). We make the following contributions:

• We examine the security and correctness implications of
name collisions, when two distinct file system resources
with two distinct names map to to a single name, due to
file system case sensitivity and/or encoding mismatches.

• We show that improper handling of case-[in]sensitivity
and encoding can result in silent data loss and corruption,
symbolic link traversal, unexpected hardlink creation, in-
secure merging of directory contents, and data disclosure
due to incorrect overwriting of file system resources.

• We developed an automated method to test common
Linux utilities for unsafe reactions to name collisions,
finding a wide variety of responses, many of which are
unsafe and possibly exploitable.

• We demonstrate novel exploits on three programs dpkg,
rsync, and Apache httpd, showing how they operate
incorrectly in the face of name collisions and how they
would be exploited when deployed on case-insensitive
directories.

2 Background: From Cases to Collisions
Beyond traditional, i.e. operating-system-entailed, decisions
made with respect to case sensitivity, even Linux files sys-
tems now represent a surprising diversity of case sensitivity
decisions. In particular, the desire to support some non-native
applications, such as WINE and Samba from Windows sys-
tems, has motivated Linux file systems to support the case-
insensitive file naming used in these non-native file systems.

The ability to create case-insensitive file systems has long
been possible in some Linux file systems, such as ZFS, JFS,
and ciopfs. However, these options are applied to the entire
filesystem, rather than just the relevant directories for individ-
ual applications. In 2019, Linux kernel version 5.2 added sup-
port for per-directory case-insensitivity to ext4 [12, 34]. Later
in 2019, similar support was added to the Flash-Friendly File
System (F2FS) in Linux kernel version 5.4 [13, 14]. For case-
insensitive directories, these file systems are case-preserving
in nature.

2.1 Motivations for Increasing Case Diversity
Samba Samba [45] implements the Common Internet File
System (CIFS) protocol which allows for sharing file systems
over a network. Its primary use is sharing files with Win-
dows clients that expect a case-insensitive file system. Hence,
Samba implements user-space case-insensitive lookups even
if the underlying file system is case-sensitive. Furthermore, it
allows turning on/off case-sensitivity and case-preservation
on a per-mount basis [46]. Note that this feature only works
for non-Windows clients, which means that the actual file
system can contain files differing only in case. This can lead
to unexpected behaviors where Samba will choose to show
only a subset of files. Deleting files which have collisions
will now show the alternate versions, thereby giving rise to
inconsistent behavior from the end user’s perspective.

Samba’s requirement of case-insensitive matching, which is
done in user-space, incurs a huge performance overhead [37]
thereby motivating the support for case-insensitivity in the
ext4 file system [34–36]. Other programs/systems such as
Wine [57], Network File System (NFS), SteamOS [48, 49]
and Android [32, 59] would also benefit from in-kernel case-
insensitivity support.

ext4 For ext4, the idea is that the filesystem at large can
be configured to be "casefolding," which permits the mix-
ing of case-sensitive and case-insensitive directories in the
same file system. When creating an ext4 file system, the case-
fold option is applied, e.g., mkfs -t ext4 -O casefold
/dev/sda. Setting the +F inode attribute on an empty di-
rectory makes it case-insensitive, e.g., mkdir foo; chattr
+F foo. Note that case-insensitive directories can contain
case-sensitive directories. This means that for a given path,
/foo/bar/bin/baz, any of foo, bar and bin can either be
case-sensitive or case-insensitive.

tmpfs tmpfs recently added case-insensitivity support [33].
The use cases are similar to that of ext4 with the addition of
supporting sandboxing and container tools such as Flatpak.

2.2 Name Collisions
A name collision occurs when a file system maps two distinct
names of two distinct resources to the same name. Name
collisions can cause problems to occur if the names of dis-
tinct resources collide when those resources are replicated
to a target directory that does not provide a 1:1 mapping for
all replicated objects. Suppose one directory has two files
with distinct names in that file system. Should those files
be copied to a second directory in which the two file names
collide (i.e., are mapped to the same name), then only one file
will be created, which may be either of the original files or an
unpredictable combination of the two files’ content and meta-
data. Variation in case sensitivity between two file systems is
a common origin of collisions, but diversity in other encoding
properties, such as character choice (e.g., FAT does not sup-
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port “, :, ∗, etc. 1) and canonicalization processes, can lead
to the same effect. For example, NTFS uses UTF-16 while
APFS (macOS) and ext4 (Linux) use UTF-8 and older file
systems can use other encoding schemes, such as iso8859-1.

Modern encoding schemes such as Unicode (e.g., UTF-8,
UTF-16, etc.) have support for non-English characters that
requires case folding [6] to perform case-insensitive match-
ing. Unlike traditional techniques, case folding uses lookup
tables to transform each character of the filename to a pre-
determined case. Furthermore, individual characters in Uni-
code can have multiple binary representations. Hence, a nor-
malization scheme also needs to be applied to the case folded
filename to ensure that the same characters are encoded us-
ing identical binary sequences. Consider the filenames floß,
FLOSS and floss. All can coexist on a case-sensitive file
system supporting reasonable character encodings, but since
case-folding for both floß and FLOSS is floss, attempting
to move these files to a case-insensitive system may only
preserve one of the original triple.

In addition, case folding rules and normalization tech-
niques can differ across file systems. The locale (or language)
also influences the case folding rules. Due to such differences,
‘temp_200K’ (where K = Kelvin Sign or Unicode code point
U+212A) and ‘temp_200k’ are considered identical on NTFS
and APFS, but on ZFS2 these filenames are considered differ-
ent when using case-insensitive lookups. As a result, when
two files of these names are copied from a ZFS file system to
an NTFS file system, they will collide and only one filename
and only one file will be created. For clarity and concise-
ness, we will use examples of ASCII-based, case-insensitive
matching throughout the rest of the paper.

We propose a taxonomy for name confusions, shown in
Figure 1, that captures the types of incorrect program be-
haviors that may stem from the ambiguous uses of names
for file system resources. Name collisions are a subset of
this broader class. Name confusions may be caused by three
reasons: (1) because multiple names may refer to the same
resource (i.e., aliasing); (2) because an adversary may create
a resource of that name before the victim (i.e., squat); and
(3) because the multiple resources may be associated with
the same name (i.e., collisions). Of these, however, name
collisions are the least explored for their correctness and se-
curity implications. As Linux is adding more support for
case-insensitivity, it is crucial to understand the pitfalls and
problems such functionality may incur. This work aims to
study these issues.

3 From Collisions to Calamities
Name collisions can impair system functionality by modi-
fying the content and/or metadata of files and directories in
unexpected ways. Some name collisions have already led to

1http://elm-chan.org/fsw/ff/doc/filename.html
2By default, the ZFS file system does not perform normalization. We use

this default behavior for the given example.

Name Confusion (NC)

Alias

Symlink Hardlink Bind mount

Squat

File Other

Collision

Case Encoding

Figure 1: Taxonomy of name confusion vulnerabilities di-
vided into alias (i.e., multiple names for a resource), collision
(i.e., multiple resources for a name), and squat (temporal
ambiguities in names vs. resources) classes

security vulnerabilities [24]. In this section, we define the
conditions in which a name collision occurs, the conditions
under which such a collision may be exploitable by an adver-
sary, and describe a known vulnerability that is caused by a
name collision.

3.1 Causes of Name Collisions
A process may cause a name collision under the following
conditions.

• There exists a source resource (e.g., file or directory) in
a case-sensitive file system, whose name is source name.

• The process uses a relocation operation to place the
source resource in a target directory, where the target
directory is a case-insensitive or case-preserving direc-
tory. Examples of relocation operations include copy
(e.g., cp, rsync, or an archive operation, such as tar or
unzip) or move (e.g., mv).

• The relocation operation produces a destination name
from the source name for the name of the source resource
when placed in the target directory.

• There is a target resource with a target name whose
name differs from the source name, but maps to the
same name as the destination name does in the target
directory (e.g., due to differences in case-folding rules
between the source and target directory).

• If the process is authorized to modify the target resource,
the process’s relocation operation results in a name col-
lision between the target and source resources.

• If the relocation operation proceeds despite the name
collision, then the target resource’s content and/or its
metadata may be modified using the source resource
content and/or metadata.

When these conditions are met, a name collision occurs
such that the target resource in the target directory will be
modified using the source resource. In most cases, modifying
a target resource using a source resource of a different name
is an unexpected result. We test how common Linux utilities
react to name collisions and examine case studies where name
collisions cause incorrect operation.

Given the above conditions, there are several clear scenar-
ios where the movement of files involving the following types
of file systems (following the categorization in §2.2) could
result in name collisions:
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• Case-sensitive and case-insensitive file systems.
• Two distinct case-insensitive file systems with different

case folding rules, e.g. ZFS to NTFS, etc.
• Two file system whose locales are different but they still

use the same file system format (such as ext4).
• A single file system that supports per-directory case-

insensitivity, e.g. ext4.

Clearly, name collisions may impact system functionality
by causing collateral damage to resources supposedly un-
related to the operation, even removing the target resource
entirely. In addition, name collisions may be used to exploit
the process performing the relocation operation in a version
of a confused deputy attack [25]. An adversary only requires
write access to the source directory to produce source names
that may lead to name collisions to perform an attack. We
note that adversaries require fewer permissions to perform at-
tacks using name collisions than other name confusion classes,
which require write access to a directory used in name resolu-
tion of the target resource [54]. Thus, remote attacks using
file system archives, such as tarballs and zip files, as well
as file repositories, such as GitHub, can be the sources of
attacks.

In practice, to perform a successful attack using a name
collision, the victim process has to help the adversary in
two ways. First, the victim process has to use the source
resource in a relocation operation planted by an adversary
as described above. In addition to archives, other activities,
such as backups, may provide opportunities for exploitation
of name collisions. In addition, ad hoc user actions copying
files, e.g., from Linux to Windows in the Windows Subsystem
for Linux, may result in unexpected and exploitable collisions.
Second, the target directory of the relocation operation has
to be predictable by the adversary to enable them to produce
a source name that leads to a colliding destination name.
Archives make this task much easier because the archive itself
may be crafted to provide the target resource that is exploited
by creating a collision with another archive file. A recent
vulnerability in the git distributed revision control system
demonstrates exactly this, as described below.

3.2 An Example Collision Vulnerability
Security vulnerabilities due to filename collisions across dif-
ferent file systems have been demonstrated in the wild. Con-
sider a recent vulnerability in the git distributed version
control system (CVE-2021-21300). This vulnerability re-
sults in remote code execution after cloning a maliciously
crafted repository created on a case-sensitive file system to a
case-insensitive file system.

Figure 2 depicts the maliciously crafted repository struc-
ture. Note that this directory structure works correctly on
a case-sensitive file system. However, on case-insensitive
file systems, the presence of the ‘a’ (small) and ‘A’ (capital)
directories creates a collision that exposes a vulnerability.
This collision results in a vulnerability when using git’s

repo/

.git/...............................(contents omitted)
A/

file1

file2

post-checkout..................(executable script)
a...............................(symlink to .git/hooks/)

Figure 2: Example for Git CVE-2021-21300

out-of-order checkout machinery. Git Large File Storage
(LFS) uses out-of-order checkouts for downloading binaries
in the background. Say the repository creator (adversary)
marks ‘A/post-checkout’ for an out-of-order checkout. When
a user clones this repository to a case-insensitive file system
(e.g., NTFS), git performs a sequence of operations that:
(1) replaces ‘A’ with the symbolic link ‘a’ and (2) writes the
script file ‘A/post-checkout’ to ‘.git/hooks/post-checkout’ due
to the symbolic link ‘a’. After the files are downloaded, git
runs the script ‘.git/hooks/post-checkout’ that the adversary
provided, which is obviously undesirable.

In this case, a maliciously crafted git repository can be
designed to provide a target resource of the symbolic link ‘a’,
which when collided by ‘A’ in resolving the source resource
‘A/post-checkout’ redirects the operation to a directory chosen
by the adversary using the symbolic link.

3.3 The State of Defenses for Name Confu-
sions

Currently, operating systems provide no innate defenses to
prevent name collisions, leaving the challenge to program-
mers. However, researchers have studied problems due to
other types of name confusions extensively, proposing a va-
riety of defenses [7–9, 30, 40–42, 44, 50–52]. However, re-
searchers have shown that comprehensive program defenses
are expensive [55] and that system-only defenses will always
be prone to some false positives [5]. Leveraging limited pro-
gram information [28, 53] still results in some false positives.

As a result, library commands for opening files have been
extended in a variety of ways to prevent name confusions
from occurring. The open command has been extended with
flags to detect file squats (i.e., O_EXCL|O_CREAT to detect the
presence of an existing file during file creation) and prevent
unexpected use of aliases (i.e., O_NOFOLLOW to prevent follow-
ing symbolic links). However, the use of squats and aliases
is desirable in some applications, despite their risks. Further
complicating the matter is that adversaries may exploit the
gap between when a program validates a file system resource
and opens that resource to create name confusions, known
as time-of-check-to-time-of-use (TOCTTOU) attacks [4, 39].
The openat command has been added to enable program-
mers to avoid TOCTTOU attacks, by opening a file from a
validated directory (i.e., file descriptor to the directory of the
desired file). However, the successful use of openat requires
the programmer to check for unwanted squats or aliases them-
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selves. An alternative is proposed by the openat2 command
instead controls how files may be opened, such as requiring all
file components accessed to be descendants of the directory
from which the operation originates. However, openat2 can-
not prevent name confusions for some cases (e.g., using links
across file systems). openat and openat2 reduce the attack
surface of squat and alias attacks, but do not eliminate them
entirely, and depend on the programmer’s additional actions
to configure these commands and to check for TOCTTOU
attacks.

At present, the above commands make no effort to help
programmers address name collisions. As a result, utilities
to perform copy and move operations and applications that
may utilize file systems with multiple or mixed (e.g., ext4
and F2FS) case sensitivities or encodings may not detect
and resolve name collisions correctly. We will examine the
possible defenses for name collisions in §8.

4 Overview
In this paper, we aim to explore the impact that name colli-
sions may have on file system security. To do this, we propose
to examine three research questions.

RQ1: How do applications invoke utilities that may allow
unsafe name collisions? In §6, we examine Linux packages
to determine the most common options that applications em-
ploy for the utilities used to perform copies. We examine how
frequently application packages use utilities in copy opera-
tions by scanning their scripts for such operations, as shown
in Table 1.

RQ2: When do the utilities for performing copy opera-
tions allow unsafe name collisions? Recall that §3.1 defines
the conditions under which an unsafe name collision may
occur. This research question asks whether the utilities that
applications may use to perform copy operations (e.g., cp
and tar) prevent unsafe effects when a name collisions occur.
For these utilities and the common options found in RQ1, we
examine a variety of name collision scenarios to determine
whether the utilities allow name collisions and their unsafe
effects to occur as shown in Table 2a.

RQ3: What correctness and security problems are caused
by name collisions? In §7, we examine three case studies
where we show how name collisions cause programs to be-
have incorrectly. In particular, we show concretely how ap-
plications can be vulnerable to name collisions when target
resources are deployed on case-insensitive or case-preserving
file systems.

Impacts: A preview of our result is that: (1) many appli-
cations rely on these utilities to copy file system resources
and repositories/archives; (2) the utilities used to copy file
system resources and repositories/archives often allow unsafe
name collisions, although the specific responses vary in ad
hoc ways; and (3) applications currently lack defenses against
name collisions, which can lead to incorrect operation and
exploitable vulnerabilities.

5 Testing for Name Collisions
This section details an automated tool for testing the responses
of common Linux utilities used for relocation operations to
name collisions. As described in §3.1, a name collision is
caused by creating a source name that will be converted to a
destination name by the relocation operation that is equal to
a target name in the target directory of the operation. Thus,
our aim is develop a method to automate the generation of
source resources with names that will lead to name collisions
when relocated to case-insensitive targets and identify when
operations allow the name collision to occur, detecting the
effects of those operations.

5.1 Test Case Generation
The individual test cases are generated to test file system
resources of various types, including regular files, directories,
symbolic links (to files and directories), hard links, pipes, and
devices. In addition, we have found that creating collisions
in non-trivial directory structures may also lead to incorrect
behaviors. Figure 3 shows an example test case where the
directories as well as their contents result in a collision when
transferred to a case-insensitive file system. As a result, we
aim to generate test cases that result in name collisions at
different depths of the directory being copied, as evidenced
by the collision between directory names at depth 2 (i.e., "dir"
and "DIR") and the impact on colliding resources of different
types (i.e., a regular file "foo" and a pipe "foo").

INPUT

src/

dir/

foo*

DIR/

foo|

COPY EFFECT

target/

dir/

foo*|

Figure 3: An example of squashing case-sensitive directory
names and file names of two different types. Here, ‘*’ means
a regular file and ‘|’ means file type is a named pipe.

Since we are testing the behavior of various utilities that
perform relocation operations, we can control the source and
target names in creating test cases. As a result, the choice
of names is trivial. We create source directories that contain
both the target resource (i.e., a resource copied first from the
source to the target) and the source resource (i.e., a resource
copied later by the utility to collide with the target resource
(i.e., now in the target directory). This is similar to the way
name collisions would occur when copying an archive or
repository that causes a collision, as the git vulnerability.
Since different utilities may process resources in different
orders, we generate test cases with both orderings of resources
that may cause collisions.

The only decisions then are what are the resource types of
the source and target resources and where to place them in the
source directory hierarchy to cause the desired collision to be
created. Symbolic links, pipes, and devices only create inter-
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esting behaviors when used as target resources. For symbolic
links, the unsafe effect is to follow the link to another file
system resources, which only happens with the symbolic link
as the target resource. For pipes and devices, the unsafe effect
is to send the source resource’s content to the pipe or device,
which also is only possible if these are target resources.

As a result, the automated test generation produces test
cases consisting of source and target resources of all combina-
tions of potentially unsafe resource types and places these test
cases at depth one and/or two of the file system hierarchy. For
rsync, we specifically found an issue caused by a collision
at depth two, but not at depth one (see §7.2).

5.2 Detecting Collision Effects
The key idea is to record the file system operations sufficiently
to detect that an unsafe name collision has occurred. Since we
design the test cases to create a name collision on a relocation
operation, we want to detect when such an operation is a
successful collision. Then, we need to determine the impact
of the operation to classify the effect according to one of the
ten effect options defined in §6.1.

We monitor file system operations using auditd to detect
successful collisions. An example of a log indicating a colli-
sion is shown in Figure 4. In this example, a create operation
creates a target resource named “root” using openat com-
mand, but a later use operation to the same resource (i.e.,
same device-inode pair, see below) is associated with a name
“ROOT”, which differs from the name used when the resource
was created. Note that although the target resource was cre-
ated on a case-insensitive file system, multiple names may be
used that are resolved to the same name.

We say that a collision is successful when we detect a
use of a target resource with a different name than that used
to create the target resource. To detect such collisions, we
first identify the file system operations that create a target
resource, recording its combination of device3 and inode
identifiers, which form a unique resource identifier and its
pathname. In Figure 4, the name component “root” will be
important to detecting the collision. We then capture all the
file system operations that use the target resource. In Figure 4,
the pathname of the use operation differs between “root” and
“ROOT”, indicating a name collision.

3On Unix-like systems, each device is assigned a major and minor number.
auditd reports these numbers (in hexadecimal) as XX:YY, where XX is the
minor number and YY is the major number. Each file system mount point
can be uniquely identified using these numbers.

We also record a positive when a use operation deletes and
replaces a resource from a prior create operation, as some
collisions may cause the target resource to be deleted and
the source resource to replace it. We validate that there is a
create operation for the colliding destination name to verify
the cause of the deletion is a collision.

To detect the effect of a name collision, we examine the
resulting resource that now maps to the target name. We
compare the source resource and target resource content and
metadata to the resultant resource to determine whose content
and/or metadata (i.e., source, target, or neither) the resource
has. For tests on directories and hardlinks, we examine the
directories and the resultant directory entries.

6 Name Collisions on Linux Copy Utilities
In this section, we examine how common Linux utilities
that applications use to copy files from one part of the file
system to another react when the copy operation causes a
name collision in a case-insensitive directory. We note that
the impact on move operations is similar because in most
cases it simply performs a copy first and then deletes the
source. However, when both the source and target are on
the same file system, the underlying file system may directly
relocate the contents of the source. This can result in unusual
consequences on file systems that support per-directory case-
[in]sensitivity. E.g., on ext4, moving a case-sensitive directory
into a case-insensitive directory will preserve case-sensitive
characteristics of the moved (or source) directory. However,
when copying, the directories are newly created and these
directories inherit the case-[in]sensitive characteristic from
the parent directory. If the copy does not preserve attributes
on directories, then all new directories will be case-insensitive
under this scenario. Even though move works differently in
certain cases, the collisions that may result from move have
the same effect as that of copy. Hence, we only assess Linux
utilities that perform copy operations below.

To quantify the ubiquity of these utilities, we survey their
use by packages on Debian 11.2.0. We retrieve all packages
from the Debian installation DVD and count the number of
times the copy utilities are used inside the packages’ scripts.
The results are summarized in Table 1. Note that the listed
uses of these utilities are lower bounds because we do not
parse executable binaries. Hence, we miss uses where the
utilities are invoked via system calls such as system(...),
execve(...), etc.

USE [msg=10960,‘cp’.openat] 00:39|2389| /mnt/folding/dst/ROOT ←↩
CREATE [msg=10957,‘cp’. openat] 00:39|2389| /mnt/folding/dst/root

device | inodeprogram

accessed pathsyscallauditd id
operation

Figure 4: Example violation reported by name collision testing.
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Table 1: Prevalence of copy utilities

tar zip cp cp* rsync

10 mc
8 perl-modules
7 libkf5libkleo-data
6 pluma
6 mc-data

. . .

107 TOTAL

21 texlive-plain-generic
15 aspell
11 libarchive-zip-perl
7 texlive-latex-recommended
5 texlive-pictures

. . .

69 TOTAL

78 hplip-data
32 dkms
22 libltdl-dev
20 autoconf
18 ucf

. . .

538 TOTAL

12 dkms
2 udev
2 debian-reference-it
2 debian-reference-es
1 zsh-common

. . .

25 TOTAL

28 mariadb-server
5 duplicity
4 texlive-pictures
2 vim-runtime
1 rsync

. . .

42 TOTAL

We calculate the number of times that each command (tar, zip, etc.) is used inside scripts from various packages. We investigate 4752 .deb packages from the
installation disk (DVD #1) of Debian 11.2.0. Only the top-five packages are shown (entries are sorted in descending order for each command).

6.1 Collecting Responses to Name Collisions
The name collision test cases and the responses of copy util-
ities are shown in Table 2a. The ‘Target Type’ column rep-
resents the resource type of the target resource that may be
overwritten. The ‘Source Type’ represents the resource type
of the source that collides with the target. The rest of the
columns represent individual utilities and their responses to
name collisions between a source resource of the source type
and a target resource of the target type.

Below is a comprehensive list of the types of responses ob-
served. Only "Deny" and "Rename" prevent name collisions
from causing unsafe and possibly exploitable behaviors, al-
though both may block legitimate functionality in some cases.
"Ask the User" may result in an unsafe response if the user
allows the target resource to be overwritten. Note that more
than one response is possible for each test case.

Delete & Recreate (×) Delete the target resource and cre-
ate a new resource based on the source resource. The new
resource’s type, as well as its data and metadata, is deter-
mined by the source resource. The target resource is lost
without any notification.

Overwrite (+) Overwrite the data and metadata of the target
resource using the source resource. Unlike Delete & Recre-
ate, the name of the target resource is preserved. If file foo
is being overwritten with file FOO, then the final file will be
named foo but will have the contents and metadata of file
FOO.

Corrupt (C) Contents of a resource that is not involved in
name collision (i.e., not the target resource) is modified.
For a more in-depth discussion, refer to §6.2.5.

Metadata Mismatch (6=) After a successful copy of a given
source resource, some metadata, such as its name, UNIX
permissions, user or group ID, extended attributes, or times-
tamp, remain from the target resource, creating a resource
with a mismatch between the data (from the source) and
the metadata (from the target).

Follow Symlink (T ) Follow (or traverse) symbolic links,
even when explicitly directed not to do so.

Rename (R) The source name is renamed automatically to
avoid creating a name collision, such as by appending a
counter, resulting in a copy of the source resource in the

target resource’s directory with a non-colliding name.
Ask the User (A) To resolve a collision, ask the user to

choose from a list of actions, such as to overwrite the target
resource, skip copying the source resource, rename the
target resource, abort, etc.
Note that the user can still choose a response that results
in adverse consequences. For instance, if the user chooses
to overwrite the target, the target’s data and metadata are
modified using the source.

Deny (E) Deny the copy associated with a collision and re-
port an error.

Crashes (∞) Collisions can result in the program hanging
(e.g., going into an infinite loop) or crashing.

Unsupported file type (−) Does not support copying a re-
source if the source resource is of this file type. Note that
if hardlinks are not recognized by a utility, then it simply
creates a fresh copy of the underlying file.
The exact command-line flags used used to generate Ta-

ble 2a are listed in Table 2b. To identify these flags, we
analyzed 4,752 .deb packages on Debian 11.2.0’s installa-
tion DVD. We found that the most commonly used flags
enabled the following functionality.

• Support recursively copying all directories.
• Support copying symbolic-links and hard-links as-is but

do not follow them.
• Preserve metadata such as UNIX permissions, extended

attributes (xattr), timestamps, and owner/group IDs
(uid/gid).

Before examining the responses in Table 2a, we briefly
note some additional context for two of the columns.
cp vs. cp* Both of these represent the same executable
binary. The difference is in the way the command-line argu-
ments are passed to the binary. Specifically, the format of
specifying the source directories is different.

Consider that the source directory (to be copied) is foo.
For cp, we will pass it as foo/ while for cp* we will use
foo. Note the trailing / is missing in the latter case. Just this
difference significantly changes the behavior of cp as noted
in Table 2a.

We use the cp* method of invocation coupled with shell
completion, e.g., ‘cp src/* /target’ where the shell re-
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Table 2: Name Collision Responses for Popular Linux Utilities

Name Collision between
Target Type Source Type tar zip cp cp* rsync Dropbox

file file × A E +6= +6= R
symlink (to file) file × A E +T +6= R
pipe/device file × − E + + −
hardlink file × − E +6= +6= −
hardlink hardlink C× − E C× C+6= −

directory directory +6= +6= E +6= +6= R
symlink (to directory) directory + ∞ E E +T R

(a) This table shows results of copying files/directories from a case-sensitive to a case-insensitive
file system. cp* refers to cp being used with shell completion. For e.g., ‘cp * /target’ which
copies all items from the current directory to /target directory.

Utility Version Flags

tar 1.30 -cf/-x
zip 3.0 -r -symlinks
cp 8.30 -a
rsync 3.1.3 -aH

(b) This table lists the version of util-
ities and command-line flags used for
the experiments. For tar, -cf was
used to create the archive and -x to
expand the archive.

× Delete existing file and create new file
+ Overwrite existing file. For directories,

merge their contents.
6= Mismatch between content and metadata

A Ask user to resolve the collision
T Follow (or traverse) symlink
C Corrupts non-colliding files
E Deny operation and report error

∞ Program crashes, or hangs
− Ignore unsupported file type (for hardlinks

create regular file instead)
R Rename colliding file/directory

places src/* with each individual entry present inside src
sans the trailing /. When testing the cp method, we change
the command to ‘cp src/ /target’.

Dropbox Strictly speaking, Dropbox [11] is not a copy
utility but a popular file synchronization utility. It is intended
to replicate entire directories across multiple machines and
file systems.

We mention Dropbox to highlight its distinct response to
handling potential name collisions. Even when the underly-
ing file system is case-sensitive, Dropbox treats it as case-
insensitive. It proactively renames the files and directories
to avoid name collisions that could occur if they were trans-
ferred to a case-insensitive file system. Note, however, that
its renaming strategy is not even uniform across platforms:
For example, the Dropbox application appends “(Case Con-
flicts)”, “(Case Conflicts 1)”, etc. to the file/directory names
in case of a potential collision, whereas, when using their
web-based interface, they append “(1)”, “(2)”, etc. instead.

6.2 Unsafe Responses to Name Collisions
Several responses shown in Table 2a demonstrate that utilities
often allow unsafe responses to name collisions. In this sec-
tion, we examine some of the more concerning responses to
show how utilities delegate responsibility for security against
name collisions to the applications that invoke them. For the
examples in upcoming sections, src/ and target/ are on
case-sensitive and case-insensitive file systems respectively.

6.2.1 Silent data loss with tar, cp* & rsync
Name collisions involving files generally result in silent data
loss. From Table 2a, we can see that tar deletes and recreates
(×) files when collisions occur. Hence, when there is a name
collision between foo and FOO, only one of these files will
remain in the target directory. The other file is permanently
lost without any notification.

Similar to tar, cp* and rsync also lose files silently. How-
ever, their behavior of overwriting (+) files results in other
problems that are discussed later in this section.

Unlike tar, zip and cp will ask a user for next steps (A)
or report an error (E) respectively. Hence, they are not prone
to silently losing files.

6.2.2 Merge directories with tar, zip, rsync & cp*
Name collisions involving two directories results in their
contents (files, directories, etc. inside the directory) being
merged. All of tar, zip, rsync, and cp* will silently
merge directory contents without notifying the user. Figure 5
highlights this issue using a directory listing.

src/

dir/

subdir/

file1

file2

DIR/

file2

— copy→ target/

dir/

subdir/

file1

file2

Figure 5: Impact of merging directories

In this example in Figure 5, the data of file file2 is over-
written by the content written last in the copy operation. For
example, if src/DIR’s contents are written last, then its con-
tent for file2 is preserved and src/dir’s is lost.

Furthermore, when the colliding directories have different
UNIX permissions, a collision results in metadata mismatch
( 6=). With respect to Table 2a, the UNIX permissions of the
target resource are overwritten with permissions of the source
resource.

In Figure 5, consider src/dir/ with perms=700 and an
adversary who creates src/DIR/ with perms=777. After a
copy (using any of the above utilities), target/dir/ will
have perms=777 effectively giving the adversary permission
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to the contents of the original src/dir/.

6.2.3 Stale names
Whenever utilities resort to overwriting (+), we end up with
stale file/directory names. For example, consider a name col-
lision between a target resource foo (file content: ‘bar’) and a
source resource FOO (file content: ‘BAR’). After copying with
rsync or cp*, we will end up with file foo whose contents
are ‘BAR’.

The problem with such name collisions is that to the end
user (or other programs), it will appear that foo was success-
fully copied while in reality FOO was copied. Just using the
filename is not enough to discern which files were success-
fully copied. This is especially true for case-preserving file
systems where the user has the expectation of the filenames
being preserved. Hence, it is not unreasonable for the user to
expect foo should contain bar.

6.2.4 Symbolic link traversal at target
Name collisions between symlink (to file) and a regular file
results in cp* following the symlink (T ) and overwriting (+)
its target’s contents with that of the regular source file. With
regards to Table 2a, if the target resource is a symbolic link
and the source resource is a file, then cp* ends up following
the symlink and writing data to the resource referenced by the
symlink.

src/

dat...(to /foo)
DAT....= pawn

/foo........= bar

— cp*→ target/

dat...(to /foo)
/foo......= pawn

Figure 6: Following symlink

Figure 6 illustrates this case with an example. src/dat is a
symbolic link to /foo and /foo contains ‘bar’. Mallory (our
adversary) does not have write access to /foo but does have
access to src/. She creates src/DAT which contains ‘pawn’.

Then the administrator starts the copy using: cp -a
src/* target/. At this point, cp first creates the symlink
target/dat. Then it overwrites (+) this symlink with the
contents of src/DAT, effectively updating the file /foo. After
the copy has completed, /foo contains ‘pawn’.

cp* has no command-line options to prevent traversal of
symbolic links at the target. Only link traversal at the source
can be turned off via command-line flags.

6.2.5 The case of hardlink – hardlink name collisions
During a copy when hardlinks (whose targets are different)
collide, it can corrupt (C) other non-colliding files and create
spurious hardlinks. Table 2a shows that this behavior is ex-
hibited by tar, cp*, and rsync. An interesting observation
is that, regardless of whether the utility’s behavior is Delete
& Recreate (×) or Overwrite (+), this problem affects both.

To understand this scenario, consider Figure 7 that uses
rsync to perform the copy. The same color coding represents
files that are hard-linked to each other. So src/hfoo and

src/

hfoo....=foo
zzz.....=foo
hbar....=bar
ZZZ ..... =bar

— rsync→ target/

hfoo....=bar
zzz ..... =bar
hbar....=bar

Figure 7: hardlink – hardlink name collision

src/zzz are hard-linked, representing the same file. These
files contain ‘foo’. Similarly, src/hbar and src/ZZZ are
hard-linked and they contain ‘bar’.

After copying using rsync, target/ contains three files
that are all hard-linked to each other. Unlike the src/ di-
rectory, target/hfoo, target/hbar, target/zzz are all
hardlinks of each other and they contain ‘bar’.

Additionally, note that although the name collision hap-
pened between zzz and ZZZ, the contents of hfoo were re-
placed. Even tar, which deletes the old file and recreates it,
exhibits this behavior.

The following order of operations undertaken by rsync
result in this behavior.

1. Copy src/hbar to target/hbar. Now target/hbar
contains ‘bar’.

2. Copy src/zzz to target/zzz. Now target/zzz con-
tains ‘foo’.

3. In target/, hardlink ZZZ to hbar. Due to name colli-
sion, this effectively changes zzz to be hard-linked to
hbar. Now target/zzz contains ‘bar’.

4. In target/, hardlink hfoo to zzz. Now target/foo
contains ‘bar’. Additionally, all three files inside
target/ are hard-linked to each other.

The above copy is semantically different from the src/.
Specifically, name collision results in distinct sets of files
getting hard-linked with each other at the target/.

7 Case Studies
In this section, we examine case studies where name colli-
sions cause unsafe behaviors, some of which are exploitable.

7.1 dpkg Package Manager
dpkg is the package manager on Debian OS and its derivatives
such as Ubuntu. dpkg packages are compressed tarballs with
extension .deb. When dpkg processes a package, it tracks
all files it creates during package installations in a database.
Before installing a new package, dpkg leverages this database
to ensure that any files of previously installed packages will
not by overwritten by this new package thereby preventing
potentially malformed packages from corrupting the system.

On the other hand, we have observed that dpkg will allow
a package installation to replace any file whose name is not in
its database, even privileged user files. Thus, as long as a file
in a package has a filename that does not match the filename
of another package’s file, dpkg will install the file, silently
replacing any existing file.
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However, regardless of the underlying file system, the
above database is matched in a case-sensitive manner. This
allows new packages to replace files of previously installed
packages via name collisions effectively circumventing the
safeguards in dpkg.

In addition, and perhaps even more seriously, dpkg may
allow an adversary to replace a package’s customized con-
fig file with the default, reverting important changes. deb
packages can mark certain files as configuration (or config)
files. During package upgrades, if dpkg spots modifications
to these config files then it prompts the user to review the
changes.

However, the config files are also matched in a case-
sensitive manner. Under name collisions, dpkg will just re-
place the original package’s config file with the config file
of the new package. For services, such as sshd, httpd, etc.,
config files are critical to their security, so such overwrites
can potentially make the system vulnerable..

Reporting We have reported these issues to the maintainers
of dpkg. The maintainers of dpkg have since updated their
package documentation [10] to warn end user communities
not to use dpkg where targets may be case-insensitive (i.e.
specific directories, or entire file systems).

During our discussions, we analyzed 74,688 packages and
found 12,237 filenames from those packages would collide
if a case-insensitive file system were used, breaking multi-
ple packages that contain these files. The name collision
problem is fundamentally entrenched into the way dpkg is im-
plemented because it reasons about names without involving
the underlying file system(s).

7.2 Rsync
rsync demonstrates vulnerable behavior when processing
name collisions involving directories. During copy, the de-
fault behavior of rsync is to simply recreate the symbolic
links present at source. However, when colliding directo-
ries contain sub-directories and symbolic links with the same
name, the collision causes rsync to suffer from link traver-
sal4.

Consider the source directory listed in Figure 8. Here, the
directories topdir/ and TOPDIR/ only differ in case. So
when copying to a case-insensitive file system, rsync will
encounter a name collision.

src/

topdir/

secret/...........................symlink to /tmp

TOPDIR/

secret/

confidential ...................... regular file

Figure 8: Case-sensitive source that rsync is copying

4In this case, the name collision makes the alias exploitable, again com-
bining name confusions.

We use the following command to perform the copy:

rsync -a src/ dst/

where,
-a recursively copy directories, preserve symlinks,

timestamps, and discretionary access control per-
missions

src/ is case-sensitive
dst/ is case-insensitive

After the copy is completed, the newly created files are
shown in Figure 9. Note that the file named confidential
ends up in /tmp.

dst/

TOPDIR/

secret/...........................symlink to /tmp

/tmp/confidential......................... link traversal

Figure 9: After copying to case-insensitive destination

rsync has created the /tmp/confidential file by follow-
ing the symbolic link dst/TOPDIR/secret.

Below, we describe how this situation can be exploited.
Consider an adversary who wants to access a confidential
file in TOPDIR/ to which she lacks any access. However,
she knows that TOPDIR/ is processed by a backup operation
using rsync. If she can create a sibling directory topdir/, to
which she will have read-write access, she can direct rsync
to write the confidential file (inside TOPDIR/) to any directory
of her choosing by creating a symbolic link inside topdir/
to that directory.

Reporting We reported this issue to the rsync maintainers,
and they told us that user’s should not use rsync with non-
case honoring file systems. However, we have concerns about
the user community following such a recommendation in this
case, since rsync is often used by individuals.

In the course of these discussions, we learned the cause
of the incorrect behavior. rsync assumes a one-to-one map-
ping of directories between source and target file systems.
When a name collision results in two source directories be-
ing mapped to a single directory in the target, rsync can be
tricked into incorrectly predicting the target file type. In the
presented scenario, a symbolic link src/topdir/secret (to
a directory) is incorrectly inferred to be a regular directory
src/TOPDIR/secret.
rsync uses the O_NOFOLLOW flag with open() to prevent

link traversal and uses openat()/openat2() to contain link
traversals within a directory hierarchy, but this strategy fails
when the symbolic link is treated as a directory.

7.3 Apache httpd
Security of certain applications relies on the security param-
eters of the underlying file system. One such application is
Apache’s httpd. It allows access to the underlying file sys-
tem via the HTTP protocol, relying on the UNIX Discretionary
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Access Control (DAC) permissions5 to mediate the access.
For example, files are accessible over HTTP only if: (i) its
UNIX group is www-data and has read permission for the
group, or (ii) has world-readable UNIX permissions.

Using utilities for copying directories between systems
can silently alter these DAC permissions in unintended ways,
leading to serious security lapses. We illustrate this scenario
using Apache httpd and migration of its data using tar. To
study the impact of name collisions on the security parameters,
we assume that the migration happens from a case-sensitive to
a case-insensitive file system. The behavior of tar discussed
below draws from the discussion of Table 2a.

To protect sensitive directories, httpd can be configured to
only allow authenticated users to access specific directories.
A commonly used approach is to configure authentication
via the .htaccess file [1] which lists the valid users/groups
allowed to access a specific directory over HTTP. All sub-
directories inside the sensitive directory are also protected.
We show that the use of additional security-oriented files can
be exploited under the presence of name collisions.
Scenario httpd serves the contents of www/ (of Figure 10)
over HTTP. Initially, www/ is stored on a case-senstive file
system. The directory hidden/ is inaccessible over HTTP
since the others permissions are cleared. Next, protected/
is configured to be accessible only to specific users using the
.htaccess file.

www/
hidden/ .............................. perm=700

secret.txt
protected/..........group=www-data, perm=750

.htaccess.............(only allow valid users)
user-file1.txt

index.html

Figure 10: www/ on case-sensitive file system

Adversary A UNIX user called Mallory has read-write
access to www/ directory. However, DAC permissions prevent
her from accessing hidden/ directory because its owner is
another user. Additionally, protected is inaccessible since
Mallory does not belong to the group www-data.

She modifies www/ as shown in Figure 11 and adds the
HIDDEN/ and PROTECTED/ directories with the intent of gain-
ing access to hidden/ and protected/ via a name collision.
Vulnerability tar is used to migrate the adversary-modified
www/ directory to another system that uses a case-insensitive
file system. Figure 12 shows the state of the file system once
the tarball (archive format of tar) is extracted.

Now, the previously inaccessible hidden/ directory is now
accessible over HTTP. Additionally, since the .htaccess
file is cleared, unauthenticated users will be allowed to view
protected/ over HTTP.

5If the system supports Mandatory Access Control (MAC), then DAC is
used in conjunction with MAC.

www/

hidden/....................................perm=700
secret.txt

HIDDEN/....................................perm=755
protected/...............group=www-data, perm=750

.htaccess..................(only allow valid users)
user-file1.txt

PROTECTED/................................perm=755
.htaccess.............................(empty file)

index.html

Figure 11: Adversary modified www/ on the case-sensitive file
system

www/

hidden/....................................perm=755
secret.txt

protected/................................perm=755
.htaccess.............................(empty file)
user-file1.txt

index.html

Figure 12: www/ after migrating to case-insensitive file system

Reporting We have reported this scenario to the Apache
maintainers, but have not yet reached a resolution. Using
Table 2a, we can reason about the above problems. Under
a directory – directory collision, tar incorrectly modifies
metadata. This happens for the hidden/ – HIDDEN/ collision.
Here, DAC permissions of the latter are applied to the former
resulting in the leakage of secret files.

For directory – directory collisions, tar will also merge
contents of both directories. For protected/ – PROTECTED/
collision, this merger results in the empty .htaccess file
overwriting the original one that restricts access to authorized
users. The end result is that all users are now allowed access
to the new protected/ directory.

8 Potential Defenses
As discussed in the context of name confusion attacks in
general in §3.3, it can be difficult to produce defenses to
prevent name collisions as well. In this section, we discuss
some options and their limitations.

Name collisions are due to differences in case folding rules
among file systems, e.g., case sensitivity and encodings, so
it is difficult to ensure that name collisions cannot happen.
Suppose a system has only one file system. Even then, an
archive constructed on another file system using conflicting
case folding rules may cause name collisions to occur when
expanding the archive. Since user-space programs cannot
determine the case-folding rules that may be applied to a file,
user-space solutions alone will be unreliable. In addition, they
may be prone to TOCTTOU attacks [3, 4]. Thus, extending
library calls like realpath to detect name collisions will not
sufficiently solve the problem. In addition, system solutions
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lack knowledge of the programmer intent that caused the col-
lision and hence, a systems-only defense for name confusion
will suffer from false positives [5].

For example, one idea may be to write a wrapper to vet
archives prior to expansion operations (e.g., tar and zip) to
validate that each file in the archive will result in a distinct file
after expansion. One way to do this is to check for name col-
lisions among all the files in the archive. Although the notion
that no two files in an archive should collide seems intuitively
reasonable, there are critical drawbacks to this defense. First,
the target directory may already have files that may result in
collisions, limiting its utility. Second, targets that support per-
directory case-sensitivity can switch between case-sensitive
and case-insensitive lookups when resolving a filepath, lead-
ing to incorrect assumptions about case-sensitivity and being
prone to race conditions. Finally, the case folding rules ap-
plied by such a wrapper are not guaranteed to be the same as
those of the target directory.

As a result, we envision that defenses for name colli-
sions will evolve in a manner similar to defenses for name
confusions that utilize the open commands (i.e., openat
and openat2). Consider that these commands have flags
to check whether a file of a corresponding name exists at
creation time, only opening that file when created anew
(i.e., O_CREAT|O_EXCL). This call prevents a name collision
from overwriting an existing file, but it may be too strong a
defense. Suppose one really wants to overwrite files of the
same name, but prevent name collisions from modifying files
that actually have differing names (i.e., that only match due
to case folding). In this case, a new flag is necessary, such as
O_EXCL_NAME, which prevents opening a file when the names
differ, but not when such names match. Using this flag would
enable the virtual file system to compare names in a case-
insensitive manner (i.e., based on the case folding and nor-
malization for target directory) to detect collisions and com-
pare names in a case-sensitive manner to determine matches.
However, at present, the virtual file system cannot choose
the type of matching (case-sensitive or case-insensitive), nor
can it identify the type of matching done by the underlying
physical file system.

Unfortunately, even with variants of the open command
and other defenses, such as FileProvider classes in Android,
programmers continue to make mistakes that lead to errors
and vulnerabilities. The challenge is for programmers to
determine the intent of their operation, understand the threats
faced in such an operation, and configure these complex, low-
level commands in such a way that they block the threats
while satisfying the intent. Until file system APIs enable this
combination of requirements, errors will remain common.

9 Related Work
Researchers have proposed defenses to thwart name confusion
attacks for alias and squat cases. To the best of our knowledge,
no defenses for name collisions have been proposed.

System Defenses Researchers have long known about name
confusion attacks [3,4] and have proposed a variety of system
defenses [7–9, 30, 40–42, 44, 50–52]. In a system defense,
the operating system aims to enforce an invariant that pre-
vents name confusion attacks from succeeding. However, as
discussed in §8, without programmer intent such defenses
will suffer from false positives [5]. Hybrid defenses have
also been proposed [53, 55] where the operating system intro-
spects into the process to leverage program state along with
file system state in enforcement. Even though false positives
are reduced, these techniques lack explicit programmer intent
to fully eliminate all false positives.
Program Defenses As a result, systems provide APIs for
programmers to decide how to handle name confusion attacks.
Several file system APIs include flags to avoid using symbolic
links entirely (e.g., O_NOFOLLOW flag for the open system
call), but in many cases programmers want to be able to
use symbolic links. Researchers have proposed program-
specific defenses to configure APIs or program frameworks
for preventing name confusion attacks [27, 43, 47, 56]. More
advanced commands for file allow programmers to manage
how files are open, including the impact of symbolic links.
For example, the openat system call enables the user to open
a directory first to validate its legitimacy before opening the
remaining path. openat2 explicitly constrains how name
resolution is performed to reduce the potential for attacks.

10 Conclusion
Interactions among file systems with differing encoding/case-
sensitivity semantics can lead to name collisions when per-
forming maliciously crafted, or even ostensibly benign, copy
operations. We explored the impact that these name colli-
sions can have on file system security. Current operating
systems do not directly prevent name collision-based attacks,
delegating that responsibility to the programmers. In inves-
tigating the utilities used to copy file system resources and
repositories/archives, we demonstrate that they often allow
unsafe name collisions and lack the sort of uniformity in name-
collision handling against which safer use policies could be
easily crafted. Further, we show that many applications rely
on potentially unsafe use of these utilities, opening them-
selves up to exploitable vulnerabilities. We examine three
case studies demonstrating concrete vulnerabilities to name
collisions. Finally, we suggest directions for future research
to systematically defend against name collision attacks.

Artifacts
The artifacts produced during the work can be found at
https://github.com/mitthu/name-confusion. It con-
tains scripts to generate the test cases and run commands
required to create Table 2a. Furthermore, it contains the tool
for analyzing auditd traces and extracting relevant create-use
pairs (see §5.2). Finally, there are proof-of-concept scripts to
reproduce the vulnerabilities in dpkg and rsync.
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Abstract
File systems play an essential role in modern society for

managing precious data. To meet diverse needs, they of-
ten support many configuration parameters. Such flexibility
comes at the price of additional complexity which can lead to
subtle configuration-related issues. To address this challenge,
we study the configuration-related issues of two major file
systems (i.e., Ext4 and XFS) in depth, and identify a prevalent
pattern called multilevel configuration dependencies. Based
on the study, we build an extensible tool called CONFD to
extract the dependencies automatically, and create six plugins
to address different configuration-related issues. Our experi-
ments on Ext4 and XFS show that CONFD can extract more
than 150 configuration dependencies for the file systems with
a low false positive rate. Moreover, the dependency-guided
plugins can identify various configuration issues (e.g., mis-
handling of configurations, regression test failures induced by
valid configurations).

1 Introduction

File systems (FS), such as Ext4 [54] and XFS [89] on Linux-
based operating systems (OS) and NTFS [76] on Windows
OS, play an essential role in modern society. They directly
manage various files on desktops, laptops, and smartphones
for numerous end users [12]. Moreover, they often serve
as the local storage backend for distributed storage systems
(e.g., Lustre [63], GFS [1], HopsFS [22], MySQL NDB Clus-
ter [73]) to enable storage management at scale.

To meet diverse needs, many file systems are designed with
a wide range of configuration parameters controllable via
utilities [41, 45, 48, 52, 56, 58, 94, 100], which enables users
to tune the systems with different tradeoffs. For example, Ext4
contains more than 85 configuration parameters which can
be modified through a set of utilities called e2fsprogs [52].
The combination of the configuration parameters represents
over 1037 configuration states [32].

While configuration parameters have improved the system
flexibility, they introduce additional complexity for reliability.

Figure 1: A Configuration-Related Issue of Ext4. When
sparse_super2 feature is enabled and the size parameter
of resize2fs is larger than the Ext4 size, expanding the file
system results in metadata corruption.

Subtle correctness issues often rely on specific parameters to
trigger [6, 13]; consequently, they may elude intensive testing
and affect end users negatively. For example, in December
2020, users of Windows OS observed that the checker utility
of NTFS (i.e., ChkDsk [45]) may destroy NTFS on SSDs [60,
88]. The incident turned out to be configuration-related: two
specific parameters must be satisfied to manifest the issue, in-
cluding the ‘/f’ parameter of ChkDsk and another (unnamed)
parameter in Windows OS [87].

Similarly, Figure 1 shows another configuration-related
issue involving Ext4 and its mke2fs and resize2fs utili-
ties [52]. Two conditions must hold to trigger the bug: (1)
the sparse_super2 feature is enabled in Ext4 (via mke2fs);
(2) the value of the size parameter of resize2fs must be
larger than the size of Ext4 (i.e., expanding the file system).
Once triggered, the bug will corrupt the Ext4 metadata with
incorrect free blocks. The root cause behind the issue was
logical: with the specific configuration, the free block count
of the last block group of Ext4 was calculated before adding
new blocks for expansion.

Due to the combinatorial explosion of configuration states
and the substantial time needed to scrutinize a file system
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under each configuration state, it is practically impossible to
exhaust all states for thorough testing today [9]. Moreover,
with more and more heterogeneous devices and advanced fea-
tures being introduced [65, 83, 86], the configuration states
are expected to grow. Therefore, effective methods to help
improve configuration-related testing and identify critical con-
figuration issues efficiently are much needed.

1.1 Limitations of the State of the Art
There are practical test suites to ensure the correctness of file
systems under different configurations (e.g., xfstests [95]).
Unfortunately, their coverage in terms of configuration is lim-
ited: fewer than half of configuration parameters are used
based on our study, which reflects the need for better tool sup-
port. Also, configuration-related issues have emerged in other
software systems and have received much attention [4, 13, 24,
33, 35]. But unfortunately, existing efforts mainly focus on
relatively simple configuration issues (e.g., typos [4]) within
one single application, which is limited for addressing the file
system configuration challenge involving multiple programs.
Please refer to §2 for more details.

1.2 Our Efforts & Contributions
This paper presents one of the first steps to address the in-
creasing configuration challenge of file systems. Inspired by
a recent study [33] on configuration issues in Hadoop [40]
and OpenStack [77], we focus on configuration dependency,
which describes the dependent relations among configuration
parameters [33]. Such dependency has been identified as a
key source of complexity caused problems, and capturing the
dependency is essential for improving configuration design
and tooling [13, 19, 33].

While the basic concept of configuration dependency has
been proposed in the literature (see §2), the understanding of
specific dependency patterns and implications in the context
of file systems is still limited. Therefore, we first conducted
an empirical study on 78 configuration-related issues in two
major file systems (i.e., Ext4 and XFS). By scrutinizing real-
world bugs and the relevant source code, we answer one im-
portant question: What critical configuration dependencies
exist in file systems?

Our study reveals a prevalent pattern called multilevel con-
figuration dependencies. Besides the relatively simple config-
uration constraints (e.g., value range [13]), there are implicit
dependencies among parameters from different utilities of
a file system. The majority (96.2%) of issues in our dataset
requires meeting such deep configuration dependencies to
manifest. Interestingly, the workloads applied to the file sys-
tem do not have to be configuration-specific: 71.8% issues
only involve generic file system operations.

Based on the study, we built an extensible framework called
CONFD to extract the multilevel configuration dependencies

automatically and leverage dependency-guided configuration
states for further analysis. One key challenge is how to es-
tablish the correlation between parameters specified through
different utilities which have different ways of configuration
handling. We address the challenge by metadata-assisted taint
analysis, which leverages the fact that all utilities of a given
file system share the same metadata structures. Moreover,
based on the dependencies extracted, we created six plugins
to help address configuration-related issues in file systems
from different angles.

Our experiments show that CONFD can extract 154 dif-
ferent configuration dependencies with a low false positive
rate (8.4%) for Ext4 and XFS. Moreover, with the depen-
dency guidance, the CONFD plugins can identify various
configuration-related issues, including inaccurate documenta-
tions, configuration handling issues, and regression test fail-
ures induced by valid configurations.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• Deriving a taxonomy of critical configuration dependen-
cies of file systems based on real-world issues.

• Building the CONFD prototype 1 to extract configuration
dependencies and expose relevant issues in file systems.

• Integrating with multiple practical tools (e.g.,fault injec-
tor [25], fuzzer [29], regression test suites [51, 95]) to
improve their configuration coverage and effectiveness.

• Evaluating the methodology on two widely used file
systems and demonstrating the effectiveness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §2 introduces
the background and related work; §3 presents the empirical
study and findings; §4 describes the CONFD framework; §5
shows experimental results; §6 discusses limitations and po-
tential extensions; §7 concludes the paper.

2 Background & Related Work

2.1 Background

File System Configurations. The configuration methods of
file systems are different from that of many applications,
which makes the problem arguably more challenging. As
shown in Figure 2, a typical file system may be configured
through a set of utilities at four different stages:

• Create. When creating file systems, the mkfs utility (e.g.,
mke2fs for Ext4) generates the initial configurations.

• Mount. When mounting file systems, certain configu-
rations can be specified via mount (e.g., ‘-o dax’ to
enable the Direct Access or DAX feature [65]).

1CONFD is on https://github.com/data-storage-lab/ConfD
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Figure 2: Methods of Configuring File Systems. This figure
shows four typical stages to configure a file system: (a) at
creation (e.g., mke2fs) or mount time (mount) before usage;
(b) via online utilities (e.g., e4defrag); (c) via offline utilities.

• Online. Many utilities can change the configurations of a
mounted file system directly by modifying the metadata
online (e.g., Ext4 defragmenter e4defrag [53], Win-
dows NTFS checker ChkDsk [45]).

• Offline. Offline utilities can also modify file sys-
tem images and change the configurations (e.g.,
resize2fs [79], e2fsck [50])

Note that all the utilities have different configuration pa-
rameters to control their own behaviors, which will eventu-
ally affect the file system state. Moreover, the configuration
parameters may affect the behavior of the file system long
after the FS image is created, and some configurations can-
not be changed later. Also, the validation of parameters may
occur at both user level and kernel level. For example, the
‘-O inline_data’ parameter of mke2fs and the ‘-o dax’ of
mount are further validated in the ext4_fill_super func-
tion of Ext4. Therefore, we believe it is necessary to consider
the file system itself as well as all the associated utilities as
an FS ecosystem to address the configuration challenge. For
simplicity, we call the file system and utilities as components
within the FS ecosystem.

The multi-stage configuration method is common among
file systems. As listed in Table 1, many popular file systems
follow similar modular designs and can be configured via
different utilities at different stages. Therefore, we believe
that the multi-component configuration challenge is general.
We focus on Ext4 and XFS in this work because they are
two major file systems on Linux and they support the latest
DAX [65] configuration for non-volatile memories (NVM).
We leave the others as future work ( §6).

FS Test Suites. Practical test suites have been created to
ensure the correctness of file systems under various config-
urations. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of configura-
tions, their coverage in terms of configuration is limited. As
shown in Table 2, fewer than half of configuration parame-
ters are used in the standard test suites of Linux file systems
(i.e., xfstests [95], e2fsprogs/tests [51]) based on our
study. Since each parameter may have a wide range of val-
ues representing different states, the total number of missed

FS (OS) Four Stages of Configuration
Create Mount Online Offline

Ext4 (Linux) [66] [69] [53], [79] [50], [79]
XFS (Linux) [68] [69] [91], [92] [90], [93]

BtrFS (Linux) [67] [69] [41], [43] [42]
UFS (FreeBSD) [75] [70] [59], [80] [49], [58]
ZFS (FreeBSD) [96] [98] [99], [100] [97]

NTFS (Windows) [55] [72] [45], [46] [45], [81]
APFS (MacOS) [48] [71] [48] [48], [57]

Table 1: Examples of configuration methods for different
file systems. The last four columns list example utilities that
can affect the file system configuration states.

Test Target # of Conf. Param.
Suite Software Total Used

xfstests Ext4 >85 29 (< 34.1%)
e2fsprogs e2fsck >35 6 (< 17.1%)
/tests resize2fs >15 7 (< 46.7%)

Table 2: Configuration Coverage of Test Suites.

configuration states is much more than the number of unused
parameters, which implies the need for better tool support.
Configuration Constraints & Dependencies. Configuration
constraints specify the configuration requirements (e.g., data
type, value range) of software [13]. Intuitively, such infor-
mation can help identify important configuration states, and
it has proved to be effective for addressing configuration-
related issues in a wide range of applications [4, 8, 13, 14, 33].
Configuration dependency is one special type of constraint
describing the dependent correlation among parameters [13,
33], which has shown recently to be critical for addressing
complex configuration issues in cloud systems [33]. For sim-
plicity, we use constraints and dependencies interchangeably
in the rest of the paper. Note that although the basic concepts
have been proposed, there is limited understanding of them in
the context of file systems. This paper attempts to fill the gap.

2.2 Related Work
Analysis of Software Configurations. Configuration issues
have been studied in many software applications [4, 6, 7, 13,
14, 24, 33, 35]. For example, ConfErr [4] manipulates param-
eters to emulate human errors; Ctests [35] detects failure-
inducing configuration changes. In general, these works do
not analyze deep dependencies within the software. The
closest work is cDEP [33], which notably observes inter-
component dependencies in Hadoop [40] and OpenStack [77].
Unfortunately, their solution is largely inapplicable for file
systems. This is because their target components share config-
uration specifications (e.g., XML) and libraries [39], which
makes them equivalent to one single program in terms of
configuration. In contrast, the configuration dependencies in
file systems may cross different programs and the user-kernel
boundary, which requires non-trivial mechanisms to extract.
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In addition, cDEP relies on a Java framework [82] which
cannot handle C-based file systems.

Reliability of File Systems. Great efforts have been made to
improve the reliability of file systems [2, 10, 17, 18, 29] and
their utilities [3, 25, 26, 27, 78]. For example, Prabhakaran et
al. [2] apply fault injection to analyze the failure policies of
file systems and propose improved designs based on the IRON
taxonomy; Xu et al. [30] and Kim et al. [29] use fuzzing to
detect file system bugs; SQCK [3] and RFSCK [25] improve
the checker utilities of file systems to avoid inaccurate fixes.
While effective for their original goals, these works do not
consider multi-component configuration issues. On the other
hand, the configuration dependencies from this work may be
integrated with these existing efforts to improve their coverage
(see §4.2). Therefore, we view them as complementary.

Configuration Management Tools. Faced by the increasing
challenge, practitioners have created dedicated frameworks
for configuration management [31, 44]. For example, Face-
book HYDRA [31] supports managing hierarchical configu-
rations elegantly. While helpful for developing new applica-
tions, refactoring FS ecosystems to leverage such frameworks
would require substantial efforts (if possible at all). Notably,
the framework supports running a program with different
compositions of configurations automatically. Nevertheless,
since it does not understand configuration dependencies, it
may generate many invalid configuration states (see §5.2.3).
This work aims to address such limitations.

3 Configuration Dependencies in File Systems
In this section, we present a study on the Ext4 and XFS
ecosystems to understand the potential patterns of config-
uration issues and guide the design of solutions. We discuss
the methodology and findings in §3.1 and §3.2, respectively.

3.1 Methodology
Our dateset includes two parts: (1) the source code of
Ext4 and XFS and seven important utilities including
mke2fs, mount, e4defrag, resize2fs, e2fsck, mkfs.xfs,
and xfs_repair, which are described in Table 3; (2) a set of
78 configuration-related bug patches for the two FS ecosys-
tems, which are collected from the commit histories of their
source code repositories via a combination of keyword search
(e.g., ‘configuration’, ‘parameter’, ‘option’), random sam-
pling, and manual validation. Note that the patch collection
method is inspired by previous studies of real-world bugs [5,
12, 36]. While time-consuming, it has proved to be valuable
for driving system improvements [5, 12]. On the other hand,
similar to previous studies, the findings of our study should
be interpreted with the method in mind. For example, the 78
patches only represent a subset of issues that have been trig-
gered and fixed; there are likely other configuration-related
issues not yet discovered (see §6 for further discussion).

3.2 Findings

Based on the dataset, we analyzed each patch and the relevant
source code in depth to understand the logic, which enables
us to identify the configuration usage scenarios as well as
configuration constraints that are critical. We summarize our
findings in Table 3 and Table 4 and discuss them below.

Finding #1: The majority of cases (96.2%) involve critical
parameters from more than one component. The first column
of Table 3 shows six typical usage scenarios of file systems
which cover all bug cases in our dataset (78 in total). 96.2%
of the bug cases require specific parameters from at least two
key utilities (i.e., the utilities in bold in each usage scenario)
to manifest. This reflects the complexity of the issues and
suggests that we cannot only consider one single component.

Finding #2: There is a hierarchy of configuration dependen-
cies. We classify the configuration constraints derived from
our dataset into three major categories as follows:

• Self Dependency (SD) means individual parameters
must satisfy their own constraints (e.g., data type or
value range). For example, the blocksize parameter
of mke2fs has a value range of 1024 - 65536 and must
be a power of 2.

• Cross-Parameter Dependency (CPD) means multiple
parameters of the same component must satisfy rela-
tive relation constraints (e.g., two mke2fs parameters
meta_bg and resize_inode cannot be used together).

• Cross-Component Dependency (CCD) means the pa-
rameters or behaviors of one component depend on the
parameters of another component. Both dependencies
in Figure 1 belong to this category becasue they in-
volve parameters of mke2fs and the (buggy) behavior of
resize2fs depend on them.

As summarized in Table 4, each major category may con-
tain a couple of sub-categories which describe more spe-
cific constraints. Together, these constraints form a hierarchy
which we call multilevel configuration dependencies. Note
that we only observed 7 out of 8 sub-categories in the dataset.
We include the unseen “Value” sub-category in CPD based
on the literature [13] for completeness.

Moreover, among all the dependencies, there is a subset
which directly contribute to the manifestation of the bugs in
our dataset: the relevant parameters are explicitly mentioned
in the bug patches, and modifications to the corresponding
functionalities are needed to fix the bugs (i.e., they are related
to the root causes). We call this subset of dependencies as
critical dependencies. The count of the critical dependencies
for each sub-category is shown in the last column of Table 4.
We are able to derive 168 critical dependencies manually
in total, which is larger than the number of bug cases. This
is because multiple critical dependencies may be needed to
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FS Usage Scenarios Description # of Multilevel Config. Dependencies
(key configuration utilities are in bold) Bug SD CPD CCD
1 mke2fs - mount - Ext4 create & mount an Ext4 to use 13 13 (100%) 1 (7.7%) 13 (100%)
2 mke2fs - mount - Ext4 - e4defrag online defragmentation 1 1 (100%) – –
3 mke2fs - mount - Ext4 - umount - resize2fs resize an umounted Ext4 17 17 (100%) – 17 (100%)
4 mke2fs - mount - Ext4 - umount - e2fsck check Ext4 & fix inconsistencies 36 36 (100%) 4 (11.1%) 34 (94.4%)
5 mkfs.xfs - mount - XFS create & mount an XFS to use 5 5 (100%) 2 (40%) 5 (100%)
6 mkfs.xfs - mount - XFS - umount - xfs_repair check XFS & fix inconsistencies 6 6 (100%) 1 (16.7%) 6 (100%)

Total 78 78 (100%) 8 (10.3%) 75 (96.2%)

Table 3: Distribution of Configuration Bugs in Six Scenarios. This table shows the distribution of 78 configuration bugs in six
typical usage scenarios of file system. The last three columns shows the percentages of bug cases that involve Self-Dependency
(SD), Cross-Parameter Dependency (CPD), and Cross-Component Dependency (CCD), respectively.

Multilevel Config. Dependencies Description Observed? Count
Self Dependency Data Type parameter P must be of a specific data type (e.g., integer) Y 44

(SD) Value Range P must be within a specific value range (e.g., P < 4096) Y 41
Cross-Parameter Control P1 of C1 can be enabled iff P2 of C1 is enabled/disabled Y 5

Dependency Value P1’s value depends on P2 ’s value (e.g., P1 < P2) N –
(CPD) Behavioral component C1’s behavior depends on P1 and P2 of component C1 Y 1

Cross-Component Control P1 of C1 can be enabled iff P2 of C2 is enabled/disabled Y 1
Dependency Value P1’s value depends on P2 from another component Y 1

(CCD) Behavioral component C1’s behavior depends on P2 of C2 Y 75
Total 7/8 168

Table 4: Multilevel Configuration Dependencies. This table describes the multilevel configuration dependencies observed. Pn
means parameter, Cn means component. The last column shows the count of each sub-category of dependency observed.

trigger a bug. For example, both dependencies in Figure 1 are
critical dependencies for this bug case.

As shown in the last three columns of Table 3, SD and CCD
are almost always involved in all scenarios (100% and 96.2%
respectively), while CPD is non-negligible (10.3%). This is
because SD represents relatively simple constraints which
always need to be satisfied first to make the target component
work (e.g., correct spelling). SD is relatively easy to check
and has been the focus of previous work [4]. However, this
does not mean that 100% of the bugs could be avoided if
SD is checked or satisfied. For example, a bug related to
both the bigalloc and extent parameters (i.e., there is a
CPD involved) may still occur even if the two parameters
are spelled correctly. In other words, only considering simple
constraints of individual parameters is not enough.

Interestingly, we observed both CPD and CCD between the
DAX feature and other seemingly irrelevant configurations. In
one case, a corruption was triggered when ‘-O inline_data’
was used in mke2fs and the image was mounted with ‘-o
dax’ subsequently. In another case, the DAX feature con-
flicted with the ‘has_journal’ configuration, which may
lead to corruptions when changing the journaling mode on-
line. Such unexpected dependencies implies the complexity
of adding the DAX support to the Linux kernel.

Finding #3: Configuration parameters are handled in hetero-
geneous ways in an FS ecosystem. We identified four major
sources of heterogeneity in FS configurations. First, different

parameters may be mapped to different types of variables
in the code. For example, the parameters of Ext4 may be
stored in (at least) four different ways including (i) a local
variable, (ii) a global variable, (iii) a bit in a bitmap accessed
via bit operations, and (iv) directly in the superblock. Second,
within the superblock, parameters may be kept either in one
single field (e.g., s_log_block_size) or as one member of
a compound field. Third, parameters can be loaded from the
superblock either directly or through library calls. Lastly, dif-
ferent components may use different functions for handling
configurations (e.g., resize2fs uses the “main” function,
while mke2fs invokes a special function called “PRS”). Such
heterogeneity makes previous solutions mostly inapplicable.
Finding #4: The majority of cases (71.8%) do not require
configuration-specific workloads to manifest. Interestingly,
despite the complexity, many bugs can be triggered without
applying configuration-specific workloads. This suggests that
we may re-use existing efforts on stressing file systems [51,
95] to analyze configuration-related issues effectively.

4 Extracting & Using Multilevel Configuration
Dependencies

Based on the study, we built an extensible framework called
CONFD to leverage the dependency information to address
configuration-related issues. As shown in Figure 3, CONFD
consists of two main parts: (1) ConfD-core (yellow box) for
extracting multilevel configuration dependencies and generat-
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Figure 3: Overview of CONFD. There are two parts: (1)
ConfD-core (yellow) for extracting configuration dependen-
cies and generating critical states; (2) ConfD-plugins (green)
for detecting various configuration-related issues.

ing critical configuration states, which further contains three
sub-modules (i.e., Taint Analyzer, Dependency Analyzer, and
State Generator); (2) ConfD-plugins (green box) for detecting
various configuration-related issues based on the generated
configuration states. We elaborate on the two parts in the
following two subsections respectively.

4.1 Extracting Configuration Dependencies
4.1.1 Metadata-assisted Taint Analysis
As the first step, the Taint Analyzer of CONFD performs
metadata-assisted taint analysis and generates taint traces to
capture the propagation flow of configuration parameters in
the target FS ecosystem.

It takes the source code of the target system as input, and
uses the LLVM compiler infrastructure [85] to generate inter-
mediate representation (IR) of the source code. It then tracks
the propagation of each configuration parameter along the
data-flow paths in IR based on the classic taint analysis algo-
rithm [21]. We maintain a set to keep the initial configuration
variables and any variables derived from the initial configura-
tion variables while traversing the IR. When a new variable is
added to the set, we add the corresponding IR instruction to
the taint trace. We maintain a mapping between each configu-
ration parameter and the variables derived from it to enable
tracking if a variable may be derived from multiple parame-
ters, which is essential for establishing the correlation across
parameters. Our taint analysis is context-sensitive and can
handle both intra-procedural and inter-procedural analysis.
Context-sensitivity is important for inter-procedural analysis
because one function can be called from different contexts,
which is also crucial for deriving accurate dependency across
different taint traces (§4.1.2).

One unique challenge we encounter is how to establish the
mapping between parameters of different components of the
FS ecosystem. As mentioned in §3.2, the components in the

FS ecosystem tend to load configurations in different ways
and process equivalent FS information using different vari-
ables or functions. We address this challenge based on one key
observation: all components need to access the same FS meta-
data structures. We can leverage shared metadata structures
to connect relevant parameters of different components.

More specifically, the parameter values relevant to the
FS configuration are (eventually) stored in the superblock
structure of the file system. For example, the parameter -I
inode-size from mke2fs is stored as the 27th member of
the superblock (s_inode_size). When another component
(e.g., e2fsck) loads the s_inode_size from the superblock
to access it, it is essentially dependent on the -I inode-size
parameter of mke2fs. We map the mke2fs parameter values
to relevant superblock fields by tracking where the parameter
value is being written in the superblock. Similarly, the ac-
cesses to the superblock in other components are also tracked.
Based on the mapping to the same superblock fields (e.g.,
s_inode_size), we can establish the connection between
taint traces from different components.

Note that since CONFD implements the taint analysis at
the LLVM IR level, any file system that can be compiled to
LLVM IR may benefit from it for configuration dependency
analysis. The current prototype uses the Clang frontend of
LLVM which supports C/C++/Objective-C languages [85].

4.1.2 Multilevel Dependency Analysis
Given the taint trace of every configuration parameter, the De-
pendency Analyzer further analyzes the potential correlations
between parameters based on the multilevel dependencies
derived from our study (§3).

Specifically, the self-dependency (SD) for each parameter
is derived from their individual taint traces based on the data
type and value range of the variables. We also examine the
error statement immediately following a range check based
on the observation that an error statement may indicate an
invalid range. For CPD and CCD, we compare taint traces of
multiple parameters. If there are common lines (which are
context-sensitive), we consider them to be dependent. More-
over, after getting the dependent parameters, we also leverage
the subsequent error statements to further analyze the specific
types of dependency (e.g., should be enabled or disabled to-
gether). For example, the two parameters resize_inode and
meta_bg from mke2fs cannot be enabled together, so there
must be a common error statement immediately following
the condition check shared by the two taint traces. All of the
extracted dependencies are stored in the JSON format [61] to
describe both the parameters and the corresponding dependent
relations concisely.

4.1.3 Dependency-guided State Generation

With the dependency information, the State Generator gener-
ates concrete configuration states for further analysis. Instead
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of randomly generating combinations of configurations which
may easily lead to useless states (§5.2.3), it leverages the ex-
tracted multilevel dependencies to generate states selectively.

Specifically, the State Generator uses a tree structure to
maintain different configuration states. The root of the tree
represents a default configuration state, and each child node
on the tree represents a configuration state with exactly one
modification made from its parent. The module operates simi-
lar to a Depth First Search (DFS) on a tree, except it leverages
the dependency information to guide which children nodes
are worth pursuing. For example, given the cross-parameter
dependency (CPD) between the bigalloc and blocksize
parameters of mke2fs, if the current node modifies bigalloc,
then the child node to consider will be a state with a modifi-
cation to blocksize.

Moreover, the module has a number of options that allow
for tuning based on needs. The first option is ‘depth’, which
dictates how deep the DFS is allowed to go. A larger value
results in a greater number of states being generated. The
default ‘depth’ is 3 which worked well in our experiments.
Another option is the ‘policy’ under which the State Generator
operates. There are two basic policies as follows:

Following Dependency. Under this policy, we always honor
the extracted multilevel dependencies when creating a con-
figuration state. For example, sparse_super should al-
ways be enabled if resize_inode is enabled for mke2fs
according to the multilevel dependency, so the module
may generate a state with both parameters (i.e., ‘mk2fs
-O resize_inode,sparse_super’). Essentially, this policy
only generates valid configuration states involving critical
parameters for the target FS ecosystem, which is the basic re-
quirement for running many FS applications or tools properly.
Note that this policy is consistent with recent work on testing
configuration changes which shows that valid configuration
changes may induce production failures [35].

Violating Dependency. Under this policy, we intention-
ally violate the multilevel dependencies when creating a
configuration state. For example, the resize_inode and
sparse_super parameters of mke2fs have a cross-parameter
dependency (CPD): sparse_super must be enabled if we
want to enable resize_inode. To violate the CPD, the
module may intentionally generate a state which disables
the sparse_super parameter while enabling resize_inode
(i.e., ‘mke2fs -O resize_inode,ˆsparse_super’). By
generating invalid configuration states on purpose, we enable
examining the (mis)configuration handling of the target sys-
tem. Note that this policy is inspired by the previous work on
simulating human errors in configuration [4]. However, differ-
ent from the relatively shallow violations (e.g., typos) which
have been largely handled in matured systems, we consider
more subtle violations that involve non-trivial dependencies.

In addition, to provide more flexibility for different use
cases, the State Generator supports customizing the two ba-

sic policies further with different tradeoffs (e.g., the num-
ber of parameters to consider, the type of dependency (i.e.,
SD/CPD/CCD) to use). As mentioned, a key challenge with
analyzing configurations of file systems is that the space is
too huge to exhaust. For example, mke2fs itself has more
than 8 trillion possible parameter combinations. With the
dependency guidance, CONFD can reduce the space to hun-
dreds or tens of thousands depending on the use case (§4.2),
which makes the configuration testing much more man-
ageable in practice. And as will be shown in §5.2.1, the
dependency-guided state generation will be more effective
than dependency-agnostic alternatives for exposing configu-
ration issues.

4.1.4 User Input

ConfD-core needs three types of input information from the
user, which can be specified in one single JSON file. First, to
start the taint analysis, the Taint Analyzer needs a function
name as the entry point. In the case of a utility program, the
function (which may invoke sub-functions) is expected to be
the major function for processing configurations. In the case
of the file system itself, the function can be either a function
for processing configurations, or a function that is interesting
(e.g., a newly added FS function). Second, the taint analysis
also requires the names of the variables representing the con-
figurations and the superblock in the source code, which are
often different across programs based on our experience on
Ext4 and XFS ecosystems. Third, to generate valid config-
uration states, the State Generator needs the command-line
syntax of FS configurations. Note that all the input can be
specified in the JSON format, and it is a one-time effort for
each program to be analysed.

4.2 Leveraging Configuration Dependencies

The dependency information and the dependency-guided con-
figuration states may be used in different ways to address
different issues [4, 13, 33]. As mentioned in §2.2, there are
existing efforts to improve FS ecosystems which cover a
wide range of techniques including fault injection [2, 25],
fuzzing [29, 30], regression test suites [51, 95], etc. While
these tools are excellent for their original design goals, they
are mostly agnostic to configuration dependencies and thus
cannot address tricky configuration-related issues effectively.
The CONFD plugin interface is designed to bridge the gap by
introducing dependency awareness to the traditional method-
ologies and thus amplify the effectiveness.

The current prototype of CONFD includes six plugins. As
summarized in Table 5, the first two plugins (#1 and #2) are
built from scratch, the next two plugins (#3 and #4) are based
on open-source research prototypes (R), and the last two (#5
and #6) are designed for enhancing standard test suites (S).
We discuss them in more details below:
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Plugin ID Description Base Tool (type) CONFD Plugin
#1 Configuration specification checker for Linux file systems N/A ConfD-specCk
#2 Misconfiguration handling checker for Linux file systems N/A ConfD-handlingCk
#3 An open-source fault injector for file system utilities rfsck [25] (R) ConfD-rfsck
#4 An open-source fuzzer for file systems gt-hydra [29] (R) ConfD-gt-hydra
#5 Regression test suite for Linux file systems xfstests [95] (S) ConfD-xfstests
#6 Regression test suite for Ext4 utilities e2fsprogs/tests [51] (S) ConfD-e2fsprogs

Table 5: Summary of CONFD Plugins. ‘Base Tool’ means existing tools that have been integrated with CONFD through the
corresponding plugins; ‘R’ means open-source Research prototype, ‘S’ means Standard test suites for file systems and utilities.

Plugin #1: Configuration Specification Checker. The spec-
ifications for the configurations of Linux file systems are
maintained through the Linux man-pages project [84]. Un-
fortunately, due to a variety of reasons (e.g., constant sys-
tem upgrades, feature additions, bug fixes), the specifications
may become inaccurate easily, which may confuse end users
and/or lead to configuration-induced failures [35, 64]. The
ConfD-specCk plugin is designed to mitigate the problem.
It parses the Linux man-pages related to the file system con-
figurations (e.g., mke2fs, mkfs.xfs) and checks a subset of
multilevel dependencies (Table 4) based on keywords. For
example, resize_inode and meta_bg cannot be enabled to-
gether for mke2fs (i.e., CPD), so meta_bg should appear in
the description of resize_inode with ‘disable’ (or similar
keywords) and vice versa. Similarly, value ranges (i.e., SD)
and other value dependencies (e.g., cluster_size needs to
be ‘equal’ or ‘greater’ than block_size) should also be spec-
ified in the descriptions accordingly. Such dependencies from
man-pages are stored in the JSON format for further compari-
son with the dependencies extracted from the source code by
ConfD-core (§4.1). A mismatch implies a potential specifica-
tion issue.

Plugin #2: Misconfiguration Handling Checker. A well
designed file system should be able to handle wrong config-
urations from end users (either by mistake or by intention)
gracefully. Failing to handle misconfigurations elegantly im-
plies misconfiguration vulnerabilities that could hurt system
reliability and/or security [13]. The ConfD-handlingCk plu-
gin is designed to expose the potential issues in misconfigura-
tion handling. Thanks to the built-in ‘Violating Dependency’
policy (§4.1.3), the plugin can directly leverage the invalid
configuration states generated by CONFD which violate inher-
ent configuration dependencies. It applies such automatically
generated misconfigurations to drive the target file systems
and utilities, and records the symptoms accordingly for post-
moterm analysis.

Plugin #3: Dependency-aware Fault Injector. Fault injec-
tion techniques have been applied to improve both file systems
and utilities [2, 15, 25, 28, 51]. By systematically generating
corrupted file system states, they enable analyzing the ro-
bustness of FS ecosystems thoroughly. However, given the
complexity of file system metadata, one open challenge is how
to generate vulnerable states efficiently. To mitigate the chal-

lenge, we integrate one open-source fault injector rfsck [25]
with CONFD through the ConfD-rfsck plugin. Instead of
relying on the default configuration, ConfD-rfsck leverages
dependency-guided configurations to generate input images
to initiate the fault injection campaign. Since the input im-
ages are configured with dependent parameters identified by
CONFD, they represent more complicated states that are more
difficult to remain consistent under fault. Note that the plugin
only needs to provide an FS image with a different configu-
ration as input to rfsck. No modification to the source code
of rfsck is required. As will be shown in §5.2, this simple
strategy can help trigger vulnerabilities effectively.

Plugin #4: Dependency-aware FS Fuzzer. Fuzzing tech-
niques have also been applied to improve the reliability of
file systems [11, 29]. Nevertheless, fuzzing file systems is
still challenging due to the lengthy state exploration time
needed to exercise a practical file system under each con-
figuration (e.g., it may take multiple weeks to trigger one
bug [29]). In other words, the time penalty for exploring a
less interesting configuration state is high. To mitigate the
challenge, we integrate one open-source fuzzer gt-hydra 2

with CONFD through the ConfD-gt-hydra plugin. Similar
to plugin #3, ConfD-gt-hydra leverages dependency-guided
configurations generated by CONFD to create FS images with
more complicated dependencies and thus more chances of
vulnerability for fuzzing. The plugin only changes the config-
urations of the input images for gt-hydra; no modification
to the source code of the base tool is needed.

Plugin #5 & #6: Dependency-aware Regression Test Suites.
Besides research prototypes, there are standard regression test
suites developed for file systems (e.g., xfstests [95] and
e2fsprogs/tests [51]), which include carefully designed
workloads and test oracles to ensure the quality of the tar-
get. Nevertheless, existing test suites only use a subset of
configuration parameters and they are mostly dependency-
agnostic. To address the limitation, we create two plugins:
ConfD-xfstests and ConfD-e2fsprogs, for xfstests and
e2fsprogs/tests respectively. The plugins scan the test
scripts and automatically replace the built-in FS configura-
tions of the test cases with the configuration states generated

2To avoid confusion, we use gt-hydra to refer to the Hydra fuzzing
framework created by GaTech researchers [29], and use FB-HYDRA to refer
to the Hydra configuration management framework created by Facebook [31].
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Target FS Self Dependency (SD) Cross-Parameter Dep. (CPD) Cross-Component Dep. (CCD) All Level Combined
Ecosystem Extracted FP Extracted FP Extracted FP Extracted FP

Ext4 17 0 48 1 (2.1%) 46 3 (6.5%) 111 4 (3.6%)
XFS 18 2 (11.1%) 10 3 (30.0%) 15 4 (26.7%) 43 9 (20.9%)

Total 35 2 (5.7%) 58 4 (6.9%) 61 7 (11.5%) 154 13 (8.4%)

Table 6: Multilevel Configuration Dependencies Extracted by CONFD. This table shows the numbers of multilevel dependen-
cies extracted from Ext4 and XFS ecosystems automatically. ‘FP’ means False Positive rate.

Target FS # of Uncorrectable Images Reported
Ecosystem rfsck (1) ConfD-rfsck (25)

Ext4 11 < 11 (4) = 11 (4) > 11 (17)

Table 7: Comparison of Two FS Fault Injectors. rfsck
explores 1 default configuration state and reports 11 uncor-
rectable images. ConfD-rfsck explores 25 configuration
states; it reports > 11 uncorrectable images (i.e., better than
rfsck) in 17 out of 25 configuration states.

by CONFD. The two plugins use the ‘Follow Dependency’
policy of CONFD to drive the test cases deeply into the target
functionalities without early termination due to superficial
configuration errors. In doing so, we reuse the well designed
test logic and enhance the test suites with dependency aware-
ness. If any test case fails with the valid configurations pro-
vided by CONFD, the result is saved for postmortem analysis.

Note that CONFD plugins are not limited to the six above.
By modularizing the core module of CONFD (Figure 3), we
expect that other software may benefit from CONFD conve-
niently via plugins (see §6 for more discussion).

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we describe the experimental results of ap-
plying CONFD to analyze Ext4 and XFS. First (§5.1), we
show that CONFD can extract 154 multilevel configuration
dependencies from the target systems effectively with a low
false positive rate (8.4%). Second (§5.2), we demonstrate
that CONFD can help address configuration-related issues
more effectively compared to existing dependency-agnostic
solutions. Through the experiments, we have identified var-
ious configuration-related issues including 17 specification
issues, 18 configuration handling issues, and 10 regression
test failures induced by valid configurations.

5.1 Can CONFD extract multilevel dependen-
cies?

Table 6 summarizes the multilevel configuration dependencies
extracted by CONFD from Ext4 and XFS automatically. As
shown in the table, we were able to extract 154 unique depen-
dencies in total, including 35 Self Dependency (SD), 58 Cross-
Parameter Dependency (CPD), and 61 Cross-Component De-
pendency (CCD). The multilevel dependencies have been
observed on both Ext4 and XFS, which is consistent with our

ID Symptom of Triggered?
Uncorrectable Corruption rfsck ConfD-rfsck

1 Unable to mount the FS N Y (6)
2 Invalid file data N Y (24)
3 Truncated file data Y (11) Y (250)

Total 11 280

Table 8: Comparison of Corruption Symptoms Triggered.
ConfD-rfsck triggered (‘Y’) more types of corruptions. The
counts are in parentheses.

manual study (§3).
We manually examined all the 154 dependencies extracted

by CONFD automatically and found that the overall false
positive rate is 8.4% (13/154), which is similar to that of the
previous work on analyzing configuration constraints in other
software systems [13, 33]. Note that CONFD is designed to
handle the unique configuration methods of FS ecosystems
(§2 and §3.2) which is arguably more challenging to analyze
compared to the targets of existing work.

5.2 Can CONFD help address configuration
issues?

5.2.1 Dependency-agnostic vs. Dependency-guided

In this section, we compare the effectiveness of two
open-source research prototypes (i.e., rfsck [25] and
gt-hydra [29]) with and without CONFD support. We focus
on the two research prototypes and the corresponding plug-
ins for comparison because they provide quantitative metrics
to measure the effectiveness straightforwardly. We defer the
results of other plugins to the next section.

In the first experiment, we applied fault injectors rfsck and
ConfD-rfsck to analyze Ext4 and its checker utility e2fsck.
The fault injectors interrupt the checker operation and ex-
amine if the interrupted checker could lead to uncorrectable
corruptions on the file system (i.e., cannot be fixed by another
run of checker). They report the number of repaired FS images
containing uncorrectable corruptions (i.e., “uncorrectable im-
age”). Each uncorrectable image implies a vulnerability in
the FS ecosystem that could lead to data loss [25].

The result of the experiment is summarized in Table 7.
rfsck reports 11 uncorrectable images with the default con-
figuration. ConfD-rfsck can explore different configuration
states and we analyze the reports generated under 25 con-
figuration states for comparison. In 4 out of the 25 states,
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Target FS # of Issues Reported (in two weeks)
gt-hydra ConfD-gt-hydra

Ext4 1 17

Table 9: Comparison of Two FS Fuzzers. ConfD-gt-hydra
reports more hangs given the same fuzzing time.

ConfD-rfsck generates less than 11 uncorrectable images;
in 4 states, ConfD-rfsck generates the same amount of un-
correctable images (i.e., ‘= 11’); in the majority states (17),
ConfD-rfsck generates more uncorrectable images (i.e., ‘>
11’), which suggests it is more effective in exposing potential
vulnerabilities in the FS ecosystem.

Table 8 further compares the symptoms of uncorrectable
corruptions triggered by rfsck and ConfD-rfsck. Overall,
ConfD-rfsck triggers three different types of symptoms,
while rfsck only triggers one symptom in our experiment.
Since different symptoms typically imply different vulnerabil-
ities in metadata protection and/or recovery in the FS ecosys-
tem, the result also suggests that the dependency-guided con-
figuration states used by ConfD-rfsck can help improve the
effectiveness of rfsck.

In the second experiment, we applied gt-hydra and
ConfD-gt-hydra to fuzz the Ext4 file system. The fuzzers
systematically generate various inputs (i.e., FS metadata cor-
ruptions and system calls) to explore different code paths in
the file system for triggering latent bugs [29]. We run each
fuzzer continuously for two weeks. The fuzzers report the
number of reliability issues detected on the target file system
within the running period. The issues may include different
types depending on the bug checkers used. We use the default
SYMC3 checker which can detect crash inconsistency bugs.
Meanwhile, since the fuzzers are based on the AFL fuzzer
[38], they also report crash and hang issues (detected by AFL)
by default. Note that the only difference ConfD-gt-hydra
introduces is the dependency-guided configurations, i.e., it
does not change the test logic or criteria for reporting issues.
Therefore, both the types of issues (e.g., ‘crash’, ‘hang’, ‘crash
inconsistency’) and the number of issues reported can be used
as the metric to evaluate effectiveness.

The result of the fuzzing experiment is summarized in Ta-
ble 9. To make the comparison fair, we limit the two fuzzers
to the same total execution time (i.e., two weeks each). We set
the ConfD-gt-hydra to switch to a new dependency-guided
configuration state every 12 hours, which leads to 28 critical
configuration states being explored within two weeks. While
each configuration in ConfD-gt-hydra is explored with only
1/28 of the time used by gt-hydra for its configuration, the
overall result of ConfD-gt-hydra is better: gt-hydra only
detects 1 issue on Ext4 by the end of the two week period,
while ConfD-gt-hydra detects 17 issues in total. Interest-
ingly, all issues reported in the experiment are ‘hang’. This is
expected because triggering more complicated semantic bugs
may require multiple weeks.

CONFD Plugin # of Issue Reported
(Type of Issue Reported) Ext4 XFS Total
ConfD-specCk (undoc./wrong dep.) 13 4 17
ConfD-handlingCk (bad reaction) 13 5 18
ConfD-xfstests (test case failure) 5 4 9
ConfD-e2fsprogs (test case failure) 1 N/A 1
ConfD-rfsck (uncorrectable image) 280 – 280
ConfD-gt-hydra (hang) 17 – 17

Table 10: Summary of Issues. This table summarizes
configuration-related issues observed via CONFD plugins.

Target FS # of Undocumented/Wrong Dep. Total
Ecosystem SD CPD CCD

Ext4 7 4 2 13
XFS 2 2 0 4

Total 9 6 2 17

Table 11: Specification Issues. This table summarizes the
undocumented or wrong dependencies observed. ‘SD’, ‘CPD’,
and ‘CCD’ are defined in Table 4.

In summary, the two sets of comparison experiments above
show that CONFD can amplify the effectiveness of existing FS
tools for identifying vulnerabilities quickly, which is particu-
larly valuable for time-consuming methodologies like fault
injection or fuzzing. Note that in all experiments, we do not
randomly generate combinations of configurations. This is
because a naive algorithm without any knowledge of inherent
dependencies can easily lead to time-wasting configurations,
as will be demonstrated further in §5.2.3.

5.2.2 Summary of Configuration Issues

Table 10 summarizes the configuration-related issues trig-
gered by CONFD plugins in our experiments. Overall, we
observed more than 300 issues of various types. The issues
are diverse because the plugins are created for different pur-
poses or based on different base tools (Table 5). Note that
all the issues require dependency-guided configuration states
generated by CONFD to manifest. In other words, continu-
ously running the original research prototypes or standard test
suites cannot expose the issues. Also, since we do not change
the test logic of the base tools, the enhancement is purely con-
tributed by the dependency information from CONFD. Since
ConfD-rfsck and ConfD-gt-hydra have been discussed in
§5.2.1, we focus on others below.

Table 11 summarizes the specification issues detected by
ConfD-specCk. We have identified 17 inaccurate specifica-
tion issues in total. The issues mainly manifest as undocu-
mented critical dependencies or wrong dependencies, which
may occur to both Ext4 and XFS and involve SD, CPD, and
CCD. For example, there is a CPD extracted by CONFD
which specifies that two parameters of mke2fs (i.e., meta_bg
and resize_inode) cannot be used together, but this CPD is
missing from the Linux man-pages. As another example, there
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ID Reaction Description Observed?
1 Early Termination the utility program exits w/o pinpointing the configuration error Y
2 Functional Failure the utility fails functional testing w/o pinpointing the configuration error Y
3 Silent Violation the system changes input configurations to different values w/o notifying users Y
4 Silent Ignorance the system ignores input configurations N
5 Crash/Hang the system crashes or hangs N
6 Partial Report the utility partially identify the violated configuration dependencies Y

Table 12: Suboptimal Reaction of Configuration Dependency Violation. This table summarizes the bad handling behaviors
observed when the configuration dependencies are violated. The first five are based on the definitions from [13].

is a CCD which implies that resize2fs may not be used for
Ext4 when the bigalloc feature is enabled through mke2fs.
Violating the CCD may corrupt the file system, which is un-
fortunately not mentioned in the specification.

Table 12 summarizes the suboptimal handling of misconfig-
urations identified through ConfD-handlingCk. We follow
the criteria in the literature [13]: when a misconfiguration
occurs (i.e., a dependency is violated), the system should
pinpoint either the offending parameter’s name/value or its lo-
cation information; failing to do so implies misconfiguration
vulnerabilities. Specifically, there are six types of misconfigu-
ration vulnerabilities based on different reactions, including
‘Early Termination’, ‘Functional Failure’, ‘Silent Violation’,
‘Silent Ignorance’, ‘Crash/Hang’, and ‘Partial Report’. The
first five types are based on the definitions from [13], while
the last one is unique in our study because we consider more
complicated multilevel dependencies.

As an example, the mke2fs parameter -E encoding en-
ables the casefold feature and set the encoding in Ext4. But
if the user tries to disable the casefold feature when using
the -E encoding, instead of showing an error or warning, the
utility enables the casefold feature silently without inform-
ing the user. We consider this as ‘Silent Violation’.

When more than one dependency is violated, utilities of-
ten only show a partial message (i.e., ‘Partial Report’). For
example, the mkfs.xfs parameter sunit involves two depen-
dencies: (1) it does not allow unit suffixes, and (2) it cannot
be specified together with su. But when both dependencies
are violated, the utility may only show one of the violations.

In total, we have observed 4 out of the 6 types of suboptimal
reactions, which suggests that FS ecosystems are not immune
from misconfiguration vulnerabilities reported in other prac-
tical systems. Note that ConfD-handlingCk leverages the
static analysis of CONFD to violate specific dependencies
carefully, which avoids many duplicate and valid configura-
tion states for testing. This reduces the manual effort needed
for the post-mortem analysis.

In terms of ConfD-xfstests and ConfD-e2fsprogs, we
have observed 10 new test case failures which can be induced
by valid configuration states generated by CONFD. For ex-
ample, ConfD-xfstests triggers an Ext4 corruption when
applying the online defragmentation tool e4defrag to the file
system with the bigalloc feature enabled. Note that a FS

Framework # of States # of Duplicate # of Invalid
FB-HYDRA 56,592 42,745 (75.5%) 15,146 (26.8%)

CONFD 30 0 0

Table 13: Comparison of State Generation.

test case may involve multiple utilities. Due to the complexity
of the test case and the FS ecosystems, a test case may fail
for various subtle reasons (e.g., timing at mount) in practice,
which is time-consuming to diagnose even for developers [47].
In our experiments, we observed more than 10 newly failed
test cases after changing with valid configurations. We only
count the cases that we have manually verified and repro-
duced at the time of this writing. Also, since CONFD limits
the change to the configuration states without modifying the
test logic, it may help narrow down the root cause of a test
case failure to the configuration-related code paths.

5.2.3 State Generation: FB-HYDRA vs. CONFD
One unique feature of CONFD is it generates configuration
states based on multilevel dependencies, which is critical for
analyzing configuration issues given the huge configuration
space. To the best of our knowledge, the FB-HYDRA con-
figuration management framework [31] provides the most
similar functionality. It includes a “multirun” feature to sup-
port running an application with different configurations in
different runs automatically. We compare the configuration
states generated by FB-HYDRA and CONFD in this section
to demonstrate the difference.

Table 13 shows the states generated by FB-HYDRA and
CONFD for the same program (i.e., mke2fs) given the same
set of configuration parameters. For simplicity, we only use
10 parameters with limited ranges in this experiment. As
shown in the table, even with this simplified scenario, FB-
HYDRA may generate many duplicated or invalid states.
This is because FB-HYDRA is agnostic to the configuration
constraints of mke2fs. Specifically, FB-HYDRA maintains
a list for each parameter and its possible values. It passes all
lists to the itertools.product() function which returns
the cartesian product of the values in the lists. Such a sim-
ple algorithm is incompatible with FS ecosystems. For ex-
ample, ‘mke2fs -b 1024 -C 2048’ and ‘mke2fs -C 2048
-b 1024’ are equivalent in practice but are considered as dif-
ferent in FB-HYDRA. Moreover, invalid states can easily
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be created by FB-HYDRA due to violation of dependencies,
which suggests the importance of dependency analysis.

Note that FB-HYDRA has other features that CONFD does
not have (e.g., Python library support). Also, FB-HYDRA sup-
ports plugins which makes it possible to benefit from the state
generation of CONFD (see §6 for more discussion). Therefore,
we view FB-HYDRA and CONFD as complementary.

6 Limitations & Future Work
No study or tool is perfect, and our work is no exception. We
discuss the limitations of our work as well as a few promising
extensions in this section.

Limitations of the multilevel taxonomy. As briefly men-
tioned in §3.1, the multilevel configuration dependencies
should be interpreted with the study methodology in mind, be-
cause they are derived from an incomplete set of configuration-
related issues from two FS ecosystems. It is likely that there
are more complex dependencies in FS ecosystems, which
deserves further investigation.

Limitations of the CONFD framework. The current proto-
type requires a few user inputs (§4.1.4) to guide the automated
dependency analysis, which we hope to reduce through more
sophisticated state analysis. Also, CONFD can only handle
a subset of LLVM IR for taint analysis and it only consid-
ers two parameters at a time for CPD and CCD, which may
lead to incomplete dependency or false positives. We hope to
improve these through more advanced software engineering
efforts in the future, which will likely improve the effective-
ness further. Similarly, there are limitations in plugins. For
example, ConfD-handlingCk only induces at most two vio-
lations for one configuration state for simplicity; there may be
more issues if we consider more than two. ConfD-xfstests
only transforms a subset of the test suite due to the irregu-
lar configuration handling. Despite the limitations, CONFD
has been effective in analyzing dependencies and exposing
configuration-related issues in our experiments, so we believe
that it will be valuable to the community.

Integration with other file systems and tools. As mentioned
in Table 1, many file systems can be configured through dif-
ferent utilities, which could potentially benefit from the multi-
level dependency analysis of CONFD after minor customiza-
tion (e.g., providing FS-specific inputs in JSON format 4.1.4).
Also, CONFD is complementary to other modern tools be-
sides the base tools used in current plugins. For example, FB-
HYDRA [31] uses YAML files to store configurations which
is compatible with the JSON files used by CONFD. Moreover,
it supports a set of plugins called “Sweepers” to manipu-
late the selection of parameters. The dependency-based state
generation in CONFD could be implemented as one special
“Sweeper” for FB-HYDRA [31]. Similarly, the configurations
generated by CONFD could potentially be integrated into
CI/CD frameworks [62] to enable pipelined configuration-
oriented testing and deployment. We leave the integration

with other file systems (e.g., ZFS) and tools as future work.

Support for other software. Configuration dependency is
not limited to file systems. For example, NDCTL [74] is a
utility to configure the libnvdimm subsystem in Linux. We
expect that adding NDCTL to the dependency analysis will
likely help address NVM-specific configuration issues more
effectively. Also, researchers have observed functionality or
correctness dependencies between local file systems and other
software (e.g., databases [16], distributed storage systems [20,
23, 34, 37]), many of which are also related to configurations.
The dependencies studied in this work may serve as a founda-
tion for investigating such configuration-related issues beyond
file systems. Also, since LLVM supports compiling a wide set
of languages (e.g., C++, Rust, Swift) to IR through various
frontends [85], the core analysis of CONFD is expected to be
applicable to software written in other languages as well.

Better configuration design. An alternate perspective of the
configuration challenge studied in this work is that we may
have too many parameters today. One might argue that it is
perhaps better to reduce the parameters to avoid vulnerabili-
ties or confusions, instead of adding new configurations for
more features. Also, one might suggest that (in theory) we
can implement every utility functionality in the file system
itself to avoid tricky cross-component configuration depen-
dencies. Essentially, these are trade-offs of the file system and
configuration design that deserve more investigation from
the community. We hope that by studying real-world configu-
ration issues and releasing the CONFD prototype, our work
can help identify problematic configuration parameters and
further help with the reduction of such parameters to improve
the configuration design in general.

7 Conclusion
We have presented a study on 78 real-world configuration
issues and built an extensible framework called CONFD for
addressing various configuration issues. Our experiments on
Ext4 and XFS demonstrate that CONFD can help address
configuration issues effectively by leveraging configuration
dependencies. In the future, we would like to improve CONFD
further and investigate other systems as discussed in §6. We
hope that CONFD can facilitate follow-up research on address-
ing the increasing challenge of configurations in general.
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Abstract
Current supercomputers introduce SSDs to form a Burst
Buffer (BB) layer to meet the HPC application’s growing
I/O requirements. BBs can be divided into two types by de-
ployment location. One is the local BB, which is known for
its scalability and performance. The other is the shared BB,
which has the advantage of data sharing and deployment costs.
How to unify the advantages of the local BB and the shared
BB is a key issue in the HPC community.

We propose a novel BB file system named HadaFS that pro-
vides the advantages of local BB deployments to shared BB
deployments. First, HadaFS offers a new Localized Triage Ar-
chitecture (LTA) to solve the problem of ultra-scale expansion
and data sharing. Then, HadaFS proposes a full-path indexing
approach with three metadata synchronization strategies to
solve the problem of complex metadata management of tra-
ditional file systems and mismatch with the application I/O
behaviors. Moreover, HadaFS integrates a data management
tool named Hadash, which supports efficient data query in the
BB and accelerates data migration between the BB and tradi-
tional HPC storage. HadaFS has been deployed on the Sun-
way New-generation Supercomputer (SNS), serving hundreds
of applications and supporting a maximum of 600,000-client
scaling.

1 Introduction

High Performance Computing (HPC) is experiencing an era of
explosive growth in computing scale and data. In order to meet
the growing I/O demands of HPC applications, researchers
propose Burst Buffer (BB) [35] to build a data acceleration
layer through new storage media such as SSDs to serve appli-
cations’ I/O quickly. Since 2016, more and more supercom-
puters have introduced Burst Buffer, such as Frontier [44],
Fugaku [18], LUMI [15], Summit [43], Tianhe-2 [63], etc.

∗First Author and Second Author contribute equally to this work.
†Zuo-ning Chen is the corresponding author, email: chenzuon-

ing@vip.163.com.

Depending on the deployment location of SSDs, BBs can be
classified into two types [10]: 1) local BB, which means SSDs
are deployed on each computing node as local disks;2) shared
BB, which means SSDs are deployed on dedicated nodes that
can be accessed by computing nodes, such as I/O forwarding
nodes [5] to support shared data access.

Since each BB node in the local BB is dedicated to serving
one computing node, the local BB can achieve good scalabil-
ity, and its performance can grow linearly with the number
of computing nodes. However, it still has some limitations:
1) The local BB is not suitable for scenarios such as N-1 I/O
mode (all processes share one file) and workflow due to the
difficulty of data sharing. 2) The local BB architecture re-
sults in significant resource waste due to the large variance
in I/O load between HPC applications and the relatively low
percentage of data-intensive applications [67]. 3) The deploy-
ment cost of the local BB will rise sharply in the future as
supercomputers scale up rapidly.

In contrast, the shared BB has the advantage of data shar-
ing and deployment costs compared to the local BB. But
it is challenging to support ultra-scale supercomputers with
hundreds of thousands of clients [71], and existing work has
many limitations. For example, Qian et al. [48] proposed
LPCC, a caching technique that integrates SSDs in the Lus-
tre [8] clients to improve read/write performance. However,
LPCC is inefficient for data sharing and metadata-intensive
access because data stored on the Lustre clients’ SSDs must
be flushed to the Lustre server before being shared. Herold
et al. [25] proposed BeeOND, which functions similarly to
LPCC but inherits the scalability and cache sharing limita-
tions of BeeGFS.

Currently, we have entered the era of exascale supercom-
puters, which leads to a sharp increase in concurrent I/O. At
the same time, the I/O requirements of HPC applications vary
widely. How to unify the advantages of local BB and shared
BB to meet the various application requirements and reduce
the cost of building BB is an urgent problem to solve. More-
over, both the local BB and the shared BB have the advantage
of high performance compared with the traditional global
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file system (e.g., Lustre, and we will use “GFS” to represent
“global file system” in this paper.) but have the disadvan-
tage of small capacity. So, BBs must work in conjunction
with the GFS to meet capacity requirements. But the existing
BBs either run in a static data migration mode [16, 43, 48]
or require applications to migrate data through computing
nodes [24, 51, 52], which has low migration efficiency and
leads to a waste of computing resources. Large-scale BB data
management and migration is also a problem that needs to be
solved.

To solve these problems, we propose a novel BB file sys-
tem, HadaFS, building on the shared BB deployment, which
combines the scalability and performance advantages of local
BB with the data sharing and deployment costs advantages
of shared BB. HadaFS proposes a new architecture named
Localized Triage Architecture (LTA) to solve the problem of
insufficient scalability of the shared BB. LTA constructs all
HadaFS servers as a shared storage pool, flexibly controlling
the concurrency scale between clients and servers to ensure
convenient data sharing. Additionally, HadaFS proposes a
runtime user-level interface to ensure that I/O requests can be
processed on the nearest server, helping clients use the BB in
a manner that approximates the local BB. To solve the per-
formance problems caused by the strong POSIX consistency,
HadaFS proposes a full-path indexing approach, using the K-
V approach instead of the traditional directory tree, supporting
three-category metadata management policies. What’s more,
HadaFS integrates a data management tool to help users man-
age data in the BB, and migrate data between the BB and the
GFS quickly and efficiently.

HadaFS has been deployed on the Sunway New-generation
Supercomputer (SNS) [36], serving hundreds of applications,
supporting a maximum of 600,000-client scaling, with an I/O
aggregation bandwidth of 3.1 TB/s. The main contributions
of this paper include:

• This paper describes a novel BB file system named
HadaFS and performs a comprehensive experimental
study on the SNS to evaluate its effectiveness.

• This paper proposes the LTA architecture, which enables
the application-oriented data layout, achieves scalability
on par with node-local BBs, and reduces interference
caused by a large number of connections on a single
server.

• HadaFS proposes three metadata synchronization strate-
gies to address the mismatch between traditional file
systems’ complex metadata management and HPC ap-
plications’ various consistent semantics requirements.

• This paper proposes a localized data management
method that enables all BB nodes to execute data man-
agement commands in parallel via a pipeline, enabling
efficient data query and fast data migration between the
BBs and the GFS.

2 Motivation and Background

2.1 Motivation
As I/O requirements for HPC applications continue to grow,
BBs have been introduced to many cutting-edge supercom-
puters. However, the existing major types of BB technologies
still have many limitations.

2.1.1 The contradiction between BBs’ scalibility and ap-
plication behaviors

With the barrier to exascale computing being broken, the
I/O concurrency of cutting-edge supercomputers can reach
hundreds of thousands, which stresses the scalability of BBs.
At the same time, the increase in the proportion of data sharing
applications such as AI and workflow has led to changes in
I/O requirements, and high-speed sharing of large-scale data
has become much more important [45].

Building a more flexible BB architecture to meet the new
changes in supercomputer systems and application require-
ments has become a challenge for the design of exascale super-
computers. Currently, some cutting-edge supercomputers use
different solutions. For example, Frontier is an exascale super-
computer and uses independent hardware to build the local BB
and the shared BB, respectively [44]. But this method requires
many acceleration devices (SSDs) and high construction and
maintenance costs. Fugaku deploys the shared BB and uses
software to provide storage services similar to the local BB
and the shared BB with different name spaces [21]. But their
implementation is static and is challenging to control perfor-
mance contention during large-scale I/O concurrency. Summit
deploys the local BB and supports data sharing through the
software [43]. But this method requires data sharing through
GFS storage, which is inefficient.

In summary, the above methods have obvious advantages
and disadvantages. Since shared BB can also be deployed
on computing or data forwarding nodes [21, 66], from the
perspective of cost control, we believe the shared BB deploy-
ment is more suitable for future ultra-large-scale computing
node systems. To this end, in this paper we investigate how,
starting from a shared BB model, we can attain the benefits
of the local BB model to better address the requirements of
HPC applications at exascale and beyond.

2.1.2 Complex metadata management mismatches ap-
plication behaviors

Traditional file systems are designed for generality, so their
file management is implemented in the directory tree structure
and strictly follows the POSIX protocol. However, in HPC,
computing nodes are generally responsible for reading and
writing data and rarely perform directory tree access [32].
So relaxation of POSIX has become a common choice for
many file systems [6, 12, 43, 59] to improve the performance.
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However, due to the wide variety of HPC applications, how
to relax POSIX remains a huge challenge.

Table 1: Applications and their suitable consistency semantics
Consistency Semantics Applications

Strong consistency –
Commit consistency FLASH-HDF5 [60]
Session consistency NWChem [58], QMCPACK [29], VASP [55]

LBANN [20], Chombo [4], VPIC-IO [64]
Eventual consistency ENZO [9], pF3D-IO [31], HACC-IO [38]

Wang et al. [60] studied the requirements of some typical
HPC applications and classified the consistency semantics of
HPC file systems into strong consistency semantics, commit
consistency semantics, session consistency semantics, and
eventual consistency semantics, as shown in Table 1. The
higher the degree of consistency a system supports, the more
adaptable it is, but at the cost of higher overhead. And different
HPC applications have different requirements for consistency.
Therefore, it is a big challenge to choose consistency seman-
tics flexibly to balance the application’s requirements and
exploit the BB performance.

2.1.3 Inefficiencies in data management

A recent study found that although most applications on Sum-
mit and Cori can use the BB to speed up I/O performance, the
BB utilization is low, and it is necessary to develop flexible
data management tools for users [7]. Besides, the BB is not a
place for applications to persistent store data in most cases.
On the one hand, the BB capacity is smaller than the GFS
capacity, e.g., Summit’s BB capacity is 7.4PB while its GFS
capacity is 250PB [26], Fugaku’s BB capacity is 16PB while
its GFS capacity is 100PB [21]. On the other hand, some typi-
cal HPC applications require hundreds of terabytes of data to
input or output, e.g., NICAM-LETKF [69] has nearly 300,000
files and over 400 terabytes, Tokmark [65] has 32,768 files
and nearly 100 terabytes. So, the BB system needs to consider
efficiently and conveniently migrating data between the BB
and the GFS.

Data migration between the BB and the GFS can be divided
into two types: transparent and non-transparent. In transpar-
ent data migration, software automatically migrates the BB
data to the GFS in blocks or files [16, 43, 48], which may
cause a large amount of unnecessary data migration. In non-
transparent migration, data migration often needs computing
nodes to participate, leading to the computing resource being
idle during the data migration process [24, 51, 52] and wast-
ing resources. Both of the above types support loading data
from the GFS to the BB asynchronously statically in advance,
which can satisfy the data readahead requirements. However,
neither of the above two types could support users to dynam-
ically manage the BB data migration during the application
running, which is very unfavorable for efficient utilization of
the BB.

2.2 Background

The SNS is built on Sunway’s new-generation heterogeneous
high-performance many-core processors and interconnection
network chips and adopts a similar architecture to Sunway
TaihuLight [13]. The supercomputer consists of a computing
system, interconnection network system, software system,
storage system, maintenance and diagnosis system, power
supply system, and cooling system. Figure 1 shows the overall
architecture.

Figure 1: Architecture of the SNS

Each computing node contains one Sunway new-generation
many-core processor SW26010P, which adopts a heteroge-
neous architecture similar to SW26010 and has 6 CGs (Core
Groups [36]) with 390 computing cores. These components
are interconnected through a ring network. The whole system
is composed of more than 100,000 SW26010P processors,
which are interconnected by a fat-tree network called SWnet.

The computing nodes are connected to the I/O forward-
ing nodes through the interconnection network, and the I/O
forwarding nodes provide I/O request forwarding or storage.
When providing I/O request forwarding, the SNS adopts a sim-
ilar software architecture to TaihuLight (LWFS+Lustre [13])
and connects to the storage nodes through a separate storage
network. When providing storage services, the SNS adopts
a new software architecture and deploys a burst buffer file
system, HadaFS, which is proposed in this paper. The I/O
forwarding nodes serve as the HadaFS servers and use NVMe
SSDs to handle users I/O requests.

3 Design and Implementation

3.1 Overview of HadaFS

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of HadaFS, includ-
ing the HadaFS client, HadaFS server, and data management
tool. HadaFS serves as a shared burst buffer file system and
can provide a global view for each client. The HadaFS client
runs on the computing nodes and serves as a static/dynamic
library that intercepts and redirects the POSIX I/O requests
from applications to the HadaFS server, which means the
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lifecycle of the HadaFS client is entirely dependent on ap-
plications. Note that HadaFS does not support the move, re-
name, or link operation as recent studies have demonstrated
that these functions are rarely or not used at all during par-
allel application running [32]. The HadaFS server runs on
the dedicated burst buffer nodes where NVMe SSDs are
deployed, providing global data and metadata storage ser-
vices. Each file in HadaFS is associated with two types of
servers. One type is the data storage server that stores the
HadaFS file’s data through the basic file system on NVMe
SSDs, and the other type is the metadata storage server that
stores the HadaFS file’s metadata through a high-performance
database (RocksDB [17]). The data management tool, named
Hadash, runs on the user login nodes and is used to manage
the data migration between the global file system and HadaFS.
More details can be seen in Section 3.7.

Global File System 
(Disk array & storage server)

...

...

Applications running on computing nodes

Hadash Server 
(Redis node)

Hadash UI 
(Manage node)

Server 
(Buffer node)

NVMe SSD

Server 
(Buffer node)

NVMe SSD

Server 
(Buffer node)

NVMe SSD

User

Client 
(Rank 0)

HPC App

Client 
(Rank 1)

HPC App

Client 
(Rank N)

HPC App

HadaFS Hadash

Figure 2: Architecture of HadaFS

3.2 Localized Triage Architecture

The traditional kernel file system handles the application’s
I/O requests by mounting the file system through the operat-
ing system, requiring to implement the full POSIX semantics
and introducing the kernel’s overhead of I/O requests stage-in
and stage-out. An alternative method is to mount the file sys-
tem through the application and bypass the kernel. Although
this method can help clients avoid many rules that the kernel
imposes on a file system and reduce the overhead of I/O re-
quests stage-in and stage-out of the kernel, too many links
are not conducive to large-scale expansion and may lead to
service instability [71]. For example, for a computing node
with 24 CPU cores, a file system client running in the kernel
mode can be accessed by all processes running on the node
only after mounting once. In contrast, each application pro-
cess has to mount a client for a file system running in the
user space. Obviously, both methods have certain limitations.
HadaFS combines both advantages in a new approach named
Localized Triage Architecture (LTA).

HadaFS follows the idea of bypassing the kernel and uses
it by directly mounting the client into the application. In order
to control the number of clients served by a single server at the
same time and avoid the performance bottleneck caused by
too many clients connected to a single server, HadaFS adopts
the method of connecting only one server per client. For a
HadaFS client, we call the HadaFS server connected to it the

bridge server. The bridge server is responsible for handling
all I/O requests generated by the client and writes data to the
underlying file based on the offset and size of the I/O request
initiated by the client. Each file corresponds to an independent
file in the underlying file system(ext4) on the bridge server.
When the client needs to access data on another server, it must
be forwarded through the bridge server. Therefore, servers
are a fully connected structure. Note that if the storage space
of one bridge server is filled up, all the clients connected to it
will automatically switch to another HadaFS server.

Considering that the number of clients (computing node
processes) in an ultra-scale supercomputer will be much larger
than the number of servers (storage nodes), it is a better way
to perform the necessary I/O forwarding through the full
connection of the server. In order to ensure that most I/O
requests are processed on the bridge server and reduce the
forwarding ratio of requests, HadaFS proposes an interface
(mount(mount_point,Seq)) to allow applications to control
the selection of bridge servers when this is advantageous.
mount_point stands for the mount point and is a prefix for
a file path in HadaFS. Seq can be set flexibly according to
changes in the application data sharing mode, network topol-
ogy differences, and other factors to adapt to the application’s
data parallelism and system architecture parallelism. Cur-
rently, HadaFS supports three types of settings:

• Seq is set to the MPI_RANK of the application, which
will connect the server for the client in a round-robin
manner. This setting is suitable when the application is
submitted to different computing nodes multiple times
to ensure that each application process can connect pre-
cisely to the original bridge server, thus reducing the
data forwarding during data access.

• Seq is set to the computing node ID, which can be used
to match the topology between the specific computing
node and the BB node, and helps ensure that the com-
puting node can store data in the nearest BB node in the
network.

• Seq is set according to the application’s actual data dis-
tribution and sharing requirements, which means each
client can specify any server it wants to connect to. So
applications can improve the efficiency of data access
by flexibly controlling the mapping between the clients
and the servers.

LTA not only provides each computing node with a bridge
server that runs as the local BB but also supports the shar-
ing of all clients through the full interconnection between all
bridge servers, combining the advantages of the local BB and
the shared BB. Moreover, mount_point and Seq can be con-
trolled by the environment variables, so HadaFS can support
transparent mounting for users by loading the HadaFS library
to read environment variables in advance before the applica-
tion starts. However, to fully exploit the high performance
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of HadaFS, especially for read performance, we advise ap-
plications to change their code to specify the client-to-server
mapping, which can help reduce the data forwarding. Af-
ter HadaFS mounted, applications can perform I/O with the
interface, which is exactly the same as POSIX file operations.

3.3 Namespace and metadata handling
In order to improve the scalability and performance,
HadaFS abandons the idea of directory trees and employs
a full-path indexing approach like CHFS [57] and Vesta [14].
For a file in HadaFS, its data is stored on the bridge server
of the HadaFS client that generated the file, and its metadata
storage location is determined by the path hash. Files’ meta-
data are stored by key-value, and the file path is a globally
unique ID (key). The HadaFS client performs compliance
checking on the absolute path of files based on its specific
prefix mount point instead of checking layer by layer in the
form of a directory tree. When multiple files need to be ac-
cessed, the load can be distributed to various servers, thus
significantly improving metadata performance [57].

The metadata of HadaFS is compatible with the metadata
items under the stat structure in Linux, including name, ino,
owner, mode, timestamp, etc. HadaFS divides its metadata
information into four categories:

• The first category is maintained during the file creation,
including name, owner, mode, etc.

• The second category is maintained during the file access,
including f ile size, modi f ication time, access time, etc.

• The third category is information that HadaFS does
not need to maintain, such as ino, stdev, etc. Since
HadaFS adopts the file path as the globally unique ID,
this information has no meaning in HadaFS.

• The fourth category is an ordered list of the location
information of the file segments. Each item in the list
is sorted by offset, consisting of server name, fragment
offset, size, writing time, and other information.

Two kinds of metadata databases are maintained on each
HadaFS server, and their data structures are shown in Fig-
ure 3. One is the local metadata database (LMDB), which
stores the first and fourth category metadata information of
the file locally, and the file’s local identification (LID) is the
local path corresponding to the file. The other is the global
metadata database (GMDB), which stores the first two and
the fourth categories of metadata information. The metadata
of a HadaFS file is stored in a unique GMDB on a HadaFS
server located by hashing the full path of the file.

Both metadata databases are built based on the RocksDB
[50], which is also used to maintain metadata by many other
famous file systems, such as GekkoFS [59], MadFS [28], etc.
Although RocksDB does not support multi-threaded shared

writing, it doesn’t constitute a bottleneck, and this is demon-
strated by both production-run and test scenarios. The keys of
the two metadata databases are composed of the user’s UID,
GID, and PAT H. The GID and UID are used to control the
range of string retrieval because HadaFS uses string prefix
matching to retrieve files. For the N-N I/O mode, each client
writes the independent file, and the metadata stored in the
LMDB matches the category one and four metadata stored
in the GMDB. For the N-1 I/O mode, multiple clients share
the same file and may use different HadaFS bridge servers.
At this time, GMDB is responsible for merging file metadata
from multiple LMDBs.

During the file reading and writing, LMDB records the
change of its metadata, maintains an ordered list of local
data segment locations, and sends the data to the GMDB to
which the HadaFS file belongs. GMDB is responsible for
maintaining a global list of data segment locations for files to
support the global sharing of data between HadaFS servers.
More details can be seen in Section 3.6.2.

The GMDB server of PATH1 is
determined by its hash value

GMDB

Key

Server X

Value

uid:gid:PATHX

uid:gid:PATHM

Server\Segment-list

Server\Segment-list

. . .. . .
uid:gid:PATH1 Server\Segment-list

Server 1

LMDB
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Local data in SSD

uid:gid:PATH1 Metadata1-1

LID1 LID2 LIDM...

HASH by
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LMDB

Key Value

Local data in SSD

uid:gid:PATH1 Metadata1-2

LID1 LID2 LIDM...

HASH by
PATH1

Server 2

Figure 3: Two K-V tables on the HadaFS server

3.4 HadaFS I/O control and data flow
Here, we discuss the control and data flow details of HadaFS.
Figure 4 shows an example with three HadaFS clients and
three HadaFS servers:

• Client A performs an I/O request to create a file F1 and
write 100-MB data. The data will be written directly to
client A’s bridge server, X.

• Server X writes the metadata information and location
information of F1 to the LMDB.

• Based on the file path of F1, the metadata of F1 is calcu-
lated to be stored on server Y. Then, server X writes the
metadata information and location information of F1 to
the GMDB on server Y.

• Client C performs an I/O request to read a file F1.

• Client C’s bridge server, Z, receives the I/O request and
gets the metadata and location information of F1 from
server Y based on the path of F1.

• Server Z reads data from server X and forwards it to
client C.
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Note that ensuring local writes and global readability of
data streams is advantageous, especially for scenarios where
the application needs to output checkpoints frequently. Be-
sides, read-intensive applications can also achieve high per-
formance through the mount interface, which can control the
mapping relationship between the client and the bridge server
to reduce the probability of forwarding as much as possi-
ble and improve read performance. In summary, approaches
proposed by HadaFS not only help constrain the number of
clients undertaken by each server and reduce performance
jitter but also lay the foundation for the storage system to
support the application’s parallelism fully.

r2: get
metadata

 
Client A

 
Client B

 
Client C

 
Server Y

 
Server X Server Z

Rank M: 
write segment (PATH,

offset 1MB,  size 2MB)
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w1: send write
request

r1: send read
request

r3: read segment
data

w2: put metadata to
LMDB

w3: put
metadata to

GMDB

Figure 4: An example of HadaFS I/O control and data flow
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Figure 5: The stage-out flow of Hadash

3.5 Data management tool
We seek to overcome some disadvantages of existing BB ap-
proaches, such as LPCC [48] and Datawarp [24]. LPCC may
result in the migration of large amounts of temporary data.
Datawarp requires the application to specify the migration
between the BB and GFS in their source code or job sub-
mission scripts, which is usually a static migration approach
and requires computing nodes to participate in the migration.
HadaFS provides a data management tool named Hadash to
support users in retrieving and managing files in the directory
tree view, which is divided into two categories according to
functions: metadata information query and data migration.

The metadata information query mainly provides com-
mands such as ls, du, f ind, grep, etc. Among them, ls and
f ind support file information query with directory tree view.
Hadash obtains information from the metadata database for
these query-type operations and presents them in commands
commonly used in the Linux shell. The other commands
involve data migration, such as rm, get, put, etc. Hadash
sends the commands to the data management modules on

the HadaFS servers through a specific Redis [49] pipeline.
Then, the data management module on each HadaFS server
uses LMDB for local data location and executes these com-
mands in parallel.

Figure 5 shows an example of the data migration flow from
HadaFS to the GFS. Firstly, the user sends a data manage-
ment command to the Hadash server via Hadash UI. Secondly,
the Hadash server receives and forwards the command to all
Hadash agents on the BB nodes. Thirdly, the Hadash agents
parse the command, obtain the list of files specified by the
command from LMDB, and then read these files from the
local SSDs. Finally, the Hadash agents write these files to
the GFS. When all files have finished writing, the Hadash
agents will return success via another Redis pipeline, and then
Hadash will tell the user that the stage-out has been completed.
If the file to be migrated is continuously appended, Hadash
will also continuously copy the newly written data. This be-
havior is the same as that of Linux’s default data copying tool,
cp. It is worth mentioning that Hadash uses a prefix-matching
approach to present a virtual directory tree in data manage-
ment, and the prefix-matching approach could be executed
locally through the LMDB, thus reducing the impact on the
GMDB.

Hadash uses a distributed management method to support
data localization management. During the data management
process, there is no need to know all the data views on the BB
nodes, so its performance can grow linearly with the number
of BB nodes (the main bottleneck is the GFS client).

3.6 Optimizations on HadaFS

3.6.1 Consistency semantics and metadata optimization

HadaFS adopts the idea of relaxed consistency semantics as
other file systems [59]. HadaFS does not support cache data
on the client and the server. It relies on the cache mecha-
nism of the basic file system (ext4) to increase performance,
and its consistency semantics mainly depend on metadata
synchronization. Thus, HadaFS proposes three metadata syn-
chronization strategies for different application scenarios to
avoid the over-designing of traditional file systems.

The first strategy (called mode1) is to update all metadata
asynchronously (corresponding to eventual consistency se-
mantics). All operations are executed locally on the bridge
servers first during file opening, deletion, reading, and writ-
ing, and metadata will be updated asynchronously from the
LMDB to the GMDB later, which is the highest performance
metadata update mode. This strategy is equivalent to provid-
ing node-local storage for computing nodes and is suitable
for scenarios without data dependencies.

The second strategy (called mode2) is to update part of
the metadata synchronously and part of the metadata asyn-
chronously (corresponding to session consistency semantics
and commit consistency semantics). The first metadata cat-
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egory mentioned above (such as name, owner, etc.) will be
updated synchronously when the file is created. The second
metadata category (such as f ile size, modi f y time, etc.) will
be updated asynchronously during file reading and writing or
be updated synchronously by the flush operation. The second
strategy is the default way to use and beneficial to improving
file reading and writing performance.

The third strategy (called mode3) is to synchronize the
metadata in all open, read, and write operations during the
file access processes (slightly weaker than strong consistency
semantics since HadaFS does not support overlapping writes).
All servers need to get the file location first to ensure the syn-
chronization of the first metadata category, and all operations
such as open, write, read and flush need to synchronize the
second metadata category.

HadaFS has special data location rules and does not use
a distributed lock mechanism, so it isn’t easy to ensure data
consistency by HadaFS itself. If the application uses the N-N
I/O mode (also known as File Per Process), then there is no
data conflict because there is no file sharing. However, for the
N-1 write scenario, since HadaFS requires that the data be
written to the bridge server locally, it cannot support the over-
lap write in the N-1 Mode. In addition, atomic write is only
supported under the third metadata synchronization strategy.
To ensure data consistency, users must at least understand the
file-sharing mode of the application, which could be obtained
through Darshan [11], Beacon [67], etc.

3.6.2 Optimization on the shared file

The LTA architecture is suitable for N-N I/O mode, which
can realize multi-file parallelism and help fully utilize the
performance of the BBs. For N-1 I/O mode, HadaFS pro-
poses a management method similar to ADIOS BP file lay-
out [40] to improve the performance, where each client writes
its own data in an independent file (corresponding to BP’s
process group), and the GMDB maintains the file’s meta-
data(corresponding to BP’s group index). In this way, a shared
file can be stored on multiple servers, and the reading and writ-
ing of the shared file can be converted into concurrent reading
and writing. However, since the HadaFS server stores data
in file format, the data layout of each process is completely
unknown, so the amount of fragment information managed by
the GMDB may be high in extreme scenarios, which affects
system performance. For example, suppose there are 100,000
processes concurrently writing a shared file, and each process
writes 6 times consecutively. In a completely random case
(no fragment information to merge), it may produce 600,000
file fragments.

To this end, HadaFS uses a list sorted by offset to store seg-
ment location information and merges location information
for adjacent segments of the same bridge server to improve the
performance of the segment management. The average time
complexity of segment insertion and retrieval during write

and read is O(logN), where N is the number of segments in
the file. All three metadata synchronization strategies support
N-1 mode, and the metadata of a file will only be stored in one
GMDB. Each GMDB uses one thread to access the RocksDB,
and the peak IOPS of a GMDB is the peak IOPS for accessing
a single file when using the third metadata strategy.

3.6.3 Interference avoidance

As we all know, there are many jobs running simultane-
ously on supercomputers. These jobs tend to compete for
shared resources, resulting in I/O interference. I/O interfer-
ence is a serious problem known to modern supercomputer
users [19, 30, 33]. Many studies have also proved that dy-
namically mapping the client to the server is also helpful in
improving application performance [27, 72]. Since the shared
BBs support data sharing for many applications, the clients be-
longing to different jobs may share the same server, resulting
in resource competition and performance degradation. Thanks
to the flexible design of HadaFS, users can dynamically for-
mulate the connection relationship from the HadaFS clients
to the HadaFS servers, which can effectively help isolate
the BB resources for different applications to solve the I/O
interference between jobs. Section 4.4.3 demonstrates the
effectiveness of HadaFS in avoiding interference with five
real-world applications.

Moreover, we have also noticed that the flexible design
of HadaFS has also led to high requirements for users who
want to fully utilize HadaFS, as mentioned in Section 3.6.1
and Section 3.2. In order to reduce the burden on users, the
HadaFS team is developing an automatic server assignment
tool based on the monitoring tool [67] and adaptive I/O opti-
mization framework [68]. This tool can automatically assign
underlying BB resources, set the mount environment vari-
ables, and select the metadata synchronization strategy for ap-
plications, helping users isolate the underlying BB resources
and improve the performance of their applications.

3.7 HadaFS on the SNS

HadaFS has been deployed on the SNS for over a year and
supports hundreds of applications, including the 2021 Gor-
don Bell Award finalist application (Tokamak Plasma Sim-
ulation) [65] that scales to 480,000 processes (32,768 I/O
processes) via HadaFS with an I/O aggregation bandwidth of
700 GB/s. Figure 6 shows the deployment of HadaFS. There
are two HadaFS server on every I/O forwarding node, and
each HadaFS server uses an NVMe SSD to support the stor-
age of the HadaFS file’s data (with ext4) and metadata (with
LMDB and GMDB).

As we all know, the overhead of achieving fault tolerance
can be significant. Therefore, HPC storage systems often
transfer high availability to the application layer for implemen-
tation to pursue higher performance. Most HPC applications
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generally use periodic write checkpoints [6] to reduce the cost
of restoring applications after failures occur. So, HadaFS is
positioned as a temporary high-performance BB system, sim-
ilar to the BB system on Frontier [44], Summit [43], etc. The
Sunway new generation supercomputer doesn’t adopt erasure
code or data redundancy to handle node failures. If a BB node
fails, HadaFS can be available after the BB node recovery as
long as the SSD is not damaged. Moreover, in order to reduce
the cost of recovering data in case of failure, HadaFS sup-
ports applications to periodically back up key data to the GFS.
There have been 15 BB node failures but no SSD corruptions
for over a year of deployment.
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Figure 6: The deployment of HadaFS

4 Evaluation

We carry out the evaluation on the SNS to test the perfor-
mance of HadaFS. The SNS contains more than 100,000
computing nodes, and each node can start up to 6 MPI pro-
cesses and 6 HadaFS clients. That means the whole ma-
chine can support more than 600,000 MPI processes and
600,000 HadaFS clients. It has a total of 600 I/O forward-
ing nodes, and each I/O forwarding node is configured with
two 3.2TB NVMe SSDs (Each NVMe SSD corresponds to
a HadaFS server). All nodes are interconnected using the
SWnet network, and HadaFS uses the SWnet-based RDMA
protocol to transfer data. We compare the performance of
HadaFS with BeeGFS (a popular parallel file system that
many supercomputers have used to manage the BB [3,25,41])
and GFS (the traditional parallel file system used by the SNS
based on LWFS [67] and Lustre [8]). To ensure the evaluation
fairness, we slightly modify BeeGFS (version: 7.2.5) to make
it better suited to the SNS, including using the SWnet to pro-
vide the high-speed RDMA communication and increasing
the number of processes for managing services to achieve
high-speed mounting performance. And, BeeGFS is config-
ured with the same number of storage servers and metadata
servers as HadaFS. For GFS, it uses a similar forwarding
architecture as Sunway TaihuLight [13], consisting of 132
OSSs and 4 MDSs.

4.1 Metadata performance evalutaion
In order to improve the metadata performance, HadaFS pro-
poses three metadata management strategies. Here, we use
mode1, mode2, and mode3 to represent these three strategies

as mentioned in Section 3.6.1.
We first use MDTest [2] (A benchmark for metadata per-

formance evaluation) to compare the metadata performance
differences of HadaFS, GFS, and BeeGFS with parallel scales
of 1024, 4096, 16384, and 65536 processes. 4, 16, 64, and 256
I/O forwarding nodes are used for HadaFS and BeeGFS, each
running a data server and a metadata server on a common
SSD. Note that the number of the GFS metadata servers in
this experiment is 4 due to the limited metadata servers of the
Lustre file system.

Figure 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) show the OPS comparison of
Create, Stat, and Remove, respectively. Mode1 has the highest
performance. Mode2 has comparable performance to mode3
because there is no read/write operation in the MDTest set-
ting. BeeGFS metadata performance is similar to HadaFS’s
mode2 and mode3 for 1024 processes. When the number of
test processes increases, both HadaFS and BeeGFS obtain
the higher performance, but the performance of BeeGFS is
slightly slower than HadaFS. Besides, BeeGFS can not scale
up to 65,536 processes. The main reason is that BeeGFS
needs to mount 16384 clients to support 65,536 processes
on the SNS, but it cannot mount successfully at such a large
scale due to the limitation of centralized management service
(It isn’t easy to successfully mount clients in batches after
exceeding 10,000 nodes). Unsurprisingly, the traditional file
system GFS has the lowest performance due to the perfor-
mance overhead caused by data forwarding software LWFS
and the limited metadata servers of Lustre.

4.2 Data performance evaluation

Here, we use IOR [53] (A benchmark for data performance
evaluation) to compare the I/O bandwidth differences between
HadaFS, GFS, and BeeGFS with parallel scales of 1024, 4096,
16384, and 65536 processes. The request size is set to 8 KB
for random read/write and 1 MB for sequential read/write. 4,
16, 64, and 256 I/O forwarding nodes are used for HadaFS and
BeeGFS, each running a data server and a metadata server on
a common SSD. Specifically, for GFS, the data server is the
Lustre OSS, and the metadata server is the Lustre MDS. All
132 OSSs (located on the storage nodes) and 4 MDS are used
in the experiment.

Figure 8 shows the results. For HadaFS, mode1 has the
highest performance, followed by mode2, and finally mode3.
HadaFS does not show a significant performance advantage
at smaller scales, but as the scale reaches 65,536 processes,
HadaFS performs much better than other file systems. For
read operations, HadaFS can approach the theoretical perfor-
mance limit of SSDs. For write operations, random writes are
not conducive to the performance of HadaFS due to the in-
ability to utilize the kernel caching mechanism. For BeeGFS,
it can perform close to mode1 and mode2 sometimes but still
cannot scale to 65,536 processes. Expectantly, GFS has the
lowest performance again due to the forwarding overhead (see
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Figure 7: Metadata performance comparison

Section 4.1) and the storage medium (OSTs are constructed
by HDDs).

In addition, we also scale HadaFS to 600,000 clients and
1200 servers, and Figure 9 shows the experiment results. Since
mode2 is a default metadata management strategy of HadaFS,
all tests are done based on mode2, and the request size is set to
1 MB. Comparing the theoretical performance of 1200 NVMe
SSDs (3.4 TB/s and 3.1 TB/s for read and write, respectively),
the bandwidth utilization of the SSDs is close to 90% under
ultra-large-scale concurrent data access.

4.3 Data migration evaluation

In order to manage data migration between the BB system
and the GFS quickly and efficiently, HadaFS provides a data
management tool named Hadash. Here, we evaluate Hadash in
terms of its I/O throughput and its ability to migrate small files
compared with Datawarp [24] simulated by Slurm-LUA [52]
(Datawarp and LUA are the only two BB plugins supported
by Slurm). And like BeeGFS, we construct a new LUA script
based on a BB-LUA-example provided by Slurm to fit the
experimental environment to ensure fairness. HadaFS is con-
figured with 256 data servers and 256 metadata servers, and
Datawrap is configured with 4096 processes for data migra-
tion.

First, we use 4096 files for the data stage-in and stage-out
experiments, and the total data volume of these files ranges
from 256 MB to 64 TB. Figure 11 shows the results of the
experiment. When the total volume of the files to be migrated
is relatively small (less than 64 GB for stage-in and less than
16 GB for stag-out), Hadash obtains a slightly worse perfor-
mance than Datawarp. This is because when the total volume
is small, the size of the individual files is also small, resulting
in the command distribution and result acquisition mechanism
based on the Redis pipeline occupying a larger proportion of
the time. However, as the total volume and the individual file
size get larger, the I/O throughput of Hadash stabilizes around
100 GB/s (for stage-in) and 140 GB/s (for stage-out), which
is much higher than Datawarp.

Additionally, we found that the stage-out performance is

significantly better than the stage-in performance. The write
performance of the GFS and the read performance of the
BB determines the stage-out performance, while the read per-
formance of the GFS and the write performance of the BB
determines the stage-in performance. In our test, the GFS
(Lustre) client has a write cache, so the write performance of
the GFS is higher than the read performance, and the read per-
formance of the BB is also higher than the write performance,
which leads to the higher stage-out performance.
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Figure 8: I/O throughput comparison
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Figure 9: Ultra-scale performance

We also evaluated Hadash’s ability to handle large amounts
of small files. Figure 12 shows the result of the experiment
using different numbers of 4-KB small files for the data stage-
in and stage-out. For stage-in, Hadash outperforms Datawarp
significantly when the number of small files exceeds 10,000
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while Datawarp’s performance varies less. For stage-out,
Hadash outperforms Datawarp significantly when the number
of small files exceeds 100,000.

Again, the performance of stage-out is better. One of the
reasons is as stated above, and another reason is as follows.
In the stage-in flow, Hadash needs to read all files in a single
directory from the GFS, and this process takes longer as the
number of files in a single directory increases. In contrast,
Hadash does not need to read any files in the directory from
the GFS in the stage-out flow and only needs to create files.

4.4 Evaluation with real-world applications
4.4.1 Performance evaluation on the shared files

For the shared file access pattern, HadaFS adopts the idea
of BP files similar to ADIOS [39] and further improves the
shared file access performance by merging adjacent segments
through ordered lists. This subsection compares the perfor-
mance differences between HadaFS and BeeGFS on shared
file access using several applications. Both HadaFS and
BeeGFS are configured with 16 servers, each running on a
common SSD. Figure 10 shows the results.

First, we use VPIC-IO [64] (provides scalable writing
HDF5 data by VPIC) to evaluate the performance of
HadaFS when writing shared files. Applications’ parallelism
scales from 1 to 4096, and each process writes about 1.1-
GB data to a shared file containing 8 variables. Figure 10(a)
shows the results. BeeGFS performs better than HadaFS when
the application’s parallelism is less than 64. This is because
BeeGFS clients can use the kernel’s cache, and the striping
technique used by BeeGFS can ensure a low probability of
conflict at small scales. However, as the parallelism gets larger,
HadaFS outperforms BeeGFS significantly due to its good
scalability.
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Figure 10: Performance evaluation on the shared file

Then, we use BD-CATS-IO [46] (provides scalable read-
ing HDF5 data by the VPIC) to evaluate the performance
of HadaFS when reading shared files. Applications’ paral-
lelism also scales from 1 to 4096, and each process reads
about 1.1-GB data from a shared HDF5 file. Figure 10(b)
shows the results. BeeGFS and HadaFS have almost the same
performance when the parallelism of applications is less than
256. Similar to the write performance, when the application
scale gets larger, the performance of HadaFS will be signifi-

cantly better than that of BeeGFS, as HadaFS uses the LTA
architecture to better isolate I/O conflicts between different
clients.

4.4.2 Performance evaluation on the mount policy

Compared to the traditional fully connected mount approach,
HadaFScannot guarantee that the data demanded by the client
is always on its bridged server, so we first evaluate the perfor-
mance impact of I/O forwarding on HadaFS. We distribute
files evenly and regularly on the server according to the
RANK number in advance and then accurately control the
forwarding of generated data between servers through the
mount interface.

We use one process to evaluate the latency variation of dif-
ferent block sizes due to the I/O forwarding, and Figure 13(a)
shows the results. The solid line in the figure represents the
client’s direct access latency to its bridge server, while the
dashed line represents the I/O forwarding latency. I/O for-
warding does cause an increase in latency. The larger the
block size, the smaller the proportional increase in latency.
For 8-KB and 1-MB block sizes, the latency increases by
34.4% and 17.7%, respectively.
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We then evaluate the impact of the data forwarding ratio
on the bandwidth of HadaFS. The higher the data forwarding
ratio, the more data needs to be forwarded through the bridge
server. In the experiment, HadaFS is configured with 16,384
clients and 64 servers, and the I/O request size is set to 1 MB
for sequential read and 8 KB for random read. Figure 13(b)
shows the results. As the I/O forwarding ratio increases, the
throughput of HadaFS decreases, with a maximum loss of
18% for sequential read and 54% for random read. This is
because the smaller the block size, the larger the forwarding
overhead, and the larger the throughput loss.

However, note that HadaFS provides a runtime mount in-
terface to control the mapping relationships flexibly, which
can significantly reduce I/O forwarding. Let’s take NEMO
(a state-of-the-art modeling framework for research activi-
ties and forecasting services in the ocean and climate sci-
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ences) [70] and its post-processing as an example to illustrate
the advantages of the runtime mount interface. NEMO uses
N-N I/O mode (also known as File Per Process) to read and
write NetCDF files and is configured with 65,536 processes.
And its post-processing is configured with 512, 1024, and
2048 processes. It is worth mentioning that in real application
scenarios, the parallelism of the post-processing is signifi-
cantly smaller than the parallelism of the module application.
All 250,000 files (the total volume is more than 5 TB) output
by NEMO are stored in 16 HadaFS servers.

Figure 14 shows the results. In the default configuration,
the individual post-processing processes often need to ac-
cess data that is not on the bridge server. So, the forwarding
rate is high(up to 93%), and the performance is poor. After
re-mapping the client-to-server connections with the mount
interface, the forwarding rate can be greatly reduced, and
performance can be significantly improved, up to 30% or
more. This demonstrates that the flexible mount interface of
HadaFS can significantly improve the performance of appli-
cations that need to share data.
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Figure 13: Forwarding evaluation of HadaFS
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Figure 14: Performance improvement with mount interface

4.4.3 Performance evaluation on the interference

In this subsection, we evaluate HadaFS as a shared file sys-
tem with 5 real-world applications, including APT (a particle
dynamics simulation application) [62], WRF (a regional nu-
merical weather prediction system) [1], Shentu (an extreme-
scale graph engine) [34], CAM (a standalone global atmo-
spheric model deriving from the CESM project for climate
simulation/projection) [54], and DNDC (a biogeochemistry
application for agroecosystems) [22].

First, we simulate the common I/O interference caused by
sharing resources between jobs in HPC by co-running two
applications on the same HadaFS server, and each application
runs with 512 processes. Figure 15(a) shows the results. Each
block’s darkness reflects the application’s slowdown factor
at the row header by the application at the column header.

As we can see, since different applications have different I/O
behaviors, they share HadaFS with each other resulting in
varying levels of performance slowdown. For example, WRF
is a traditional serial I/O application that uses only one I/O
process to access files through the NetCDF library, and its I/O
load is very low (I/O bandwidth less than 200 MB/s). When
WRF shares HadaFS server with other applications, it has less
impact on them, as marked by the red box. On the contrary,
Shentu is an I/O intensive application with N-N I/O mode, so
its I/O bandwidth is very high (up to 2.5 GB/s). When Shentu
shares HadaFS server with other applications, it has a high
impact on them (up to 5x performance slowdown for other
applications), as marked by the blue box.

HadaFS supports a runtime user-level mount interface and
can assign the service resources according to the group name
mentioned in Section 3.6.3. So in the production environment,
HadaFS can flexibly change the mapping relationship from
HadaFS clients to HadaFS servers through the mount interface
to avoid I/O interference. Figure 15(b) shows the performance
of avoiding sharing HadaFS server with other applications
through the mount interface. This experiment demonstrates
that the flexible mount approach provided by HadaFS can be
beneficial for applications to avoid I/O interference.

(a) Before tuning (b) After tuning

Figure 15: Impact of HadaFS’s interference avoidance on
pairwise application co-run slowdown

4.4.4 Evaluation with large scale applications

This subsection shows the usage of HadaFS in five real-world
large-scale applications, including NEMO [70], TK (Tokamak
Plasma Simulation, 2021 Gorden Bell Prize finalist) [65],
DiDA (an AI-enabled large-scale parallel atmospheric data-
assimilation system) [23], Jstack (a debugging tool for the
SNS) [47], and SWLBM (an efficient and scalable LBM) [37].

Figure 16 shows that applications can achieve significant
I/O improvement (at least 7x) and reduce their runtimes and
I/O ratios after using HadaFS, proving the effectiveness of
HadaFS in improving the large-scale applications’ perfor-
mance. Details are as follows. TK runs with 32,768 I/O pro-
cesses and 960 HadaFS servers, and the total runtime is more
than 48 hours. With HadaFS, the I/O percentage of the to-
tal runtime dropped from 9.4% to 1.5%. NEMO runs with
480,000 I/O processes and 1200 HadaFS servers, and the total
runtime of a model-year simulation is about 114 hours. With
HadaFS, the I/O percentage of the total runtime dropped from
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1.3% to 0.13%. DIDA runs with 65,536 I/O processes and
1200 HadaFS servers, and the total runtime is more than 2
hours. With HadaFS, the I/O percentage of the total runtime
dropped from 4.1% to 0.5%. Jstack runs with 100,000 I/O pro-
cesses and 256 HadaFS servers, and the total runtime is about
100 minutes every day. With HadaFS, the I/O percentage of
the total runtime dropped from 5.0% to 0.46%. SunwayLBM
runs with 18,000 I/O processes and 256 HadaFS servers, and
the average runtime is about 7 days. With HadaFS, the I/O
percentage of the total runtime dropped from 14.2% to 2.6%.
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Figure 16: Performance improvement for large-scale real-
world applications

5 Related work

Burst buffer on Top computers Many supercomputers
deploy Burst Buffers to accelerate applications’ I/O perfor-
mance. Summit [26] adopts the local BBs technology and
deploys SSDs on each computing node. To support data stag-
ing and migrate applications data to the GFS, Summit uses
two technologies. One is Spectral, which provides the block-
level data cache for applications. The other is SymphonyFS,
which provides the file-level data cache for applications [43].
Fugaku [18] deploys the shared SSDs on the dedicated BB
nodes (also used as the computing nodes but have two more
cores), with each BB node serving a portion of the computing
nodes, and provides users with three namespaces for differ-
ent BB usage through LILO [21]. Applications can select
the corresponding namespace according to the shared ac-
cess requirements of the data (intra-node, intra-application,
or inter-applications). As the world’s first exascale supercom-
puter, Frontier [44] builds both the local BB and the shared
BB. The local BB provides a burst data cache within the
node, while the shared BB provides a shared data cache. In
summary, the above situation shows that BB technology is
moving towards integrating the local BB and the shared BB
to support HPC applications’ various requirements. For su-
percomputers with more than 100,000 nodes, local BB needs
to deploy NVMe SSDs on each computing node, which will
undoubtedly increase the cost. HadaFS combines the advan-
tages of local BB and shared BB through the LTA architecture
and the application-controllable mount interface, which can
be deployed on ultra-scale supercomputers with more than
100000 nodes at a relatively low cost.

Researches for Burst Buffer Research on BBs has re-
cently become a hot topic and can be divided into three tech-
nical routes. The first one is to improve the traditional dis-
tributed file systems and add new functions to support BBs,

such as Lustre LPCC [48], which can cache data in client
SSDs for transparent data caching. However, this mechanism
inherits the scalability problems of traditional distributed file
systems and is difficult to scale to ultra-scale. Similarly, there
is BeeOND, which is based on BeeGFS [3]. The second one is
to add data-sharing mechanisms based on the local BBs, such
as Unifyfs [42], Burstfs [61], CHFS [57], Gfarm/BB [56],
etc. These file systems run on the user layer and will be cre-
ated when the job is submitted and destroyed when the job
completes. In order to take advantage of BB’s performance,
these file systems also use a consistent relaxation protocol
similar to HadaFS but does not consider data staging. The
third one is to build a full-featured persistent BB storage
system, e.g., DAOS [39]. DAOS [39] is an object storage
system developed based on SPDK/PMDK. It is organized in
an object-centric manner, supports transaction and multiple
consistency management methods, and supports POSIX se-
mantics based on object storage. Compared with the above
works, HadaFS is built based on Shared BB, which has more
advantages in scalability and has passed the verification of
ultra-large-scale deployment of more than 100,000 nodes. In
addition, HadaFS can provide applications with flexible and
controllable POSIX consistency semantics.

6 Conclusion

We present a Burst Buffer file system named HadaFS, bridg-
ing the local BB and the shared BB based on the shared BB
deployment. HadaFS can support ultra-scale deployments and
balance the performance and the overhead with the novel ar-
chitecture LTA and hierarchical metadata management mech-
anism. Besides, HadaFS integrates an internal data manage-
ment tool named Hadash, which can provide a global data
view and efficient data migration for users. HadaFS has been
deployed on the SNS (over 100,000 computing nodes) and
supports hundreds of applications. Especially, HadaFS sup-
ports several ultra-scale applications, providing stable and
high-performance I/O services for these applications in prepa-
ration for the ACM Gordon Bell bid. Moreover, We demon-
strate the high performance, high scalability, and low cost of
HadaFS through a comprehensive experimental study.
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Abstract
Despite the progress of cloud-native technologies, existing

distributed file systems are ill-suited for multi-tenant cloud-
native applications for two reasons, First, their clients are typ-
ically heavyweight, resulting in a low level of resource multi-
plexing among containers. Second, their architecture is based
on network gateway and falls short in providing efficient,
highly-available and scalable I/O services for cloud-native ap-
plications. In this paper, we propose Fisc, a large-scale, cloud-
native-oriented distributed file system. Fisc introduces three
key designs: (1) a lightweight file system client to improve
the multiplexing of resources with a two-layer resource aggre-
gation, (2) a storage-aware distributed gateway to improve the
performance, availability and scalability of I/O services, and
(3) a DPU-based virtio-Fisc device offloading key functions
to hardware. Fisc has been deployed in production for over
three years and now serves cloud applications running over
3 million cores. Results show that Fisc client only consumes
69% CPU resources compared to the traditional file system
client. The production environment shows that the average
latency of online searching tasks is less than 500 µs when
they access their files in Fisc.

1 Introduction
Many applications, such as data analytics [1], machine

learning [2], and transactional workflows [3, 4] are deployed
in public clouds. The emerging cloud-native technologies are
shifting virtualization in clouds from virtual machines (VM)
to containers and pushing up the abstraction provided to ten-
ants from resources (e.g., CPU and memory) to services (e.g.,
database and object storage service). As such, cloud service
providers (CSPs) must rethink their fundamental services to
provide efficient, flexible support to cloud-native applications.

Specifically, file system (FS) is one such fundamental
service, with which applications can store and access their
data [5–7]. Tenants typically employ FS in the cloud in one
of two modes. They either purchase cloud storage (e.g., SSD)
and deploy their own FS, or directly use the FS service pro-
vided by CSPs. As CSPs gradually switch from server- cen-

tric to resource-disaggregated architectures, tenants increas-
ingly use the second approach for its elasticity, flexibility,
on-demand charging, and ease of use [6, 8, 9].
File systems need to be redesigned to support cloud-native
applications. Existing distributed file systems (e.g., [5–7])
are ill-suited for multi-tenant cloud-native applications for
two reasons. First, clients in these systems have a low level of
resource multiplexing among containers. That hinders CSPs
from achieving high efficiency of resources and makes it dif-
ficult for each computation server to support a large number
of containers for cloud-native applications. Specifically, these
clients typically adopt a heavyweight design to provide many
functionalities, including interfaces for interacting with ap-
plications, storage protocols for data persistence and failure
handling, network-related functions for communications with
data nodes and metadata masters, and security-related func-
tions for authorization checking. As such, each client needs
to reserve many exclusive resources, and a server can host
only a small number of containers concurrently, resulting in
inefficient use of resources.

Second, a centralized network gateway employed for file
system service in the cloud cannot satisfy the requirement of
cloud-native applications for performance, availability, and
load balancing. A network gateway is a component that con-
nects clients in the virtual domain of users to backend proxies
in the physical domain of CSPs. This network-gateway-based
architecture has a series of limitations, including (1) a sub-
optimal, ms-level latency to pass through the gateway, (2)
the incapability of data locality optimization and fast failure
handling due to the unawareness of file semantics and storage
protocols, (3) the incompatibility with high-performance net-
work stack like RDMA without intrusive changes to clients,
and (4) the load balancing gap between network connections
and files. Besides, to match the throughput of a large-scale file
system of thousands of nodes, it would take non-negligible
costs for CSPs. Luna and Solar [10] propose storage network
stacks for Alibaba’s EBS service. However, they only focus
on achieving high performance within the physical domain of
CSPs. They cannot provide high performance for the whole
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path from the file clients in the virtual domain of users to the
storage clusters in the physical domain of CSPs.
Fisc: a cloud-native-oriented file system. In this paper,
we design Fisc, a cloud-native-oriented distributed file sys-
tem service to provide cloud-native applications with high-
performance, high-availability storage services at low cost.
Fisc consists of two key components: lightweight clients and
a storage-aware distributed gateway (SaDGW).

First, with a two-layer aggregation, Fisc moves user-
unaware functionalities (e.g., network stacks and storage pro-
tocols) out of clients in the containers and offloads them to the
Data Processing Units (DPU) of computation servers and the
backend storage nodes of CSPs to aggregate their resources,
respectively. As a result, the resources used for these func-
tionalities can be fully multiplexed, lowering the amortized
cost. Meanwhile, as each client consumes substantially fewer
resources, a computation server can host a large number of
containers for cloud-native applications.

Second, Fisc introduces SaDGW to provide a direct high-
way with a high-performance network stack [10] between the
computation and storage servers. Specifically, we leverage the
file system semantics on the highway path to build a storage-
aware routing mechanism to route clients’ file requests from
the frontend virtual domain of tenants to the backend physical
domain of CSPs with a granularity of files instead of network
flows. We design a series of mechanisms, such as storage-
aware failure handling and locality-aware read optimization,
to improve the availability of Fisc. We have also employed
a file-based fine-grained scheduling mechanism to balance
loads of proxies at storage nodes.
Implementing Fisc with a software-hardware co-design.
Realizing lightweight clients and SaDGW completely in soft-
ware is inefficient. As such, we leverage the emerging DPUs
to implement part of the functionalities of clients and the core
functionalities of SaDGW. We adopt a virtio-Fisc device in
DPU to offload the network stacks and storage protocols and
provide secure and high-efficient passthrough from the users’
virtual domain containers to the file system of CSP’s physical
domain. We also leverage the fast path in DPU to acceler-
ate the I/O processing, further improving the performance of
Fisc.
Production deployment. Fisc has been deployed in produc-
tion DCN for three years and serves applications running
on over 3 million cores in Alibaba. For large-scale develop-
ment, it presents an abstracted virtual RPC (vRPC) based on
SaDGW and virtio-Fisc devices, which is easy to use and can
be adopted by other cloud-native services like Function as a
Service (FaaS). Compared to the on-premise Pangu client, the
CPU and memory consumption of the Fisc client is reduced
by 69% and 20%, respectively. The availability is improved
by an order of magnitude (e.g., failure recovery from a second-
level to a 100ms-level). For the online-search query service,
its average and P999 latency in Fisc are <500 µs and <60 ms,
respectively. Its average latency jitter is less than 5%.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 File Systems

File system (FS) is a fundamental service for users to store
and access their data. Large-scale distributed file systems like
Tectonic [7], Colossus [5], and Pangu [6] have been devel-
oped by different companies in their datacenters. Generally,
they consist of three components, masters, data servers, and
clients. The masters manage data servers and maintain the
metadata of the whole system (e.g., the file namespace and the
mapping from file chunks to data servers). The data servers
are storage nodes responsible for managing file chunks and
storing their data on storage media (e.g., HDDs and SSD).
The clients interact with the masters for metadata and the data
servers for data. Notice that clients in representative large-
scale file systems (e.g., Tectonic [7] and Colossus [5]) are
heavyweight. They provide complex functions, including not
only storage protocols for data persistence and failure han-
dling but communication with masters and data servers, as
well as security-related functions such as authorization.

Pangu [11] is a large-scale distributed storage system in Al-
ibaba and provides append-only file semantics like HDFS [12].
It works as a unified storage core of Alibaba Cloud. Multi-
ple businesses (e.g., Elastic Block Service [10, 13], Object
Storage Service [14], Network Attached Storage [15], and
MaxCompute [16]) are built on top of Pangu. They adopt
the Pangu clients for persistent, append-only file storage, em-
ploy a key/value-like index mapping to update data, and use
a garbage collection mechanism to compress historical data.

2.2 Cloud Native
With the development of cloud-native technology (e.g., mi-

croservice, container, and serverless computing), more and
more tenants are deploying their applications into the public
cloud and directly using the services provided by CSPs (e.g.,
database and object storage service). In 2020, Alibaba also
migrated all its core businesses, such as Taobao and Tmall, to
cloud-native containers. Cloud-native technologies substan-
tially simplify the development and operation of tenants and
demonstrate two characteristics. First, with fine-grained con-
tainers being used instead of VMs, the number of containers
in a computation server can exceed 1000 [17, 18], i.e., ∼10
times more than that of VMs. Second, cloud-native technolo-
gies push up the abstraction provided to tenants from VMs to
services. The implementation of services is transparent to ten-
ants but must provide high performance under heterogeneous
workloads. To this end, bare-metal DPUs are increasingly
used to accelerate cloud-native applications. For example,
AWS adopts Nitro [19] and Alibaba adopts X-Dragon [20,21].
These bare-metal DPUs utilize the virtio technology for I/O
virtualization and can provide high-performance support to a
broad range of cloud services.

2.3 Motivation
Cloud-native applications bring new challenges for CSPs

to provide file system service.
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Figure 1: The CPU consumption of an HDFS client under
different I/O bandwidths.

Isolated file system clients cause low resource utilization.
In traditional file systems [5, 7], a client is responsible for
multiple tasks, including storage protocols of reliability and
consistency, failure handling, network-related functions, and
authorization-related functions. As such, applications usually
pre-allocate I/O threads and reserve memory resources and
network connections for file system clients. Because the re-
sources of FS clients in containers are isolated from each
other, the resource utilization of CSPs is low. As a result,
achieving a high density of over 1,000 containers in a com-
putation server is difficult. Take the resource consumption of
an HDFS client in a Hadoop-2.10.2 cluster of three Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Gold 5218 servers as an example. Figure 1 plots the
CPU consumption of the HDFS client under different read
and write bandwidths. Even if the client writes files at a band-
width of 200 MB/s, it consumes 1.1 CPU cores. Consider a
typical scenario where a container is allocated two cores. It
means over 50% CPU resources are spent on I/O.

We make a key observation that many common functions
(e.g., storage protocols and network stacks) of different FS
clients can be aggregated to achieve more efficient resource
sharing. With this aggregation, we can provide a lightweight
file system interface for different tenants, and simplify the
maintenance and upgrade of FS clients.
Network gateway becomes the bottleneck. FS clients of
cloud-native applications are in the virtual domain of users,
while the file system resides in the physical domain of CSPs.
For security reasons, clients cannot directly access the file
system but have to use a network gateway (i.e., network load
balancer) to access the data. However, this network gateway
cannot satisfy the requirements of cloud-native applications
on file services in terms of performance, availability, load
balance, and cost.
• Performance. Performance-critical cloud-native applica-

tions (e.g., interactive applications [22]) require a 100µs-
level storage access latency. Although file systems such
as Pangu are equipped with high-performance SSD and
RDMA in the backend cluster [6], which provides a 100µs-
level latency, an I/O request needs to go through multiple
hops in a network-gateway-based architecture, resulting in
a second-level or ms-level latency [23, 24].

• Availability. Cloud-native applications often require a ms-
level recovery latency [25] in the case of storage system

failures (e.g., network jitters and server breaking down).
However, with a network gateway, file systems can only
support second-level failure handling [26, 27] due to the
gap between files and network connections. Specifically, the
network-connection-based Service Level Agreement (SLA)
is substantially different from the file-based SLA of file
systems. As such, it is hard to leverage storage protocols
in a network-gateway-based architecture to improve the
availability of file systems.

• Load balance. The network gateway distributes the load
to different proxies based on the number of network con-
nections. That may lead to a significant load imbalance of
files among the proxies due to the semantics gap between
files and connections. For example, the load among proxies
can be as much as ten-fold different in the NAS service in
Alibaba Cloud [15]. In addition, the gateway may direct a
read request to a storage server with no requested data. The
server must forward the request to another storage server
that has the data, which will amplify the traffic.

• Cost. A large-scale file system requires a large amount
of hardware dedicated to the network gateway in order
to match the total throughput of its storage cluster, which
typically consists of thousands of storage nodes. Given a
cluster of 10,000 storage nodes, each of which is equipped
with a 25×2 Gbps NIC, its total throughput is 500 Tbps.
If the throughput of a network gateway machine is 100
Gbps, we need 5,000 gateway machines to match the total
throughput of the cluster, which introduces a non-negligible
cost for CSPs.

3 Overview of Fisc
In this section, we give an overview of Fisc, including its

design rationale, architecture and basic workflow.

3.1 Design Rationale
Aggregating the resources of FS clients. Resource aggrega-
tion is the nature of cloud computing, which can improve
resource utilization and provide elastic, efficient, and on-
demand cloud service. In contrast to the traditional resource-
intensive FS clients, we aggregate functions like storage pro-
tocol and network-related functions by offloading them to
the CSP’s domain (e.g., the DPUs at computation and storage
servers). Meanwhile, this aggregation allows CSP to provide a
reservation-only interface with a lightweight client for cloud-
native applications. As such, it allows a computation server
to host a large number of application containers concurrently.
Storage-aware distributed gateway. Instead of using a cen-
tralized network gateway, we resort to a distributed storage-
aware gateway to set up direct highways between each com-
putation server and its corresponding remote storage nodes.
This design allows us to adopt high-performance network
protocols connecting the virtual and physical domains. It also
leverages storage semantics on the highways to improve the
availability and locality of file access requests and guarantee
the load balance among storage nodes.
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Figure 2: The architecture of Fisc.
Software and hardware co-design. To improve the efficiency
and performance of the file system service, we leverage the
emerging DPUs deployed in physical servers. Through careful
hardware and software co-design, we can implement secure,
efficient passthrough from the users’ containers in the virtual
domain to the file system of CSP’s physical domain. More-
over, we can also introduce a fast path in DPU to accelerate
the I/O processing.

3.2 Architecture
As shown in Figure 2, Fisc consists of a control plane

and a data plane. The control plane provides open APIs for
tenants to create Fisc FS instances, mount the Fisc FS to their
VM/containers, and allocate virtio devices to accelerate the
passthrough from the virtual domain to the physical domain.

Fisc’s data plane consists of three layers: interface layer,
storage-aware distributed gateway, and persistence layer. The
lightweight Fisc client is placed in the frontend, which pro-
vides FS service interfaces for applications. The distributed
storage-aware distributed gateway (SaDGW) is in the middle
layer, composed of Fisc agents in the DPU of each compu-
tation server, Fisc proxies in each storage node, and a group
of Fisc proxy masters in the storage cluster. The Fisc proxy
masters are responsible for managing Fisc proxies and Fisc
agents. The backend persistence layer is Pangu, which is re-
sponsible for processing the requests and persisting the data
in storage media.
Lightweight Fisc client. The aggregation of client resources
occurs at the Fisc agent in the DPU of each computation server
and the Fisc proxy in each storage server. We dissect the func-
tions of FS clients and make careful aggregation tradeoffs to
decide where these functions should be aggregated (i.e., Fisc
agents or proxies). We also design mechanisms to simplify
the implementation of Fisc clients and maintain compatibility
across different versions of their software libraries.
SaDGW. This gateway gives full play to the 100µs-level
high-speed SSD and RDMA technologies via direct and high-
performance network connections between Fisc agents and
Fisc proxies. Based on the file granularity routing in each
Fisc Agent, it leverages the storage semantics on the route

to eliminate the gap between network and file to achieve a
P999 ms-level SLA. Moreover, it implements a locality-aware
read mechanism that avoids the read traffic amplification and
doubles the read throughput.

HW and SW co-design on DPU. Fisc provides a virtio-
Fisc device to build up secure and efficient passthrough from
virtual containers to the physical storage cluster. Based on
the device, a co-designed FPGA cache is presented as a fast
path to further improve Fisc’s performance. With regard to
the scarce resource of DPU, optimizations for CPU, memory,
and network are proposed.

With these three modules, we further provide a vRPC (vir-
tual RPC) abstraction for storage service, which can be easily
adopted by cloud-native services. Besides, Fisc adopts an
end-to-end (E2E) QoS mechanism for different priority ap-
plications like online search and offline training. With proxy
master scheduling, Fisc builds up file-granularity load balanc-
ing among Fisc Proxies, which avoids the imbalance caused
by traditional network connection-based scheduling.

3.3 Workflow of Fisc
In the control plane, when a tenant calls the open APIs to

create a Fisc instance, Fisc control plane maps the instance
to the backend Pangu file system, and pushes the information
of the tenant and the mount point to the Fisc proxy masters
deployed in the Pangu storage cluster. The Fisc proxy master
pushes the proxy mapping (i.e., the mapping between the
mount point and the Fisc proxies) to the Fisc agent whenever
the tenant attaches the mount point to a VM/container. In
the end, the control plane attaches a virtio-Fisc device to the
corresponding VM/container.

The workflow of the data plane mainly involves SaDGW
with a fine-granularity route table. Given a meta operation
request of files of the mount point, it arrives at the Fisc
agent through the virtio-Fisc device. The Fisc agent randomly
chooses a Fisc proxy according to the mapping between the
mount point and Fisc proxies. If it is an open operation for
a file, a route entry associated with the opened file will be
constructed with its file handle and the Fisc proxy location.
Afterwards, the subsequent read/write requests of the file will
be routed according to the route entry. More details of storage-
aware routing optimizations are in §4.2.

4 Design and Implementation
4.1 Lightweight Fisc Client

We adopt a lightweight design for Fisc clients by offloading
most of their functions to Fisc agents in the DPU of computa-
tions servers and Fisc proxies on the storage nodes. Through
this two-layer function aggregation, Fisc achieves a high level
of resource multiplexing. In addition, we also introduce a
unified RPC-based method to simplify the implementation of
Fisc clients and a mechanism similar to Protocol Buffers (PB)
to maintain compatibility across their different versions.
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4.1.1 Function Offloading and Aggregation Tradeoff
Typical heavyweight FS clients [5–7] provide four types

of functions: (1) file interfaces and structures (e.g., APIs and
file handlers), (2) storage-related protocols (e.g., replication
reliability, data consistency, and failure handling), (3) secu-
rity and authentication (e.g., authorization checking) and (4)
network-related protocols (e.g., RPC with data nodes or meta-
data nodes). We make a key observation that in cloud-native
applications, users are only interested in the first type of func-
tions and the implementations of other functions are transpar-
ent to users. Therefore, we can move the latter three functions
out of Fisc clients and aggregate them to achieve a high level
of multiplexing on resources. However, the locations where
they are aggregated (i.e., Fisc agents or Fisc proxy) have a
great impact on the effects of multiplexing. We elaborate on
our offloading designs of different functions.
Offloading network-related functions to Fisc agent. We
offload the network-related functions of conventional clients
to the Fisc agent in the DPU of the computation server.
This is motivated by the recent success of DPU-based high-
performance network stacks (e.g., Luna/Solar [10] and Nitro
SRD [28]) in the physical domain of CSPs. In particular, a
Fisc agent extends Luna/Solar network stack and aggregates
multiple network connections of Fisc clients on the same
computation server. This substantially reduces the CPU and
memory resources each client needs to reserve for network-
related operations.
Offloading security-related functions to Fisc agent. We
adopt an early-checking design to perform security checks
(e.g., authentication and authorization) in Fisc agent when it
receives requests from Fisc clients. Different from the meth-
ods with network gateway, which deal with the malicious
traffic at their proxies, this design prevents malicious traffic
from consuming the resources of backend storage clusters.
Offloading storage-protocol functions to Fisc proxy. We
choose to offload storage-protocol functions to Fisc proxies
in the storage clusters, instead of Fisc clients, for three rea-
sons. First, the DPU in the computation server has limited
resources. After spending resources on network-related func-
tions, security-related functions and bare-metal virtualization
of virtio-Fisc device, the DPU does not have sufficient re-
sources to implement complex storage protocols. Second, of-
floading these functions to the storage clusters helps move the
storage traffic between the computation servers and the stor-
age clusters in the backend network within storage clusters,
saving the scarce network resources in the compute-storage
disaggregated architecture. Third, it allows us to adopt storage-
oriented optimization and hardware-assisted accelerations in
the storage clusters to improve the overall system performance
and reduce costs.
4.1.2 Simplification and Compatibility

Implementing an FS client and maintaining its compati-
bility across different versions of its software library is chal-
lenging because a typical FS client has a large number of

APIs (e.g., the HDFS client has more than 100 APIs [29]).
We introduce a unified RPC-based method to simplify the
implementation of Fisc clients and a mechanism similar to
protocol buffers for compatibility maintenance.
Simplifying client implementation using RPC. We imple-
ment the APIs in the Fisc client using RPC stubs. When the
application invokes an API, the Fisc client passes the param-
eters of the API to its corresponding RPC stub. The stub
encodes these parameters, the file handle, and the tenant in-
formation into an RPC request. This request is sent to the
Fisc agent in the DPU with a virtio-Fisc device (§4.3.1). The
Fisc agent checks the authorization of tenants and looks up
the file handle in its route table (§4.2.1) to forward the RPC
request to a corresponding Fisc proxy. Upon receiving the
request, the Fisc proxy resolves it and invokes the correspond-
ing RPC service of the API, which completes the API and
encodes its return value in an RPC response. The response is
returned to the Fisc client along the opposite path of the RPC
request and resolved by the client. This design makes it easier
to implement and add APIs in Fisc clients.
Maintaining compatibility using a PB-based mechanism.
Building on top of the RPC-based API implementation, we
introduce a PB-based mechanism to maintain the compatibil-
ity of Fisc clients across different versions. Directly applying
the PB protocol [30] would introduce extra data center tax of
(de)serialization [31], wasting the limited resources in DPU.
To this end, we categorize Fisc APIs into data-related ones
(e.g., read and append) and meta-related ones (e.g., create,
delete, open and close). Although the former has fewer APIs,
it is more frequently used than the latter. Thus, for data-related
APIs, we adopt several carefully designed, efficient data struc-
tures to maintain their compatibility. For the meta APIs, we
use the PB protocol as it is. In this way, we can achieve a
balance between performance and compatibility.

4.2 Storage-aware Distributed Gateway
SaDGW is a distributed gateway that sets up direct con-

nections, referred to as "direct highways" in the paper, be-
tween the Fisc agents and the Fisc proxy. As such, Fisc can
adopt high-performance network stacks on these direct high-
ways, and further leverage storage semantics to build a file-
granularity storage-aware routing. It improves the availability
through storage-aware failure handling and improves the read
throughput through locality optimizations.

4.2.1 Direct Highway Between Agents and Proxies
Direct highway. With the help of DPUs, Fisc builds direct
highways between Fisc agents and Fisc proxies, where no net-
work gateways are needed. Considering a storage cluster with
thousands of nodes, this would be a significant cost saving.
On the highways, we adopt high-performance network stacks
of Luna/Solar [10], which is transparent to cloud-native appli-
cations, instead of the TCP/IP stack. Raw data structures [32]
are adopted to eliminate the overhead of (de)serialization
between Fisc agents and proxies.
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Figure 3: The routing process of Fisc.

File granularity route table. SaDGW manages highways
through a centralized control mechanism (§3.3). As shown
in Figure 3, Fisc agent adopts a file-granularity route table
for routing file requests to Fisc proxies, which records the
file handle information and the location of the Fisc proxy
serving the file. For the route table, one entry is inserted once
a file is opened for the first time. When Fisc agent receives
a file open request, it randomly chooses a Fisc proxy from
the proxy mapping. An entry is constructed when a response
of successful file open is returned. The entry includes the
returned file handle, the location of the chosen proxy, and the
SLA-related attributes mentioned below. Afterwards, when
an I/O request arrives at the Fisc agent, it looks up a proxy
in the route table with the file handle of the request and then
transmits the request to the proxy. Due to the scarce memory
in DPU, Fisc uses an LRU policy to control the size of the
route table.

4.2.2 Storage-aware Failure Handling
Enhanced route entry. Based on the file granularity route
table, Fisc further leverages storage semantics to improve its
availability. For failure handling of storage protocols, three
main factors are considered: retry timeout, retry destination,
and highway quality. 1) The retry timeout means the max-
imum number of times the Fisc agent retries the failed re-
quests, which is related to the request timeout set by users and
highway quality; 2) The retry destination denotes the proxy
location in the entry, which will be replaced by a new proxy if
retry timeout occurs; and 3) The highway quality is measured
by the average latency to estimate the network quality to the
proxy. Therefore, we enhance the route table to support fail-
ure handling. Besides the file handle and proxy location, each
route entry is extended with three items: retry times, retry
timeout, and avg-latency, which record when the agent reset
the connection, the condition under which the agent gives up,
and the average latency of requests, respectively. We make use
of these items to implement storage-aware failure handling.
Failure handling. Fisc leverages several mechanisms in the
Fisc agent to conduct failure handling.
• Retry. When detecting a failed request, the Fisc agent re-

tries the request several times until it receives a success-
ful response or it exceeds the timeout defined by users.

Since users usually set a relatively large timeout for their re-
quests, the Fisc agent initially sets a small empirical timeout
(i.e., ten times the average latency) to detect failed requests.
When such a request is found, the agent doubles the timeout
to execute the retry. This mechanism deals with temporary
failures (e.g., network jitters and burst proxy load).

• Blacklist. Upon detecting consecutive failures of requests
or an abnormally large average latency to a Fisc proxy,
the Fisc agent puts this Fisc proxy into the blacklist. A
background thread periodically pings these proxies and will
remove the successful pinged proxy from the blacklist. The
metadata requests in the metadata path will exclude the
proxies in the blacklist when choosing Fisc proxies. The
data operations in the data path will involve the following
reopen mechanism.

• Reopen. If the destination Fisc proxy of a request is in the
blacklist, Fisc agent will select a new Fisc proxy to reopen
the file and update the route entry. Otherwise, for a failed
request, it adopts a threshold of retry times to make sure
that there is still time left after the retry. In the remaining
time, it reopens the file by retrying the request to a new Fisc
proxy. This operation provides the opportunity to complete
the request with the new proxy and avoid request failure.
These mechanisms are transparent to cloud-native applica-

tions. It provides flexibility for CSPs to upgrade the failure
handling policy and helps keep the Fisc client lightweight.
4.2.3 Locality-aware Read

For a read operation, its request is first sent to a Fisc proxy
and then sent to the Pangu chunkserver where the data to read
is located by the proxy. The read response with the data to
read is returned along the opposite path: from the chunkserver
to the proxy and then to the client. It results in a two-time
amplification of the read traffic, which consumes extra band-
width and reduces the read throughput of the whole cluster by
half. Considering that each storage node is deployed with a
Fisc proxy process and chunkserver process, we design the
locality-aware read by letting Fisc agent record the locations
of file chunks and sending read requests to the proxy, where
the concurrently deployed chunkserver holds their required
chunks.
Predicted locations in a range table. When an open or read
response returns to Fisc agents, the location information of
the file chunks is piggybacked, as shown in Figure 4. The
proxy returns the chunk information that would be read in the
near future by the read prediction mechanism of Pangu. The
number of the predicted chunks is empirically set to 16. Then
the location information is encoded as range and location
pairs and inserted into a range table. Each entry of the range
table corresponds to a file, and the total number of range
pairs in an entry is limited to 64 due to the scarce resource
of DPU. For the 64 MB chunk size, its spanned range is 4
GB, which covers a large range space of files. The index of a
file’s corresponding range table entry is stored as a read hint
attribute in a route table entry.
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Shared memory instead of cross-node communication.
When a request arrives at a Fisc agent, the Fisc agent looks
up its route entry and finds the read hint, which is an index
of the range table. With the index, the Fisc agent then looks
up the range table and finds the matching range and location
pair. If a pair hits, the read request will be sent to the location
in the pair. In some cases, the range for a read, with the offset
adding the length to read, is larger than the range of a hit pair.
In this case, due to the limitation of CPU resources, we do
not divide a read request into multiple ones to avoid complex
processing in DPU, such as segmentation, combination and
failure handing. When the Fisc proxy of the location receives
the read request, it calls the Pangu client to complete the re-
quest. As the Pangu client finds that the chunkserver and the
proxy is located in the same physical node, it uses shared-
memory communication instead of the network. As a result,
the data to read is only transmitted once through the network,
and increase the total read-throughput of a storage cluster.

4.3 SW/HW Co-design with DPU
Fisc adopts X-Dragon DPU [33] to build a novel virtio-

Fisc device to accelerate its secure passthrough from the
virtual domain of users to the physical domain of CSPs. To
meet the requirements of cloud-native applications, a fast path
is applied in DPU, and many optimizations are adopted to
mitigate the impact of the scarce resources of DPU.
4.3.1 DPU-based Virtio-Fisc Device

The virtio-Fisc device is a PCIe device following the virtio
standard. It consists of two parts, the frontend in VMs/contain-
ers and the backend in DPUs. Fisc client puts requests in the
virtio hardware queues through the frontend, and Fisc agents
running on the processor of DPU process the requests of the
hardware queues. Agents send the requests to the Fisc prox-
ies, and put the returned responses into the virtio hardware
queues, which are consumed by the frontend. Two generations
of virtio-Fisc devices are adopted in Fisc:
Virtio-Fisc devices based on virtio-block. We adopt virtio-
block device for its compatibility with major operating sys-
tems and can be used by most VMs/containers without modi-
fication. With virtio-block interface, the front-end is the same
as the standard virtio-block device, and a lightweight com-
munication library is implemented with block read and write

operations for Fisc client. However, the backend is quite dif-
ferent, and requests in hardware queues are processed with
Fisc agents instead of the traditional virtio-block software, as
mentioned in [20]. In fact, it only makes use of the virtio-block
interface and works as a virtio-Fisc device.
Virtio-Fisc devices based on customized design. We de-
sign a novel vitio-Fisc device to eliminate the limitation of
virtio-block. For example, the depth of a virtio-block queue is
limited to 128 in most operating systems. Though it is enough
for virtio-block but not for nonblocking requests of Fisc. The
novel virtio device is more like a NIC device. We further
leverage its interface to the RPC level, which can be suitable
for cloud-native services like FaaS. It makes use of virtio
queues to transmit commands for RPC requests and receive
responses. We equip the device driver in our released OS in
Alibaba.
4.3.2 Fast Path

We adopt a cache of route table in FPGA of DPU, which
generates a fast path to speed up the processing of file requests.
As shown in Figure 5, the mapping between the file handle and
network connection is cached in the FPGA. With the cache,
when a request with its file handle comes to the customized
virtio-Fisc device in the FPGA, the FPGA resolves the file
handle from the request and looks up the table. If it hits,
the request will be directly packed as network packets and
transmitted to the network connection. Otherwise, the request
will be sent to Fisc agents via the slow path. Entries of the
cache are controlled and updated by Fisc agent in software
to relieve the complexity of the FPGA implementation of
the cache. And to control network transmission bandwidth,
the transmission window of each connection is also set and
updated in cache entries by the Fisc agent.
4.3.3 Resource Optimizations

With regard to the scarce resources of DPU, optimizations
for its CPU, memory and network are applied.
CPU optimization. We leverage two methods to optimize
the CPU usage in DPU. 1) Batch operation. Fisc gathers
multiple requests into one to share the processing of virtio
protocols between Fisc clients and agents. 2) Manual PB
(De)Serialization. Fisc adopts manual PB (De)Serialization
methods. They are customized for particular data types of
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Fisc and are more efficient than compiler-generated ones.
According to our experiment with the manual methods, the
IOPS can be improved by about 1.5% for 4 KB requests with
one processor core of a DPU.
Memory optimization. The route table and range table oc-
cupy most memory in Fisc agent. To save memory, Fisc com-
presses the memory space of their entries. As the number of
storage nodes is less than 1 million, we adopt 20 bits to repre-
sent the location IP instead of 32 bits, i.e. 4 bytes, in general.
For locations of 3 replicas for a chunk, it consumes 8 bytes in
total. A file with 64 predicted chunks for locality-aware read
occupies 512 bytes. Taking file handle and tenant information
into account, the total size of the memory space for a file in
Fisc agent is no more than 1 KB. Thus, 1 GB of memory can
hold up to 1 million files.

To further save the memory, we pass the range table to Fisc
client as a hint. In this way, there is no need to store a large
number of locations for locality-read in the range table in
DPU. Instead, they can be stored in Fisc client. Fisc client
is aware of the range of chunks and can find the location
corresponding to its read request. When Fisc client sends
a request, it is accompanied by the hint. Then Fisc agent
first checks the file handle and tenant information with the
route table in DPU. For a passed request, Fisc agent sends the
request to the Fisc proxy according to the hint. For security,
the location hint passed to Fisc client is encoded with an index
and has no meaning to users. To avoid applications changing
the hint maliciously, the index is checked in Fisc agents and
Fisc proxies. If the check fails, the locality-read mechanism
for the tenants will be forbidden for a period of time in Fisc
agent. It then falls back to using the route table of fewer
locations in DPU. Thus, with the hint, Fisc can save a lot of
memory and support more range table entries in DPU.
Network optimization. SaDGW carefully deals with the
number of connections for the direct highway. First, it adopts
the shared-connection mechanism [13] to reduce the con-
nections between Fisc agents and Fisc proxies. Second, it
recycles the resources of network connections by periodically
tearing down idle connections. Third, for the narrow inter-
region Tbps-level network bandwidth compared to that of
intra-region, Fisc agents only connect parts of proxies in dif-
ferent regions where there can be thousands of storage nodes.
In this way, it is sufficient for inter-region network throughput
and reduces the number of connections.

4.4 Large-scale Deployment
Fisc carefully deals with ease of use, load balance, and QoS

to support applications running over 3 million CPU cores.

4.4.1 vRPC
As shown in Figure 6, we abstract a vRPC service from

Fisc. It is similar to the traditional RPC mechanism of RPC
client and RPC server. Clients placed in containers call an
RPC request by vRPC stub in Fisc client, and the request is
processed by the vRPC Server in Fisc proxy. For a cloud-

native service, developers only need to concern the RPC stub
for clients in containers and its RPC service for servers in the
backend clusters. The implementation details of vRPC such
as virtio device and SaDGW, are transparent to both clients
and servers, which is different from the traditional RPC as fol-
lows. First, it provides a secure passthrough from the virtual
domain to the physical domain with an efficient hardware-
assisted virtio device. Second, its RPC request can be retried
in Fisc agent, which is transparent to vRPC client, and high-
performance network stacks can also be transparently adopted.
Third, it gives an opportunity to adopt an adapter for a ser-
vice, which can be integrated into Fisc agent to improve the
availability of the service by its developers. vRPC can not
only support Fisc FS but also other cloud-native services.

4.4.2 Load Balance
Fisc introduces two mechanisms for the load balance

among thousands of Fisc proxies in storage clusters.
File granularity schedule. Traditional load balance relies
on connection-based scheduling of network gateway, which
focuses on balancing the number of network connections
among proxies. However, a gap exists between the number of
network connections and that of files. This means the number
of connections may be balanced, but that of files in each proxy
may be significantly different. To tackle this problem, Fisc
eliminates the gap and presents a file-granularity schedule
for load balance. Fisc agent forwards each file to a random
Fisc proxy according to the hash value of its file name and
other information such as access time. In this way, the files are
evenly distributed among Fisc proxies. With locality-aware
read optimization, as the chunks of files are evenly distributed
to each data server by Pangu, it leads to an even balance of
read requests to Fisc proxies, which are currently deployed
with data servers in storage nodes.
The centralized re-scheduling. As Fisc proxy masters pe-
riodically collect the load of each proxy, they can schedule
and migrate part of the files from a high-load Fisc proxy to a
low-load one. The migration is transparent to the applications
of tenants, and Fisc agent accordingly reopens these files after
the migration. Meanwhile, Fisc proxy masters also push the
load information to Fisc agents. After receiving the informa-
tion, Fisc agents reduce the hash weight of high-load Fisc
proxies and improve that of low-load ones. In this way, Fisc
implements a centralized re-scheduling.

4.4.3 E2E QoS
Fisc supports hybrid file access for online real-time applica-

tions and offline batch-processing applications, the demands
of which are represented by high priority and low priority.
Hardware-based QoS. Vitio-Fisc devices, NICs, and net-
works adopt hardware-based QoS mechanism. Virtio-Fisc
devices and NICs make use of their hardware queues of high
and low priorities. We set DSCP values in the IP packet header
through the networking library to leverage the priority queues
of network switches.
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Figure 7: The resource consumption of LC and TC when
writing/reading data to/from the storage cluster.

Software-based QoS. Fisc client, Fisc agent and Fisc proxy
adopt a software-based QoS mechanism, utilizing a hybrid
thread model of exclusive threads for high-priority and low-
priority requests, respectively. The reason for the hybrid
thread model is to avoid head-of-line (HOL) blocking prob-
lems. To conserve the scarce CPU resource of DPU, a large
offline request is not divided into separate smaller ones to
avoid the complex request combination and failure dealing.
As a result, if high and low priority requests are in the same
thread, there may be a HOL blocking problem between them.
And the other reason is the lack of cache isolation capability
of NIC like CAT for Intel CPU [34]. The buffer cache of NIC
may be full-filled with low-priority packets if a DPDK-based
polling thread [35] stops polling network packets. Therefore,
if high and low priority network packets are processed in
the same thread, the low-priority queue of NIC should keep
polling. Otherwise, the buffer cache may be full-filled and
eventually affect high priority traffic. However, the non-stop
polling for low-priority requests in a thread makes it hard to
guarantee the high-priority requests.

Besides Fisc modules, the backend Pangu also adopts
software-based QoS for NVMe SSDs, as current SSDs lack
of hardware-level QoS mechanism. Therefore, Fisc enables
end-to-end priority classification.

5 Evaluations
We evaluate Fisc through extensive experiments in a testbed

and demonstrate its performance in a production environment.
We focus on the following measurements:

• The efficiency of Fisc lightweight client (§5.2).
• The performance of I/O requests in Fisc (§5.3).
• The availability of I/O requests in Fisc (§5.4).
• The impact of QoS scheme on multi-applications (§5.5).
• The effectiveness of load balancing in Fisc (§5.6).

5.1 Testbed Setup
Our testbed is a disaggregated cluster consisting of one

computation server and a storage cluster of 43 commodity
storage servers. The computation server is equipped with a
DPU. The storage cluster is equipped with the Pangu stor-
age system [6]. We use FIO [36] to generate different I/O
workloads in the computation server and record the CPU and
memory consumption of the client. The number of threads
to issue I/O requests is denoted by num jobs. The number
of inflight I/O is denoted by iodepth. For simplicity, we use
njmd in figures to represent the workload of num jobs = n,
iodepth = m.

5.2 Lightweight Client
We first compare the resource consumption of Fisc client,

denoted as LC, with that of a traditional FS client, which
integrates the storage-related protocols (e.g., three replicas)
and network-related stacks (e.g., RPC and TCP/IP) and is
denoted as TC.
Microbenchmark. To test the resource utilization of clients
with different data sizes, we write data to the file system with
a granularity of 4 KB and read the file with a granularity
of 128 KB. Figure 7 shows that LC has substantially lower
CPU utilization and memory consumption than TC for both
write and read operations. For example, when writing data
with 8j32d (i.e., num jobs = 8 and iodepth = 32), LC and
TC each consumes 0.3 and 0.46 CPU cores, respectively. In
another experiment where we let one FIO job write data to
the storage cluster at a fixed rate of 1.75 GB/s, LC consumes
less CPU and memory resources than TC by 69% and 20%,
respectively.
Production environment. We also evaluate Fisc in a pro-
duction system, which consists of thousands of servers and
provides Swift service, a distributed streaming service similar
to Kafka [37]. Figure 8 shows the bandwidth and CPU and
memory consumption of Swift in one month when writing
data to the remote storage cluster. Swift initially uses TC and
switches to LC on day 18. After the switch, LC maintains the
same high bandwidth performance as TC does, but consumes
16% and 57% less CPU and memory, respectively, than TC.
Specifically, when we only offload erasure coding to Fisc
proxies, the CPU and memory consumption of containers is
reduced by 9% and 40%, respectively.

These results in the testbed and production environment
demonstrate the efficiency and efficacy of the Fisc lightweight
client in supporting cloud-native applications with high per-
formance while consuming substantially fewer resources.

5.3 Latency
To evaluate the latency of I/O requests in Fisc, we first

compare Fisc with a network-gateway-based load balancing
solution [38], denoted as LB. We then validate the effective-
ness of locality-aware read in the testbed.
Microbenchmark. We first start different FIO tasks on the
computation server and measure the end-to-end latency of I/O
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Figure 8: The bandwidth, CPU utilization, and memory consumption in a month. Results are given in the range of [0, 100].

(a) The write and read latency of a
single job with a data size of 8 KB.

(b) The write latency with 64 jobs, a
data size of 8 KB, and a fixed band-
width of 100 MB/s.

Figure 9: The comparison of latency between Fisc and LB.

(a) The latency of sequential read. (b) The latency of random read.

Figure 10: The effectivenss of locality-aware read.

requests. Figure 9(a) shows that the write and read latency of
Fisc is 63% and 61% lower than those of LB when launching
I/O requests with a data size of 8 KB. In the next experiment,
we let Fisc and LB write files with 64 jobs and a data size of 8
KB at a fixed bandwidth of 100 MB/s. Figure 9(b) shows that
Fisc reduces the average and P999 tail latency compared to
LB by 76% and 92%, respectively. This latency improvement
results from two optimizations: (1) the SaDGW provides one-
hop communication instead of the two-hop communication in
a centralized network gateway; (2) the SaDGW transparently
adopts the high-performance networking stack to replace the
inefficient TCP/IP stack.

To verify the benefits of locality-aware read, we further
compare the latency of FIO tasks in sequential read and ran-
dom read scenarios with a data size of 16 KB and 256 KB.
As shown in Figure 10, the latency of read requests reduces
in both scenarios (e.g., by 25% when randomly reading files

with a data size of 256 KB). It shows that the locality infor-
mation in the range table is effective in helping route the
read requests directly to the target storage server, reducing
the end-to-end latency.

Production environment. We plot the average write latency
of an online search workload over 30 days. As shown in Fig-
ure 11, the average latency is stable at ∼500 µs even when
the workloads reach as high as millions-level IOPS. This re-
sult demonstrates that Fisc provides a low-latency file system
service for cloud-native applications. In contrast, this latency
becomes several milliseconds when the file system service is
provided through LB.

5.4 Availability
We use the P999 tail latency as a key metric to measure the

effectiveness of Fisc’s storage-aware failure handling mecha-
nisms in guaranteeing the availability of file system services.

Microbenchmark. To verify the impact of proxy failure on
tail latency, we randomly kill some proxy processes in the
storage cluster of 80 storage servers and record the tail latency
for all I/O requests. As shown in Figure 13, we kill one proxy
at t1 and then kill five proxy processes at t2. We observe
that the tail latency increases to <40 ms for a short time and
quickly returns to the previous level. This result shows that
proxy failures in the storage cluster have a limited effect on
the tail latency. It is because Fisc can retry the failed I/O
requests with its storage-aware failure handling methods. As
a result, such failures have a limited impact on applications.

Production environment. Figure 12 illustrates the P999 tail
latency of online searching tasks over the same 30-day period.
Most of the time, it stays under 30 ms. We analyze the spikes
in the figure. The spikes t1, t2, t3, and t4 happen due to the
upgrade of FS, at which we launch/stop some proxies in the
storage cluster. Other spikes are caused by network jitters
and storage node breakdowns. However, after each spike, the
P999 tail latency quickly returns to a low level with the help
of Fisc’s storage-aware failure handling mechanisms.
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Figure 11: The average write latency and IOPS in one month.

Figure 12: The P999 tail latency of write in one month in production environment.

Figure 13: The P999 tail latency of write in micro-benchmark.

5.5 QoS
We demonstrate Fisc’s ability to guarantee the QoS across

different applications by measuring the latency of online
searching tasks and the throughput of offline AI training tasks
in a production environment. Both tasks are deployed in the
same computation cluster and share the same storage clus-
ter. Figure 14 shows that the latency of online search tasks
stays stable and is barely affected by the fluctuated offline
AI training tasks. It is because Fisc assigns a high priority
to latency-critical tasks like online search and guarantees the
corresponding QoS with an E2E QoS mechanism.

5.6 Load Balancing
To study the load-balancing capability of Fisc, We ran-

domly choose six storage servers from our storage cluster
and measure their normalized read IOPS over seven days. We
compute the coefficient of variation of these nodes as a mea-
surement of Fisc’s load-balancing capability [39]. As shown
in Figure 15, the coefficient of variation of read IOPS is <
5%. This result indicates that the read requests are evenly
distributed among Fisc proxies and proves that Fisc achieves
a similar quality of load balancing as Maglev, Google’s in-
house load balancer [39], whose coefficient of variation is 6-
7%. This efficacy is due to Fisc’s fine-grained storage-aware
load-balancing strategy. Specifically, Fisc agents forward I/O
requests with a granularity of files. In contrast, network-based
load balancing methods forward I/O requests with a granular-
ity of network connections, causing unbalanced numbers of
files forwarded to different storage nodes.

6 Discussion
Not just migration. The two-layer aggregation of Fisc of-
floads network-related functions and storage protocols to Fisc
agent in DPU and Fisc proxy in the storage node. The ques-
tion is whether Fisc merely transfers the resource consump-

tion from containers of users to DPUs and back-end storage
clusters of CSPs but does not reduce the total amount of con-
sumed resources. The answer is that Fisc not just migrates
resources spatially but can significantly reduce resource con-
sumption, because it "aggregates" the resource for storage
protocols and network stacks processing in terms of tenants,
applications and workloads. For example, one application in
containers usually pre-allocate I/O threads and reserve mem-
ory and network connections, which cannot be shared with
the applications in other containers. However, in Fisc, these
resources are "migrated" and "aggregated" in Fisc agents
and proxies, and they are efficiently shared by multiple ap-
plications to achieve high resource utilization. Furthermore,
with function offloading, Fisc can leverage modern hardware-
assisted acceleration for these storage protocols and advanced
network-related stacks to improve their efficiency. For exam-
ple, the Erasure-coding and CRC operation can be accelerated
by hardware in the storage cluster.

With the development of cloud-native applications, more
cloud-native services should aggregate their service-related
resources among containers. Based on the traditional aggre-
gation of VM resources, it will further improve the resource
efficiency of CSPs.
Ecosystem service. The ecosystem is vital for cloud-native
applications. Fisc extends its ecosystem in two aspects:
compatibility with HDFS ecosystem and virtio-Fisc devices
for different operating systems. For the former one, Fisc
Client adopts a Java Native Interface (JNI) method to use
its lightweight client of C language, and many optimizations
have been introduced for the semantics compatibility between
HDFS and Pangu. For the latter issue, we abstract virtio-Fisc
devices to more general virtio-RPC devices, which are suit-
able for more cloud-native services. And we develop the
virtio-Fisc driver in our released OS and will submit it to the
open source community.
Resource in DPU. The resources in DPU are scarce, and
Fisc also has to share these resources with other virtualiza-
tion services, such as virtual networking and block services.
Therefore, Fisc adopts a variety of optimization technologies
to economize resource utilization, as mentioned in §4.3.3.
With the development of DPUs such as Intel IPU [40] and
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Figure 14: The latency of online tasks with background offline tasks in one month.

Figure 15: The load distribution of read IOPS of six storage nodes in one week.

Nvidia DPU [41], the processing capability of embedded pro-
cessors of DPU has been greatly improved. Meanwhile, more
hardware acceleration functions like compression have been
integrated. These new features help Fisc agents adopt more
complex policies to deal with failure handling and locality-
aware read mechanisms. It is noteworthy that careful resource
optimizations are still needed with the increase of throughput
from 25 Gbps to 100 Gbps or 200 Gbps.

7 Related Work
Infrastructure support for cloud-native applications.
Many studies [4, 42–51] have investigated how to provide
efficient infrastructure support for emerging cloud-native ap-
plications (e.g., microservice, container and serverless com-
puting), including state management [43–45], runtime [46],
data storage [47], fault tolerance [4] and performance opti-
mization [48–51]. Some work [52,53] also looked into design-
ing efficient service interfaces for cloud-native applications.
For example, LogBook [52] provides logging interfaces for
stateful serverless applications and uses a metalog to address
log ordering, read consistency, and fault tolerance. Fluid [53]
provides a unified data abstraction for cloud-native deep learn-
ing applications. In this paper, we design Fisc, a large-scale
file system that provides high-performance file system ser-
vices for cloud-native applications.
High-performance distributed file systems. Many dis-
tributed file systems have been designed and deployed (e.g.,
pNFS [54], NAS [15], Facebook Tectonic [7], Google Colos-
sos [5], and Alibaba Pangu [6]) to provide high-performance
storage services for applications. However, they are ill-suited
for cloud-native applications because they use heavyweight
clients and a centralized network gateway. To this end, some
studies (e.g., OFC [55], FaaSCache [56], FLASHCUBE [57],
and Pocket [58]) proposed adding cache to the persistence
layer to improve the performance. However, they still suffer
from a low level of resource multiplexing. In contrast, Fisc
proposes the design of a lightweight client and storage-aware
gateway, and resorts to a software-hardware co-design to pro-
vide high-performance file system services for cloud-native

applications.
Bare-metal DPUs in clouds. The cloud computing com-
munity is increasingly developing and deploying bare-metal
DPUs in clouds (e.g., Nitro [19], BM-Hive [20], ELI [59],
Splinter [60], and Bluebird [61]). Some studies also use DPUs
to accelerate file system services (e.g., LineFS [62], Gim-
bal [63], and Leapio [64]). However, they are not designed
to provide cross-domain file system services between tenants
and CSPs. In contrast, Fisc leverages the X-Dragon DPU in
the computation server and introduces a new virtio device to
provide secure, high-performance cross-domain file system
services.

8 Conclusion
The trend of cloud-native brings new challenges and oppor-

tunities for CSPs to revisit their file system services. In this
paper, we present Fisc, a large-scale cloud-native-oriented file
system, which adopts a two-layer aggregation mechanism to
multiplex resources of file clients among containers and a
distributed storage-aware gateway to improve performance,
availability and load balance of I/O requests. Fisc also adopts
virtio-Fisc device with DPU for high performance and secure
passthrough from users’ virtual domain to CSPs’ physical
domain. Fisc has been deployed in a production DCN for over
three years and provides large-scale file system service for
cloud-native applications.
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Abstract
Byte-addressable non-volatile memory (NVM) allows pro-

grams to directly access storage using memory interface with-
out going through the expensive conventional storage stack.
However, direct access to NVM makes the NVM data vulnera-
ble to software bugs and hardware errors. This issue is critical
because, unlike DRAM, corrupted data can persist forever,
even after the system restart. Albeit the plethora of research on
NVM programs and systems, there is little focus on protecting
NVM data from software bugs and hardware errors.

In this paper, we propose TENET, a new NVM program-
ming framework, which guarantees memory safety and fault
tolerance to protect NVM data against software bugs and hard-
ware errors. TENET provides the popular persistent transac-
tional memory (PTM) programming model. TENET leverages
the concurrency guarantees (i.e., ACID properties) of PTM
to provide performant and cost-efficient memory safety and
fault tolerance. Our evaluations show that TENET offers an
enhanced protection scope at a modest performance overhead
and storage cost as compared to other PTMs with partial or
no memory safety and fault tolerance support.

1 Introduction
Byte-addressable non-volatile memory (NVM) opens a new
paradigm in designing storage stack. NVM provides byte-
addressability and low-access latency like DRAM and it of-
fers data persistence like storage. A program can directly map
(mmap) an NVM region to its address space and access it using
load/store instructions without storage stack overhead (re-
ferred to as direct persistence). Several works leverage NVM
in the core storage stack, including file systems [34,51,88,89,
96], key-value stores [52, 55, 57, 61, 65, 66, 86], and persistent
transactional memory (PTM) [47, 56, 77, 87]. Although the
first commercial NVM product, Intel Optane DCPMM, was
discontinued recently [13],industry continues to explore vari-
ous forms of direct persistence [42]. In particular, the emerg-
ing Compute Express Link (CXL) [12,31] opens new opportu-
nities for byte-level persistence based on NAND flash [16,21],
NRAM [39], battery-backed DRAM [41,78], and PRAM [22].
Also, many software-based solutions [53, 67, 91], which ex-
ploit direct persistence (DRAM along with in-rack battery),
are being widely deployed in data centers [1, 11, 18, 45, 50].

However, the direct persistence of NVM opens several chal-
lenges in protecting data from software bugs (e.g., “memory
scribbles”) and media errors. NVM data can be permanently
corrupted due to a single memory scribble, which roots from
a spatial safety violation (e.g., buffer overflow) or a temporal
safety violation (e.g., use-after-free) in a program. Previous

studies [26, 32, 35, 36, 59, 69–71, 73, 79, 81, 83, 84, 92, 95]
have shown that such memory safety violations are prevalent
in programs (e.g., 70% of CVEs [5, 17, 25]). Since NVM is
mapped to the same address space as DRAM, memory safety
violations in NVM and DRAM can corrupt NVM data. Be-
sides these software bugs, dense NVMs have a higher random
raw bit error rate (RBER) than DRAMs, with RBER closer to
NAND flash [85,93]. Hence, NVM (e.g., Intel Optane) adopts
stronger ECC for error correction. Unfortunately, certain hard-
ware errors can still escape the error correction, leading to
Uncorrectable Media Errors (UME) in NVM [4, 7].

PTMs [47, 56, 77, 87] are one of the most popular NVM
programming models because of their ability to exploit direct
persistence. A few recent PTM systems, such as SafePM [27]
and Pangolin [94], attempt to provide NVM data protection
by extending libpmemobj [47]. A desirable PTM system that
offers NVM data protection should (1) offer extensive data
protection: protect against both NVM media errors and soft-
ware memory safety violations in both DRAM and NVM, and
(2) incur lower performance overhead and storage costs.

Unfortunately, existing works fail to meet the above criteria.
SafePM [27] provides NVM memory safety by instrument-
ing every NVM access. It does not protect against media
errors and memory safety violations in DRAM. The mem-
ory instrumentation and the associated metadata incur high
performance overhead and storage cost. Pangolin offers data
protection with checksum and parity while libpmemobj pro-
vides fault tolerance by simply replicating the NVM data to
a backup NVM region. However, both systems are still vul-
nerable to memory safety violations, incur high NVM storage
cost, and suffer from high performance overhead. As further
explained in §2.2, in summary, prior approaches compromise
the protection coverage [27, 44, 94] while also incurring high
storage cost and high performance overhead [27, 47, 94].

This paper proposes TENET, a principled PTM-based
approach that offers an enhanced memory safety and fault
tolerance guarantees at a significantly lower performance
overhead and storage costs than prior works. Leveraging
off-the-shelf hardware features and the concurrency prop-
erties of PTM, TENET reduces performance overhead and
storage costs without compromising its protection coverage.
We realize TENET’s memory-safe design principles using
the state-of-the-art and highly scalable PTM framework,
TimeStone [56] that does not provide NVM data protection.
In particular, key techniques of TENET are as follows:
• Hardware-enforced memory domain separation. Instead

of instrumenting every memory access to check for mem-
ory safety violations, TENET exploits an existing hardware
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feature: Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK) [49, 74],
to separate the address space into NVM domains and a
DRAM domain. Only the trustworthy TENET library can
write to the NVM domains. Thus, outside the TENET li-
brary, TENET offloads NVM data protection against mem-
ory scribbles to hardware. This enables data protection for
most memory access with almost zero overhead.

• On-first-read and on-commit memory safety enforce-
ment. Enforcing memory safety at every NVM access in
the TENET library incurs high overhead. Instead, leveraging
PTM semantics, TENET enforces the temporal safety vio-
lation only at the first reference of an NVM object and the
spatial safety violation only at the commit of a persistent
transaction. This, in tandem with the memory domain sepa-
ration technique, prevents the corrupted data from reaching
NVM with very low runtime overhead.

• Asynchronous hybrid NVM-SSD replication. Protecting
against NVM media errors fundamentally requires creating
redundancy. TENET asynchronously replicates the NVM
data to SSD off the critical path to tolerate any number of
NVM media errors. It thus offers low storage cost fault
tolerance without hindering performance.

• We design TENET using the above approaches, which to the
best of our knowledge is the first high-performance PTM
with memory safety and fault tolerance guarantees.

• We evaluate two different versions of TENET– (1) memory
safety only (TENET-MS) and (2) memory safety and fault
tolerance (TENET) with key data structures and real-world
workloads. Our results indicate that TENET offers enhanced
protection at a modest performance overhead and storage
cost as compared to state-of-the-art systems.

2 Background and Motivation
This section first introduces NVM media errors (§2.1) and
memory safety violation in NVM programs (§2.2), followed
by discussing the prior PTM works that address the media
errors and memory safety violations (§2.3).
2.1 NVM Media Errors
Figure 1 shows the classification of potential errors in NVM.
These errors can be classified into hardware errors and soft-
ware errors. Hardware errors can be further classified into me-
dia errors (MEs) and silent data corruptions (SDCs). Media
errors are caused by faults in the NVM media such as exceed-
ing the write endurance, power spikes, soft media faults etc
that directly corrupt data in the NVM media [85, 93]. SDCs
are caused by faults that occur outside NVM media, which in-
directly causes data corruption. Examples of SDCs are buggy
NVM firmware, faults in CPUs, memory controllers, or other
hardware components [28, 54]. Handling SDCs is a separate
research area and it is out of scope of this paper.
Hardware media error (ME) correction. Commercially
available NVMs implement error-correction code (ECC) in
hardware to detect and correct media errors. For example,
Intel Optane DCPMM uses hardware parity to detect any-bit

Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) Error
   ├ Hardware Error
   │    ├ Media Error (ME)
   │    │     ├ Correctable Media Error (CME)
   │    │     └ Uncorrectable Media Error (UME)
   │    └ Silent Data Corruption (SDC)
   └ Software Error
          ├ Memory Safety Violation
          │     ├ Spatial Safety Violation
          │     └ Temporal Safety Violation
          ├ Crash Consistency Violation
          └ Logic Bugs

Figure 1: Classification of errors in NVM. TENET handles UME,
Spatial and Temporal Safety Violation bugs (red). TENET relies on
the hardware ECC to fix CME and the underlying PTM to handle
Crash Consistency Violations such as atomicity and persistence or-
dering (blue). Silent Data Corruption in the hardware (e.g., CPU
faults) and logical bugs in the application are out of scope (grey).

errors, and it can correct up to two 2-bit errors [10]. The NVM
hardware transparently fixes such correctable media errors
(CMEs). However, uncorrectable media errors (UMEs) will
be reported for software intervention as detailed below.
Reporting uncorrectable media error (UME) to software.
The OS receives the reports of UMEs; and it can pass it to the
application. Specifically, when a CPU accesses an NVM page
affected by UMEs, the NVM hardware sends a poison bit
along with the relevant data to the CPU. Upon encountering
the poison bit, the CPU raises a memory check exception
(MCEs) for the OS to handle. Currently, Linux handles the
MCE by adding the corrupted page to the bad block list and
sends a SIGBUS signal to the application [4, 9]. Then the OS
leaves the responsibility to the application for fixing UMEs
during the recovery phase [7]. We note that, although the
NVM is byte-addressable, UMEs are reported to the software
at the page granularity due to the blast radius effect [3].
2.2 Memory Safety in NVM Programs
We categorize software “scribbles”, which corrupt NVM data,
as spatial and temporal memory safety violations (Figure 1).
Spatial safety violations happen when memory is accessed
beyond its allocated range. Buffer overflows and array out-
of-bound accesses are classical examples. Temporal safety
violations happen due to dangling pointers; i.e., when access-
ing an already freed (use-after-free) or accessing a reallocated
address range (use-after-realloc). These memory safety bugs
are even more dangerous in NVM than DRAM because the
NVM data will be corrupted forever and a simple system
restart would not fix these issues. Note that memory safety
bugs on either DRAM or NVM region of an application can
cause NVM data corruption since the NVM region is mapped
directly to application’s address space.
2.3 Prior NVM Data Protection Approaches

Memory safety in NVM programs. Prior works – Pan-
golin [94], SafePM [27], and Corundum [44] – include mech-
anisms to protect NVM data from memory safety violations.
Pangolin extends libpmemobj [47] and uses per-object check-
sum to detect spatial safety violations. SafePM adds Address-
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Figure 2: Performance of TimeStone against other PTMs. None of
the PTMs are memory safe or fault tolerant against UME.

Sanitizer [80] to libpmemobj transaction to detect spatial and
temporal safety violations on NVM data. Corundum is a Rust-
based NVM programming library and leverages Rust’s type
system to statically enforce spatial and temporal memory
safety. However, they have some critical limitations. First,
none of these approaches prevent NVM data corruption due
to memory safety violations on “DRAM data”. Suppose that
the buggy code inside a transaction causes a buffer overflow
on DRAM data; such spatial safety violations on DRAM
can scribble arbitrary memory location, including NVM data.
Moreover, none of them guarantee to protect NVM data from
temporal safety violations. Pangolin does not check tempo-
ral safety violations. Meanwhile, SafePM does not detect
use-after-realloc bugs. Even with Corundum, the developers
still have the responsibility to guarantee type and memory
safety for the "unsafe" Rust code, both can result in spatial
and temporal safety violations.

Both Pangolin and SafePM suffer from high performance
overhead and introduce additional performance bottlenecks.
Pangolin calculates and verifies checksums on the critical
path, imposing high performance overhead. Furthermore, it
verifies checksum only for write transactions (i.e., read trans-
actions are unprotected). SafePM instruments every NVM
access to check for memory safety violation, which is costly.
SafePM further introduces extra UNDO logging overhead
over the already existing expensive logging in the libpmemobj
to guarantee crash consistency for its memory safe metadata.
Fault tolerance against UME. To protect against UME,
libpmemobj supports replicating data on NVM. However, it
replicates data on the write critical path, leading to high perfor-
mance overhead. Furthermore, storing the replicated data on
NVM wastes the precious NVM space, doubling (2×) storage
cost. Pangolin uses parity for fault tolerance; however, parity
calculation on the critical path causes high performance over-
head and it unnecessarily serializes the transactions which
affects the write scalability. Further, Pangolin can recover up
to one page within a parity region; a data loss will happen if
UME occurs on more than a page. SafePM and Corundum do
not provide any fault tolerance against UME.
2.4 Prior PTMs for NVM
Libpmemobj [47] has been the de-facto PTM. However, it
suffers from high performance overhead and poor scalabil-
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Figure 3: An illustrative example of updating Node A to its 9th
version (A9) in TimeStone.

ity. Thus, several new PTMs focus on addressing its limita-
tions [30,40,62,68,75–77,87]. Figure 2 shows that none of the
existing PTMs, except TimeStone [56], scale beyond 8 cores
even for a read-intensive workload. Further, TimeStone per-
forms up to 8× better than the existing PTMs. Based on this
observation, we chose TimeStone [24, 56] as the transaction
abstraction for TENET. Moreover, designing memory safety
and fault tolerance techniques for such a high performance
PTM is challenging as even a small bottleneck can compro-
mise its original scalability and performance. We introduce
the relevant design aspects of TimeStone below.

Multi-version concurrency control. TimeStone follows
multi-version concurrency control (MVCC). With MVCC,
TimeStone supports non-blocking reads and concurrent dis-
joint writes, achieving high concurrency. For each object cre-
ated by the application (e.g., B-tree node), TimeStone allo-
cates a master object on NVM (see Figure 3). On updating
a master object, TimeStone creates a new version ( 1 ) on
DRAM, chaining multiple version objects from new to old
object’s age. TimeStone dereferences the right version object
during the dereference phase with the help of timestamps.
Each version object gets assigned a timestamp when it is
committed (commit-ts). Also, each transaction gets a times-
tamp (local-ts), which denotes the transactions’ start time.
TimeStone traverses the version chain and chooses the most
recent version of an object based on these timestamps (i.e.,
commit-ts<=local-ts). This guarantees a consistent snap-
shot of NVM data for all transactions at any given time.

Operational log based immediate durability. TimeStone
uses a DRAM-NVM hybrid logging technique, named TOC
logging for efficient crash consistency. The TOC logging
consists of Transient Version Log (TLog) on DRAM, Oper-
ational log (OLog) and Checkpoint log (CLog) on NVM, as
illustrated in Figure 3. TimeStone creates a new version on
TLog ( 1 ), and logs the performed operation to the OLog ( 2 )
for immediate durability. An operational log entry is typically
much smaller than the conventional undo/redo logging, which
duplicates the data, thus making crash consistency efficient.

Asynchronous log reclamation and replay based recovery.
As more versions are created, TLog eventually becomes full,
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triggering log reclamation. When TLog is reclaimed, the latest
version of an object on TLog (A9 over A8) is checkpointed to
the CLog ( 3 ). Similarly, when CLog becomes full, the latest
checkpoint (A9 over A6) is written back to the master object
( 4 ). To recover from a crash, TimeStone first applies the
checkpoints in CLog to the respective master objects and re-
verts them to a consistent snapshot. Then the OLog is executed
to recreate all the updates that are lost on TLog.

3 Overview of TENET

3.1 Threat Model and Assumptions
TENET aims to protect against spatial and temporal mem-
ory safety violations in buggy application code. Furthermore,
TENET considers the possibility of a memory safety violation
on DRAM data corrupting NVM. TENET also aims to guar-
antee fault tolerance for NVM data against the uncorrectable
media errors (UMEs). PTMs in general and TimeStone in
particular cannot guarantee ACID properties for the applica-
tion code that is outside the transaction or when the PTMs’
APIs are misapplied. This applies to TENET as well, i.e., it
cannot guarantee memory safety and fault-tolerance for the
code outside the transaction. TENET is not designed to handle
SDC that occur outside the NVM media. Protection against
the adversarial attacks (e.g., control-flow attacks) is out-of-
scope. However, the protection techniques and mechanisms
against SDC and control-flow attacks can be orthogonally
deployed to TENET. In TENET, application code is distrusted
while TENET library code and OS kernel are considered as a
trusted computing base (TCB).
3.2 Design Goals
• Protect NVM data from memory safety violations.

TENET should detect all spatial and temporal safety bugs
not only from NVM but also from DRAM. Any memory
safety bugs either in DRAM or NVM code should not cor-
rupt NVM data.

• Protect NVM data against UMEs. TENET should provide
a robust fault tolerance mechanism to recover and restore
NVM data from UMEs transparently.

• Low performance and storage overhead. TENET aims
to be a practical system that offers an enhanced protection
scope and strong fault tolerance at a minimal performance
and storage overhead.

3.3 Design Overview
TENET re-purposes the multi-versioning and transactional
semantics of TimeStone to achieve its design goals. Below we
introduce TENET’s main techniques as illustrated in Figure 4.
(1) Separation of NVM protection domain from DRAM. A
memory safety bug (e.g., out-of-bound write) either in DRAM
or NVM can result in NVM data corruption. Enforcing full
memory safety in every single memory access incurs pro-
hibitive runtime overhead as prior studies show [27, 94].

To prevent unauthorized NVM writes without checking ev-
ery single memory access, TENET grants the write permission

to the NVM region only for the TCB i.e., the TENET library
code. In other words, the application code has read-only per-
mission for the NVM, and consequently, it only writes on
DRAM. When the application commits its transaction, writer
thread gets write permission to execute the TENET library
code which propagates the updates on DRAM to the NVM.

TENET completely segregates DRAM and NVM regions so
that all new version and master objects are created on DRAM
(referred to as DRAM Objects). Therefore, TENET application
code does not require write access to NVM, as it writes only to
the DRAM region. If a buggy application code tries to write
to the NVM region, it will receive an exception (SIGSEGV)
from TENET and will be terminated. TENET exploits Intel
Memory Protection Keys (MPK) [49,74] to efficiently switch
NVM permissions for each thread.
(2) On-commit spatial safety enforcement. As applica-
tions can always write to the TLog (i.e., DRAM), it is vul-
nerable to arbitrary memory scribble. A corrupted DRAM
object can be eventually propagated to CLog ( 6 in Figure 4)
and the master object ( 8 ), consequently corrupting the NVM
data. We propose on-commit spatial safety enforcement to pre-
vent corrupted DRAM objects from reaching NVM. TENET
adds eight byte canary values at the start and at the and of a
DRAM object during its creation ( 2 ). Specifically, TENET
assigns a random value to C0, and the hash of C0 and its lo-
cation (xor(C0,&C1)) to C1. When an application commits
the transaction, TENET inspects the integrity of canary values
of all DRAM objects in that transaction ( 3 and 4 ). If the
canaries are compromised (i.e., C0 != xor(C0,&C1)), then
TENET aborts the transaction and gracefully terminates with-
out propagating the corrupted objects to NVM.

Our on-commit spatial safety enforcement is efficient
with minimal performance overhead. Unlike the prior ap-
proaches [27, 69, 79, 95], our technique avoids reading addi-
tional metadata, and it checks the integrity only once during
the transaction commit. Note that NVM objects do not have
canary values and thus no NVM space overhead.
(3) On-first-dereference temporal safety enforcement.
Even after an NVM (master) object is freed (and then reallo-
cated), a program still can reference it via dangling pointers
which can corrupt the NVM data in unintended ways.

We propose on-first-dereference temporal safety enforce-
ment to efficiently enforce temporal safety of NVM objects
with a minimal runtime overhead. TENET uses a tag-based
approach, which essentially checks if a pointer points to the
right object by comparing tags associated with the pointer and
the pointed object. When TENET creates an NVM (master)
object, it assigns a 2-byte random integer as a tag of the object
(e.g., 0xCAFE for Node A in Figure 4). We encode this 2-byte
tag in the upper 16-bit of a pointer, which is unused in the x86
architecture. When the object is freed, its associated tag on
the header set to zero for detecting use-after-free. When the
object is dereferenced first time in a TENET transaction ( 1 ),
TENET checks whether the encoded tag in the pointer matches
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Figure 4: Overall architecture of TENET with an example of updating Node A to its 9th version (A9). n denotes the newly added memory safety
checks and replication to the TimeStone transaction. Note that the application has read/write access to DRAM and read-only permission for
NVM. When accessing Node A, TENET validates its temporal safety by comparing the tags, 0xCAFE ( 1 ). If the tags do not match, the transaction
is aborted. Otherwise, the writer proceeds to traverse the Node A’s version chain, makes a copy of the latest version (A8) in its TLog and updates
it to A9 ( 2 ). Upon commit, Node A9 is validated for spatial safety by checking the canary values ( 3 and 4 ). The transaction is aborted if the
validation fails. Otherwise, the writer commits the transaction by updating its OLog ( 5 ) for durability and it also synchronously updates the
replica OLog for fault tolerance ( 6 ). When reclaiming the TLog, Node A9 is once again validated for spatial safety before checkpointing it to the
CLog ( 7 ) followed by synchronously updating the replica CLog ( 8 ). Similarly, when the CLog is full, TENET writes back the latest checkpoint
(Node A9) to the original master object Node A ( 9 ). The updated Node A is then asynchronously replicated to the disk ( 10 ).

with the tag in the pointed object. If the tags do not match,
it means the pointer points to the already-freed/-reallocated
object (i.e., dangling pointer), which violates temporal safety.
In this case, TENET aborts the transaction immediately.

Our approach is efficient and imposes minimal performance
overhead because it checks the temporal safety of each object
only once in a transaction. Also, accessing the inlined tags is
cache-friendly, which, unlike prior approaches [27,71,79,95],
requires no additional metadata lookup.

(4) Off-critical path NVM replication to SSD. TENET
replicates all NVM data; in the case of a UME, corrupted
NVM pages can be restored using the replica. The main chal-
lenge in designing a replication scheme is minimizing the
performance overhead and storage cost. While replication to
another NVM region can be performance efficient, it incurs
2× higher capacity cost. Instead, we propose a hybrid NVM-
SSD replication technique; TENET asynchronously replicates
the master objects to SSD ( 10 ) and synchronously replicates
the transaction logs (CLog and OLog) to NVM ( 6 , 8 ). Master
objects, are application data structures, which can be large and
also potentially occupy the entire NVM space. Hence, TENET
replicates master objects to the SSD off the critical path to
reduce both storage cost and performance overhead. Although
the replication is asynchronous, TENET guarantees loss-less
NVM data recovery by prudently leveraging the transaction
logs and grace period semantics. Meanwhile, transaction logs
are small and finite, so TENET replicates them to NVM to
reduce performance overhead. Further, TENET is also capable
of recovering from multiple simultaneous UMEs occurring
in one or multiple NVM pages. We explain this design, its

correctness and recovery guarantees in §4.4 and §4.5.

3.4 Putting It All Together For TimeStone

TENET makes the NVM read-only for all except the TENET’s
library code. So the NVM objects in TimeStone do not need
spatial safety checks as they are read-only objects. TENET
enforces temporal safety checks for all NVM objects (us-
ing pointer tags) during the object dereferencing to detect
dangling pointers. On the contrary, DRAM objects are vulner-
able to application scribbles (due to write permission) hence
TENET enforces on-commit spatial safety checks using the
canary bits. DRAM objects do not need separate temporal
safety checks as they are managed internally by TENET; i.e.,
as DRAM objects are accessed via the respective NVM ob-
ject, enforcing temporal safety for NVM objects indirectly
guarantees it for DRAM objects. We discuss the correctness
of these techniques in §4.3. TimeStone can not handle UMEs,
so TENET proposes to replicate master objects and transaction
logs to SSD and NVM respectively; in the event of a UME,
NVM data can be restored using the NVM/SSD backup. In
a nutshell, we optimally apply TENET’s memory safety tech-
niques to the vulnerable parts of TimeStone and organically
redesigned it to guarantee full memory safety. If TENET was
to be used for other PTMs, then its techniques can well be
applied, albeit it may require some engineering effort. We
discuss this further in §6. Refer to Figure 4 for a summary on
lifecycle of a TENET transaction.

4 TENET Design
In this section, we first describe TENET transaction design
(§4.1) followed by the design of memory safety (§4.2-§4.3),
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fault tolerance replication (§4.4), and recovery (§4.5).
4.1 TENET Transaction
Below we explain how TimeStone transaction is redesigned
using TENET to enforce memory safety and fault tolerance.

4.1.1 NVM Object Dereference

Object dereferencing in TimeStone (§2.4) only traverses the
version chain and returns the correct version, whereas in
TENET, object dereferencing is a two-step process.
(1) Temporal safety validation. TENET validates the master
object pointer for temporal safety (§4.3.2) to detect dangling
pointers; transaction aborts if the validation fails (§4.1.4).
(2) Version chain traversal. If the object passes the valida-
tion, then TENET dereferences the correct DRAM object or
directly the master object if the version chain does not exist.

4.1.2 Updating an Object

In TENET, a writer updates a master object by creating a
new DRAM object as done in the TimeStone. However,
TimeStone allows its users (application) to allocate and write
to the NVM when creating new master objects. Thus, a buggy
application can easily corrupt the NVM region. In TENET,
this is restricted to prevent direct NVM writes; so the appli-
cation allocates and writes to a new master object (shadow
master object) on the DRAM and then during the commit
phase TENET library creates a corresponding NVM copy only
if the writes pass the spatial safety violation checks.

4.1.3 Committing a Transaction

In TimeStone, the commit procedure updates the OLog to guar-
antee durability and then makes all the updates atomically
visible. TENET’s commit procedure happens in three phases:
(1) Spatial safety validation. All the new versions and
shadow master objects created in a transaction are validated
for spatial safety violations (§4.3.1). Upon successful valida-
tion, TENET allocates and updates the persistent master object
from the corresponding shadow master object.
(2) Transaction durability and replication. Updating OLog
guarantees durability, and replicating it ensures fault toler-
ance (§4.4.1). Also, TENET adds all the newly created master
objects in (1) to the replica buffer to trigger async disk writes
using background workers (§4.4.2).
(3) Publishing the updates atomically. TENET makes the
updates atomically visible by adding the new versions to
their respective version chain, and this procedure is exactly
the same as TimeStone. Additionally, TENET frees all the
shadow master objects, if any, and exits the critical section.

4.1.4 Aborting a Transaction

Common abort procedure. TENET rolls back any used log
space, lock status, and reclaims all the shadow master objects
and also its NVM counterpart if one exists. This is common
for all three abort cases described below.

Abort due to lock conflict. During the object update (§4.1.2),
if the writer fails to acquire a lock, it aborts the transaction.
This is a benign abort i.e., no memory safety violations, so
TENET performs the common abort procedure and retries the
transaction after the backoff period.

Abort due to memory safety violation. All ongoing trans-
actions are aborted if a transaction aborts due to spatial safety
or temporal safety violation. TENET executes the common
abort procedure and returns an exception.

Abort due to a UME. The OS notifies a UME by sending
a SIGBUS signal. TENET’s signal handler catches the signal,
returns a UME exception to notify the application, and grace-
fully terminates the process. TENET fixes the affected NVM
region during the recovery process (§4.5).

4.2 Unauthorized NVM Write Prevention
TENET already prevents application code from directly writ-
ing to the NVM by using DRAM objects for the updates. How-
ever, a buffer overflow on DRAM can corrupt the NVM data
as NVM is directly mapped to the applications’ address space.
TENET employs Memory Protection Keys (MPK), a hardware
feature available in the Intel systems [33, 34, 43, 74, 82] to
detect NVM writes out of TENET library code.

Using MPK to enforce read-only NVM access. With MPK,
a page can be assigned to one of the 16 available protec-
tion domains. The assigned protection domain is encoded
in the page table entry. A thread’s access permission to the
protection domains is controlled at the per-thread level via a
user-accessible register, PKRU. A thread can switch its access
permissions to the protection domains by writing to the PKRU
register, which only costs 20 CPU cycles. In TENET, each
NVM pool is assigned a unique protection key during pool
creation. Only the TCB (i.e., TENET library code) is allowed
to write to the NVM pool. Thus, a thread grants itself read-
write permissions to the corresponding NVM pool during
the library code execution and revokes it before exiting the
library. As a result, if the application writes to NVM (e.g.,
due to buffer overflow), MMU prevents the access and OS
sends a SIGSEGV signal. Thus, any spatial safety violations
due to a buggy write is contained within the DRAM region.

4.3 Enforcing Memory Safety
In this section, we explain the spatial (§4.3.1) and temporal
safety design (§4.3.2). In §4.3.3, we explain the array interface
as an example, and how the interface provides memory safety.

4.3.1 On-commit Spatial Safety Design

TENET enforces spatial safety for all DRAM objects to pre-
vent NVM data corruption due to a buggy DRAM write.

Technique. As illustrated in the Figure 4, all DRAM objects
are assigned two 8-byte canaries at the start C0 and at the end
C1. Specifically, C0 is a random value and C1 is the hash of C0
and its location (xor(C0,&C1)). TENET inspects the integrity
of canary bits to detect buffer overflows and underflows.
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On-commit validation. When the application commits its
writes (§4.1.3), TENET inspects canary bits for all the newly
created DRAM objects. A transaction is committed only when
both C0 and C1 are intact in all the DRAM objects. Otherwise,
the transaction aborts and discards all the corrupted objects.
An erroneous transaction can corrupt the DRAM objects out-
side of the current transaction i.e., the ones that are part of
other concurrent transactions or the ones that are not part of
any ongoing transactions at all. To detect such cases, TENET
places an 8-byte canary at the start and the end of the trans-
actions’ write set. Note that all the DRAM objects including
the shadow master objects are part of a transactions’ write
set. TENET validates the write set canaries before and after
each step of the commit process (§4.1.3). This ensures that
a transactions’ write set (i.e., DRAM object) has not been
corrupted by an erroneous concurrent transaction, particularly
between the initial validation ((1) in §4.1.3) and the publica-
tion of the updates ((3) in §4.1.3). However, if the write set
canaries are found to be compromised then TENET aborts all
the transactions as explained in §4.1.4.
Correctness. Deferring spatial safety checks until the com-
mit time does not violate the correctness as the other concur-
rent transactions can not observe any uncommitted DRAM
objects. Although a rare case, to avoid reading a DRAM
object that is corrupted (after it commits), TENET performs
spatial safety check before dereferencing a committed DRAM
object. Subsequently, the DRAM objects ( 7 in Figure 4) and
the shadow master objects are re-validated before and after
copying to the NVM to prevent Time-of-Check-Time-of-Use
(TOCTOU) bugs [6]. If an DRAM object is found to be cor-
rupted post the copy operation then the corresponding NVM
object will be safely reclaimed as part of the transaction abort
procedure. Finally, TENET cannot detect the corruptions that
occur without overwriting the canaries, aka intra-object over-
flows. We discuss this further in §6.3.

4.3.2 On-first-dereference Temporal Safety Design

TENET enforces temporal safety for all NVM (master) objects
to detect dangling pointer dereference. Accessing an already
free-ed (or reallocated) address can corrupt the NVM data
due to use-after-free (or use-after-realloc) bugs.
Technique. To detect dangling pointers, TENET assigns an
unique 2-byte tag for all the master objects, which is stored
in the object’s header (0xCAFE in Figure 4) at the time of its
creation. A copy of this tag is also encoded in the unused
upper 16-bits of the master objects’ address. On deallocating
the master object, the tag in the objects’ header is set to zero.
On-first-dereference validation. When the application ac-
cesses a master object for the first time in a transaction,
TENET validates the pointer to the master object before
traversing the version chain (§4.1.1). TENET extracts the
tag encoded in the master objects’ pointer and compares it
with the tag stored in the respective master objects’ header.
If they match, then it is a valid pointer. When an application

struct node {
  int key;
  char val[16];
} node;

void foo() {
  tenet_array<node, 2> arr;
  node n1 = arr[5];
  node n2 = arr[0];
  tenet_lock(&arr[0]);
  memcpy(arr[0].val,buff,32);
  auto ptr = arr;
  //...
  arr.~tenet_array(); //arr is freed!
  //...
  node n0 = ptr[0];  
}

node[1]
tag=0xBEBE

node[0]
tag=0xCAFE
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DRAM

Free &node[1]&node[0]sizebase
addr
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Master Objects 
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Figure 5: Memory safety design for arrays. 2 and 4 are spatial
safety violations due to out-of-bound read (detected by bounds check-
ing) and write (detected using canaries), respectively. 6 is temporal
safety violation due to use-after-free (detected using pointer tags).

accesses a master object with a dangling pointer, tag matching
would fail; the tag in the header would either be zero (if the
address is already freed) or different random value (if the
free-ed address is reallocated). In that case, TENET cuts the
version chain access and aborts the transaction.
Correctness. Once a master object is successfully deref-
erenced, it can be safely used without any further temporal
safety checking within the transactions’ lifetime. This is be-
cause TENET (and TimeStone) uses an RCU-style, epoch-
based garbage collection scheme so it never frees an object
(and its versions) with live references from other transactions;
i.e., an object will be free-ed only when all the transaction
that has live references exits. Also, a DRAM object can be
dereferenced only via its NVM object and TENET cuts the
version chain access upon detecting a dangling pointer, which
indirectly guarantees temporal safety for DRAM objects.

4.3.3 Spatial and Temporal Safety for Array Objects

In TimeStone, an array is stored and accessed as a single
pointer. Even if the application just reads/writes to one ar-
ray element, TimeStone dereferences the entire array. Such
a design is highly unsafe. For instance, once the entire array
is dereferenced, a buggy application can read/write out-of-
bounds resulting in an undetected corruption. This is a noto-
riously hard problem even in the DRAM world. To address
this, we redesigned the array interface in TENET. An array
is internally represented as an array of pointers where each
array index stores a pointer to its element. With this design,
TENET dereferences only the array index that the application
intends to read/write. If the application accesses an index that
is out-of-bound, TENET aborts the transaction.
Array interface. 1 in Figure 5 presents the TENET’s array
interface. In TENET, each array element is a master object;
and an array consists of pointers to these master objects along
with the base address and size information. This representa-
tion is internal and the application accesses its array in the
traditional C semantics. We do not present the pseudocode
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for our interface due to space limitations. Essentially, TENET
retains the C-style semantics by leveraging C++ operator over-
loading. tenet_array class overloads the necessary operators
to hide the internal representation. For instance, the array ac-
cess operator ([]) is overloaded to perform bounds checking,
then access the master object at the index. Similarly, other
operators (=, +, -, etc) are also appropriately overloaded to
retain the programmability and to make the interface transpar-
ent. However, this representation requires additional memory
to maintain pointers to the array elements. An N element array
requires a space of N*sizeof(N), whereas TENET requires an
additional sizeof(void*)*N space to maintain the pointers.

Memory safety validations. Figure 5 illustrates how TENET
enforces memory safety for arrays (arr with two elements).
The canary-based spatial safety and the tag-based temporal
safety apply to every array element. In addition, TENET per-
forms bounds checking for every array dereference using the
base address and size metadata i.e., index > size ( 2 ). In
4 , a transaction writes to the val out-of-bounds, TENET de-
tects this violation by inspecting the corrupted canary bits in
the commit phase. In 6 , transaction dereferences a dangling
pointer (freed in 5 ) and TENET detects it by comparing the
tags (0xCAFE ̸= 0x0000) during the object dereference.

4.4 Enforcing fault tolerance Against UMEs
This section explains the synchronous log replication and the
off-critical path master object replication design to guarantee
fault tolerance against UMEs.

4.4.1 Transaction Log Replication

As illustrated in Figure 4, the primary log pool on the NVM
consists of all the transaction logs (OLog and CLog). TENET
maintains a consistent backup of the primary log pool by
synchronously replicating the logs on the critical path, i.e.,
when an OLog or a CLog in the primary log pool is updated,
the corresponding log in the replica log pool is also updated.
Atomicity for primary and replica log writes is inherently
guaranteed by the transactions’ commit protocol (§4.1.3); i.e.,
TENET commits a transaction only when both the logs are
updated. So, if a crash happens before updating the replica
log, then the transaction is considered to be aborted and the
partially written log entries are discarded during the recovery
phase. Similarly, during log reclamation, the primary log is
reclaimed first and the replica log is reclaimed up to the same
point to maintain consistency. TENET ensures that pages in
the primary and the replica log pool do not overlap by main-
taining two disjoint NVM pools for the primary and replica
log pool. In this way, TENET can recover from multiple UMEs
even if it spans across many pages within a log pool.

Why replicate logs on the critical path? TimeStone buffers
the updates to the master objects in the OLog and CLog to max-
imize the write coalescing. Hence, if the logs in the primary
pool are corrupted, it may cause a significant amount of data
loss during the recovery. As a result, TENET replicates the

primary log pool synchronously to ensure that there is always
a consistent backup. Thus, TENET can simply use the replica
log pool to recover the NVM data without losing any com-
mitted updates. TENET uses NVM to reduce the performance
overhead as the replication is done in the critical path.

4.4.2 Off-critical Path NVM Replication to SSD

TENET makes three critical design choices for a performant
and cost-efficient NVM (master) objects replication: (1) ob-
jects are replicated to SSDs instead of NVM to reduce the
storage cost overhead, (2) replication is performed out of the
critical path to reduce the performance overhead (§4.4.3), and
(3) TENET uses grace period semantics to enforce NVM-SSD
consistency to guarantee loss-less recovery (§4.4.4).

4.4.3 Off-critical Path Writes to SSD

TENET leverages io_uring [8] for accelerating SSD writes.
io_uring is a high-performance asynchronous IO framework.
io_uring maintains two queues, a submission queue (SQ)
where the TENET adds its disk write requests and a comple-
tion queue (CQ) where TENET can poll for the completed
disk writes. Both queues are shared between the kernel and
the user space, which further reduces the context-switching
overhead for request submission and polling.
Technique. TENET maintains a per-writer replica buffer in
the NVM, where writers enqueue the new master objects
that are created in the ongoing transaction and the objects
that are updated with the latest checkpoints from the CLog
( 8 in Figure 4). TENET then spawns multiple workers to
visit the per-thread replica buffer and issue the disk writes
using io_uring’s submission queue. The workers then poll for
the request completion in the io_uring’s completion queue
and exit only when all the requests are completed. TENET
creates a separate disk file for each master object pool; during
replication, TENET writes a master object at the disk file offset,
same as the objects’ corresponding NVM file offset. This is
critical to correctly roll back the corrupted page from the disk
to the NVM during the recovery.

4.4.4 Enforcing NVM-SSD Consistency

Although replication is asynchronous, TENET guarantees that
no committed data will be lost upon either a crash or a UME.
TENET accomplishes this by leveraging the OLog, CLog, and
grace period detection.
Grace period detection in TimeStone. A grace period is
the quiescence period, in which all application threads that
entered the critical section (since the start of detection), fin-
ish, and exit their respective critical section. A background
thread (gp-thread) continuously detects the grace period, and
publishes the detected grace period timestamp. TimeStone
uses the timestamp to safely reclaim/free the obsolete en-
tries/objects in the TLog, CLog, and the OLog. TENET extends
this design to enforce NVM-SSD consistency.
Modified grace period detection in TENET. To detect a
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grace period, the gp-thread not only waits for all the threads
to exit the critical section but also waits for all master objects
that are created/updated by these threads to be written to the
SSD. The key invariant is that when a grace period is detected,
it guarantees that all master objects created/updated in that
window are persisted to the SSD. This means that the TLog,
OLog, and the CLog will not be reclaimed until the disk writes
are guaranteed to be persisted. That is because gp-threadwill
not publish the grace period timestamp unless the disk writes
are completed and without it the logs can not be reclaimed.
In a nutshell, all the updates that are not persisted in the SSD
are guaranteed to be either in the OLog (newly created master
objects) or in the CLog (updates to the existing master object).
Guaranteeing consistent loss-less recovery. If a UME oc-
curs before the SSD writes finish, during recovery, TENET
can restore the NVM objects with the stale SSD replica (from
the previous grace period). Then it uses the CLog to update
the existing master objects with the latest checkpoints and
uses OLog to recreate the new master objects that are missing
in the stale replica. Note that TENET maintains a consistent
backup of OLog and CLog at all times (§4.4.1). Also, the OLog
and CLog execution are idempotent i.e., re-executing the same
log entries multiple times does not violate the consistency.
TENET can tolerate multiple UMEs across any number of
pages in a master object pool as it replicates to the SSDs.
Given at least one of the log pools is consistent, TENET can
recover up to the last committed transaction. Note that even
if both the log pools are affected by UMEs, TENET can still
recover the master objects to the state of last grace period.

4.5 Recovery

(1) Recovering from non-UME crashes. This recovery in-
cludes recovering from a system crash or a memory safety
violation. Upon restart, the recovery procedure is of two steps:
(1) CLog replays, where all the entries in the CLog are replayed
to set the master objects to a consistent state. This step is
necessary to bring all the master objects to the latest check-
pointed state. (2) Then all OLog entries are sorted based on
their commit-ts and replayed sequentially in the exact sorted
order. This will bring the master objects to the last committed
state before the crash occurs. Note that, if the crash happens
due to a memory safety violation, a developer should fix the
bug to avoid repetitive non-UME crashes.
(2) Recovering from a UME crash. Upon restart, if TENET
cannot open its NVM pools, it indicates a UME has occurred.
The recovery steps depend on the victim pools’ type.
UME in the master object pool. TENET identifies the cor-
rupted physical offset using the ndctl tool [9] and then ex-
tracts the corresponding logical file offset. TENET brings
the entire page where the corrupted offset belongs from the
replica disk file. Then TENET allocates a new NVM page
using fallocate and updates it using the disk replica. Finally,
it deallocates the corrupted page and removes it from the oper-
ating system’s bad block list. Once NVM is restored, TENET

recovers similar to the non-UME crash as explained in (1),
i.e., CLog replay followed by the OLog replay.

UME in a log pool. TENET does not need to access the
disk to fix the bad page. Instead, it fixes the affected NVM
page by allocating a new empty page. Then TENET uses the
uncorrupted backup log pool to perform CLog and OLog replay.
At the end of the recovery, it frees all the CLogs and OLogs,
and new logs are allocated during the normal execution.

5 Implementation
TENET library is implemented in C and C++ which is ∼11K
LoC. The core TENET library includes the TimeStone PTM
(∼7K LoC), memory safety checks (∼1.5K LoC), and the
NVM-SSD replication (∼2.5K LoC). We rigorously tested
TENET with a carefully curated set of unit tests, functional
tests, and integration tests along with the offline testing tools
such as the Pmemcheck [48], Address sanitizer [80] to ensure
correctness of our implementation.

6 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the key takeaways in TENET (§6.1)
and the applicability of TENET’s ideas on ARM architecture
(§6.2). We also discuss the limitations and potential future
research directions in §6.3.

6.1 Leveraging the Concurrency Guarantees of PTM

Enforcing low overhead spatial safety. Most PTMs per-
form out-of-place updates to enforce the Isolation property
(ACID) [30,40,56,62,68,87], to support concurrent read and
write [30, 40, 56], and to enable write batching [30, 56, 87].
These PTMs have at least two separate domains: one in which
new updates are made and buffered, and another that contains
consistent data (i.e., old updates) to which the new updates are
eventually merged. TENET leverages this property to enforce
a separate protection domain, such a design enables it to use
light-weight techniques such as MPK and canaries to enforce
spatial safety without having to check every access.

PTMs such as the libpmemobj [47] that perform in-place
updates can be modified to perform out-of-place updates as
done in Pangolin [94]. Although Pangolin uses microbuffer-
ing to perform out-of-place updates, it relies on expensive
data checksum to enforce spatial safety i.e., checksum is cal-
culated and verified every time the data is moved to and from
the microbuffers. SafePM [27] relies on compiler instrumen-
tation of loads and stores and hence it needs to perform spatial
and temporal safety checks at every access resulting in a high
performance overhead (§7.3).

Enforcing low overhead temporal safety. Almost all PTMs
support a stronger Consistency (ACID) guarantee such as
linearizability or serializability. Such PTMs usually perform
conflict checks (i.e., read/write set validation) during the com-
mit phase and the transactions are aborted if a read-write
conflict is observed during the validation. In the context of
temporal safety, this means that objects with live references
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in any on-going transaction will not be freed until those trans-
actions finish. Unlike the prior PTM works, TENET leverages
this property to perform temporal safety checks only at the
first dereference and avoids redundant checks during every
pointer deference in a transaction. This is because, once an
object is dereferenced, it can not be freed by concurrent trans-
actions, a inherent guarantee provided by PTM.
6.2 TENET’s Ideas on ARM Architecture
ARM processors support memory domains [2], which is simi-
lar to Intel MPK except that the permission switch happens
in the OS kernel. Moreover, ARM processors have been sup-
porting virtual address (pointer) tagging (upper 12-16 bits) at
the hardware level and it is shipped with the top byte ignore
(TBI) feature [14,19,23]. Therefore, we believe that TENET’s
ideas can be applied beyond x86 architectures.
6.3 Limitations and Future Work

Protecting against intra-object overflow. Protecting against
intra-object overflow is a hard, open research problem. Even
the state-of-the-art techniques, such as BOGO [95] do not
protect against intra-object overflow. We believe that pro-
tecting against intra-object overflow with reasonable per-
formance overhead would require significant architectural
changes and/or compiler-level instrumentations because of
the fine granularity of protection [46, 90]. However, TENET
protects the transactional metadata which are essential for
correct execution and recovery from the intra-object overflow.
We do this by placing an additional intra-object canary be-
tween the metadata section and the application data section in
a DRAM object (not shown in the figures). This restricts the
corruption to only the application data section of an object.
Protecting against the code outside the transaction.
TENET already protects the NVM data from spatial safety vi-
olations due to the code outside the transaction by using MPK.
However, it is possible to corrupt the DRAM objects outside
the transaction and TENET may not detect such corruption,
particularly the ones that do not overwrite the canaries. One
way to protect the DRAM objects is to protect all the TLogs
using the MPK and allow to switch permission only within
the TENET library. However, as TLog is per-thread and there
are only 16 MPKs available, we may need to employ MPK
virtualization [74] to offer a more fine-grained protection.
Impact of shorter tags. In TENET, we use all the upper 16-
bits to store the pointer tag; expansion of address space in the
future will reduce the number of available bits thus making
the tag range shorter. TENET allows to reuse of duplicate tags
across different pointers, but if the bits are too few (e.g., only
4 bits are available), reusing tags may cause false negatives.
In TENET, tag reuse becomes a problem, only if the reallo-
cated pointer is assigned with the same tag (that it had before
last free), which makes TENET ’s temporal safety detection
probabilistic. Reusing tags across different pointers or the
same pointer with non-consecutive reallocations results in a
deterministic detection. As the CPU vendors are extending

hardware support for pointer tagging, we believe that expand-
ing this idea to overcome bit limitations (e.g., similar to x86
segmentation overcoming 64KB address limitation) will be
an interesting future work.

7 Evaluation
We evaluate TENET by answering the following questions,
(1) what are the performance overhead of TENET’s memory
safety and off-critical path disk replication techniques (§7.1)?
(2) How does TENET perform in comparison with the other
state-of-the-art memory safe PTMs (§7.3)? (3) What is the
tail latency of TENET (§7.4)? (4) How does TENET fare in
the bug detection, correction, and recovery stress tests (§7.5)?
Evaluation platform. We use a system with Intel Optane
DC Persistent Memory (DCPMM). It has two sockets with
Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPU with 16 Physical cores, 256GB of
NVM (2×128GB), 32 GB of DRAM (2×16GB) per socket,
and 2×1TB M.2 SSDs (Samsung 970 EVO). We used GCC
11.2.1 with -O3 flag to compile benchmarks and ran all our
experiments on Linux kernel 5.16.12 with io_uring support.
Configuration. We preset the size of TLog and OLog to 8
MB and CLog to 32 MB, respectively. We also present the
performance analysis for varying log size in §7.4. We use two
SSDs for NVM replication i.e., one SSD per socket. Through-
out our evaluation, we present two versions of TENET: (1)
TENET-MS – which enforces only memory safety (i.e., no
NVM/SSD replication), and (2) TENET – which enforces both
memory safety and NVM/SSD replication for fault tolerance.
For microbenchmarks, we initially warm up the data struc-
tures with 1 Million (M) keys followed by executing a mix of
lookup, insert, update, and delete operations for 60 seconds
as done in the prior PTM works [30, 40, 56, 75–77, 87]. For
the real-world evaluation, we use the YCSB benchmark [29]
to evaluate TENET’s B+Tree based key-value store engine for
10M keys, we use 8 bytes integer keys and 100 bytes values
with Zipfian distribution. We present the average performance
of 10 runs, with an average error rate of ±1.8%.
7.1 Performance Analysis of TENET

Figure 6 compares the performance of TENET-MS and
TENET against the TimeStone for three different workloads
with varying read/write ratios. Comparing TENET-MS and
TENET with TimeStone will enable us to quantify the over-
heads due to memory safety and fault tolerance techniques.

7.1.1 TENET-MS vs TimeStone

For the read-dominated workloads, TENET-MS performs
mostly on-par (< 5% overhead) or slightly better than the
TimeStone. This is because reads in TENET-MS require only
temporal safety checks and the overhead from spatial safety
checks are negligible due to the lower write ratio. The low
overhead temporal safety checks can be attributed to our in-
place pointer tagging technique wherein it only requires one
shifting operation for extracting the tag from the pointer and
one compare operation for validating the extracted tag.
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of TENET-MS and TENET

against TimeStone for Hash Table (HT), Binary Search Tree (BST),
and Linked List (LL) for 24 threads.
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Figure 7: Performance comparison of TENET-MS and TENET

against TimeStone for the B+tree key-value store with 24 threads.

For write-intensive workload, TENET-MS performs on
par with TimeStone; this shows that our canary based spa-
tial safety checks incur only a minimal overhead. For BST,
TimeStone suffers from high transaction aborts due to lock
conflicts on parent nodes. Unlike the BST, hash table is inher-
ently more concurrent and incurs lower aborts due to less lock
conflicts. Memory safety validation steps in TENET-MS re-
duce the aborts; our further analysis revealed that TimeStone
incurs about 3.5× more aborts than TENET-MS for BST. Con-
sequently, TENET-MS performs on par with TimeStone for
hash table and slightly faster in case of a BST.

7.1.2 TENET vs TimeStone

In addition to memory safety, TENET guarantees fault toler-
ance by performing NVM/SSD replication. For read-mostly
workloads, TENET performs on par with that of TimeStone
and TENET-MS. Due to a lower write ratio, the number of
log writes, and master object writes are less; consequently
replication does not add any significant overhead. However,
the replication overhead becomes evident as the write ratio
increases from 20% to 80% and TENET performs up to 12.6%
and 18% slower than the TENET-MS and TimeStone, respec-
tively. As the master objects are inserted/deleted/updated fre-
quently, the replica writes to SSD also increases. Therefore,
grace period detection is relatively longer in TENET as the
gp-thread has to wait for all the SSD writes to complete. A
longer grace period detection increases traffic in the TLog as
the log reclamation becomes slower. Overall, TENET adds a
modest overhead (< 18%) over TimeStone while enforcing
memory safety and fault tolerance.
7.2 Real-world Workload Evaluation
We built a B+tree-based key-value store using TENET; we
chose B+tree (fanout=64) to test and evaluate our array inter-
face but any other data structures can also be used. Figure 7
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Figure 8: Scalability of TENET-MS and TENET for B+tree

PTM Spatial Safety Temporal Safety UME NVM Cost
Libpmemobj [47] No No Yes High
TimeStone [56] No No No None
SafePM [27] Yes Yes No Moderate
Pangolin [94] Partial No Yes Moderate
TENET-MS Yes Yes No None
TENET Yes Yes Yes Low

Table 1: Comparison of TENET against other PTMs.

compares the performance of TENET-MS and TENET key-
value store against the TimeStone key-value store.
TENET-MS. TENET-MS is 17% slower than the TimeStone
across all YCSB workloads. For data structures (that do not
use an array), such as the hash table, every read to a hash
node requires only one object dereference because each hash
node is a master object. But for a B+tree, reading one leaf
node requires a 2× fanout (2×64) number of dereferences
as each array element (of the key-value array) is a master
object. Although TimeStone incurs the same number of object
dereference, the additional temporal safety checks during the
object dereferencing in TENET-MS causes a 17% slowdown.
TENET. For write-intensive YCSB-A, TENET performs 41%
slower than TimeStone. This is because of lower chances of
write coalescing in the TLog and CLog. As the writes hap-
pen at the array element level, the chances of an array index
being repeatedly written to is less. This is the worst-case
scenario for TimeStone as it relies on maximizing write co-
alescing on DRAM objects to reduce NVM writes. Lower
write-coalescing causes frequent checkpoints (from TLog) on
CLog and frequent checkpoint writebacks (from CLog) to the
NVM object. TimeStone just performs frequent writebacks to
the NVM object; for TENET, increase in the number of write-
backs also increases the SSD writes due to replication. This
trend is corroborated by the performance of TENET for read-
intensive YCSB workloads (B, C, and D), where it exhibits
only a 21% slowdown against TimeStone. This is almost
half of the slowdown experienced for the YCSB-A workload
(41%) as the number of SSD writes are lower in read-intensive
workloads. In a nutshell, TENET guarantees memory safety
for arrays (TENET-MS) with a modest 17% overhead and
providing fault tolerance adds an additional 24% overhead
due to the reduced write coalescing in TimeStone.

7.3 Comparison with Other PTMs
Table 1 compares the protection scopes of PTMs; TENET is
the only PTM to offer full memory safety and cost-efficient
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Figure 9: TENET-MS vs SafePM: performance overhead study with
hash table for read-intensive and write-intensive workloads.

fault tolerance. We have discussed the limitations in the pro-
tection scope of prior works in §2.3. Moreover, TENET incurs
a relatively minimal performance overhead as compared to
SafePM (Figure 9) and Pangolin which incurs up to 60% and
67% overhead over the libpmemobj.1 To ensure fairness, we
compare SafePM and TENET-MS on basis of performance
overhead incurred over their respective baseline PTM. Note
that SafePM does not guarantee fault tolerance against the
UMEs, so we use only TENET-MS for comparison.

As shown in Figure 9, SafePM performs up to 67% slower
than the libpmemobj across both the workloads. When the
libpmemobj’s performance saturates after 16 threads, SafePM
performs on-par; this is because the high contention overhead
in the libpmemobj amortizes the memory safety overhead
in SafePM. SafePMs’ overheads come from: (1) additional
undo logging to guarantee crash consistency for the memory
safety metadata. Note that this undo logging is in addition
to the ones performed by the libpmemobj transaction, (2) the
memory safety metadata must be accessed for every read and
write which further slows down the performance.

Unlike the SafePM, TENET-MS guarantees memory safety
with a modest 5%-8% performance overhead; because, (1)
it does not require additional crash consistency for memory
safety metadata as the pointer tags are embedded in the ob-
jects, and (2) memory safety checks are performed only once
per transaction (on-commit and on-first-dereference).
7.4 Other Evaluations and Analysis

Scalability analysis. Figure 8 and Figure 9 shows the read
and write scalability of TENET-MS and TENET for hash ta-
ble and B+tree, respectively. Both TENET-MS and TENET
show good read and write scalability for B+tree and hash
table. The performance difference across thread counts are
consistent with what is observed for 24 threads in Figure 6
and Figure 7. For read-intensive workloads, TENET-MS and
TENET show less than 5% performance slowdown for a hash
table and a 17% (TENET-MS) and 24% (TENET) slowdown
for a B+tree. For a write-intensive hash table, TENET-MS
and TENET exhibit a 5% and 18% slowdown respectively,
while for B+tree, TENET-MS and TENET exhibit a 17% and

1Directly referenced from the paper as Pangolin is not open-sourced.
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44% slowdown. Overall, both TENET-MS and TENET scales
on-par with TimeStone; this shows that the TENET’s memory
safety and fault tolerance techniques does not impede the
original scalability of TimeStone.

Storage cost analysis. With TENET, the DRAM space us-
age is bounded by the size of TLog (8MB). TENET stores the
replica logs in the NVM and this is bounded by the size of
OLog and CLog. TENET replicates the application data struc-
ture to the SSD; given the $/GB of SSD ($0.15) and the
NVM ($10) [15, 20], TENET saves ∼60× on storage cost
when replicating the entire NVM space (512GB) to the SSD
as opposed replicating to the NVM. In addition to the cost
benefits, TENET can recover from multiple UMEs spanning
across multiple pages while Pangolin can recover only from a
single page is corruption.

Tail latency. Figure 10 shows the tail latency of TENET-
MS and TENET compared against the TimeStone. As done in
prior works [55,60], we sample 10% of operations so that the
tail latency calculation does not overshadow the performance.
TENET-MS performs on-par with TimeStone, which shows
the efficacy of our memory safety techniques. However, for
write-intensive YCSB-A, TENET’s tail latency spikes up at the
99th and 99.9th percentile. This is because of the additional
writes incurred while performing replication to the NVM/SSD
for fault tolerance. For read-intensive workload, TENET’s tail
latency is almost on par with TimeStone as lower ratio reduces
the number of SSD writes. TENET-MS shows similar tail
latency to that of the TimeStone across workloads as it does
not perform replication. We believe our fault tolerance design
can be further optimized for tail latency by making log writes
asynchronously, which would be an interesting future work.

Log size sensitivity. To study the impact of log size on the
performance, we present the relative performance of TENET
for varying log sizes using a concurrent hash table with 1 and
24 threads (Figure 11). We show the performance only for
write-intensive workloads as read-intensive workloads are less
sensitive to the log size. The X-axis represents the log size,
and the Y-axis represents the relative performance normalized
to the default log size used in all the previous evaluations.
TENET’s performance increases up to 21% with the increas-
ing log size. As the log size is decreased, the performance
drops to 38%. As the log size increases, the writers spend
less time reclaiming log space and hence better performance.
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Alternatively, for smaller log sizes, the writers spend more
time reclaiming log space. TENET requires all SSD writes in
a grace period window to be persisted before reclaiming the
log space, further increasing the pressure on the writers. So
we observe a larger performance drop (38%) for a smaller log
size and relatively a smaller performance gain (21%) when
the log size is increased. We confirmed that this behavior is
consistent across different thread counts and data structures.
7.5 Error Detection and Correction

Spatial safety test. Our test cases select transactions at ran-
dom to intentionally cause buffer overrun bugs on a B+tree
leaf nodes’ value pointer (p_val) and to access the key array
(in a B+tree node) out-of-bounds. For the buffer overflow bug,
the erroneous transactions execute a memcpy on the p_val for
1KB where the p_val pointer is of size 100 bytes. We also
tested intra-array overflow with a smaller size of 128 bytes.
For out-of-bound access, the erroneous transactions access the
key array at index 96, which is beyond the original fanout (64).
For all test cases, TENET detected spatial safety violations in
the commit phase and aborted the transactions, returning an
exception to the B+tree code. In our 200 random tests, TENET
detected spatial safety violations 100% of the time.
Temporal safety test. We modified the delete function in our
open-chaining hash table benchmark to free the target node
and not update the previous nodes’ next pointer (p_next).
A randomly chosen transaction executes the buggy delete
logic and spawns read transactions to access the dangling
p_next. TENET detected the dangling pointer access during
the object dereferencing phase and returned an exception
to the application. Further, to test the case where a free-ed
address may be reallocated again, we kept allocating a new
hash node until the free-ed NVM address was reallocated. Our
test case then waits for a transaction to access the dangling
p_next (reallocated). We repeated both the temporal safety
tests 200 times, and TENET detected dangling pointer access
and returned an exception to the application.
UME Test. We used the ndctl utility tool (ndctl inject-
error) for injecting a UME at a specified offset [9]. While run-
ning the benchmark, we first injected a UME in the log pool,
particularly on a randomly chosen CLog. TENET’s SIGBUS han-
dler received the OS notification and terminated the program
gracefully. Upon restart, TENET rightly identified the cor-
rupted log pool and successfully recovered using the replica
log pool. We also injected UME in one of the master ob-
ject pools and observed that TENET restored the NVM status
successfully using the SSD replica. Both these tests were

repeated multiple times and TENET successfully recovered
the hash table without losing any data. The recovery time for
TENET and TimeStone are similar, bounded by OLog and CLog
size (not shown due to space constraints). The SSD access is
performed in the background using io_uring and the cost is
relatively small. Our future work will develop techniques to
accelerate recovery.

8 Related Work
DRAM based memory safety techniques. Memory safety
violation in the DRAM has been extensively studied in the
security community [26,32,35,36,59,69–71,73,79,81,83,84,
92, 95]. In fact, our work was inspired by this line of research
which essentially conveys that memory safety violations are
the source of all evils. But the downside of these techniques
is that they suffer from high performance overhead (up to
200%). In TENET, we reduce the performance overhead by
leveraging the concurrency properties of the PTM and also
by limiting our scope of protection (e.g., no support for con-
trol flow attacks). Moreover, applying these DRAM based
techniques to NVM is non-trivial as they are not designed
to be crash consistent and adding crash consistency to these
techniques comes with its own set of challenges and may
potentially increase the performance overhead.

NVM bug finding techniques. There are a plethora of
works on detecting crash consistency bugs in the NVM soft-
ware [37, 38, 58, 63, 64, 72]. These techniques primarily focus
on detecting bugs that violate crash consistency correctness
such as atomicity, linearizability, and persistence ordering
bugs; they neither focus on memory safety nor UMEs.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose TENET. TENET enforces
DRAM/NVM memory domain separation using MPK to pre-
vent NVM writes out of TENET library. Additionally, TENET
uses canary values and in-place pointer tagging to guarantee
on-commit spatial safety and on-first-dereference temporal
safety. Further, TENET proposes off-critical path NVM/SSD
data replication to guarantee a performance and cost-efficient
fault tolerance for the NVM data against the UMEs. Our
evaluations showed the performance efficiency of TENET’s
techniques along with a thorough analysis on scalability, stor-
age cost, and tail latency. Overall, TENET provides enhanced
NVM data protection at a modest performance and storage
cost as compared to the other state-of-the-art PTMs.
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Abstract
Persistent memory (PM) can be accessed directly from
userspace without kernel involvement, but most PM filesys-
tems still perform metadata operations in the kernel for secu-
rity and rely on the kernel for cross-process synchronization.

We present per-file virtualization, where a virtualization
layer implements a complete set of file functionalities, in-
cluding metadata management, crash consistency, and con-
currency control, in userspace. We observe that not all file
metadata need to be maintained by the kernel and propose
embedding insensitive metadata into the file for userspace
management. For crash consistency, copy-on-write (CoW)
benefits from the embedding of the block mapping since the
mapping can be efficiently updated without kernel involve-
ment. For cross-process synchronization, we introduce lock-
free optimistic concurrency control (OCC) at user level, which
tolerates process crashes and provides better scalability.

Based on per-file virtualization, we implement MadFS, a
library PM filesystem that maintains the embedded metadata
as a compact log. Experimental results show that on concur-
rent workloads, MadFS achieves up to 3.6× the throughput of
ext4-DAX. For real-world applications, MadFS provides up
to 48% speedup for YCSB on LevelDB and 85% for TPC-C
on SQLite compared to NOVA.

1 Introduction

Persistent memory (PM) is a promising candidate for next-
generation storage devices. PM DIMMs are connected on the
memory bus and deliver near-DRAM performance while per-
sisting data across power-offs. They create new opportunities
for building storage systems.

With revolutionary hardware available, the software stack
needs to evolve accordingly. Traditional kernel filesystems
require I/O operations to cross the user-kernel boundary and
go through layers of the storage stack, introducing signif-
icant software overhead. In response to this observation,

*Both authors contributed equally to this work.

many PM filesystems have been proposed to perform I/O
in userspace [5, 8, 12, 25, 30, 41, 43]. The challenge is that a
userspace process is untrusted and unreliable: it could cor-
rupt metadata and threaten filesystem integrity; it could crash
in a shared critical section, blocking other processes. These
realities impose challenges for metadata operations and shar-
ing. Existing userspace filesystems bypass the kernel for data
operations, but typically still rely on the kernel for metadata
management [5, 8, 25, 30] with its inefficient storage stack.
In terms of sharing, most userspace filesystems either do not
support cross-process sharing [8] or rely on a kernel-granted
lease [5, 12, 30].

To address these challenges, we introduce per-file virtual-
ization, where a complete set of file functionalities, including
metadata management, crash consistency, and concurrency
control, are implemented in a userspace virtualization layer
and managed on a per-file basis for regular files. For userspace
metadata management, we observe that some metadata are pri-
vate to each file and have a similar trust model to the file data.
Thus, we propose metadata embedding, where insensitive
metadata (e.g., block mapping and file size) are embedded
in the file. This enables efficient metadata management in
userspace without sacrificing permission enforcement. In par-
ticular, embedding block mapping provides additional benefits
when copy-on-write (CoW) is used for data crash consistency.
For a process with memory-mapped files, existing kernel-
level CoW requires updating the page table on file writes,
causing expensive TLB shootdowns. With metadata embed-
ding, the block mapping can be changed entirely in userspace
without kernel involvement. To support cross-process concur-
rency control, we use the file data itself as the communication
medium and implement non-blocking synchronization. This
design simplifies the failure model and provides better con-
currency than locks.

Based on per-file virtualization, we present MadFS1, a li-
brary filesystem for persistent memory that provides strong
data crash consistency and linearizable concurrency control

1MadFS stands for metadata embedded filesystem.
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in userspace. MadFS requires no modification to the kernel
or application and can run on top of any direct access (DAX)
filesystem with mmap support (e.g., ext4-DAX). To provide
strong data crash consistency, MadFS performs CoW on data
updates. MadFS introduces a level of indirection that maps
virtual blocks seen by applications to logical blocks backed
by the underlying kernel filesystem. This block mapping is
embedded in the file for efficient userspace CoW and main-
tained as a log for crash consistency. We implement lock-free
optimistic concurrency control (OCC) to support concurrent
access to the same file cross processes. Specifically, a writer
tentatively makes changes in a private workspace. Before
committing to the log, the writer detects conflicts by checking
the movement of the log tail, and partially redoes the changes
if necessary. Compared to lock-based approaches, concurrent
readers and writers would not block each other even with
overlapping ranges, thus achieving better scalability.

We evaluate MadFS using a variety of microbenchmarks
and macrobenchmarks. MadFS achieves up to 3.6× through-
put for ext4-DAX on concurrent microbenchmarks. For Lev-
elDB running YCSB workload, MadFS provides up to 48%
improvement over NOVA. TPC-C workloads over SQLite on
MadFS outperform NOVA by 85%.

This paper makes the following contributions:
• We present per-file virtualization, where a virtualization

layer implements a complete set of file functionalities, in-
cluding metadata management, crash consistency, and con-
currency control, entirely in userspace.

• We introduce metadata embedding as a novel metadata man-
agement technique for userspace filesystems. Embedding
insensitive metadata in the file enables efficient modifica-
tion in userspace.

• In particular, when CoW is used for data crash consistency,
we propose embedding the block mapping, which allows it
to be updated without the kernel modifying the page table.

• We introduce lock-free optimistic concurrency control
(OCC) for userspace cross-process synchronization, which
tolerates process crashes and achieves better scalability.

• Based on per-file virtualization, we present MadFS, a library
PM filesystem that maintains the embedded metadata as
a compact log. The source code of MadFS is available at
https://github.com/WiscADSL/MadFS.

• We evaluate MadFS using microbenchmarks and mac-
robenchmarks to show that it provides high throughput for
both single-threaded and multi-threaded workloads.

2 Background and Motivation

Persistent memory (PM) is an emerging hardware technol-
ogy that provides durability with DRAM-like latency. PM is
considered both a new generation of denser memory and a

high-performance storage device. In this paper, we explore
the storage aspect of PM.

The byte-addressability of PM, like DRAM, enables CPUs
to directly read/write data through load/store instructions.
After data is stored in a memory location, it may still reside in
the CPU cache, so one needs to flush the cache line explicitly
(e.g., via clwb or clfushopt) for persistence. Alternatively,
non-temporal stores (e.g., movnti) can be used to persist data
directly, bypassing the CPU cache. For ordering constraints,
a memory fence (e.g., sfence) is needed to serialize memory
instructions.

One of the commercially available PM products is Intel
Optane Persistent Memory [1]. Intel announced the winding
down of the Optane business in Q2 2022 [10]. This work is
not specific to Intel Optane PM. We only require that the PM
is byte-addressable and applications can directly access the
data stored on the PM via memory-mapped I/O.

There has been a rich set of work on building more efficient
filesystems for PM. In this section, we broadly classify them
into userspace and kernel filesystems and then discuss their
challenges in metadata management, crash consistency, and
concurrency control.

2.1 Filesystems for Persistent Memory
Kernel filesystems. Mature Linux filesystems such as ext4
and XFS introduce direct access (DAX) mode [7, 42], which
bypasses the page cache and allows applications to directly
access file data stored on PM via memory-mapped I/O. These
DAX filesystems only ensure metadata consistency in the
presence of failures, while the responsibility of maintaining
data consistency on memory-mapped regions falls on the ap-
plications. There are also research kernel filesystems designed
for PM. BPFS [9] uses a tree layout similar to WAFL [23]
and avoids cascading CoW via short-circuit shadow paging.
PMFS [14] combines atomic in-place updates, journaling, and
CoW to support efficient crash consistency, and also advocates
the use of huge pages to reduce paging costs. NOVA [45] im-
plements log-structured metadata for each file and CoW data
crash consistency.

Userspace filesystems. With ultra-fast hardware, software
overhead becomes non-trivial. Thus, many PM filesystems
have proposed to bypass the kernel [5, 8, 12, 25, 30, 41, 43].
FLEX [43] calls mmap after open and intercepts data opera-
tions to handle them in userspace via memory instructions.
SplitFS [25] similarly handles data operations in userspace
with memory-mapped I/O but relies on a modified ext4-DAX
for metadata operations. It introduces a new system call
relink, which reassigns data blocks from one file to another.
For append operations, SplitFS redirects data to a temporary
staging file and invokes relink on fsync to publish the
newly written data to the target file. Libnvmmio [8] builds on
memory-mapped I/O and equips each block with a journal to
provide scalable crash-consistent I/O.
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2.2 Challenges in Metadata Management

Metadata safety is critical to filesystem integrity. In kernel
filesystems, metadata is managed exclusively by the kernel for
security reasons. A major challenge of userspace filesystems
comes from untrusted libraries. Thus, many of them still rely
on the kernel for metadata management (e.g., SplitFS [25],
Strata [30], and KucoFS [5]). Unfortunately, data operations
can be tightly coupled with metadata operations, defeating the
purpose of kernel bypassing and leading to lower performance.
For example, SplitFS appends data to a staging file, but still
requires the relink system call to swap the data blocks from
the staging file to the target one on each fsync.

A few filesystems also bypass the kernel for metadata op-
erations. Aerie [41] provides applications with direct access
to PM for reading/writing data and reading metadata, while
metadata updates are handled by a trusted filesystem service
via socket-based remote-procedure call (RPC). One draw-
back of this approach is that RPCs are expensive and incur
the overhead of context switches. Aerie uses batching to re-
duce the number of RPCs at the cost of visibility. ZoFS [12]
introduces a new abstraction called coffer. The dentries, in-
odes, and data blocks for a directory subtree are stored in a
coffer if they share the same permission. ZoFS relaxes the
protection domain from file to coffer and relies on the Intel
Memory Protection Key (MPK) hardware for security. Due to
hardware limitations of MPK, the number of simultaneously
memory-mapped coffers cannot exceed 15.

2.3 Challenges in Crash Consistency

Crash consistency is critical to filesystems. PM only guaran-
tees the atomicity of a single 64-bit store, so filesystems need
to build their own constructs for crash consistency.

To ensure metadata crash consistency, PM filesystems com-
monly use journaling [5,14,25,30,41,42]. Kernel filesystems
adapted for PM, such as ext4-DAX, rely on Linux journaling
block device (JBD) [28] for metadata journaling. However,
JBD was designed with block devices in mind and writes in
whole blocks, causing write amplification [4,43]. SplitFS also
uses JBD for the crash consistency of relink and suffers the
same problem. Many filesystems tailored for PM leverage
the byte-addressability to persist journal/log entries with a
finer granularity [14, 45]. NOVA equips each inode with a
private log. Cross-file updates are implemented via journaling
to update multiple log tails. BPFS [9] uses CoW for metadata
updates. SoapFS [13] and ZoFS [12] employ soft update [15]
for metadata crash consistency.

For data crash consistency, CoW is commonly used [5, 9,
14, 25, 45]. However, CoW has two major drawbacks when
used with memory-mapped I/O. First, huge pages have been
shown to have significant performance improvements for PM
filesystems due to fewer page faults, less TLB shootdown,
and shorter page table walk [14, 24, 25]. However, an open

issue brought out by PMFS is that CoW does not work well
with huge pages: the granularity of CoW is coupled with the
page size, which for huge pages is 2 MB or 1 GB on x86-
64. Writing to a sub-page results in copying the entire page,
causing significant write amplification [14]. SplitFS’s relink
changes the block mapping at the granularity of 4 KB blocks.
This breaks the contiguity of the file on the physical PM and
thus prevents the use of huge pages [24].

Second, in addition to huge pages, kernel-level CoW causes
expensive TLB shootdowns [2,3,8,40]. During CoW, the page
table should be updated so that the virtual address region is
backed by the new pages. The kernel needs to flush the TLB
on the local core, send an inter-processor interrupt (IPI) to the
other cores to flush the remote TLB, and wait for all cores
to finish. The whole process can take several microseconds
to complete [40], which is expensive for PM devices with
sub-microsecond latency [47].

Another option for data crash consistency is data journal-
ing. Strata [30] allows applications to write to a private log in
PM and relies on the kernel to digest the data to a slower stor-
age device. Libnvmmio [8] equips each block with a journal
and implements background checkpointing. In general, data
journaling faces the issue of double writes. Both Strata and
Libnvmmio make the digestion/checkpointing asynchronous
to remove it from the critical path at the cost of visibility.

Some PM filesystems do not provide data crash consistency,
including ext4-DAX, FLEX, PMFS, Aerie, and ZoFS. In this
case, applications have to detect and react to inconsistent file
data upon failures. Previous studies [35, 36] have shown that
many applications fail to handle inconsistent data correctly.
Data crash consistency is a desirable property for filesystems
if the overhead is acceptably low.

2.4 Challenges in Concurrency Control

For kernel filesystems, the kernel itself acts as a single cen-
tralized entity for synchronization. The inode lock ensures
that only one thread is operating on the same file at a time.
For userspace filesystems, however, concurrency control is
challenging, especially in cross-process cases. For example,
a process could crash while holding a lock, blocking other
processes. To prevent this situation, the lock must be visible
to the kernel so that the kernel can release it after a crash
(e.g., robust mutex [27]). This introduces additional kernel
involvement and can cause processes to sleep on the critical
path of data operations.

As a result, most userspace PM filesystems either do not
support cross-process synchronization [8] or use lease-based
locking [5, 12, 30, 41]. Aerie implements a lock service in the
filesystem service. Each application process is equipped with
an additional clerk thread to communicate with the lock ser-
vice and synchronize with others. In Strata and ZoFS, leases
are granted by the kernel. KucoFS uses a two-level locking
scheme with kernel-granted leases for inter-process synchro-
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nization and userspace range locks for intra-process synchro-
nization. In all these cases, there exists a centralized coordi-
nator to manage leases. This adds communication overhead
when multiple processes access the same file concurrently.

The lease timeout is another source of complexity. Timeout
relies on the assumption about the maximum completion time
of an operation, which could be unsafe. For example, a writer
starting with a valid lease can finish with the lease expired. In
this case, other threads will see partial data. A write operation
can take an arbitrarily long time to complete due to kernel
CPU scheduling or large I/O sizes. This will cause correctness
issues with lease-based locking.

3 Per-File Virtualization

To address these challenges, we propose per-file virtualization,
where a userspace virtualization layer implements a complete
set of file functionalities, including metadata management,
crash consistency, and concurrency control, on a per-file basis
for regular files.

Kernel-bypassing with metadata embedding. We observe
that some of the file metadata (e.g., block mapping and file
size) are private to each file, and share the same protection
domain as the file data. This allows us to embed a subset of
the metadata directly into the file to avoid the slow kernel I/O
stack for certain metadata operations, especially those that
are tightly coupled with data operations (e.g., CoW changing
block mapping). Compared to other techniques for userspace
metadata management, this method neither relies on a trusted
entity as in Aerie nor expands the protection domain beyond
a file as in ZoFS. Permission-related metadata (e.g., access
mode, owner, and group) must not be embedded. The kernel
filesystem shall still manage the permission and enforce ac-
cess control when a file is opened. Metadata embedding does
not apply to directories since the hierarchical structure must
be visible to the kernel to enforce access control. We leverage
the mature constructs of the kernel to handle directory opera-
tions, while the virtualization layer manages the embedded
file metadata and ensures its crash consistency.

Decoupling of block- and memory-mapping for CoW.
Embedding block mapping, in particular, enables efficient
userspace block management since the embedded block map-
ping can be modified independently from the memory map-
ping. This provides two major benefits when using CoW for
data crash consistency. First, the granularity for CoW is no
longer associated with huge page sizes. CoW can operate at
block granularity within the file, while the kernel still sees the
file as a contiguous region on the PM. This allows the usage
of huge pages during mmap. Second, block mapping updates
can be done in userspace via store instructions. The kernel no
longer needs to modify the page table. The nanosecond-level
cache coherence protocol [18, 33] ensures cross-core consis-
tency as opposed to microsecond-level TLB shootdown [40].

Non-blocking concurrency control. The embedding of meta-
data brings new opportunities for concurrency control in
userspace. As a file is now a self-contained entity with both
metadata and data stored in it, processes that memory-map
the same file can use the shared PM region for cross-process
synchronization, without relying on external entities. We ar-
gue that locking is not a good candidate for cross-process
synchronization, as the lock owner can crash in the middle of
a critical section. Detecting the lock owner’s crash without
the kernel is difficult if not impossible. Instead, we propose
to use atomic primitives (e.g., compare-and-swap) to imple-
ment non-blocking synchronization, where the suspension or
crash of a single process does not prevent others from making
progress [19–21]. In this way, inter- and intra-process concur-
rency control is handled uniformly, and the failure model is
greatly simplified. Non-blocking synchronization also brings
better concurrency, since operations do not block each other,
even with overlapping ranges.

Summary. With per-file virtualization, we aim to push file
functionalities into userspace as much as possible. Metadata
embedding bypasses the kernel for metadata management.
Embedding block mapping enables efficient userspace CoW
for crash consistency. Non-blocking synchronization allows
cross-process concurrency control to be enforced without
kernel involvement. All the techniques are applied on a per-
file basis and there is no global data structure.

4 MadFS: Design and Implementation

Based on per-file virtualization, we implement MadFS, a
userspace library filesystem overlaid on top of any DAX ker-
nel filesystem supporting mmap (e.g., ext4-DAX). It intercepts
POSIX I/O calls and requires no modifications to the applica-
tion. MadFS memory-maps the file on open, so subsequent
data operations (e.g., read and write) can be handled in
userspace via load and store. MadFS provides data crash
consistency through CoW. It embeds metadata in the file to
avoid kernel crossing for block mapping updates and delivers
instant visibility. MadFS employs lock-free optimistic concur-
rency control to provide high concurrency with cross-process
linearizability.

The architecture of MadFS is shown in Figure 2. A MadFS
file is a self-contained file on the underlying DAX filesys-
tem. Upon file creation, MadFS creates the file on the kernel
filesystem and initializes the basic structure to identify itself
as a MadFS file. The following discussion assumes operations
on the same file.

Embedded block map (§4.1). We introduce a level of indirec-
tion that maps virtual blocks seen by applications to logical
blocks managed by the underlying kernel filesystem. We call
this indirection the block map. The block map is embedded
in the file, which allows MadFS to efficiently handle CoW
operations in userspace.
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Figure 1: A naive approach for metadata embedding (§4.1)

Compact log-structured metadata (§4.3). To ensure the
metadata crash consistency, we maintain the block map as a
log persisted in the file. Each block map update is described
by a compact 8-byte log entry. For a write operation, MadFS
writes to pre-allocated blocks and copies unaligned parts from
existing blocks if necessary. MadFS then generates a log entry
describing the block map update and finally commits the write
by appending the entry to the log. The word-sized (8-byte)
log entry ensures the atomicity of the log append and allows
for a lock-free concurrency control algorithm.
Lock-free optimistic concurrency control (§4.4). MadFS
supports concurrent access to the same file across threads
and processes. To achieve high scalability, MadFS employs
lock-free optimistic concurrency control (OCC). Concurrent
writers do not block each other and are linearized during the
log commit. In the case of range overlap, the later writer will
detect the conflict during the commit, partially redo the write
as needed, and retry the commit. The reader similarly detects
overlap and guarantees that it never returns half-written data.
Security. In MadFS, access permission is still enforced by
the underlying kernel filesystem during open. To launch an
attack, a malicious actor must have permission to write to
the file. In this case, the actor could alter the block map,
causing others to read the wrong blocks, but this is no different
from a traditional filesystem where the actor can directly
overwrite file data. For metadata integrity, MadFS treats files
as untrusted input and gracefully returns an error on ill-formed
files. Furthermore, due to per-file virtualization, the effect of
metadata corruption is contained within the file. Similar to
other filesystems [12], MadFS does not prevent denial-of-
service attacks if the attacker keeps writing to the file.

4.1 Metadata Embedding
To illustrate how metadata embedding allows MadFS to by-
pass the kernel I/O stack for metadata management, consider
a naive design shown in Figure 1. We will later build on this
design to add more functionalities.

We denote the blocks backed by the underlying kernel
filesystem as logical blocks. In this example, the file contains
1024 logical blocks. The first two blocks store metadata; the
rest are data blocks, some of which can be unused. We intro-
duce a level of indirection that maps the virtual blocks seen by
applications to logical data blocks: an application reading the
first 4 KB gets the data in the first virtual block, which resides
in some logical block. This indirection is maintained in the
block map as an array of integers. If the virtual block index
i maps to logical block index j, then the i-th element of the
array is j. The virtual file size is the size seen by the applica-
tions, and the logical file size is the size occupied on the kernel

File on a DAX FSFile on a DAX FSA Single File on a Kernel DAX-Filesystem

POSIX Application

open [p]read [p]write

open mmap fstatfallocate

[f]stat

MadFS
Virtual Blocks:

Logical Blocks:

Block Mapping:

A’ B C D

A B C D A’Sb Lg

E

EEx ?
Userspace

Kernel

close

        Superblock         Log         Extended Log         Data         UnusedSb ExLg D ?

Shared 
Memory

close

Figure 2: The architecture of MadFS. The application sees
virtual blocks, which are mapped to the logical blocks backed
by the kernel filesystem.

filesystem, which is 4 MB in this example. The bitmap indi-
cates whether a data block is in use or not. Security-sensitive
metadata is not embedded and is still managed by the kernel.

The embedding of the block map enables MadFS to per-
form CoW efficiently in userspace. A write operation pro-
ceeds in the following steps: 1 allocate blocks from the
bitmap, 2 write the user buffer to the allocated blocks and
copy unaligned parts of existing blocks if any, 3 update the
block map along with the virtual file size, and 4 return the
old blocks to the bitmap.

In this example, we bypass the kernel I/O stack for write
and avoid changing the memory mapping for CoW. How-
ever, it only considers a file with fixed logical size (§4.2) and
does not ensure metadata crash consistency (§4.3) or enforce
concurrency control (§4.4).

4.2 Block Management

To facilitate the dynamic growth of the logical file size, we
allow the metadata to be stored anywhere in the file. Figure 2
shows the layout of a MadFS file. The metadata is maintained
as a log. We will discuss the log structure in detail in §4.3.
For the block layout, there are 5 types of logical blocks:

Sb Superblock is the first block, which contains a magic
number that identifies MadFS files and a pointer to the
first log block.

Lg Log blocks consist of an array of fixed-size log entries,
each corresponding to a metadata update (§4.3). Each
log block also carries a pointer to the next one, forming
a linked list (Fig. 3).

Ex Extended log blocks store extended log entries, which
contain additional information about a metadata update
that does not fit into the fixed-size log entry (§4.3).

D Data blocks contain the user data. Each virtual block
seen by the application is backed by a logical data block.

? Unused blocks are blocks that are not referenced by the
block map. They appear due to pre-allocation from the
kernel filesystem and garbage collection (§4.5).
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The rest of this section explains the block allocation mecha-
nism. MadFS stores a per-file bitmap in shared memory for
coarse-grained coordination. Each thread maintains a local
free list as a cache to avoid frequent accesses to the bitmap. To
grow the underlying file from the kernel filesystem, hugepage-
aware pre-allocation is used to reduce kernel involvement and
minimize page faults.

Per-file bitmap in shared memory. Unlike the example in the
previous section (Fig. 1), we no longer persist the bitmap on
PM, since we can derive from the log whether a logical block
is in use or not. Keeping the bitmap as a soft state is common
in log-structured filesystems [37, 45] to simplify crash consis-
tency. We maintain the per-file bitmap information in shared
memory to coordinate block allocation across processes. If a
process opens a file without a bitmap, it constructs the bitmap
according to the log. More details about the shared memory
initialization are explained in Section 4.6. Blocks are allo-
cated from the bitmap using atomic compare-and-swap (CAS)
instructions for lock-free concurrent operations. This implies
that the maximum number of contiguous logical blocks we
can allocate at a time is 64.

Thread-local free list. The bitmap is accessed by multi-
ple threads, possibly from different processes. To avoid con-
tention, each thread reserves a free list of blocks. They are not
referenced by the block map but are still marked as “taken”
in the bitmap. When a thread attempts to allocate new blocks,
it first allocates from the local free list; if unavailable, it falls
back to the bitmap. When a block is freed, instead of immedi-
ately returning it to the bitmap, the block is temporarily kept
in the free list. This way, an overwrite-intensive thread keeps
reusing the blocks in the local free list and rarely allocates
from the shared bitmap. The reserved blocks are returned to
the bitmap when the file is closed. In rare cases, a process may
crash before the reserved blocks are returned. This results in
a temporary leak and the blocks can be reclaimed the next
time the bitmap is constructed (§4.6).

Hugepage-aware pre-allocation. So far, the allocation mech-
anism only guarantees that two threads do not get the same
block, but the blocks may not actually be backed by the ker-
nel filesystem. When a block is allocated, the logical block
index is returned. Later, when the logical index needs to be
converted to a memory address for writing, MadFS checks to
see if the block is backed. If not, MadFS calls the fallocate
syscall to grow the file to a multiple of 2 MB and memory-
maps the newly allocated region2. The same technique is also
used during file creation. Pre-allocation amortizes the cost of
kernel involvement, and the choice of 2 MB takes advantage
of the huge page support in Linux to reduce page faults and
TLB misses. Note that CoW does not break the contiguity
of the huge page since it only changes the virtual mapping,
which is agnostic to the kernel filesystem.

2fallocate and mmap are safe to race. fallocate is idempotent and
commutative. mapp supports multiple mappings of the same physical region.
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Figure 3: Layout of the log-structured metadata (§4.3). A
metadata update is described as either an inline log entry or
an indirect log entry pointing to an extended log entry.

4.3 Compact Log-Structured Metadata

In MadFS, a write triggers a block map update, which may
span multiple blocks. A write may also expand the virtual file
size, which must be modified along with the block map. There-
fore, some mechanism is needed to ensure metadata crash
consistency. One common choice is journaling. However,
journaling is not suitable for non-blocking synchronization
because checkpointing requires mutual exclusion. Instead, we
structure the metadata as a sequence of log entries, each cor-
responding to a metadata update. We designed the log entry
to be the size of a CPU word (8 bytes) to ensure atomicity
and to allow lock-free concurrency control (§4.4).
Log entry layout. As shown in Figure 3, there are two types
of 8-byte log entries: 1 An inline log entry is used to rep-
resent updates of less than or equal to 64 blocks, which is
the maximum number of contiguous logical blocks that the
allocator can provide (§4.2). Each inline entry has three fields:
a starting virtual block index, a starting logical block index,
and the number of blocks the write spans. The three fields
together describe a range of virtual blocks mapped to a range
of contiguous logical blocks. 2 An indirect log entry is for
more complex updates. It carries a pointer to a variable-length
extended log entry that contains a virtual block range and an
array of logical block indices. A write operation with more
than 64 blocks will be broken down into multiple allocations,
each with a logical index in the extended entry. The unaligned
size describes the number of bytes in the last block, which is
used to compute the virtual file size. The next field makes it
possible to chain multiple extended entries together.

In-memory block table. Because the metadata is now struc-
tured as a log, we can no longer directly query the block
map and the virtual file size. We use a per-process DRAM
data structure called the block table to maintain this informa-
tion. The block table is constructed when a file is opened by
scanning through all the log entries. During a read or write,
it is queried to obtain the virtual file size and to translate a
virtual block index to a logical one. After a new log entry
is appended to the log, block table is updated to reflect the
metadata update. In the event of a failure, MadFS does not
require an explicit recovery phase: the atomicity of the log
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commit is guaranteed by the CPU’s 8-byte atomic store, and
the log replay during open always puts the block table in a
consistent state. We will discuss the concurrency model of
the block table later in Section 4.4.

Example. A write operation proceeds in MadFS as fol-
lows: 1 Allocate new data blocks from the local free list
or the bitmap. The writer thread also ensures that the allo-
cated blocks are backed by the underlying filesystem and
mapped to memory. 2 Copy the user buffer and unaligned
portions to the newly allocated blocks. 3 Prepare a log entry
describing the block map changes. 4 Append the entry to the
log to publish this write. 5 For overwrites, return the old data
blocks to the local free list for recycling.

4.4 Lock-Free Concurrency Control
MadFS supports cross-process sharing with immediate visi-
bility and guarantees linearizability under concurrent access.
To achieve these goals, MadFS uses optimistic concurrency
control (OCC) [29]. In this section, we explain the concur-
rency model of the block table, introduce our lock-free OCC
protocol, and then discuss the benefits of OCC.

Concurrency model of the block table. The block table is
shared across threads within the same process and operates in
a single-writer multi-reader manner. For cross-process visi-
bility, before any data operations, MadFS first checks if the
log tail has been moved by other processes. If so, it applies
newly committed entries to the block table to keep it up-to-
date. Within a single process, only one thread can apply new
entries at a time, since this procedure would not benefit from
having multiple threads doing the same job. Querying the
block table is non-blocking, but the thread may see an incon-
sistent block table if another thread is concurrently updating it.
This is not a problem, since such inconsistency can be caught
by our OCC protocol described below.

Lock-free OCC. In database literature [29, 48], an OCC pro-
tocol typically takes place in the following four phases:
1. Begin: Record the begin timestamp for later validation.
2. Execute: Read and modify data in a private workspace.
3. Validate: Check if data read have been modified by others.
4. Commit: Publish the modified data to make them visible.
Compared to lock-based concurrency control, OCC avoids
locking the data during the execution phase. However, the
last two phases must be executed in a critical section to avoid
race conditions, and locks are still used to protect the critical
section [29,31,39,48]. In MadFS, the log-structured metadata
makes it a good fit with OCC. The monotonically increasing
log tail naturally serves as a timestamp. The word-sized log
entry can be committed atomically to the tail via compare-
and-swap (CAS), ensuring the atomicity of the validate and
commit phases and making the OCC protocol lock-free.

Concurrent writers. A writer first updates the block table
and records the current log tail for later validation. It then
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Figure 4: Concurrent writers example (§4.4). Each rep-
resents an 8-byte log entry. Extended log entries are omitted.
Each represents a 4 KB data block.

performs CoW and generates an 8-byte log entry. The writer
thread attempts to commit the entry to the recorded tail via
CAS. If the recorded tail still points to an empty entry, then
the CAS can successfully commit the entry. Otherwise, the
tail has been moved, and the current thread needs to check
for conflicts. A log entry conflicts with the current one if it
modifies the unaligned parts copied during CoW. If there is
no conflict, the thread simply recommits the log entry to the
new tail. Otherwise, the writer recopies the unaligned parts
modified by the conflicting log entry and recommits. Note
that the unaligned parts copied do not exceed two blocks.

Concurrent readers. A reader also starts by updating the
block table and recording the log tail. The reader then copies
these blocks to the user buffer. After the copy, if the tail has
moved and the added log entries overlap with the range the
current thread is reading, the current thread needs to copy the
data again. Since the old data blocks are immediately recycled
during write (§4.2), the reader must validate up to the latest
log tail, so that the blocks read holds valid data.

Example. Figure 4 shows an example of concurrent writers.
Suppose a file starts with two virtual blocks A and B with
initial contents A1 and B1. A writer wants to pwrite 6 KB of
data at offset 0 while other threads are concurrently writing
to the same file. 1 We first update the block table and record
the current log tail. 2 The writer does a CoW and generates
a log entry to commit. 3 When the thread tries to commit to
the recorded log tail via CAS, it finds that the tail has been
moved. 4 Suppose LE1 remaps block A to A2 and LE2 remaps
B to B2. Although both log entries overlap with the current
write, the thread only needs to recopy the unaligned part of B2.
There is no need to recopy block A since it will be completely
overwritten. 5 The current thread successfully commits the
log entry to the latest tail at LE3 . 6 Later, the block table will
be updated to reflect the changes in the block map.

Discussion. The non-blocking design ensures that a halted
process will not prevent other processes from making
progress [19, 20]. This simplifies error handling and elim-
inates the need to detect process crashes. In addition, this
design can provide better concurrency than fine-grained lock-
ing because it allows concurrent writers to be non-blocking
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even if their ranges overlap. Multiple writers can operate on
their private blocks in parallel. The order of the operations
is linearized during CAS, and conflicts are resolved at the
bounded cost of copying 2 blocks. On the other hand, the
most fine-grained byte-range locks would not allow them to
execute concurrently. Note that the OCC protocol also guar-
antees system-wide progress, and is thus lock-free [21].

Offset-dependent operations. For concurrent I/O operations,
offset-independent calls (e.g., pread/pwrite) are preferred
over offset-dependent ones (e.g., read/write). However,
MadFS still guarantees linearization for offset-dependent op-
erations. MadFS uses a per-process ordered queue: a thread
performing an offset-dependent operation adds itself to the
queue before proceeding to read/modify the file offset. The
order in this queue represents a serial order. When the thread
finishes reading or writing the data, it must wait for the pre-
vious thread in the queue to finish before committing itself.
The whole operation is still optimistic, and the CoW is done
in parallel.

4.5 Non-Blocking Garbage Collection

To prevent the log from growing indefinitely, we designed a
garbage collector (GC) program to clean up the log. MadFS
supports non-blocking GC, which does not block concurrent
readers or writers.

Creating a new log. Recall that the log blocks are organized
as a linked list with the superblock pointing to the head. This
design allows us to use the read-copy update (RCU) [32] tech-
nique for non-blocking GC. GC replays the log up to before
the currently active block and constructs another linked list
of log blocks along with the associated extended log entries.
The last block in the new linked list points to the currently
active block. Finally, we publish the new log by a CAS on the
log head stored in the superblock. A later process that opens
the file will use the new log.

Reclaiming the old log. GC cannot recycle the old log im-
mediately because some threads may still be using it. One
possible solution is to wait until the next time the bitmap is
rebuilt and the space for the old blocks is reclaimed. However,
this does not work for long-running processes, which prevents
the shared bitmap from being rebuilt. Reference counting the
log block is not safe because a process can crash without
decrementing the counter.

Our solution is to let each thread report the log block it
is currently reading to the shared memory. GC can safely
recycle a log block if it is not referenced by any reported log
blocks since the block will never be accessed in the future. The
reported log blocks and their (direct and indirect) successors
cannot be immediately recycled. We call them “orphans” as
they no longer have a reference from the log head. To free
them in the future, we chain the orphans into a new linked list
by adding a next_orphan field to each log block in addition
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Figure 5: Garbage collection example (§4.5). Each repre-
sents a 4 KB log block. The next pointer is represented by→,
and the next_orphan pointer is represented by⇢. Extended
log blocks are omitted.

to the existing next pointer. The head of the orphan linked
list is persisted in the superblock. The next time the GC runs,
it checks to see if any of the orphan log blocks can be freed
following the same rule above.

Handling thread crashes. The logical index published in the
shared memory is expected to be removed when a thread exits,
but a thread may crash before clearing it. We solve this by
associating each index with a robust mutex [27] to detect the
liveness of the thread. The mutex is locked when the thread is
created and unlocked when the process exits or crashes. The
GC will try to lock the mutex before accessing the index. Note
that the use of the mutex here is only for liveness detection,
not mutual exclusion, and no thread is blocked. If GC sees
that no thread is currently accessing the file, it can also free
the shared memory.

Example. Figure 5 shows an example of garbage collection.
There are two I/O threads before GC: T1 is working on the
log tail at log block 5 , while T2 is behind at 3 . 1 GC
reads the current log and creates a new linked list of log
blocks 1’ → 5 with the last block untouched. 2 The log
head pointer is atomically changed to point to the new one. 3
Blocks 1 and 2 are immediately recycled since all threads
have read beyond them. 4 For the other log blocks up to
the tail block, we organize them into an orphan linked list:
Orphan⇢ 3 ⇢ 4 . GC can free the orphans next time when
thread T1 moves on to later log blocks.

Discussion. Concurrent readers and writers are never blocked
by the garbage collector. An I/O thread only needs to infre-
quently update a value in the shared memory when it moves
to the next log block. Therefore, the impact on the tail latency
is minimal. With the compact log format, we expect the log
growth to be slow as a single 4 KB log block can store 510
log entries. As a result, GC runs infrequently.

4.6 Implementation

MadFS is implemented in 4.2K lines of C++ code. It sup-
ports 24 POSIX functions, including [f]open, [f]close,
[p]read, [p]write, mmap, fsync, lseek, stat, unlink,
and rename. The rest of this section presents implementa-
tion details of MadFS.
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Shared Memory. The per-file shared memory is created with
the same permission as the file. Its name consists of the in-
ode number and the file creation timestamp for uniqueness.
The shared memory stores the bitmap (§4.2) and the current-
reading log block index (§4.5). When a process opens a file,
it tries to memory map the shared memory. If it does not exist,
the process reconstructs the bitmap from the log. The shared
memory is removed when the file is removed, the garbage
collector cleans up, or the operating system cleans up after
the user logs out.

Persistence and ordering. We use the non-temporal memcpy
from PMDK to copy data to persistent memory, bypassing the
CPU cache. We use clwb to write the log back to PM without
flushing the cache, as they may soon be read by other threads.
Memory fences are used to ensure that the data blocks are
made persistent before log entries, and that extended entries
are persisted before indirect entries.

Decoupling of persistence and ordering. Since each log
entry only takes 8 bytes, flushing the entire cache line on each
log commit is costly. Instead, MadFS only flushes a cache
line when a writer attempts to write to the first log entry of
the next line3. With an explicit fsync call, the last cache
line written is flushed to ensure durability, which is similar
to dsync proposed in OptFS [6]. The ordering of writes is
always guaranteed by the memory fence of CAS. Note that at
most 8 writes are not persistent without any fsync.

Handling mmap calls. We support mmap using a sequence of
mremap calls to map the data blocks to a contiguous region
of memory. This implementation is not optimized for perfor-
mance and does not provide a crash consistency guarantee.

Correctness. We use continuous integration for correctness
testing on a per-pull-request basis. MadFS passes all 209 test
cases in the LevelDB test suites, which make extensive use
of checksums and put a heavy load on the filesystem. We
use Intel’s pmemcheck [38], a fork of Valgrind [34] for PM,
to validate the durability of stores made to the PM. We also
compile MadFS with Clang Sanitizers [16] to check for data
races, memory problems, and undefined behavior.

Conversion tool. We implement a tool to convert files be-
tween the MadFS format and the normal file format. Convert-
ing a file to a MadFS format is fast. The tool allocates some
unused blocks, relocates the first data block to make space
for the superblock, and then initializes the superblock. It then
commits two log entries to describe the block map: one for the
relocated data block and one for the rest. To convert a MadFS
file to a normal file, the tool grows the file by the virtual file
size, dumps the data blocks in their virtual order, and then calls
fallocate with the FALLOC_FL_COLLAPSE_RANGE flag to
deallocate all the blocks previously occupied by MadFS.

3The time to the flush cannot be after the last slot of a cache line has been
written, since a writer could crash after CAS but before a flush is called.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we present the experimental results of mi-
crobenchmarks and macrobenchmarks. We demonstrate the
completeness, performance, and scalability of MadFS by an-
swering the following questions:
• What is the single-thread performance of MadFS? (§5.1)
• Does MadFS scale to multiple threads? (§5.2)
• What is the overhead of open in MadFS? (§5.3)
• Does garbage collection affect tail latency? (§5.3)
• How does MadFS perform on real-world applications (§5.4)

Setup. Our experiments are performed on an Intel x86 ma-
chine with a 128 GB Optane DC persistent memory DIMM.
The machine is equipped with two Intel Xeon Silver 8-core
4215R CPUs at 3.20 GHz (with 2 hyper-threads for each phys-
ical core) and 32 GB of DDR4 memory. We use Ubuntu 22.04
with custom-built Linux kernel 5.1 with NOVA [44, 45] and
SplitFS [25] included. For all experiments, we pin threads to
the core, disable CPU frequency scaling, and drop the kernel
cache before each run.

We compare MadFS (on ext4-DAX) to ext4-DAX, SplitFS,
and NOVA. Ext4-DAX does not provide data crash consis-
tency. We run SplitFS in the default POSIX mode, which
provides a similar crash consistency guarantee as ext4-DAX.
In this mode, SplitFS performs overwrites in-place; for ap-
pends, it redirects data to a staging file and invokes relink
system call to update the block mapping on fsync. NOVA
is a kernel filesystem that uses CoW for data and maintains
log-structured metadata. Among the four filesystems, only
NOVA and MadFS provide strong data crash consistency.

5.1 Single-Threaded Microbenchmark
To evaluate the baseline performance of MadFS, we designed
six microbenchmarks to measure single-threaded throughput
under different I/O sizes and access patterns. All operations
are repeated 10,000 times, and all writes are followed by
fsync. Figure 6 shows the results.
Read. For the read experiment, we measure how long it takes
to read data under different I/O sizes. MadFS and SplitFS
achieve the best performance since the data is served directly
from userspace, with most of the time spent on the memory
copy. NOVA and ext4-DAX are slower since they need to
go through the kernel storage stack. For large read sizes, the
difference between NOVA and MadFS becomes small as the
kernel overhead is amortized.
Block-aligned overwrite. In both sequential and random
cases, MadFS sustains a stable throughput of 2 GB/s for all
I/O sizes. ext4-DAX and NOVA do not saturate the device
bandwidth due to software stack overhead. ext4-DAX spends
non-trivial time on locks (dax_read_unlock) and metadata
journaling (called in ext4_iomap_begin/end). NOVA per-
forms block allocation during CoW with metadata journaling.
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Figure 6: Single-threaded performance. Note for sub-block
overwrite, we report throughput in Mops/s instead of GB/s.

SplitFS performs in-place overwrites and does not call the
relink system call in this experiment.

Sub-block overwrite. For this experiment, we issue sub-
block overwrites and report the throughput in Mops/s. MadFS
and NOVA employ CoW for data crash consistency and both
show an increase in throughput as the write size increases.
This is because with a total of 4 KB to be written to the PM,
when the size is larger, more data are copied from the user
buffer and fewer from the slower PM. Compared with NOVA,
MadFS is 30% to 60% faster in terms of throughput with a
1.5µs latency margin. SplitFS and ext4-DAX perform in-place
overwrites and do not provide a strong data crash consistency
guarantee.

Append. For MadFS and SplitFS, the two userspace filesys-
tems running on ext4-DAX, the peak performance does not
exceed 1 GB/s, which is half of the throughput for over-
writes. This is due to the block allocation zero-out in ext4-
DAX. When the userspace filesystem expands the file size
via fallocate, ext4-DAX reserves the blocks to the file.
With memory-mapped I/O, the first access triggers a page
fault, which causes the kernel to zero out the blocks [26].
These blocks will soon be overwritten by the user data, which
halves the effective bandwidth. This is a fundamental issue
for userspace filesystems since un-zeroed blocks cannot be
exposed directly to the user for security reasons.

NOVA as a kernel filesystem designed for PM does not have
this issue and exhibits similar performance to the overwrite

Block Table Copy Page Fault Commit Others

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Time (μs)

Append

Overwrite

Figure 7: Latency breakdown for 4 KB overwrite and append.

experiment. ext4-DAX should not have this issue. However, it
reuses a similar code path with the page fault handler and still
zeroed out the blocks (called in ext4_map_blocks) before
writing to them (in dax_copy_from_iter). For small I/O
sizes, SplitFS exhibits similar low throughput as ext4-DAX,
since each fsync triggers a relink system call to change
the file extent, which involves expensive metadata journaling
and inode locking.

Latency breakdown. Figure 7 shows the time breakdown
for 4 KB overwrite and append. Updating the block table
involves reading the log entry and applying the changes to
the block table. Both overwrite and append take 250 ns on
the block table, which is about the same as the latency of
accessing 8 bytes from PM. It takes about 1 µs to copy the
data from DRAM to PM via non-temporal stores. For append,
58% (2.3 µs) is spent on the kernel zeroing out. Log commit
is as quick as 33 ns, which is about the same latency as a CAS.
Others include block allocation, offset calculation, address
translation, and block deallocation.

5.2 Multi-Threaded Microbenchmark

In this section, we aim to measure how well MadFS scales
when multiple threads access the same file concurrently. We
pre-fill a 1 GB file and launch a varying number of threads to
read/write the file with offset given by a uniform or Zipfian
distribution.

Mixed reads/writes with uniform offset. In this experiment,
each thread reads or writes 4 KB at block-aligned offset sam-
pled uniformly at random. With a file size of 1 GB, the proba-
bility of two threads operating on the same block is relatively
low. Figure 8 shows the result of this experiment. MadFS
surpasses other filesystems in all four read-write mixes. Most
notably for pure writes, MadFS saturates the device band-
width at a single thread and sustains the high throughput with
more threads. Other filesystems use lock-based concurrency
control at inode granularity. SplitFS incurs a performance
drop from 1 thread to 2 threads and gradually decreases with
more threads. For 95% read, MadFS scales well. It reaches
its peak at 11 threads, which matches the device characteris-
tic of the Optane DIMM [47]. SplitFS scales until 6 threads.
With more threads, the contention becomes more severe and
the throughput drops. With pure read, all filesystems perform
well since read operations do not conflict with each other.
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Figure 8: Councurrent 4 KB read/write with uniform offset.
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Figure 9: Councurrent pure write with Zipfian offset (θ = 0.9).

Writes with Zipfian offset. To investigate how block-level
contention affects scalability, we designed the Zipfian experi-
ments. Each thread writes 4 KB or 2 KB at a block-aligned
offset sampled from a Zipfian distribution of θ = 0.9, which
results in an access pattern skewed to the first few blocks.
Figure 9 shows the result. With 4 KB block-aligned write, the
result is similar to the 100% uniform write (Figure 8). The
OCC algorithm used by MadFS does not block concurrent
threads even if they write to the same block. The order of
concurrent writers is linearized during the commit. Since the
write is block-aligned, when the commit failed, MadFS only
needs to recommit the 8-byte log entry to the new tail and
never recopies data (§4.4). Other filesystems use locks at in-
ode granularity, so they do not show significant performance
differences between uniform access and Zipfian access. For
2 KB writes, MadFS and NOVA uses CoW and the thread
needs to recopy the 2 KB unaligned portion from the new
block if newly committed writes overlap with the current
one. Nevertheless, MadFS still achieves better performance
compared to NOVA. ext4-DAX shows contention with more
threads and performs worse than MadFS after 8 threads. Note
that only NOVA provides the same strong crash consistency
guarantee as MadFS.

Concurrency control. In addition to OCC (§4.4), we ex-
periment with three lock-based concurrency control meth-
ods for MadFS and compare their performance under mixed
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Figure 10: MadFS with different concurrency control methods
under uniform 4 KB read/write.
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Figure 11: Open latency breakdown. The file size is logical.

read-write 4 KB workload with uniform block-aligned offset.
Spinlock is completely in userspace and cannot handle lock-
owner crashes in the cross-process scenario. Mutex is set to
be robust so the kernel will release it when the owner dies.
Reader-writer lock does not support the robustness feature.
Only mutex provides the same robustness guarantees as OCC.

Figure 10 shows the result of this experiment. In both work-
loads, all four concurrency control methods start at the same
throughput with a single thread, and OCC surpasses the lock-
based concurrency control methods with more threads by a
wide margin. With OCC, multiple writers can write to thread-
private blocks concurrently without blocking other readers or
writers, thus yielding better scalability. The performance of
mutex drops from one thread to two threads since mutex puts
threads in sleep under contention. Spinlock performs better
than mutex as it busy-waits for the lock owner. Reader-writer
lock is at the bottom for the 50% read workload due to its
operation complexity, but it outperforms spinlock and mutex
for the 95% read workload as readers do not block each other.

5.3 Metadata Operations
Open. During file open, in addition to the open system call,
MadFS need to memory-map the file and replay the log to
build the block table. Memory mapping a file takes a fixed
cost of 1616 µs plus 17 µs per 2 MB huge page. The same
overhead applies to other userspace PM filesystems as well.
The log replay is efficient due to the compact log format,
taking only 15 ns for an inline entry and 21 ns for an indirect
one (with a 16-byte extended entry).

Figure 11 shows the time breakdown to open a file cre-
ated by repeated 4 KB appends. The majority of the time is
spent on memory-mapping the file, especially for small and
medium-sized files. Other times include the open system call.
Due to the open overhead, MadFS may not be suitable for
workloads with frequent file opens.
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Figure 12: Throughput YCSB workloads on LevelDB.

Garbage Collection. In this experiment, we aim to measure
the effect of the GC on tail latency. We have a writer thread
repeatedly doing 4 KB overwrite to a 1 GB file. A GC thread
runs every 30 seconds to collect old log entries. The average
runtime for GC is 9.1 ms, which is 0.03% of the writer’s run-
time. With GC, the 99.9%, 99.99%, and 99.999% tail latencies
for the writer are 5.06 µs, 6.46 µs, and 20.77 µs respectively,
compared to 5.05 µs, 6.12 µs, and 20.18 µs without GC. Over-
all, the GC finishes quickly and imposes negligible overhead
on the I/O thread.

5.4 Real-World Applications

LevelDB with YCSB. To show the completeness of MadFS
implementation, we run LevelDB [17], a key-value store
based on log-structured merge (LSM) trees. We run the YCSB
benchmark [46], a common cloud benchmark for database ap-
plications. The benchmark includes 6 workloads: A (50% read
+ 50% update), B (95% read + 5% update), C (100% read),
D (95% read + 5% insert), E (5% insert + 95% scan), and
F (50% read + 50% read-modify-write). We issue 1 million
operations with a value size of 1 KB.

Figure 12 shows the throughput of all YCSB workloads on
LevelDB across four filesystems. The overall trend is MadFS
> SplitFS > ext4-DAX > NOVA. For read workload C, MadFS
outperforms SplitFS, ext4-DAX, and NOVA by 5%, 12%, and
28% respectively. For write-heavy workloads F, the improve-
ments of MadFS over the other three 4%, 7%, and 22% in the
same order. All four filesystems perform similarly on work-
load E as it has most of the data cached in the memory and is
not I/O intensive.

SQLite with TPC-C. SQLite is a widely-used relational
database management system [22]. It is used as a library
embedded into the end program and stores the entire database
as a single file on the filesystem. We drive SQLite with TPC-
C, an online transaction processing (OLTP) benchmark that
simulates order processing in a multi-warehouse wholesale
system [11]. TPC-C includes a mix of 5 transaction types:
new order, payment, order status, delivery, and stock level.
Each transaction involves a series of SQL statements. We
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Figure 13: Throughput of TPC-C workloads on SQLite.

run the TPC-C benchmark using the default configuration: 4
warehouses, 1 district, and 200,000 transactions. The size of
the resulting database is 444 MB. The implementation of this
benchmark is adopted from SplitFS.

Figure 13 shows the throughput for each of the individual
transaction types and the mixed workload. MadFS outper-
forms other filesystems for all types of transactions since
writes in SQLite are mostly block-aligned and do not incur
CoW for MadFS. On the mixed workload, MadFS is 26%
faster than SplitFS, 58% faster than ext4-DAX, and 85% faster
than NOVA.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present per-file virtualization which aims to
push file functionalities into userspace as much as possible.
Metadata embedding allows kernel-bypassing for metadata
management. In particular, embedding the block mapping
enables efficient userspace CoW for crash consistency. Non-
blocking synchronization enables scalable, crash-safe concur-
rency control without kernel involvement. Based on per-file
virtualization, we implement MadFS, a library PM filesystem
that maintains embedded metadata as a sequence of compact
log entries and employs optimistic concurrency control for
linearizability. Our evaluation shows that MadFS yields better
performance than ext4-DAX, NOVA, and SplitFS.
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Abstract
In this work, we design and implement a Stackable Per-

sistent memory File System (SPFS), which serves NVMM
as a persistent writeback cache to NVMM-oblivious filesys-
tems. SPFS can be stacked on a disk-optimized file system
to improve I/O performance by absorbing frequent order-
preserving small synchronous writes in NVMM while also
exploiting the VFS cache of the underlying disk-optimized
file system for non-synchronous writes. A stackable file sys-
tem must be lightweight in that it manages only NVMM and
not the disk or VFS cache. Therefore, SPFS manages all file
system metadata including extents using simple but highly
efficient dynamic hash tables. To manage extents using hash
tables, we design a novel Extent Hashing algorithm that ex-
hibits fast insertion as well as fast scan performance. Our
performance study shows that SPFS effectively improves I/O
performance of the lower file system by up to 9.9×.

1 Introduction
Non-volatile main memory (NVMM) has low access latency
and byte-addressability similar to DRAM but ensures non-
volatility of data similar to secondary storage. Intel’s DC
Persistent Memory module (DCPMM) is one of the first com-
mercialized NVMM products, which provides exciting per-
formance as storage class memory (SCM). Despite its short-
comings such as (i) latency higher than DRAM, (ii) band-
width lower than DRAM, (iii) high sensitivity to NUMA ef-
fects, and (iv) a larger media access granularity (i.e., 256-byte
XPLine), extensive research have been conducted to explore
the desirable features of DCPMM, i.e., persistency with much
lower latency than NVMe SSDs [7]. While the future of
DCPMM is uncertain in short term [31] due to the recent
Intel’s unfortunate decision to shut down its Optane business,
nevertheless, DCPMM has left various positive legacy, in-
cluding NVMM-aware file systems [24,37,39] and key-value
stores [11, 20, 21, 23, 34, 36]. Although such systems are still
in their infancy, they have shown the potential to significantly
∗Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
†This work was done at UNIST.

outperform legacy systems and thus, other types of NVMM
(e.g., MRAM and battery-backed DRAM) are likely to suc-
ceed DCPMM in the near future. However, the biggest weak-
ness of current developments such as MRAM and battery-
backed DRAM devices is their limited capacity. As such, for
the immediate future, small NVMMs are expected to be used
in conjunction with traditional storage devices. In this paper,
we present a file system that can be deployed with only a
relatively small amount of NVMM harnessing the benefits
of NVMM, while, at the same time, continuing to make use
of the underlying conventional file systems for block storage
devices.

Previous studies have attempted to develop monolithic file
systems that manage both NVMM and block device storage
and that determine which device to service the read and write
requests based on the I/O characteristics [24, 39]. However,
managing multiple storage device types with a single, mono-
lithic file system has its limitations. First, monolithic file
systems for tiered storage devices, such as Ziggurat [39] and
Strata [24], are hard to tailor for various combinations of mul-
tiple block device types. Second, developing a file system
from scratch takes considerable time and effort to mature
into a stable file system. Moreover, managing multiple tiered
storage devices adds even more complexity. Third, from a de-
ployment point of view, monolithic file systems cause a bit of
inconvenience as they are oblivious of existing file systems;
To deploy these systems in practice, a backup of the enormous
number of files managed by legacy file systems must first be
made, then the new NVMM and disk setting formatted, and
then the backup copied back.

In this paper, we advocate a modular approach through the
use of stackable file systems (aka overlay or union file sys-
tems) [9,14,29,38]. Specifically, we present SPFS (Stackable
PM File System), a stackable file system that can be deployed
with only a relatively small amount of NVMM, whose goal
is to absorb frequent small synchronous writes required to
maintain storage write order. For example, modern I/O stack
enforces log entries and commit marks to be flushed to durable
storage devices in serialization order such that recovery is pos-
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sible. For this, conventional file systems interleave small write
requests with expensive fsync() system calls, which leads to
performance degradation. The primary goal of SPFS is to let
NVMM absorb such synchronous small writes and reduce the
overhead of enforcing durability in block device file systems.

In addition, the NVMM-optimized (“upper”) SPFS file sys-
tem can be stacked on top of any other block device-optimized
(“lower”) file system x to provide a file system that is a union
of both. Such a modular approach allows SPFS+x file system
configurations that provide the best aspects of both NVMM
and conventional devices as well as file systems for these
devices. More specifically, aside from the performance bene-
fits aforementioned, higher stability as well as flexibility can
be attained. This is because we can exploit as the lower file
system, any mature file system, e.g., EXT4, XFS, or F2FS,
allowing delegation of large or asynchronous writes to the
lower file system that can benefit from the highly efficient
VFS cache. Furthermore, as SPFS is specifically designed and
implemented to absorb frequent small synchronous writes in
NVMM, its logic is simple and thus, easy to verify. Also,
our modular approach is easier to deploy than monolithic file
systems for tiered storage because SPFS can be stacked on
any production file system on the fly. This makes deploying
and taking advantage of NVMM simple.

In return for these advantages, stackable file systems may
double the file system management overhead as it is layering
two file systems. Therefore, a stackable file system must be
lightweight. To this end, SPFS manages file system metadata
in lightweight and efficient hash tables using a novel hashing
algorithm that supports efficient lookup as well as scans.

The main contributions of this study are as follows.

• We design and implement SPFS, a stackable file system
that allows any kernel file system x to reap the performance
of NVMM while requiring no changes to x.

• SPFS, and its resulting SPFS+x, allows leveraging of the
strengths of each storage device type, i.e., asynchronous
writes of the VFS cache (DRAM), synchronous small writes
of SPFS (NVMM), and various desirable features of disk-
optimized file systems (SSDs).

• SPFS manages all file metadata in hash tables that ensure
fast insertion and lookup. We also propose a novel Extent
Hashing algorithm to hash key ranges and support extents
in hash-based file mappings.

• Our performance study shows that SPFS+EXT4,
SPFS+XFS, and SPFS+F2FS improves the performance of
the lower file system by up to 9.9×.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the background and motivation. In Section 3, we
present how SPFS profiles synchronous writes and steers them
to NVMM. In Section 4, we present how SPFS manages file
system metadata using hash tables. In Section 5, we evaluate
the performance of SPFS. In Section 6, we conclude the paper.

(a) Monolithic Tiered File System (b) Stackable File System

Figure 1: Comparison of Ziggurat and SPFS

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Stackable File System
File systems often make tradeoffs for a specific type of storage
device [24]. For example, F2FS [25] is designed to accom-
modate the characteristics of NAND flash memory-based
storage devices. Leveraging the hardware properties of each
storage device has been studied for a long time. Such de-
velopments are expected to continue as evolution of storage
devices (e.g., ultra low latency NVMes, Zoned Namespace
SSDs, CXL devices, etc.) continues [5, 8, 15]. Therefore, we
question whether it is desirable to have one file system that
rules them all, and also question whether the effort of op-
timizing legacy block device-only file systems needs to be
duplicated for monolithic file systems for tiered storage as
well. For instance, Ziggurat does not use the well optimized
VFS cache. Instead, it implements its own proprietary page
cache as shown in Figure 1(a).

A stackable file system is a lightweight file system that runs
on top of another file system. It is often used to change the
behavior of the lower file system, e.g., encryption, access con-
trol, etc., without its own storage device (e.g., eCryptFS [16]),
or to combine two mount points into one to provide a single
file system image (e.g., UnionFS [14], OverlayFS [9], and
AUFS [29]), such that an immutable Docker container image
can be provided as a base and the upper level stackable and
mutable file system can overlay new files or directories on top
of the base. Wrapfs [38] is a small null-layer (i.e., template)
stackable file system from which one could implement a new
upper level file system. Wrapfs is an implementation of stack-
able vnode interface [30], which allows multiple vnodes to be
chained for a single file. Using the vnode chain, a stackable
filesystem can interact with the lower file system via VFS in-
terfaces (e.g. call_read_iter) or direct operation calls (e.g.
inode_operations.fiemap). With the vnode chain, stack-
able file systems can perform various functionalities, such as
encrypting/decrypting files or making copies of data blocks
in the upper level storage device to hide the data blocks in the
lower level file system.

Consequently, if NVMM is used as an intermediate layer
in the storage hierarchy, it is natural to design a stackable
file system for NVMM that can be layered on a variety of
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existing block device file systems instead of abandoning the
legacy block device file systems that have been improved for
decades. We believe there exists an unexplored opportunity
of layering file systems optimized for each storage device
as this allows one to easily get the most out of each storage
device type. However, a stackable file system needs to be
lightweight as layering two file systems may double the file
system management overhead. As such, we aim to design and
implement a lightweight hash-based stackable file system.

2.2 Steering Synchronous Writes
On spinning disk drives, the seek time may exceed the data
transfer time if writes are small [18,19]. Even on SSDs, it has
been reported that small random writes fail to leverage the
full device bandwidth because small random writes cause a
large number of invalid pages to be scattered and valid pages
are moved to different blocks via garbage collection. To miti-
gate such problems due to small writes, which we refer to as
the microwrite problem, various block device file systems, in-
cluding BetrFS [18,19] and VT-tree [32], have been designed
to absorb the small writes in a log-structured manner. Other
remedies such as preallocation [26], defragmentation [22,26],
and block layer I/O scheduling techniques [35] have also been
proposed. SPFS relies on these features of the conventional,
lower file systems to address the microwrite problem. We
believe handing the microwrite problems over to the DRAM
cache in the lower file system is the most effective solution
as it liberates SPFS to focus on the synchronization overhead
(i.e., order-preserving writes), which cannot be resolved by
the volatile DRAM cache.

Applications require synchronization mainly for two pur-
poses - durability and storage order [35]. However, enforcing
storage order by calling fsync() often results in frequent
small synchronous writes, which leads to significant perfor-
mance degradation because it prevents I/O parallelism [35].
SPFS steers this order-preserving synchronous writes to fast
and durable NVMM while leveraging the VFS cache of the
lower file system for buffered writes. As a stackable file sys-
tem, SPFS does not duplicate the VFS cache to avoid the
double copy problem [12].

Determining whether each write is synchronous or not is a
hard problem. Ziggurat [39] and HiNFS [12] use DRAM as a
write-back cache for buffered IO and determine if each write is
synchronous or not based on the write size and fsync interval
(Ziggurat) or based on the latency of each write (HiNFS),
respectively. Both approaches are eager in detecting write
types in that they determine the write type for each write.

In this work, we design and implement a lazy Sync Point
Profiler to determine which blocks are to be placed in NVMM,
or in DRAM or block device through the lower file system.
By default, SPFS forwards incoming writes to the fast VFS
cache first, then triggers block migration if certain conditions
are met. This lazy approach benefits more from low DRAM
latency, unlike the eager approaches of Zigurat and HiNFS.

2.3 Hash-based Global File Mapping
File mapping structures map logical offsets of a file to physi-
cal locations on the underlying device. In most traditional file
systems, file mapping tables are tree-structured indexes such
as extent trees and radix trees [28]. As the number and size
of files increase, the size of the file mapping structures also
increases. The resizing operation is particularly expensive in
tree-based indexes because any update to internal tree nodes
conflict with other concurrent operations that access different
leaf nodes. To mitigate this problem, traditional file systems
use per-file mapping structures to isolate concurrent accesses
to different files and reduce lock contention.

In contrast to conventional wisdom, Neal et al. [28] recently
show that as tree-based per-file mapping structures suffer from
multiple levels of indirection and more memory references, a
single hash table to manage global file mappings can be bene-
ficial in NVMM. HashFS, the file system that they propose,
requires a much smaller number of memory accesses than
tree-based mappings, and as such, the performance of global
hashing is shown to outperform per-file extent-trees and radix
trees [28]. However, still, there is an unresolved limitation in
hash-based global file mapping. That is, block hashing that
is employed in HashFS is not suitable for sequential I/Os be-
cause block hashing does not manage extents. Extent-based
file systems allow for files to be laid out contiguously on disk
space, making sequential I/O fast. Extents also significantly
reduce the amount of metadata by storing only two numbers,
the first block number and the number of blocks covered by
the extent. However, block hashing requires every block num-
ber in an extent to be canonically stored in its corresponding
bucket, which slows down sequential I/Os. In this work, we
develop a novel Extent Hashing algorithm to overcome these
limitations, which we describe in Section 4.2.

3 Design of SPFS
SPFS consists of four key components that allow SPFS to

be stacked with legacy file systems, as shown in Figure 1(b) -
(i) the Sync Point Profiler that steers order-preserving small
synchronous writes to NVMM, (ii) hash-based extent manage-
ment (extent table), (iii) hash-based free space management
(block bitmap table), and (iv) hash-based name resolution
(name2inode table).

In this section, we concentrate on the Sync Point Profiler
that determines which blocks are to be handled by SPFS and
placed in NVMM or by the lower file system to be placed
in conventional storage. The hash-based discussions are pre-
sented in Section 4.

3.1 File Block Placement Mode
Figure 2 shows the three file block placement modes sup-
ported in SPFS - standalone, bypass, and stacked modes. Note
that SPFS places NVMM next to DRAM and disks, rather
than in the middle of DRAM and block device hierarchy.
SPFS is the upper file system, but only manages NVMM,
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Figure 2: Three File Operation Modes
(a) Write Point Profiler (Ziggurat) (b) Sync Point Profiler (SPFS)

Figure 3: Write Point Profiler vs. Sync Point Profiler

letting the faster DRAM VFS cache be managed by the lower
file system.
Standalone mode: If a synchronous option (O_DIRECT,
O_SYNC) is specified for the open() system call or if SPFS
is used without a lower file system, all file blocks are placed
in NVMM as shown in Figure 2(a).

System administrators can also force the use of NVMM on
a per-directory basis via extended attribute or ioctl. That is,
for example, if there is a directory that stores transactional log
files or short-lived backup files, the administrator can specify
the directory to be used in standalone mode.
Bypass mode: If the synchronous option is not specified for
open(), NVMM is bypassed by default, placing the file in
the lower file system as shown in Figure 2(b). By bypassing
writes to the lower file system, read intensive workloads and
non-synchronous writes can benefit from the fast VFS cache.
Stacked mode: Figures 2(c), (d), and (e) show the Stacked
mode where both SPFS and the lower file system play roles as
particular blocks of files are placed in either NVMM or con-
ventional storage. If the Sync Point Profiler, to be described
in Section 3.2, decides to place a block in NVMM, SPFS gets
the file extent information using fiemap ioctl and prepares
the file mapping in NVMM. In preparing the file mapping,
SPFS does not yet physically migrate the extent as shown in
Figure 2(c), where the dashed rectangle represents the map-
ping for the file to be migrated. Physical migration is delayed
because the Sync Point Profiler makes the migration decision
when fsync() is called, i.e., the dirty blocks have already
been delegated to the lower file system, and they could have
been persisted to disk via periodic write-back of the lower
file system. Instead, the migration is deferred until the next
write such that read() benefits from the low latency of the
VFS page cache, as shown in Figure 2(d). Since there is no
need to move a migration target block to NVMM unless the
block is subsequently updated, physical migration is triggered
by subsequent write() calls, avoiding the double copy prob-
lem [12]. As shown in Figure 2(e), SPFS checks the file
mapping and writes blocks in NVMM if the file mapping indi-
cates that the file is mapped in NVMM. By nature of stackable
file systems, access to migrated blocks is serviced by the up-
per file system, that is, SPFS. Thus, the blocks in the lower
file system become invisible to the user. When the blocks
are actually migrated, the blocks in the lower file system are

erased via fallocate(). Later, if the entire file is migrated
to SPFS, the file is deleted from the lower file system.

3.2 Profiling Mechanism: Sync Point Profiler
Order-preserving small synchronous writes often lead to or-
ders of magnitude IOPS degradation [35] because it seri-
alizes potentially parallel activities. Such order-preserving
small synchronous writes need to be steered to fast NVMM
rather than slow block devices. Therefore, we devise a Sync
Point Profiler that monitors fsync() calls. Specifically, at
an fsync() call, if the previous fsync() call on the same
file is within a certain threshold and the amount of flushed
data is small, we consider this to be an order-preserving small
synchronous write. The rationale behind this is that if the
interval is short, there is a high probability that the fsync()
calls are made with intention to keep the storage order [35].
In contrast, if the interval is large, then even if the write size
is small, it is unlikely that applications are flushing writes in
continued sequence. Thus, these can be serviced by the slower
lower file system without much performance degradation. To
determine small, we do not take individual write sizes at the
point of writes, but take the total number of bytes written to
the lower file system at fsync(). The rationale behind this
is that large writes can benefit from disk bandwidth, and syn-
chronous writes to maintain storage order are usually small
(e.g., 4 KB WAL frames in DBMS). The default values in our
setting are 1 second for the interval and 4 MB for the size. We
take 4 MB as this is the value used in Ziggurat’s synchronicity
predictor’s policy [39], while 1 second was chosen as we ob-
serve the performance of SPFS is insensitive to the threshold
time unless it is set too small. In Section 5, we quantify the
performance effects of the profiler parameters.

Figure 3 highlights the key differences between the Zig-
gurat’s synchronicity and write size predictor and the SPFS
Sync Point Profiler. The example in Figure 3(a) where an
application issues four 3 MB small writes (A, B, C, and C’)
shows how Ziggurat makes its decision for each individual
write() (thus, Write Pointer Profiler) and eagerly persists
small writes according to its fast-first policy. Its write size
predictor will detect the first two writes, A and B, as small
and store them in NVMM. When fsync() is called, its syn-
chronicity predictor will detect the total number of bytes is
larger than 4 MB and treat the file as an asynchronous file.
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Nevertheless, A and B have already been flushed to NVMM.
The write size predictor also steers C into NVMM since it is
small. The second fsync(), however, considers the file as a
synchronous file as only 3 MB (C) was written. Consequently,
the next write C’ will also be written in NVMM. In conclu-
sion, we see that all writes are stored into NVMM. As we
will show later in Section 5, Ziggurat’s profiling method fails
to leverage faster DRAM and shows similar performance as
the NVMM-only file system NOVA because it aggressively
steers most writes to NVMM.

SPFS, on the other hand, makes block placement decisions
when fsync() is called. Using the same example as above,
Figure 3(b) shows how differently the SPFS profiler services
the writes. For A and B, they are initially written to the VFS
page cache allowing them to make use of the DRAM. Upon
the first fsync(), because the total write size is 6 MB, both
A and B are written to the block device via the lower file
system. Similarly, C is also written to the page cache. When
the second fsync() is called, the lower file system flushes
C from the cache to disk, but at the same time, SPFS detects
small synchronous writes and migrates its block mapping,
(not data blocks), to NVMM. When subsequent writes are
requested to some of the blocks of C (C’), these writes are
steered to NVMM and directly written onto.

3.2.1 Migration to Lower File system
Compared to Ziggurat, SPFS uses NVMM sparingly. How-
ever, when the NVMM space is running low, SPFS selects vic-
tim files and migrates them to the lower file system. Note that
the primary goal of SPFS is not to cache frequently accessed
files but to absorb order-preserving small synchronous writes.
Therefore, even if NVMM has free space, SPFS migrates a
file to the lower file system if its access pattern changes, e.g.,
if the access pattern is read intensive, demoting the file to the
lower file system can benefit from the VFS page cache.

SPFS uses a metric called Sync Factor to determine which
file’s recent I/O pattern is well suited for the criteria of order-
preserving small synchronous writes. The formula that calcu-
lates the Sync Factor (SF) at time t is given by

SFt = α ·weight(IO_type)+(1−α) ·SFt−1

where α is the attenuation factor (0 < α < 1), i.e., the formula
employs exponential moving average to attenuate the effect
of old file accesses. weight(IO_type) is a fixed positive value
if the current I/O at time t satisfies the Sync Point Profiler’s
condition. Otherwise it is zero, i.e., if a file is read-intensive
or updated in large units, its Sync Factor gradually decreases.
Sync Factor is maintained per file and updated only upon an
I/O request. Therefore, its computation overhead is negligible.

When the NVMM space is running low, SPFS migrates the
files with low Sync Factor back to the lower file system in the
background. Administrators can also set a hard limit on the
Sync Factor so that files can be migrated back to the lower
file system if their Sync Factors are lower than the hard limit,
even if NVMM has free space.

Figure 4: NVMM Space Layout for SPFS

4 Hash-based Block Management
While SPFS is a stackable file system, it is also a standalone
hash-based NVMM file system. As a file system, SPFS re-
quires file system metadata to be managed persistently, and
thus, metadata management overhead can be doubled. Since
the target workload of SPFS is synchronous I/Os to a large
number of small files, the conventional per-file mapping struc-
tures may waste storage space [28]. Therefore, similarly to
HashFS [28], SPFS manages file block mapping information
using global hash-based structures. Furthermore, SPFS re-
duces the size of the hash table by indexing extents, not blocks.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no efficient means of
hashing extents, i.e., range data, is known. To overcome this
limitation, we propose a novel Extent Hashing algorithm.

In this section, we describe hash-based free space manage-
ment (block bitmap table), hash-based extent management (ex-
tent table), and hash-based path-name resolution (name2inode
table) in SPFS.

4.1 Free Space Management
Using extents, SPFS effectively reduces the aggregate size of
file mapping metadata. The aggregate size of the file mapping
structures is particularly important for a lightweight stackable
file system because small mapping structures leave more
room for file data blocks. SPFS employs dynamic hashing
(in particular, CCEH [27]) to dynamically adjust the size of
the multiple hash tables and efficiently manage the NVMM
space. Specifically, if a hash collision cannot be avoided by
linear probing or cuckoo hashing, SPFS dynamically allocates
and assigns NVMM blocks to each hash table, namely, extent
table, block bitmap table, and name2inode table.

SPFS manages data blocks at the granularity of 4 KB but
metadata blocks at 256 bytes (also referred to as XPLine, the
unit of physical access to DCPMM) by default. This is to
reduce the waste of NVMM space as well as to avoid write
amplification on hardware, which can be caused by read-
modify-write operations. However, if we use small blocks,
which is 1/16 of the traditional block size, SPFS needs to
keep track of a 16× larger number of blocks, which leads to
high metadata management overhead. To reduce this over-
head, SPFS groups 16 contiguous free blocks into a cluster
of 4 KB and manages the locations of free clusters in the
cluster bitmap as in conventional file systems. For partially
used clusters, we manage the locations of free blocks using
block bitmap hash table and classical volatile segregated lists.
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(a) Block Hashing: O(B) Write, O(1) Read

(b) Extent Hashing: O(logB) Write, O(logB) Read

Figure 5: Block vs. Extent Hashing

Figure 4 shows the layout of physical NVMM space for
SPFS. The first 4 KBytes is the superblock that contains
various metadata including the file system magic number,
block/cluster/ inode size, the number of clusters, the number
of inodes, metadata for the three hash tables, etc. Then comes
the cluster bitmap, where each bit in the cluster bitmap indi-
cates whether all blocks in the corresponding cluster are free
or not. If any block in a cluster is in use, its corresponding bit
in the cluster bitmap is set to one. Since the cluster bitmap
uses one bit per cluster of 4 KB, the space overhead for the
cluster bitmap is no larger than that of traditional file systems
that manage free space at the granularity of 4 KB blocks.

The cluster bitmap does not indicate which blocks in a
cluster are free or in use. Hence, each partially used cluster
requires another metadata, the block bitmap, which is indexed
in the block bitmap table. When SPFS allocates some, but not
all, blocks in a cluster, it creates and inserts a block bitmap
into the block bitmap table. The block bitmap table is used
only for the clusters that are partially allocated. If a cluster
has no free block, which is a common case for files larger
than 4 KB, or if all blocks are free, which is also a common
case when the file system is initially formatted, no block
bitmap is needed in SPFS. To manage free blocks of partially
used clusters and serve memory allocation requests quickly,
SPFS manages volatile segregated lists constructed from the
persistent block bitmap table. For a block allocation request,
we select a segregated list based on the allocation request size.

4.2 Extent Hashing
SPFS indexes extents in a hash table called extent table. To
the best of our knowledge, SPFS is the first hash-based file
system that indexes extents using a hash table. HashFS [28],
the state-of-the-art hash-based NVMM file system that also
manages the file mapping information in a global hash table,
requires every block number to be canonically stored in its
corresponding bucket. That is, HashFS indexes blocks, not
extents, as illustrated in Figure 5(a). Therefore, HashFS not
only significantly increases the aggregate size of file mapping
structures, but it also slows down writes because writing an
extent of B blocks requires as many as B store instructions
and cacheline flushes.

In contrast to block hashing, our novel Extent Hashing

Figure 6: Searching Extent Hash Table

Algorithm 1 Insert(inode, cluster_num, len, extent)
1: if (len ≤ 0) return
2: current_key = hash(inode,cluster_num)
3: bucket = find_bucket(current_key)
4: /* e.g., bucket_array[current_key%NumBuckets] */
5: bucket.store(inode, extent)
6: if len = 1 then
7: return
8: else if cluster_num is odd then
9: stride_size← 1

10: else
11: if cluster_num != 0 then
12: T NZ← ffs(cluster_num)−1
13: stride_size← previous_pow_of_two(min(len, 1≪ TNZ))
14: else
15: stride_size← previous_pow_of_two(len)
16: end if
17: end if
18: Insert(inode, cluster_num + stride_size, len - stride_size, extent)

selects only a few buckets based on the binary representation
of cluster numbers, as shown in Figures 5(b) and 6. Extent
Hashing bounds the number of pointers for a given extent by
log2B, where B is the number of blocks in an extent.

The insertion and search algorithms of Extent Hashing are
presented in Algorithms 1 and 2. The algorithms are short
but they work with sophisticated bitwise operations such as
ffs and fls (find the first/last bit set in a key) operations.
Extent Hashing can be used with any hashing scheme in-
cluding static and dynamic hashing schemes with various
ad hoc optimizations such as linear probing, chaining, and
cuckoo hashing. However, for ease of explanation, we will
assume we are using static hashing and explain the insert and
search algorithms using a walk-through example shown in
Figure 6. In the example, we assume hash keys are of 4 bits,
and the hash function hash(inode, cluster_num) returns
cluster_num for ease of presentation. Note that Algorithms 1
and 2 can be implemented with any hash function and any
hash table implementation.

Insert: Suppose we insert a range of keys [1,12] ([00012,
11002]) as shown in Figure 6. Initially, we start with the first
key and store a pointer to the extent in its corresponding
bucket. In the example, we store a pointer in bucket 00012.
Then, we check how many consecutive zero bits are in the
postfix of the hash key of the current bucket, which we refer
to as TNZ (trailing number of zeros). I.e., TNZ is the number
of consecutive zeros in the binary representation with no
non-zero digits to the right of it. Since 00012 has no zeroes
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Algorithm 2 Search(inode, cluster_num, hash)
1: pos← cluster_num
2: mask← (1≪ fls(cluster_num)) − 1
3: while true do
4: key = hash(inode,pos)
5: bucket← find_bucket(key)
6: if bucket.contains(inode, cluster_num) then
7: return bucket.getExtent(inode, cluster_num)
8: end if
9: if pos = 0 then

10: break
11: end if
12: pos← pos & ((mask≪ffs(pos)) & mask)
13: end while

on the right side of the rightmost bit 1, its TNZ is 0. The
TNZ determines how many buckets to skip, i.e., the distance
between the current bucket and the next bucket where we
store the same pointer to the extent. We refer to this distance
as stride length, which is set to 2T NZ . In the example, since
TNZ is 0, the stride length is 20 = 1. Hence, we move to the
next bucket (00102) and store another pointer to the extent.

The hash key of the current bucket (00102) has one zero
after the rightmost bit 1. Hence, the TNZ is 1 and the stride
length is 2, i.e., (21). Therefore, we skip the next bucket and
move to the next next bucket (01002). Then, we store another
pointer there and check the next stride. Since the current TNZ
is 2, the stride length is 4. So, we move to bucket 10002
(01002+4). In bucket 10002, we have three consecutive zero
bits in the postfix. So, the stride length is 8 (23). However, the
next bucket offset (10002 +8) cannot exceed the range of the
given extent. Hence, we decrease the TNZ value one by one
(23 → 22) until the next bucket position is within the given
key range. Finally, we store another pointer in bucket 11002
(10002 +22), and the insertion is complete.

Although the extent size is 12, only 5 pointers are stored
in the hash table. If the size of a given extent is B, Extent
Hashing stores a maximum of 2× log2B pointers in the worst
case. In the best case, we store just one pointer in the hash
table. As such, we can significantly reduce the number of
pointers (from B to 2× log2B) compared to block hashing, in
particular, when the extent size is large.

Search: Although the extent hash table does not have a
pointer for each hash key, we can find the extent using any
hash key within the key range. The search algorithm shown in
Algorithm 2 works as follows. If a query searches for an extent
using a hash key k, whose binary number is (b1b2b3b4)2, we
first look up bucket[(b1b2b3b4)2]. If the bucket does not have
a pointer to the extent (i.e., a search miss occurs), it could
be because the current bucket is not the starting point of
a stride, not because the hash table does not contain that
data. Therefore, we need to compute the starting index of a
possible stride by flipping the trailing non-zero bits starting
from the rightmost one and moving left. Thus, assuming b4 is
a non-zero, the next bucket we look up is bucket[(b1b2b30)2].
If this bucket, again, does not have a pointer to the extent,

we continue in the said manner and look up, in sequence,
bucket[(b1b200)2], bucket[(b1000)2], and bucket[(0000)2].

For example, suppose a query searches for hash key 7
(01112) in the example shown in Figure 6. Then, we look
up bucket[01112] (step 1⃝), which will fail as it does not
have a pointer to the extent. Then, we search bucket[(0110)2]
(step 2⃝) and, finally, bucket[(0100)2] (step 3⃝), which has a
pointer to the extent.

The best-case complexity of this search algorithm is O(1),
but its worst-case complexity is not constant, but O(log2B)
where B is the number of buckets. That is, Extent Hashing
trades-off search performance for insertion performance.

Probabilistic Fast Lookup: To strike a balance between
insertion and search performance, we develop a fast lookup
optimization. This optimization keeps track of which stride
length is the most common and has each query first access
the bucket with the most common stride length. For example,
the most common stride length in Figure 5(b) is 4 due to
the pointers in bucket 0, 4, 8, and 12. Note that there is one
pointer with stride 1 in bucket 3, and there is also one pointer
with stride 2 in bucket 10. If a query searches for cluster 7
where the most common stride length is 4, the fast lookup
optimization searches bucket 4 (4 = 7 - (7%4)) before it
accesses bucket 7 and 6 following the search path in order.
The rationale behind this optimization is as follows. The
search algorithm requires each query to access the nearest
buckets in a log scale because the extent size is not known to
queries. However, it may result in unnecessary accesses to a
large number of buckets if the extent size is large. Therefore,
if the bucket corresponding to the most common stride length
is first checked, there is a chance of reducing the number of
bucket visits. Since the stride length increases in power of 2,
i.e., the number of different stride lengths is limited to log
scale, the overhead of keeping track of the common stride
length is not significant.

4.3 Path-name Resolution
SPFS manages directory entries in another hash table called

the name2inode table. The name2inode hash table stores
file/directory name and directory entry block number pairs
using the hash key generated from the VFS dentry, its parent
inode number, and the file name. Since SPFS indexes each
file/directory entry rather than the full file path, renaming a
directory does not affect other files in its sub-directories.

As a stackable file system, the name2inode hash table has
directory entries only if the directory has a regular file in
NVMM. Stacking files/directories in SPFS follows the stan-
dard conventions of stackable file systems [9, 14, 29, 38], i.e.,
i) if a given regular file name appears in both the upper and
lower file systems, then the lower file is hidden; ii) if a given
name is a directory, directory entries are combined; iii) if
a readdir request does not find a directory entry from the
name2inode hash table, SPFS forwards the readdir request
to the lower file system. The directory entry is stored in the
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name2inode table only when blocks are migrated from a lower
file system to SPFS, if it does not have one already.

One of the drawbacks of using a hash table is that directory
entries in the same directory are normally stored in differ-
ent buckets that causes problems to readdir. To resolve this
problem, SPFS provides two options. One is to add two per-
sistent pointers to each inode in the name2inode hash table
to construct a doubly linked list for the inodes in the same
directory. SPFS performs micro-logging (i.e., I/O operation-
level logging) when file metadata is updated because multiple
indexing structures need to be updated in a failure-atomic
manner. The other option is to construct a volatile readdir
index in DRAM when SPFS is mounted. The readdir index
is different from the dentry cache in that it manages the en-
tire structure of all directories in the file system regardless of
whether a directory is loaded or not. Therefore, the volatile
readdir index must be constructed when SPFS is mounted,
and it must be persisted as a persistent index when SPFS is
unmounted. Upon a system crash, we may lose updates in
the volatile readdir index unlike the persistent readdir chain.
To recover from system failures, the readdir index can be re-
constructed from scratch by scanning the name2inode hash
table. Although the second option increases the memory usage
slightly, the low DRAM latency helps improve performance
by up to 8% if the workloads are metadata-intensive (that
make extensive use of calls such as create, unlink, and
rename). For the performance study presented in Section 5,
we use the latter option.

4.4 Recovery
SPFS performs micro-logging when file metadata is updated
so that fsck can rollback uncommitted I/O operations. If a
system crashes while creating a file, fsck will look up the
name2inode hash table using the file name in the operation
log and delete its corresponding entry. It will also delete
the directory entry using the block number stored in the I/O
operation log. In addition, fsck will walk the directory tree
structure and perform a sanity check as in classic file system
recovery methods.

5 Evaluation
We implement SPFS 1 in Linux kernel 5.1 We validated the
reliability, robustness, and stability of SPFS using the POSIX
file system test suite [3] and the Linux Test Suite [2]. SPFS
passed both test suites successfully. In the following, we focus
only on the performance aspect of SPFS.

5.1 Experimental Setup
We run experiments on two testbed servers, one with DCPMM
and the other with NVDIMM-N. DCPMM server has dual In-
tel Xeon Gold 5215 processors (10 cores, 2.50 GHz), 128 GB
of DDR4 DRAM, 256 GB of Optane DCPMM (2×128 GB),

1The code is available at https://github.com/DICL/spfs.

Table 1: Filebench Workload Characteristics
Workload File Size R/W Size # threads R:W # files
Fileserver 128 KB 1024 KB 50 1:2 100K
Webproxy 16 KB 1024/16 KB 100 5:1 100K
Webserver 16 KB 1024/16 KB 100 10:1 100K

Varmail 16 KB 1024/16 KB 16 1:1 100K
OLTP 10 KB 2/2256 KB 200 20:1 10

Table 2: FIU Workload Characteristics
Workload Dataset Size Read Size Write Size fsync (%)
Moodle 54 GB 55 GB 31 GB 38.922

Usr1 161 GB 171 GB 8 GB 86.025
Usr2 1.5 GB 5 GB 1 GB 75.114

and a 2 TB Samsung 860 EVO mSATA SSD. The NVDIMM-
N server has dual Intel Xeon Gold 5218 processors (16 cores,
2.30 GHz), 192 GB of DDR4 DRAM, 16 GB Dell EMC
NVDIMM-N, and 512 GB Samsung 970 PRO NVMe SSD.
On the NVDIMM-N server, we evaluate SPFS in a virtual
environment (16 cores and 32 GB DRAM) using QEMU. De-
spite the future of DCPMM is uncertain, CXL Type 3 memory
devices that provide durability will work with the existing
PMDK (or OpenMPDK) ecosystem, and their latency will be
higher than that of DRAM (170∼250 nsec) [1]. Therefore, we
present the performance on the DCPMM server to evaluate
how SPFS performs with NVMMs slower than DRAM.

We first quantify the performance effect of Extent Hash-
ing, evaluate the performance of SPFS in standalone mode,
and compare SPFS against EXT4-DAX and NOVA on the
DCPMM server. Then, we quantify the performance effect of
each stackable design of SPFS. Finally, we deploy SPFS on
top of three popular Linux file systems, namely, EXT4, F2FS,
and XFS, and compare the performance of SPFS+x against
x and Ziggurat in both DCPMM and NVDIMM-N servers.
File systems are mounted with the default mount options on
top of the storage targeted by each design: (1) EXT4, F2FS,
and XFS: SSD, (2) NOVA (Copy-on-Write (CoW) mode),
EXT4-DAX, and SPFS in standalone mode: DCPMM (3)
SPFS+x in stacked mode and Ziggurat: DCPMM+SSD or
NVDIMM-N+SSD.

We run experiments using the Flexible I/O tester
(FIO) micro-benchmarks [6] and the Filebench macro-
benchmarks [33] as well as SNIA’s FIU Filesystem SysCall
Traces [10]. Tables 1 and 2 show the characteristics of the
Filebench and FIU Filesystem SysCall Traces workloads, re-
spectively. We also experiment with RocksDB [4] using the
YCSB benchmark [13].

5.2 Analysis of Extent Hashing
In the first set of experiments, we compare the performance of
file mapping structures - i) per-file ExtentTree, which is
implemented using the FAST and FAIR B+tree [17], ii) global
BlockHash (proposed and used in HashFS [28]), and iii)
global ExtentHash. Both global block hashing and Extent
Hashing are implemented on CCEH [27]. We evaluate the
performance of indexing using microbenchmarks.

In the experiments shown in Figure 7, we measure the
performance of indexing the extents that make up 8000 256-
MB files with varying extent sizes, i.e., the larger the extent
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Figure 7: Performance of File Mapping Structures

size, the fewer extents are indexed. Figure 7(a) shows the
average latency of inserting one extent to each index. As
the extent size increases, the insert latency of ExtentTree
and ExtentHash decreases because the index size decreases.
Specifically, when the extent size is 4 KB, the tree height is
4, but when the extent size is greater than 256 KB, the tree
height is reduced to 2.

Block hashing shows the worst insertion performance as
the extent size increases because the number of pointers to
index increases. Specifically, when the extent size is 4 MB,
it has to update and call clwb for as many times as 1024.
As such, its insertion latency is up to 906× higher than that
of ExtentTree. Extent Hashing shows the fastest insertion
latency because hash-based indexes updates fewer number of
cachelines than FAST and FAIR B+tree.

Figure 7(b) shows that when the extent size is smaller
than 128 KB, BlockHash outperforms ExtentTree and
ExtentHash due to its constant lookup cost. Note that,
ExtentHash accesses multiple buckets following the search
path described in Section 4.2. However, as the extent size
increases, ExtentTree benefits from the reduced index size,
making the performance of all indexes similar.
FastLookup denotes the performance of Extent Hashing

with the fast lookup optimization that we described in Sec-
tion 4.2. Fast lookup is an optimization affected by prob-
ability, but it finds an extent in O(1) with very high prob-
ability in the experiments. Therefore, FastLookup outper-
forms BlockHash, which suffers from a much larger number
of pointers in the hash table. We also observe in the experi-
ments with FIU Filesystem SysCall traces that the probability
of finding an extent in O(1) in Usr1 and Usr2 workloads is as
high as 60% and 98%, respectively.

5.3 Standalone Mode with DCPMM
We now compare the performance of SPFS in standalone
mode against NOVA and EXT4-DAX. We run the experi-
ments in DCPMM server because SPFS is not intended for
use in standalone mode for small NVDIMM-N. To evaluate
the performance effect of Extent Hashing, we faithfully im-
plemented the block hashing scheme as proposed in HashFS.
We denote the performance of SPFS with Extent Hashing
and block hashing as SPFS-EH and SPFS-BH, respectively.
Both SPFS-EH and SPFS-BH run in metadata mode, i.e., they
do not guarantee strong data consistency, but only metadata
consistency is guaranteed as in EXT4-DAX. SPFS-J denotes
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Figure 8: Performance in Standalone Mode (DCPMM)

the performance of SPFS-EH in journal mode, which logs all
data and metadata changes by copying the data into an undo
log region if the write size is smaller than 256 KB. If the write
size is larger than 256 KB, it performs CoW as in NOVA. We
set this threshold size to 256 KB because it conservatively
balances the logging overhead and fragmentation issue. If the
threshold size is smaller, it leads to fragmentation, i.e., extents
are frequently split because CoW allocates a new extent. If it
is larger, the logging overhead becomes non-negligible.

5.3.1 FIO Results
The FIO benchmark is used to evaluate sequential and random
read and write performance. Each workload accesses a 10 GB
file, and read/write sizes are set to 256KB and 4KB for sequen-
tial and random workloads, respectively. Figure 8(a) shows
the results. SPFS-EH shows up to 60% higher sequential write
throughput than SPFS-BH because block hashing requires
much larger metadata accesses. The sequential read through-
put of SPFS-BH is also 20% lower than SPFS-EH because
larger file mapping metadata adversely affects read perfor-
mance as well as write performance. For the same reason, the
random read and write throughput of block hashing is also
16% and 9% lower than that of Extent Hashing, respectively.
In particular, FIO allocates very large extents in advance re-
gardless of the type of workload, i.e., even for random I/Os.
Despite large extents, SPFS-BH indexes a large number of
individual blocks and the lookup performance deteriorates.

NOVA shows similar sequential read and write perfor-
mance with SPFS-EH. However, the random read and write
throughput of NOVA is 19% and 39% lower than that of SFPS-
EH because NOVA provides strong data consistency whereas
SPFS-EH supports only metadata consistency. With data jour-
naling enabled, SPFS-J shows similar write performance with
NOVA as both of them perform CoW. On the other hand,
SPFS-J shows 1.2× higher throughput than NOVA for ran-
dom reads because SPFS manages data blocks in units of
extents in DRAM while NOVA indexes write logs in units of
pages in DRAM.

As a stackable file system, SPFS does not have to enforce
strong data consistency if the lower file system does not re-
quire strong data consistency. Eliminating the logging over-
head, SPFS-EH shows up to 40% performance improvement
for the random write workload compared to NOVA. Since
EXT4-DAX also does not log data blocks, it shows higher
random write throughput than NOVA and SPFS-J. However,
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Figure 10: Performance Effect of Delegating I/O Requests to Lower File System

EXT4-DAX is consistently outperformed by SPFS-EH for all
FIO workloads. Furthermore, for sequential reads and writes,
EXT4-DAX is even outperformed by NOVA and SPFS-J de-
spite the fact that they guarantee stronger data consistency.
This is because NOVA and SPFS take advantage of CoW for
sequential I/O.

5.3.2 Filebench Results
Figure 8(b) shows the experimental results with the Filebench
workloads. For the Fileserver workload that creates, deletes,
reads, appends, and copy files in large I/O units, i.e., 1 MB for
reads and writes (copy) and 16 KB for appends, SPFS-J shows
5.7% higher throughput than NOVA (167.67 vs. 176.37) be-
cause SPFS-J benefits from the efficient extent-based meta-
data management, whereas NOVA replaces write logs in units
of pages in DRAM. EXT4-DAX shows the worst perfor-
mance because it suffers from the overhead of unconditional
block initialization. Unlike EXT4-DAX, NOVA and SPFS ini-
tialize the unwritten portion of the cluster only when needed.
SPFS-J and SPFS-EH show similar performance with the
Fileserver workload because it does not overwrite existing
blocks and the logging overhead is negligible. SPFS-BH has
16% lower throughput than SPFS-EH because the read and
write granularity of Fileserver workload is 1 MB and Extent
Hashing manages large extents more efficiently.

Webserver is a read intensive workload where each thread
opens, reads, and closes a file, and every 10th read operation
appends a small data to a log file. In this workload, SPFS-J
and NOVA show comparable performance.

The Webproxy and Varmail workloads create and delete
many small files in a single directory. In these two work-
loads, SPFS is outperformed by NOVA because SPFS fre-
quently allocates and deallocates blocks for directory entries,
and thus performs metadata journaling for file system con-
sistency, whereas NOVA appends directory entries in a log-
structured fashion and hides deallocation overhead via back-
ground garbage collection. As a result, NOVA shows up to
9% and 17% higher throughput than SPFS-EH for Webproxy
and Varmail, respectively. Efficient directory management
is of paramount importance in the native file system, but
the primary goal of SPFS is to serves NVMM as a persis-
tent writeback cache to NVMM-oblivious filesystems. There-
fore, directory management performance is not optimized.
We leave the directory management optimization for future

work. EXT4-DAX shows very poor performance for Var-
mail because of two reasons. One is the unconditional block
initialization problem mentioned earlier. The other reason is
because of additional memory copy overhead from metadata
journaling. This overhead is negligible in other workloads be-
cause journaling is done in the background. However, Varmail
calls fsync() frequently, which incurs metadata journaling
overhead thereby affecting the workload throughput.

The OLTP workload emulates database transactions at the
file system level. In this transactional workload, synchronous
writes affect file system throughput the most. Since all file
systems store synchronous writes in NVMM, they do not
show any meaningful difference. SPFS-BH shows only 2%
lower throughput than SPFS-EH because of small (i.e., 2 KB)
random reads/writes that rarely benefit from extents.

5.4 Quantification of Stackable Design
5.4.1 Parameters for Sync Point Profiler
In this section, we quantify how the profile interval and the
write size threshold for the Sync Point Profiler affects perfor-
mance using three FIU Filesystem SysCall Traces workloads.
We present the results on the NVDIMM-N server, but the
results on the DCPMM server are almost the same.

Figure 9(a) shows that the performance of SPFS is insen-
sitive to the profile interval unless it is set small (< 500ms).
Obviously, the interval between transactional writes can vary
across applications. Therefore, for the rest of the experiments,
we choose 1 second as the default. Figure 9(b) shows the
results as the write size parameter is varied (x-axis). It shows
that the replay time of the Moodle workload improves sig-
nificantly when the write size parameter is set to be equal or
larger than 1 MB because this workload has relatively large
1 MB synchronous writes. For Usr1 and Usr2, we see that
performance gradually improves as the write size increases,
but then remains relatively constant beyond 1 MB. Based on
these observations, we conservatively set the default write
size parameter to 4 MB - a sufficiently large value that was
also used as the default value in Ziggurat [39]. All results that
follow use this value.

5.4.2 Delegating I/O Requests to Lower File System
We now perform synthetic microbenchmark experiments to
validate our proposition that migrating files to NVMM does
not always guarantee better performance. That is, we analyze
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which types of I/Os benefit from promotion and when they
benefit from demotion.

Performance Effect of Delegation: As a stackable file
system, SPFS shines when synchronous and asynchronous
I/O workloads are mixed. To test various mixed workloads,
we use diomix, which is a synthetic workload generated from
a mix of two sequences of file operations, one for buffered
I/O (BIO) and the other for direct I/O (DIO), of the Fileserver
workload of Filebench, and whose ratio between BIO and
DIO can be controlled.

Figure 10(a) shows the results for diomix in DCPMM
server, as the DIO rate changes. We disable background demo-
tion to only quantify the effect of promotion. We observe that
the I/O throughput of Ziggurat is insensitive to the DIO rate
and that it fails to leverage the faster page cache in DCPMM
server, which leads to the same performance as NOVA. As a
result, they are consistently outperformed by SPFS+x, which
delegates BIO to EXT4, F2FS and XFS, and benefits from
the low latency of the page cache in DRAM. Note that EXT4,
F2FS, and XFS also benefit from the page cache, and when
there is no DIO, each file system shows 10%, 3%, and 1%
higher throughput, respectively, than its SPFS+x counterpart.
This is because of the overhead that comes from the stack-
able design. Specifically, SPFS+x looks up its name2inode
table just to find out it does not have the requested file. This
exemplifies the importance of indexing performance in SPFS.
We observe sharper and then continued performance decline
as the rate of DIO increases. Unlike EXT4, F2FS and XFS,
the throughput of SPFS+x show much smoother curves as
SPFS+x detects the I/O types and steers the BIOs to the lower
file system while absorbing the DIOs in DCPMM, benefiting
from the device aware stackable design of SPFS+x.

Figure 10(b) shows the results for the same diomix work-
load in NVDIMM server. Because the page cache of the
lower file system has the same access latency with NVDIMM,
SPFS+x does not benefit from delegating write requests to the
lower file system but suffers from its stackable design over-
head. Again, the performance of Ziggurat is similar to NOVA
as it aggressively steers most writes to NVMM. In contrast,
SPFS+x is designed to use NVMM conservatively and grad-
ually demote files in the background. We could not evaluate
Ziggurat for the case when NVMM is full as it crashes.

Performance Effect of Demotion: While promotion im-
proves write performance of the lower file system, it may de-
grade read performance when NVMM is slower than DRAM.
In the experiments shown in Figures 10(c) and 10(d), we
pre-populate file systems with 64 16 MB transactional log
files, i.e., SPFS stores them in NVMM, and run a synthetic
microbenchamrk that reads random blocks from those files.
In DCPMM server, the read throughput of EXT4 file system
is higher than SPFS+EXT4 because it eagerly copies all the
requested blocks to the page cache, whereas SPFS+x demotes
files, i.e., copies them from DCPMM to DRAM/disk in a lazy
manner. Specifically, SPFS+EXT4(PTTRN) demotes a file to
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Figure 11: Latency breakdown of each mode in DCPMM

the lower file system and copies to the page cache if the file
access pattern changes to be read-intensive. As more read
requests are processed, the Sync Factors of promoted files
decrease, and when they become lower than a hard limit set by
administrators, they are demoted to the lower file system such
that they can benefit from the page cache in DRAM. Thus,
read performance of SPFS+EXT4(PTTRN) improves over time
to a level similar to page cache performance. This result con-
firms the well-known fact that performance is improved by
placing frequently accessed data in the fastest memory, which
Ziggurat has neglected.

If such a hard limit on the Sync Factor is not set by
administrators, a file is not demoted to the lower file sys-
tem unless the NVMM space is running low (denoted as
SPFS+EXT4(SPACE). Therefore, SPFS+EXT4(SPACE) does
not demote files and read requests to those files suffer from
higher access latency of DCPMM. In contrast, demoting files
from NVDIMM to the page cache on the NVDIMM server
does not improve read performance, but counteracts it. As
a result, SPFS+EXT4(SPACE) shows the highest throughput
in NVDIMM server. In the default settings, background de-
motion is triggered when more than 80% of NVMM space
is used. When files are demoted to the lower file system in
the background, the foreground write throughput of SPFS+x
is reduced by up to 40% due to the limited bandwidth of
NVMM and also due to conflicting SPFS metadata updates.
To minimize performance interference, SPFS suspends the
background demotion while foreground processes perform
I/O, unless there are no free blocks in NVMM.

5.4.3 Stacking Overhead
As a stackable file system, SPFS places additional latency
on the lower file system in exchange for improving the per-
formance of small synchronous writes. In the experiments
shown in Figure 11, we breakdown the latency of read, write,
and fsync using a synthetic workload that performs random
reads and writes to 1 MB file that consists of a single extent.
SPFS+EXT4 denotes the read latency when the extent is not

found in SPFS and is read from the lower file system - EXT4.
The stacking overhead (i.e., the overhead to check whether
the corresponding extent has been migrated to NVMM or
not) accounts for 9.89%, and thus SPFS+EXT4 shows similar
latency with EXT4. SPFS denotes the read latency when the
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Figure 12: FIU Trace Replay Time S:SPFS, E:EXT4, X:XFS, F:F2FX, Z:Ziggurat

extent is in SPFS, i.e., NVMM. Due to the high latency of
Optane DCPMM, the read latency of SPFS is about 2.26×
higher than that of EXT4.

In Figure 11(b), the write latency of EXT4 (EXT4) is similar
to the write latency when the write is steered to NVMM
(SPFS(+EXT4)). That is, unless fsync is called, there is not
much difference in latency whether the write is steered to
DCPMM or the VFS cache. Migration denotes the latency of
the first write to an extent that the profiler decided to migrate
from the lower file system to SPFS. Migration has a high
latency, but it is a one time tax. Once migrated, subsequent
fsync calls will be replaced with nop..

Figure 11(c) shows the fsync latencies when SPFS by-
passes fsync to the lower file system and when it decides to
promote a file in the lower file system to SPFS. The promotion
overheads such as Fiemap and Profile account for 2.68%
and 0.01% of total latency.

5.5 Stacked Mode Performance Comparison
Finally, we run real world trace FIU and YCSB workloads and
compare the performance of SPFS in stacked mode (SPFS+x)
against file systems for large block devices, i.e., EXT4, XFS,
F2FS, and Ziggurat.
5.5.1 FIU Traces
Figure 12 shows the performance results using the FIU
Filesystem SysCall Traces [10]. For these experiments, we
measure the replay time on each file system as we submit the
file system operations from the traces in batches. Thus, for all
results for the FIU workloads, lower is better.

Although the FIU workload consists of traces from six
applications - Backup, Gsf-filesrv, Ug-filesrv, Moddle, Usr1,
and Usr2, the performance results of Backup (1.2 TB, 0.001%
fsync()), Gsf-filesrv (190 GB, 0.326% fsync()), and Ug-
filesrv (812 GB, 0.001% fsync()) are not presented because
Ziggurat crashes for those large FIU workloads not only in
NVDIMM but also in DCPMM servers and also because they
are not transactional workloads, i.e., fsync() calls account
for less than 0.3%. Even if we evaluated the performance
of Ziggurat by reducing the size of those workloads small
enough to fit in DCPMM, we observed that Ziggurat is out-
performed by EXT4, F2FS, and XFS, and SPFX+x because
Ziggurat fails to leverage the fast VFS cache. The perfor-
mance of SPFS+x (SPFS+EXT4, SPFS+F2FS, and SPFS+XFS)
is similar or slightly worse than that of x (EXT4, F2FS, and
XFS) for the workloads where fsync() calls are rarely made.

Without fsync() calls being made and steering writes to
NVMM, the added overhead of the stacked file system tends
to make SPFS+x perform worse than x.

With Moodle, Usr1 and Usr2, calls to fsync() are fre-
quently made. Therefore, EXT4, F2FS, and XFS suffer from
high synchronization overhead while SPFS+x and Ziggurat
eliminate this overhead by steering synchronous writes to
NVMM. Thus, for Moodle, SPFS+x reduces the trace reply
time in DCPMM server to only 14%, 15%, and 7% of the x
counterparts EXT4, F2FS, and XFS, respectively. Similarly,
for Usr1, SPFS+x shows 2×, 2.6×, and 2.8×, and for Usr2,
3.8×, 7.1×, and 6.5× faster trace replay times, compared to
the x counterparts EXT4, F2FS, and XFS, respectively.

Ziggurat also outperforms EXT4, F2FS, and XFS for the
Moodle, Usr1, and Usr2 workloads. Compared to Ziggurat,
read(), write(), and fallocate() are consistently faster
with SPFS+x. The write time of Ziggurat is higher than
SPFS+x because it profiles and steers each individual write to
NVMM while SPFS+x migrates them in a lazy manner, that
is, only at fsync() calls with intervals less than one second
and aggregate flush sizes less than 4 MB. For fallocate(),
Ziggurat spends a significant amount of time initializing al-
located blocks. However, SPFS creates files on the lower file
systems first, such that it benefits from the highly efficient
uninit and unwritten states (i.e., allocated and mapped but
uninitialized blocks) of the disk file systems, which prevents
applications from reading garbage blocks even if allocated
blocks have not yet been initialized. However, due to the
stacking overhead, open() is slower in SPFS+x than Ziggu-
rat. Also, fsync() and fdatasync() are faster with Ziggurat
because they are no-ops if previous writes were steered to
NVMM. Overall, due to faster write() and fallocate(),
SPFS+x is up to 1.44× and on average 1.16× faster than
Ziggurat in DCPMM server.

On the NVDIMM server, we could not run the Moodle
and Usr1 workloads with Ziggurat because their sizes are
larger than the NVDIMM size. For the Usr2 workload where
the average I/O size is 1.2 KB, Ziggurat steers most writes to
NVDIMM, and thus shows the performance of the in-memory
file system - NOVA and outperforms SPFS +x. Similar to the
results on the DCPMM server, SPFS+x improves the perfor-
mance of x by up to 9.9×, 2.4×, and 5.8× for the Moodle,
Usr1, and Usr2 workloads, respectively.
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5.5.2 RocksDB
Finally, we evaluate the performance of SPFS+EXT4, Ziggu-
rat, and EXT4 using RocksDB v.6.2.2. For the experiments
shown in Figure 13, we load the database with 4 million
1 KB records in the loading phase (Load) in the DCPMM
server. In the transactions phase, 4 million queries in uni-
form distribution are submitted in batches for each workload.
RocksDB offers various write options including whether to
call fsync() to flush dirty pages. Our experiments measure
YCSB throughput while varying the fsync() interval by en-
abling the setSync option for every 16 writes, 256 writes,
4096 writes, and so on, that is, in multiple of 16 increments.
Figure 13 shows the throughput results, which can be summa-
rized as follows.
EXT4: EXT4 performance improves as we increase the
fsync() interval. If fsync() is called often, EXT4 suffers
because of the slow block device. As fsync() is called less,
EXT4 benefits from the low latency of the page cache and
performance improves.
Ziggurat: Ziggurat performance is insensitive to the fsync()
interval. This is because Ziggurat profiles individual writes,
and as all writes are smaller than 4 MB, they are all steered
to NVMM resulting in the same performance as NOVA.
SPFS+EXT4: In contrast, SPFS+EXT4 considers the total
number of written bytes to be flushed by fsync(). Therefore,
if fsync() is called per every 4096 or fewer writes, SPFS
stores the 4 MB or smaller synchronous writes in NVMM
and significantly reduces the fsync() overhead. Thus, for
the Load workload, SPFS+EXT4 shows 7.7× and 1.6× higher
throughput than EXT4 when the fsync() interval is 16 and
256 writes, respectively. We observe all small WAL log files
are migrated to NVMM as expected, whereas all SSTable files,
which contain key-value records, are stored in the EXT4 file
system because its size (64 MB) is much larger than the pro-
filing threshold of SPFS (4 MB). Nonetheless, SPFS+EXT4
outperforms Ziggurat, which stores both WAL and SSTa-
bles in NVMM. This is because SPFS leverages DRAM,
NVMM, and SSD characteristics altogether, while Ziggurat
relies only on NVMM. If fsync() is called less frequently,
e.g., fsync() is called every 64K or 1M writes, SPFS+EXT4
stores all writes in EXT4 and benefits from the VFS cache
and periodic writebacks. Therefore, SPFS+EXT4 shows similar
performance with EXT4.

In the experiments shown in Figure 14, we measure YCSB

Load throughput on the NVDIMM server, varying the num-
ber of client threads while the fsync() interval is fixed to
256. Due to the frequent fsync(), EXT4 does not scale with
the number of client threads. However, the throughput of
SPFS+EXT4 increases up to 8 threads because it absorbs the
synchronous writes in NVDIMM. When the number of client
threads is 16, the throughput degrades because the number of
total threads (i.e., client and background compaction threads)
exceeds the number of available cores and memory contention
occurs. Note that SPFS+EXT4(D) denotes the performance of
SPFS+EXT4 when NVDIMM is full and the background de-
motion migrates files from NVDIMM to the lower file system.
Due to the performance interference, the demotion decreases
the throughput by up to 7%.

6 Conclusion
Managing two different storage devices with completely dif-
ferent properties in a single file system has practical limi-
tations. In this study, we designed and implemented SPFS,
a stackable file system for NVMM that exploits the perfor-
mance of NVMM for order-preserving small synchronous
writes and yet takes advantage of the faster DRAM cache as
well as the large capacity that legacy block device file systems
provide. In addition, SPFS manages all file system metadata
in dynamic hash tables that are built on Extent Hashing that
exhibits fast insertion as well as fast scan performance.

We perform extensive evaluations and compare SPFS with
state-of-the-art file systems. In standalone mode, SPFS shows
comparable performance to NOVA, while in stacked mode,
SPFS+x improves performance by up to 9.9× compared to
the lower file system x executing alone.
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Abstract
Range lock enables concurrent accesses to disjoint parts

of a shared storage. However, existing range lock managers
rely on centralized CPU resources to process lock requests,
which results in server-side CPU bottleneck and suboptimal
performance when placed in a distributed scenario.

We propose Citron, an RDMA-enabled distributed range
lock manager that bypasses server-side CPUs by using only
one-sided RDMA in range lock acquisition and release paths.
Citronmanages range locks with a static data structure called
segment tree, which effectively accommodates dynamically
located and sized ranges but only requires limited and nearly
constant synchronization costs from the clients. Citron can
also scale up itself in microseconds to adapt to a shared stor-
age of a growing size at runtime. Evaluation shows that under
various workloads, Citron delivers up to 3.05× throughput
and 76.4% lower tail latency than CPU-based approaches.

1 Introduction

Large-scale distributed applications have high demands to
access shared storage resources concurrently [60, 65]. File
systems designed for high-performance computing (HPC),
for example, are usually required to handle massive parallel
I/O requests to different parts of a single data file [11, 32, 49].
Disaggregated memory pools have the need to allow multiple
clients to access the same memory space simultaneously, pos-
sibly with different access patterns [19,40,50]. These systems
require the capability to correctly and efficiently coordinate
concurrent accesses to a large-scale shared storage.

Lock is a common and essential approach to enabling cor-
rect concurrent accesses to a shared storage. A wealth of
research contributes to designing mutual exclusive locks (i.e.,
mutexes) and their variants [20, 22, 29, 33, 76], which grant
exclusive access (or write) permission of the shared storage
to at most one client at any time. Still, mutexes can be too
coarse-grained and, thus, inefficient. For this reason, range
locks become a preferable alternative since they allow finer-
grained concurrency, i.e., clients simultaneously operating at
disjoint parts of the same shared storage resource [35, 39].

Existing distributed range lock managers (DRLMs) grant

∗Jiwu Shu is the corresponding author (shujw@tsinghua.edu.cn).

and revoke locks with centralized server-side1 CPUs through
a remote procedure call (RPC) interface. However, with preva-
lent high-speed networks, CPU-oriented DRLMs cause perfor-
mance bottlenecks. First, they limit throughput because of the
mismatch between high network packet rate (e.g., 215 Mops/s
for NVIDIA ConnectX-6 [58]) and limited CPU resources
and that they need to perform CPU-consuming traversal and
modification to complex dynamic data structures upon lock
operations (e.g., the interval trees in Lustre [47]). Second,
they also incur high queueing latencies (4-5 network roundtrip
times, §2.2) due to the RPC paradigm. In latency-sensitive
scenarios like memory pools, a CPU-based DRLM can be-
come a major latency contributor in the critical path.

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) offers a chance
to avoid the CPU bottleneck with its one-sided verbs that
can bypass server-side CPUs. However, taking this chance
requires a comprehensive re-design of the range lock protocol.
First, existing DRLMs are built atop dynamic data structures,
but RDMA incapacitates them due to the lack of support for
dynamic remote memory allocation. Second, these DRLMs
are also RDMA-unconscious and perform many memory
accesses to their data structures in lock operations, which
turn into excessive network roundtrips when using one-sided
RDMA, overshadowing RDMA’s high performances.

This paper proposes Citron, an efficient distributed range
lock manager. Citron acquires and releases range locks using
only one-sided RDMA to lift the burden off server-side CPUs
with an RDMA-conscious lock protocol based on static data
structures to exploit the full performance potentials of the
RDMA hardware. Specifically, Citron retrofits segment tree,
an RDMA-friendly static data structure, to manage lock en-
tries. Thus, Citron simplifies lock conflict resolution into the
communication between ancestor and descendant nodes on
the tree. To effectively handle dynamically positioned and
sized lock requests, Citron develops a protocol tightly inter-
woven with the range lock specs, the segment tree’s memory
layout, and the one-sided RDMA semantics. Clients lock at
different levels of the segment tree and pay nearly constant
costs to synchronize with conflicting peers. In the best case,
lock acquisition takes only two RDMA roundtrips.

1For disambiguation, in this paper, we use different terms for different
purposes: servers are counterparts of clients; machines are computers in the
distributed system; nodes are components of tree data structures.
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For a shared storage whose size grows, Citron provides a
mechanism to scale itself up (i.e., expand its capacity), lever-
aging the structural self-similarity of segment trees. Citron
enables scaling up the lock tree to a proper size with one-sided
RDMA and minimum server-side CPU intervention.

Citron offers several benefits. First, it is CPU-efficient. To
our knowledge, Citron is the first DRLM that uses only one-
sided RDMA for lock acquisitions and releases, which obvi-
ates the server-side CPU bottleneck. Second, Citron delivers
high performance. Evaluation shows that Citron outperforms
CPU-based range lock managers by up to 3.05× in throughput
and 76.4% in latency under different workloads.

2 Background

2.1 RDMA
RDMA is a network protocol with low latency, high through-
put, and low CPU overhead. Due to these benefits, numerous
distributed file systems [2,3,26,42,44,46,47,77], transaction
systems [5, 16, 31, 41, 72], and lock managers [13, 54, 79] are
built atop or compatible with RDMA.

Machines must equip RDMA-capable NICs (RNICs) to
communicate with RDMA. Clients first post RDMA verbs
to queue pairs (QPs) and later poll the completion queues
(CQs) associated with the QPs for completion events. RDMA
supports one-sided verbs, including read, write, atomic
compare-swap (CAS), and atomic fetch-add (FAA). Fur-
thermore, a wide range of off-the-shelf RNICs (e.g., from
Mellanox Connect-IB to NVIDIA ConnectX-7 [51,57–59])
also support masked atomic verbs [56], which perform simi-
larly to standard atomic verbs but have more flexibility.

For masked-CAS, users need to provide a compare bitmask
and a swap bitmask. The compare and swap steps are each
performed with regard to the corresponding bitmask. The
masked-out bits will not get compared or swapped.

For masked-FAA, users need to provide a bitmask that splits
the 8 bytes into different fields. Each set bit in the bitmask
indicates the left boundary of a field, and FAA is performed
separately within every field. The field boundaries can occur
at any position; non-byte-aligned fields are allowed.

2.2 Distributed Range Lock Management
CPU-based centralized solutions. Most existing DRLMs
rely heavily on server-side CPUs [3,9,47]. However, this kind
of solutions are notorious for their high CPU overheads and
the ensuing CPU bottleneck, including limited throughput
and high queueing latencies; see Figure 1(a).

First, executing complex range lock operations with limited
CPU resources not only bottlenecks the throughput but also
inevitably harms co-locating CPU-demanding services that
have little chance of being offloaded to the RNIC (e.g., path
traversal in a distributed file system). Second, in the RPC
paradigm, server-side CPUs fetch and process RPC requests
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Figure 1: Flaws of RPC-based DRLMs and our motivation.

from the RNIC-side queues. Under high concurrency, the re-
quests will queue in the RNIC, which results in high queueing
latencies. Also, when processing a range lock request, a CPU
core cannot process other ones in the same queue, even if they
do not conflict with each other logically.

We demonstrate the high latencies by running eRPC [30]
on a testbed consistent with §4.1. Clients synchronously send
RPCs to one server, and the RPC handler runs for 100 ns.
We measure the server-side queueing latency, i.e., the time
between the RPC arrives at the NIC and the CPU processes the
RPC, similarly to 2LClock [27]. Figure 1(c) shows the results.
With 32 clients, the average queueing latency is 5.4 µs, more
than 2× RDMA roundtrip times (RTTs). The p99 latency even
reaches 9.8 µs (4-5 RTTs).
Mutex-based decentralized solutions. Dividing ranges into
segments and associating each with a mutex is a strawman
solution to decentralized range lock management [35], but it is
only efficient when the access granularity is static and priorly
known. In the case of unaligned or dynamically-sized ranges,
this solution can suffer from a significant 92% throughput
decline and 5.65× higher tail latencies; see §4.2.

3 Design
Our design goal is a high-performance DRLM that leverages
one-sided RDMA to eliminate server-side CPU bottlenecks.
As shown in Figure 1(b), a one-sided RDMA-based DRLM
can remove the queueing latencies and offer higher throughput
by offloading all lock operations to the RNIC’s tailored ASIC,
thus exploiting the full performance potentials of the RNIC.

3.1 Challenges and Design Principles
Challenge 1. We need a one-sided RDMA-conscious data
structure that can efficiently manage dynamically positioned
and sized range locks and resolve their conflicts.
➥ Static tree structure for dynamic ranges. Citron maps
each requested range as precisely as possible to a constant
number of nodes on a segment tree, a static data structure, to
effectively manage dynamic range lock entries.

Challenge 2. To achieve low latency and high throughput,
we must tailor the lock protocol to reduce the critical path
lengths despite the complex range lock semantics.
➥ Minimized synchronization overhead. Citron’s protocol
couples tightly with RDMA semantics and the segment tree’s
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Figure 2: The structure and node indices of the lock tree.

layout, minimizing synchronization costs to nearly constant.
Acquiring a lock requires a minimum of only two roundtrips.

Challenge 3. Real-world storage resources are not always
fixed-size. Therefore, we must also efficiently handle a possi-
bly dynamically growing storage size.
➥ Runtime capacity expansion. While segment trees are
static, smaller trees can be seen as subtrees of larger ones.
Citron leverages this characteristic to enable scaling up the
tree’s capacity at runtime using a few server-side CPU cycles.

3.2 Basic Assumptions
Address space. Citron maintains range locks within an
abstract address space [0,∞). Multiple real-world scenarios
fit in this model, e.g., LBA ranges in distributed NVMe-oF
namespaces [62] and byte ranges in file systems [3, 47].
Cluster infrastructure. Aside from a lock server that hosts
Citron’s components (§3.3) in its DRAM, Citron requires
that there is a cluster manager (CM) and a metadata server
(MDS). The CM coordinates configuration changes (§3.5.5)
and detects client failures (§3.10). The MDS maintains the ad-
dresses of Citron’s components to enable the use of one-sided
RDMA. The CM and the MDS need not run on independent
machines: they can run on the lock server behind an RPC
interface. There are already mature solutions for CM and
MDS [17, 23, 48], so we need not discuss them here.
Clock well-behavedness. Citron assumes that the clocks of
all clients are well-behaved, i.e., they advance at nearly the
same speeds. Note that Citron does not require the clocks to
be synchronized. Prior studies report that the clock frequency
variation in a productional network is at most ±100 ppm [43]
or even ±20 ppm when static errors are filtered out [53], which
means that the clock drift is only up to ±0.1 ns or ±0.02 ns
per microsecond, more than sufficient for Citron.

3.3 Components of Citron
Citron maintains range locks with a lock tree and a spillover
mutex. The lock tree is responsible for locks within [0,N),
and the spillover mutex is for [N,∞), where N is specified
at initialization time. Citron further includes a maximizer to
enable clients to scale up the lock tree, i.e., to increase N.
Lock tree. The lock tree is a segment tree [4] – a perfectly
balanced tree in which each node represents a continuous
range. The root represents the entire range [0,N); for every
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Figure 3: 64-bit representations of internal and leaf nodes.

non-root node, it and its siblings each receive an equal and
continuous share of the range represented by their parent.
Such a structure determines that the range represented by any
node intersects only with its ancestors and its descendants.

Orthodox segment trees are binary trees [4]. However, we
define the lock tree in Citron as a quaternary segment tree,
which means that the degrees (i.e., numbers of children) of all
internal nodes are all four. Also, leaf nodes represent ranges
of size 64, not the 1 in the orthodox definition. These designs
aim to limit the tree height and, thus, the number of necessary
RDMA verbs to post per lock request.

Since all internal nodes have the same degrees, there is
no need for pointers in the lock tree. Instead, all nodes are
placed in a continuous flat array by level order and indexed
by positive integers (cf. heaps [74]). Tree navigation is simply
node index arithmetics. For example, Figure 2 shows the lock
tree’s first three levels and the node indices, in which the
widths of nodes correspond to their represented ranges. From
this figure, we can easily verify that for a node with index x,

Child(x, i) = 4x−2+ i (i = 0,1,2,3)
Parent(x) = ⌊(x+2)/4⌋

Spillover mutex. The spillover mutex represents [N,∞), i.e.,
it handles out-of-bound parts (w.r.t. the lock tree) of range
lock requests. It can adopt any design that is friendly to one-
sided RDMA. We use DSLR [79] to implement this mutex.
Maximizer. The maximizer is an initially-zero 8-byte vari-
able accessible by one-sided RDMA. A client modifies this
variable when it locks a range that is not contained within
[0,N). We will detail the usage of the maximizer in §3.9.

3.4 Formats of Lock Tree Nodes
All nodes in the lock tree are 8-byte variables accessible by
all kinds of RDMA one-sided verbs. Internal nodes and leaf
nodes have different formats and are manipulated by different
RDMA atomic verbs, as shown in Figure 3.
Leaf nodes. Leaf nodes are 8-byte bitmaps in which each
bit is associated with a unit of the shared storage. A set bit in
the bitmap indicates the corresponding unit of the resource
occupied by some client, and vice versa. Clients use RDMA
masked-CAS to set and clear each of the 64 bits.
Internal nodes. Each internal node divides into six fields.
Exp and Occ are flags, and the remaining four are counters.
Clients use RDMA masked-FAA to modify these fields.
{TCnt,TMax} and {DCnt,DMax} are two counter pairs

that follow the idea of Lamport’s bakery algorithm [38, 79].
Specifically, in each counter pair, Max is the next available
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Algorithm 1 Acquire range locks from Citron
1: procedure AcquireRangeLock(l, r)
2: A← [l,r)∩ [0,N)
3: if [l,r)∩ [N,∞) , ∅ then ▷ Out-of-bound
4: Acquire the spillover mutex
5: if A , ∅ then ▷ In-bound
6: AcquireLockOnTree(A.left, A.right)

“ticket number,” and Cnt is the ticket number that is currently
holding the lock. A client gets a ticket by performing an FAA
on the Max field, polls the Cnt field until it matches the ticket,
enters the critical section, and finally performs an FAA on the
Cnt field when the client finishes. The two counter pairs are
for different purposes: {TCnt,TMax} counts lock requests at
“this node,” while {DCnt,DMax} counts those at descendants.

As for the flags, Exp (stands for expanded) notifies clients
of a lock tree scale-up event. Occ (stands for occupied) blocks
conflicting lock requests at descendants if it is set. A node
with the Occ flag set will be called an occupied node.

Like prior studies [79], the bit widths of counters impose
a hard limit on the maximum concurrency of the system.
There may not be more than 215 −1 = 32767 clients access-
ing the same Citron instance concurrently; otherwise, the
overflowing counters can put Citron into an erroneous state.
Nevertheless, this restriction is tolerable in most scenarios.

3.5 Lock Acquisition
Algorithm 1 shows how a client acquires a lock on a range
[l,r). Since mutexes are already well-studied, here, we omit
the details about the spillover mutex and focus on the lock
tree. Without loss of generality, we now assume [l,r) is fully
contained within [0,N). Algorithm 2 shows the whole lock
acquisition procedure, which consists of two steps:

1. split the range properly into sub-ranges, such that each
of which corresponds to a single tree node;

2. acquire locks on each sub-range in ascending order.

For each sub-range and the corresponding node on the lock
tree (denoted as node hereinafter), the second step further
decomposites into four phases:

2(a). lock node if it is internal;
2(b). wait until all locks at node’s ancestors are released;
2(c). lock node if it is a leaf, otherwise occupy it;
2(d). notify node’s ancestors and wait for its descendants.

Below, we elaborate on each of the two steps and the four
phases of the second step. For convenience and readability,

• we call our protagonist “Alice”: she is a client trying to
acquire a range lock, and we describe what she will do;

• we use the adjectives low and high to describe tree nodes
that are far from and close to the root;

• we describe masked-FAA with variadic arguments (a pair
per field to FAA) instead of bitmasks (Line 3).

Algorithm 2 Acquire a range lock from the lock tree
1: ▷ Function signatures of RDMA masked atomic verbs ◁
2: def MaskedCAS(addr, cmp, cmpMask, swap, swapMask)→ boolean
3: def MaskedFAA(addr, field1, add1, [field2, add2, [. . .]])→ uint64

4: procedure AcquireLockOnTree(l, r, k = 2, m = 4) ▷ Step 1
5: nodes← SolveKnapsack(l, r, k)
6: for all node ∈ nodes in ascending order do
7: repeat ret← LockNode(node, l, r, m) until ret = Acquired

8: procedure LockNode(node, l, r, m) ▷ Step 2
9: if node is internal then ▷ Phase (a)

10: ticket←MaskedFAA(node, TMax, 1)
11: repeat val← RdmaRead(node) until val.TCnt = ticket.TMax
12: cleared← node ▷ Phase (b)
13: while cleared , root do
14: {anc} ← RdmaRead(all ancestors of cleared)
15: if root.Exp = 1 then return Aborted
16: next← the lowest node in {anc} with Occ , 0
17: if next = nil then break
18: repeat val← RdmaRead(next) until val.Occ = 0
19: cleared← next
20: if node is a leaf then ▷ Phase (c)
21: mask← bitmask of [l,r)∩node.range
22: if not MaskedCAS(node, 0, mask, mask, mask) then
23: if MaskedCAS kept failing for too long then
24: return LockNode(Parent(node), l, r, m)
25: else
26: goto Line 12
27: else
28: MaskedFAA(node, Occ, 1)
29: t0← current time ▷ Phase (d)
30: {ancnotify} ← every m-th ancestor of node
31: MaskedFAA({ancnotify}, DMax, 1), RdmaRead(root)
32: if possible time limit excess then return Aborted
33: if {ancnotify}.highest.Exp = root.Exp = 1 then return Aborted
34: if node is internal then wait until t0 +Twait
35: for desc ∈ {node and its internal descendants within m levels} do
36: repeat val← RdmaRead(desc) until val.DCnt = val.DMax
37: return Acquired

3.5.1 Step 1: Split the range
In this step, Alice decides which node(s) to lock. This step
incurs zero network traffic because Alice knows the structure
of the lock tree in advance and can do all computations locally.

With a segment tree, any continuous range can be expressed
as an aggregate of O(log N) tree nodes [4]. As a result, Alice
has to lock Θ(log N) nodes to precisely lock the range [l,r) in
the worst case. However, this can result in high latencies since
the nodes must be locked sequentially to prevent deadlocks.

A strawman solution is to simply lock the lowest node
whose represented range completely covers [l,r). However,
this can result in severe false conflicts. For example, imag-
ine that Alice wishes to lock [N/2− 1,N/2+ 1): the lowest
node that covers this small range would be the root, which
unfortunately conflicts with all other lock requests.

Citron strikes a balance by allowing Alice to lock up to k
nodes that cover the requested range together. To reduce false
lock conflicts, Citron tries to minimize the covered but unre-
quested range. This optimization goal can be formulated into a
tree knapsack problem [37] and solved by existing algorithms.
Our knapsack algorithm has a time complexity of O(k2 log N),
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Figure 4: Demonstration of the lock acquisition workflow and the lock conflicts resolved by each phase. Table rows are the time
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Desc = Descendants). Lock conflicts occurring at any time and any position will all be resolved.

which usually finishes within 0.5 µs when properly optimized
and hardly harms lock acquisition performances. Increasing
k trades latencies for fewer false conflicts and vice versa. In
our implementation, we fix k to 2 for low latency purposes.

Procedure AcquireLockOnTree in Algorithm 2 shows how
this step works. Alice first runs a knapsack algorithm to find
the optimal combination of the nodes to lock (Line 5). Then,
she locks the nodes sequentially (Lines 6-7).

3.5.2 Step 2(a): Lock an internal node
In this phase, Alice acquires the lock at node if it is an internal
node. The workflow follows Lamport’s bakery algorithm [79].
Specifically, Alice first increments the TMax field of node to
get a “ticket.” Then, she polls the TCnt field until it matches
the TMax field of the ticket (Lines 10-11).

Alice does not lock node if it is a leaf. Instead, she defers
locking node to Step 2(c) to facilitate failure recovery (§3.10).
Were she to lock node here, Citronwould be unable to recover
to a normal state if Alice crashed before releasing her lock.

3.5.3 Step 2(b): Wait for node’s ancestors
From this phase, Citron starts to resolve conflicts between
different nodes. The major principle is that among multiple
concurrent lock requests, Citron prioritizes the smallest range
because it is usually also the most latency-sensitive one.

As we have discussed before, all ancestors of node conflict
with it. If there is a held lock at one of node’s ancestors, Alice
must wait until it is released. Furthermore, there can be higher
occupied ancestors of node, which belong to lock requests
that arrive earlier than Alice’s but are still waiting because
Citron prioritizes smaller ranges. To ensure fairness, Alice
should also wait for these lock requests to complete.

This phase consists of multiple iterations. In each iteration,
Alice first reads the ancestors of node from the lowest one
possibly occupied (Line 14) and checks their Occ flags to see
if occupied nodes exist. If there are any, the lowest one is

selected (Line 16). Alice waits until the lock at the selected
node gets released (Line 18), which ends her current iteration.
In the next iteration, Alice only needs to check the ancestors
of the previously selected node (Line 19). She repeats this
process until node’s all occupied ancestors are released.

Note that Alice cannot read the ancestors of node only once
because other clients might issue new range lock requests to
nodes higher than any existing lock. Due to unlucky timing,
these clients can occupy the nodes they are locking without
being aware of the lock requests below. The lock protocol
ensures that these clients will get notified of all lock conflicts
in Step 2(d) (§3.5.5), so there are no correctness concerns.
However, Alice must repeatedly check node’s ancestors to
detect these possible new lock requests.

3.5.4 Step 2(c): Occupy or lock node
Alice can ensure no held locks at node’s ancestors now. The
remaining lock conflicts can only locate at node’s descendants
for an internal node, or node itself for a leaf node.

If node is internal, Alice needs to set its Occ flag with an
RDMA masked-FAA. The reason is that Alice should wait for
lock requests at node’s descendants (because they are more
prioritized than Alice’s), but she must not wait indefinitely.
By setting node’s Occ flag, newly arriving lock requests at
node’s descendants will detect and wait for Alice in their Step
2(b), which ensures finite wait time for Alice.

If node is a leaf, Alice needs to post an RDMA masked-
CAS verb to lock the corresponding bits of node. On success,
Alice finishes this phase. On failure, she must return to the
beginning of Step 2(b) because other clients could have set
the Occ flags of node’s ancestors, as discussed above.

Starvation avoidance. When node is a leaf, a series of failed
masked-CASs might cause lock starvation. Citron offers a
workaround: if Alice keeps getting masked-CAS failures for
a certain period, instead of returning to Step 2(b), she can
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optionally set node to its parent, restart the lock acquisition
procedure, and switch to the starvation-free Lamport’s bakery
algorithm since node is now internal (Line 24).

3.5.5 Step 2(d): Notify ancestors, wait for descendants
Let desc be an arbitrary descendant of node. Assume Bob is
another client that is trying to acquire a range lock at desc
concurrently with Alice. Although Bob conflicts with Alice,
they are both unaware of each other’s existence. A mechanism
is therefore needed to allow Bob to notify Alice of a lock
conflict and also to allow Alice to detect this conflict.

There are two strawman solutions. In the first solution, Bob
is responsible for notifying all ancestors of desc. However,
this can result in high latencies for small range lock requests:
the lower desc is, the more ancestors it needs to notify. In
the second solution, Alice is responsible for checking all
descendants of node for possible conflicts. However, this can
result in excessive network traffic since the number of node’s
descendants increases exponentially as node becomes higher.

Inspired by meet-in-the-middle (MITM), a common idea in
computer science, we employ a combination of the solutions
above to synchronize Alice and Bob. Specifically, Citron
maintains a globally consistent parameter: m, the MITM dis-
tance. Starting from desc’s parent node, Bob notifies desc’s
every m-th ancestor (Lines 30-31). Alice, on the other hand,
checks all node’s descendants within m layers on the lock tree,
as well as node itself (Lines 35-36). This solution ensures
that no matter where node and desc locate, Alice will check a
node that Bob notifies and thus detect the lock conflict.

For Bob, this solution reduces his notification overheads
by a factor of m, which is efficient enough even with a small
m. For Alice, she needs to read and check (4m −1)/3 nodes.
Recall that the nodes of the lock tree are placed in the memory
by level order and will only form m continuous blocks in the
memory layout. Therefore, Alice only needs to post m RDMA
reads, which is an acceptable cost. In our implementation, we
set m = 4. Also, to avoid contention of RDMA atomic verbs,
Citron does not notify nodes in the top m− 1 levels of the
lock tree except for node’s parent. Instead, Citron replaces
them with nodes in the m-th level.

We still need to ensure that Bob notifies desc’s ancestors
before Alice checks one of them. To this end, Alice waits for
a period of time Twait before she checks node’s descendants
(Lines 29 & 34). Bob ensures that he finishes notifying desc’s
ancestors before Alice stops waiting; otherwise, he aborts his
lock request (Line 32). The foundations of this solution are
(1) the well-behavedness of the clients’ clocks and (2) the
fact that the server-side RNIC executes inbound writes and
atomics as if in a global order (i.e., linearizability).

For convenience, we assume an imagined global wall clock
in the following discussion. Suppose Alice waits in the time
interval [t0, t0+Twait), where t0 is a global time point. There-
fore, the deadline for Bob’s notification is t0+Twait.

Recall that Bob performs RDMA reads to ancestors of desc

in Step 2(b) to check if there are any occupied nodes. From
this phase, Bob can find a time point t1 at which Alice has
not started waiting. Specifically, if any RDMA reads find an
occupied ancestor of node, t1 is the time when Bob posts the
last of those. Otherwise, t1 is the post time of the last RDMA
read in Step 2(b). Since Alice only starts waiting after she
sets node’s Occ flag in Step 2(c), t1 < t0 must hold because
of RDMA’s linearizability. Say Bob finishes notifying desc’s
ancestors at time t2. Bob verifies that

t2− t1 ≤ (1−δ) ·Twait (1)

where δ is the bound of clock drift. Since Bob does not know
where node locates at, he needs to record a t1 and verify the
equation above for every ancestor of desc.

Despite the non-existence of an imagined global wall clock,
Bob can use his local clock to compute t2 − t1 because it is
well-behaved. We use the number from Sundial [43] and
set δ = 10−4. Bob will abort his lock acquisition process if
Inequation (1) does not hold. The process of aborting a lock
request is the same as releasing the lock, and we will detail
the procedure in §3.6.

To decide Twait, we count the maximum number of RDMA
roundtrips from t1 to t2 and reserve a unit of time for each
roundtrip. On our testbed, the RDMA RTT is around 2 µs;
conservatively, we reserve 5 µs for each roundtrip. Therefore,
Twait = 15 µs: Alice waits for up to two RDMA reads in Step
2(b) and a batch of RDMA masked-FAAs in Step 2(c)+(d).
A complete Step 2(d). In the discussions above, we make
Bob notify Alice and make Alice wait for Bob. However, we
can imagine swapping the roles of Alice and Bob to see that
they are actually symmetric clients and need to do what each
other does. In other words, Alice needs to both notify node’s
ancestors and wait for notification from node’s descendants.
Tuning the parameters. Step 2(d) relies on properly selected
m and Twait to perform well. Increasing either parameter will
trade performance of large range lock requests for small ones,
and vice versa. Therefore, clients can profile the performance
of lock requests (e.g., throughput and lock abort rate, §4.7) and
send the profiled data to the cluster manager (CM), enabling
the CM to make tradeoffs and tune the parameters.

The CM can employ a two-phase commit (2PC) protocol to
adjust the parameters. Suppose we wish to change (m,Twait)
from (mold,Told) to (mnew,Tnew). The CM first broadcasts
(mnew,Tnew) to all clients. Upon receiving the parameters, a
client acknowledges the CM and, in lock acquisition, uses

• min {Told,Tnew} to determine whether it should abort,
• max {Told,Tnew} when waiting for node’s descendants,
• min {mold,mnew} when notifying node’s ancestors, and
• max {mold,mnew} when checking node’s descendants.

After confirming that all clients have already received the new
parameters, the CM sends “commit” messages to make clients
switch entirely to m = mnew and Twait = Tnew.
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Algorithm 3 Release a range lock back to the lock tree
1: procedure ReleaseLockOnTree(l, r)
2: for all node ∈ locked nodes do
3: if node is a leaf then
4: mask← corresponding bitmask of [l,r)
5: MaskedCAS(node, mask, mask, 0, mask)
6: else
7: MaskedFAA(node, Occ, −1, TCnt, 1)
8: for all anc ∈ notified ancestors of node do
9: val←MaskedFAA(anc, DCnt, 1)

10: if anc is the highest notified node and val.Exp , 0 then
11: Fetch and update the new tree configuration if needed
12: Continue the for all loop for new ancestors of anc

3.6 Lock Release
Algorithm 3 shows the lock release procedure. If node is a leaf,
Alice unlocks it with masked-CAS (Lines 3-5); otherwise, she
vacates node by adding the TCnt counter and clearing the Occ
flag with masked-FAA (Line 7). Also, for all node’s ancestors
that have been notified during lock acquisition, Alice adds
their DCnt counters (Lines 8-9). All these RDMA verbs can
be batched together to reduce latency.

3.7 Proof Sketch of Correctness
Range locks in Citron consist of nodes on the lock tree and
possibly a spillover mutex, all of which are acquired separately
and sequentially. The correctness of the spillover mutex is
already proven [79]. Therefore, we only need to prove the
correctness of a lock on a single tree node. Alice is still our
protagonist in the proof sketch.
Safety. Safety means that Citron does not simultaneously
grant locks to Bob – a conflicting client – and Alice. As
shown in Figure 4, no matter when Bob arrives and where he
locates on the lock tree, Citron will resolve the lock conflict
between Alice and him. Specifically, Steps 2(a)+(c) ensures
that no conflicting clients exist at node: 2(a) for an internal
node, and 2(c) for a leaf node. Steps 2(b) and 2(c)+(d) ensure
respectively that no held locks exist at node’s ancestors and
descendants. Step 2(d) further ensures that:

1. if Bob is at a descendant of node, Alice will wait until
he releases his lock or aborts;

2. if Bob is at an ancestor of node, he will wait until Alice
releases her lock or aborts.

Therefore, when Alice enters the critical section, no conflict-
ing held locks may exist. □

Liveness. Liveness means that without infinitely long criti-
cal sections, Alice’s lock acquisition procedure will always
take some finite amount of time to return (the result could
be Aborted, though). Specifically, Step 1 is finite. Step 2(a)
employs Lamport’s bakery algorithm, which is starvation-free.
Step 2(c) is obviously finite for an internal node, and is also
finite for a leaf node, thanks to the starvation avoidance mech-
anism. For Steps 2(b) and 2(d), Alice can only wait for a finite
number of clients in each phase. Because these clients will

eventually abort or release their locks, these phases are also
finite. To sum up, lock acquisition takes a finite time. □

3.8 Fast Path Optimization
Several optimizations apply to the lock acquisition path when
Citron is not under severe contention.

First, RDMA ensures that it will not reorder any one-sided
verb before previous writes and atomics in the same QP [66].
Thanks to this ordering guarantee, Alice can batch the RDMA
verbs in the lock acquisition path together. In Step 2(b), all
reads in an iteration can be batched (Line 14). In Step 2(d),
the notification to node’s ancestors and the read to the root
can be batched (Line 31). Further, Steps 2(a) and 2(b) can be
optimistically batched in the hope that Step 2(a) immediately
succeeds. More aggressively, Steps 2(c) and 2(d) can also be
batched, but Alice needs to roll back the notification to node’s
ancestors in Step 2(d) (by adding DCnt) if node is a leaf and
the masked-CAS verb in Step 2(c) fails.

Second, if node’s children are all leaf nodes, Alice can
explicitly lock all node’s descendants to skip the wait time in
Step 2(d). Specifically, she post masked-CAS verbs to all its
children to set all 256 bits from 0 to 1. If all these masked-
CAS verbs succeed, she can skip the wait and directly enter
her critical section. Otherwise, she needs to fall back to the
regular lock acquisition path and also clear the bits of modified
children nodes. The RDMA masked-CASs can be batched
with the atomic verbs in Steps 2(c) and 2(d).

With these optimizations, optimistically, acquiring a lock
takes only two RDMA roundtrips, ensuring low latencies.

3.9 Scaling the Lock Tree
In real-world scenarios, a shared storage resource can be of a
dynamic size (e.g., append-only log). If the storage size grows,
Citron’s lock tree might be unable to cover the lock requests,
which can cause performance degradation. On the other hand,
if the storage size shrinks, maintaining unused nodes in the
lock tree will result in extra memory consumption. Therefore,
it is necessary for Citron to react to storage size changes.

3.9.1 Scale up
The size of a storage resource can grow upon writes. When
this happens, out-of-bound lock requests not contained within
[0,N) will contend for the spillover mutex. Overprovisioning
the lock tree will inflate Citron’s DRAM footprint, of which
a considerable percentage is wasted, while a stop-the-world
synchronized scaling up mechanism will cause significant
synchronization overheads. To solve this problem, leveraging
the structural self-similarity of segment trees, i.e., small trees
can be viewed as subtrees of large ones, Citron provides an
option to scale up the lock tree at runtime.

Citron uses masked-CAS to decide how large the lock tree
should scale up to. Note that masked-CAS offers bitwise-OR
semantics when the compare mask is zero. For this reason,
Citron contains a maximizer: the clients can OR the right
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Algorithm 4 Scale up the lock tree
1: procedure ScaleUpLockTree
2: Acquire the spillover mutex
3: Send an RPC to server to allocate free and zeroed memory
4: for all node ∈ top m levels of the old lock tree, by index order do
5: v←MaskedFAA(node, Exp, 1)
6: for i = m,2m,3m, . . . do
7: anc← i-th ancestor of node in the new lock tree
8: MaskedFAA(anc, DCnt, v.DCnt, DMax, v.DMax+ v.Occ)
9: Update the metadata service to renew the lock tree configuration

10: RdmaWrite(maximizer, 0)
11: Release the spillover mutex

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

2 3 4Exp = 1

1

Newly allocated space

MDS

new root

subtree
(old root)

Figure 5: Demonstration of a lock tree scale-up process.

boundaries of out-of-bound lock requests to the maximizer
with one-sided masked-CAS, enabling the detection of such
lock requests. The maximizer’s value is at most 2× of the
actual maximum, which is accurate enough because the mini-
mum scale-up factor of the lock tree is 4×.

If Alice is willing to scale up the lock tree, she can read
the maximizer via RDMA and perform the scale-up if she
finds a non-zero value. Algorithm 4 shows the procedure of
scaling up. Alice first acquires the spillover mutex (Line 2)
to both ensure lock safety and prevent simultaneous scale-up
attempts. Then, Alice sends an RPC to the server to allocate
the expanded part of the segment tree (Line 3). The original
lock tree is not moved and will form a new enlarged tree with
the newly allocated nodes, as shown in Figure 5. Alice then
sets the Exp bits of all nodes in the top m levels of the old lock
tree to notify other clients of the scale-up event (Lines 4-5).
She also needs to propagate these nodes’ DCnt and DMax
counters to their new ancestors (Lines 7-8). Note that an oc-
cupied node accounts for an extra unit of DMax. Finally, Alice
updates the metadata service with a renewed configuration
containing addresses of both original and expanded parts of
the lock tree, clears the maximizer, and releases the spillover
mutex to finish scaling up the lock tree (Lines 9-11).

With off-the-shelf RNICs that do not support one-sided
memory allocation, we must rely on the server-side CPUs to
allocate memory and register it to the RNIC. However, this is a
lightweight task compared with CPU-based lock management
and can hardly cause any server-side CPU bottleneck.
Handling scale-ups in lock acquisition. When acquiring a
lock (Algorithm 2), Bob, another client, must take into con-
sideration that Alice can concurrently scale up the lock tree.
Specifically, in Step 2(b), Bob checks the Exp flag whenever
he reads the root (Line 15): a set Exp indicates a concurrent
scale-up. In Step 2(d), Bob needs to read the root after notify-

ing node’s ancestors. If the Exp flags of the highest notified
ancestor of node and the root are both set (Line 33), there must
be a concurrent scale-up. Bob handles concurrent scale-ups
trivially: he aborts and retries.
Handling scale-ups in lock release. The lock tree can also
be scaled up after Bob acquires a lock and before he releases
it. Alice will notify the new ancestors of node on behalf of
Bob. Therefore, Bob should also add the DCnt counters of the
new ancestors of node (Algorithm 3, Lines 10-12).
Node index arithmetics. For a node x in the enlarged part of
the lock tree, by simply offsetting the number of nodes in the
old lock tree that lie ahead of x in the level order, the node
index arithmetics rules described in §3.3 still hold.
Impact to Step 2(d) of lock acquisition. Scaling up the
lock tree can break the continuous memory layout of the tree
nodes in the memory, which can affect Step 2(d) of the lock
acquisition path. To detect Bob, Alice originally only needs
to post m RDMA reads, but with a scaled-up lock tree she
will possibly need to post more. However, even in the worst
case, the number of RDMA reads is only m(m+1)/2, which
is still acceptable when m is small (e.g., for our m = 4 setting,
the number of RDMA reads is 10) because all these reads can
be parallelized. The extra reads can also be reduced by setting
a larger minimum scale-up factor (e.g., 16×).

3.9.2 Scale down
Different to scaling up, scaling down cannot be triggered by
writes and is in most cases intrinsically a blocking operation.
For example, in file systems, calling ftruncate to shrink a
file will take its inode mutex and block all other I/O attempts.
During a blocking scale-down operation, Citron can safely
shrink its lock tree by removing all nodes except a subtree.

3.10 Handling Client Failures
To enable recovery, all clients must agree with a lease time
Tlease and that a range lock must be released within Tlease.
Detection. Citron relies on the cluster manager (CM) to de-
tect client failures. The CM notifies the lock server to destroy
the RDMA QPs that were connected with the failed clients.
Recovery. Citron recovers lazily. Alice detects a failure if
she spins at a place for longer than Tlease during lock acqui-
sition, including Lines 11, 18, and 36 in Algorithm 2. Also,
Alice suspects a failure if she fails too many times at Line 22.
Line 11. Alice detects a failure when TCnt and Occ are both
unchanged for Tlease. Shen then waits for up to (∆−1) ·Tlease,
where ∆ is the gap between node’s TCnt and her ticket’s TMax.
If TCnt and Occ remain unchanged, Alice sets node’s TCnt
field to her ticket’s TMax and clears node’s Occ flag to recover.
Line 18. Alice detects a failure when TCnt of an ancestor
of node is unchanged for Tlease. She aborts the current lock
request and tries to lock that ancestor instead, reducing the
problem to the situation of Line 11, which we have already
discussed above.
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Codename Type Lock Management Scheme Description

MT I Maple tree [21] A modern data structure dedicated to efficiently managing disjoint ranges,
ported from Oracle Linux UEK.

IT I Interval tree [47] A representative implementation of interval tree ported from Lustre, in which
it is used to manage range locks upon file I/O requests.

LLC I
Lock-free linked list [36]

A range lock manager that chains lock entries in a lock-free linked list.

LLD II Same as above, but all the CPU atomic instructions are replaced with RDMA
one-sided atomic verbs to make the lock manager decentralized.

SS II Static segmentation [35] The whole range is divided into fixed-size segments, each associated with a
DSLR [79] instance, a state-of-the-art RDMA-based decentralized mutex.

Table 1: Baseline systems used in evaluation.

Line 36. Alice detects a failure when DCnt is unchanged for
H · Tlease, where H is node’s height in the lock tree. Since
H ≥ 1, Alice is sure that no clients are holding locks at node’s
descendants and can set node’s DCnt to its DMax to recover.
Line 22. Alice cannot distinguish between lock starvation
and client failures when she repeatedly fails to lock node
with masked-CAS. However, she can acquire a lock at node’s
parent and then check if node is zero. If not, Alice detects a
failure and zeroes node with an RDMA write to recover.

The recovery time is dominated by the user-defined lease
time Tlease. Aside from waiting for lease expiration, Alice
only needs one RDMA operation to perform the recovery.
In practice, Tlease is usually set to several milliseconds (e.g.,
10 ms in [79]); with larger ranges, Tlease can also be longer.

4 Evaluation
In this section, we use a number of benchmarks to evaluate
Citron, seeking to answer the following questions:

• How does Citron compare against existing lock managers?
(§4.2, §4.3)

• What are the performance effects of the fast path? (§4.4)
• How well does Citron scale up itself? (§4.5)
• How does splitting ranges reduce false conflicts? (§4.6)
• What is the lock abort rate of Citron? (§4.7)

4.1 Experiment Setup
Our testbed consists of 4 machines, one acting as the lock
server and the other as clients. Each machine is equipped with
two Intel® Xeon® Gold 5220 CPUs running at 2.20 GHz,
256 GB DDR4-2666 DRAM, and a Mellanox ConnectX-6
RNIC via PCIe 3.0 ×16 interface. All machines run Ubuntu
18.04 with Linux kernel version 4.15.0 and are connected by
a Mellanox QM8790 InfiniBand switch.
Lock tree configuration. Except in §4.5 (in which we need
to scale up the lock tree), the lock tree is always initialized
with N = 228. This is to simulate a large-scale scenario where
1 TB space is divided into 4 KB pages and managed by Citron.
As a result, the lock tree contains 5.6 million nodes and the
Citron instance takes up 42.7 MB of memory, which is only
about 0.004% of the total storage amount.
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Figure 6: Throughputs and latencies of Citron and baseline
systems with different range lock sizes.

Baseline systems. All baseline systems are shown in Table 1,
which can be classified into the following two types.

I. Server-side CPUs are fully responsible for acquiring and
releasing locks, and they accept clients’ requests using
eRPC [30], a state-of-the-art RDMA RPC engine.

II. Clients leverage one-sided RDMA to acquire and release
range locks and server-side CPUs are idle.

The number of threads. The server machine runs 18 RPC
server threads when evaluating baselines of type I. For clients,
we enable hyperthreading and run up to 64 worker threads in
each client machine, each thread on a separate logical core.
As a result, the maximum number of clients is 3×64 = 192.

4.2 Microbenchmarks
In this experiment, we set the range sizes to L = 1, L = 16, and
L = 256 respectively. For static segmentation (SS), we con-
sider three different situations in terms of the segment size: (1)
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Figure 7: Throughputs by range size of Citron and baseline
systems under a mixed-size workload.

exactly the range size L (SS-Exact), (2) overestimated to 8L
(SS-Over), and (3) underestimated to L/8 (SS-Under). The
left borders of the requested ranges are subject to a Zipfian-0.9
distribution on [0,N −L]. Figure 6 shows the results.

In terms of median latency, in almost all cases, Citron per-
forms comparably to the best of the baselines, namely MT, LLC,
and SS-Exact. This matches our expectation because Citron
needs a similar number of RDMA roundtrips to these base-
lines to acquire a range lock. We focus on the lock manager’s
tail latencies below.

When L = 1, range locks are equivalent to mutexes. As ex-
pected, Citron underperforms SS-Exact. It delivers 44.6%
lower throughput (i.e., locks granted per second) and 1.83×
higher p99 latency on average. However, this gap is because
the access granularity is static and correctly known in ad-
vance. If this requirement is not met, the performance of SS
will drop dramatically: SS-Over and SS-Under deliver peak
throughputs of only 83.2% and 16.6% compared to that of
Citron, and they suffer from 3.77× and 4.68× higher p99
latencies, respectively on average. The results demonstrate
that the static segmentation mechanism is unfit for dynamic
workloads whose I/O granularities vary.

When L is 16 or 256, because of unaligned ranges, static
segmentation causes severe false lock conflicts and degrades
performance. Citron delivers 28.7% and 38.6% higher peak
throughputs and significantly lower tail latencies than SS.

Type I baseline systems that rely heavily on server-side
CPUs are all bottlenecked by CPUs under high contention.
Citron avoids such bottleneck and has 1.56× and 1.76× peak
throughputs than these baselines for L = 1 and L = 16. When
L = 256, Citron shows similar peak throughput to LLC but
in average 24.6% lower tail latencies. Under low contention,
due to the efficient eRPC engine and low CPU burdens, the
queueing latencies are lowered to a sub-microsecond level
and the baselines can show tail latency advantages to Citron.
Unfortunately, such advantages vanish quickly as the number
of clients increases.
LLC performs significantly better than LLD because their

lock management scheme, i.e., the lock-free linked list, is
CPU-friendly but RDMA-unfriendly. LLC performs pointer
chasing which has very limited overheads on the CPU. How-
ever, with RDMA, each step of pointer chasing takes one
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Figure 8: Throughputs and latencies of Citron and baseline
systems under the BT-IO workload. Latency is log scale.

RDMA roundtrip, leading to high latencies and low perfor-
mance. This demonstrates the unfeasibility of simply porting
existing range lock managers to one-sided RDMA.

We also test a mixed workload where each of the range
sizes described above accounts for one-third of the client
threads. For SS, we test three granularities: 1, 16, and 256.
Figure 7 shows the results. Citron delivers higher through-
puts than baselines under high contention: it outperforms the
best baseline by 27.7%, 51.7%, and 55.9% with 63, 129, and
192 client threads, respectively. Also, Citron grants higher
throughput to small range locks without starving large ones.

In summary, Citron delivers the overall best performance
for different range sizes under high contention. However,
Citron can be suboptimal for mutex-only workloads.

4.3 Application Benchmarks
We build a distributed in-DRAM file system CitronFS to
evaluate Citron and baseline lock managers under realistic
workloads. CitronFS follows Octopus’s design [46] but stores
all data in DRAM. It implements cacheless file I/O that can be
protected by either per-file byte-range locks or inode mutexes.
The server machine serves file metadata, while the three client
machines stores file data.

4.3.1 BT-IO: a non-conflicting I/O workload
This experiment runs the Class D BT-IO [75] workload in
the NAS Parallel Benchmarks [55] with different process
counts. This application performs non-conflicting interleaved
writes and reads to a total of 135.8 GB of data in a single
file; different process counts lead to different I/O granularities
ranging from 2040 B to 16320 B. Figure 8 shows the results.

With Citron, the I/O bandwidth of CitronFS reaches a
maximum of 3.90 GB/s, which is 3.05× and 2.13× to those
with LLC and SS-Exact, the best CPU-based and one-sided
RDMA-based baselines, respectively. Citron outperforms
LLC and SS-Exact by 1.89× and 1.52× on average. Com-
pared with LLC and other CPU-based baselines, Citron deliv-
ers a 73.4% p99 latency reduction on average.

The underlying reason is that the range locks uniformly
span the whole range because BT-IO is a non-conflicting
workload. Therefore, CPU-based range lock managers need
to maintain larger data structures for more concurrent lock
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Lock Scheme Throughput (kops/s) Reader 99% Latency (µs)
Citron 781.4 59.6
MT 220.6 2043.4
IT 503.1 118.7
LLC 847.5 430.9
LLD 144.8 442.0
SS-4KB 575.3 56.1
Mutex 173.8 295.2

Table 2: Throughputs and latencies of Citron and baseline
systems under the Filebench OLTP workload.

entries and perform memory (de)allocations more frequently,
aggravating the CPU bottleneck. Citron, SS-1, and LLD avoid
such bottlenecks by using only one-sided RDMA. Compared
with LLD, Citron requires much fewer network roundtrips
and has significantly lower latencies. Compared with SS-1,
Citron leverages RDMA masked-CAS, which can obviate
false lock conflicts and also minimize the number of locks to
acquire, resulting in higher performances.

4.3.2 Filebench OLTP: a conflicting I/O workload
This experiment runs the Filebench [68] OLTP workload
modified to run distributedly. This application runs reader
and writer threads that operate on a dataset of 10 data files
and a log file, all 10 MB sized. Each client runs 1 log file
writer, 10 data file writers, and 50 readers. In each client,
readers perform random 8 KB reads to data files, while writers
perform 100 random 8 KB random writes evenly to all data
files per 1000 reads and one 256 KB write to the log file per
3200 reads. We use 4 KB (i.e., page size) as the granularity
for static segmentation (SS). Table 2 shows the results.

Overall, CitronFS delivers the second highest I/O through-
put with Citron, 7.8% lower than that with LLC. However,
LLC shows 7.2× p99 latencies compared with Citron, which
demonstrates that Citron can avoid the CPU bottleneck by
eliminating the RDMA CQ queueing latencies.

Another baseline system, SS-4KB, shows similar latencies
to Citron for readers because they share similar numbers of
necessary RDMA roundtrips to acquire and release a lock.
However, Citron delivers 35.8% higher throughput for two
reasons. First, when using SS-4KB, CitronFS is bottlenecked
by the inefficient log writer that needs to acquire 64 mutexes to
perform a write. Second, Citron is more friendly to the CPU
cache because it reduces memory footprint by compressing
lock entries into bitmaps, which brings higher performance
thanks to Intel’s Data Direct I/O technology [24].

4.4 Effects of the Fast Path
We measure the performance of Citron with and without the
fast path optimization (§3.8) to understand its benefits. We
use the same fixed-size microbenchmark as in §4.2 and set the
range sizes to L = 16 and L = 256, respectively, to evaluate the
fast path for both small and large ranges. The left borders of
the requested ranges are subject to a Zipfian-α distribution on
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Figure 9: Performance effects of the fast path optimization.

[0,N −L], for which we adjust the skewness factor α from 0
(i.e., uniform) to 0.99 (i.e., highly skewed). We fix the number
of threads to 96. Figure 9 shows the results.

For L = 16, the fast path does not significantly affect
Citron’s throughputs because it simply batches the RDMA
verbs in Steps 2(c) and 2(d) in the lock acquisition workflow.
However, by batching RDMA verbs together, the fast path
saves a network roundtrip from the critical path, reducing the
median latency by 2.4 µs (21.5%) on average.

For L = 256, the fast path contributes to higher throughput
and lower latency. The fast path effectively eliminates the wait
time in Step 2(d), which reduces lock acquisition latency and
increases the throughput. On average, enabling the fast path
improves the throughput by 34.3%. When α ≤ 0.70, the fast
path reduces the median latency by 11.5 µs (39.4%). However,
when most lock requests conflict with each other (α > 0.70),
the fast path lengthens the critical path and wastes RDMA
IOPS, resulting in increased median latency (4.8 µs, 17.4%
higher than that without the fast path when α = 0.99). Note
that non-conflicting lock requests still benefit from the fast
path, which brings higher throughput.

Also, we observe that the fast path shows no significant
impact on the p99 latencies. The reason is straightforward:
the tail latencies stem from lock requests that cannot benefit
from the fast path. We omit the results due to limited space.

4.5 Performance with Scale-ups
We use a trace collected from the hard-write workload of
the IO500 benchmark [25] to evaluate the scale-up process
of Citron. In this workload, 64 I/O threads repeatedly write
47008 B data to a large shared data file in parallel. Offsets of
the writes continue to increase, resulting in a constantly grow-
ing file size. The whole trace consists of 12.8 million writes.
We only acquire and release range locks without performing
writes to avoid shadowing the impacts of scale-up events.

We initialize Citron with N = 210 (i.e., 4 MB size, has
scale-ups) and compare the results with N = 228 (i.e., no need
for scale-ups). When N = 210, each client machine runs a
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Figure 10: Lock/unlock-only throughput of Citron with and
without scale-ups under the IO500 hard-write workload.

background thread that polls the maximizer once per 10 ms
and scales up the lock tree whenever necessary. The server
runs one eRPC thread to serve lock tree metadata queries and
memory allocation requests. Figure 10 shows the results.

The scale-up process takes only tens of microseconds to
complete and hardly blocks other lock requests. Hence, upon
a scale-up, there will be an immediate increase in the through-
put, as shown in Figure 10. In the first 300 ms of the experi-
ment, the whole lock tree is still small despite being scaled
up. The write offsets quickly grow beyond its size, causing
the clients to contend for the sole spillover mutex and thus a
throughput decline of up to 92.6%. After that, however, the
throughput decline before the 4th scale-up is only 57.5%. The
reason is that the lock tree is already large enough, and client
threads are not perfectly synchronized; therefore, only a part
of the threads contend for the spillover mutex. The throughput
keeps almost stable afterward for similar reasons.

It is worth noting that the stable throughput with scale-ups
is slightly higher than that without. Specifically, before and
after the 6th scale-up, the throughput advantages are 9.7%
and 7.4%, respectively. The reason is that the lock tree only
grows larger when necessary, resulting in a smaller tree height,
reducing the number of RDMA verbs per lock request, thus
bringing higher performance.

4.6 False Conflict Rate
We measure the false conflict rate of Citron to understand the
effects of our range splitting mechanism in Step 1 of the lock
acquisition path (§3.5.1). Two lock requests constitute a false
conflict if they do not overlap but lock conflicting nodes. We
measure the false conflict rate with different L (i.e., requested
range lock size) and different k (i.e., the maximum number of
nodes to lock per request). The left borders of the requested
ranges are independently subject to a uniform distribution on
[0,N −L]. We repeatedly issue two concurrent lock requests
and detect whether they conflict with each other logically and
actually. The false conflict rate is calculated as the number
of false conflicts divided by the number of all lock requests.
Figure 11 shows the results.

For all L ≤ 64, k = 2 is sufficient to split the requested range

into leaf nodes on the lock tree, eliminating false conflicts
because Citron employs RDMA masked-CAS. As a result,
Citron can achieve its highest throughput for prevalent small
range lock requests in real-world workloads.

Increasing k beyond k = 2 brings minor benefits. Compared
with k = 1, setting k = 2 reduces the false conflict rate by two
orders of magnitude (to relatively 3.6% on average), whose
absolute value is around 10−4, virtually negligible. To further
reduce this rate for an order of magnitude, we need k = 5,
which results in 3 more nodes to lock and more than doubled
lock acquisition latencies. Therefore, we trade that marginal
throughput improvement for lower latency and adopt k = 2 in
our implementation of Citron.

4.7 Lock Abort Rate
We measure Citron’s lock abort rate to understand the efficacy
of the synchronization mechanism in Step 2(d) of the lock
acquisition path (§3.5.5). Low abort rates indicate the strong
practicability of Citron. Aside from hardware issues such as
the RNIC capabilities, the abort rate can be affected by the
following three configurable factors:

1. # Threads: the thread count (i.e., contention severity),
2. m: the meet-in-the-middle distance in Step 2(d), and
3. Twait: the time to wait in Step 2(d).

Therefore, we conduct three experiments, in each of which
we fix two of these parameters, adjust the remaining one, and
measure the lock abort rate. We retry for each aborted lock
request until it succeeds, so the abort rate also reflects the
amount of the retry traffic. We set the fixed parameters to
# Threads = 96, m = 4, and Twait = 15 µs, respectively, as is
described in §3. We use the same mixed-size microbenchmark
as in §4.2. The abort rate is calculated as the number of lock
aborts divided by the number of all lock requests. Figure 12
shows the results.
# Threads. As the number of threads increases from 3 to
192, the RNIC suffers from an increased IOPS pressure and
therefore delivers higher latencies, causing the lock abort
rate to increase from 10−5 level to 10−2 level. However, the
overall throughput (i.e., successful locks) does not drop with
the increase in the abort rate after reaching the maximum. This
shows that Citron’s lock protocol causes acceptable numbers
of lock aborts and retries under both low and high contention.
m. When m is small, clients need to notify many ancestors
of node in Step 2(d) with RDMA masked-FAA, resulting in
low throughput and a high possibility of lock aborting. When
m is large, the burden to notify node’s ancestors is low, but
the networking cost to detect conflicts at node’s descendants
suffers from exponential growth. We adopt m = 4 to balance
throughput, abort rate, and network traffic.
Twait. Increasing the wait time in Step 2(d) reduces the chance
that lower clients exceed the time limit but makes higher
clients wait longer and degrades throughput. We adopt Twait =
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15 µs to balance between throughput and abort rate. Further
increasing Twait contributes little to reducing the abort rate
since there are always occasional long-lasting RDMA verbs
due to unpredictable hardware-level issues of the RNIC.

To sum up, with our configuration, the lock abort rate of
Citron is acceptably low and has minimal negative effects on
the overall performance.

5 Related Work

Lock management. Locks have been a major research topic
ever since the outset of concurrent programming. A wealth
of previous studies aim for efficient locking within a single
machine [7, 8, 14, 15, 33, 34, 45, 52].

With the advent of RDMA, studies above have become less
valuable in distributed systems as they fall short in alleviating
the CPU bottleneck. Such a situation led to the birth of decen-
tralized [10, 54, 72, 79] and hardware-offloaded [28, 80] lock
managers. Among them, DrTM [72] uses RDMA CAS to
grant writer locks and reader leases. DSLR [79] uses RDMA
FAA to implement the starvation-free Lamport’s bakery al-
gorithm [38]. NetLock [80] offloads lock management to a
programmable switch, achieving both high performance and
the benefits of centralized lock management.

While most existing studies focus on mutexes, Citron aims
at range locks and supports locking disjoint parts of the same
shared storage for finer-grained concurrency.

Range locks. Range locks are widely adopted in key-value
stores [18,61], file systems [3,9,35,47], and memory manage-
ment systems [21, 36]. These systems usually use carefully
designed dynamic tree data structures to manage range locks,
including the range tree in RocksDB [18], the interval tree in
Lustre [47], the red-black tree in BeeGFS [3], and the maple
tree in Oracle Linux UEK [21]. Kogan et al. also propose
using a lock-free linked list to maintain range locks [36] since
the number of cores is limited and the list cannot be too long.

Citron targets distributed range lock management where
far more clients exist than within a single machine. Citron
avoids the CPU bottleneck by using only one-sided RDMA
on the critical paths of range lock operations.

Lock conflict resolution. Allowing more types of commu-
nication aside from direct one-sided RDMA between the

clients and the server brings different lock conflict resolution
means. For example, Sherman [70] proposes a hierarchical
lock scheme that maintains a local lock table within each
client machine to avoid unnecessary remote retries and enable
lock handing-over, which is also applicable to Citron. Thakur
et al. proposes maintaining a lock table entry in the lock server
for each client, thus enabling a lock holder to read the whole
lock table and wake up conflicting clients when it releases
the lock [69]. Other prior research [12, 63, 67] also discusses
work delegation among clients to eliminate conflicts.
One-sided RDMA systems. In addition to decentralized lock
management, existing studies employ one-sided RDMA for
various purposes, including file I/O [2, 46, 77, 78], transaction
processing [16, 64, 71–73], and memory disaggregation [1, 6,
19,40,50]. A recent study, RedN [66], even proves the Turing-
completeness of one-sided RDMA and shows its efficacy in
RNIC-offloading multiple functionalities.

Citron shares the same goals with most one-sided RDMA
systems: eliminating server-side CPU bottlenecks and im-
proving performance. However, Citron is the first to develop
an efficient distributed range lock manager with one-sided
RDMA and to outperform the state-of-the-art.

6 Conclusion
We present Citron, a distributed range lock manager that
relies only on one-sided RDMA to acquire and release locks.
Citron employs a lock protocol that operates a segment tree
and efficiently coordinates conflicting range lock requests.
Citron together offers a fast path optimization and supports
dynamic scaling as the size of its managed range changes.
Our evaluation shows that Citron significantly outperforms
existing distributed range lock managers.
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Abstract
RDMA-enabled remote memory (RM) systems are gaining
popularity with improved memory utilization and elasticity.
However, since it is commonly believed that fine-grained
RDMA permission management is impractical, existing RM
systems forgo memory protection, an indispensable property
in a real-world deployment. In this paper, we propose PA-
TRONUS, an RM system that can simultaneously offer pro-
tection and high performance. PATRONUS introduces a fast
permission management mechanism by exploiting advanced
RDMA hardware features with a set of elaborate software
techniques. Moreover, to retain the high performance under
exception scenarios (e.g., client failures, illegal access), PA-
TRONUS attaches microsecond-scaled leases to permission
and reserves spare RDMA resources for fast recovery. We
evaluate PATRONUS over two one-sided data structures and
two function-as-a-service (FaaS) applications. The experi-
ment shows that the protection only brings 2.4 % to 27.7 %
overhead among all the workloads and our system performs
at most ×5.2 than the best competitor.

1 Introduction
Remote memory (RM) architecture, which decouples CPU
and memory into two independent resource pools (i.e., com-
pute nodes and memory nodes), is changing the landscape of
modern data centers by providing many benefits, such as high
memory utilization and efficient memory sharing [2, 12, 44].
This trend is sparked by the widely-deployed RDMA net-
work, which allows compute nodes to access remote memory
(at memory nodes) in a one-sided and low-latency manner.
There are myriad efforts to make RM systems practical on
multiple fronts, such as proposing easy-to-use programmable
models [1,43,46], designing efficient remote indexes [50,59],
and deploying popular applications [38].

However, there is still an obstacle to cross on the way to
practical RM systems: remote memory protection. Existing
RM systems expose all RM resources or coarse-grained mem-
ory regions to compute nodes without carefully considering
protection [2, 12, 15, 25, 31, 32, 36, 39, 41]. This inevitably
induces several anomalies. First, buggy or malicious code in
clients1 can generate illegal one-sided access to the RM, intro-
ducing data corruption or privacy breaches. Second, even if
the clients are well-behaved, concurrent memory reallocations
can turn the in-flight one-sided access illegal (§3.1).

*Jiwu Shu is the corresponding author (shujw@tsinghua.edu.cn).
1Clients are processes in compute nodes accessing RM.

It is non-trivial to simultaneously achieve protection and
high performance in RM systems. First, considering the
high throughput of RDMA networks (e.g., ~70Mops/s in
100Gbps ConnectX-5 RDMA NIC), clients will frequently
acquire/revoke permission upon memory allocation/dealloca-
tion. But the common RDMA protection mechanism, i.e., (re)-
registering memory region (MR) to targeted memory areas,
suffers high latency due to the overhead from OS kernel and
RNIC (~1 ms for 256 MB; see Figure 1). Even worse, RM sys-
tems typically only have weak computing power at memory
nodes [48, 55, 59], which limits the rate of acquiring/revok-
ing permission, thus bottlenecking the system performance.
Second, on the exception path of RM systems, i.e., clients fail
or access illegal RM addresses, retaining high performance
with a protection guarantee is challenging. Specifically, when
a client fails, it may hold exclusive access permission to some
memory areas. If the failed client’s permission cannot be re-
voked rapidly, the progress of the whole RM system will be
negatively impacted. When a client accesses illegal RM ad-
dresses, RDMA NICs (RNICs) at memory nodes will turn
the associated queue pair (QP) into an error state, disabling
subsequent RM access. Recovering the faulted QP needs a
millisecond-scaled process and thus produces latency spikes
for RM applications.

In this paper, we propose PATRONUS, a protective RM sys-
tem that can provide high performance. In the control path,
memory nodes perform memory (de)-allocation and byte-
wise memory protection for clients using weak computing
power (i.e., ≤ 4 CPU cores). In the data path, clients at com-
pute nodes access RM with permission via one-sided RDMA
verbs. PATRONUS attains efficiency on both normal and excep-
tion paths. This is achieved by combining advanced RDMA
hardware features and careful software design.

To enable fast permission management with weak comput-
ing power on memory side, PATRONUS first exploits memory
window (MW) [42], an advanced RDMA hardware feature
allowing RNICs to regulate the access (thus supporting one-
sided RDMA) while minimizing the overhead of interaction
with RNICs. Different from MR, an MW operation commu-
nicates with RNIC asynchronously and in userspace. With
permission bits modified by hardware, it enjoys low latency
(1.1 µs; see Figure 1). However, simply using MW cannot
meet the performance requirements at peak load. Thus, we
introduce a set of software techniques (e.g., MW handover
and delayed unbinding; §5.4) to reduce the number of MW
operations, saving the computing cycles of memory nodes.
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To react fast to client failures, we equip MWs with
microsecond-scaled leases, so that the permission will be au-
tomatically reclaimed by memory nodes on timeout. However,
the fine-grained leases introduce the overhead of frequent ex-
tension to memory nodes. We reduce the extension overhead
by delegating the management of lease metadata to the client
with one-sided verbs while retaining the protection guarantee.

To mitigate the negative effect of illegal access (i.e., QP
faults), instead of recovering the faulted QP in the foreground,
we switch to another intact QP as a substitution. To avoid
QP creation in the critical path, PATRONUS prepares a small
number of spare QPs.

We evaluate PATRONUS thoroughly over microbenchmarks
and two sets of realistic applications, i.e., the remote one-sided
data structures (ODS) and the function-as-a-service (FaaS)
platform. Among all the workloads evaluated, the protec-
tion only brings 2.4 % to 27.7 % overhead, and PATRONUS
performs up to ×5.2 better than all the competitors. On the
exception path, we reduce the interruption from faulted QP by
92 %. The lease semantics ensures the progress of the system
under client crashes, evaluated under the case of ODSs.
Contributions. The main contributions are:
• An analysis of the deficiency of existing protection mech-

anisms and the performance goals for a protective RM
system (§3).

• The design and implementation of PATRONUS, a protective
RM system that retains high performance on both normal
and exception path (§5).

• The thorough evaluations over microbenchmarks and re-
alistic workloads to demonstrate the high performance of
PATRONUS (§7).

2 Background

2.1 RDMA and Access Protection
RDMA is a high bandwidth (e.g., 200 Gbps) and low la-
tency (~2 µs) networking technology widely adopted in to-
day’s data centers [12, 13, 20]. RDMA provides two types of
verbs to the application, namely one-sided verbs and two-
sided verbs. The one-sided verbs offer a remote memory
abstraction; it allows direct access to the remote memory
while bypassing remote CPUs. The two-sided verbs offer a
message-passing interface similar to the well-known Linux
socket. The two types of verbs make different trade-offs: the
one-sided verbs are efficient for saving computation resources,
but they risk data corruption for the lack of remote CPU reg-
ulation; the two-sided verbs are vice versa. The one-sided
verbs are more prevalent due to their higher efficiency (i.e.,
×1.7 throughput) [52].
Access protection. RDMA provides basic mechanisms for
regulating RDMA verbs, e.g., queue pair (QP) and memory
region (MR). QP is the communication endpoint on which the
client posts RDMA requests (via ibv_post_send); it offers
channel-wise restrictions on the access type (i.e., readable
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MR re-register
MW bindingLa
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nc
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Figure 1: Median latency of protection-related operations in
RDMA.

or writable). MR represents a memory area registered to the
RNIC for remote access; it restricts both the access type and
the accessible range of memory.

The MR/QP operations, in the RDMA control path, have or-
ders of magnitude higher latency than the microsecond-scaled
RDMA data path (Figure 1, [53]). Specifically, modifying QP
flags includes a transition of QP states in the RNIC, taking
~100 µs per operation. The MR registration is synchronous
and requires kernel involvement (e.g., context switches, page
pre-faulting, and page pinning); it yields a non-scalable per-
formance [3] with ~1 ms latency for a 256 MB area. Due to
the inferior performance, most RM systems only involve QP
constructions and MR registrations on bootstrap [12, 34, 53].

2.2 The Remote Memory Architecture
RDMA is the key enabler to the remote memory (RM) ar-
chitecture for its ultra-low latency in interconnecting. RM
is getting prevalent in the decade because it addresses the
problem of memory usage imbalance in traditional data cen-
ters [6, 14]. With RM, the CPU and memory are assembled
into two separate components, i.e., the compute nodes (CN)
and the memory nodes (MN). The compute nodes gather a
mass of CPU cores (10s - 100s), while the memory nodes
typically have weak and limited computing power [1,59]. The
scarce computation power on MNs catalyzes a range of RM-
native applications that mainly leverage one-sided verbs, such
as KV stores [25, 36, 48], transactional systems [12, 52, 55],
and data structures [4, 35, 50, 51, 58, 59]. These various work-
loads coexist in the cluster and share the remote memory.

3 Motivation
3.1 The Call for Stray Protection in RM
The efficiency of RDMA one-sided access comes at a price:
its direct nature saves the overhead of remote CPU but in turn
escapes the protection against stray access. The stray access
is the illegal one towards an area of memory unowned by the
process. Next, we show two causes for the stray access.
Causes of stray access. (i) Buggy and malicious codes. A
careless bug or a piece of malicious code can generate stray
access to the RM by setting an overflowed address in the
RDMA request. This is a space anomaly that can occur when
RM exposes a larger range of memory space than allowed.
(ii) Race to memory management. The memory deallocation
and reallocation make all the unaware one-sided access to-
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wards the address stray. This is a time anomaly that can occur
when RM exposes a longer duration of permission than the
application logically allowed.

In response to the causes, a protective system needs to
expose only the range of memory that is allowed to access,
and invalidate the permission timely after access is finished.
Cases for protection and requirements. We observe two
trends making in-RM protection more urgent, posing re-
quirements for a protective system. (i) The RM architec-
ture catalyzes a wide range of remote one-sided data struc-
tures (ODS) [4,35,50,51,58,59], which involve frequent mem-
ory (de)-allocations and floods of concurrent access, bringing
a high risk of memory management race at runtime. Moreover,
the access to the ODS is typically shared and fine-grained
(e.g., at a granularity of buckets in the hash table), which
requires fine-grained protection for proper access isolation.
(ii) In the function-as-a-service (FaaS) platform, functions
submitted from different users leverage the shared RM for
performant (intermediate) data storage [26,53], which asks for
access isolation to avoid data tampering or leaks. Functions
have a short lifetime (~µs), scale out quickly (to ~millions),
and access RM on demand [9, 14, 27, 33], which requires a
low-latency and high-throughput protection management to
meet performance needs in the critical path.

To conclude, a protective system needs to offer high-
performance protection management in fine granularity.

3.2 Goals for the Protective RM System
Considering that the RM system is an infrastructure to deter-
mine the overall performance of workloads, it should remain
efficient in a variety of situations. Besides offering fast per-
mission management on the normal path, it should be able to
retain performance even under client failures or illegal access.
Next, we elaborate on the performance goals.
Goal#1: manage protection fast. Existing workloads can
introduce a mass of permission requests to the system in the
peak case, demanding high throughput in permission manage-
ment. For example, the bulk load to a remote hash table [59]
brings a flood of concurrent permission acquisitions. Query-
ing to the hash table involves multiple access to disjoint mem-
ory areas (e.g., the bucket and the KV block), introducing
multiple permission acquisitions from one query. Therefore,
we expect a protective system to offer high-throughput pro-
tection management to avoid introducing bottlenecks.
Goal#2: react fast to client failure. A client can affect the
progress of the whole system if it crashes with exclusive per-
mission held. This is common because clients are deemed
error-prone in the distributed system, and access to the meta-
data should be exclusive in many workloads. Therefore, we
expect that a protective system can react fast to client failures.
Goal#3: retain performance under illegal access. The ille-
gal access turns the QP into an error state, in which the QP
rejects any incoming RDMA requests, causing a serious inter-
ruption in application running. The interruption will further

Name Goal#1 Goal#2 Goal#3 For RM
Two-sided - ✓ ✓ ✗

MR ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

QP ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

MW ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

MW + SW ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
(PATRONUS) (§5.4) (§5.3) (§5.5)

Table 1: Deficiency of existing solutions. Goals are elaborated
in §3.2. Only MW with software (SW) co-design meets all the
goals (PATRONUS).

affect other innocent clients on the same QP (sharing QPs is
very common under QP virtualization and is widely adopted
for mitigating the scalability problem [12, 49, 53]). Therefore,
we expect a protective system to retain performance in the
appearance of illegal access.

3.3 Deficiency of Existing Solutions

Existing solutions are all deficient for a protective RM sys-
tem (Table 1). The two-sided verbs do not work well in the
RM architecture where computation power is scarce on the
memory node. Other existing solutions that regulate one-sided
access (i.e., MR and QP, §2.1) can not simultaneously meet
the three goals. In this section, we revisit these mechanisms
and examine their applicability.

For protection management (G#1), the QP-based solution
is coarse-grained and the MR-based solution is slow. The QP-
based solution is channel-wise; it is unable to offer byte-wise
protection as workloads require. Therefore, its use is very lim-
ited [3]. The MR-based solution has a high latency (~20 µs per
2 MB2, Figure 1) and does not scale; due to the performance
issue of MR, existing systems do not utilize its protection at
runtime. For example, Octopus [34] registers MRs on boot-
strap and never manipulates them later; FaRM [12] uses a
large memory region of 2 GB, which essentially leaves the
whole region unprotected.

For detecting client failures (G#2), MR is not aware of
any failures on the remote side. Although QP does reveal
remote failures (by issuing RDMA operations as heartbeats),
it does not detect failures that leave QPs intact (e.g., clients
using virtualized QPs as communication channels and clients
getting hanged).

Finally, in the appearance of illegal access (G#3), whether
violating the permission restricted by QP or MR, the QP
will run into an error state, requiring an expensive bootstrap
procedure to recover the QP (~1 ms, §7.2.5).

We conclude that pure hardware solutions are insufficient
to achieve all the goals.

2We use 2 MB huge pages, a widely-adopted solution to reduce RNIC’s
page translation cache misses [12, 52].
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4 Approach Overview
4.1 Opportunity: Memory Window (MW)
The memory window (MW) [42] is an advanced RDMA fea-
ture widely supported in commodity RNICs. It acts as a sup-
plementary layer over MR to deliver flexible protection man-
agement at runtime.
Interface. The MW needs to be allocated before use. It sup-
ports two types of operations, i.e., bind and unbind3. Binding
an MW over a memory area exposes the access permission
while unbinding the MW invalidates it. Note that we can bind
an MW multiple times after it is allocated; each time the pre-
vious permission will be invalidated and the new permission
will be granted (also called rebind in this paper).

Binding (rebinding) an MW takes the address and size of
the memory area and the access type (read or write) as parame-
ters. The MW exposes the memory area by generating an rkey
(a 32 bit integer) as the permission token to the client, like
in the case of MR. MW is byte-granularity in that it works
for unaligned memory areas of any size. Binding/unbinding
the MW uses the same ibv_post_send interface as RDMA
verbs, which communicates with the RNIC in userspace asyn-
chronously and allows requests batching.
Latency: MW vs. MR. MW binding contrasts with MR
registration in two ways. First, MW binding has a constant
latency with memory areas of any size, unlike MR registration
taking proportional overhead to the size. Second, MW binding
has much lower latency, i.e., 1.1 µs in median (Figure 1).

The reason for the performance difference is that MW bind-
ing communicates to the RNIC asynchronously in userspace,
while MR registration is synchronous and requires kernel in-
volvement4, introducing the additional overhead of context
switches, page pre-faulting, and page pinning.

4.2 Solutions
Although MW accelerates permission modifications, it does
not introduce new features beyond MR. Therefore, MW also
has limited functionality as MR. We observe that to achieve
the goals, direct adoption of MW is not enough, and software
co-design must be involved. Next, we show how software
techniques are developed to fill the gap.
Can software further contribute to the overall perfor-
mance? (G#1) Although MW already acts as a low-latency
mechanism to manage permission, the overhead of MWs can
still burden the memory nodes where CPUs are limited. We
observe that software co-design can exploit the true potential
of hardware for efficient permission management.
Solution: save MW operations without sacrificing protection
semantics. Instead of improving performance by lowering
the protection guarantee, we reduce overhead in a way the

3To distinguish, we use the verb bind for MW and register for MR.
4Although MR supports on-demand paging (ODP), which can remove

page pinning, it is notorious for causing high latency (>=10 ms) on normal
RDMA access upon remote page faults [22].

protection assurance is not sacrificed. This is possible by
leveraging the characteristics we find in management. For ex-
ample, by noticing that permission requests come in a batch,
we can leverage the pairs of opposite operations to reduce
the number of MW operations effectively by half (called MW
handover). By noticing that some memory areas will not be
re-used immediately after being freed, we delay the unbinding
of the MWs to save operations. Finally, by exploiting the po-
tential of address contiguity, we can combine multiple MWs
into one. They are elaborated in §5.4.
How to react fast to client failure? (G#2) Like MR, MW
itself is not aware of any failures from the CN side. Extra
techniques must be developed to detect and handle the failure.
Solution: borrow the idea of leases. MW only offers space-
wise protection. We introduce the lease semantics (i.e., expire
on timeout, [41]) to MW from the software to enable time-
wise protection. In doing so, the system can resume progress
by expiring any exclusive permission on timeout, no matter
whether the permission is held by a crashed or a slow client.

The lease management metadata seems too crucial to be ex-
posed. Nevertheless, we notice the byte-granularity property
of MW, which allows us to expose only the necessary part of
metadata to the client. With this help, we are able to offload
part of the lease management overhead to the client with-
out risking metadata tampering (CN-collaborated extension,
§5.3). It saves CPU cycles for the memory nodes.
How to retain performance under illegal access? (G#3)
Like MR, MW protects against data corruption but does not
protect the QP from running into an error state, which seri-
ously interrupts application running.
Solution: conceal the interruption rather than prevent it. We
notice that illegal access is unable to prevent because the mem-
ory node invalidates the permission (i.e., unbinds the MW)
without notifying the client. Therefore, we try to conceal the
interruption caused by the faulted QP instead of preventing
it. We prepare spare QPs to stand in for the faulted ones at
runtime so that the recovery overhead can be concealed in the
background. In doing so, we leveraged a special property of
MWs: they can remain valid across all QPs5. Therefore, the
granted permission remains valid even if the underlying QP
has changed. They are elaborated in §5.5.

5 PATRONUS: The Protective RM system
Motivated by how stray access is common and necessary to
be prevented (§3.1), we design a protective RM system in
response, called PATRONUS, to offer complete protection with
sufficient performance for existing workloads (§3.2).

Different from previous systems where the whole remote
memory is exposed to the clients [12, 34], the basic idea of
PATRONUS is leaving clients with no initial permission and
demanding permission acquisition before allowing clients to
issue remote access.

5Precisely, MWs work across all QPs under the same protection domain
(PD).
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Category API Parameters Return Description

Control Path

allocate size, time, ex/shr Perm Allocate memory and acquire permission
acquire addr, size, time, r/w, ex/shr Perm Acquire permission over ⟨addr, size⟩
extend Perm, time Success Extend the permission lease
revoke Perm Success Revoke the permission

Data Path read/write/
Perm, addr, size, buffer Success

Issue remote access
CAS/FAA (support batching)

Table 2: The PATRONUS APIs. In the parameters, r/w specifies read/write permission; ex/shr specifies exclusive/shared access
mode; time specifies the expected lifetime of the permission lease. Perm is an opaque object containing the remote address, the
rkey as the permission token, and the expiration time. Success denotes whether the call succeeded.

Failure model and leases. PATRONUS considers two kinds
of failures for the client, i.e., fail stop and fail slow, both ad-
dressed by leases. First, the lease ensures availability on client
crashes (fail stop). The orphaned exclusive permission held
by a crashed client precludes other clients from accessing
the memory, resulting in unavailability. The lease resumes
system progress by expiring the permission on timeout. Sec-
ond, lease accelerates memory reclamation with slow clients
(fail slow). A slow client (e.g., due to network traffic) hinders
actual memory reclamation, because the active permission
it holds makes the memory area potentially accessible and
thus not reclaimable. The lease forcibly invalidates permis-
sion on timeout to allow reclamation on time. We assume
loosely-synchronized clocks for the lease to work, like similar
work [19]. PATRONUS does not handle the failure of mem-
ory nodes, where orthogonal work (e.g., erase coding) can be
applied [30, 57].

5.1 The Interface
PATRONUS provides control path APIs to acquire new permis-
sion, extend the permission lease, and revoke permission. The
data path APIs accept the permission as a parameter and are
translated into one-sided verbs for remote access (Table 2).
Permission starts in two cases. (i) Client allocates remote
memory via the allocate call. (ii) Client attempts to access
a known remote area for the first time, in which case the client
needs to get the permission via the acquire call. Both calls
will issue an RPC to the memory node, where the memory
node starts new permission by binding MWs to the allocat-
ed/specified memory, and responds with a Perm object to the
client. Perm, needed by all the data path API, contains the per-
mission token (rkeys of the MWs), the expiration time, and
the remote address. Note that re-access to the same memory
can re-use the previous Perm as long as it has not expired.

In the parameters, the client specifies the access mode (read-
/write), ownership (shared/exclusive), and expected lifetime
for the permission lease. For acquisitions that conflict in the
ownership, PATRONUS postpones granting the latter permis-
sion until the conflict resolves.

PATRONUS allows pre-allocation to amortize the overhead;
i.e., clients call allocate at a larger granularity and back
their fine-grained allocators on the blocks. Nevertheless, it

does not speed up the queries or in-place updates from other
clients (which is also common), because those clients still
need to call acquire for their own fine-grained permission.
Permission extends via the extend call. Extending an exist-
ing permission is more efficient than re-acquiring a new one.
We assume that clients only extend the hot permission that is
re-used frequently.
Permission ends when the client explicitly revokes the per-
mission (via revoke) or when the lease expires. The revoke
will issue an RPC. The to-expire leases are detected by period-
ical scans from the memory node. In both cases, the memory
node unbinds the MWs to invalidate the permission.
Data path. PATRONUS purely uses one-sided verbs in the
data path (read, write, CAS, and FAA calls). It supports batch
execution and therefore allows the familiar IO consolidation
optimizations in the application [59].

5.2 Architecture Overview
PATRONUS provides a library for the client in compute
nodes (CN-lib) and a manager daemon for memory nodes,
as illustrated in Figure 2. The manager manages the remote
memory and permission in response to clients’ RPC.
Main components. PATRONUS manager takes over the
whole memory on MN. Most of the memory will be exposed
for the client’s use; we call them buffers in the memory pool.
The other (≤ 0.02 %) is reserved on bootstrap to use as the
header pool.

The header is a central structure that stores all necessary
metadata for a permission. Each individual permission (possi-
bly over the same memory area but owned by different clients)
has an individual header. The header contains two kinds of
information (Figure 3). (i) The resource information, i.e., the
address and size of the RM buffer and the corresponding
MWs. (ii) The lease information, such as when the permis-
sion starts and how long the permission will last. We use the
address of the header as the cluster-wise permission identifier
in the RPC between clients and the manager.
Permission management. The start of permission is triggered
by the client’s allocate or acquire calls. In response, the
manager allocates a header for the new permission and then
binds two MWs to expose both the buffer and the header to
the client (➊ in Figure 2). The header is additionally exposed
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Figure 3: The format of the 32 B header. MW locs denotes
the locations of the MWs. Blue indicates the area exposed
to the client, i.e., the Lifetime variable in the header and the
buffer in the RM.

so that the client can facilitate permission management, a
technique called CN-collaborated extension (§5.3).

The remote memory is managed by slab allocators with
different object sizes, similar to FaRM [12]. Permission has
the same granularity as memory management: clients must
start permission over the whole object, but not a part of it.
The manager uses a per-slab hash table to store all the active
permission, with addresses as the keys; in this way, permission
can be queried efficiently. To detect any to-expire permission,
the manager periodically polls the hash table to collect the
timeout ones (➋ in Figure 2). The polling overhead is minor
because the number of active permissions in the system is
typically small.

To invalidate permission, the memory node unbinds the
MWs, which in turn invalidates the permission token (rkey),
causing RNIC to forcibly reject the RDMA requests with that
rkey (➌ in Figure 2).

5.3 CN-collaborated Extension
Considering that unexpected permission expiration seriously
interrupts application running, PATRONUS allows extending
the permission on runtime. The naive approach is using an
RPC to notify the manager of the extension. However, the
communication brings significant overhead to the memory
node where computation power is scarce. To mitigate this
overhead, we propose to utilize the collaboration from the
CNs for extension while handling careless and malicious
clients correctly.
Collaboration from CN. The metadata in the header seems
too crucial to be exposed. Nevertheless, we notice that MW
is byte-granularity; therefore, it can be used to expose only

the necessary part of metadata to the clients without risking
metadata tampering.

The basic idea is to expose the lifetime variable in the
header (Figure 3) so that the client can update it in a one-sided
way. In turn, the manager will encounter extended permissions
on polling for the timeout ones; the manager skips them.
Regulate the extension. The CN collaboration can introduce
the starvation problem in the system without proper regulation.
Specifically, (i) the client is able to set lifetime to a large
value to own it infinitely. (ii) The client is also able to extend
continuously, starving other clients.

In response, we propose two regulations for the extension.
First, we require that any permission can not live beyond a pre-
defined maximal lifetime (empirically set to several millisec-
onds). Any aged permission will be detected by the manager
and be forcibly invalidated.

Second, to avoid starving other clients, we need an efficient
way to notify the owner that a permission is no longer ex-
tendable. In PATRONUS, the notification is implemented by
setting the lifetime to zero and requiring the CN-lib to update
the lifetime with RDMA_CAS instead of RDMA_WRITE. In this
way, the zeroed lifetime causes RDMA_CAS to fail and thus the
clients are notified. Note that the permission is arbitrated on
the memory node, which means that the manager can always
reclaim the permission by forcibly invalidating the MWs if it
suspects any anomalies, without negotiating with the client.
Trade-off analysis. With collaboration, the overhead of an
RPC (the naive approach) is reduced to one inbound one-sided
access. The collaboration benefits the performance because
(i) one-sided verbs are more efficient than two-sided ones, and
(ii) inbound verbs are more efficient than outbound ones [25].
The benefit will enlarge if extensions occur multiple times.

Exposing the lifetime variable introduces the overhead of
using one more MW. Nevertheless, we deem the overhead
minor compared to the naive approach (taking one RPC), be-
cause the additional MW operations can be batched together
in the ibv_post_send API, communicating with the RNIC
once. Furthermore, as we show in §5.4, this extra MW over-
head can be reduced most time.
Polling: the alternative to lease. An alternative approach to
the lease semantics is QP polling, where MNs track whether
CNs are still alive by periodically issuing RDMA operations
to each QP as heartbeats. Polling has several deficiencies
compared to leases. First, it does not handle fail slow of clients.
Second, polling can not distinguish clients sharing the same
QP (while QP sharing is common [12, 49, 53]). In terms of
overhead, polling and leases both pay one RDMA operation
for keepalive; however, leases allow to save one revoke call
by letting the permission expires itself, potentially yielding
better performance.

5.4 Reduction of Permission Overhead
In this section, we introduce our techniques for reducing the
permission overhead without sacrificing protection assurance.
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We elaborate on the characteristics we find in protection man-
agement and how we leverage them to reduce MW operations.
#1: Leverage pairs of opposite operations. Every active
permission ends eventually. Therefore, among all the MW
operations in the system, about half of them are binding while
the others are unbinding. Following this fact, we can combine
every pair of opposite MW operations into one rebinding op-
eration, a technique we call MW handover (Figure 4). Rebind-
ing an MW, which takes the new ⟨addr, size⟩ as parameters,
generates new rkeys and invalidates the old rkeys (§4.1). To
adopt this technique, the manager collects opposite operations
with the best effort: the to-expire permission will be polled
and clients’ requests will be scanned before performing the
handover.
Trade-off analysis. The benefit of this technique comes with
no price because handover is only performed in a speculative
way. First, the manager never waits for future requests; no
latency is introduced. Second, client requests on the memory
nodes are naturally batched by the RNIC, which is a hardware
approach and does not introduce extra batching overhead.
The memory node, accordingly, always handles requests in a
batch, leaving room for performing handover.
#2: Delay unbinding if memory is not re-used. We observe
that if a memory area is not re-used after deallocation, we can
delay unbinding the MW because stray access to this area does
not introduce data corruption. The header is a good candidate
for doing so: we reserved more-than-enough headers in the
system, so it is easy enough not to re-use the just-deallocated
header in the near future. If the available memory buffers are
adequate in the system, we also delay unbinding the buffer
MW; however, if it is not the case, we unbind the buffer MW
and reclaim (thus re-use) the buffer promptly.
Trade-off analysis. This technique wastes available head-
ers and MWs but in a minor way. The waste of headers is
negligible because we reserve adequate headers in the pool
for the extreme case. We carefully encode the header so that
the pool occupies no more than 0.02 % of a regular memory
node (§5.6 for details). The waste of MWs is trivial because
the RNIC (Mellanox CX-5 in our case) allows ~16 million
MWs, far from possibly being used up.

#3: Exploit the potential of contiguity. We observe that if
two addresses are contiguous and share the same protection
lifetime, we can combine the two MWs into one. At first
glance, the situations of this case are rare because addresses
are generally not contiguous and memory buffers seldom
share the same protection lifetime. We exploit this potential
in handling the allocate RPC: we can allocate an extra 32 B
to place the header right before the buffer; thus, the header
and the buffer are contiguous (this case is not revealed in the
figures for brevity). While doing so, we carefully place the
to-expose variable (i.e., the lifetime variable in Figure 3) at
the tail of the header to make the to-expose areas contiguous.
Trade-off analysis. The benefit comes with no price. At first
glance, allocating an extra header introduces a lot of 32 B
holes. However, these holes are not wasted, because they can
be re-used as headers again when the permission over the
same buffer is re-acquired. This situation is very common; for
example, inserts to the remote hash table involve allocations
of KV blocks. These KV blocks will be re-accessed when
being read or modified. In this case, the following permission
acquisitions can re-use the holes as headers again. On deal-
location, the frontal 32 B will be reclaimed altogether; thus
they are not leaked.

5.5 Isolation from Illegal Access
Although MW can prevent illegal access from corrupting the
memory, it does not handle the consequence of it: the ille-
gal access will turn the underlying QP into an error state.
The faulted QP requires an expensive procedure for recov-
ery (~1 ms), seriously interrupting application running.

We observe that this interruption is not preventable by the
software. This is because process scheduling and network
traffic can introduce a nondeterministic delay to the one-sided
request. During the delay, the permission may have expired.
Therefore, we propose to conceal the interruption rather than
prevent it.
Conceal the interruption. We prepare spare QPs to conceal
the interruption caused by QP failure. Specifically, each client
is assigned a virtual QP number, which maps to a physical
QP initially. On QP failure, we transparently promote one of
the spare QP by altering the virtual-to-physical mapping (➍
in Figure 2). In this way, the client can resume its execution
immediately. A special property from MWs enables continu-
ous execution, i.e., the MWs are able to remain valid across
all QPs. This wide validity allows the previous permission
to remain valid in the new QP. Therefore, the client does not
need to re-acquire permission when QP switches.

A small number of spare QPs are sufficient to hide the
foreground interruption as the manager performs QP recovery
in the background. We assume a low illegal access rate (less
than 1-10s per second) compared with the speed of QP recov-
ery (~1 Kops).
Trade-off analysis. The spare QPs introduce no overhead
for the normal path. The reason is that the spare QPs, while
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inactive, will not contend for the rare RNIC resources (e.g.,
the limited cache [37]).

The spare QPs consume host memory but in a negligible
way. To adopt this technique, considering that we use the
peer-to-peer RC (reliable connection) type of QP, each mem-
ory node needs to prepare O(C) spare QPs for connection,
where C is the number of compute nodes. It does not cost
much, because even for a large cluster with one thousand
CNs, preparing 3 QPs for each CN only consumes ~1 MB
host memory (each QP takes ~375 B; [40]).

5.6 Implementation Details
MW pool. The allocation of MWs, unlike binding, has a much
higher latency (1 µs vs. 100 µs). We maintain an MW pool to
offload the allocation off the critical path.
Header encoding and overhead. The header only takes up
32 B after our effort on data encoding. We leverage the tagged
pointer [59] to steal the higher 16 bit for the buffer size (Len),
which is able to present 0-64 KB. For the case where larger
buffers are common, we use a scale factor for Len, e.g., 64
or 4096. Since we need to locate two MWs (i.e., header and
buffer) for each permission, we store two 4 B MW indexes
to locate MWs in the MW array. Start time and lifetime are
encoded in microseconds; 8 B is ample to encode any time in
theory. In the extreme case where 1 million permissions are
simultaneously present in the system (clients own very few ac-
tive permissions in general), the headers only occupy 32 MB
in total (< 0.02 % with 128 GB memory). In conclusion, the
memory consumption is negligible.
Handling double invalidation. Without careful management,
double invalidation of permissions may occur in the system,
caused by the famous ABA problem. Specifically, the ABA
problem comes when an obsolete RPC tries to locate the
permission header that has already been re-used. To address
this problem, the start time is additionally attached with the
permission identifier in each RPC. The manager filters out
any RPCs whose start time does not match.

6 The Cases for PATRONUS

In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of PATRONUS
through case studies. We explain the way to adopt PATRONUS
to these cases individually.

6.1 One-sided Data Structure
We mainly focus on two one-sided data structures (ODS),
i.e., the start-of-the-art RACE hashing [59] and a concurrent
queue [17]. Other ODSs, such as the hashing-based ones [51],
the tree-based ones [50, 58], and the skip list [35], are similar.

The RACE hashing is an RDMA-conscious extendible hash
table. It purely uses one-sided verbs and leverages RDMA_CAS
for the lock-free remote concurrency control. The concurrent
queue follows the design in [17]; it is implemented as a lock-
free linked list of segments, with each segment containing
multiple entries.

Necessity for protection. Inserting (removing) elements
to (from) the data structure involves memory allocations.
Since the remote data structure is shared by multiple clients,
the race of memory reallocation, especially invoked from
other clients, turns any concurrent one-sided requests into
stray access. Specifically, RACE hashing uses copy-on-
write (CoW): updating a new value involves freeing the old
KV block ⟨K,Vold⟩. A seriously delayed client, e.g., due to
network traffic or scheduling, may post one-sided access to
Vold , the already unowned memory. Similar situations apply
to any one-sided data structures involving memory manage-
ment. Note that this race is hard to address from the design of
data structures because the delay is nondeterministic.
Necessity for performance. The one-sided data structures are
the essential building block of applications in remote memory;
their efficiency determines the performance of the system.
The data structures typically support millions of operations
per second with microsecond-scaled latency, asking for high-
performance protection at the same level.
Adoption of PATRONUS. For RACE hashing, we take inser-
tion as a concrete example. In the vanilla implementation,
insertion takes four steps in the common path. (i) Allocate a
KV block and write the KV to the block. (ii) Read the bucket
in the subtable. (iii) Link the KV block into the bucket via
CAS. (iv) Re-read the bucket to detect duplicity. To adopt PA-
TRONUS, we use our allocate API for KV block allocation
(and the permission) and use one acquire for the permission
to access the subtable. Among the four RDMA operations
(one write, two reads, one CAS), two PATRONUS operations
are introduced (one allocate and one acquire). Note that
the subtables, as the metadata, are (re)-accessed frequently;
therefore, the active permission to the subtable can be re-used
several times, possibly across insertions.

For concurrent queue, it is implemented as a lock-free
linked list of segments, with each segment containing multi-
ple entries. At insertion, the client tries to fetch an index of
an available entry slot from the segment via FAA, and fill the
entry slot via write. If failed (i.e., the segment is full), the
client allocates a new segment and links it to the back of the
list via CAS. The concurrent queue also contains a metadata
block maintaining the (possibly stale) head and tail of the
linked list. With PATRONUS, each new segment introduces
one allocate for allocation and one acquire for the access
permission to the segment. Each client also maintains a pro-
longed permission to the metadata block.

6.2 Function as a Service
The FaaS is a cloud computing paradigm where the applica-
tions are developed and served at the unit of functions. Each
function runs in a virtualized environment for isolation and
performance fairness. We consider that the FaaS platform
equips RM as an external medium for data storage.
Necessary for protection. In the FaaS system, functions
submitted by different users access shared remote memory
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CPU Xeon Gold 6240M @2.6 GHz,
32 logical cores, with hyperthreading enabled

RAM 186 GB 2666 MHz DDR4
NIC Mellanox MT27800 ConnectX-5 Family
OS 18.04.5 LTS, Linux 4.15.0-153

Table 3: Experimental cluster configuration. The evaluation
was carried out on a 4-node cluster.
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Figure 5: The throughput (a) and latency (b) of random access
of RM with PATRONUS and other protection techniques. QP
does not scale beyond 32 clients per machine.

simultaneously. It asks for the isolation of remote access in
addition to the existing isolation of local memory and storage.
With PATRONUS, future FaaS systems can offer sandboxed
remote memory to functions with flexible control over which
function is allowed to access which piece of remote memory.
Necessity for performance. First, functions in FaaS have a
low bootstrap latency. The state-of-the-art FaaS systems [9,14,
27,33] enable microsecond-scaled ultra-low bootstrap latency
in the case of hot starts, emphasizing the need for low-latency
permission management. Second, functions scale out quickly
to millions of instances [33]. Even if each function accesses
remote memory once, it introduces a flood of permission
acquisitions, asking for high throughput permission manage-
ment to meet performance needs. Finally, functions access
remote memory on demand. Functions are spawned dynam-
ically in response to user requests, and remote access from
functions can not be known in advance. It involves permission
management in the critical path, precluding the optimization
of pre-acquiring permission.
Adoption of PATRONUS. Functions access remote memory
on bootstrap, do some calculations, and exit. With PATRONUS,
for each data on RM, one acquire call is introduced on func-
tion bootstrap and one revoke is introduced on exit. Re-
access to the same data shares the same permission from
one acquire. Specifically, for the image processing and data
analysis workloads we evaluated in the experiment, functions
call acquire for permission to access the input image and
in-memory database respectively. We assume cascadingly in-
voked functions are executed in the same container so that
they can share permission (communicate) with local mem-
ory (a technique called sequence function chain [8, 16]).

7 Evaluation
Compared mechanisms. We adopt PATRONUS to enable
protection in various workloads and compare it against three

Name (Abbr) # of MW # of RPC
Baseline 2 + 2 2
Delay Unbind (+ Delay) 2 + 1 2
Use Contiguity (+ Cont) 1 + 1 2
MW Handover (+ HO) 1 + 0 † 2
Lease Expire (+ Expr) 1 + 0 † 1

Table 4: A summary of techniques for reducing the permission
management overhead (§5.4). The # of MW column reports
binding + unbinding operations. † means at probability.

mechanisms used in existing RM systems. (i) Re-registration
of memory region (MR), representing the mechanism adopted
by FaRM [12] and Octopus [34]. (ii) Modification of QP
flag (QP), used by uPaxos [3]. (iii) Using RPC in the data
path (no permission acquisitions needed), used by AIFM [43]
and Redy [56]. Finally, Unprot stands for the vanilla imple-
mentation of workloads without any protection.

Experimental setup. We perform the evaluations on a cluster
with 4 nodes. Table 3 summarizes the configuration. One node
acts as the memory node with limited use of 4 CPU cores.
The others are compute nodes with 32 cores. We bind each
client thread to a core; for more than 32 clients, we spawn
coroutines in each thread to simulate a larger deployment. On
reporting latency, we disable coroutines to avoid the schedule
variance. The number of clients reported is per machine.

7.1 Overall Performance

Experimental setting. We performed an experiment to reveal
the overall data path performance of PATRONUS and com-
pared mechanisms. In the experiment, each client randomly
accesses 64 B within a large memory region. The client will
re-access the same address three times while using the same
permission, representing the common use cases with space
locality [12, 52]. The effective access throughput and latency
are reported in Figure 5.

Result. Among these techniques, PATRONUS performs the
best and only RPC can keep pace with it. The performance
gap will be enlarged significantly for a larger IO size because
RPC pays extra overhead of memory copy for each access,
but the MW overhead that PATRONUS pays is irrelevant to
the size. The performances of MR and QP are not comparable
to PATRONUS. The MR registration is expensive, because it
is synchronous and incurs kernel involvement (§2.1). The
latter requires modification to the QP flag, which includes the
complex QP state management overhead in the RNIC. The
QP-based solution also precludes sharing QPs among clients;
therefore, we can not evaluate it with more clients.

7.2 Effect of Software Co-design

In this section, we evaluate the effect of the software co-design
that makes PATRONUS achieve all the goals.
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7.2.1 Performance of Permission Management (G#1)
Experimental setting. We evaluate the performance of per-
mission management by breaking down the techniques we
adopt. Table 4 summarizes the technique. Besides the three
techniques described in §5.4, we additionally consider the
lease semantics as the final technique, which effectively elim-
inates the overhead of revoke RPC.

To evaluate the performance, we saturate the system with
enough clients to acquire (and revoke) permission over 64 B
areas with random addresses. We report the throughput and
latency of permission acquisitions in Figure 6.
Result. The combination of all the techniques effectively
leads to a performance close to the network bound (bare RPC
performance). The eventual throughput is more than 1 Mops
per core, which is only achievable with our effort in software
co-design, considering that additional overhead besides MWs
also exists in the system, such as memory management, RPC,
and lease management. In theory, we reduce the overhead of
managing a full permission lifecycle to one MW operation
and one RPC (the last line in Table 4), which doubles the
performance as the baseline and, we believe, exploits the true
potential of the hardware.

7.2.2 CN-collaborated Extension (G#2)
In this section, we demonstrate the necessity of the extension
API and the effectiveness of our CN-collaborated extension
technique (§5.3).
Experimental setting. We evaluate three cases: no extension
API, the naive RPC-based extension, and our CN-collaborated
extension technique. Without extensions, the unexpected per-
mission expiration requires another acquire call to get the
permission again (denoted as Re-acquire). The RPC-based
implementation allows extension but in a naive way, i.e., uses
an RPC to notify the memory nodes (+ Extend). Finally, our
technique (+ CN Extend) offloads the management overhead
to the CN. In the evaluation permission extends eight times.
Result. Figure 7 reports the throughput and latency. With-
out the extension, the Re-acquire brings both extra MW
operations and RPC overhead, which bottlenecks the system
seriously and gives only 202 Kops. The RPC-based extension
implementation, although saves unnecessary MW operations,
still introduces the RPC overhead to bottleneck the system.
The CN-collaborated technique reduces both the MW and
RPC overhead, effectively producing a ×6 performance gain.
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extension technique (CN Extend). Reporting throughput (a)
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7.2.3 Effect of Lease Semantics (G#2)
We evaluate how the lease semantics enables the system to
resume progress when the client crashes while holding exclu-
sive permission. We use resizing in RACE hashing [59] as a
case.
Experimental setting. In the experiment, clients are concur-
rently accessing the hash table while resizing occurs. RACE
hashing does not allow cascaded resizing, so the resizing
client accesses the metadata (i.e., the resizing subtable) in
an exclusive way. The resizing client crashes at epoch 240,
leaving the orphaned exclusive permission (or an orphaned
lock in the vanilla design) in the system, potentially causing
deadlocks. We compare PATRONUS against the vanilla design.
Result. Figure 8 (a) shows the load factor of the hash table
while clients are concurrently loading data into the table and
the resizing client crashes. In the vanilla design, the orphaned
lock results in deadlock and prevents the following insertions
into the table (red line in the figure). With PATRONUS, the
exclusive permission to the metadata can be re-granted to
the other concurrent clients after the permission expires. The
other clients resume progress and load the table full.
7.2.4 Compare QP polling to leases (G#2)
Experimental setting. QP polling (polling) is an alternative
approach to leases (lease) where memory nodes periodically
issue RDMA operations to each QP as heartbeats. On heart-
beat timeout, which we set to the same value of lease time
(100 µs), the memory node suspects that the compute node has
crashed and reclaims the permission. We report the through-
put of exclusive permission acquisitions under the anomalies
where clients fail slow (get hanged due to network traffic or
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Name w/o w/
Failure Reported 769 µs
Promote QP - 78 µs
Notify QP Failure 8 µs -
Recover QP 1004 µs -
Summary 1012 µs 78 µs

(8 %)

Table 5: Latency breakdown of handling QP faults with (w/)
or without (w/o) the spare QPs technique.

scheduling); a zero slow time denotes the case of normal
clients.
Result. Figure 8 (b) shows the throughput with normal and
slow clients. With normal clients (zero slow time), lease
performs slightly better than polling (6 % better) because it
allows the lease to expire itself, saving one revoke call than
polling. With slow clients, lease is able to retain perfor-
mance by timely expiration while polling does not detect it
and degrades performance seriously.
7.2.5 Spare QPs for Concealing Interruption (G#3)
In this section, we evaluate how the spare QPs can conceal
the interruption caused by QP faults with illegal access. We
prepare spare QPs and trigger illegal access (an out-of-bound
write) deliberately.
Result. We break down the latency with and without the
technique in Table 5. After illegal access triggers QP faults,
the case without spare QPs needs to go through the QP re-
bootstrap procedure, introducing significant overhead (Re-
cover QP, 1004 µs). Since QP recovery needs effort from both
sides, the client needs to notify the manager (Notify QP Fail-
ure, 8 µs). On the other hand, for the case with spare QPs,
only the promotion of spare QPs is required (Promote QPs,
78 µs), which involves a handy resource swap in the software.
Therefore, it reduces the interrupted time to 8 %.

The illegal request takes much longer for the RNIC to com-
plete (Failure Reported, 769 µs), measured between posting
the request and the error being notified. Unfortunately, this
procedure purely happens in the RNIC firmware and is confi-
dential; we are unable to analyze and optimize it. Neverthe-
less, we expect that this period can be significantly shortened
by simple modifications to the firmware for future RNICs.

7.3 Case Study: One-sided Data Structures
Next, we reveal the performance of PATRONUS under realistic
workloads. In this section, we focus on two remote one-sided
data structures, i.e., RACE hashing [59] and the concurrent
queue (adopted from [17, 24]). We omit the QP-based mecha-
nism in the figures because it has much worse performance
and does not allow scaling beyond 32 clients per CN (not
allow clients to share QP).
7.3.1 Hash Table
Experimental setting. We adopt PATRONUS to RACE hash-
ing [59], the state-of-the-art one-sided extendable hash ta-

ble. Since RACE hashing is not open-sourced, we implement
RACE hashing following the original paper, with all the opti-
mizations described in the paper enabled. We verified that the
performance of our version is on par with the one reported
in the paper. In the evaluation, we set the size of KV blocks
to 4 KB. The key follows Zipfian distribution with skewness
parameter 0.99. We also consider memory allocation in the
critical path as the extended version of the paper does [59],
with a pre-allocation factor of four to amortize allocation over-
head. The lease time is set to 100 µs. The detailed adoption
of PATRONUS is described in §6.1.
Result. Figure 9 shows the throughput under read-only, 50%
read-write and write-only workloads (a-c) and the read-only
latency (d) respectively. PATRONUS performs the best and has
a reasonable price for memory protection. The protection only
introduces 4 µs to the median latency (+29 %), which is an ac-
ceptable price for most use cases. The MR-based mechanism
is not scalable under all workloads. It is because insert and
query to RACE hashing involve a lot of memory access, gen-
erating a flood of permission requests in turn. The MR-based
mechanism is unable to meet the performance requirements.
The P99 latency of MR degrades severely because of the syn-
chronous API it exposes. The RPC mechanism gets better,
but it is still inferior due to the memory copy overhead.
7.3.2 Concurrent Queue
Experimental setting. The concurrent queue is implemented
as a lock-free linked list of segments; each segment contains
1024 entries. The lease time is set to 100 µs. The implementa-
tion and adoption of PATRONUS are described in §6.1.
Result. Figure 10 reports the throughput and latency of inserts
with the variety of producers. The performance of PATRONUS
is very close to the theoretical upper bound without protec-
tion. The reason for the high efficiency is that the overhead
of one PATRONUS operation can be amortized into multiple
insert operations. Nevertheless, the MR-based solution is still
insufficient in terms of throughput because its overhead is
too high to amortize (17.5 % throughput as PATRONUS). The
RPC-based solution also gets inferior performance because it
uses two-sided verbs in its data path, introducing overhead to
the limited CPU cores on memory nodes. We also vary seg-
ment size from 64 to 1024 to reveal the effect; PATRONUS is
×5.18 to ×1.78 better than MR (not shown for space limits).

7.4 Case Study: Function as a Service
Description. To evaluate how PATRONUS performs with the
FaaS platform, we adopt ServerlessBench [54], a thorough
benchmark with representative realistic serverless workloads.
We consider two typical applications in TC4 of Serverless-
Bench, i.e., image processing and data analysis. The former
is one of the most popular workloads in the cloud [5], which
comprises five functions in the chain to extract metadata and
generate the thumbnail of the input image. The data analysis
application is a workflow that analyses the salary of employ-
ees, triggered by data alteration in the database.
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Experimental setting. In the evaluation, we launch enough
functions to saturate the system. We assume hot starts for all
the functions, excluding the overhead of disk IO and container
bootstrap. The lease time is set to multiple times of function
lifetime so that lease extensions are rare. The adoption of
PATRONUS is described in §6.2.
Result. For the image processing application (Figure 11 (a)),
PATRONUS has a performance close to the unprotected case.
The reason is that generating the thumbnail is a CPU-intensive
task, and thus the bottleneck shifts from the protection over-
head to the CPU computation. Besides, MW has a constant
overhead over the memory size; therefore, the protection per-
formance remains constant even with larger images. On the
contrary, the overhead of MR and RPC is so high that they
still bottleneck the system even in this CPU-intensive case.

For the data analysis workload (Figure 11 (b)), it is more
IO-intensive than the previous workload and therefore a wider
performance gap is shown between PATRONUS and the unpro-
tected case. Nevertheless, PATRONUS still performs the best
and the gap is shortened with more concurrent clients (≥ 8)
in the system.

8 Related Work
The development of fast networks, especially the emergence
of RDMA, leads to a wide discussion on resource disaggrega-

tion [18, 21, 23, 44, 45]. Among them, remote memory is one
of the most typical forms of disaggregation, and it has gained
much research interest in the last decade [2,15,31,32]. To our
best knowledge, no prior RM system has provided efficient
protective interfaces with commodity RNICs.

Performance-oriented RM. A wide range of research on RM
focuses on optimizing performance with customized hard-
ware. Kona [11] eliminates the virtual memory overhead with
a new architecture. Other work [4, 7, 10] extends the RDMA
interface for richer semantics. StRoM [47] adopts the idea of
near-data processing by performing task offload to the smart
remote memory. On the contrary, PATRONUS focuses on the
less-discussed access protection issue, which is neglected by
these systems. PATRONUS runs on unmodified commodity
hardware, allowing a lower cost and a wider deployment.

Protective interfaces. Some RM systems provide ac-
cess protections with customized hardware, such as pro-
grammable switches [29], FPGA [22], and architectural
modifications [28]. PATRONUS is designed for commod-
ity hardware, serving as a ready-to-use solution for exist-
ing data centers. On the other hand, transactional RM sys-
tems [12, 52, 55] also provide protection for data consistency
with the transaction interface. However, the transaction se-
mantics is overkilled for most cases (e.g., data structures)
because it introduces the expensive overhead of transaction
logging and distributed commit protocol.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we designed, implemented, and evaluated PA-
TRONUS, a protective remote memory system. PATRONUS
achieves high performance under all situations by hardware
and software co-design. Deployed to realistic applications, it
performs ×5.2 better than all the competitors and introduces
acceptable overhead (≤ 27.7 %).
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Abstract
This paper presents how the Pangu storage system continu-
ously evolves with hardware technologies and the business
model to provide high-performance, reliable storage services
with a 100-µs level of I/O latency. Pangu’s evolution includes
two phases. In the first phase, Pangu embraced the emergence
of solid-state drive (SSD) storage and remote direct memory
access (RDMA) network technologies by innovating its file
system and designing a user-space storage operating system.
As a result, Pangu substantially reduced its I/O latency while
providing high throughput and IOPS. In the second phase,
Pangu evolved from a volume-oriented storage provider to a
performance-oriented one. To adapt to this business model
change, Pangu upgraded its infrastructure with storage servers
of much higher SSD volume and RDMA bandwidth from 25
Gbps to 100 Gbps. It introduced a series of key designs, in-
cluding traffic amplification reduction, remote direct cache
access, and CPU computation offloading, to ensure Pangu
fully harvests the performance improvement brought by hard-
ware upgrades. Other than technology innovations, we also
shared our operating experiences during Pangu’s evolution,
and discussed important lessons learned from them.

1 Introduction
Since Alibaba started developing and deploying the Pangu

storage system in 2009, Pangu has been serving as a unified
storage platform for Alibaba Group and Alibaba Cloud. It
provides a scalable, high-performance, and reliable storage
service for Alibaba’s core businesses (e.g., Taobao, Tmall,
AntFin, and Alimama). Many cloud services, such as Elastic
Block Storage (EBS) [1], Object Storage Service (OSS) [2],
Network-Attached Storage (NAS) [3], PolarDB [4], and Max-
Compute [5], are built on top of Pangu. After over a decade,
Pangu has become a global storage system with a volume of
exabytes and manages trillions of files.
Pangu 1.0: volume-oriented storage service provision. The
development and deployment of Pangu go through two genera-
tions. Pangu 1.0 spanned from 2009 to 2015. It was designed
on an infrastructure composed of servers with commodity

CPUs and hard disk drives (HDD), which have a ms-level
I/O latency, and a Gbps-level datacenter network. Pangu
1.0 designed a distributed kernel-space file system based on
Linux Ext4 [6] and kernel-space TCP [7], and gradually added
support to multiple file types (e.g., TempFile, LogFile, and
random access file) as needed by different storage services.
This period overlaps with the early stage of cloud computing.
Although Pangu 1.0’s performance (i.e., throughput and I/O
latency) reached the limit of HDD and Gbps-level networks,
clients’ primary focus was to get large volumes of space to
store their data, rather than high performance.
New hardware technologies require new designs. Since
2015, we started to design and develop Pangu 2.0 to embrace
the emerging SSD and RDMA technologies. The goal of
Pangu 2.0 is to provide high-performance storage services
with a 100µs-level I/O latency. Although SSD and RDMA
can achieve high-performance, low-latency I/O in storage and
network, we observe that (1) multiple file types used in Pangu
1.0, in particular file types that allow random access, perform
poorly on SSD, which can achieve high throughput and IOPS
on sequential operations; (2) the kernel-space software stack
cannot keep up with the high IOPS and low I/O latency of
SSD and RDMA, due to data copy and frequent interrupts;
and (3) the paradigm shift from server-centric datacenter ar-
chitectures to resource-disaggregated datacenter architectures
poses additional challenges to achieving low I/O latency.
Phase one of Pangu 2.0: embracing SSD and RDMA by
file system refactoring and user-space storage operating
system. To achieve high-performance and low-latency I/O,
in this phase, Pangu 2.0 first proposed new designs in key
components of its file system. To simplify the development
and management of the overall system, it designed a uni-
fied, append-only persistence layer. It also introduced a self-
contained chunk layout to reduce the I/O latency of file write
operations. Second, Pangu 2.0 designed a user-space storage
operating system (USSOS). USSOS uses a run-to-completion
thread model to realize efficient collaboration between the
user-space storage stack and the user-space network stack.
It also proposes a user-space scheduling mechanism for ef-
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ficient CPU and memory resource allocation. Third, Pangu
2.0 deployed mechanisms to provide SLA guarantees under
dynamic environments. With these innovations, Pangu 2.0
achieved a ms-level P999 I/O latency in phase one.
Phase two of Pangu 2.0: adapting to a performance-
oriented business model with infrastructure updates
and breaking through network/memory/CPU bottlenecks.
Since 2018, Pangu gradually changed its business model from
volume-oriented to performance-oriented. It is because en-
terprises are increasingly moving their businesses to Alibaba
Cloud and they have stringent requirements on storage perfor-
mance and latency. This shift became faster after the COVID-
19 pandemic broke out in 2020. To adapt to this business
model change and the fast expansion of clientele, Pangu 2.0
needed to keep upgrading the infrastructure.

Scaling the infrastructure with original servers and switches
along a Clos-based topology (e.g., FatTree [8]) is not econom-
ical, including a higher total cost of ownership (e.g., rack
space, power, cooling, and labor) and a higher environmental
cost (e.g., a higher carbon emission rate). As such, Pangu
developed in-house high-volume storage servers (96 TB SSD
per server) and upgrades network bandwidth from 25 Gbps
to 100 Gbps.

To fully harvest the performance improvement brought by
these upgrades, Pangu 2.0 proposed a series of techniques to
cope with the performance bottleneck at network, memory,
and CPU and fully utilize its massive resources. Specifically,
Pangu 2.0 optimized network bandwidth by reducing the net-
work traffic amplification ratio and dynamically adjusting the
priorities of different traffic. It coped with the memory bot-
tleneck by proposing remote direct cache access (RDCA). It
addressed the CPU bottleneck by eliminating the data tax of
data (de)serialization and introducing CPU wait instruction
to synchronize hyper-threading.
High performance in production. By the end of phase
one, Pangu 2.0 successfully supported the elastic SSD block
storage service with a 100µs-level I/O latency and 1M IOPS.
During Alibaba’s Double 11 Festival in 2018, Pangu 2.0
supported the Alibaba database service with a latency of 280
µs. For the OTS storage service [9], with the same hardware,
its I/O latency in Pangu 2.0 is lower than that in Pangu 1.0
by an order of magnitude. For write-intensive services (e.g.,
EBS cloud drive), the P999 I/O latency is less than 1 ms.
For read-intensive services (e.g., online search), the P999 I/O
latency is less than 11 ms.

In phase two, by upgrading the network from 2×25 Gbps to
2×100 Gbps and breaking through the bottlenecks of network,
memory and CPU, the normalized effective throughput per
Taishan storage server increases by 6.1×.

2 Background
2.1 Overview of Pangu

Pangu is a large-scale distributed storage system. It con-
sists of Pangu Core, Pangu Service, and Pangu Monitoring
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Figure 1: The architecture of Pangu.

System (Figure 1). Pangu Core consists of clients, masters,
and chunkservers, and provides an append-only persistence
semantic. The clients provide SDK to Pangu cloud storage
services (e.g., EBS and OSS), and are responsible for receiv-
ing file requests from these services and communicating with
the masters and the chunkservers to fulfill these requests. Sim-
ilar to other distributed file systems (e.g., Tectonic [10] and
Colossus [11]), the clients in Pangu are heavyweight and play
a key role in the replica management, SLA guarantee, and
data consistency management of Pangu.

The masters manage all the metadata in Pangu and use a
Raft-based protocol to maintain metadata consistency [12].
For better horizontal scalability and extensibility (e.g., hun-
dreds of billions of files), the Pangu masters decompose the
monolithic metadata service into two separate services: the
namespace service and the stream meta service, where a
stream is an abstraction of a group of chunks. Both services
first partition metadata by directory tree to achieve metadata
locality, then further partition these groups using hashing to
achieve good load balancing [13]. While the namespace
service provides information on files (e.g., directory tree
and the namespace), the stream meta service provides the
mapping from files to chunks (i.e., the locations of chunks).
Chunkservers store data in chunks and are equipped with
a customized user-space storage file system (USSFS). The
USSFS provides high-performance, append-only storage en-
gines for different hardware (e.g., SMRSTORE for HM-SMR
drives [14]). In the early days (i.e., phase one of Pangu 2.0),
each file is stored in chunkservers with three replicas, and later
a garbage collection worker (GCWorker) performs garbage
collection and stores the file using erasure coding (EC). In
phase two of Pangu 2.0, we gradually replace the 3-way repli-
cation with EC in key businesses (e.g., EBS) to reduce the
traffic amplification in Pangu (§4.1.2).

On top of the Pangu Core, the Pangu Service provides tradi-
tional cloud storage services (e.g., EBS, OSS, and NAS) and
cloud-native storage services through a cloud-native-oriented
file system (i.e., Fisc [15]). The Pangu Monitoring System
(e.g., Perseus [16]) provides real-time monitoring and AI-
assisted root cause analysis services to both the Pangu Core
and the Pangu Service. The infrastructure of Pangu Core,
the Pangu Service, and the Pangu Monitoring System are
interconnected using high-speed networks [17, 18].
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2.2 Design Goals of Pangu 2.0
To cope with the emergence of hardware technologies and

the shift of business model, Pangu 2.0 aims to achieve the
following goals:
• Low latency: Pangu 2.0 aims to leverage the low latency

characteristics of SSD and RDMA, to reach an average
100µs-level I/O latency in a computation-storage disaggre-
gated architecture, and provide a ms-level P999 SLA even
under environment dynamics such as network traffic jitters
and server failures.

• High throughput: Pangu 2.0 aims to reach an effective
throughput on storage servers that approaches their capac-
ity.

• Unified high-performance support to all services: Pangu
2.0 aims to provide unified high-performance support to
all services running on top of it, such as online search, data
streaming analytics, EBS, OSS, and database.

2.3 Related Work
Many distributed storage systems have been designed and

deployed [10, 19–21]. Some are open-sourced ones (e.g.,
HDFS [20] and Ceph [22]), and some are proprietary ones
used by different industry organizations (e.g., GFS [19], Tec-
tonic [10], and AWS [23]).

Pangu is a proprietary storage system of Alibaba Group.
It provides storage infrastructure support for Alibaba’s core
businesses and Alibaba Cloud. In the past few years, we
have shared our experiences in different aspects of Pangu,
such as the large-scale deployment of RDMA [17], the key-
value engine for scale-out cloud storage services [24], the
co-design of network and storage software stack for the EBS
storage service [18], and some key designs of the names-
pace metadata service [13]. This paper focuses on intro-
ducing our experience in evolving Pangu to provide unified
low-latency, high-throughput storage services to support all
Alibaba’s businesses and Alibaba Cloud, in response to the
emergence of hardware technologies and the shift of Pangu’s
business model.

3 Phase One: Embracing SSD and RDMA
In this section, we introduce how Pangu embraces the

emergence of SSD and RDMA to provide high-performance,
reliable storage services with low I/O latency. Compared with
HDD and TCP, SSD and RDMA technologies substantially
reduce the I/O latency in storage and network, respectively.
However, integrating these two technologies into Pangu, a
large, distributed storage system with a mature architecture, is
not without challenges. To this end, Pangu introduces a series
of new designs in key components of its file system (§3.1)
and develops a user-space storage operating system (§3.2) to
achieve a high-throughput, high IOPS performance with a
100µs-level I/O latency. It also deploys novel mechanisms to
provide such SLA guarantees under dynamic environments,
e.g., straggler and transient/permanent failures (§3.3).

SATA SSD NVMe SSD OpenChannel SSD Optane HDD

Unified, Append-Only Persistence Layer

Pangu (Distributed Storage System)

Object Store Master File Store Master

……

Table Store Master

OSS Client NAS Client OTS Client

Figure 2: Various businesses are based on the unified persis-
tence layer.

3.1 Append-Only File System
As shown in Figure 1, the core base layer of Pangu con-

sists of the masters, chunkservers, and clients. Pangu first
introduces a unified, append-only persistence layer with an
append-only interface called FlatLogFile to simplify its archi-
tecture (§3.1.1). FlatLogFile is friendly to SSDs with high
throughput and low latency. Then Pangu adopts a variety of
designs to improve its performance. Specifically, the Pangu
client is heavyweight to meet the requirements of different
storage services (§3.1.2). Based on FlatLogFile, Pangu adopts
the append-only chunks and uses a self-contained chunk lay-
out to manage chunks on chunkservers (§3.1.3). Pangu im-
plements distributed metadata management on the master to
realize efficient metadata operation (§3.1.4).

3.1.1 Unified, Append-Only Persistence Layer
The persistence layer of Pangu provides interfaces to all

Pangu’s storage services (e.g., EBS, OSS, and NAS). In the
early development of Pangu, the persistence layer provides
different interfaces to different storage services. For example,
it provides the LogFile interface to low-latency NAS services,
and the TempFile interface to high-throughput Maxcompute
data analytics services. However, this design brings substan-
tial development and management complexities. Specifically,
for every storage service, Pangu developers must design and
implement a new interface. That is a complex, labor-intensive
and error-prone process.

To simplify the development and management of Pangu and
make sure all storage services can achieve high-performance,
low-latency I/O on SSD, motivated by the layered architec-
ture of computer networks, Pangu introduces a unified file
type called FlatLogFile (Figure 2). Specifically, FlatLog-
File has an append-only semantic, and upper-layer services
(e.g., OSS) can equip a key-value-like mapping to update
their data and a garbage collection mechanism to compress
their historical data. FlatLogFile provides a simple, unified
interface for storage services to perform data operations. Fur-
thermore, Pangu developers must ensure that data operations
via FlatLogFile, especially the write operations, can be exe-
cuted efficiently and reliably on storage media. As such, all
upgrades and changes to storage services are transparent to
Pangu developers, substantially simplifying the development
and management of Pangu.
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Figure 3: The self-contained chunk layout.

Under the hood, we observe that SSD can achieve high
throughput and IOPS on sequential operations due to its in-
trinsic characteristics of the storage unit and flash transaction
layer. To make sure data operations via FlatLogFile can be ex-
ecuted on SSD efficiently, we align the sequential operations
on FlatLogFile to achieve high performance.
3.1.2 Heavyweight Client

We design Pangu’s client as a heavyweight one. It is re-
sponsible for the data operations with chunkservers and the
metadata information retrieval and updates with the masters.
After getting the chunk information from the masters, a Pangu
client is in charge of the corresponding replication protocol
and EC protocol. The client is equipped with retry mech-
anisms (e.g., backup read in §3.3) to cope with occasional
jitters in Pangu (e.g., network packet drop) in order to im-
prove the I/O SLA. It also deploys probing mechanisms to
periodically get the latest chunkserver status from the masters
and evaluate the quality of services of chunkservers. Simi-
lar to the client of Facebook’s Tectonic file system [10], the
Pangu client can select appropriate write or read parameters
to meet the specific requirements of different storage services
(e.g., EBS and OSS).
3.1.3 Append-only Chunk Management

Typical file systems (such as Ext4 [6]) store files in blocks.
A file and its metadata are written to the storage media sep-
arately with two SSD write operations. Not only does it
increase the latency of the file write, it also shortens the lifes-
pan of SSDs. As such, adopting this design in Pangu 2.0
would result in high latency for file access, and lead to a high
hardware replacement cost.

To address this issue, Pangu chooses to store files in chunks,
which have the append-only semantic based on FlatLogFile,
on chunkservers, and designs a self-contained chunk layout,
where each chunk stores both data and its own metadata. As
such, a chunk can be written into the storage media in one op-
eration instead of two, substantially reducing the write latency
and improving the lifespan of the storage media. Figure 3
shows the layout of the chunk. A chunk includes multiple
sector units, where each sector unit includes 3 elements: data,
padding, and footer. The footer stores chunk metadata, such
as chunk ID, chunk length, and the CRC checksum.

The self-contained chunk layout also allows the
chunkserver to recover from failures by itself. Specifically,
when a client writes consecutive self-contained chunks to
the storage media, the chunkserver stores a copy of the
metadata of these chunks in the memory, and periodically

takes checkpoints of this information to the storage media.
When a failure happens and leads to some unfinished write
operations, the chunkserver loads the metadata from the
checkpoints and compares it with the metadata in chunks. If
discrepancies happen, the chunkserver checks the CRC of the
chunks to recover to the latest correct state.
3.1.4 Metadata Operation Optimization

The Pangu masters provide two metadata services: the
namespace service is responsible for directory tree and file
management, and the stream service is responsible for chunk
information. Stream is an abstraction of a group of chunks.
Chunks in the same stream belong to the same file. Both
services use a distributed architecture for better scalability.
They partition metadata by considering metadata locality and
load balancing (i.e., partition by directory tree first and then
by hashing). We design multiple mechanisms to optimize the
efficiency of metadata operations.
Parallel metadata processing. Both namespace and stream
services adopt parallelization processing (e.g., InfiniFS [13])
to meet the low-latency requirement of metadata access.
Specifically, Pangu uses a hash algorithm to map highly co-
hesive metadata to different metadata servers. It also uses a
new data structure that supports predictable directory IDs and
allows clients to perform path parsing efficiently in parallel.

We also introduce several techniques to accelerate how
clients retrieve chunk information from the stream service.
Big chunks with variable lengths. Pangu 2.0 chooses to
use big chunks. This decision has three benefits. It reduces
the number of metadata. It avoids unnecessary I/O latency
caused by clients frequently requesting chunks. It also helps
improve the lifespan of SSD. However, simply increasing the
chunk size will increase the risk of fragmentation. As such,
We introduce variable-length chunks (e.g., sizes ranging from
1 MB to 2 GB). For example, the chunk size of the EBS
service has a 95% quantile of 64 MB and a 99% quantile of
286.4 MB. Variable-chunk length reduces the probability of
fragmentation and maintains compatibility with Pangu 1.0.
Caching chunk information at clients. Each client main-
tains a local metadata cache pool to reduce the number of
metadata query requests. The pool is updated using an LRU-
based mechanism. When an application wants to access the
data, the client first queries its metadata cache. It issues a new
request to the masters to get the up-to-date metadata when (1)
its cache is not hit; or (2) the cache is hit, but in response to
the request, the corresponding chunkserver notifies the client
that its cached metadata becomes stale (e.g., due to replica
migration).
Chunk information request batching. We let each client
aggregate multiple chunk information requests over a short
interval and send them in a batch to the masters to improve the
query efficiency. The masters process the batched requests in
parallel, aggregate the results and send them back to the client.
The client disaggregates the results and dispatches them to
corresponding applications.
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Speculative chunk information prefetching. We design a
greedy, probabilistic prefetching mechanism to reduce the
number of chunk information requests. When the masters
receive a read request, they respond to the client with the meta-
data of the related chunk and the metadata of other chunks.
When the masters receive a write request, the masters respond
with more available chunks than the client requested. In this
way, the client can switch chunks without requesting new
chunks if it encounters write exceptions.
Data piggybacking to reduce one RTT. We are motivated
by QUIC [25] and HTTP3 [26] to use data piggybacking to
improve the write latency. Specifically, after a client retrieves
the chunk address from the masters, it merges the chunk
creation request and the data to write into one request and
sends it to the chunkserver. As a result, we are able to reduce
the write latency by one RTT.

3.2 Chunkserver USSOS
In Pangu, the chunkserver is responsible for carrying out all

the data operations. As such, it is essential to carefully design
the run-time operating system to ensure that data operations
can be finished with low latency and high throughput. With
the emerging high-speed network technology and storage me-
dia, sticking to the traditional design that puts data operations
through kernel space is inefficient. In particular, this would in-
cur not only frequent system interrupts, which consume CPU
resources, but also unnecessary data duplication between the
user space and kernel space.

To cope with these issues, we resort to the kernel-bypassing
design to develop a high-performance user-space storage op-
eration system [17] for the chunkserver, which provides a
unified user-space storage software platform. Aside from real-
izing device management and run-to-completion thread model
[17, 18] in USSOS, Pangu also realizes user-level memory
management (§3.2.1), lightweight user-space scheduling strat-
egy (§3.2.2), and a customized high-performance append-only
user-space storage file system (USSFS) for SSDs (§3.2.3).

3.2.1 User-Level Memory Management
Chunkserver USSOS is built based on existing user-space

technologies (e.g., RDMA in the network stack, DPDK [27],
and SPDK [28] in the storage stack). But we go beyond and
unify these two stacks to further reduce the latency and im-
prove the performance of data operations. First, we make
use of the run-to-completion thread model. In the traditional
pipeline thread model, a request is decomposed into individual
stages and each stage runs on a thread. In contrast, in USSOS,
the request is run on one thread from beginning to end in the
run-to-completion model, reducing the overhead caused by
context switch, inter-thread communication, and inter-thread
synchronization. Second, the thread requests a huge-page
memory space to serve as a shared memory between the net-
work and the storage stacks. To be concrete, data received
from the network can be stored in this shared huge-page mem-
ory using RDMA protocol. After sending the metadata of the

huge-page memory (e.g., its address and size), data can be
written directly from the huge-page memory to the storage me-
dia via SPDK frame. This way, we achieve zero copy between
the network and the storage stacks during the data transmis-
sion and storage procedure. Besides, through the user-level
shared huge-page memory for I/O data, data transmission
operations among different roles (e.g., the chunkserver and
the garbage collection worker) can also achieve zero copy.
3.2.2 User-Space Scheduling Mechanism

In a real production environment, we encounter perfor-
mance glitches brought by problems like task scheduling.
Here, we introduce three key designs to optimize CPU
scheduling in USSOS to improve the performance of Pangu.
Preventing a task from blocking the subsequent ones. As
explained in §3.2.1, the run-to-completion thread model helps
achieve zero-copy between the user-space network and stor-
age stacks by using shared huge-page memory. However,
each chunkserver has a fixed number of working threads. A
new request is dispatched to a working thread based on the
hash value of the file in the request. Requests assigned to
the same working thread are executed in a first-in-first-serve
order. As such, given one request, if one of its tasks takes too
much time (e.g., table lookup, table search, traversal, memory
allocation, monitoring, and statistics), it will hog resources
and block subsequent tasks. This issue degrades the perfor-
mance of this request and leaves other requests to starve. To
solve this problem, we take different measures for different
scenarios. For heavy tasks, Pangu introduces the heartbeat
mechanism to monitor the execution time of tasks and set an
alarm. If a task runs out of time slice, it would be put into
a background thread to remove it from the critical path. For
system overhead, Pangu uses TCMalloc’s cache [29] to allow
high-frequency operations to be completed in the cache.
Priority scheduling to guarantee high QoS. Pangu assigns
different QoS objectives for different requests (e.g., user re-
quests are assigned a high-priority objective while GC re-
quests are assigned a low one). However, a request with a
low-priority objective may block a high-priority request that
arrives later and is assigned to the same working thread. As a
result, it is hard to guarantee that requests with higher QoS
objectives can always receive higher priorities. To address
this problem, USSOS creates priority queues. Then tasks can
be put into the corresponding priority queue according to their
QoS objectives.
Polling and event-driven switching (NAPI). USSOS adopts
a switching mechanism between polling and event-driven
modes to reduce the overhead of massive interrupt processing
with a low CPU utilization [30]. Specifically, NIC provides a
fd monitored by applications and notifies the applications of
data arrival through the fd event. Applications are in the event-
driven mode by default. When they receive a notification from
NIC, they enter the polling mode. If they do not receive any
I/O request for some time, they switch back to the event-
driven mode and notify the NIC.
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3.2.3 Append-Only USSFS

Previous file systems (e.g., Ext4) could not make full use
of the append-only FlatLogFile (§3.1.1) and SSDs with high
throughput and low latency. Therefore, Pangu goes beyond
and customizes the USSFS, a compact and high-performance
user-space storage file system.

With the append-only semantic of FlatLogFile, USSFS sup-
ports append-only write and provides a set of chunk-based
semantics, such as open, close, seal, format, read, and append,
instead of standard POSIX semantics like Ext4. On this ba-
sis, it supports the append-only sequential write, which fully
leverage of the sequential write-friendly feature of SSDs, and
random read of successfully written data. Meanwhile, USSFS
adopts different mechanisms to maximize the performance
of SSDs. First, it can fully utilize the self-contained chunk
layout (§3.1.3) to significantly reduce the number of data op-
erations without using mechanisms such as page cache and
journal. Second, it does not establish a hierarchical relation-
ship between inodes and file directories like Ext4. All oper-
ations on files are recorded to log files. The corresponding
metadata can be rebuilt by replaying the logs when mounting
the file system. Third, we use the polling mode instead of
an interrupt notification mechanism like Ext4 to maximize
the performance of SSDs. Moreover, considering that the
capacity of a single SSD node is tens or even hundreds of
terabytes and the size of the chunk is usually 64 MB, we set
the minimum space allocation granularity in USSFS as 1 MB.
This choice considers both the size of memory used by space
management metadata and SSD space utilization.

3.3 High Performance SLA Guarantee
Pangu introduces multiple mechanisms to provide high

performance and a ms-level P999 SLA guarantee [31] in
failure scenarios. Chasing copes with abnormal jitters (e.g.,
network flash and packet retransmission caused by network
incast). In these scenarios, exceptions occur in the cluster
operating environment, but the system can recover to a normal
state automatically in a short time. Non-stop write aims at
unavailable chunks. Backup read reduces latency when the
read request can not return within a limited time. Blacklisting
isolates the chunkservers which provide poor service or fail.
Chasing. We design this mechanism to reduce the im-
pact of system jitters on write latency. It allows the client
to return success to the application when MinCopy out of
MaxCopy replicas are successfully written in chunkservers,

where 2×MinCopy > MaxCopy. Figure 4 illustrates how
chasing works with MaxCopy = 3 and MinCopy = 2. Sup-
pose the application asks the client to write data [1,2,3] to 3
chunk replicas. At time T , chunkserver 1 and 2 return suc-
cess to the client’s write operation but chunkserver 3 has not.
The client returns success to the application. But it keeps
the chunk in its memory and waits for another period t, an
empirical ms-level threshold. If chunkserver 3 returns success
to the client before T + t, the client releases the chunk from
its memory. If chunkserver 3 does not finish the write, but the
unfinished part is smaller than an empirical threshold k, the
client issues a retry on chunkserver 3. If the unfinished part is
larger than k, the client will seal this chunk at chunkserver 3
so that this chunk will not have subsequent append operation.
The client then notifies the masters, who will replicate the
data on a different chunk from chunkserver 1 or 2 to ensure
there are a total of 3 replicas eventually.

Our analysis shows that with a careful choice of t and k,
chasing substantially reduces the write tail latency without
increasing the risk of data loss. Specifically, taking the case of
MaxCopy = 3 as an example, after two replicas are success-
fully written to chunkservers, three replicas are in the system,
whereas the third one is in the memory of the client. During
[T,T + t], data loss can only happen when the SSDs of the
two chunkserver replicas are damaged and the last replica
in the client memory also fails or the cluster powers down.
Because SSDs’ annual failure rate (i.e., ∼ 1.5% [32–37]) and
servers’ annual downtime rate (i.e., < 2% [38, 39]) are close,
the probability of data loss when two replicas are written suc-
cessfully and the third replica is chasing is approximately the
same as that when all three replicas are written successfully.
Pangu has deployed chasing for over a decade and has not
experienced any data loss caused by chasing. Recent studies
also started to investigate this early-write-acknowledgment
mechanism [40–42].
Non-stop write. We design this mechanism to reduce the
write latency when a chunk write fails. When the failure hap-
pens, the client seals the chunk and reports the successfully
written data length to the masters. It then uses a new chunk to
continue writing the unfinished data. If the data written to the
sealed chunk is corrupted, we use other replicas to duplicate
a copy of this data to the new chunk in the background traffic.
If no replica is available, the client writes this data to the new
chunk again.
Backup read. To reduce the read latency under dynamic en-
vironments, the client sends additional read requests to other
chunkservers as backups before receiving the response of the
previously sent read request. This mechanism has two key
parameters, the number and waiting time of sending backup
read requests. To this end, Pangu calculates the latency of
different disk types and I/O sizes and uses this information to
dynamically adjust the time to send backup read requests. It
also limits the number of backup read requests to control the
system’s load.
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Figure 5: The average latency of database access to Pangu
on Double 11 Festival in 2018.
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Figure 6: The average latency of OTS querying of Pangu 1.0
and Pangu 2.0 under the same stress test.

Blacklisting. To avoid sending I/O requests to chunkservers
with poor service quality, Pangu introduces two blacklists,
deterministic blacklist and non-deterministic blacklist. When
Pangu determines that a chunkserver is unserviceable (e.g.,
SSDs of a chunkserver are damaged), this server will be added
to the deterministic blacklist. If a chunkserver can provide
service, but its latency exceeds a certain threshold, it will be
added to the non-deterministic blacklist with a probability
that increases with its service latency. If the server’s latency
exceeds the median latency of all servers by several times, it is
directly added to the non-deterministic blacklist with a proba-
bility of one. To release servers from these blacklists, clients
send I/O probes to those servers periodically (e.g., every sec-
ond). If a server on the deterministic blacklist successfully
returns the response of this request, it will be removed from
this blacklist. For a server on the non-deterministic blacklist,
Pangu decides whether to remove the server from the black-
list based on the time it takes to receive the response to this
request.

Pangu limits the total number of servers on the blacklists
to ensure system availability. For each server, it introduces
a grace period for adding/removing it to/from the blacklist
to maintain system stability. In addition, because the failed
servers in the TCP and RDMA links may be different, Pangu
maintains separate blacklists for TCP and RDMA links, re-
spectively, and takes I/O probes on both links to update them.

3.4 Evaluations
Figure 5 shows the latency of database (DB) access to

Pangu under the peak of 550,000 transactions per second dur-
ing the Double 11 Festival in 2018. This peak value is at least
one order of magnitude larger than that of non-festival days.
The DB consists of millions of databases (e.g., databases
of Taobao merchants), each of which contains millions of
e-commerce users’ data. During this process, the DB needs
to query orders and record transactions for those users. Under
such a peak transactions rate, the access latency is less than
280 µs, which proves the high performance of Pangu 2.0.
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Figure 7: The write latency of EBS business.
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Figure 8: The read latency of online search business.

Figure 6 shows the latency of the cloud product OTS [9]
querying with the same SSD and 25 Gbps network. Under
the same query pressure, after upgrading from Pangu 1.0 to
Pangu 2.0, the query latency is reduced by nearly an order of
magnitude. This is mainly due to the low latency of read and
write operations and the improved processing capability of a
single thread in Pangu 2.0.

Figures 7 and 8 show the average latency and long tail
latency of two clusters (online EBS and online search busi-
ness) within one month. Online EBS is write-intensive and
its online read/write ratio is nearly 1:10, which expects to
achieve high throughput on write. As shown in Figure 7, its
long tail latency is less than 1 ms. Online search business
mainly services for the query and recommendation of Alibaba
e-commerce (e.g., search for goods on Taobao and Tmall),
which expects to achieve high throughput on read. As shown
in Figure 8, the long tail latency of read is less than 5 ms
within one month. The results exhibit that Pangu 2.0 has a
good guarantee for latency SLA.

4 Phase Two: Adapting to Performance-
Oriented Business Model

Since 2018, Pangu gradually changes its role from a
volume-oriented storage provider to a performance-oriented
provider. This change in business model and the fast expan-
sion of Pangu’s clientele require Pangu to keep upgrading
the infrastructure. However, scaling the infrastructure with
original servers and switches along a Clos-based topology is
not economical in many ways, including a higher financial
and environmental cost (e.g., a higher carbon emission rate).
As such, Pangu develops its in-house storage server Tais-
han. A Taishan server is equipped with 2×24 core Skylake
CPUs, 12×8 TB commodity SSDs, 128 GB DDR memory,
and 2×dual-port 100 Gbps NICs. Although we could con-
tinue to increase its storage volume at the moment, we choose
not to do so to maintain a high-level write IOPS/GB to suit
the need of the performance-oriented business model. With
optimizations made by SSD manufacturers (e.g., caching and
channel), the SSD throughput of a single Taishan server can
reach more than 20 GB/s.
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With such high-performance storage servers, it is natural
to observe that other resources (e.g., network, memory, and
CPU) become the performance bottleneck of Pangu. As such,
we upgrade the network of Pangu from 25 Gbps RDMA to
100 Gbps. However, contrary to common perception, it is
non-trivial to provide high-performance, low-latency I/O in
such an upgraded infrastructure. That is because new hard-
ware also comes with new technical challenges in large-scale
deployment. To this end, we propose and deploy a series of
novel techniques to optimize the operation of Pangu’s massive
network (§4.1), memory (§4.2), and CPU resources (§4.3).

4.1 Network Bottleneck
Pangu optimizes the network in two aspects: network band-

width expansion (§4.1.1) and traffic optimization (§4.1.2).

4.1.1 Bandwidth Expansion
To match the throughput of all SSDs on a single storage

node, Pangu upgrades the network bandwidth from 25 Gbps
to 100 Gbps to increase its network capability. The success
of network bandwidth expansion depends on the improving
of software and hardware. For hardware, Pangu adopts high-
performance NIC/RNIC, optical modules (QSFP28 DAC,
QSFP28 AOC, QSFP28 [43]), single-mode/multi-mode fiber,
and high-performance switches. For the network software
stack, Pangu first adopts lossless RDMA and proposes various
mechanisms to achieve large-scale RDMA deployment, such
as shutting down NIC ports or temporialy switching from
RDMA to TCP for a short time (e.g., several seconds) when
there are too many pause frames on the RDMA network [17].
However, these mechanisms cannot handle other issues of the
pause frame based flow control (e.g., deadlocks [44] and head-
of-line blocking [45, 46]). As such, Pangu upgrades to lossy
RDMA, in which pause frames are disabled, to avoid these
problems and improve performance. More details about this
bandwidth expansion (e.g., how we address the interoperabil-
ity issue of heterogeneous network hardware and software)
can be found in our early paper [17].

4.1.2 Traffic Optimization
Other than increasing the network capability, we also tackle

the network bottleneck by reducing the traffic amplification
ratio. Specifically, the traffic amplification ratio is computed
as the amount of data transmitted through the network divided
by the actual file size. Take the workflow of the EBS service as
an example (Figure 9). First, the EBS client sends a file (1x) to
the Pangu client (step (a)). Second, the Pangu client transfers
the file to 3 storage nodes to write 3 replicas (3x). Third, the
garbage collection worker (GCWorker) reads the file (1x) and
performs GC on it. For ease of exposition, we ignore the file
size change before and after GC. In the end, the file is written
back to storage nodes in the form of EC(8,3) (1.375x), which
provides at least the same level of fault tolerance as 3-replica
but uses less storage space. As such, the traffic amplification
ratio of a file write can be up to 6.375x (1x+3x+1x+1.375x).
In other words, the maximum data access bandwidth of EBS
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Figure 9: Pangu optimizes network traffic with 3 techniques:
EC, compression, and balance between background and front-
end traffic. The entire life cycle of a file we define is as
follows. First, the business client sends a file (step a) to the
Pangu client. Second, the Pangu client writes the file to the
chunkserver in way b1 (b2 after compression). Third, the
GCWorker reads the file from the chunkserver in way c1 (c2
after client compression) and performs garbage collection.
Finally, the GCWorker writes the file in way d1 (d2 after
GCWorker compression).

in a 100-Gbps network is less than 16 Gbps. To cope with the
issue of the high traffic amplification ratio limiting the service
capability of Pangu, we introduce two optimizations: EC and
data compression.
Use EC to replace 3-replica. Using EC to replace the 3-
replica mechanism can substantially reduce the network traffic
amplification while achieving a good level of fault tolerance.
Take Figure 9 as an example. If we use EC (4,2) (step (b1))
to replace the 3-replica step, the network traffic amplification
ratio can be reduced from 6.375x to 4.875x, the sum of step
(a), (b1), (c1), and (d1).

Two challenges arise during this replacement. First, storing
small files in EC is expensive because of the large number
of zero-paddings needed to perform EC on data with a fixed
length. We introduce multiple mechanisms to cope with this
waste of space, including small write request aggregation and
dynamic switching between EC and 3 replicas. Second, com-
puting EC introduces a non-negligible latency. To this end,
Pangu adopts Intel ISA-L [47], which reduces the latency of
computing EC by 2.5 to 3 times compared with Jerasure [48].
Compressing FlatLogFile. We observe that FlatLogFile
is highly redundant. As such, both the Pangu client and
GCWorker compress the file before writing it to further reduce
the traffic (e.g., step (b2) and (d2) in Figure 9). We choose
the LZ4 algorithm [49] to achieve efficient (de)compression.
Empirical data in Pangu shows that the average compression
rate can reach 50%. As such, in the example above, the
traffic amplification ratios of step (b2), (c2) and (d2) can all
be reduced by half. As a result, the traffic amplification ratio
can be further reduced from 4.875x to 2.9375x, i.e., the sum
of step (a), (b2), (c2), and (d2).
Dynamic bandwidth allocation between front-end and
background traffic. We dynamically adjust the threshold
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of usable network bandwidth for background traffic. For
example, if there is sufficient empty space in the whole storage
cluster, we temporally decrease the threshold to limit the
bandwidth of background traffic (e.g., the GC traffic), and let
the frontend traffic use more bandwidth. For Taobao, Pangu
sets a low threshold from daytime to midnight to cope with
the large number of front-end access requests. After midnight,
Pangu increases it because the front-end traffic decreases.

4.2 Memory Bottleneck
The fundamental memory bottleneck in Pangu lies in the

high contention of memory bandwidth between network pro-
cesses (i.e., NIC performing DMA operations) and applica-
tion processes (e.g., data copy, data replication, and garbage
collection) in the receiver host. Because NIC cannot acquire
enough memory bandwidth, severe PCIe back-pressure is
generated to the NIC. As a result, the NIC buffer is filled with
in-flight packets. Eventually, it drops the overflowed ones,
triggering the congestion control mechanism in the network
and leading to overall performance degradation (i.e., 30%
network throughput drop, 5%-10% latency increase and 10%
IOPS drop per server). This phenomenon is not unique to
Pangu. Google also recently reported this issue [50].

We tackle this memory bandwidth bottleneck in three steps.
First, we add more small-capacity DRAMs to the server to
fully utilize the memory channels. Second, we switch back-
ground traffic from TCP to RDMA to reduce servers’ memory
bandwidth consumption (§4.2.2). Third, we design remote
direct cache access (RDCA) to move memory out of the re-
ceiver host datapath and let senders access the receiver’s cache
directly (§4.2.3).

4.2.1 Adding Small-Capacity DRAMs
Because the bottleneck is memory bandwidth instead of

memory capacity, we add more DRAMs with small capacity
(e.g., 16 GB) to servers to fully utilize the memory channels
and increase the available memory bandwidth per server. We
also enable non-uniform memory access (NUMA) to avoid
across-sockets memory accesses being constrained by the
ultra path interconnect [51].

4.2.2 Shifting Background Traffic From TCP to RDMA
In the 25-Gbps network, Pangu’s background traffic was

transmitted using TCP. It is to guarantee the QoS of front-end
traffic because there is only one hardware queue for RDMA
transmission on 25-Gbps switches.

With the network being updated to 100 Gbps, Pangu starts
to transmit background traffic using RDMA to reduce the
memory bandwidth consumption of network processes. It is
because TCP needs at least four more memory copies than
RDMA. By switching to RDMA, the memory bandwidth
spent by background traffic is reduced by about 75%. To
guarantee the QoS of front-end traffic, we design a host rate
control mechanism similar to Linux tc [52, 53] to control the
rate of the background traffic being injected into the network.

4.2.3 Remote Direct Cache Access
In addition to increasing the available memory bandwidth

and decreasing unnecessary memory bandwidth consumption,
we propose the remote direct cache access (RDCA) architec-
ture to let senders bypass the receiver’s memory and access
its cache directly. It is supported by an important observation
in Pangu’s production workload: the timespan data spent in
memory after leaving NIC is very short (i.e., hundreds of µs
on average). Assuming a 200 µs average post-NIC times-
pan, for a dual-port 100 Gbps NIC, we only need 5 MB to
temporally store the data leaving NIC. Although other cache
accessing technologies (e.g., DCA [54, 55] and DDIO [56])
have been proposed, they suffer from the leaky DMA problem
(i.e., frequent cache eviction triggered by new arrival mes-
sages [57, 58]). In contrast, RDCA goes beyond substantially
to show that we can recycle a small area of LLC to support
NIC operations at line rate with three components:

Cache-resident buffer pool. The pool uses a shared receiver
queue (SRQ) for receiving small messages and a READ buffer
equipped with a window-based rate control mechanism for
receiving large messages, such that the memory buffer needed
for RDMA operations can fit into the cache.

Swift cache recycle. In order to support 100-Gbps NIC op-
erating at line rate with as few LLC as possible, we design
the swift cache recycle mechanism to reduce data’s post-NIC
timespan by (1) processing data in parallel along a pipeline,
and (2) optimizing processing using hardware offloading and
lightweight (de)serialization.

Cache-pressure-aware escape mechanism. To deal with
occasional jitters (e.g., SSD slow write and application excep-
tions), the escape mechanism monitors the usage of reserved
LLC and takes corresponding actions, including (1) replacing
the cache buffer of straggler data by adding a new buffer to
the cache-resident buffer pool, such that the size of the us-
able cache in RDCA to accommodate newly arriving requests
remains unchanged; (2) actively copying the data of slow-
running applications to memory if too many replacements
happened, such that other applications can use the RDCA
buffer pool and the pool does not take up too much cache; and
(3) let the NIC mark explicit congestion notification (ECN)
in congestion notification packets to indicate congestion if
copying to memory fails or is insufficient in releasing the
cache pressure.

We leverage Intel’s DDIO [56] to implement RDCA on
commodity hardware. Results of extensive evaluation in some
clusters of Pangu show that for typical storage workloads,
RDCA consumes a 12MB LLC cache ( 20% of the total
cache) per server, decreases the average memory bandwidth
consumption by ∼89% and improves network throughput
by 9%. We find that RDCA is also effective in non-storage
workloads, e.g., it reduces the average latency of collective
communications in latency-sensitive HPC applications by up
to 35.1%. RDCA is rolled out in Pangu at the end of 2022.
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4.3 CPU Bottleneck
Even with optimizations to break the network and mem-

ory bottleneck, the throughput of Pangu in a 100-Gbps net-
work can still reach only 80% of its theoretical value. It is
because operations such as data serialization and deserializa-
tion, data compression and data CRC computation consume
many CPU resources, making CPU another bottleneck of
Pangu. To this end, Pangu introduces a hybrid design to re-
duce (de)serialization operations (§4.3.1), a special hardware
instruction CPU Wait to make full use of the CPU (§4.3.2),
and a hardware/software co-design [59] to offload CRC com-
puting and data compression to hardware (§4.3.3).

4.3.1 Hybrid RPCs
Serializing and deserializing RPC requests using Proto-

buf [60] in Pangu costs about 30% of CPU overhead. We
observe that this overhead mostly happens in the data path
over a small number of RPC types. As such, we take a hybrid
design to handle this issue. We switch our data path oper-
ations to use a raw structure similar to FlatBuffer [61], to
send and receive data directly without serialization. Pangu
continues to use Protobuf for control operations due to its
flexibility and complexity. As a result, network throughput
for each CPU core increased by about 59%.

4.3.2 Supporting Hyper-Threading Using CPU Wait
Pangu initially did not use hyper-threading (HT) [62], but

started to adopt it as the CPU core resources become scarce.
However, HT has two main performance issues. First, two
HTs on one physical core need to switch contexts. Second,
one HT affects the execution of the other HT when they
execute tasks simultaneously, resulting in increased latency on
both tasks. For example, when a network idle-polling thread
is running on one HT, and a compression thread running on
the other HT from the same physical core is compressing
4 KB data with the LZ4 algorithm [49] and lzbeach [63] at
the same time, the latency of data compression increases by
25%, compared with the case that the compression thread
exclusively occupies the physical core.

To solve these two issues, Pangu introduces the CPU wait
instruction. It consists of monitor and mwait. Pangu needs
less than 5 ms to call them. Revisit the example above. After
introducing CPU wait, the network idle-polling thread will
mwait at the monitored memory address and does not wake up
until the memory address is written by other threads. During
the mwait process, the HT it runs on enters an idle sleep state,
one of the C-States except for C0 [64,65], without interfering
with the other HT. In addition, the time of waking up HTs
with system calls is of ms-level. As such, Pangu can fully
utilize the CPU cores with high performance. In this example,
the network throughput increases by 31.6%, compared with
the case where CPU wait is not used.

4.3.3 Hardware and Software Co-design
For high performance, Pangu offloads some tasks from

CPU to programmable hardware. First, data compression is
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Figure 10: The normalized effective throughput per storage
node of Pangu in the evolution process.

offloaded to FPGA-based computational storage drives [66].
At a 3-GB/s throughput, hardware-based FPGA compression
can save about 10 physical cores (Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum
2.5 Ghz). Second, CRC computation is offloaded to RDMA-
capable NICs, which calculates the CRC of each data block.
CPU then aggregates these CRC and performs a lightweight
check [18]. This design ensures low CPU overhead and high
application-level data integrity. At the same throughput, com-
pared with using software, using hardware for CRC computa-
tion can save 30% of CPU overhead.

4.4 Evaluations
Figure 10 shows the normalized effective throughput per

storage node (NETPSN) on the evolution roadmap of the
storage node on EBS and high-performance ESSD [67].
Stage 1. To better illustrate the development of the perfor-
mance of Pangu 2.0, we initialize NETPSN as 1 when Pangu
introduces 2 × 25-Gbps network and 4-TB SSDs.
Stage 2. As SSD’s capacity increases to 8 TB with higher
performance, Pangu introduces a 100-Gbps network. The
network bandwidth is 100 Gbps because the server supports
PCIe gen3. Though the network bandwidth doubles, NETPSN
increases from 1 to 1.7 instead of 2. It is because the memory
bandwidth for read and write reaches 90 GB/s, close to the
maximal memory bandwidth of the server (105 GB/s).
Stage 3. Insufficient memory bandwidth leads to packet
drops at NICs, resulting in a large throughput drop. With
the memory bandwidth optimizations in §4.2, we successfully
increase NETPSN to 2.
Stage 4. After introducing PCIe gen4, the network throughput
increases to 2×100 Gbps. The network bandwidth doubles,
but NETPSN does not, i.e., increased to 3.3 rather than 4, due
to the traffic amplification problem (about 6x).
Stage 5. After the Pangu client adopts EC(4, 2), data compres-
sion, and other optimizations, the traffic amplification ratio
reduces by half (∼3x) (§4.1). However, NETPSN increases
to 5 instead of 6.6. The main reason is that data compression
and other operations consume many CPU resources.
Stage 6. In order to solve the CPU bottleneck, Pangu of-
floads tasks (e.g., data compression and CRC) from CPU to
hardware (§4.3), eventually increasing NETPSN to 6.1.

These results show that by breaking the bottlenecks of net-
work, memory, and CPU, Pangu achieves high performance
and adapts to the new performance-oriented business model.
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5 Operation Experiences
After introducing the design innovation in Pangu 2.0, we

next introduce the basic operation cycle of Pangu, focusing
on the Pangu monitoring system, and share our experiences in
addressing several important issues during Pangu’s operation.

5.1 Pangu’s Operation Cycle
Pangu’s basic operation cycle consists of five stages: plan-

ning, development, testing, deployment, and monitoring. Be-
fore entering development, new hardware and software solu-
tions go through a rigorous planning phase (i.e., feasibility
analysis, benefit/cost analysis, and social and regulation stud-
ies). We conduct extensive tests on the solutions under various
scenarios between development and deployment. In particu-
lar, Pangu copes with the interoperability issue among hetero-
geneous hardware from different vendors using an in-house,
template-based admission test. New solutions are rolled out in
Pangu’s production environment cluster by cluster. After they
are online, the Pangu monitoring system watches their behav-
iors closely via fine-grained monitoring, thorough root-cause
analysis, fast response, and post-mortem documentation.
Fine-grained monitoring and intelligent diagnosis. In
Pangu 2.0, we improve the Pangu monitoring system with two
key designs to keep up with the high-performance require-
ment (i.e., 100 µs-level I/O latency). First, we increase the
time granularity of monitoring from 15 seconds to 1 second
and extend the Log Service [68] to design an on-demand trac-
ing system. Compared with the coarse-grained monitoring
in Pangu 1.0, this allows us to perform tracings on a per-file-
operation basis to accurately capture fine-grained abnormal
events (e.g., memory allocation exception and log printing
timeout). Second, we embrace AI to better capture the causal
relationship between abnormal events and their root causes.
The inferred root causes are rated by operating teams and fed
back to the trained model to improve its accuracy. This design
substantially improves diagnostic accuracy and reduces the
required human efforts.

5.2 Case Studies
Extensive data integrity checking. Pangu extensively em-
ploys CRC to ensure data integrity, such as end-to-end CRC
along the data path, monthly CRC on all replicates, CRC
on random sampled replicates and CRC on one extra repli-
cate during EC building. Among all the data integrity issues
we encountered, the CPU silent error is a representative one.
Specifically, we find some end-to-end CRC errors and pin-
point their root causes as the silent errors on certain CPUs.
To prevent such errors, we work with Intel to deploy silent
error testing tools that run in production environments when
the overall workload is low, and achieve some success.
Handling SLA jitters in USSOS. During Pangu’s operation,
we encounter and address several issues that contribute to SLA
jitters in USSOS (§3.2), such as memory allocation, periodic
heavyweight tasks and increased USSOS CPU utilization.
First, we find existing memory allocation mechanisms (e.g.,

TCMalloc [29]) become too time-consuming if they enter a
global memory allocation phase (e.g., when a new thread re-
quires memory) or a memory organization phase (e.g., when
too many RDMA queue pairs try to reserve high-order mem-
ory space). To this end, we introduce a user-space memory
allocation pool and optimize RDMA drivers to use anony-
mous pages. Second, for periodic heavyweight tasks (e.g.,
log printing), we move them to asynchronous threads to avoid
affecting the SLA of data operations. Third, we find that the
CPU utilization of USSOS significantly increases when the
memory occupation is high and USSOS needs to perform
memory recollection. As such, we adjust the threshold of
memory recollection to reduce the chance of USSOS entering
memory recollection. We also recollect memory allocated to
the buffer and cache in the background.
Handling correctable machine check exceptions (MCE) in
the USSOS to improve availability. Initially, USSOS (§3.2)
can monitor such hardware failures, but it cannot perceive
how the kernel migrates the physical memory for exception
isolation. As such, errors would happen when USSOS tries
to access the already migrated physical memory based on its
outdated virtual-physical memory address mapping.

To this end, we add a handler to the MCE monitor daemon
in USSOS. Once the number of found correctable MCEs
exceeds a threshold, the user-space process related to them
will pause and let the handler notify the kernel to migrate
the memory. After the migration, the process resumes and
updates its mapping table before accessing memory pages.
This design improves the availability of Pangu with negligible
performance degradation. For example, we observe <330
correctable MCEs in a 2300-server cluster in 22 days.
Heterogeneous memory bandwidths from different ven-
dors. Pangu deploys memories from different vendors. Our
tests show that under a 1:1 memory read/write ratio, the
achievable bandwidths of 128 GB memory from three dif-
ferent vendors are 94 GB/s, 84 GB/s, and 60 GB/s, respec-
tively (i.e., a 57% difference). Such heterogeneous memory
bandwidths would cause performance degradation in clusters.
This observation taught us to pay more attention to the per-
formance of memory, instead of the capacity. It is also our
earliest evidence of congestions in the receiver host datapath
and a direct motivation for RDCA (§4.2.3).
Coping with tail latency surge during Double 11 Festival.
This festival is Alibaba’s largest annual online shopping event.
Guaranteeing Pangu’s high performance under such high-
pressure traffic requires real-time monitoring, diagnosis, and
response to ensure all technical features work in harmony. On
the Double 11 Festival in 2019, we noticed a surge of read tail
latency in the Relational Database Service (RDS) built on top
of Pangu. By analyzing the system traces, we identify the root
cause as the increased simultaneous occurrence of rebalancing
migration of 2 chunks and the failure of chunkserver storing
the remaining unmigrated chunk. As such, clients have to
try and fail to access all three replicas before requesting the
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IP addresses of the latest chunkservers, increasing latency.
To fix this issue, we let the clients periodically fetch chunk
information of abnormal chunkservers from the masters and
immediately request the latest chunk metadata if their needed
chunks are on abnormal servers. This action works well in
coping with the surge of tail latency back then.

However, this mechanism has its limitation. On the Double
11 Festival 2020, clients experience the surge of tail latency
again. We find that the root cause is that many chunkservers
are determined as abnormal due to an internal issue. Clients
then receive a large amount of information about abnormal
chunkservers and spend many resources processing them (e.g.,
deserialization and address resolution), resulting in long-time
I/O hang. Facing the upcoming peak traffic, we temporar-
ily disable this mechanism and upgrade it after the festival
with a series of improvements, including independent threads
for abnormal server operations and limiting the number of
abnormal servers requested each time.

6 Lessons
Lessons on user-space systems. We develop Pangu’s
chunkserver USSOS (§3.2) to keep up with the high speed
of new network and storage technologies. During its de-
velopment and operation, we learned three lessons. First,
user-space systems are simpler to develop and operate. For
example, our data shows that bug fixing takes about two
months in a kernel-space file system, but a couple of weeks
in USSFS (§3.2.3). Developing new features (e.g., zoned
namespace [69]) in the user space requires fewer developers
and a shorter time. Furthermore, it is also easier to monitor
and trace behaviors of user-space systems and adjust their
parameters accordingly.

Second, developing user-space systems should learn from
the design of the kernel space. In particular, to build a high-
performance USSOS, not only we need to unify the storage
and network stack, we also need to design user-space mod-
ules for memory management, CPU scheduling and hardware
failure handling. The kernel space is pretty good at these
functionalities. As such, user-space systems can benefit by
learning from it.

Third, the performance gain of user-space systems is not
exclusive to high-speed storage such as SSD. Specifically,
we provide a series of mechanisms in Pangu’s USSFS to
accelerate the performance of HDD. For example, USSFS
takes advantage of the self-contained chunk layout (§3.1.3)
to save the number of metadata operations. It leverages the
differences between internal and external tracks of disks to
improve HDD’s write efficiency.
Lesson on performance-cost tradeoff. To meet new busi-
ness requirements, Pangu usually first chooses to add more
hardware to improve its performance based on total cost of
ownership (TCO) balance (e.g., upgrading the network from
25 Gbps to 100 Gbps, increasing the number of memory chan-
nels by placing more small-volume DRAMs and upgrading

servers with more powerful CPUs). Hardware expansion
effectively improves Pangu’s performance, but is not sustain-
able due to the cost incurred. As such, Pangu also spends
substantial efforts, such as traffic optimization (§4.1.2), im-
proving its resource utilization and efficiency.
Lesson on persistent memory (PMem). PMem has many
advantages, such as fast data persisting, RDMA friendliness,
low read latency (6 µs on PMem vs. 80 µs on SSD), low
tail latency, and cache friendliness. As such, we developed
a 30-µs PMem-based EBS service [1] in Pangu. However,
Intel’s decision to kill off its PMem business [70] forces us
to rethink this service. We need to plan more thoroughly
when developing new services (e.g., considering substitutabil-
ity, sustainability, and cost tradeoffs). But we are optimistic
that new storage class memory [71] will emerge with better
solutions to these issues.
Lesson on hardware offloading. The cost vs. benefits trade-
off is a fundamental issue for hardware offloading (§4.3.3),
and has been an ever-lasting debate topic in Pangu since 2018.
The entire development of hardware offloading compression
takes a 20-person team two years, during which we resolve
many issues such as the FPGA hardware cost, the integrity of
compressed data, and the co-existence with other functions in
hardware. In the end, the outcome benefits outweigh this cost
substantially. Hardware offloading significantly reduces the
compression’s average and tail latency, effectively reducing
the network traffic within a low latency. As a result, we can
improve the service provision capability of our infrastructure
by ∼50%. We rolled out hardware compression in Pangu in
2020 at a slow pace, first in internal services (e.g., log/moni-
toring services) and then gradually expanding to core external
services (e.g., EBS). To prevent potential bugs in hardware
from harming data integrity, we perform data decompression
and CRC checking on hardware and conduct routine spot
software CRC checking. Since 2022, all 200 Gbps clusters in
Pangu enable hardware compression by default, and incidents
happen less and less often.

7 Conclusion
We introduce how we embrace the emerging hardware tech-

nologies and adapt to the shift of business model to evolve the
Pangu to provide high-performance, reliable storage services
with a 100µs-level I/O latency. We also share our experi-
ences operating Pangu 2.0 to shed light on future research in
large-scale, high-performance storage systems.
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Abstract
The emerging computational storage device offers an oppor-
tunity for in-storage computing. It alleviates the overhead of
data movement between the host and the device, and thus ac-
celerates data-intensive applications. In this paper, we present
l-IO, a unified IO stack managing both computation and stor-
age resources across the host and the device. We propose a
set of designs – interface, runtime, and scheduling – to tackle
three critical issues. We implement l-IO in full-stack soft-
ware and hardware environment, and evaluate it with synthetic
and real applications against Linux IO, showing up to 5.12⇥
performance improvement.

1 Introduction

Data-intensive applications (e.g., data mining) suffer from the
overhead of loading sizable data from the storage device for
processing. Emerging computational storage devices offer the
opportunity to alleviate the bother and thus gain increasing
attention in recent years [1–3]. They encapsulate in-device
computation resources, which enables the applications to of-
fload the computation down into the devices for in-storage
computing (ISC) [4, 5], therefore mitigating the overhead of
data transfer between the host and the device.

As both the host and the device can conduct computation,
we observe from experiments that blindly pushing compu-
tation tasks to the devices is not always optimal; instead,
applications may be faster on either side regarding to various
application features (e.g., computation complexity) and the
ever-changing status of the host and the device (e.g., cache
ratio, bandwidth consumption). Since the operating system
has delivered a sophisticated IO stack with mature function-
alities and interfaces, we explore a fundamental question in
the paper – how to build a unfied IO stack managing both
computation and storage resources across the host and the
device? For answering the question, we first identify three
critical issues to achieve the goal.

⇤Jiwu Shu is the corresponding author (shujw@tsinghua.edu.cn).

1) Interface. IO stack has been evolving the read and write
interfaces [6, 7], which are widely used by existing applica-
tions. We are committed to endowing them with the com-
putation capability of the host and the device at a minimum
change, i.e., unified interfaces for both sides that are generic
and rely on no specific file systems.

2) Runtime. IO stack contains components like the page
cache, file system, and device driver for storage management,
but has no computation runtime. Thus, we need to build a
unified runtime that enables executing the same piece of com-
putation task on either the host or the device. eBPF [8, 9] is
the preference for constructing such runtime: it proposes a
hardware-independent intermediate bytecode format, so that
the program can be compiled once and run on various ISAs.
However, eBPF is still inapplicable to ISC due to its overstrict
static verification (§2.3).

3) Scheduling. IO stack features rich scheduling mecha-
nisms for reads and writes, but computation makes the dis-
patching mechanism more complicated. As application per-
formance varies over features and system status as mentioned
above, we aim at detecting and dispatching requests to the
faster side effectively and efficiently.

In this paper, we propose l-IO, a unified IO stack that
comes with three key designs to tackle the aforementioned
issues. First, l-IO extends IO stack with l extension across
the host and the device to support ISC. Besides normal IOs,
the extended interfaces enable an application to submit l
requests to customize, load and invoke computational logic (l
function) during reading and writing a file. With the extended
interfaces, developers can still use their familiar programming
style to access and process file data, hiding the details of how
computation tasks are executed and scheduled.

Second, l-IO proposes unified l runtime that crosses the
host-and-device boundary with two counterparts. At the core
of l runtime is sBPF (s stands for storage). For managing and
executing l functions atop heterogeneous hardware of both
sides, l-IO extends eBPF to sBPF, which supports pointer ac-
cess and dynamic-length loop (loops are bounded at runtime
to a specified threshold). In contrast to static verification of
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eBPF, sBPF brings in dynamic verification with extra infor-
mation from l-IO.

Third, l-IO adopts dynamic request dispatching to desig-
nate requests to the faster side effectively and efficiently. For
effectiveness, we model the execution time of a l request
in both sides, so that the l-IO finds the faster side. For effi-
ciency, l-IO profiles partial requests periodically to determine
variables in the execution time model.

We implement l-IO in the full-stack software and hardware
environment (§4). We modify Linux kernel to integrate l ex-
tension and build an NVMe device with l extension support
on a real hardware platform. We compare l-IO and vanilla
Linux IO on synthetic applications, showing 5.12⇥ improve-
ment. We also port a real application, Spark SQL [10], to l-IO
and evaluate its end-to-end performance with TPC-H [11],
showing up to 2.15⇥ improvement. We open source l-IO at
https://github.com/thustorage/lambda-io.

In summary, we make the following contributions.
• We present l-IO, a unified IO stack managing both compu-

tation and storage resources across the host and the device.
• We propose a set of designs, unified interfaces, l runtime,

and dynamic request dispatching, to exploit the benefits of
both sides.

• We implement l-IO in the full-stack software and hard-
ware environment, and evaluate it with synthetic and real
applications against vanilla Linux IO, showing significant
performance improvement.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 In-Storage Computing and IO Stack
In-storage computing (ISC) originates in the disk era [4, 12],
aiming to ship computation closer to storage. It mitigates
the data movement overhead and exploits the in-device in-
ternal bandwidth. ISC gets revitalized with the advent of
SSDs [5, 13], as an SSD typically has more powerful com-
putation resources and higher internal bandwidth. Besides
the researches for specific domain acceleration [14–22], gen-
eral frameworks [23–27] allow programmers to define and
offload their own computational logic. They mostly focus on
providing manipulation interfaces in the userspace and accel-
erating computation in the device, but do not fully exploit the
host-side computation and storage resources.

IO stack is a fundamental part of the operating system
for managing storage devices, including the device driver,
the block layer, and the file system. Although userspace IO
libraries like SPDK [28] arise for their kernel-bypass low
latency, the IO stack is still indispensable in most scenarios
for three reasons. 1) Compatibility. A sea of applications
rely on POSIX file interfaces to access storage data. Program-
mers are also accustomed to leveraging APIs of the IO stack.
2) Functionality. The IO stack offers abundant modules and
functionalities, including the file system and the page cache.
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Figure 1: Performance Comparison of Host and Device.
Stats64 and Stats32 are two applications. They view the file
data as 64-bit/32-bit integers and calculates the sum, maxi-
mum, and minimum. Refer to §5.2 for detailed settings.
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Figure 2: The Progress to Run eBPF/sBPF.

In contrast, a userspace IO library only supports data transfer
with the raw storage device. The application has to build its
own file system and data cache. 3) Sharing. The IO stack
has well-tested resource allocation and security mechanisms,
so that users and applications can share the whole device.
Sharing is also hard to be implemented in the userspace and
absent from userspace IO libraries.

As ISC becomes increasing popular and the IO stack has
unique advantages, we explore how to incorporate ISC to the
IO stack in this paper.

2.2 Host-Device Coordination
We analyze the need for host-device coordination through
application experiments. The key observation is that either
the host or the device may be faster to run an application. 1)
Different applications have different features and thus pre-
fer different sides. We run Stats64 and Stats32 either in the
host or the device (detailed settings in §5.2). As reported in
Figure 1(a), Stats64 runs faster in the device while Stats32
runs faster in the host. 2) Even one application also favors
different sides during the execution progress. We measure the
request latency on both sides when running Stats64 with the
warmed page cache (detailed settings in §5.4.1). As reported
in Figure 1(b), earlier requests are faster in the device as the
host does not cache data. The host outperforms significantly
when it has the data in cache after 20%.

We conclude that blindly pushing down all the computa-
tional logic to the device may deliver suboptimal application
performance. Many factors affect the execution time, such
as computation complexity, data size, and cache. Thus, one
should take factors into consideration and dispatch computa-
tion to their preferred side for better performance.

2.3 eBPF and its Limitations
eBPF (extended Berkeley Packet Filter) [8] is an in-kernel
virtual machine. It enables the user to run a piece of logic
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inside the kernel without modifying the kernel source code
or loading a kernel module [9]. Figure 2 shows the entire
progress to run eBPF in three steps. 1) The user compiles
the source code to an eBPF program in eBPF bytecode and
loads the program via a specific syscall. 2) The in-kernel
static verifier checks the program to ensure safety. 3) The
just-in-time compiler (JITer) [8] translates the eBPF program
to executable binary in native hardware for later execution.
eBPF is used in a wide variety of domains such as network
filtering, tracing, and profiling [9].

eBPF receives greater attention from in-storage computing
researches recently [27, 29–34]. It becomes the preference
for constructing the ISC runtime, because eBPF provides
a hardware-independent bytecode format. The source code
can be compiled to an eBPF program only once but runs on
general CPUs (e.g. x86, ARM) and specific hardware (e.g.
FPGA [35], ASIC [36]). It enables inserting user-defined logic
to the devices [31, 35, 37] apart from the kernel.

However, we find that eBPF is inapplicable to general ISC
because of its overstrict static verifier. eBPF lacks two critical
features, pointer access and dynamic-length loop, which are
widely employed in data processing code. We explain lim-
itations with an example. compute function in Listing 1 is
the typical computation code to sum values, but fails to pass
the eBPF static verifier for two reasons. 1) Pointer access.
The eBPF verifier checks that the program does not access
arbitrary kernel addresses. As input and output are memory
pointers, the verifier does not know their boundaries and pro-
hibits pointer arithmetic and dereference. 2) Dynamic-length
loop. eBPF checks each loop by simulating the iteration of
the loop during the static verification. It supports a bounded
loop [38] when the loop boundary is bounded so that the
loop finishes in bounded time in the simulation. However,
length_i is unknown during the static verification and is dy-
namically determined before execution. In the verifier’s view,
the loop is unbounded and the program does not complete in
limited time. Therefore, it rejects the program.

We notice that XDP [37], a programmable network packet
processing framework based on eBPF, proposed an explicit
checking mechanism for pointer access. With the network
packet content in the memory buffer [data, data_end), be-
fore dereferencing a pointer data+offset, the program is
required to explicitly check data+offset < data_end in
the code. However, XDP requires offset to be a known con-
stant. So this explicit checking mechanism does not work for
general ISC, where offset can be a variable.

In a nutshell, eBPF needs extension to embrace ISC without
compromising safety.

3 Design

This section presents the design of l-IO. We begin with an
overview and describe a range of key techniques in detail.

Listing 1: Sample Pseudo-Code of Summing a File
1 // sum.c
2 ssize_t compute(void *output, void *input, size_t

length_i) {

3 int sum = 0;

4 for (int i = 0; i < length_i / sizeof(int); i++)

{

5 sum += ((int *)input)[i];

6 }

7 *output = sum;

8 return sizeof(int); // return the output
size

9 }

10

11 // main.c
12 int vanilla_io_sum(int fd, int file_size) {

13 char buf[BUF_SIZE];

14 int sum = 0, sum_s;

15 for (int i = 0; i < file_size; i += BUF_SIZE) {

16 pread(fd, buf, BUF_SIZE, i);

17 compute(&sum_s, buf, BUF_SIZE);

18 sum += sum_s;

19 }

20 return sum;

21 }

22

23 int lambda_io_sum(int fd, int file_size) {

24 int l_id = load_l("sum.sbpf");
25 char buf[sizeof(int)];
26 int sum = 0;

27 for (int i = 0; i < file_size; i += BUF_SIZE) {

28 pread_l(fd, buf, BUF_SIZE, i, l_id);
29 sum += *(int *)buf;

30 }

31 return sum;

32 }

33

34 int main() {

35 int fd = open("path/to/file");

36 vanilla_io_sum(fd, FILE_SIZE);

37 lambda_io_sum(fd, FILE_SIZE);

38 close(fd);

39 return 0;

40 }

3.1 Overall Architecture
Figure 3 sketches the overall architecture of l-IO. l-IO ex-
tends the vanilla IO stack with l extension to support offload-
ing computation in the host kernel and the device. l extension
consists of three parts, l-IO APIs, l runtime (l-kernel run-
time and l-device runtime), and request dispatcher.
l-IO APIs (§3.2) introduce additional programming inter-
faces for applications. Besides normal IOs to a file, an appli-
cation can submit l requests to customize the computational
logic (l function), load the l function to l-IO, and invoke the
l function during reading and writing a file.
l runtime (§3.3) crosses the host-and-device boundary with
two counterparts, l-kernel runtime and l-device runtime.
They provide identical interfaces of computation and data
to execute a l request. l-IO extends eBPF to sBPF to support
ISC, so that the l function needs to be compiled and loaded
only once, but runs in both sides.
Request dispatcher (§3.4) aims to designate l requests to
the l-kernel runtime or the l-device runtime effectively and
efficiently. l-IO profiles and monitors the status of the host
and the device periodically. It estimates the request execution
time of a l request using our proposed model, and dispatches
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Figure 3: Overall Architecture of l-IO.

Op Interface
l ssize_t compute(void *output, void

*input, size_t length_i)

load l_id = load_l(l_path)
open fd = open(file_path)

close close(fd)

read pread(fd, buf, length, offset)

pread_l(fd, buf, length, offset, l_id)

write pwrite(fd, buf, length, offset)

pwrite_l(fd, buf, length, offset, l_id)

* We omit some well-known types of parameters and return values.

Table 1: l-IO APIs.

the request to the faster side.

3.2 l-IO APIs and Workflow
l-IO inherits the vanilla IO fundamental interfaces to open,
close, read, and write a file, as listed in Table 1. Additionally,
l-IO introduces l load, read and write interfaces, for an ap-
plication to submit a l request to offload computation during
data transfer.
lll . The first line of Table 1 shows the interface to program the
computational logic. Parameters of input and output point
to input and output buffers, along with length_i to indicate
the size of the input buffer. Thus, the computational logic
in the function body can access data through pointers as it
does in normal memory computing. It consumes data from
the input buffer and produces data to the output buffer.

It is notable that the l function body need not worry about
the specific value of the two pointers, no matter the computa-
tional logic runs in the l-kernel or the l-device runtime. The
l runtime prepares memory buffers and sets proper values

before executing the l function.

Load. load_l is the interface to load a l function. The user
compiles the l function source code to an sBPF program, and
loads it via load_l. load_l returns l_id as the handle to be
used in later l read and write calls.

The user needs to compile and load a l function only once,
although l-IO has two runtimes in the host kernel and the de-
vice. Receiving a loading call, l-IO parses the sBPF program
file, and transfers the bytecode to both the l-kernel runtime
and the l-device runtime. Afterward, each runtime invokes
the sBPF verifier and JITer to translate the bytecode to an
executable binary in the native ISA for later execution.

Open and close. Two APIs remain intact. All l extension
APIs accept the identical fd as vanilla ones. Thus, the appli-
cation can use normal and l extension APIs simultaneously.

Read. Compared to normal read, l read (pread_l) adds a pa-
rameter l_id to indicate the invoked l funtion. l-IO loads file
data of the specified range as the input, performs computa-
tion of l_id, and finally copies the output to the application-
allocated buffer (buf).

To provide better intuition, we walk through how pread_l
works with an example of summing values in a file (Listing 1).
vanilla_io_sum finishes the job via vanilla IO. The appli-
cation repeatedly reads file data into a buffer (buf). Then
it runs the computational logic (compute) to sum values.
lambda_io_sum shows how to program the same logic us-
ing l read (pread_l). It has almost the same skeleton as
vanilla_io_sum. The application loads the compiled sBPF
program in Line 24, and gets a handle l_id. When the appli-
cation calls pread_l, it additionally passes l_id.

The l runtime performs pread_l in four steps. ∂ It loads
the file data of the specified range into an input memory
buffer, and sets the input and length_i parameters of the
l function. ∑ It allocates an output memory buffer and sets
it as output of the l function. The output memory buffer is
as large as the input by default. ∏ It triggers the l function,
which sums data in the input and stores the result in the
output. π It copies data in output to the user-allocated buf,
along with the output size represented by the return value of
compute. In this way, the application only needs to allocate a
buffer to receive the execution result, instead of the file data.

Write. l write (pwrite_l) works similarly to l read in the
reversed direction. l-IO uses data in buf as the input, runs
the function of l_id, writes the output to the file at the
offset and returns the output size.

The l runtime performs pwrite_l in four steps. ∂ It
copies data of buf to a memory buffer in l extension runtime,
sets it as the input of l. ∑ It allocates an output memory
buffer and sets it as output of l. ∏ It triggers the l func-
tion, and stores the output data to the file from the position of
offset. π It returns the output size to the application.
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3.3 Cross-Platform l Runtime
The l runtime plays a central role in executing l requests
of load_l, pread_l, and pwrite_l. To execute l requests
in both the host kernel and the device, the l runtime crosses
the boundary of the host and the device with two instances,
l-kernel runtime and l-device runtime.

To achieve the cross-platform runtime design, we identify
two critical aspects of challenges, computation and data. For
computation, both l-kernel and l-device runtimes have to
store and run the same l functions, although they are on top
of different computation hardware platforms. For data, l func-
tions should be able to access consistent file data in l-kernel
and l-device runtimes, along with other userspace applica-
tions. We describe how to tackle two challenges separately.

3.3.1 Computation: Extending eBPF to sBPF
At the core of the l runtime is sBPF. As we state in §2.3, eBPF
faces two critical limitations, pointer access and dynamic-
length loop. We aim to tackle limitations efficiently. Our key
idea is to bring in dynamic verifications with extra informa-
tion from l-IO, so as to check the pointer access and loop
during running. sBPF inherits the bytecode format of eBPF,
but extends the verifier and JITer.
For the pointer access, sBPF focuses on two memory buffer
pointers, input and output. The sBPF verifier tracks all
the pointer variables derived from input and output, by
adding or subtracting an offset. For each dereference of such
pointers (e.g. line 5 in Listing 1), the sBPF JITer inserts ad-
ditional native code for checking the pointer during running.
sBPF dynamically checks whether the dereferenced pointer
falls within the given region [input,input+length_i) or
[output,output+length_i), and returns an error when en-
countering an out-of-boundary pointer dereference. After-
ward, the l runtime terminates the execution of the pread_l
or pwrite_l request with an error code to be handled by the
application. In this way, sBPF ensures that pointer accesses
to the input and output buffers are valid.

One may notice that length_i is passed by the application.
For safety, l-IO checks whether length_i is valid through
kernel safety verifications (e.g. by rw_verify_area), before
passing length_i to the l function.

l-IO does not introduce eBPF helper functions such as
bpf_probe_read [39] to check pointer access. The root
cause is that each eBPF helper function call is translated to a
function call in the native binary by the JITer. If a program
accesses input and output buffers via helper functions, the
calls incur heavy overhead.

Note that sBPF only handles two pointers of input and
output specially, as they are allocated and managed by l
runtime. Other pointers are still verified by the static verifier.
For the dynamic-length loop, sBPF applies a dynamic count.
We observe that, the program has at least a jump-back instruc-
tion with a negative offset to implement a loop. Therefore,
sBPF limits the number of executing jump-back instructions.

The sBPF verifier allows loops during the static verification.
The sBPF JITer allocates a counter and inserts extra native
code beside each jump-back instruction. Once a jump-back
instruction is executed, the counter increases. If the counter
reaches the preset loop threshold, the program terminates and
returns an error. As we limit the number of jump-backs, the
program completes in bounded time.

We further describe how to choose the loop threshold value.
For an ISC program, the number of loops is typically propor-
tional to the input buffer size. In practice, the threshold can
be set to the same order of magnitude as the maximum input
buffer size of programs. In this way, l-IO permits normal
programs and aborts buggy or malicious programs.
Safety. sBPF changes the logic of pointer access and dynamic-
length loop, but does not introduce extra safety risks compared
to eBPF. In eBPF, the Linux kernel and the eBPF toolchain
(e.g., verifier, and JITer) are trusted, while the user-written
source code is untrusted. In sBPF, both the kernel and the
eBPF toolchain are extended so that the source code running
with sBPF can behave differently in two aspects:

1) Pointer accesses to the input/output buffer. The l
runtime allocates the input/output buffer and checks that the
user has permission to access the file range (l-IO strictly
follows the ACL checking of the file system when accessing
file data). Once a l request finishes, the input/output buffer is
reclaimed as well. Except for the input/output buffer, pointer
accesses to other memory space are verified by eBPF’s default
static verifier. As a result, sBPF does not introduce extra risks
of memory leak compared to eBPF.

2) Dynamic-length loops. sBPF does not allow infinite
loops during execution; instead, sBPF allows loops to pass
the verifier’s checking, but lets the program abort if a loop
repeats too many times.

3.3.2 Data: Consistent File Access
As we state in §3.2, the l function accesses file data via the
input pointer in pread_l while via the output pointer in
pwrite_l. Given that there are a sea of file systems, such as
ext4, F2FS and XFS, we introduce how l-IO access file data
consistently without relying on any specified file systems for
compatibility. Our key idea is to leverage generic interfaces
and components, e.g. existing syscalls, VFS, and page cache
in the kernel, and to let the host control consistency.
l-kernel runtime. Considering compatibility to a host of
underlying file systems, we place the l-kernel runtime atop
VFS and page cache, as shown in Figure 3. Regardless of the
specific file system, VFS provides the unified file abstraction
and access interfaces. For a l request, the l-kernel runtime
accesses file via kernel_read and kernel_write.

To optimize read performance, we propose kernel-version
mmap, kernel_mmap to avoid the heavy data copy during
kernel_read. l-IO maps the pages located in the requested
range to a kernel virtual address region via vm_map_ram. Af-
terward, l-IO passes the mapped virtual address as the input
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pointer, so that the l function can access the file directly.
l-device runtime. Unlike the host end, the device is agnostic
to the host-side file semantics. The device first has to know
the exact storage locations of a range in the file. So the host
is responsible for extracting necessary metadata and pushing
it down to the device. Fortunately, Linux offers FIEMAP and
FIBMAP ioctl interfaces [40, 41], to retrieve the file extent
metadata of storage locations by given offset and length.

For l read, l-IO gets extent metadata of the specified range
inside the file, and pushes the extent down to the device. The
l-device runtime loads the data from given storage locations
to a continuous device memory buffer, and passes the buffer
address to the l function running in the device.

l-IO does the similar for l write inside the allocated scope
of a file. In the case that a l write appends the output file, l-
IO preallocates device storage space by fallocate [42] and
then retrieves the file extent metadata of storage locations. Ad-
ditionally, l-IO resets the unwritten flag as previous works
do [1, 25, 43]. In this way, the host can read data written by
the l write on the device, instead of zeros.
Consistency. As data may be modified in the host userspace,
the host kernel, and the device, l-IO has to guarantee data
consistency among three places.

One is the host-side consistency between the userspace
and the kernel. Both the userspace and the kernel rely on
the identical VFS and page cache to access file data. As the
l-kernel runtime reads and writes file through kernel_read

and kernel_write, these calls go through the same path as
userspace calls. In this way, consistency is guaranteed by the
VFS, page cache, and underlying file systems.

The other is the consistency between the host and the de-
vice. l-IO maintains the consistency in the host. During exe-
cuting a l read/write request in the device, l-IO acquires a
read/write lock on the file, to guarantee consistency against
other normal IO and l requests. Additionally, l-IO manipu-
lates the host-side page cache before dispatching l requests
to the l-device runtime. Before dispatching a l read request
to the device, l-IO flushes dirty cache within the overlapped
range, so that the device can view the up-to-date version.
Before dispatching a l write request to the device, l-IO inval-
idates the host-side page cache within the overlapped range,
so that the host can retrieve new data written on the device.

We propose l-kernel not for performance gaining over
vanilla IO, but for two strengths. 1) l-kernel, together with
l-device, offers unified interfaces and runtime across the host
and the device. On basis of this, the computational logic can
be run and dispatched on both sides. 2) With the host-side
components in the kernel, l-IO can better exploit the capabili-
ties of the vanilla Linux IO stack, e.g. compatibility, function-
ality, and sharing, as we mention in §2.1. In this way, l-IO
is friendly to programmers, since a sea of applications use
POSIX file interfaces of the vanilla IO stack.

3.4 Dynamic Request Dispatching
l-IO executes l requests in both sides, but a request can be
faster in either side, as we state in §2.2. The design goal of
the request dispatcher is to designate l requests to the faster
side effectively and efficiently.

For effectiveness, we model the execution time of a l re-
quest in both sides, so that the dispatcher can predict the
execution time and find the faster side. For efficiency, the re-
quester dispatcher should introduce low extra overhead to the
execution. To this end, l-IO periodically profiles partial re-
quests to determine variables in the model, rather than profiles
each l request. We describe them in detail below.
3.4.1 Modeling Execution Time
We first consider l read. We start by defining a few symbols,
the loaded data size from the storage media D, the bandwidth
between the storage media and the device controller buffer Bs
for a request, the bandwidth between the device and the host
Bd for a request, and the host-side computing bandwidth Bh
for a request.

We notice that multiple requests may be submitted and
executed concurrently. Therefore, these bandwidth variables
correspond to a request, instead of all the concurrent requests.
When multiple requests are executed concurrently, the data
transfer and computation bandwidth of each request is af-
fected by other requests and thus less than the aggregated.

The execution time in the host th is composed of transfer-
ring data from the storage media to the device controller, then
to the host, and the host computing, as shown in Equation 1.

If the computation happens in the device, the transferred
data size between the host and the device becomes aD, where
a is the ratio between the output and input. The computing
bandwidth in the device is bBh, where b is the ratio between
the device and the host computing bandwidth. We have the
execution time td in Equation 1.

(
th = D

Bs
+ D

Bd
+ D

Bh
i f in the host

td = D
Bs
+ D

bBh
+ aD

Bd
i f in the device

(1)

Similarly, given the input data size D, we have the following
to calculate the execution time for a l write

(
th = D

Bh
+ aD

Bd
+ aD

Bs
i f in the host

td = D
Bd

+ D
bBh

+ aD
Bs

i f in the device
(2)

We further discuss the impact of the host-side cache on l
read. The cache reduces data transfer from the device and
saves significant data movement overhead. Given the cache
ratio c, Equation 1 becomes

(
th =

(1�c)D
Bs

+ (1�c)D
Bd

+ D
Bh

i f in the host
td = D

Bs
+ aD

Bd
+ D

bBh
i f in the device

(3)

The higher the ratio of the cached file data, the more we tend
to dispatch the l read request to the host.
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3.4.2 Periodical Profiling and Dispatching
To estimate the execution time using the above equations,
l-IO has to determine variable values in the equations. We
divide seven variables into two groups, one’s exact values
obtained directly and one estimated by profiling.

The first group includes the input data size D and the host-
side cache ratio c. D is the length_i in Table 1. To get c,
the request dispatcher walks the page cache tree to count the
number of cached pages nc within the given range. Afterward,
it calculates c by nc ⇥PAGE_SIZE/ length_i.

The second group includes the remaining five variables, Bs,
Bd , Bh, a, and b. We call them profiling variables. l-IO does
not know their exact values for a l request in advance, so it es-
timates their values through periodical profiling. It is notable
that Bs is the bandwidth for a request, but is not necessarily
equal to the physical bandwidth between the storage media
and the device controller buffer. Bs changes over time, like
when multiple requests share the device, and so are the other
variables. Thus we call these variables in the second group
profiling variables and describe how to profile them.

We notice that profiling variables vary on different files
and l functions. Therefore, l-IO profiles their values for
each (file_path, l_id) pair separately. The dispatching sup-
ports collocated applications as (file_path, l_id) pairs may
come from different applications running simultaneously.

To determine these variables efficiently, l-IO profiles par-
tial requests periodically rather than profiles each request. For
a given (file_path, l_id) pair, l-IO sets a profiling period,
like n requests. For the beginning k requests in a period (we
refer to k as profiling length), l-IO submits them to both the
l-kernel and l-device runtimes. Each runtime measures the
values of profiling variables of a request during execution.
After k requests complete, l-IO calculates the average of each
variable and uses it as the estimated value.

For the following requests in the same period, l-IO cal-
culates the estimated execution time in both sides using the
equations and estimated variable values. Then it dispatches
the request to the faster side. When a new period comes, l-IO
repeats the profiling to estimate new values for the variables.

To achieve a balance between effectiveness and efficiency,
l-IO should be careful to set values of two profiling parame-
ters, i.e. profiling period and profiling length. With a smaller
profiling period and a bigger profiling length, the dispatcher
can keep track of the status and find the faster side more effec-
tively, but will induce higher overhead. In contrast, a bigger
profiling period and a smaller profiling length lead to lower
overhead, but the dispatcher may miss real-time changes in
the status and make suboptimal decisions.

4 Implementation

We implement l-IO in the full-stack software and hardware
environment. We modify the Linux kernel to integrate l exten-

sion in the host and build an NVMe device with l extension
support on a real hardware platform. We introduce the imple-
mentation details in this section.
Host. We implement the request dispatcher and the l-kernel
runtime in the host kernel with a kernel module. The kernel
module creates a procfs [44] file to receive l extension calls.
We modify the eBPF verifier and the x86 JITer.
Device. We implement the device-side components on a real
hardware platform, Daisy OpenSSD [45]. It is representative
of computational storage devices, as one of the latest itera-
tions of the OpenSSD project [46, 47]. OpenSSD is widely
recognized and used by ISC researches from both industry
and academia [18–21, 27, 48, 49]. The device connects to the
host via PCIe and operates as an NVMe drive. We migrate
OpenExpress [50, 51], an open-source NVMe controller, to
the platform. We refactor the NVMe firmware thoroughly,
modify the eBPF verifier and the ARM eBPF JITer from the
kernel, and construct the l-device runtime atop them.
Communication. We use standard NVMe over PCIe to com-
municate between the host and the device. l-IO delivers nor-
mal IO requests through existing NVM IO commands, and
customizes three Vendor Specific Commands [52, 53] for l
load, read, and write. l-IO creates one standalone NVMe com-
mand for one l request separately, delivering all necessary
file extent metadata and indicating the l function it triggers.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate l-IO to answer the following questions:
• How does l-IO perform on typical in-storage computing

applications compared to existing approaches? (§5.2)
• How does l-IO perform when collocated applications run

concurrently? (§5.3)
• How do workload characteristics and dispatching configu-

rations affect the performance? (§5.4)
• How is the sBPF overhead compared to eBPF? (§5.5)
• Can the end-to-end performance of a real application benefit

from l-IO? (§5.6)

5.1 Experimental Setup
Testbed. Table 2 shows our detailed testbed configurations.
We implement l-IO on the host and the device as stated in §4.
The host CPU has 4 physical cores and 8 hyperthreads. The
device SoC has 4 ARM cores. The 2GB SoC memory acts as
the device controller memory. We equip the device with two
32GB DRAM DIMMs to act as the backend storage media,
as the hardware board manufacturer provides no NAND flash
modules. The data transfer bandwidth between the storage
media and the device controller memory is 3.52GB/s. The
bandwidth between the device controller memory and the
host is 3.22GB/s. The bandwidth for ARM cores to access
the device controller memory is 5.09GB/s. The performance
is comparable to real SSDs and hardware platforms in recent
works [19, 24, 48, 54].
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Host

CPU Intel Core i7-7700 @3.6GHz (4C8T)
Memory 16GB
OS Ubuntu 20.04.2 LTS
Kernel Linux 5.10.21

Device
SoC Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ ZU17EG
Memory 2GB
Storage 64GB

Table 2: Testbed Configurations.

App. Description ISC LoC
l-IO INSIDER [25]

Stats64 Read the file data as 64-bit in-
tegers and calculate the sum,
maximum, and minimum.

30 240

Stats32 Read the file data as 32-bit in-
tegers and calculate the sum,
maximum, and minimum.

30 240

KNN Read vectors in the file and
calculate distances between a
target vector.

32 99

Grep Read rows in the file and
match a target string.

35 254

Bitmap Decompress a bitmap and
write to the file.

20 188

Table 3: Information of Synthetic Applications.

Workloads. We choose five synthetic applications Stats64,
Stats32, KNN, Grep, and Bitmap with their information listed
in Table 3. The first four applications read data from the
source file and process it. The last application, Bitmap, de-
compresses a bitmap passed by buf and writes the output to
the file. They fit the in-storage computing scenario well and
are widely studied and evaluated in previous works [4, 13,
14, 24, 25, 27, 55]. The program code follows the skeleton of
Listing 1 and costs little extra overhead to implement.

The input dataset file of four read applications is 16GB in
size. The output file of Bitmap is also 16GB in size. As the
output data also requires persistence, we synchronize the file
after writing. We format the storage device to ext4 to store
files. Applications run with 8 host threads and read/write file
data to an 8MB buffer in each iteration. We set loop threshold
(§3.3) to 16 million, profiling period (§3.4) n to 200, and
profiling length k to 5. We keep the above configurations
throughout experiments unless otherwise specified.
Porting overhead. As shown in Table 3, the LoC of imple-
menting the same offloaded computational logic for l-IO is
significantly smaller than INSIDER [25]. We count the ISC
LoC of INSIDER from its code repository [56]. The porting
overhead of INSIDER is large, like other FPGA-based ISC
frameworks. This is because INSIDER leverages HLS [57]
to implement the computational logic on FPGA. Although
HLS reduces the programming overhead, it still requires the
programmer to be an expert in FPGA details [58] and write
much hardware-specific code to optimize the performance.
Comparing targets. We adopt six IO modes in our evaluation,

three vinalla IO modes and three l-IO modes.
• (B) Buffer IO: uses the default IO mode of vanilla IO
pread/pwrite to access file data. It enables the page cache.
The computational logic is directly compiled to the native
ISA, and so are Direct IO and Mmap.

• (I) Direct IO: similar to Buffer IO but opens the dataset file
with O_DIRECT. It bypasses the kernel page cache.

• (M) Mmap: maps the dataset file to the userspace virtual
address of the process. It eliminates data copy between the
kernel and the userspace.

• (K) l-IO Kernel: integrates the computational logic using l-
IO APIs and executes all the requests in the kernel runtime.

• (D) l-IO Device: integrates the computational logic using l-
IO APIs and executes all the requests in the device runtime.

• (lll) l-IO: integrates the computational logic using l-IO
APIs and leaves the l-IO request scheduler to dispatch
between the kernel and the device dynamically.

The first three IO modes (B, I, M) correspond to common ap-
proaches that use vanilla IO. (D) l-IO Device corresponds to
existing device-only ISC frameworks, e.g. Biscuit, INSIDER,
MetalFS, BlockNDP [25–27, 55].
Warmup. We run experiments in two caching settings to
examine the performance of l-IO, 1) without warmup: drop
the page cache before each execution, 2) with warmup: read
the input/output file sequentially via Buffer IO, to warm up
the page cache before each execution.

With warmup, we simulate the host-side cache state in
practice and evaluate the performance of l-IO in this scenario.
After the warmup, partial data resides in the page cache while
the rest is in the device if the input/output file is larger than
the page cache. In real-time data analysis systems such as
OLAP databases, the application continues producing data
and storing it. Thus, the host-side cache always stores the
latest part of the data. Meanwhile, the analytical application
runs periodically to process the data in the recent period,
where partial data resides in the cache while others have been
flushed to the device.

5.2 Single Application
We compare the execution time of applications running singly
in six IO modes. Figure 4 reports the results.

For further analysis, we break down execution time to three
parts, IO, computation, and other. ∂ IO time means the time
of reading/writing the file. In (B) Buffer IO and (I) Direct IO,
it is the time of pread/pwrite. In (M) Mmap, the read time
is included in computation, because the application retrieves
data implicitly via page faults. In (K) l-IO Kernel, it is the
time of reading/writing data via the VFS. In (D) l-IO Device,
it is the time of transferring data between the storage media
and the device controller memory. In (l) l-IO, it is the sum
of IO time of requests, whether they execute in the host or
the device. ∑ Computation time contains the calculation part
of the application, along with memory access time. ∏ Other
time is the remaining part excluding IO and computation.
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Figure 4: Performance of Applications Running Alone. B:
Buffer IO, I: Direct IO, M: Mmap, K: l-IO Kernel, D: l-IO
Device, lll: l-IO.

1) l-IO Device vs. vanilla IO. We choose Buffer IO to com-
pare with l-IO Device first, as it is the default operation mode
of vanilla IO. We analyze the performance without warmup.
In-storage computing improves the overall performance of
Stats64, KNN, Grep, and Bitmap by 23.24%, 10.82%, 87.13%,
and 60.15% against Buffer IO respectively. This is because
applications running in the host are bounded by IO, which
takes up more than 92.04% of execution time. For a normal
read, data is transferred from the storage media to the de-
vice controller memory and then to the host software stack,
as a normal SSD does. In contrast, IO time in l-IO Device
occupies less than 25.29%, because loading data inside the
device avoids transferring to the host and going through the
software stack. After the data is read to the device controller
memory, device processors enjoy higher internal bandwidth
to access data. Moreover, the computational logic outputs
a smaller amount of data than the input file data, reducing
the data transfer overhead to the host. Write (Bitmap) works
similarly, except for the reversed direction.

The performance with warmup is close to that without
warmup. This is because the host memory is 16GB in size, and
the page cache capacity is just smaller than the dataset. After
the warmup, all the input file is cached inside the page cache,
except the beginning part. As the application runs again, it
still accesses data from the very beginning. The beginning
part misses in the page cache and evicts other pages, which
leads to more and more cache misses. Finally, the page cache
fails to buffer any data in fact.

One might note that other time of l-IO Device is relatively
large, as illustrated in Figure 4. This is because the host issues
requests with 8 threads, while the device only has 4 threads
to process. So a request has to pend in the queue and wait

for the completion of previous requests. But request pending
and waiting actually exist in all modes. For example in Buffer
IO, in the progress of pread/pwrite, IO requests also pend
and wait in queues throughout the IO stack. The overhead is
included in the IO time.

l-IO Device does not always outperform vanilla IO, e.g.
on Stats32. l-IO Device consumes 6.65⇥ computation time
against l-IO Kernel on Stats32. We examine the generated
native machine code of Stats32 and find that eBPF does not
support 32-bit integers well. Specifically, eBPF programs
use 64-bit registers even for 32-bit integers in Stats32. It
introduces a pair of left and right shift instructions to clear the
upper 32 bits of registers. This mechanism induces significant
overhead in the device processors. We leave optimization of
supporting 32-bit integers for future work.
2) l-IO Kernel vs. vanilla IO. l-IO Kernel executes the
computational logic in the host kernel and exhibits similar
performance against Buffer IO. We look deeper into the time
breakdown of l-IO Kernel. It takes slightly more time to
compute, since sBPF incurs overhead compared to the native
ISA. Oppositely, l-IO Kernel reduces data copy from the
kernel page cache to the userspace buffer. These two aspects
together result in similar performance to Buffer IO.

We further examine three vanilla IO modes. As shown in
Figure 4, Buffer IO performs the best. Direct IO is slower,
as it bypasses the page cache and therefore misses the op-
portunity of readahead. We note that computation takes up
almost all the execution time in Mmap on read applications.
It is because the computational logic accepts the mmaped
virtual memory address and loads data from the file system
via user-agnostic page faults. Page fault handling in the kernel
induces high overhead [59], so leads Mmap to the slowest
mode. Different from read applications, Bitmap still spends
time on IO, because it writes the mapped data via msync.
3) l-IO modes. The rightmost bars in Figure 4 present the
performance of l-IO modes. Without warmup, the execution
time of l-IO is almost the minimum value of l-IO Kernel
and l-IO Device on all applications, although the dispatcher
introduces less than 4.98% overhead.

With warmup, l-IO improves more significantly. Stats64,
KNN, and Grep are 2.19⇥, 2.71⇥, 5.12⇥ faster than Buffer
IO. l-IO is faster than both l-IO Kernel and l-IO Device.
When the application accesses the beginning part of the file,
the l-IO request dispatcher finds that the device processes
faster. It thus submits these requests to the device and keeps
the page cache untouched. As the beginning part passes, the
rest file data is buffered in the page cache. Then the dis-
patcher detects the kernel is better and submits requests. In
this way, l-IO takes full advantage of both the kernel and the
device, achieving the best performance. The write application,
Bitmap, does not gain extra benefits from warmup, compared
to the performance without warmup. As we need to synchro-
nize the data to the device after writing, it always finishes
faster in the device side.
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Figure 5: Speedup of Running Applications Concurrently in l-
IO Mode. App-A and App-B are two collocated applications.
Digits denote the speedup of App-A running in l-IO against
Buffer IO, l-IO Kernel, and l-IO Device.

The results demonstrate that l-IO dispatches requests ef-
fectively and efficiently. Moreover, l-IO yields better perfor-
mance than kernel-only and device-only ISC approaches for
read applications running with warmup.

5.3 Collocated Applications
We evaluate executing collocated applications concurrently,
to present how l-IO works in this scenario.

With five applications, we have ten combinations of two
different applications. For a combination, we run two appli-
cations concurrently, each with 4 threads and its own 16GB
dataset. We evaluate the combination in Buffer IO, l-IO Ker-
nel, l-IO Device, and l-IO modes. Then we measure execu-
tion time of each application and calculate the speedup of
each application in the l-IO mode against other three modes.
We draw results of all combinations in Figure 5, where digits
mean the speedup of App-A.

For better understanding the figure, we take two digits 1.21
and 1.69 in the top left corner of subfigure (a) as an example.
We run Stats32 and Stats64 concurrently in l-IO mode. Com-

pared to run them concurrently in Buffer IO mode, Stats32
and Stats64 complete 1.21⇥ and 1.69⇥ faster respectively.

As we evaluate in §5.2, Stats64, KNN, Grep, and Bitmap
run faster in the device. We classify results of Figure 5(a)
into two categories according to whether chosen applications
both run faster in the device. 1) When Stats32 is chosen, l-IO
speeds up both applications by up to 2.19⇥ compared to other
three modes. This is because l-IO dispatches Stats32 to the
host and the other (Stats64, KNN, Grep, or Bitmap) to the
device, so as to exploit both sides. 2) Otherwise when Stats32
is not chosen, l-IO outperforms Buffer IO and l-IO Kernel
by up to 1.98⇥, because l-IO executes them in the faster
device side. Compared to l-IO Device, l-IO introduces less
than 5.64% dispatching overhead. As shown in Figure 5.3(b),
the speedup with warmup is higher than that without warmup,
because the dispatcher is aware of the page cache.

Since collocated applications run different computational
functions (l) on different dataset files (file_Path), l-IO es-
timates the execution time of their requests and dispatches
separately (§3.4). Based on the design, l-IO can dispatch
collocated applications effectively and efficiently, as demon-
strated in this experiment.

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis
5.4.1 Dataset Size
We evaluate the impacts of the dataset size on the performance
with warmup. We take Stats64 as an example due to space
limitation. Figure 6 reports the results in six modes with
varying dataset sizes. We categorize them into three types,
less than (8GB), approximately equal to (16GB), and greater
than (24GB, 32GB, and 40GB) the page cache capacity.
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Figure 6: Stats64 Performance with Varying Dataset Sizes.

Dataset size < page cache capacity. Recall that the host
memory is 16GB in our testbed, so the 8GB dataset fully
resides in the page cache after the warmup run. The host does
not have to read the data from the device, getting rid of the
peripheral IO bottleneck. Direct IO still bypasses the page
cache and loads data from the device, so it is significantly
slower. The device has wimpier processors than the host, so
l-IO Device exhibits lower performance. l-IO performance
is close to l-IO Kernel, which again proves the effectiveness
of dynamic dispatching.
Dataset size ⇡ page cache capacity. The page cache capacity
is just narrower than the host memory 16GB size, as running
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Figure 7: Performance with Random Warmup.
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Figure 8: Performance with Varying Profiling Periods and
Profiling Lengths.

programs occupy a fraction of space. This setting is the same
as §5.2. The host-side page cache takes little effect and l-IO
exploits both the host kernel and the device simultaneously.
Dataset size > page cache capacity. When the dataset size
exceeds page cache capacity, a fixed size of data is cached
after the warmup. l-IO performs better than the other five
modes by 1.28⇥ to 1.60⇥ because it dispatches requests to
both sides efficiently.

5.4.2 Warmup
We evaluate the impacts of the warmup approach on perfor-
mance. As we state in §5.1, we warm up the page cache by
sequentially reading the input/output file via Buffer IO. In
this experiment, we change sequential read to random read
and show the results in Figure 7.

Compared to results in Figure 4, Buffer IO performs better.
After warmup by random read, random parts of the dataset file
are in the page cache. During the execution, the application
accesses the dataset file sequentially, so it can access partial
data quickly when that part of the data is in the page cache.
Nevertheless, l-IO can still outperform Buffer IO by 4.05⇥.
Dynamic request dispatching of l-IO works effectively and
efficiently, no matter how the warmup is taken.

5.4.3 Profiling Period and Profiling Length
Figure 8 depicts the performance with varying profiling peri-
ods and lengths. We choose Stats64 and Bitmap as the repre-
sentative of read and write applications. When the profiling
period becomes larger, the execution time decreases as l-IO
profiles fewer requests. The execution time remains stable
when the profiling period is over 200, as the profiling and dis-
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Figure 9: Stats64 Performance with Varying (a) Buffer Sizes
and (b) Thread Counts.

patching overhead is small enough. So we choose 200 as the
default value of the profiling period because a small period
leads to a quick response to the status.

When the profiling length goes up, the execution time in-
creases significantly. With a profiling length of 200, l-IO pro-
files all the requests and submits them to both the kernel and
the device. We choose 5 as the default value of the profiling
length. We calculate the average by removing the maximum
and minimum values, to avoid accidental measurement errors.

5.4.4 Buffer Size
Figure 9(a) illustrates the performance of the Stats64 applica-
tion with different data buffer sizes in each iteration. Most IO
modes stay stable when the buffer size varies. Direct IO runs
faster as the buffer size surpasses 4MB. Buffer IO and l-IO
Kernel perform almost the same, as in previous experiments.

5.4.5 Thread Count
Figure 9(b) plots the execution time of the Stats64 application
with different number of host threads. Most IO modes execute
faster when the number of threads grows up. Mmap rarely
improves as using 1 thread reaches the top performance. The
performance of l-IO Device mode scales linearly from 1
thread to 4 threads. For all IO modes, 4 threads are enough to
exploit the performance potential although the host CPU has
8 hyperthreads.

5.5 Overhead of sBPF
In this experiment, we evaluate the overhead of sBPF against
eBPF. We choose two representative applications Stats64 and
Stats32, because they run faster in the host and the device
separately. We compare computation and total execution time
in 8 settings, as shown in Table 4.
Settings. Eight settings are divided into two groups, kernel
and device. We compile the computational logic to eBPF/s-
BPF programs. Two eBPF settings in the table mean running
the bytecode by the eBPF verifier and JITer. We disable loop
and pointer verifications to test the bare performance. DL
checks dynamic-length loops on the basis of eBPF. DL+HF
checks pointer access by helper functions on top of DL. We
add two bpf helper functions for pointer read and write to
the input and output buffers. All the input and output buffer
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Setting Stats64 Stats32
Compute (s) Total (s) Compute (s) Total (s)

Kernel

eBPF 0.84 9.06 1.38 9.08
DL 0.86 9.06 1.41 9.16
DL+HF 3.99 9.47 9.19 14.15
sBPF 0.99 9.06 1.60 9.12

Device

eBPF 2.39 6.38 8.64 18.75
DL 2.64 6.84 9.04 19.54
DL+HF 11.82 25.11 31.99 65.45
sBPF 2.94 7.34 10.27 22.02

Table 4: Performance on eBPF and sBPF. DL: eBPF with
checking Dynamic-length Loops. DL+HF: eBPF with check-
ing Dynamic-length Loop and checking memory access by
Helper Functions.
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Figure 10: TPC-H Performance w/o Warmup. B: Buffer IO,
K: l-IO Kernel, D: l-IO Device, lll: l-IO. Qi: query i.

pointer accesses in the computational logic are modified to
use helper functions. sBPF is the default setting used in all
the other experiments. It combines dynamic loop and pointer
access as we describe in §3.3.
Results. Table 4 depicts the results in 8 settings. Comparing
the results of eBPF and sBPF settings, we find that the loop
check induces at most 2.44% and 10.09% overhead in the host
kernel and the device. Together with the pointer check, sBPF
adds no more than 16.96% and 22.68% computation time
in two sides respectively. The total execution time is almost
unchanged in the host, and increases by 15.14% - 17.44%
in the device. The results of UL+HF settings are notable.
It expands computation time by up to 6.67⇥ and 4.93⇥ in
two sides and slows down the total execution time seriously.
The results demonstrate that loop and pointer checks of sBPF
come at an acceptable cost.

5.6 Case Study: Spark SQL
In this experiment, we port a real application, Spark SQL [10],
to l-IO and evaluate its end-to-end performance with TPC-
H [11]. Spark SQL is a prevalent SQL application for re-
lational processing on structured data [60], as a module of
Apache Spark. Spark SQL follows the schema of reading and
processing data, so that it offers the opportunity of offload-
ing computational logic to read via l-IO. For an SQL query,
Spark SQL first parses the query, constructs JAVA source code
for processing data, and generates JAVA bytecode for later
execution. Afterward, Spark SQL executes in two steps, 1)
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Figure 11: TPC-H Performance w/ Warmup.

reads data from files, and 2) executes the JAVA bytecode to
process input data and returns results. Thus, we can extract
part of processing logic in the JAVA source code and integrate
it into the first-step read via l-IO.
Workloads. TPC-H is a widely-used OLAP benchmark [11]
that defines a dataset of 8 tables and 22 SQL queries.
We generate a 41.6GB dataset with a scale factor of 40.
Three largest tables, LINEITEM, ORDERS, and PARTSUPP are
28.61GB (68.77%), 6.58GB (15.84%), and 4.53 GB (10.88%)
in size respectively, together taking up 95.49% space of the
whole dataset. We equip the host with 32GB of physical mem-
ory, which is still smaller than the dataset size. As for queries,
we classify them into two categories, IO intensive and CPU
intensive. We show 5 queries of each category due to the
paper space limitation. They cover various SQL operations of
projection, selection, aggregation, join, subquery, etc.

We focus on the largest table LINEITEM in this experiment,
as all the 10 queries retrieve data from it. We add a prepro-
cessing module between Spark SQL and l-IO. For a SQL
query, we extract filter logic (projection and selection) of
LINEITEM from generated JAVA source code, convert it to C
code, and integrate it to read in the preprocessing module. In
this way, the execution progress finishes in two steps. 1) The
preprocessing module reads file data and filters. 2) Spark SQL
retrieves filtered data from the preprocessing module, further
processes (e.g. aggregation, join), and returns results in the
Spark environment. The filter logic of every query has less
than 50 LoC and thus the porting overhead is low.
Comparing targets. We implement and run the preprocessing
module in four modes, Buffer IO (B), l-IO Kernel (K), l-
IO Device (D), and l-IO (l). In the Buffer IO mode, the
preprocessing module reads file data via pread and runs the
filter logic of projection and selection totally in the userspace.
In the other three modes, the processing module integrates
filter logic into read via pread_l of l-IO. We do not present
the performance of the unmodified Spark SQL in the paper,
as it is always slower than our modified Spark SQL with
the preprocessing module, and instead, we use the Buffer IO
mode as the baseline for fairness.
Results. Figure 10 and Figure 11 report experimental results
without and with warmup. We warm up by reading the dataset
sequentially before each execution, as we state in §5.1. As
we mention in the settings above, the modified Spark SQL
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executes a SQL query in two steps, first in the preprocessing
module and then in the Spark environment. We divide time in
the preprocessing module into three parts of IO, computation,
and other, as in Figure 4. Plus time in Spark, we break down
end-to-end execution time into four parts in the figures.

Figure 10(a) shows the performance of IO intensive queries
without warmup. In these queries, IO occupies 27.02% –
60.41% of end-to-end execution time in the Buffer IO mode.
The execution time of l-IO Kernel is similar to Buffer IO,
like in previous experiments. l-IO dispatches requests to
the device efficiently and reduces preprocessing time (IO +
computation + other) by up to 81.85% against Buffer IO. Ac-
cording to our statistics, the preprocessing module reduces the
input data size to only 0.59% – 6.75%. Taking Spark time and
scheduling overhead into account, l-IO outperforms Buffer
IO by 8.56% – 31.58%. l-IO accelerates the end-to-end exe-
cution time of Spark SQL on IO intensive queries.

Figure 11(a) reports the performance with warmup. The
dataset is larger than the page cache. We focus on the exe-
cution time of l-IO. It performs faster than Buffer IO, l-IO
Kernel, and l-IO Device by up to 2.15⇥, 2.16⇥, and 1.51⇥
respectively. We also evaluate on a 20.8GB dataset (Scale
Factor=20). With all data cached in the host, l-IO Kernel is
faster than l-IO Device by 9.16% – 35.56%. l-IO dispatches
requests to the kernel with less than 2.98% overhead. These
demonstrate the effectiveness of l-IO dispatching.

Figure 10(b) and Figure 11(b) show performance of CPU
intensive queries. l-IO Kernel performs similarly to Buffer
IO. Preprocessing time of Q20 in l-IO Device is 16.28%
less than l-IO Kernel, where the row selectivity 15.1% is
as low as IO-intensive queries. But for Q1, Q3, Q4 and Q7,
preprocessing in the l-IO Kernel is faster than l-IO Device by
up to 18.45%. This is because they select 30.3% – 98.5% rows,
much higher than IO intensive queries. The device copies
and returns more data and becomes less effecient than the
host. Even though preprocessing is faster either in the host or
the device, l-IO chooses the faster side for all the 5 queries.
The key difference from IO intensive queries is that Spark
occupies dominant part, more than 87.48% of execution time.
Therefore, the end-to-end execution time of all modes does
not differ significantly.

In summary, taking Spark SQL as an example, real appli-
cations can benefit from l-IO.

6 Related Work

In-storage computing (ISC) in the storage device originates in
the disk era [4,12] and revives with the advent of SSDs [5,13].
We classify recent works into two categories, case study and
general framework. Case study works accelerate a specific
application or system by ISC, such as SQL [15, 61, 62], big
data [14], graph [16, 17, 49], file system [22, 29, 63], and data
training [18,19,64]. General ISC frameworks target offloading
user-defined computational logic [23–27,55] and are closer to

ours. As we state before, existing ISC frameworks mostly fo-
cus on providing manipulation interfaces in the userspace and
accelerating computation in the device, but l-IO redesigns
the IO stack to support offloading computation. We discuss
two works in more detail. Summarizer [24] proposes an au-
tomatic dispatching approach to saturate the device first, but
does not consider many factors affecting the execution time
in both sides. l-IO takes many factors into consideration, and
proposes profiling-based dynamic dispatching to designate
requests. MetalFS [26] integrates into Linux as a file system
driver, it only offloads computation to the FPGA device, with-
out utilizing the host computation resources. l-IO employs
dynamic dispatching to exploit both sides.

As the network system continues delving into eBPF [35,
37], it also gains increasing attention in the storage sys-
tem [29], especially ISC researches [31–34]. ExtFuse [29]
accelerates file systems by embedding specialized request
handlers into the kernel. Kourtis et al. [31] propose pushing
computation to the disaggregated storage device, in order to
avoid multiple network roundtrips. As the first one targets
a specific acceleration, other ISC works make preliminary
exploration and envision of bringing eBPF to in-storage com-
puting. Zhong et al. [30,65] focus on pointer-chasing storage
functions, e.g. a chain of IO requests, and aim to resubmit
them in a lower layer of the host kernel to alleviate software
stack overhead. But they do not pay enough attention to data
computation inside one IO or offloading computation to com-
putational storage devices. l-IO analyzes and identifies two
critical limitations that render eBPF inapplicable to general
ISC. Responding to this issue, l-IO proposes sBPF to break
the limitations. Moreover, we build l-IO on the full-stack
software and hardware environment, not only the host side.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present l-IO, which extends Linux IO to
enable offloading computation to both the host kernel and the
device. It carries and executes a user-defined computational
logic during data transfer. We implement l-IO in the full-stack
and real software and hardware environment, and evaluate it
with synthetic and real applications against vanilla Linux IO,
showing significant performance improvement.
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Abstract
Data-intensive applications executing on NVM-based stor-
age systems experience serious bottlenecks when moving
data between DRAM and NVM. We advocate for the use
of the long-existing but recently neglected on-chip DMA to
expedite data movement with three contributions. First, we ex-
plore new latency-oriented optimization directions, driven by
a comprehensive DMA study, to design a high-performance
DMA module, which significantly lowers the I/O size thresh-
old to observe benefits. Second, we propose a new data
movement engine, Fastmove, that coordinates the use of the
DMA along with the CPU with judicious scheduling and load
splitting such that the DMA’s limitations are compensated,
and the overall gains are maximized. Finally, with a gen-
eral kernel-based design, simple APIs, and DAX file system
integration, Fastmove allows applications to transparently ex-
ploit the DMA and its new features without code change.
We run three data-intensive applications MySQL, Graph-
Walker, and Filebench atop NOVA, ext4-DAX, and XFS-DAX,
with standard benchmarks like TPC-C, and popular graph
algorithms like PageRank. Across single- and multi-socket
settings, compared to the conventional CPU-only NVM ac-
cesses, Fastmove introduces to TPC-C with MySQL 1.13-
2.16× speedups of peak throughput, reduces the average la-
tency by 17.7-60.8%, and saves 37.1-68.9% CPU usage spent
in data movement. It also shortens the execution time of graph
algorithms with GraphWalker by 39.7-53.4%, and introduces
1.12-1.27× throughput speedups for Filebench.

1 Introduction
Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies such
as STT-MRAM [45], PCM [40], ReRAM [6], and 3D-
XPoint [15] offer byte-addressibility and comparable latency
as DRAM but with substantially larger capacity. In addition, it
provides data durability with orders of magnitude higher per-
formance than prior durable devices like SSDs [55]. Recently,
numerous studies have been proposed to combine faster,

∗This work was done at UNIST.
†“SmartX” is also known as Beijing Zhiling Haina Technology Co., LTd.

volatile DRAM, for caching, with slightly slower, denser
NVM, for persisting data, in storage systems to revolutionize
I/O performance of data-intensive applications with persis-
tence demands [12].

In NVM-based storage systems, data are often moved be-
tween the two types of memories, due to DRAM cache fill-up,
logging, or flushing. However, recent studies [28, 55] high-
light that the DRAM-NVM data movement is not efficient,
mainly because of their performance gaps in latency and
bandwidth [13]. Additionally, we further notice that such
data movement leads to heavy CPU consumption since NVM
chips are attached to the memory bus, and their accesses must
make use of the load and store instructions. Such nega-
tive performance effects worsen with multiple sockets, which
modern high-end servers often provide, because of the neg-
ative NUMA impact [28]. This data movement bottleneck
severely impairs the overall performance of I/O intensive ap-
plications and consequently, undermines the benefits brought
by incorporating NVM.

To address this bottleneck, the slowness of NVM motivates
us to re-think the usage of the on-chip DMAs that still come
with the CPU but have deteriorated in use with the advent of
fast storage devices. In this paper, we seek to transparently
expedite data movement in NVM-based storage systems by
(partially) offloading data movement to DMA to improve
overall performance. However, while exploiting the on-chip
DMA is a natural optimization, there are a few obstacles to
incorporating it into NVM-based storage systems.

First, we need to handle more complex I/O patterns and
have significantly different optimization goals than exist-
ing work [41, 54], which have already applied DMA as a
minor technique to free CPU cycles of page migration in
tiered DRAM-NVM systems. They handle I/Os that are al-
ways large, i.e., 2MB, and run in the background. However,
NVM-based storage systems face I/Os with much smaller and
variable sizes that are often on the critical path of the fore-
ground user requests. Thus, our primary optimization goal
is to shorten the execution time of DMA requests. Second,
latency-critical optimization requires an in-depth understand-
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ing of the strengths and limits of DMA, in conjunction with
NVM and storage-facing I/Os, which is largely beyond exist-
ing studies [21].

To address the above challenges, first, we conduct a com-
prehensive study to understand the latency behaviors of using
DMA for DRAM-NVM data movement on the Intel I/OAT
and Optane PM combination, the only such pair in existence.
This study suggests that the potential of DMA is heavily con-
strained by various factors, e.g., uneven advantages between
reads and writes over the CPU, the non-negligible costs that
grow with I/O size, bandwidth and concurrency limits, etc.

Second, we derive principles from the study to design
Fastmove, a general data movement system that sits at the
lower level of the software hierarchy. At the core, it includes
a high-performance DMA module, which encapsulates the
upper-level I/O requests into low-level hardware commands
that comply with the workflows of data movement in NVM-
based storage systems. We also maximize the benefits of
DMA by introducing various optimizations such as batch-
ing the page pinning and descriptor submission activities for
grouped DMA tasks and balancing and coordinating concur-
rent accesses to DMA channels. Furthermore, to compensate
for the limitations of the stand-alone DMA solution such as
the extra overhead and the concurrency and bandwidth con-
straints, we devise a lightweight Scheduler to prioritize bulk
I/Os to go through DMA, while smaller I/Os are routed to the
original CPU path. Scheduler additionally splits bulk read
I/Os and balance loads between the DMA and CPU paths,
adapting to real-time changes in DMA resource availability.

Finally, we incorporate Fastmove into the Linux kernel as
an OS library with a limited number of simple APIs, which
can be used to easily replace system functions that trigger data
movements. To demonstrate its practicality, we adapt three
NVM-based storage systems, NOVA, ext4-DAX, and XFS-DAX,
to make use of Fastmove with minimal (2 to 4 lines of code)
change. Consequently, applications running atop these sys-
tems can transparently enjoy the data movement acceleration
brought by Fastmove. Additionally, we enable such acceler-
ation for the cross-socket setting by deploying file systems
atop the Linux device mapper with 2 lines of code change.
This design enables the POSIX read() and write() APIs
to freely employ Fastmove. To prove this, we successfully
run three I/O-intensive applications, one industry-adopted
database, MySQL [3], one graph engine, GraphWalker [49],
and one file system and storage benchmark, Filebench [1]
atop the modified file systems without any modifications to
the applications.

We conduct extensive evaluations with three standard
benchmarks FIO [8], fileserver [1], and TPC-C [5], and three
popular random walk algorithms GraphLet, PageRank and
SimRank. The results highlight that, for workloads contain-
ing substantial I/Os with moderately large sizes and beyond,
considerable performance improvements are attained, regard-
less of local or remote NVM access. For TPC-C in MySQL,

Fastmove increases its peak throughput by 13-116% com-
pared to the original ones that use only the CPU, reduces the
average latency by 17.7-60.8%, and saves CPU cycles used
for data movement by 37.1-68.9%. Also, Fastmove brings
1.65-2.14× speedups of execution time for the GraphWalker
algorithms, and 1.12-1.27× speedups of throughput for the
Filebench fileserver workload.

In summary, Fastmove makes the following contributions:
• We present a comprehensive and general study to under-

stand the characteristics of on-chip DMA in conjunction
with NVM far beyond earlier studies [21], which showed
DMA use just as a minor optimization in limited experi-
mental settings [7, 25, 41].

• We propose and implement a fast memory copy engine
Fastmove that accelerates DRAM-NVM data movement in
NVM-based storage systems. Driven by the study findings,
it incorporates new latency-oriented optimizations to reduce
associated DMA costs and coordinates the CPU-only and
DMA paths to maximize overall performance. Fastmove’s
design principles significantly differ from earlier studies
that concentrated on movement of data in a tiered memory
setting [41, 54], where optimizations are simple due to the
large size of memory copy requests.

• We present transparent in-kernel system support with in-
tegration of Fastmove into three NVM-aware DAX file
systems, while extending the device mapper to enable cross-
socket NVM access. This allows unmodified applications
to run atop Fastmove.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 NVM-based Storage Systems
NVM chips sit close to the CPU either by being placed on the
memory bus and connected to CPU sockets via the processors’
integrated memory controller (iMC) or by being exposed via
cache coherence interconnects like Compute Express Link
(CXL) [11, 18, 39]. In 2019, Intel released Optane PM, the
first commercial NVM chip based on the 3D XPoint tech-
nology [15]. Beyond Optane PM, multiple companies are
developing new products based on technologies other than
3D XPoint [15] such as STT-MRAM [45], FRAM [23], Nano-
RAM [42], and ReRAM [6].

Despite the different implementations, they are expected to
offer memory interfaces with byte-addressability, data persis-
tence, and large capacity. Therefore, there have been extensive
research focusing on incorporating NVM to build scalable
storage systems [9, 22, 24, 27, 34, 53] that accelerate the data
access of latency-critical, data-intensive applications. These
applications persist all their data on NVM, while caching
the working set and metadata like indexes in DRAM. When
accessing non-cached data, applications need to load them
from storage, while upon modification, the dirty pages and log
entries need to be flushed back to storage for data durability.

Typically, they make use of NVM-aware DAX file systems
such as NOVA that retain the standard file system interfaces
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Table 1: I/O size (KB) distribution of various workloads
size TPC-C fileserver Graphlet/PPR/SR

read
[0,16) - 80.2% -
[16,32) 100% 11.5%
[32,∞) - 8.3% 100%

write
[0,16) 6.5% 82.2% -
[16,32) 82.9% 10.2% -
[32,∞) 10.6% 7.6% -

and provide strong consistency guarantees along with various
NVM-oriented performance optimizations [7, 20, 53]. There-
fore, the aforementioned data copies often involve memory
allocated in user space, while requiring kernel memory copy
module support.

2.2 The Data Movement Bottleneck
DRAM-NVM data movement can be a critical bottleneck in
terms of performance in data-intensive applications. To under-
stand this, we perform a study on the I/O size distributions of
various applications, from domains ranging from traditional
SQL databases to graph analytic frameworks, and their impact
on performance and resource usage.

As shown in Table 1, driven by the standard database TPC-
C workloads with 5000 warehouses and 16KB innodb page
size in MySQL, more than 93% of write I/Os in MySQL are
beyond 16KB, where a significant number of these bulk writes
are sitting on the critical path of writing logs for foreground
update transactions. In the fileserver workload of Filebench,
8.3% and 7.6% of the reads and writes are beyond 32KB, re-
spectively. Though the number of bulk I/Os is relatively small
in fileserver, they already account for 44.1% of the overall data
movement volume. Finally, GraphWalker, a single-threaded
graph processing system, periodically reads from NVM into
DRAM, all in 128KB chunks, which it later consumes with
its in-memory processing [49].

To assess the negative impacts of data movement, we run
the msppr workload [49] in GraphWalker atop NOVA, an NVM-
based file system, with Optane PM. Note that NOVA uses
Linux memcpy to access data on Optane and does not make use
of SIMD as SIMD cannot be used within the kernel [43]. We
find that over 92% of the execution time is spent on reading
data from NVM under a single socket setting, while, when
cross-socket data movement is involved, this number increases
to over 97%. While these numbers will vary depending on the
application, our observation is that for many applications, the
time consumed for data movement is a clear bottleneck.

The inefficiencies of CPU-directed data movement are
mainly caused by the performance gap between DRAM and
NVM. In particular, with 6 interleaved Optane DIMMs within
a single socket, reading a 4K page from Optane takes 952ns,
2.9× longer than that of DRAM. Similar to latency, PM shows
74.4%/35.3% lower read/write throughput than DRAM. Even
worse, it takes 18 CPU cores for Optane to reach its peak
load throughput while it only takes 5 for DRAM to reach
a similar load throughput [55]. Finally, when accessing re-

mote memory across sockets, both DRAM and NVM suffer
negative NUMA effects due to the extra writes introduced
by the default directory-based cache coherence protocol [28].
However, the performance loss of remote NVM accesses is
larger because of its lower write bandwidth. Our findings are
consistent with recent studies [14, 28, 55].

2.3 On-Chip DMA and its Challenges
Modern processors have included on-chip DMA engines since
as far as one can remember. For instance, Intel’s I/O Acceler-
ation Technology (I/OAT) DMA engine [16] lies in the inte-
grated I/O module of the CPU, which also connects to cores
and iMCs through a mesh interconnect. Similarly, AMD’s
second-generation EPYC processors are also equipped with
on-chip DMA engines [37]. With the advent of high perfor-
mance storage devices, however, they have deteriorated to
a mostly unused component. The observations behind the
data movement overhead problem motivate us to re-think the
role of the on-chip DMA in NVM-based storage systems. We
advocate that it will be beneficial to use on-chip DMAs to of-
fload data copy jobs in NVM-based storage systems, thereby
improving the copy performance itself as well as saving CPU
cycles that could be used for other useful work.

To explore the latency improvement potential of DMA, we
evaluate the speed of moving data between DRAM and NVM
achieved by Intel I/OAT, in comparison with the CPU-only
counterparts. Here, we refer to the I/OAT setting as Simple-
DMA as we use it as-is without optimizations, which are
explored later.

We use the FIO benchmark [8] to generate single-threaded
read and write requests with I/O sizes ranging from 16KB to
512KB, where the former load data from NVM to DRAM
while the latter store data in the opposite direction. These
requests trigger kernel memory copy functions through NOVA
to operate the underlying NVM—Optane PM [55], and we
measure the time consumed for those functions.

Figure 1a and Figure 1c show that Simple-DMA performs
consistently worse than CPU-only, and delivers 29.9-134.4%
higher read latency, regardless of local and remote accesses.
Contrary to reads, for local writes as shown in Figure 1b,
Simple-DMA delivers comparable latency as CPU-only at
64KB, with meaningful differences expanding with I/O sizes
from 128KB and beyond. For instance, when writing 256KB,
the latency of Simple-DMA is only 64.7% of the CPU-only
latency. Compared to the single-socket results, in Figure 1d,
when considering two sockets, we observe that the perfor-
mance of remote writes achieved by CPU-only and Simple-
DMA both worsen. However, the request size threshold where
Simple-DMA catches up with CPU-only becomes smaller at
16KB, which is only 25% of that observed for local writes.

The above latency comparison suggests that there is hardly
any opportunity to allow reads within NVM-based storage
systems to benefit from Simple-DMA; while for large writes,
opportunities seem to exist. However, whether such large
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Figure 1: Simple-DMA versus CPU-only read/write latency
as request size is varied with FIO workloads.

writes (not smaller than 128KB for local writes) are amply
available in typical applications is questionable. For example,
as shown in Table 1 in our evaluation, around 80% of the
bulk writes for MySQL-TPC-C concentrate on the range of
[16KB, 32KB), which is certainly below the benefit threshold
of Simple-DMA. Our conclusion is that we need to explore
whether there are optimization opportunities.

Moreover, we have witnessed initial adoptions [7,21,41,54]
of on-chip DMA to accelerate DRAM-NVM data movement.
However, these early attempts mostly focus on tiered memory
systems, and cannot be directly applied to NVM-based storage
systems, which is our focus, due to the following reasons.

First, our optimization goal differs from using DMA in
tiered memory systems, where data movements triggered by
page migration run in the background, not on the critical
path of user requests. Related works primarily focus their
optimization goal on deriving advanced migration policies,
and use DMA as a minor optimization to free CPU cycles [41].
In contrast, for NVM-based storage systems, data copy jobs
such as user reads and log flushing are part of an end-to-end
execution of foreground requests, which directly affect user
experience. Thus, the key performance measure is latency.

Second, the I/O patterns and workflows differ significantly
between NVM-based storage systems and tiered memory
systems. The page migration workloads in tiered memory
systems are quite simple and always happen at 2MB huge
page granularity [41, 54]. In contrast, the sizes of bulk I/Os
in NVM-based storage systems are much smaller and vary
considerably. It is equally important that the workflow of
handling memory copies via DMA in NVM-storage systems
contains considerably more steps than that of tiered memory.
These differences imply that the associated overhead of DMA
is not negligible in NVM-based storage systems.

In summary, the Simple-DMA performance, the demand
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Figure 2: Workflow of memory copy using Simple-DMA.

for reducing latency and the storage-specific I/O patterns
present us with unique challenges in making use of the DMA
in NVM-based storage systems. In this paper, through an
in-depth study of the behavior of on-chip DMA, we explore
avenues of optimization opportunities. In addition, through
Fastmove, we develop the necessary abstractions and trans-
parent latency-sensitive optimizations so that applications
may reap the benefits of the DMA without any code change.

3 DMA Optimization Opportunities
Here we provide a comprehensive study on DMA in con-
junction with NVM to derive the optimization directions for
lowering the latency of DMA-enabled memory copies and
for unleashing its potentials to (partially) alleviate the above
DRAM-NVM data stall problem.

3.1 DMA-enabled Data Moving Workflow
To begin our study, we first illustrate in Figure 2 the workflow
of handling memory copy requests issued by applications
via DMA, which implements exactly the same logic as the
Linux memcpy. Take a 16KB I/O as an example. The virtual
addresses of data residing in DRAM for NVM-based storage
systems are possibly not contiguous, which leads to this single
memory copy operation at the application side being divided
up into four DMA subtasks. Each subtask corresponds to a
4KB page and will go through the following steps. ① pins the
target DRAM pages as we need to prevent those pages from
being swapped out or modified during DMA execution. An
alternative way to do so is to allocate a DMA buffer, but at the
cost of imposing extra memory copies or giving up transparent
support to applications. ② prepares the DMA descriptor, the
required metadata for I/OAT, which is then submitted to the
hardware at step ③. Meanwhile, the submitter waits (④b) until
the completion of ④a and reaches the final step ⑤ to finalize
the corresponding DMA subtask execution, e.g., unpinning
the page and notifying the application. Note that all steps
except ④a are managed by a CPU thread, often the I/O thread
of the application.
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Table 2: Breakdown time costs of local read and write requests
that use Simple-DMA

size
(KB)

cost (%)
#subtasks

pin submit I/OAT other

read
16 4.7 12.7 80.4 2.2 8
32 4.9 14.1 78.7 2.3 16
64 5.1 14.8 77.9 2.3 32

write
16 6.2 15.7 75.3 2.9 8
32 7.1 19.8 69.8 3.3 16
64 7.9 23.3 65.3 3.5 32

3.2 I/OAT and Optane PM Demonstration
To make the study concrete, in this section, we focus on the
combination of Optane PM and Intel’s I/OAT DMA.

3.2.1 Associated Time Costs
First, we investigate the latency breakdown results of Simple-
DMA, which are summarized in Table 2, with the same setup
as Figure 1a and Figure 1b. “pin”, “submit”, and “I/OAT”
correspond to steps ①, ②-③, and ④a of Figure 2, respectively,
while “others” denotes the remaining overhead.

The execution on the I/OAT hardware is the longest step
of DMA-enabled memory copy requests across reads and
writes. However, its ratio decreases from 80.4% to 77.9%,
and 75.3% to 65.3% for reads and writes, respectively, when
I/Os expand from 16KB to 64KB. In contrast, the associated
overhead, excluding I/OAT, is also non-negligible and grows
proportionally with request size, reaching to 34.7% for local
64KB writes. This is mainly because bulk I/Os within NVM-
based storage systems trigger a series of I/OAT subtasks at
4KB granularity, as introduced in Section 3.1.

This growing overhead can be further doubled when the
source and destination addresses of the corresponding I/O
request are not aligned. Figure 3 illustrates such an example.
The src of page#1 is not aligned with dst of page#a. As the
DMA does not support cross-page copy when it cannot tell
if the physical address is contiguous between pages, we have
to split page#1 into two separate portions, namely ① and ②,
where the former fits in the empty space of page#a, while the
latter will have to fit on the lower part of page#b. Each of these
portions will trigger a separate I/OAT subtask. Moreover, the
remaining two pages #2 and #3 will go through the same effort.
As the FIO workloads exhibit unaligned memory addresses,
as shown in Table 2, bulk I/Os consist of 8-32 DMA subtasks
and pay the associated time cost one more time. As this shows,
in the case of transferring unaligned memory addresses, the
overhead involved can turn out to be even more significant.

Trimming down the associated costs seems promising for
improving the latency of writes. For instance, one can imagine
that reducing them by 30.7% for 16KB writes will allow
the DMA latency turning point to be reduced from 64KB
to 16KB, enabling more applications, like MySQL, to gain
performance benefits. However, this is not so with reads, since
even completely eliminating these overheads still results in the
DMA performing 11.1%-39.3% slower than CPU-only. Thus,

#0 #1 #2 #3

#a #b #c #d
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Virtual Address
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Virtual Address

⑥

② ③ ④ ⑤① ⑥
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page 

boundary

DMA 

subtask 

boundary

Figure 3: Composition of DMA subtasks for a single applica-
tion data movement job with unaligned source and destination
addresses. Three source pages (#1-#3) are involved but six
subtasks are generated (①-⑥).

other means to overcome this challenge must be conceived.
In addition, using Transparent Huge Page (THP) in the ker-

nel makes the addresses, with high probability, to be contigu-
ous. For contiguous copies, the cost of I/OAT still dominates,
but with the submission and unalignment cost significantly
diminished, compared to the above non-contiguous ones. This
is because under such setting, memory copy requests will no
longer be divided into multiple DMA subtasks.

3.2.2 Intra-Request Parallel Copy
Each DMA device consists of M multiple channels that can
process DMA subtasks in parallel. Therefore, we explore
parallelizing hardware copy of a single request, where we
split the request into N chunks (N ≤ M) and thus, N DMA
subtasks, each chunk making use of one channel. Here, we
derive two different parallel execution modes, namely, para-A
and para-B, where para-A uses a single submitter for channel
submission, while para-B spawns N submitters, each of which
manages its own channel independently.

For 64KB reads and writes, compared to Simple-DMA,
para-A indeed reduces the I/OAT copy time, but the reduction
is not proportional to the number of parallel chunks. In addi-
tion, we observe a significant increase in the submission over-
head, which eventually offsets the benefits of intra-request,
multi-channel parallel copy. In the end, para-A does not im-
prove much on the end-to-end latency of Simple-DMA for
reads, while even leading to performance loss for writes.

Para-B fares worse than para-A, worsening latency for both
reads and writes. Our analysis shows that para-B sharply
increases the hardware copy time by up to 68.7%. This is
because of the heavy contention on DMA bandwidth driven
by the parallel subtasks. This case differs from para-A, as the
single submitter setting in para-A enables pipeline parallelism,
which does not heavily stress the DMA. In addition, para-B
introduces heavy CPU usage due to the multiple submitters.

Finally, as we cannot parallelize intra-request copies within
DMA, we also explore the possibilities of balancing these
copy subtasks between the CPU and DMA. Unfortunately,
this is not applicable for writes, as using the DMA can eas-
ily saturate NVM’s bandwidth. We find that the bandwidth
competition can lead to amplified interference between the
two tasks, resulting in 14.6% higher latency compared to the
sole execution of using the DMA. In contrast, we find this
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Figure 4: I/OAT latency when 4 FIO threads doing read/write
workloads as number of channels and as request size is varied.

solution works well for reads as the DMA cannot consume
all of the NVM bandwidth, and thus, the joint use of the CPU
and DMA leads to better bandwidth consumption. We take
this last approach as part of our optimization.

3.2.3 Impacts of Inter-Request Parallelism
Finally, we evaluate the impact of inter-request parallelism
as in reality, application threads may concurrently execute
data movement requests and make use of the DMA. First,
we investigate whether using more DMA channels influences
the performance of DMA operators. To this end, we use four
concurrent threads to submit DMA requests to its multiple
DMA channels on our two-socket NUMA machine. Here, we
exercise up to 8 channels per DMA device/NUMA node. Fig-
ure 4 shows the latencies of DMA operators with varied I/O
sizes. With the increasing number of channels, irrespective of
local/remote reads/writes, the DMA operators become faster.
For instance, compared to the 1 channel setting, adding one
more channel leads to 38.1%-53.3% latency reduction for the
256KB memory copy operators. Trends are similar with more
concurrent threads and cross-socket NVM accesses.

Second, we explore the changes in read/write effective
bandwidth with the increase in the number of concurrent
threads submitting DMA requests with bulk I/Os. We find
that Simple-DMA observes an increase in read/write effective
bandwidth for up to four threads, but beyond this, it starts to
decline sharply. (Results not shown due to space limit.) The
key limiting factor here is not drive scalability but, instead,
the I/OAT DMA bandwidth. This suggests that a limit on
concurrent DMA access should be set to prevent the DMA
resource from being over-used.

3.3 Study Generalization
While the performance study above takes into consideration

the performance characteristics of the underlying hardware,
it also lays out the general study flow and key factors to be
considered independent of particular NVM and DMA devices.
With the advent of new hardware, the general study always
needs to answer the following two questions:

First, how can the DMA be best configured so that using it
can be faster than CPU-only even for small I/O requests? This
part requires understanding the DMA subtask associated cost,
the DMA parallel execution, and the effects of concurrency
that drive the latency-oriented optimizations. Furthermore, it
also requires exploring the effects of balancing loads among
DMA channels and even between DMA and CPU.

Second, how do we choose among the different copy paths?
We decide the best-effort path with the minimal time cost
among three choices, namely, CPU, DMA, and DMA-CPU
cooperation. Furthermore, we have to check if there are avail-
able DMA resources, i.e., the current DMA bandwidth usage,
monitored during DMA execution, is below the profiled max-
imum bandwidths of DMA and NVM, respectively.

In summary, our general study framework will offer useful
guidelines for accelerating data movement in storage systems
that combine future DMA implementations and near-DRAM
storage devices such as the upcoming CXL devices.

4 Overview of Fastmove
Driven by the study in Section 3, we aim to let data-intensive
applications transparently make the best use of DMA to al-
leviate the NVM data stall problem presented in Section 2.2.
Done properly, this should lead to better performance and alle-
viate CPU involvement required for memory copies between
DRAM and NVM. First, we need to improve the latency of
DMA-enabled data movement by taking into consideration
the access constraints of DMA such as extra overhead, re-
source allocation, and interference within DMA or with CPU.
Second, to complement DMA’s limitations, we need to judi-
ciously determine when and how much to resort to the normal
CPU data path. Finally, while DMA is supported by Linux
kernel functions, applications should not be burdened by high
development and optimization overhead to exploit the DMA.
Thus, a clean abstraction that requires minimal changes to
applications is imperative.

4.1 Fastmove’s Architecture
Figure 5 shows the overall design of Fastmove, our efficient
data movement engine. It sits below DAX file systems such
as NOVA, ext4-DAX, and XFS-DAX, which are compatible with
POSIX APIs and designed to use recent PM, as well as the
Linux device mapper module, which allows file systems to
use PMs across sockets. With this design, applications that run
atop a POSIX file system should seamlessly be able to use our
engine. Fastmove consists of three major system components,
namely, Scheduler, DMA module, and CPU module. We
retain the original design of the CPU module, where we let
the corresponding I/O request execute the load and store
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Figure 5: The overall architecture of Fastmove, which man-
ages both DMA and CPU resources. Each NUMA node has a
DMA device (dashed line box), which has multiple channels.

instructions as usual. However, we introduce a new DMA
module that manages DMA resource allocation and memory
copy offloading, with various optimizations to alleviate DMA
costs and improve DMA resource usage. (Details will be
discussed in Section 5.1.)

As the core logic, Scheduler is responsible for making
decisions on selecting either DMA or CPU to execute requests.
Its detailed design will be discussed in Section 5.3. This
decision-making procedure should be fast so as not to incur
overhead on the end-to-end request latency. It should also
be smart so as to prioritize the use of DMA to fully make
use of its strengths, while resorting to the CPU-only path as
needed to compensate for the limitations of DMA for overall
enhanced performance (Section 5.2).

4.2 API Abstraction
To exploit DMA transparently at the application level, we
introduce three APIs that are simple extensions to existing
APIs used by DAX file systems. The key observation here is
that DAX file systems universally make use of a limited num-
ber of APIs for data movement, namely, copy_from_user,
copy_to_user, and dax_iomap_rw. The first two are called
by the read and write file system functions, while the last
API is used by the read_iter and write_iter file system
functions to perform memory copies in batches. These APIs
are replaced by the APIs that we describe below.

As shown in Table 3, the three APIs that we in-
troduce are fm_copy_from_user, fm_copy_to_user, and
fm_iomap_rw. The first two new APIs have four arguments,
dst, src, len, and bdev. dst and src specifies the destina-
tion and source of the copy (from PM to DRAM or vice versa),
while len refers to the number of bytes to copy. The last ar-
gument bdev is the PM block device descriptor that includes
rich information of the PM device such as the NUMA node
id of the target PM. The last API fm_iomap_rw has three
parameters, where iocb specifies the operational semantics
such as read or write, iov_iter encodes parameters such as

Table 3: Fastmove APIs
fm_copy_from_user(dst, src, len, bdev);
fm_copy_to_user(dst, src, len, bdev);
fm_iomap_rw(iocb, iov_iter, iomap_ops);

source and destination address vectors, and iomap_ops that
is passed by file systems for I/O address mapping.

Finally, we only need to replace the old APIs with the new
ones at the file system level. Thus, upper layer applications
can take advantage of Fastmove without any code change.
(Details are discussed in Section 5.4.)

5 Design and Implementation
5.1 High-Performance DMA Module
Under Fastmove, we offer a dedicated wrapper module to
easily use the low-level primitives that DMA offers. This
wrapper executes the I/O requests admitted by Scheduler.
Here, we encapsulate the DMA requests by inheriting the
values of parameters from the Fastmove APIs and the DMA
channel assignment from Scheduler. Then, the wrapper exe-
cutes DMA requests by going through all the steps in Figure 2
with the following major techniques and optimizations.
Batched DRAM page pinning. Memory addresses passed
from user space are all virtual and need to be translated into
physical ones that the DMA can consume. Furthermore, to
satisfy DMA requirements, the virtual-to-physical address
mapping must remain valid and unchanged during the exe-
cution of the corresponding DMA copy. This can be done
by calling the pin_user_page and the dma_map_page ker-
nel functions. However, pinning user pages one by one incurs
high overhead for bulk I/Os, which span across multiple pages.
To lighten this overhead, we leverage the pin_user_pages
function available in the recent Linux kernel (version 5.9) that
pins all the pages belonging to a single I/O. Similarly, we
apply the same optimization for unpin_user_page via the
new unpin_user_pages function.
src/dst page pairing. A bulk I/O will be mapped to a list
of DMA subtasks at 4KB page granularity, each of which
requires to pair the addresses of the source and destination
pages for preparing the DMA descriptor. If the two addresses
are not aligned, to ensure the correctness of DMA execution,
which assumes that copies take place within page boundary,
we have to carefully match the capacity of dst pages and the
content size of src pages so that cross-page copies can be
avoided. However, this leads to doubling the number of DMA
subtasks, as described in Section 3.2.1.

Here, we make a key observation that NVM is managed
contiguously in the kernel, and thus the cross-page copies can
be tolerated. We exploit this finding as when preparing the
DMA descriptor, we specify the length of the corresponding
subtask in a page aligned manner on the DRAM side. For
instance, take the situation in Figure 6 assuming that the
source and destination are DRAM and NVM, respectively.
We take the first portion of the source (① of page#1), which
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Figure 6: Composition of DMA subtasks with halved numbers
for a data movement job, enabled by the contigious NVM
address management, in comparison to Figure 3.

will always be smaller or equal to a page but aligned on the
right end, as the size of the first DMA subtask. Thereafter,
the size of the subsequent DMA subtasks will always be a
page and aligned (② of page#2) except possibly for the last
portion (③ of page#3), which will be page aligned on the left
end. This enables us to reduce the number of DMA subtasks
by half, in comparison to Figure 3.
Metadata buffer pre-allocation. DRAM space must be allo-
cated with varying sizes to store the DMA request metadata,
i.e., descriptors. The scatterlist structure is used to store
the list of descriptors of DMA subtasks belonging to a single
bulk I/O, where each item is typically 32 bytes. To accelerate
memory allocation, we pre-allocate a fixed-size buffer to store
this information prior to the execution of DMA copy. We set
the buffer size to 4KB, which can accommodate DMA request
metadata for 128 user pages (in total 512KB) at once.
Batch submission. Finally, to amortize the DMA subtask
submission, considering that leveraging multiple channels
performs no better than using a single channel (Section 3.2.2),
we submit scatterlist in a batch to a single DMA channel
assigned by Scheduler. This batched submission reduces the
locking overhead for coordinating the concurrent accesses of
the task queue associated with the DMA channel [17].

5.2 DMA-CPU Cooperated Bulk Reads
With Simple-DMA, the application thread (CPU) submits re-
quests to the DMA, which solely moves the data (see top part
of Figure 7). However, as shown in Section 3.2.3, bulk reads
could be made faster through DMA and CPU cooperation.
Motivated by this, we design an optimized bulk read within
Fastmove that is depicted by the lower part in Figure 7. Here,
the application thread first splits the bulk read into two chunks,
and then submits one chunk (#1) via the normal DMA path
with optimizations mentioned in Section 5.1, followed by the
other chunk (#2) being copied by the CPU. Upon completion
of chunk#2, the corresponding CPU thread polls the status of
the DMA. Finally, the execution of the target read completes
when both the DMA and CPU finish their assigned chunks.
This design not only improves the NVM read bandwidth but
also hides the copy latency due to the CPU.

While the optimized bulk read is a natural sharing of load,
the challenge we face here is how to decide the loads that
will go through the CPU and DMA. Chosen inappropriately,

CPU

DMA Transfer Whole Request

Waiting

Time

prepare

CPU

DMA Transfer Chunk#1

Transfer Chunk#2

notify

pollCooperated

Simple-DMA

Figure 7: The workflow of DMA-CPU cooperated reads.

the gap between the execution time of CPU and DMA could
lead to either waste of CPU cycles for polling the DMA status
or lower DMA utilization. To balance their execution time,
we set the chunk #1 and #2 size ratio to the ratio of the aver-
age single-threaded bandwidth on the CPU and DMA paths.
which are monitored by our Scheduler.

5.3 Controlling and Scheduling
We design a light-weight Scheduler that outputs the proper
memory copy path assignment plan for each I/O request going
through the above Fastmove’s APIs, distributes loads of bulk
reads between CPU and DMA, and properly allocates DMA
resources for offloaded tasks.
Initial configuration. Decision-making by Scheduler is
driven by the four pre-chosen I/O size thresholds for lo-
cal/remote NVM reads/writes, beyond which DMA path
should be involved for better performance, and the concur-
rency sweet spot M per DMA device, which corresponds to
the maximal number of concurrent threads leading DMA to
reach the peak bandwidth. In addition, Scheduler also moni-
tors the following four variables: (1) Ci, which is used to keep
track of the number of on-the-fly requests submitted to device
i and that works as an indicator of the workload intensity level
of that device; (2) Si, which points to the next available DMA
channel on the DMA device i; and (3) BC and BD, that record
the bandwidth dynamically consumed by the CPU and DMA,
respectively.
Scheduling. Scheduler first inspects every I/O request to
figure out the following parameters: the NUMA node id of
the target NVM (NP), the request type RW , the NUMA infor-
mation LR, and I/O length L. RW and LR are both boolean
values indicating read/write and local/remote, respectively.
Then, the path scheduling logic is straightforward as follows.
Scheduler compares the request length L to the DMA thresh-
old, pointed by the pair of RW and LR, to identify bulk I/Os.
For bulk I/Os, Scheduler chooses the DMA as long as the
DMA device on node NP is under its concurrent limit, i.e.,
CNP < M. If so, Scheduler chooses the next DMA channel
associated with NP’s DMA in a round-robin fashion (based
on SNP) and updates the required resource variables, i.e.,
CNP = CNP + 1 and SNP = (SNP + 1) mod G. Otherwise, we
fall back to the CPU-only data path. Additionally, we use BC
and BD to derive the split ratio of bulk reads between the CPU
and DMA by following the logic presented in Section 5.2.
Performance consideration. To minimize the overhead that
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may incur due to request processing, we make the follow-
ing two design choices. First, instead of implementing the
Fastmove logic as a centralized component for coordination,
we provide the logic as a function, which runs at the memcpy
caller side. This precludes inter-thread communication be-
tween I/O threads and Scheduler helping enhance perfor-
mance. Second, coordination of concurrent access to globally
shared variables like SN and CN adopt lightweight mecha-
nisms such as atomic counters to further reduce overhead.

5.4 Implementation Details
We implement Fastmove1 under the DMA framework [32] in
Linux kernel 5.9 with 2417 lines of C code for its core logic.
Integration with NVM-based storage systems. We inte-
grate Fastmove into three widely-adopted, DAX file sys-
tems, namely, NOVA [53], ext4-DAX [30], and XFS-DAX [33],
where NOVA is tailored for hybrid DRAM-NVM settings,
while the other two systems are more general and compati-
ble with NVM. Fastmove’s transparent design leads to min-
imal changes to the above systems. Specifically, we intro-
duce only 2 lines of code changes to both ext4-DAX and
XFS-DAX, which simply replace the memory copy functions
in read_iter() and write_iter() system calls with the
APIs in Table 3. NOVA requires 2 additional changes to its
read() and write() functions.

Though Fastmove enables NUMA NVM access by de-
sign, DAX file systems cannot naturally use NVM devices
sitting across NUMA sockets. We address this problem by
leveraging the Linux native device mapper [31], as shown
in Figure 5. For the device mapper, similarly, only 2 lines in
dm_copy_from_iter and dm_copy_to_iter functions need
to be replaced. Note, however, that the current version of NOVA
does not support the use of the device mapper. Therefore, we
extend NOVA to work with the device mapper and its new
code base can be found in Fastmove 1. With these minimal
changes, Fastmove is able to transparently benefit many ap-
plications that run atop these three file systems.
Correctness guarantee. The use of DMA in Fastmove will
not introduce any data inconsistencies compared to CPU-only
data accesses. First, while not mentioned in any public docu-
mentation from the hardware vendor, Kalia et al. [21] experi-
mentally show that I/OAT preserves ordering during execu-
tion. Second, Fastmove always monitors the execution status
of parallel DMA subtasks and knows which set of pages failed
to be copied even though these pages may not be consecutive.
This slightly relaxed memcpy semantic is enough since (1)
most applications including filesystems and databases have
their own well-designed fault handling mechanism, which can
leverage Fastmove ’s fault reports to recover state correctly,
and (2) in kernel, there are many strict checks to avoid copy
failures, such as permission validation prior to copy execution.
Thus, failures will be rare.

1Publicly available at https://github.com/fastmove-open/fastm
ove

6 Evaluation
6.1 Experimental Setup
We deploy our experiments on a physical server with two
20-core Xeon Gold 6248 processors and 192GB DRAM. This
machine has two NUMA nodes, each connected with six Intel
Optane PM chips (128GB each and 1.5TB in total). We evalu-
ate Fastmove with both the Optane PM device and emulated
NVM to demonstrate the generality of Fastmove. With Op-
tane PM, we configure it to be interleaved within each NUMA
node and under the App Direct mode, and use the Linux device
mapper under its striped mode to enable cross-socket NVM
accesses. For the NVM emulated experiments, we use 64GB
DRAM to emulate an advanced NVM device with DRAM-
like latency and bandwidth, which is significantly better than
Optane PM, using a Linux built-in emulator [35]. Note that
our evaluation primarily focuses on Optane PM, while the
emulated NVM performance results are only presented in
Section 6.4.1.
Baseline and configurations. We exercise NOVA, ext4-DAX,
and XFS-DAX enhanced by Fastmove. Our natural baselines
are these file systems with their memory copy operations
going through the conventional CPU path, denoted by “CPU-
only”. We use default configurations for both baselines.
Case study applications and workloads. We take three data-
intensive applications MySQL, GraphWalker and Filebench,
with no code changes, to transparently use Fastmove by sim-
ply running them atop the three slightly modified DAX file
systems. To evaluate Fastmove’s benefits, we run experi-
ments with the FIO microbenchmark [8] and a synthetic work-
load generated based on FIO, application workloads like the
widely-adopted standard database workload TPC-C [5] and
the file access workload fileserver [1], and three popular graph
processing tasks, namely, Graphlet Concentration, Personal-
ized PageRank and SimRank. The detailed configurations are
presented in Section 6.3.

6.2 Microbenchmark Results
6.2.1 Latency Threshold Choices
To help figure out the read/write thresholds with different
concurrency levels required to drive the memory copy path
selection in Fastmove, we run the FIO workloads to evaluate
both the original and modified NOVA file systems. Here, we
generate read and write workloads with different I/O sizes
ranging from 16KB to 64KB, which are issued by 1 to 4 con-
current threads. We test both local and remote (cross-socket)
NVM accesses. In Figure 8, we show the normalized aver-
age latency of Fastmove against the CPU-only baseline. (We
omit the results for remote NVM access as they show similar
trends with the local accesses.) In addition, we also include
the results of “Simple-DMA”, the baseline with DMA enabled
but not highly optimized, to demonstrate the validity and ef-
fectiveness of Fastmove’s optimizations and our Fastmove.
Note that, these results look exactly the same across three
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Figure 8: The latency comparison between Fastmove and Simple-DMA, with 1,2,4-threaded FIO workloads, normalized to the
latencies of CPU-only memory copying. (Remote read/write results omitted due to similar trends and space limit.)

file systems, thus we omit the evaluation of ext4-DAX and
XFS-DAX for this part.

As shown in Figures 8a, across all exercised I/O sizes, CPU-
only delivers constantly lower local read latency than Simple-
DMA. In contrast, Fastmove visibly improves the perfor-
mance of Simple-DMA and introduce 1.20-3.07× speedups
for various I/O sizes, leading read requests with relatively
small sizes to benefit from DMA. Compared to CPU-only, the
turning points of Fastmove are 32KB across the 1, 2 and 4
threaded workloads, respectively. Including and beyond these
turning points, Fastmove starts to observe a visible reduction
in average request latency. For instance, Fastmove reduces
the local read latency of CPU-only accesses by 13.0-25.6%
for 64KB. While not shown, for remote read latency requests
with I/O size starting with 32KB can benefit from Fastmove
while 64KB for Simple-DMA.

For writes, we observe larger improvements than reads. Fig-
ure 8b shows that for local writes, Simple-DMA runs faster
than CPU-only at 64KB, 128KB, and 128KB for the three
concurrency settings, respectively. Fastmove dramatically im-
proves Simple-DMA’s latency, and drops the turning points to
16KB, 16KB, and 32KB. With 2 threads, Fastmove achieves
36.9%-49.0% and 26.3%-48.6% reduction on average latency
for I/Os at 32KB and beyond, compared to Simple-DMA
and CPU-only, respectively. The benefits of the two DMA
variants further expand for remote writes (again, not shown).
First, they perform better than CPU-only for even 16KB.
Second, the latency gap between the DMA usage and CPU-
only becomes visibly larger, e.g., for 256KB cross-socket
I/O requests, Simple-DMA and Fastmove reduce latency by
75.3% and 86.1%, respectively, compared to CPU-only. Third,
Fastmove significantly outperforms Simple-DMA by 40.7-
48.1%, 65.9-73.7%, and 86.7-96.2% for 16KB, 32KB, and
64KB, respectively.

Finally, Table 4 illustrates the impact of the batched submis-
sion optimization on tail latency. We find that batching within
Fastmove does not prolong, but rather, improves tail latency.
For instance, with the same setting of 2-thread experiments
in Figure 8, the P99 latency numbers in Table 4, indicating
a 8.0-38.5% reduction, compared to the non-batching base-
line. This is because Fastmove is not batching DMA subtasks
across I/O requests from upper applications but is batching

Table 4: P99 latency (us) comparison of local read/write with
batching enabled or disabled in Fastmove, corresponding to
the same setting of 2-thread experiments in Figure 8.

size
(KB)

read write
batching non-batching batching non-batching

16 8 13 10 11
32 9 11 14 19
64 16 21 23 30
128 27 37 46 55
256 49 72 80 87

submissions of DMA subtasks that belong to a single request.

6.2.2 Breakdown Analysis
We use two synthetic FIO workloads to investigate the per-
formance improvements introduced by each individual opti-
mization within Fastmove. The bulk dominating workload
contains I/Os with an average size of 256KB, while the mixed
one has a mixture of bulk and small I/Os, ranging between
8KB and 256KB. For the two workloads, we use 6 concurrent
threads to issue local read or write requests to the underlying
NOVA file system.

Figure 9 reports the normalized throughput numbers, which
indicate that different workloads see different optimization
sweet points. The direct usage of DMA with loads evenly dis-
tributed among channels leads to a 46.6% and 25.7% through-
put drop for the bulk and mixed workloads, respectively, com-
pared to CPU-only. This is because small I/Os do not benefit,
yet still go through the DMA, and the associated DMA over-
heads have not yet been ameliorated. As we start to avoid
overloading the DMA resources by adding the concurrent
limit optimization (here, set to 4), Fastmove’s performance
improves by 23.0% and 16.5% for the two workloads. The
batching optimization makes Fastmove begin to outperform
CPU-only, with a throughput increase of 55.8% and 17.9%.
The latency threshold filtering further improves Fastmove’s
performance by 0.3% and 9.5%, where the mixed workload
observes larger improvements as this optimization avoids its
small I/Os from paying the latency penalty of going through
the DMA. Finally, the bulk read split design choice brings
another 12.3% and 3.1% improvement. In the end, adding all
these optimizations together brings a 1.15× improvement in
throughput for the two workloads, compared to CPU-only.
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6.3 Overall Performance
Next, we evaluate the positive impact of using Fastmove
on the performance of real-world applications that introduce
more complex characteristics than microbenchmarks such as
non-uniformed I/O size distribution, computation-related cost,
foreground and background processing division, etc.

6.3.1 Application Configurations
MySQL. We install MySQL version 5.7.33 with the default
16KB innodb_page_size. innodb_buffer_pool_size is
set to half of the DRAM space, the recommended setting.
We run the TPC-C workload with a read and write ratio of
1.78:1. For each run, we populate a 466GB database with
5000 Warehouses during the initialization phase and use 14
connections during the evaluation phase.
GraphWalker. GraphWalker [49] supports fast random
walks on large graphs with a single machine. We exercise
three common random walk algorithms, namely, Graphlet
Concentration (Graphlet), Personalized PageRank (PPR) and
SimRank (SR). We also follow GraphWalker to generate a
Kron30 dataset using the Graph500 Kronecker [2], which con-
sists of 1 billion vertices and 32 billion edges that take 638GB
and 136GB of persistent media space to store its original text
data and the compressed CSR data, respectively. We use the
GraphWalker default configurations.
Fileserver. We exercise the predefined workload, fileserver,
within the Filebench framework [1]. It uses 8 concurrent
threads to issue I/Os with variable sizes presented in Table 1.
Enabling/disabling THP. We test MySQL and Fileserver
without using transparent huge pages (THP), resulting in non-
contiguous memory copies. This is recommended by the
MySQL official site as THP introduces negative performance
impacts on random memory accesses with small I/O sizes.
Contrary, we enable THP for GraphWalker with contiguous
copies, as its workloads are read-dominating and bulk-sized.

6.3.2 MySQL Enhancement
Single-socket results. First, we consider the performance
within a single socket, where application threads and PM
are located under socket 0. Figure 10a shows the throughput
comparison (officially measured as tpmC by TPC-C) between
CPU-only and Fastmove execution of MySQL. Across all set-
tings, Fastmove consistently delivers better performance than
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Figure 10: Throughput (measured as tpmC) and query time
achieved by running TPC-C against MySQL.

CPU-only, and the improvements associated with different un-
derlying file systems look similar. For instance, Fastmove in-
troduces 1.23×, 1.15×, and 1.13× speedups of peak through-
put over the CPU-only baseline across NOVA, ext4-DAX, and
XFS-DAX, respectively. Figure 10b reports the corresponding
average query time results. Consistent with the throughput
results, Fastmove reduces the average latency of CPU-only
by 17.7-25.0%.

To understand the source of improvements, we profile the
I/O distribution of the TPC-C workload. As shown in Table 1,
almost all of its read requests are smaller than 32KB. As this is
below the 32KB threshold, the vast majority of read requests
go through the ordinary CPU-only path in Fastmove. As a
consequence, the performance improvements here are driven
by the 90.9% of bulk writes beyond 16KB, which correspond
to the logging activities handled by the 4 background flush
threads. To conclude, Fastmove indeed choose proper mem-
ory copy paths for I/O with varied sizes, and I/OAT DMA
does alleviate the NVM accessing data stalls.
Multi-socket results. Next, we explore the performance
implications under two sockets, where we replicate the above
experiments by evenly distributing application threads to two
CPUs and spreading the data on all 12 PMs via Linux device
mapper under its stripped mode.

Figure 10a shows the absolute throughput numbers
achieved by CPU-only with two sockets decrease by 38.1-
48.1%, compared to the single-socket counterparts. This is
because performance degrades for cross-socket memory copy
operations as depicted in Figure 8. In contrast, Fastmove
observes lighter negative impact of cross-socket NVM ac-
cess with only 0.8-15.5% drop in peak throughput. Fastmove
significantly outperforms the CPU-only baseline, introduc-
ing 1.68-2.16× tmpC improvements. Additionally, in Fig-
ure 10b, Fastmove brings a significant latency reduction of
47.1-60.8%. Contrary to the single-socket results, we see that
Fastmove’s improvements over CPU-only expand. This is
because the threshold for remote reads drops to 16KB, which
allows for cross-socket NVM reads to take advantage of the
DMA if DMA usage is not full, and also the DMA benefits for
remote reads and writes are larger than those for local ones.
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Figure 11: Execution times running Graphlet (G), PPR and
SR over GraphWalker with NOVA/ext4-DAX/XFS-DAX.

6.3.3 GraphWalker Enhancement
Single-socket results. Figure 11a shows the execution times
of three graph analytic tasks over GraphWalker. The perfor-
mance of the CPU-only baseline looks similar across different
file systems, and so does our Fastmove. However, we observe
that Fastmove significantly reduces the execution time over
CPU-only, despite the fact that the graph analytic jobs are
read-only workloads towards the underlying data systems.
More specifically, Fastmove introduces 1.78-2.13×, 1.79-
2.14×, and 1.65-1.97× speedups for Graphlet, PPR, and SR,
respectively. The significant improvements come from the
dominating bulk read I/Os as shown in Table 1.
Multi-socket results. Consistent with the above TPC-C
results, the improvements of Fastmove for the graph ana-
lytic workloads become larger compared to the single-socket
counterparts. Figure 11b depicts that Fastmove brings 1.91-
2.01×, 1.97-2.05×, and 1.71-2.06× execution time speedups
for Graphlet, PPR and SR running in GraphWalker, respec-
tively, across three different NVM-based file systems.

6.3.4 Fileserver Enhancement
The performance trends of the fileserver workload within
Filebench atop NOVA look similar to those of TPC-C and
graph algorithms above. Due to the space limit, we omit
the figures. To summarize, Fastmove introduces 1.12× and
1.27× speedups in peak throughput, measured by IOPS, for
the single-socket and multi-socket settings, respectively.

6.3.5 CPU Consumption Improvement
Finally, we explore another possible benefit of using
Fastmove, which is the CPU consumption improvement.
Here, we measure the CPU cycles spent in moving data be-
tween DRAM-NVM and processing the application logic. For
MySQL TPC-C workload, Fastmove reduces its data move-
ment CPU usage from 62% to 39% and from 90% to 28% for
single-socket and multi-socket settings, respectively. We also
observe a significant increase in its utime. This is because
the saved CPU cycles from data movement are used to per-
form useful work, leading to improved throughput numbers
(presented in Section 6.3.2). Unlike this, for GraphWalker,
Fastmove’s CPU usage improvement seems little. For in-
stance, Fastmove reduces its CPU usage for data movement
by up to 5%. This is because workloads with GraphWalker

benefits largely by the DMA-CPU cooperated bulk read opti-
mization, which requires CPU involvement.

6.4 Other Factors
6.4.1 Emulated NVM Performance
We deploy NOVA on emulated NVM, replicate the experiments
for Figure 8, and report the latency comparison results be-
tween CPU-only, Simple-DMA, and Fastmove in Figure 12.
Fastmove outperforms CPU-only for local reads and writes
with I/O sizes of 16KB and beyond. The benefits observed are
larger than those corresponding to experiments with Optane
PM (Figure 8). This is because emulated NVM is of DRAM-
like read and write performance. Considering the association
cost in Section 3.2.1, the dominating DMA copy execution
step becomes faster, leading to visible end-to-end read/write
latency improvements. Also, this implies that the time cost of
NVM device access plays a key role in assigning DMA re-
sources, i.e., the performance turning point based on I/O size
decreases when NVM device performance improves, and vice
versa. Furthermore, we find that the DMA bandwidth within
Fastmove saturates when concurrency reaches 4 threads, ex-
actly the same as the Optane PM experiments. This is because
both the emulated NVM and Optane based experiments make
use of I/OAT DMA, and under both cases, DMA bandwidth
capacity is lower than Optane PM and emulated NVM.

6.4.2 DDIO Impacts
Enabling DDIO introduces no impact on the CPU-only base-
line. However, DDIO affects DMA reads and writes differ-
ently. To unify our settings, we chose to turn DDIO off for our
evaluation. With DDIO enabled, MySQL-TPCC-Fastmove
outperforms the CPU-only baseline by 5.4%, but performs
15% worse than the DDIO-disabled counterpart. Unlike this,
we observe no differences for GraphWalker’s three algorithms,
when switching on/off DDIO. This is because DDIO makes
DMA writes slower and thus, does not affect GraphWalker
whose workload is read-only.

7 Related Work
I/OAT usage. Previous studies have used I/OAT to of-
fload memcpy operations that move data from DRAM to
DRAM [46,47] as well as to improve network bandwidth with
lower CPU utilization in data center environments [25, 48].
Unlike these, our study stands to speed up data movement
between DRAM and NVM, where the interaction between
I/OAT and hybrid memory architectures is more complex
and its acceleration demands careful system design. Most
recent work have included I/OAT as a minor optimization for
data movement in NVM-based systems with special purposes
ranging from log replication [7] to memory migration [41].

Unlike them, Fastmove is a general system to make use
of on-chip DMA to address the inefficiencies (e.g., lower
bandwidth or extra CPU overhead) introduced by CPU-only
accesses to NVM for bulk, storage-facing I/Os, which has
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Figure 12: The latency comparison between Fastmove and Simple-DMA, with 1,2,4-threaded FIO workloads , normalized to
the latencies of CPU-only memory copying when deploying NOVA on in-kernel NVM-emulator.

been observed to be a critical performance limitation in com-
bined use of Optane PM and Intel processors. These systems
can take advantage of Fastmove with little effort. Kalia et
al. [21] present a number of optimizations for efficient remote
NVM accesses via network, which includes an initial attempt
to use I/OAT to improve single-core RPC performance for
bulk remote NVM writes. This work is orthogonal to ours.
NVM-related studies and systems. There is a large body
of work focusing on the analysis of the basic performance
characteristics of using NVM [12, 14, 51, 55, 56]. The rich
findings from these studies have spawned numerous studies
for re-designing scalable and high performance data struc-
tures [24, 28, 50], file systems [19, 29, 53, 57] and key-value
stores [9, 27]. Our work extends the existing study by in-
corporating the interaction between NVM and DMA, and
complements the prior NVM-based systems as they can bene-
fit from either the general design or the real implementation
of Fastmove to alleviate data stalls. OdinFS [57] decouples
application threads from the background NVM access threads
and additionally parallelizes NVM accesses across sockets. Its
NVM threads can benefit from Fastmove and its integration
will be explored in the future.
Tiered memory systems. Fastmove handles more com-
plex I/O patterns than those in tiered memory. In addition,
Fastmove is implemented in the kernel with simple APIs.
Therefore, Fastmove could be directly used in tiered memory
systems. In fact, we have successfully adapted Nimble [54]
to transparently use Fastmove through simple API replace-
ment. However, through preliminary evaluations, we find that
the DMA, in particular I/OAT, may not be a good option for
improving page migration in tiered memory. This is because
the DMA bandwidth is easily overwhelmed by the work-
load. Therefore, Fastmove does not deliver any significant
improvement over Nimble-DMA [54], a Linux patch that
adapts Nimble to use I/OAT.
Zero-copy technologies. Another line of work on PM at-
tempts to move data management from kernel space to user
space to eliminate data copies along the I/O path. For instance,
the memory mapped file I/O (e.g., the mmap system call) is
enabled such that users may access files in the same way as
memory data [52]. However, mmap-based solutions may incur
high overhead due to page faults [10, 26] and may have to

have applications handle data persistence and reliability on
their own [36, 38]. Yet another line of work leverages kernel
by-pass I/O interfaces such as SPDK and PMDK [4] to avoid
the use of the complicated OS I/O stack [44]. However, the
performance gains come at the price of substantial effort for
re-writing the I/O handling part of the target applications.

In contrast, our work demonstrates better applicability since
there is no code change required to run existing applications
atop Fastmove, as long as they use kernel file systems. More-
over, it is possible to extend our design to handle memory
copy operations in user space, where these operations may
have an even bigger impact on the overall performance com-
pared to their counterparts in kernel space. This is because
by bypassing the kernel, memory copying will contribute to a
larger portion of the end-to-end access performance.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we first study the DRAM-NVM data move-
ment problem and then propose and implement Fastmove,
a general engine that exploits the on-chip DMA technology.
With a clean abstraction and transparent design, applications
can use Fastmove via slightly-modified file systems with no
further changes. Experimental results with industry-standard
workloads on MySQL and popular random walk algorithms
on GraphWalker highlight that Fastmove brings significant
benefits such as peak throughput increase, execution time
reduction, and CPU consumption savings.
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Abstract
There have been drastic changes in the storage device land-
scape recently. At the center of the diverse storage landscape
lies the NVMe interface, which allows high-performance
and flexible communication models required by these next-
generation device types. However, its hardware-oriented def-
inition and specification are bottlenecking the development
and evaluation cycle for new revolutionary storage devices.

In this paper, we present NVMeVirt, a novel approach to
facilitate software-defined NVMe devices. A user can define
any NVMe device type with custom features, and NVMeVirt
allows it to bridge the gap between the host I/O stack and
the virtual NVMe device in software. We demonstrate the
advantages and features of NVMeVirt by realizing various
storage types and configurations, such as conventional SSDs,
low-latency high-bandwidth NVM SSDs, zoned namespace
SSDs, and key-value SSDs with the support of PCI peer-to-
peer DMA and NVMe-oF target offloading. We also make
cases for storage research with NVMeVirt, such as studying
the performance characteristics of database engines and ex-
tending the NVMe specification for the improved key-value
SSD performance.

1 Introduction

NAND flash memory gains significant popularity for con-
sumer devices and enterprise servers, and the fast advance-
ment of semiconductor technologies fosters the non-volatile
memory (NVM) to build storage devices, enlightening high-
density low-latency storage devices. Nowadays, we can pur-
chase off-the-shelf storage devices, which feature tens of mi-
crosecond latency and several GiB/s of bandwidth [16, 47].

Along with the performance and data density improvement,
there has been an active trend toward making storage de-
vices smarter and more capable. For efficient and effective
data processing and management, many innovative device
concepts have been proposed, including but not limited to
Open-Channel SSD (OCSSD) [5, 34, 41], zoned namespace

SSD (ZNS SSD) [4,12], key-value SSD (KVSSD) [14,19,23,
45], and computational storage [8,11,20,29,31,33,52]. These
new types of devices are significantly diversifying the storage
device landscape. In this trend, software-based storage emu-
lators are becoming more important than ever. For instance,
when academia and/or industry propose an innovative storage
device concept, fully developing an actual product from the
conceptual idea takes a while. Meanwhile, we can implement
a new concept in an emulator and see its benefits and pitfalls
while running real workloads. This can provide us invaluable
insights, facilitating rapid design space exploration. Moreover,
by collecting various performance metrics from the emulator,
we can understand the I/O characteristics of operating sys-
tems and the applications. This information can be used to
optimize both the software and hardware of the target system.
Finally, each emulator has a sophisticated performance model
along with many knobs that can control a certain performance
characteristic of the emulated device. This can help us predict
the application performance on future storage devices that
exhibit different performance characteristics.

However, to the authors’ best knowledge, none of the pre-
viously proposed emulators fully satisfy the requirements to
be used in the modern storage environment. Many emerging
device types are often optimized to their primary targeting
workloads and require a customized communication model be-
tween the host and device. This requirement makes the NVMe
interface the most preferred interface for the emerging device
types due to its flexibility and extendibility. This implies that
a proper storage emulator should provide a comprehensive
method to customize at the NVMe interface level. However,
emulating the full NVMe interface in software is challeng-
ing as the NVMe interface inherently involves the protocol
defined at the hardware level. Previous work proposes to cir-
cumvent the difficulty of emulating the NVMe interface by in-
terposing hooks in the host NVMe device driver or leveraging
virtualization technologies [12,32,35,55]. However, these ap-
proaches fail to present a suitable NVMe device instance that
is fully functional in the diverse modern storage environments
such as when the kernel is being bypassed [24, 54] or when a
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Simulators Emulators
Trace-driven

[30, 36]
Full-system
[10, 22, 49]

VM-based
[12, 32, 55]

Block-driver
level [56]

NVMe-driver
level [35]

HW platforms
[21, 28] NVMeVirt

Deployable in real environments No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Execution speed Fast Very slow Slow Fast Fast Real-time Real-time

NVMe Multi-queue support No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
NVMe interface modification Impossible Easy Easy Impossible Easy Difficult Easy
Low-latency device support Possible Possible Difficult Possible Possible Difficult Possible

Kernel bypassing with SPDK No No No No No Yes Yes
PCI peer-to-peer DMA support No No No No No Yes Yes

NVMe-oF target offloading No No No No No Yes Yes

Table 1: Comparisons of various virtual storage device approaches.

device directly accesses storage devices through NVMe-over-
fabrics or PCI peer-to-peer communication [3, 9, 42]. Table 1
compares the previous approaches and their limitations.

This paper presents NVMeVirt, a storage emulator facili-
tating software-defined NVMe devices. NVMeVirt is a Linux
kernel module providing the system with a virtual NVMe
device of various kinds. Currently, NVMeVirt supports con-
ventional SSDs, NVM SSDs, ZNS SSDs, and key-value SSDs.
The device is emulated at the PCI layer, presenting a native
NVMe device to the entire system. Thus, NVMeVirt has the
capability not only to function as a standard storage device,
but also to be utilized in advanced storage configurations,
such as the NVMe-oF target offloading, kernel bypassing,
and PCI peer-to-peer communication. In addition, this level
of emulation allows developers to modify the NVMe inter-
face layer easily, making it possible to explore various design
spaces over NVMe and to support new device types. Un-
like other emulators with similar goals, NVMeVirt does not
rely on the virtualization technology, allowing comprehensive
communication models at a consistently low overhead. The
performance of these devices can be controlled with several
performance knobs, making the virtual device perform close
to real devices. Hence, NVMeVirt opens up a new opportu-
nity for co-designing highly intelligent storage devices over
the NVMe interface and stimulates the invention of a novel
storage device architecture.

In the evaluation, we demonstrate the supported features
of various device types with a working prototype. We explain
two case studies to demonstrate that NVMeVirt can be helpful
for storage domain research and engineering. The source code
of NVMeVirt is publicly available at https://github.com/
snu-csl/nvmevirt. The followings are the contributions of
this paper:

• Provide a software framework to facilitate NVMe device
research with various and stable I/O characteristics.

• Envision the fast prototyping and development of NVMe
devices and interface through a software-defined NVMe
device.

• Analyze the correlation and impact between the applica-
tion and storage performance using representative database
benchmarks.

• Make a case for extending the NVMe interface to improve
key-value SSDs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 ex-
plains the background and related work. Section 3 discusses
the motivation of our work and explains the internal struc-
ture of NVMeVirt. Section 4 shows the evaluation result of
NVMeVirt by representing its flexibility and feasibility. Fi-
nally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 NVM Express Standard
In modern computer architectures, peripheral devices are of-
ten connected to the processor through Peripheral Compo-
nent Interconnect Express (PCIe) links [18, 42]. PCIe defines
the entire communication stack, from the layout of connec-
tor pins to the message protocol between the host and de-
vices. NVM Express, or NVMe, was first aimed to extend
the PCIe communication protocol for emerging non-volatile
memory devices, such as solid-state drives (SSDs). As de-
signed from the ground up for modern storage devices, NVMe
provides a more efficient low-latency interface than legacy
interfaces, such as Small Computer System Interface (SCSI)
and Serial ATA (SATA). Later, the NVMe specifications
are extended further to support various storage device types,
such as zoned namespace (ZNS) SSDs [4, 12] and key-value
SSDs [14, 19, 23, 45].

The latest NVMe 2.0 specifications were announced in
June, 2021. They comprise multiple documents: NVMe Base
Specification, Command Set Specifications (NVM Command
Set specification, ZNS Command Set specification, KV Com-
mand Set specification), Transport Specifications (PCIe Trans-
port specification, Fibre Channel Transport Specification,
RDMA Transport Specification, and TCP Transport Spec-
ification) and the NVMe Management Interface Specifica-
tion. The Base Specification defines the host control interface.
The Command Set Specifications contain the host-to-device
protocol for SSD commands used by operating systems for
read/write/flush/trim operations, firmware management, error
handling, etc. As observed from the Transport Specifications,
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NVMe operations can be performed over various transport lay-
ers, such as PCIe, TCP/IP, and remote DMA (RDMA). Specif-
ically, combined with RDMA-capable transport, NVMe-oF
allows NVMe commands to be delivered to remote nodes and
directly routed to target devices [9]. If the network adapter
supports the target offloading feature, the NVMe commands
can be processed completely at the hardware level without
any involvement of software layers on the remote node. Thus,
NVMe-oF can minimize the latency for disaggregated stor-
age and is considered a key technology for high-performance
scalable storage systems in future data centers.

2.2 NVMe Operation

The NVMe specifications standardize two communication
interfaces for NVMe devices: NVMe control block and NVMe
message queues. The NVMe control block is the primary path
for setting up the NVMe device. It contains several config-
uration fields with which the host device driver sets up the
device. Specifically, the host can specify the location of the
administration queue pair, set and clear the interrupt mask,
point to the address of the controller memory buffer (CMB),
and shutdown and restart the device.

Meanwhile, the NVMe message queue is the interface pri-
marily for scalable I/O. The NVMe architecture supports up to
65,535 I/O queues each with 65,535 commands (called queue
depth). The queue can be created, modified, or destroyed by
submitting requests to the special queue called administra-
tion queue. To perform I/O, the host driver builds an NVMe
command according to the specification and submits it to the
submission queue of the NVMe device. Each queue has the
associated doorbell, which indicates the index of the latest
request in the queue. When the host driver alters the doorbell,
the NVMe device senses the change and starts processing the
enqueued requests. The completion of the request processing
is handled in a similar manner. Each submission queue has a
paired completion queue, whereas the submission queue and
the completion queues are collectively called a queue pair.
When the I/O request processing is completed, the device
places an NVMe completion message in the paired comple-
tion queue of the submitted request. The device driver on the
host can sense the moment of completion by either polling the
completion queue or waiting for an interrupt from the device.
After processing the completion message, the device driver
notifies the device of the completion by setting the doorbell
of the completion queue. Accordingly, the device releases the
resources associated with completed requests.

The administration queue pair is initialized during device
initialization by specifying a physical address in the NVMe
control block. The host can ask the device to create regu-
lar queue pairs by posting queue creation messages into the
administration queue. The host can also make device man-
agement requests, such as identifying the device ID, querying
supported features, and setting up an interrupt for completion

notification, through the administration queue pair. The ad-
ministration requests are processed in the same manner as
regular I/O requests.

2.3 Related Work

A myriad of studies has attempted to imitate real storage de-
vices in software [10, 12, 21, 22, 28, 30, 32, 35, 36, 49, 55, 56].
As summarized in Table 1, we can classify these works into
two categories: simulators and emulators. Simulators imitate
the internal operations of real devices with a data process-
ing model [10, 22, 30, 36, 49]. They often build the model
for a target device, parameterize the performance of internal
operations, and calculate desired performance metrics from
the model. They enable a detailed analysis with sophisticated
models. However, they are often limited as they rely on a
trace collected from real systems or are extremely slow when
the full system is simulated to run the real workload.

Emulators provide device instances to the host; hence, they
can be used like a real device [12, 21, 28, 32, 35, 55, 56]. Flex-
Drive [35] proposes a software-defined NVMe device, similar
to our work. By modifying the NVMe device driver, it controls
the flow rate of I/O requests in the host I/O stack, allowing
the exploration of the space of various device performances.
Combined with a RAM disk, FlexDrive can be used for pro-
jecting the performance of future devices. However, it can
only emulate the conventional SSD type and not the emerging
devices, such as KVSSDs and ZNS SSDs. Also, because of
its implementation as a modified device driver, it can only
handle the simplest data communication where requests are
coming down through the kernel I/O stack, thereby unable
to support complicated I/O models, such as the NVMe-oF
offloading, kernel bypassing, P2P device communication, etc.
Finally, the NVMe driver is on the critical path of the host
I/O subsystem, so it might be too intrusive to be applied to a
working system.

FEMU [32] proposes an accurate and scalable virtual
NVMe device using host virtualization technology. Specifi-
cally, FEMU provides guest operating systems with a virtual
NVMe device by leveraging the device virtualization fea-
ture of the QEMU [44]. According to the split driver model,
the frontend in the VM receives the NVMe commands, and
forwards them to the FEMU backend running in the host op-
erating system. Due to this organization, it requires to keep
switching between the host and guest operating systems, in-
curring non-negligible and highly variable latency (see Sec-
tion 4.2). In addition, the virtualized environment inherently
limits the control of the virtualized device implementation.
For example, to perform DMA (and RDMA), the PCI device
should be able to access the memory in the DMA/physical
address space of the host. This becomes complicated in the vir-
tual machine environment where the guest physical memory
is scattered in the host physical memory through the virtual
memory schemes on the host. This prohibits the study and
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exploration of device-oriented approaches in particular, such
as NVMe-oF-based technologies and P2P device communi-
cation.

3 NVMeVirt Internals

3.1 Motivation

The increasing demand for high-performance and efficient
storage devices has been pushing the academia and industry
to develop various new storage device types, such as NVM
SSD, KVSSD, ZNS SSD, and computational storage. They
usually require a custom host-device interface tailored to their
primary target workloads to make them work most effectively.
For example, KVSSDs are for handling a huge number of
small key-value pairs. They are most effective only when the
host-device communication layer can handle small key-value
payloads efficiently. Computational storage devices require
a mechanism to deliver the code to run on the device. In this
sense, we can claim that the most innovative storage research
can be fostered by making it easy to modify or extend the
host-device interface.

Currently, the NVMe interface is the most preferred host-
device interface due to its flexibility and extendibility. The
NVMe protocol itself is flexible and easy to extend; how-
ever, applying any changes to an actual system is an entirely
different matter. Specifically, the NVMe interface inherently
involves a protocol defined at the hardware level. To extend
the interface for a new device feature, the developer should
incorporate the changes not only to the device driver on the
host but also to the firmware or controller logic on the real
devices. This level of work usually demands a huge amount
of engineering efforts and research resources, restricting the
research for novel storage devices.

This motivated us to build a storage emulator that provides
a comprehensive way to customize the NVMe interface and
support various storage device types on top. To this end, we
attempt to virtualize devices from the PCI level so that they
can behave like real physical devices from the entire host’s
point of view. We argue this is crucial for a storage emulator
that should support various device types and advanced stor-
age configurations, such as KVSSDs with custom operations,
NVM-based ultra-low-latency SSDs, the target for NVMe-oF
offloading, direct access from user-space bypassing the ker-
nel, peer-to-peer data transfer between PCIe devices, and so
on. We emphasize that this is the point of difference between
NVMeVirt and previous work.

3.2 Virtualizing a PCIe/NVMe Device

To help understand the challenges in virtualizing NVMe de-
vices, we first detail how PCIe/NVMe devices interact with
the host [42]. As shown in Figure 1, the CPU and memory

subsystem are connected to peripheral devices through a hard-
ware component called PCIe root complex. The root complex
generates PCI transactions to the devices on behalf of the
CPU when the CPU accesses the device memory-mapped
regions. The root complex has multiple PCIe ports, each of
which can be connected to a PCIe device (i.e., PCIe endpoint)
or a PCIe switch. The PCIe switch allows the hierarchical
organization of PCIe devices by implementing a PCIe bus,
through which multiple devices can be multiplexed.

PCIe devices, including NVMe devices, essentially commu-
nicate with the host operating system (and the host firmware)
through a memory-mapped region for their initialization. A
PCIe device is supposed to present its PCI configuration
header in the PCI configuration address space. The configu-
ration header contains essential information to initialize the
device. This information includes the device ID, vendor ID,
type code of the device, status of the device, and list of re-
sources that the device provides. The host, specifically the
root complex device driver, scans the PCI configuration ad-
dress space to find the configuration headers presented by
installed devices. For each detected configuration header, its
corresponding device driver is invoked according to its de-
vice type and IDs. This process is called a PCI bus scan. To
facilitate device-specific requirements during the PCI scan,
the PCI subsystem in the Linux kernel allows customizing
the operations for accessing the configuration header.

With this PCI initialization protocol, the most obvious way
of creating a virtual PCIe device might be injecting a forged
PCI configuration header into the root complex driver. How-
ever, in this case, when the root complex recognizes the PCIe
device, it will attempt to directly communicate with the device
at the hardware level. This inevitably leads to a system design
that requires a hardware modification, which is impractical
and even too intrusive for commodity servers.

To circumvent this pitfall, we virtualize PCIe devices in-
directly through the PCI bus. First, NVMeVirt allocates a
part of the reserved memory region for the PCI configuration
header of the virtual device. The configuration header is set
to indicate an NVMe device with required PCI capabilities
(the “PCIe Device Emulator” part in Figure 1). With the con-
figuration header, NVMeVirt creates a virtual PCIe bus with
a non-existing PCI bus ID of the system (the ID is provided
as a configuration parameter) and asks the PCI subsystem
to scan the bus with custom configuration header operations.
When the PCI subsystem performs the PCI bus scan, it ef-
fectively detects an NVMe-type device. When the subsystem
attempts to initialize it by accessing the configuration header,
NVMeVirt hooks in through the custom configuration header
operations and emulates requested operations. This effectively
presents an NVMe-type PCIe device to the PCI subsystem,
making it ask the NVMe layer to initialize the device.

The NVMe device emulation is implemented on top of
the PCIe device emulation. According to the NVMe specifi-
cations, NVMe devices should present their NVMe control
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of NVMeVirt. NVMeVirt virtualizes a virtual NVMe device through the PCI bus and switch,
so the device is seen as a native PCIe device from the host.

block through the base address register (BAR) fields in the
PCI configuration header. Accordingly, NVMeVirt sets up the
PCI configuration header so that the BARs point to a reserved
memory region used for the control block. The NVMe layer
on the host identifies the control block and operates on it
according to NVMe standards.

In real devices, accesses to the NVMe control block are
delivered to the device in the form of PCI transactions, initiat-
ing an action from the device. However, as the control block
of NVMeVirt devices is only a memory region, accesses to
it are processed silently without causing any event. To re-
spond to the updates of the control block, we used the similar
idea of vIOMMU [1]. Specifically, NVMeVirt runs a kernel
thread called dispatcher. The dispatcher keeps checking the
values of the control block to determine whether any changes
have occurred. When the current value of the control block
is changed since the last check, it implies that the host made
some requests to the NVMe device. The dispatcher identifies
the intention from the update and thus initiates the processing
of the request.

We opt for the busy-waiting approach (i.e., keep scanning
targets) over an event-driven approach (i.e., signal the dis-
patcher in response to incoming requests) to provide the low
latency of NVM-based storage devices. The event-driven ap-
proach might save CPU cycles much; however, waking up
the sleeping thread incurs non-negligible time overhead, mak-
ing it unable to meet the demand for high I/O processing
performance of modern storage devices.

Due to the emulation from the PCI layer level, NVMeVirt
provides unique capabilities and opportunities that other em-
ulators cannot provide. First, the emulated device operates
like a real device from the perspective of the rest of the OS
and even other devices. Any entity can instruct the NVMeVirt
instance to perform any NVMe operations provided that it
can set the control block and/or place operations in the NVMe
queues under PCI and NVMe specifications. This makes it

possible for a user-level application to directly access the
device bypassing the kernel with SPDK [54]. In addition,
even other PCI devices can place NVMe messages to the
NVMeVirt instance according to the PCI peer-to-peer DMA
protocol. This permits NVMeVirt to foster the studies using
the NVMe-oF target offloading [9] and the direct commu-
nication between GPU and storage for AI applications [3].
Note that none of the previously presented simulators and
emulators relying on device drivers or virtual machines can
support these advanced storage use cases.

Another unique capability of NVMeVirt is that it allows
the inspection of the NVMe message queues in detail. With
real devices, it is infeasible to track the exact number of I/O
requests queued in submission and completion queues from
the host side since the device does not expose the process-
ing progress to the host (i.e., the device is not supposed to
report individual processing progress but only notify comple-
tions in bulk). As the dispatcher directly accesses the NVMe
queue pairs and doorbells, we can track the exact state (i.e.,
queue depth of queue pairs, queuing delay, etc) of the de-
vice in software, allowing an in-depth understanding of the
communication characteristics and behaviors. In addition, we
can easily configure the maximum number of queue pairs
by changing the tunable parameter, which enables the oppor-
tunity to study the implication of multi-queues on various
configurations.

3.3 Supporting Various NVMe Device Types

While the dispatcher focuses on processing the control re-
quests to the device, time-consuming I/O requests are handled
by a set of kernel threads called I/O workers. As illustrated
in Figure 2, each I/O worker maintains an I/O process queue,
which lists the pending NVMe requests. When the dispatcher
detects a doorbell ringing, it fetches the I/O requests from the
corresponding submission queue. The dispatcher estimates
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Figure 2: Processing I/O requests in NVMeVirt. The host inserts an I/O request into the NVMe submission queue and rings
the associated doorbell. The dispatcher in NVMeVirt dispatches the I/O request (1), and computes the target completion time
according to the latency model of the deployed backend (2). Then the request is handed over to an I/O worker, which processes
the operation of the configured backend type (3)(4). When the desired target completion time is passed, NVMeVirt inserts a
completion message into the NVMe completion queue and signals an Inter-Processor Interrupt (IPI) to the core that made the I/O
request (5). Finally, the host I/O stack eventually wakes up the context that waits for the completion of the I/O request.

the target completion time of each I/O request (Section 3.4
discusses the timing model) and hands over the request to
an I/O worker by placing it in the corresponding I/O process
queue. The target I/O worker can be selected in a round-robin
manner or as desired, and requests are placed in the queue
sorted by their completion time.

The I/O worker processes the requests depending on the de-
vice type that it emulates. Currently, NVMeVirt supports the
conventional SSD, NVM SSD, ZNS SSD, and KVSSD, and
the device type can be specified at compile time. NVMeVirt
initializes the NVMe control block to advertise itself as the
selected device type, making the corresponding host device
driver interact with the NVMeVirt instance. To process an I/O
operation for a device type, the I/O worker invokes the I/O
processing routine of the corresponding backend of the device
type. For example, the conventional SSD backend copies the
data payload to the backend memory for write requests or
copies data from the memory to a specified I/O buffer. The
ZNS backend checks whether the request is valid according
to the ZNS specification and processes it similarly to the SSD
backend if the request is valid. The KVSSD backend looks up
the requested key from the index and stores or retrieves the
value of the requested key. The details of the data handling in
the backend memory will be discussed in Section 3.5.

The data is copied from/to the backend memory using
the Intel I/OAT DMA engine [15] instead of the traditional
memcpy for improving the I/O processing performance and
reducing the CPU overhead. When an application initiates
an I/O request, the requested data is on some pages in the
host (i.e., in the I/O buffer or in the backend memory for
write and read requests, respectively). Thus, the CPU can
copy data within the memory of the host at a low overhead.
However, the overhead might be non-negligible when data

is on the device memory for P2P I/O requests. To support
the inter-device communication, the PCI root complex and
MMU collaborate to present an illusion of device memory
in the physical address space of the host. When a PCI de-
vice moves the data in the device memory through DMA, the
PCI root complex routes the accesses to the target device at
the PCI level, providing low latency for data moving. How-
ever, when the CPU accesses the device memory-mapped
address range for memcpy, the accesses are translated into
PCI transactions and processed by the PCI device at a small
I/O unit. This inevitably and significantly impairs the data
copy performance, making NVMeVirt unable to guarantee
the high performance of real devices. As the DMA engine
allows low-overhead data transfer from/to device memory-
mapped memory regions, NVMeVirt can achieve compelling
I/O processing rates regardless of the I/O configurations.

After performing the actual I/O operation, the I/O worker
compares the current and target completion times of the re-
quest. If the current time passes the target completion time,
the I/O worker places a completion message into the corre-
sponding completion queue. To notify the host OS of the
processing completion, NVMeVirt sends an Inter-Process In-
terrupt (IPI) to the waiting processor bound to the queue pair.
NVMeVirt supports Message Signaled Interface-X (MSI-X)
for a scalable high-performance completion path. Each queue
pair has its own dedicated IRQ vector; hence, NVMeVirt can
efficiently signal to the target core with the specified IRQ vec-
tor. The I/O stack on the signaled core will eventually wake
up the user context that initiated the request.

3.4 Performance Model
For a device emulator, the capability to imitate the perfor-
mance of real devices is important. To that end, there has
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been no shortage of studies attempting to replicate the latency
and bandwidth characteristics of real storage devices with em-
ulators and simulators [10,30,32,35,36,49,55]. We employed
a similar approach as implemented in those works. Basically,
an I/O request is divided into smaller chunks, which are inde-
pendently processed in parallel by multiple data processing
units. The data processing unit drives underlying storage me-
dia to read from or write to it. The chunk and data processing
operation are, for example, considered the flash page and its
read operation and programming in SSDs, respectively. The
I/O completion time for an I/O request is determined by the
completion time of the last operation for the request. The
time for processing each chunk can be controlled with tunable
parameters, which can be set based on the I/O bandwidth and
latency of the target device. Further, the size of the chunk and
the number of data processing units are configurable. With
a set of parameter values we can expect a latency for small
requests and the maximum bandwidth with large requests for
the device. The latency is mainly determined by the operation
time of the data processing operations, whereas the maximum
bandwidth is bounded by the aggregated performance of the
data processing units. For the remainder of the paper, we refer
to these as the target latency and target bandwidth. For exam-
ple, the OptaneDC SSD could be successfully modeled as the
SSD that has a target latency of 12 us and a target bandwidth
of 2,400 MiB for read requests. We refer to this model as the
simple model.

We can produce the performance characteristics of real
NVM SSD and KVSSD using the simple model as presented
in Section 4.3. In general, the most complicated performance
characteristics of flash-based storage devices are originated
from garbage collection. However, as many studies have ana-
lyzed earlier [17, 51, 53], NVM SSDs are expected to allow
in-place updates, enabling them to operate without garbage
collection. For KVSSD, the size of key-value pairs is small;
hence its performance tends to be bound by the host-device
interfacing performance and the key indexing time, rather
than the performance of the storage media. Thus, the simple
model was sufficient for those device types.

Meanwhile, the model for conventional SSD is much more
complex. FTL (Flash Translation Layer) controls data place-
ment and performs garbage collection if necessary. In ad-
dition, modern SSDs aggressively use parallel processing
techniques to maximize their performance. Accordingly, we
had to redesign the performance model from the ground up
to mimic the performance characteristics of real SSDs.

First, we implemented a page-mapped FTL based on that
of FEMU [32]. The FTL determines data placement on the
fly, and performs garbage collection when the number of free
blocks gets below a threshold. Currently, the FTL selects
victim blocks according to the greedy policy. To consider the
on-device buffer, it is complemented with a small amount of
memory as the write buffer. A write request is signaled to
be completed as soon as the time to copy the payload into

the write buffer is modeled. The buffer is processed in the
background later with flash page writes.

In addition to the FTL, we revamped the data processing
model to incorporate the parallel architectures widely used
in modern SSDs. The storage space of modern SSDs is often
divided into several partitions, and each partition is handled
by one FTL instance [25]. Therefore, in the advanced model
called the parallel model, multiple FTL instances exist in one
SSD, and the instances share one PCIe link connected to the
host. Data transfer from/to the host are serialized through
the PCIe link. However, the rest of the FTL operations can
be processed in parallel. Each partition comprises multiple
NAND channels, which are connected to multiple dies in turn.
Again, data transfer through the NAND channel are serialized,
but the dies can operate independently.

In this architecture, FTL orchestrates the dies and channels
to process I/O requests. For example, FTL instructs multiple
dies to perform a read operation. When the dies are ready to
transfer data, FTL schedules data transfer from the dies to the
PCIe link through the shared NAND channels. The perfor-
mance of the device is calculated based on the parameters of
the FTL and model. We can speculate the parameters from
the device specification and/or by observing the performance
behavior of the device, similar to those approaches proposed
in the literature [25, 45, 53]. With the parallel model, we can
tune the parameters to provide a certain target latency and
bandwidth independently similar to the simple model.

The ZNS SSD backend uses the same data processing
model as the conventional SSD. However, it does not need
the FTL since the host explicitly controls data placement
according to the ZNS SSD specifications.

Note that NVMeVirt actually does not limit the perfor-
mance model. Indeed, any performance models can be imple-
mented and integrated into NVMeVirt as required.

3.5 Data Storage and Handling
NVMeVirt should store requested data somewhere in the sys-
tem, and retrieve them later for read requests. Similar to many
other storage simulators and emulators, NVMeVirt stores the
data in the main memory. As running as a kernel module,
NVMeVirt cannot luxuriate in comfortable functions from
user space, such as virtual memory. However, the memory
management overhead should be low and consistent to emu-
late future-generation devices such as PRAM- and MRAM-
based SSDs. Different device types require different mem-
ory management policies and mechanisms. We explain the
approaches for each device type that NVMeVirt currently
supports.

Common. Regardless of the device type, NVMeVirt requires
an extensive amount of memory for data storage. NVMeVirt
obtains the required memory by reserving a part of the physi-
cal address space with the booting parameter during the sys-
tem initialization. We configured the NUMA setting not to
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interleave memory, and the memory is reserved from a dedi-
cated NUMA node where the NVMeVirt threads are pinned
down. Therefore, the reserved memory is physically contigu-
ous. At the beginning of the reserved memory area are the
NVMe control block and PCI resources, such as the MSI-X ta-
ble and PCI capabilities, followed by the bulk memory region
used for storing data.

SSD and ZNS SSD. Basically the backends for SSD and
ZNS SSD use a simple linear mapping for data placement.
For a physical block/page number in the flash address space,
its in-memory location is calculated by adding the starting
address of the reserved memory region. The FTL for conven-
tional SSDs maintains the logical-to-physical flash address
space mapping on top of the linear mapping as in FEMU [32].
Once the target address is calculated from the block num-
ber, NVMeVirt moves data from/to the in-memory location.
One might suggest reusing the RAM disk facility or using
alloc_pages() or vmalloc() for allocating the data stor-
ing pages. In this case, however, we cannot control the lo-
cation of pages from NUMA domains. Even if we can use
alloc_pages_node() to specify the NUMA domain to allo-
cate pages from, the time to process page allocation may vary
significantly according to the status of the memory subsystem.
When the system has free pages for a core in its per-process
free page list, the page allocation can occur fast. However,
if the list is empty, the page should be allocated by dividing
a large memory chunk through the buddy system allocator,
which is time-consuming. For these reasons, we opt to use
the linear mapping scheme, rather than the RAM disk or the
dynamic mapping scheme. Further, the ZNS SSD backend
maintains the metadata to track the status of zones (i.e., open
zone list and the write pointers within the open zones).

KVSSD. The page-level address mapping is sufficient for
SSDs since the allocation unit is a fixed size, larger than (or
equal to) the page size. However, generally most the keys and
values in KVSSDs are much smaller than a single page (often
tens to hundreds of bytes long), and their sizes are highly vari-
able. This necessitates a proper memory management scheme
to prevent/control the external fragmentation of the address
space yet to provide a stable performance. Accordingly, we
divide the first half of the reserved memory into 1 KiB chunks
and the second half to 4 KiB ones. NVMeVirt maintains a
bitmap to track the availability of each chunk.
KVSSD also requires an index for key-value pairs. For sim-
plicity, we implemented it with a hash table. During the device
initialization, we allocate a slice of memory and initialize it
as a table. Each entry in the table contains the actual key and
location of data as the chunk index. To process a key-value
operation, the key is hashed with the Fowler-Noll-Vo hash
function [38] to produce an integer index. This integer index
is used as the index of the table, and the hash collision is
handled with the linear probing scheme. Currently, the maxi-

mum size is set to 16-byte and 4 KiB for the key and value,
respectively.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we provide the evaluation results to demon-
strate the features and versatility of NVMeVirt. We aimed to
discover the following with the evaluations;

1. What device types and their features does NVMeVirt
provide?

2. How precisely can NVMeVirt emulate the performance
of various storage devices, including off-the-shelf SSDs,
NVM SSDs, ZNS SSDs, and key-value SSDs?

3. What type of advanced storage configurations can
NVMeVirt support?

4. How can NVMeVirt contribute to storage-domain re-
search?

4.1 Evaluation Setup
Evaluation Environment. To evaluate NVMeVirt, we
used two identical servers with the same hardware and soft-
ware configurations. Each server is equipped with two Intel
Xeon Gold 6240 processors running at 2.60 GHz in a NUMA
configuration. Each processor has 36 cores and 196 GiB of
memory, which provides 72 cores and a total of 392 GiB
of memory. The system is also equipped with commercial
storage devices for performance comparison and analysis:
Samsung 970 Pro SSD and Intel P4800X SSD based on the
OptaneDC persistent memory technology. The devices are
512 GB and 350 GB in size, and represent an off-the-shelf
high-end SSD and NVM SSD, respectively. We refer to them
as “SSD” and “Optane” in the rest of the paper. To evaluate
KVSSD, we used the Samsung KVSSD [23]. We also used a
ZNS SSD provided by a company as an evaluation prototype.
This ZNS SSD comprises 96 MiB zones that can be written
only at 192 KiB units. The servers are also equipped with
one Mellanox ConnectX-5 VPI HCA and connected through
Mellanox SX6012 switch supporting 56 Gbps FDR band-
width. We implemented NVMeVirt based on the Linux kernel
5.10.37, and the implementation takes approximately 9,000
lines of the kernel module code.

Configuration. To minimize the cross-interference be-
tween the applications and operations of NVMeVirt, we set
them to run on different processors. Specifically, one pro-
cessor (processor 1) is completely dedicated to NVMeVirt,
whereas applications and benchmarks run on the other proces-
sor (processor 0). During the system initialization, the entire
memory for the processor 1 is reserved with kernel booting
parameters and used for storing data. The dispatcher and I/O
workers are pinned down to different cores on the dedicated
processor. The virtual PCIe bus is registered to the system as
if it is attached to the processor 1. The memory for the NUMA
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Figure 3: Performance variance of real and emulated devices
for 4 KB random write operations

node 0, which is dedicated to applications, is configured to
32 GiB considering the size ratio between the memory and
storage devices. In the evaluation, NVMeVirt is configured
to use one I/O worker and a maximum of 72 queue pairs so
that each core has its own queue pair. Note that we can easily
change the maximum number of queue pairs of the virtual
device.

4.2 Emulation Quality

NVMeVirt is primarily focusing on facilitating various NVMe
device types, and FEMU [32] is the most relevant work shar-
ing a similar goal. We compare the emulation quality by
measuring the latency distribution of random write operations
by repeating the same test 10 times. In each test, FIO writes
128 GiB of data with 4 KiB requests at random locations. We
set FEMU and NVMeVirt to operate at the maximum speed
without adding any latency to the incoming request. Figure 3
summarizes the percentile distributions of the 10 runs. The
error bars indicate the standard deviation of the runs; thus,
the longer the bars are, the more performance fluctuation the
system exhibits.

Compared to the performance of real devices, NVMeVirt
exhibits much lower latency with a very stable performance
over the entire percentile range. These performance character-
istics are very promising for emulating future storage devices.
The FEMU-emulated device, however, barely meets the re-
quired performance to emulate modern storage devices. The
maximum performance of FEMU is slightly faster than Op-
tane. Hence, we are unable to utilize FEMU to project the
performance implication of future low-latency storage devices.
In addition, we observe high run-to-run performance variance
from FEMU. Its standard deviations range from 28.7% to
39.7% of its average performance. The 99.99th percentile of
FEMU goes off-the-chart, showing an average of 559.3 us
and a standard deviation of 462 us. Considering the influences
of the performance variance on the applications’ tail latencies,
FEMU will operate with a very high non-realistic tail latency.

Table 2: Presumed model parameters to emulate a real device
performance.

Simple model
Optane KVSSD

Page size 4 KiB 4 KiB
# of I/O units 1 10
Read latency 12 us 154 us

Read bandwidth 2.4 GiB 2.6 GiB
Write latency 14 us 56 us

Write bandwidth 2.0 GiB 1.3 GiB

Parallel model
SSD ZNS

PCIe link bandwidth 3.6 GiB 3.3 GiB
# of NAND channels 8 8

NAND channel bandwidth 800 MiB 800 MiB
Dies per channel 2 16

Read unit size 32 KiB 64 KiB
NAND read time 36 us 40 us

Write unit size 32 KiB 192 KiB
NAND write time 185 us 1,913 us

4.3 Emulating a Real Device Performance

One of the primary goals of NVMeVirt is to emulate the
performance of real devices. To verify this, we measured
various performance metrics from real devices and config-
ured NVMeVirt devices, as we discussed in 3.4. Table 2
summarizes the key parameters that we used for emulating
the target devices. The values are obtained empirically from
in-house microbenchmarks and device specification docu-
ments [16, 47, 50]. We used various benchmark tools and
configurations for evaluating various device types. For Op-
tane and the SSD, we used FIO [2] to measure the read and
write latency while varying the request size from 4 KiB to
256 KiB. We also used FIO for measuring the performance of
the ZNS SSD. We evaluated the read performance in the same
manner. However, the ZNS SSD only allows 192 KiB writes
to opened zones. Thus, we evaluated write performance with
various numbers of threads that generate 192 KiB requests
in accordance with the ZNS zone restriction. To evaluate
KVSSD, we used OpenMPDK KVBench [46] which is an
open-source benchmark based on the ForestDB benchmark
suite [6]. We report the aggregated bandwidth from various
payload sizes. In addition, we report the aggregated band-
width measured with KVCeph [27] that generates realistic
key-value operation workloads.

Figure 4 compares the performance of virtual devices to
the real devices on various configurations. In each category,
the values are normalized to the left-most entry value of the
category (i.e., 4 KiB performance of the real device) Through-
out the evaluation, we can confirm that the virtual devices
provided by NVMeVirt faithfully reflect the configured target
performance. We observe that the performance difference
between the real and the virtualized devices is small. The
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Figure 5: The comparison of various performance character-
istics

performance difference is by up to 12.2%, 11.8%, 3.3%, and
3.8% for Optane, SSD, ZNS SSD, and KVSSD, respectively.

Next, we analyzed various I/O characteristics. Firstly, Fig-
ure 5a summarizes the latency distribution for processing
16 KiB requests in Samsung 970 Pro and its NVMeVirt coun-
terpart. We can see the similar latency distributions between
the setups. Secondly, we evaluated the performance change
when the garbage collection is performing. We built a mi-
crobenchmark that fills in the storage space with sequential
write and keeps performing random writes. These writes will
eventually trigger GC, which will cause performance drops.
Figure 5b shows the performance change, and we can see that
NVMeVirt exhibits the realistic performance change when
GC is involved. Lastly, Figure 5c shows the performance of
RocksDB running on ZNS SSD. We measured the throughput
over a period of time while running the YCSB-A benchmark.
We can observe repeated performance changes from ZNS
SSD, and NVMeVirt can model the performance changes very
closely. From these evaluations, we conclude that NVMeVirt
can model various performance aspects of the target devices.

4.4 Supporting Various Storage Environments

In this evaluation, we elaborate on the versatility of NVMeVirt
in various storage configurations. First, we demonstrate the
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Figure 6: The write performance as the NVMe-oF target

feasibility of the NVMe-oF target offloading. We configured
an NVMeVirt instance as the NVMe-oF target and measured
their performance with the FIO benchmark. The NVMeVirt
instance is configured to emulate Optane with the target per-
formance listed in Table 2. Figure 6 compares their perfor-
mance under various payload sizes and different NVMe-oF
configurations. Note that ‘NVMe-oF’ indicates the perfor-
mance of the default NVMe-oF configuration without the
target offloading, and ‘Offloading’ is with the target offload-
ing enabled. We present the results from write operations only
since read operations showed the same trend.

We can observe that NVMeVirt emulates the performance
of Optane over NVMe-oF closely. Specifically, the baseline
configuration without the target offloading outperforms that
with the target offloading when the payload is smaller than
128 KiB. We attribute the performance trend to the NVMe
command processing overhead in the adapter that outweighs
the performance gain from the optimized data path. However,
when the payload is larger than 128 KiB, the performance gain
outweighs the overhead, making the target offloading-enabled
configuration show much lower latency.

We also demonstrate the PCI peer-to-peer DMA support
for AI workloads. Specifically, GPUDirect Storage (GDS) is
one of the promising techniques to accelerate GPU-intensive
workloads [39, 40]. GPU directly accesses NVMe devices
through PCI peer-to-peer DMA protocol, enabling decreased
latency and CPU utilization on the host. We analyze the im-
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plication of storage performance on the GDS environment
with NVMeVirt.

We measure the performance of checkpointing while run-
ning Megatron DeepSpeed [37] with NVIDIA A100 GPU.
As shown in Figure 7, with Samsung 970 Pro SSD, the check-
pointing occurs at the rate of 0.37 GiB/s with the conventional
storage configuration, where checkpointing data is stored
through the host’s filesystem (the data is labeled with ‘Real’).
With GDS enabled, the checkpointing data goes to the NVMe
device directly, showing a substantial performance gain of
5.2x. The NVMeVirt instance configured for the SSD exhibits
the same performance trend, as labeled with ‘Virt’.

We set up an NVMeVirt SSD instance in the same envi-
ronment and evaluate the implication of storage device per-
formance. We measured the checkpointing performance on
various target bandwidths, but with a fixed latency of 10 us
(grouped in ‘Bandwidth’). We also evaluated the performance
from various latencies while the target bandwidth is fixed to
2.0 GiB (grouped in ‘Latency’).

As shown in Figure 7, the storage performance does not
much influence the AI application when the checkpointing
occurs through the conventional storage configuration. The
checkpointing performance remains consistent at a rate of
0.43 GiB/s regardless of changes in bandwidth and latency.
However, the performance is affected by bandwidth in the
GDS configuration. This confirms that the direct storage ac-
cess is promising in that it can circumvent the inherent per-
formance bottleneck in the conventional I/O path. Also, it
implies that to fully exploit the reduced overhead through
GDS, the storage performance should be improved further.
From the consistent performance over a wide range of laten-
cies, we can infer that the workload is likely to process I/O
with a high queue depth.

4.5 Case for the Database Engine Analysis

To promote the tunable performance of NVMeVirt, we an-
alyze the implication of storage performance on database
engine performance. We selected MariaDB and PostgreSQL,
two database engines that are very popular in the industry [7].
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Figure 8: Performance characteristics of the MariaDB and
PostgreSQL database engines on various storage configura-
tions

We created an NVMeVirt instance configured as an NVM
SSD, and configured the database instance on it with recom-
mended configurations from optimization tools [13, 43]. The
database instance is then populated with sysbench [48] to have
10 tables of 50,000,000 bytes in size, taking approximately
120 GiB of space in total. Then we run the OLTP workload
with sysbench with 72 threads for 60 minutes. We measured
various performance metrics while running the benchmark,
and Figure 8 summarizes the results. We only report the trends
of the first 5 minutes since the performance became stable
afterwards.

Overall, we verified that MariaDB and PostgreSQL react
very differently to the storage performance. Figure 8a and
8b compare the I/O bandwidth utilization of MariaDB and
PostgreSQL over time when the target bandwidth is set to
the given value (i.e., 250 implies the storage bandwidth is
limited to 250 MiB/s). In this evaluation, the I/O latency was
set to a minimum (i.e., does not impose any delay while pro-
cessing I/O operations). For MariaDB, it fully utilizes the I/O
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bandwidth up to 500 MiB/s, but does not utilize it further.
Even though the storage device provides a higher bandwidth,
the I/O bandwidth utilization remains low, approximately at
600 MiB/s. On the other hand, PostgreSQL fully utilizes the
I/O bandwidth up to 1,000 MiB/s and exhibits a saturated
performance at around 1,800 MiB/s. This hints that Post-
greSQL is designed to utilize the storage device more eagerly
than MariaDB. However, this does not necessarily mean that
PostgreSQL outperforms MariaDB. Figure 8c compares the
processing performance measured in transactions per second
(TPS) on various bandwidth limits. The I/O bandwidth limit
influences both database engines, but PostgreSQL is much
more sensitive than MariaDB. Specifically, MariaDB exhibits
a higher TPS than PostgreSQL when the bandwidth is low,
but the TPS is not improved much when the device has more
bandwidth. Meanwhile, PostgreSQL shows a lower perfor-
mance when the bandwidth is low. However, the performance
improves as the device supports more bandwidth. When the
bandwidth limit is low, MariaDB outperforms PostgreSQL by
2.45x at 250 MiB/s bandwidth limit. However, PostgreSQL
outperforms MariaDB by 1.82x at the unlimited bandwidth.

The engines exhibit a similar trend with respect to the la-
tency. Figure 8d compares the performance when the band-
width is fixed to 1,000 MiB/s, and both read and write la-
tencies are set to the values on the y-axis. When the device
exhibits a high latency, MariaDB outperforms PostgreSQL
by up to 2.67x when the latency is 128 us. However, as the
latency decreases, the TPS of PostgreSQL keeps increasing,
becoming comparable to that of MariaDB when the latency
is minimum. Figure 8e and 8f shows the number of queued
requests in the submission queues of the device over time.
The device is configured to have the minimum latency and a
target bandwidth of 2.0 GiB. MariaDB operates with a low
queue depth, whereas PostgreSQL utilizes a higher queue
depth with a noticeable unique pattern near qd=200.

From the evaluation, we can conclude that PostgreSQL is
more promising on modern storage devices, whereas Mari-
aDB is more efficient when the storage is slow. We can verify
that NVMeVirt allows us to estimate the performance of ap-
plications on future storage devices.

4.6 Case for NVMe Interface Study

As NVMeVirt handles inbound NVMe operations in software,
it opens up the opportunity to extend the host-device interface
easily. To demonstrate this, we made a case with one of the
recent studies whose evaluation is limited by the host-device
interface modification. Specifically, Kim et al. [26] proposed
to extend the NVMe command set so that one NVMe com-
mand can batch multiple key-value operations, thereby amor-
tizing the interface overhead for small key-value operations.
To realize this so-called ‘compound command’ concept, the
KVSSD firmware should be modified to understand and pro-
cess the extended NVMe command. However, the authors

were unable to modify the firmware and ended up estimating
the performance gain from the single operation performance.

We attempted to verify the benefit of the compound com-
mand by using the KVSSD instance with NVMeVirt. Specif-
ically, we modified the KVSSD backend to understand the
compound command and process packed operations in a batch.
Each I/O operation in a compound command is processed as
an individual key-value operation in the backend. This mod-
ification took less than a week for one of the authors, and
we argue that this manifests the advantage of the software-
level NVMe abstraction that NVMeVirt provides. To evaluate
the performance, we built a user-level microbenchmark tool
that builds the compound command with multiple requests,
and submits the command to the device through the NVMe
pass-through interface. Note that the extended KVSSD back-
end uses the same performance model and configuration as
explained in Section 4.3.

From the evaluation, we can verify the significant perfor-
mance improvement with the compound command. Without
the compound command, processing eight 4 KiB key-value
put operations takes approximately 469 us, which is reduced
to 86 us with the compound command, giving a 5.4x per-
formance gain. This improvement is higher than the value
reported in the original work (92.0 us to 41.5 us), and we
attribute the extra improvement to the conservative estimation
in the original work.

5 Conclusion

We presented NVMeVirt, a virtual, software-only NVMe
device. It opens a new opportunity for developers to co-
design highly intelligent storage devices over the NVMe in-
terface. With NVMeVirt, we demonstrated the usefulness of
NVMeVirt for storage research.

Currently, NVMeVirt only supports a single instance of one
device type. We are planning to support multiple NVMe de-
vice instances with various storage device types. Furthermore,
we are working on a separate study to present the in-depth
methodology and analysis to model the performance charac-
teristics of various NVMe-based SSDs using NVMeVirt.
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Abstract
Cloud object storage vendors are always in pursuit of bet-

ter cost efficiency. Emerging Shingled Magnetic Record-
ing (SMR) drives are becoming economically favorable in
archival storage systems due to significantly improved areal
density. However, for standard-class object storage, previous
studies and our preliminary exploration revealed that the ex-
isting SMR drive solutions can experience severe throughput
variations due to garbage collection (GC).

In this paper, we introduce SMRSTORE, an SMR-based
storage engine for standard-class object storage without com-
promising performance or durability. The key features of
SMRSTORE include directly implementing chunk store in-
terfaces over SMR drives, using a complete log-structured
design, and applying guided data placement to reduce GC
for consistent performance. The evaluation shows that SMR-
STORE delivers comparable performance as Ext4 on the Con-
ventional Magnetic Recording (CMR) drives, and can be up
to 2.16x faster than F2FS on SMR drives. By switching
to SMR drives, we have decreased the total cost by up to
15% and provided performance on par with the prior system
for customers. Currently, we have deployed SMRSTORE in
standard-class Alibaba Cloud Object Storage Service (OSS)
to store hundreds of PBs of data. We plan to use SMR drives
for all classes of OSS in the near future.

1 Introduction
Object storage is a “killer app” in the cloud era. Users can
use the service to persist and retrieve objects with high scal-
ability, elasticity and reliability. Typical usage scenarios of
object storage include Binary Large OBjects (BLOBs) stor-
age [10,23], datalake [2] and cloud archive [1]. Object storage
systems usually employ a large fleet of HDDs. Therefore, a
key challenge of building a competitive cloud object storage
is the cost efficiency.

Emerging Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) drives [5]
are economically attractive [29] but they may not serve as a
simple drop-in replacement for traditional CMR drives [12].
SMR drives, via overlapping tracks, have a higher areal
density [14] (i.e., 25% more than CMR drives) and hence
the better cost efficiency. However, shingling tracks has a

*Corresponding author. erc.xec@alibaba-inc.com

byproduct—not allowing random writes [8, 15]. This charac-
teristic in return may require the upper-level software stack,
such as storage engines, to make the corresponding adaptions.

A possible direction is to use Host Managed SMR (HM-
SMR) drives where the host OS manages the I/Os and com-
municates with HM-SMR drives via the Zoned Block Device
(ZBD) subsystem [6, 7]. There are mainly three types of ap-
proaches in designing HM-SMR-based storage systems. First,
Linux kernel can expose HM-SMR drives as standard block
devices by employing a shingled translation layer (STL),
such as dm-zoned [21]. Second, file systems with a log-
structured [28] or copy-on-write design, can directly support
HM-SMR drives(e.g., F2FS [17] and Btrfs [27]). Further,
developers can modify their applications to accommodate
HM-SMR drives (e.g., GearDB [32], SMORE [19], and SM-
RDB [26]) or directly employ them in archival-class object
storage systems such as Alibaba Archive Storage Service [1]
and Huawei Object Store [18].

Unfortunately, these existing HM-SMR solutions can not
be applied to standard-class Alibaba Cloud Object Storage
Service (OSS) . First, setting the HM-SMR drive as a block
device (i.e., via dm-zoned [21]) could suffer a significant
throughput drop due to frequent buffer zones reclaiming after
random updates (e.g., a 56.1% drop under a sustained write
workload [22]). Second, employing log-structured file sys-
tems to manage HM-SMR drives can experience throughput
variations due to GC in file systems. For example, our eval-
uation shows that the throughput of F2FS on a HM-SMR
drive can drop 61.5% due to frequent F2FS GCs triggered by
random deletions. Third, though archival-class and standard-
class OSS share the same data abstraction (i.e., object), they
have drastically different Service Level Objectives (SLOs).
Therefore, a design that works well in the archival class may
not deliver satisfying performances in the standard class.

Our benchmarks show that existing SMR translation lay-
ers or file systems could result in severe overhead possibly
due to garbage collection. Moreover, log-structured design
offers direct support to SMR drives and could achieves a high
throughput when not affected by GC. Besides, GC, which is
inevitable due to the append-only nature of SMR zones, could
be alleviated via workload-aware data placement.

In this paper, we describe SMRSTORE, a high-performance
HM-SMR storage engine co-designed with Alibaba Cloud
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Figure 1: Architecture overview of OSS (§2.1). The red shaded
HHD engines refer to traditional ext4-based storage engines. The
green shaded SSD engines refer to user-space storage engines.

standard-class OSS. There are three key features in SMR-
STORE. First, SMRSTORE is a user-space storage engine that
does not require local file system support and directly imple-
ments chunk interfaces of PANGU distributed file system.

Second, SMRSTORE strictly follows a log-structured de-
sign to organize HM-SMR on-disk layout. In SMRSTORE,
the basic building block is a variable-length customized log
format called Record. We use records to persist data, and form
various metadata structures (e.g., checkpoint and journal).

Third, we design a series of workload-aware zone alloca-
tion strategies to reduce the interleaving of different types
of OSS data & metadata in zones. These effort help us to
effectively lower the overhead of GC in HM-SMR drives.

We extensively evaluate SMRSTORE under various scenar-
ios. The results show that PANGU chunkserver with SMR-
STORE achieves more than 110MB/s throughput in high con-
current write workloads, 30% higher than the previous gen-
eration design (i.e., chunkserver with Ext4 on CMR drives).
Moreover, on a storage server (60 HDDs and 2 cache SSDs),
chunkserver with SMRSTORE provides steady 4GB/s write
throughput in macro benchmarks, 2.16x higher than F2FS.
Third, in OSS deployment, the performances of the HM-SMR
cluster are comparable to the CMR cluster in all aspects.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe
standard-class OSS in Alibaba and the HM-SMR drives in §2.
Then, we analyze the pros and cons of existing solutions (§3).
Further, we demonstrate the design choices (§4), the detail im-
plementation of SMRSTORE (§5) and the evaluation (§6). We
conclude with discussions on the limitation of SMRSTORE
(§7), the related work (§8) and a short conclusion (§9).

2 Background
2.1 Alibaba Cloud OSS
Alibaba Cloud OSS offers four classes of services, including
standard, infrequent access, archive, and cold archive (prices
in descending order and retrieval time in ascending order).

Pangu File

AppendOnly

Chunk 2
(sealed)

Chunk 4
(unsealed)

Chunk 1
(sealed)

Chunk 3
(sealed)

offset 0

replica 1 replica 2 replica 3

chunkserver chunkserver chunkserver

replica 1 replica 2 replica 3

chunkserver chunkserver chunkserver

Figure 2: Semantics of PANGU file and chunk. This figure shows
a PANGU file consists of four chunks. Only chunk 4 (the last chunk)
is not sealed (writable). PANGU keeps multiple replicas for each
chunk across chunkservers to protect data against any failures.

Standard-class OSS, usually for hosting hot data, offers the
fastest SLOs with the highest economical cost.

Architecture. Figure 1 illustrates the three layers in Alibaba
Cloud standard-class OSS stack, including an OSS frontend
layer, an OSS service layer, and a persistence layer. The fron-
tend layer pre-processes users’ http requests and dispatches
them to the service layer. The service layer, consisting of mul-
tiple KV servers, has two functionalities. First, the service
layer writes the objects to PANGU files. Second, the service
layer maintains the objects’ metadata (the mapping from ob-
jects’ names to locations within the corresponding PANGU
files) using an LSM-tree based KV store [25], and writes
these metadata to additional PANGU files. The persistence
layer is our distributed file system PANGU.

PANGU overview. PANGU is a HDFS-like distributed file
system and each PANGU cluster comprises a set of masters
(handling PANGU files’ metadata, not objects’ metadata) and
up to thousands of chunkservers (storing data of PANGU
files). Each chunkserver exclusively owns a physical storage
server to operate, consisting of 60 HDDs for persistence
and two high performance SSDs for caching 1. We leverage
Linux kernel storage stack (Ext4 file system and libaio with
O DIRECT) for the HDD storage engines and build a user-
space storage file system for the SSD engines.

PANGU data abstractions. Figure 2 illustrates two levels of
abstractions in PANGU, file and chunk. Each file is append-
only and can be further split into multiple chunks. Each chunk
has a Chunk ID (a 24-byte UUID) and is replicated via copies
or erasure coding. PANGU can create, write(append), read,
delete, and seal a chunk. Similar to the “extent seal” in Win-
dows Azure Storage [13], PANGU seals a chunk when: i) the
size of chunk—including data and corresponding checksum—
reaches the limit; ii) the application closes the PANGU file
when writing is finished; iii) in the face of failures (e.g., net-
work timeout). Due to case ii) and iii), the chunks can be of
variable sizes. Note that only the last chunk of a PANGU file
can be appended (not sealed) and only sealed chunks can be

1PANGU also supports other services (e.g., block storage and big data)
and can have various modifications. In this paper, our discussion on PANGU
and corresponding software/hardware setups only apply to OSS scenario.
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flushed from cache SSDs to HDDs for persistence. Storage
engine does not provide any redundancy for failures. Instead,
we rely on PANGU providing fault tolerance for each chunk
across chunkservers by replication or erasure coding.

I/O Path. Figure 3 presents high-level write flows in OSS
with the traditional Ext4-based storage engine. We use an
example object called "Foo" to highlight the write flow. The
KV server chooses the PANGU file A for storing “Foo”. Then
the KV server uses the PANGU SDK or contacts the PANGU
master to locate the tail chunk (i.e.,chunk-1) and its respective
chunkservers. Further, the chunkserver appends the object’s
data (with checksums) to the corresponding Ext4 file. To
verify data integrity, we break the object’s data into a series
of 4048-Byte segments. We attach to each segment a 48 Byte
footer which includes the checksum and segment locations
in chunk. Note that each chunk in the chunkserver is an Ext4
file with the chunk ID as its filename.

Workloads. A KV server can open multiple PANGU files
to store or retrieve the data and metadata of objects, and
perform GC on deleted objects in PANGU files. From the
perspective of chunkservers, we define an active PANGU file
as a stream. The stream starts as the PANGU is opened by a
KV server for read or write, and ends when the KV closes the
PANGU file. Based on the operations (read or write) and types
(metadata, data or GC), we can categorize the workloads
issued by KV servers as five types of streams. Table 1 lists
the characteristic of each type of streams. The “Concurrency”
refers to the PANGU file concurrency, namely the number of
PANGU opened files on a chunkserver to append data. The
“Lifespan” refers to the expected lifespan of the data on disk
(from being persisted to deleted), NOT the duration of the
streams.

• OSS Data Write Stream. Persisting object data requires low
latency to achieve quick response. Therefore, object data

Type Latency Concur- iosize Lifespan
(ms) rency (Byte) (Day)

OSS Data W <1 ~1500 512K-1M <7
OSS Data R <20 - 512K-1M -
OSS Meta W <1 ~2000 4K-128K <60
OSS Meta R <20 - 4K-128K -
OSS GC <20 ~100 512K-1M <90
Table 1: Characteristics of streams on a chunkserver(§2.1).

are first written to SSD caches and later moved to HDDs.
Normally, hundreds of PANGU chunks are opened for writ-
ing on a chunkserver, thereby yielding high concurrency.

• OSS Data Read Stream. OSS directly reads object data
from HDDs to achieve high throughput. Due to space limits,
object data for read are not cached in the SSDs.

• OSS Metadata Write Stream. OSS metadata stream in-
cludes objects’ metadata formatted as Write-Ahead Logs
and Sorted String Table Files from KV store. The metadata
are first flushed to SSD cache and then migrated to HDDs.
The metadata accounts for around 2% of the total capacity
used (around 24TB per chunkserver).

• OSS Metadata Read Stream. The KV server maintains a
cache for object index. In most cases, the metadata read
directly hits the KV index cache and returns. If cache
misses, OSS routes to SSTFiles in PANGU.

• OSS GC Stream. The garbage collection in OSS service
layer (referred to as OSS GC) is to reclaim garbage space
in PANGU files. A PANGU file can hold multiple objects.
When a certain amount of objects are deleted in a PANGU
file, OSS would re-allocate the rest to another PANGU file,
and delete the old file. The chunks written by OSS GC
streams account for more than 80% of the total capacity
used in one chunkserver. OSS GC streams run in back-
ground and directly routed to HDDs for persistence.

2.2 Host-Managed HM-SMR
HM-SMR drives overlap the tracks to achieve higher areal
density but consequently sacrifices random write support.
Specifically, HM-SMR drives organize the address space as
multiple fixed-size zones including sequential zones (referred
to as zones) and a few (around 1%) conventional zones (re-
ferred to as czones). For example, the Seagate SMR drive
we use in this paper has a capacity of 20TB and 74508 zones
(including 800 czones). The size of each zone is 256MB, and
it takes around 20ms, 24ms and 22ms for opening, closing
and erasing a zone, respectively. Note that, for certain SMR
HDD models (e.g., West Digital DC HC650), there is a limit
on the number of zones to be opened concurrently.

Device mapper translation. A straightforward solution
is to insert a shim layer, called shingled translation layer
(STL), such as dm-zoned [21], to provide dynamic mapping
from logical block address to physical sectors and hence
achieve random-to-sequential translation. Apparently, the
major advantage of this approach is allowing the users (e.g.,
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chunkserver process) to adopt the HM-SMR drives as cost-
efficient drop-in replacement for CMR drives.

SMR-aware file systems. The log-structured design file sys-
tems (e.g., F2FS) make them an ideal match for the append-
only zone design of HM-SMR disks. For example, F2FS
started to support zoned block devices since kernel 4.10.
Users can mount a F2FS on an HM-SMR drive and utilize
the F2FS GC mechanism to support random writes. Simi-
larly, Btrfs, a file system based on copy-on-write principle,
currently provided an experimental support for zoned block
device in kernel 5.12.

End-to-End Co-design. Instead of relying on dm-zoned or
general file systems, applications that perform mostly sequen-
tial writes can be modified to adopt HM-SMR. The benefits
of end-to-end integration has been proved by several recent
works, such as GearDB [32], ZenFs [11], SMORE [19], etc.
Applications could eliminate the block/fs-level overhead and
achieve predictable performance by managing on-disk data
placement and garbage collection at application level [24, 30].

3 Evaluating Existing Solutions
We evaluate running F2FS atop HM-SMR drives with mi-
crobenchmark and macrobenchmark (i.e., simulated OSS
workloads). We compare the performances of chunkservers
with Ext4 on CMR drives (referred to as CS-Ext4) and F2FS
on HM-SMR drives (referred to as CS-F2FS).

3.1 Evaluation Configurations

CMR Server SMR Server
OS Linux 4.19.91

CPU 2*Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8331C CPU@2.50GHz
48 Physical Cores 96 Threads

SSD 2*INTEL SSDPF21Q800GB
Mem 512G

HDD

60*ST16000NM001G-
2KK103
Rand. 4KB(IOPS): 113
Seq. 512KB(MB/s):
254.8(W) 254.5(R)

60*ST20000NM001J-
2U6101
Rand. 4KB(IOPS): 121
Seq. 512KB(MB/s):
255.7(W) 255.6(R)

Table 2: Configurations of storage servers in evaluation. A SMR
server has the exact same setups with a CMR server, except the
HDDs are 20TB SMR HDDs instead. The raw performance compar-
ison with queue depth 1 random read and queue depth 32 sequential
read/write is listed in the last row.

Environment Setup. Table 2 lists the configurations of the
storage servers in the evaluation. Note that F2FS does not
support devices with a capacity larger than 16TB. Therefore,
we format the disk with 6TB capacity. Moreover, in all cases
we disable the disk write cache by hdparm [4] tool to prevent
data loss upon crashes, a mandatory setting in OSS.

Workloads. For both micro- and macro-benchmarks, we use
the Fio [3] (modified to use the PANGU SDK) as the workload

Figure 4: High Concurrency Write Throughput (§3.2). The fig-
ure shows the write throughput of CS-Ext4 and CS-F2FS in mi-
crobenchmarks.

Figure 5: F2FS Access Pattern (§3.2). The figure shows the ac-
cessed zoneIds by F2FS in a few seconds. F2FS writes all data into
one zone in a period of time and switches to the next only when the
zone is full.

generator. For microbenchmark, we start a chunkserver with
one disk, and focus on testing write throughput with different
I/O sizes in the clean state (no F2FS GC). We start a Fio with
4 numjobs, 4 iodepth, and 128 nrfiles to simulate a high write
pressure.

For macrobenchmark, we evaluate chunkserver with all
disks loaded (60 HDDs and 2 cache SSDs) and run four Fio
processes to simulate different types of write streams. Table 3
lists the detailed configurations. Note that we use two Fio
processes to simulate two kinds OSS GC streams (i.e., OSS
GC Wr 1 and 2). For OSS GC Wr 2, we use a smaller chunk
size and rate (64MB and 20MB/s) to simulate the situations
where the chunks are sealed before reaching the size limit
(due to reaching the end of PANGU file or encountering I/O
failures).

The macrobenchmark generates a stable 4GB/s throughput
to simulate a typical high pressure workload. There are two
phases in this test. In the first phase, we simply let the four
streams to fill the HDDs and there is no file deletions. In the
second phase, the utilization of capacity reaches around 80%
(around 12 hours after the first phase started) and triggers the
random deletions to maintain the utilization rate at around
80%. The average chunk deletion rate on a chunkserver
ranges from 4 operations per second (ops/s) to 15 ops/s.
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Stream Type #Fio Target numjobs iodepth iosize nrfiles chunk size rate
OSS GC Wr 1 1 HDDs 8 32 1MB 25 256MB 400MB/s
OSS GC Wr 2 1 HDDs 8 32 1MB 25 64MB 20MB/s
OSS Data Wr 1 SSDs 3 32 1MB 300 256MB 200MB/s
OSS Meta Wr 1 SSDs 1 8 4KB-128KB 500 4MB 80MB/s

Table 3: Macro benchmark setups (§3.1). OSS GC Wr 1 refers to OSS GC streams with large chunks. OSS GC Wr 2 refers to OSS GC
streams with small chunks. OSS Data Wr refers to OSS object data write streams. OSS Meta Wr refers to OSS metadata write streams.

Figure 6: CS-Ext4 vs CS-F2FS in macrobenchmark (§3.2). The
test starts on empty disks and with steady 4GB/s throughput. At
hour 12, the capacity utilization reaches 80% and random deletions
occur.

3.2 Performance Comparison

Microbenchmark Performance. Figure 4 shows that CS-
F2FS on HM-SMR drives achieves 1.3x - 12.9x higher
throughput compared to CS-Ext4 on CMR drives. This is
because F2FS writes from different streams to one zone at
a time and thus always performs sequential writes. Figure 5
shows the accessing distribution of SMR ZoneIDs from the
CS-F2FS. We can see F2FS fills up one SMR zone at a time
(e.g., Zone 233 from second 0). This allocation strategy avoid
overhead from jumping between zones.

Macrobenchmark performance. Figure 6 shows the
throughput performances of CS-F2FS and CS-Ext4 along
time. Initially, we can observe that both maintain stable
throughput from hour 0 to 12. Then, after 12 hours, the CS-
F2FS quickly drops and remains a low throughput for the rest
of the time. This is because the random deletion starts and GC
in F2FS kicks in to handle the increasing amount of obsolete
data (see Figure 7). Note that F2FS puts chunks from differ-
ent types of streams into one zone. Due to random deletions,
severe F2FS GC can be frequently triggered and influence the
OSS metadata/data streams, resulting in a performance drop.

We are aware that F2FS provides multi-head logging to
separate streams on disk, but this technique cannot separate
chunks from the same type of streams. In practice, PANGU
file concurrency in each type of OSS stream can range from
tens to hundreds, and F2FS would write all the chunks from
the same type of stream into one zone. Therefore, random
deletions on those chunks (a common scenario in standard-
class OSS) still trigger severe F2FS GCs.

Figure 7: F2FS GC related metrics (§3.2.) This figure illustrates
the status of F2FS. The dirty segment count on the left axis reflects
the generation of garbage space. The increasing accumulated GC
count (right Y axis) indicates the continuing GC activities which are
the immediate causes of the performance drop.

4 SMRSTORE Design Choices
No local file system. We build SMRSTORE to support
chunk semantics (including chunk_create, chunk_append,
chunk_read, chunk_seal, and chunk_delete) on SMR
zoned namespace. There are three functionalities in SMR-
STORE to support this feature. First, SMRSTORE directly
manages the disk address space for persisting metadata (i.e.,
checkpoints and journalings) and data (i.e., the chunks). Sec-
ond, SMRSTORE manages a mapping table between chunks
and SMR zones to translate logical range in chunks (via
chunkId, offset, and length) to the physical locations on disk
(i.e., zoneId, offset, and length). Third, SMRSTORE orches-
trates the lifecycle of zones and data placement strategies in
the zones.

Everything is log. SMRSTORE stores both metadata and
data as logs in SMR sequential zones. Specifically, SMR-
STORE uses a basic structural unit, called record, to form
different types of metadata and data. To avoid wasting space,
record is of variable-length and enforces 4KB alignment with
disk physical sector.

Guided data placement. Since SMR zones are append-only
(except a few czones), and chunks from different PANGU files
can be interleaved in SMR zones, deleting PANGU chunks can
leave zones with obsolete data. This requires SMRSTORE
to migrate valid data from old zones to new ones, termed as
SMR GC in this paper. SMRSTORE reduces SMR GC by: i)
only allowing chunks to be mixed in a zone if they are from
the same type of streams (i.e., similar lifespans); ii) trying to
allocate an exclusive zone for each large chunk if possible.

Note that SMR GC is different from the OSS GC. In OSS
GC, after objects deleted by users, the corresponding PANGU
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Figure 8: Overview of CS-EXT4 and CS-SMRSTORE (§5.1).
SMRSTORE is integrated in chunkserver, runs in the user space
and communicates with HM-SMR drives directly by ZBD interface.

files can be partially filled with obsolete objects. KV servers
would create new PANGU files to store the valid objects
collected from old PANGU files (i.e., generating OSS GC
streams).

5 SMRSTORE Design & Implementation
5.1 Architecture Overview
Figure 8 shows a side-by-side comparison between running
chunkserver with Ext4 on CMR disks (CS-Ext4), and with
SMRSTORE on SMR disks (CS-SMRSTORE). The main
difference is the addition of SMRSTORE to the chunkserver,
sitting in the user space, and communicating with the SMR
disks via Zoned Block Device (ZBD) subsystem. Next, we
discuss the key functionalities of SMRSTORE:

• On-disk data layout. SMRSTORE divides an HM-SMR
drive into three fixed-size areas, namely the superzone,
the metazones, and the datazones. The SMRSTORE uses
“record” as the basic unit for metazone and datazone.

• Data index. SMRSTORE employs three levels of in-
memory data structures, including chunk metadata, index
group, and record index, to map a chunk to a series of
records on the disk.

• Zone Management. SMRSTORE uses a state machine to
manage the lifecycle of zones, and keeps metadata (e.g.,
status) of each zone in the memory. Further, SMRSTORE
adopts three workload-aware zone allocation strategies to
achieve low SMR GC overhead.

• Garbage Collection. SMRSTORE periodically performs
SMR GC to reclaim area with stale data at the granularity of
zones. There are three steps in SMR GC procedure: victim
zone selection, data migration, and metadata update.

• Recovery. Upon crashes, SMRSTORE restore through four
steps: recovering meta zone table, loading the latest check-
point, replaying journals, and completing the chunk meta-
data table by scanning opened data zones.

CS-SMRSTORE I/O Path. When replacing the storage en-
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Figure 9: Dataflow in SMRSTORE engine. (§5.1). Compared to
Figure 3, the storage engine is SMRSTORE (green shaded) and the
disk is an HM-SMR drive. FT: slice footer.
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Figure 10: On-disk Data Layout of SMRSTORE (§5.2). SMR-
STORE divides a disk into three partitions. Both metadata and data
are implemented based on the unified data structure called record.
The record can be of variable in length and have different type. The
payload of a data record is divided into several slices to support
partial read.

gine with a SMRSTORE engine, the KV server and PANGU
master follow the same procedures shown in Figure 3. As
illustrated in Figure 9, SMRSTORE no longer relies on local
system support and uses an in-memory chunk metadata table
for mapping. SMRSTORE first locates the table entry and
its index group linked list by using the chunk ID as index.
SMRSTORE further identifies the targeted index group or
creates a new one. Then, SMRSTORE appends data to the
datazone (indicated by the targeted index group) as record(s),
and updates the record index(es) in the corresponding index
group.

5.2 On-Disk Data Layout

Overview. Figure 10 shows the three partitions of an HM-
SMR drive under the SMRSTORE, including one superzone,
multiple metazones, and multiple datazones. All partitions
are fixed-sized and statically allocated. In other words, we
place the superzone on the first SMR zone, the metazones oc-
cupy the next 400 SMR zones, and the rest of SMR zones are
assigned as datazones. We do not allow metazones and data-
zones to be interleaved along disk address space to facilitate
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table, each chunk has a pointer to an index group list. Each index
group can have multile record indexes in a zone. The index groups
and records are all sorted by the offset to the chunk.

the metazones scanning during recovery.

Superzone. The superzone stores the information for initial-
ization, including the format version, the format timestamp,
and other system configurations.

Metazone. Inside the metazone, there are three types of
metadata: the zonehead, checkpoint , and journal. Note that
the metazones only store metadata of SMRSTORE not the
metadata of OSS (i.e., data from OSS metadata stream). The
metadata are composed by different types of records. The
zonehead record stores the zone-related information, such as
the zone type and the timestamp of zone allocation (used for
recovery). The checkpoint is a full snapshot of in-memory
data structures while the journals contain key operations of
chunk and zone which we further introduce in §5.6.

Inside each record, there are also three fields: the header,
the payload, and the padding. The header specifies the type
of records (i.e., zonehead, checkpoint, or journal record), the
length of the record and the CRC checksum of the payload.
The payload contains the serialized metadata. An optional
padding is appended at the end of the record as the SMR drive
is 4KB-aligned.

Datazone. The datazones occupy the rest of the disk. In each
zone, there are two types of records, the zonehead record and
data record. The zonehead record is similar to the metazone
zonehead record except the zone type.

Data record & slice. The payload of data record hosts user’s
data (i.e., a proportion of the chunk). The padding at the tail
of a data record is used to bring it a multiple of 4096 bytes
(i.e., 4KB-aligned). However, the payload field of data record
is different from other types of records (see bottom right of
Figure 10). To avoid read amplification, the payload is further
divided into 4096-Byte slices, with a 32-Byte slice footer
appended to each slice. The slice footer contains the chunk
ID (24 bytes), the logical offset to chunk (4 bytes) and the
checksum of slice data (4 bytes). Without payload slicing,
reading a 4KB from a 512KB record would require SMR-
STORE to fetch the whole record for verifying the payload
with the record’s checksum. Now, with slices, reading a 4KB
only needs to read at most two slices, and SMRSTORE can
use the footer in the slice for checksum verification.

5.3 Data Index
SMRSTORE uses an in-memory data structure, called record
index, to manage the metadata of each record. The record
index includes Chunk ID, the logical location of user’s data
in the chunk (i.e., chunk offset and size of user’s data) and
record’s physical location in the datazone (i.e., offset in the
datazone and size of the record).

A chunk usually can have multiple records that are dis-
tributed among several datazones. Note that SMRSTORE
appends the data of a chunk to only one datazone at a time
until that datazone is full. This guarantees two properties: i)
the records in each datazone together must cover a consecu-
tive range of the chunk; ii) the covered chunk ranges in each
datazone are not overlapped with each other.

Therefore, we group the record indexes of a chunk in each
datazone as an index group. Based on i), inside each index
group, we can sort record indexes based on their chunk offsets.
The index group also includes the corresponding datazone ID.
Moreover, due to property ii), we can further sort the index
groups of a chunk, based on the chunk offset of first record
index in each group, as a list.

Then, SMRSTORE organizes the metadata of chunks as
a table (see the left of Figure 11). Each entry of the table,
indexed by the Chunk ID (a 24 byte UUID), contains the
chunk size (the total length of the chunk on this disk), the
chunk status (sealed or not, not illustrated in the figure), and
the corresponding sorted list of index groups.

When receiving a read request (specified by the chunk
ID, the chunk offset, and the data length), SMRSTORE can
locate the chunk metadata with the ChunkID, find the target
index group in the sorted list with chunk offset, and locate
corresponding record index(es) with the chunk offset and data
length.

For a write request, SMRSTORE always locates the last
index group of the target chunk. If there are enough space
left on the corresponding datazone, SMRSTORE appends the
data to the datazone as a new record and adds the new record
index to the index group. If not, SMRSTORE allocates a new
datazone, appends the data, and adds the record index to the
new index group.

5.4 Zone Management

Zone state machine. SMRSTORE employs a state machine
to manage the status of datazones as shown in Figure 12.
SMRSTORE maintains a pool of opened zones (55 zones
by default) for fast allocation. SMRSTORE only resets the
GARBAGE zones to FREE zones when the amount of FREE
zones are not enough. Metazone follows the similar state
machine except there is no pool of opened metazones.

Zone table. SMRSTORE maintains a zone table in the mem-
ory. Each entry of the zone table includes the zone ID, the
zone status (OPENED, CLOSED, etc.), a list of live index
groups, and a write pointer. We further introduce the usage
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Figure 13: The effectiveness of SMRSTORE zone allocation
strategies. (§5.4). Chunk A-D come from four different OSS
streams and shaded with corresponding colors, respectively. Sub-
figure(a) represents a possible scenario under the random allocation
(no optimization) and (b) illustrates a possible layout with SMR-
STORE strategies enabled. Each data block may be composed of one
or more records.

of per-zone live index groups list when discussing SMR GC
(§5.5) and recovery (§5.6)

Zone allocation. Earlier in F2FS (see §3), we showed that
allocating chunks from different types of OSS streams to the
same datazone can result in high overhead led by frequent
F2FS GC. One can allocate a single datazone for each chunk
to reduce such GC. However, this can in return waste con-
siderable space. For example, chunks from OSS metadata
stream are usually just several megabytes large, much smaller
than the size of a datazone (256MB).

Hence, a more practical solution is to only pursue the “one
chunk per zone” for large chunks and let the small chunks
with similar lifespans to be mixed together. A challenge here
is that the size of a chunk is only determined after it is sealed.
In other words, when allocating datazones for incoming OSS
streams, SMRSTORE does not know the sizes of the chunks.
Therefore, we design the following zone allocation strategies.

• 1© Separating streams by types. Note that different OSS
types of streams can have disparate characteristics (see
Table 1). Therefore, we modify the OSS KV store to embed
the types of the OSS streams (i.e., OSS Metadata, OSS
Data or OSS GC) along with the data. SMRSTORE only
allows chunks from the same type of streams to share a
datazone.

• 2© Adapting chunk size limit for datazone. Recall that a
chunk is sealed when it reaches the size limit, the end of
PANGU file or I/O failures. Hence, we configure the size
limit of a chunk (including its checksum) to match the size
of one datazone (256MB). A chunk may still be sealed
well under 256MB (e.g., due to I/O errors). In that case,
the left space would be shared with other chunks from the
same type of streams if necessary. Note that we still use the
default size limit (64MB) for chunks from OSS metadata
stream as the corresponding PANGU files are usually small
(several to tens of MBs each).

• 3© Zone pool & round-robin allocation. SMRSTORE pre-
opens and preserves zones for different types of OSS
streams. Specifically, we prepare 40, 10 and 5 opened
zones for OSS GC, Data and Metadata stream, respectively.
The rationale is that OSS GC stream is the main contributor
of the I/O traffic. The OSS Metadata and Data streams have
high PANGU file concurrency but can be throttled by the
cache SSDs. Moreover, SMRSTORE allocates zones for
new chunks in a round-robin fashion to reduce the chances
of chunks to be mixed together.

In Figure 13, we use an example to showcase the effective-
ness of our strategies. Consider there are four OSS streams—
two OSS GC streams (green and red), one OSS Data stream
(yellow) and one OSS Metadata stream (blue). If we do not
enable any strategies, SMRSTORE would allocate datazones
one by one for the incoming chunks. As a result, we can
expect datazones to be interleaved as shown in Figure 13 (a),
similar to the F2FS scenario in §3. In this case, for example if
chunk A is deleted, all three datazones would have chunk A’s
stale data and require further SMR GC to reclaim the space.

Now, in Figure 13(b), due to Strategy 1©, chunks from
different types of streams are no longer mixed together. More-
over, since we reconfigure the size limit of chunks (Strategy
2©) and use round-robin allocation (Strategy 3©), we can see
that chunk A and B can both own a zone exclusively and
fill the entire zone. The three strategies achieve our goal by
allocating large-sized chunks with exclusive zones. Now, if
chunk A is deleted, SMRSTORE can directly reset zone 1 (i.e.,
no SMR GC needed).

5.5 Garbage Collection
SMRSTORE performs garbage collection in three steps:

Victim zone selection. The SMRSTORE first choose a victim
zone among the CLOSED ones to perform SMR GC. We use
greedy algorithm to select a zone with most garbages.

Data migration. For the selected victim zone, by scan-
ning live index group list from the zone table, SMRSTORE
can identify valid data in this zone and migrate them to an
available zone which is activated only for garbage collec-
tion. Moreover, SMRSTORE enables a throttle module that
dynamically limits the throughput of SMR GC to alleviate
interference to the foreground I/O.
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Metadata update. During migration, SMRSTORE creates
index groups with new record indexes for migrated data. Af-
ter SMR GC finished, SMRSTORE replaces the old index
groups in the linked list with the new ones. Finally, SMR-
STORE updates the zone table by marking the victim zone as
GARBAGE.

5.6 Recovery
SMRSTORE relies on journals and checkpoints to restore the
in-memory data structures. In this section, we first introduce
the detailed design of journal and checkpoint. Then, we
discuss the four steps of recovery.

Checkpoint design. The checkpoint of SMRSTORE is a
full snapshot of the in-memory data structures including the
chunk metadata table (§5.3) and zone table (§5.4). SMR-
STORE periodically creates a checkpoint and persists it into
the metazones as a series of records. The zone table is usually
small and can be stored in one record. The chunk metadata
table is much larger (including all the index groups and record
indexes, see Figure 11) and requires multiple records to store.
Therefore, we also use two records to mark the start and end
of a checkpoint, called checkpoint start/end record.

Journal design. In SMRSTORE, only the create, seal, delete
operations of chunk, and the resetting of the zone need to be
recorded by journals. Note that SMRSTORE does not jour-
nal write operation (i.e., chunk append) as this can severely
impact the latency. Instead, we can restore the latest data loca-
tions by scanning the previously opened zones. SMRSTORE
journals the zone reset operation to handle the case where
the same zone may be opened, closed and reused multiple
times between two checkpoints. Note that the checkpoint of
SMRSTORE is non-blocking, hence the journal records and
checkpoint records can be interleaved in the metazones.

Recovery process. The four steps of recovery are as follows:

• Identifying the latest valid checkpoint. The first step is
to scan zonehead record of each metazone. Recall that,
when opened, each metazone is assigned with a timestamp
and stored in the zonehead record. Now, by sorting the
timestamps, we can scan the metazones from the latest
to the earliest to locate the most recent checkpoint end
record and further obtain the corresponding checkpoint
start record.

• Loading latest checkpoint. By scanning records between
the checkpoint start and end record, SMRSTORE can re-
cover zone table and chunk metadata table (including index
groups and record indexes) from the most recent check-
point.

• Replaying journals. Next, after the checkpoint start record,
SMRSTORE replays each journal record till the checkpoint
end record to update the zone table, and chunk metadata
table.

• Scanning datazones. Recall that the journals do not log
the write (i.e., chunk_append()) operations in order to

reduce impacts on the write latency. Therefore, the last step
of recovery is to check the datazones that have not been cov-
ered by the checkpoint and journals for yet-to-be-recovered
writes. SMRSTORE checks the validity (i.e., allocated for
writes before crash) of datazones by reading their zonehead
records. For each valid datazone, SMRSTORE verifies the
data record one by one with the per-record checksums. Fi-
nally, SMRSTORE updates the in-memory chunk metadata
table (including index groups and record indexes).

6 Evaluation

Software/Hardware setup. We evaluate the end-to-end
performance of three types of candidates, including the
chunkserver with CMR drives (i.e., CS-Ext4), the chunkserver
with F2FS on SMR drives (i.e., CS-F2FS), and SMRSTORE
as the storage engine for chunkserver on SMR drives (i.e.,
CS-SMRSTORE). Additionally, we setup two alternative ver-
sions of CS-SMRSTORE. The CS-SMRSTORE-20T shows
the performance with full-disk 20TB capacity and the CS-
SMRSTORE-OneZone imitates the data placement strategy of
F2FS (i.e., mixing data from different streams into one zone).
Our node configurations are listed in Table 2.

Workloads setup. We use Fio (modified to use the PANGU
SDK) to generate workloads. Our experiments evaluate the
following aspects of SMRSTORE.

• High concurrency micro benchmark. We extend the mi-
crobenchmark in §3 to further evaluate the candidates under
highly concurrent random read workloads.

• OSS simulation macro benchmark. We also repeat the
multi-stream OSS simulation in §3 to evaluate the candi-
dates with multiple write streams, random file deletion and
high disk utilization rate.

• Garbage collection performance. We evaluate the SMR
GC overhead in SMRSTORE and further examine the ef-
fectiveness of data placement strategies by comparing cor-
responding SMR GC overheads under different strategy
setups.

• Recovery. To evaluate the recovery performance, we restart
chunkserver on 20TB SMR drives with 60% capacity uti-
lization, then analyze time consumption in recovery.

• Resource consumption. We compare the resources, such
as CPU and memory usage, between CS-Ext4 and CS-
SMRSTORE (i.e., the two generations of storage stack for
standard-class OSS), under a similar setup.

• Field deployment. Both CS-Ext4 and CS-SMRSTORE are
currently deployed in standard-class OSS. We summarize,
demonstrate, and compare key performance statistics of a
CS-Ext4 cluster and a CS-SMRSTORE cluster in the field.

6.1 High Concurrency Microbenchmark
In this microbenchmark, we evaluate the candidates on one
disk (SMR or CMR) with two types of workloads: High
Concurrency Write (HC-W) and High Concurrency Rand
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Figure 14: High Concurrency Write Throughput (§6.1). This
figure presents the comparison of write throughput between different
storage engines. CS-F2FS (green) and CS-SMRSTORE-OneZone
(black) achieve rather high throughputs as they place all incoming
chunks onto the same zones, which can incur high F2FS/SMR GC
overhead later.

Figure 15: SMRSTORE Access Pattern (§6.1). The figure
presents the distribution of accessed zones under SMRSTORE dur-
ing a few seconds. Each red dot represents the corresponding zone
is accessed (zone ID on the Y axis). This shows the effectiveness of
the round-robin allocation, rendering a clear contrast to the zone
accessing in CS-F2FS (Figure 5).

Read (HC-RR). Note that in this experiment, the disk is in
the clean state and thus would not trigger F2FS or SMR GC.

Figure 14 shows the HC-W throughput of each candidate
under different I/O sizes (from 4KB to 1MB). We can see that
CS-SMRSTORE-OneZone and CS-F2FS always have much
higher throughput. As discussed in §3.2, flushing data from
different streams to enforce the “one zone at a time” policy
can significantly benefit the throughput during the clean state
(no deletion and F2FS/SMR GC).

For the rest three, their performance gradually increase
with I/O size. We notice that, for small I/O size (i.e., <32KB),
SMRSTORE shows low throughput. This is caused by the
round-robin zone allocation strategy which tends to allocate
a new zone for each new chunk to avoid mixed placement,
thereby generating random writes for the disk (see Figure 15).
As I/O size increases, the throughput of SMRSTORE grad-
ually catches up at 128KB, finally reaches 110MB/s and
exceeds CS-Ext4 by 30% at 1MB I/O size. This is acceptable
as most writes in standard-class OSS are larger than 128KB
(see Table 1).

Figure 16 shows the performance comparison of candidates

Figure 16: High Concurrency RandRead Throughput (§6.1).

Figure 17: Throughput Comparison of Multi-Stream Bench-
mark (§6.2).

with HC-RR. We can see CS-SMRSTORE manages to deliver
comparable performance to the CS-Ext4. Moreover, in both
HC-W and HC-RR experiments, we can observe that the
full-disk version (i.e., CS-SMRSTORE-20T) does not suffer
severe performance drops.

6.2 Multi-Stream Benchmark

Next, same as the multi-stream experiment in §3.2, we evalu-
ate the candidates under a more realistic setup with multiple
data streams, random deletion, and subsequent F2FS/SMR
GC. We reuse the set of parameters as Table 3. In Figure 17,
all candidates begin with a stable throughput of around 4GB/s.
After reaching 80% capacity, random deletion starts, and then
the GC kicks in. Recall our discussion in §3.2, CS-F2FS expe-
riences a considerable performance drop due to frequent F2FS
GC led by mixed data allocation. CS-Ext4 is hardly affected
by the random deletion as Ext4 does not incur GC. Finally,
CS-SMRSTORE continues to offer high throughput under
random deletion. The main reason is that CS-SMRSTORE
adopts several strategies to reduce the frequency and overhead
of SMR GC.

Now, we take a closer look to understand the reason behind
CS-SMRSTORE performance. In Figure 18, we plot the CDF
of zone utilization under SMRSTORE. We can see that most
zones are 100% used (i.e., the 100 on the X axis) and only a
few zones are occupied with small chunks, thereby indicating
less frequent SMR GC.
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Figure 18: Zone utilizations (CDF) of CS-SMRSTORE (§6.2).

Figure 19: Throughput with different data placement strategies
(§6.3). No optimization: no separating, 64MB chunk size, random
allocation on 55 opened zones. Strategy 1: separating streams by
types. Strategy 2: adapting chunk size limit for datazone. Strategy 3:
zone pool & round-robin allocation.

6.3 Effectiveness of Placement Strategy
The concentrated distribution of high utilization zones is a
joint effort of different data placement strategies. Figure 19
shows the various combinations of individual strategies and
corresponding effectiveness on write throughput. Here, we
run the same multi-stream experiment with four different
combinations.

From Figure 19, when only ‘separating streams by types’
is enabled, the SMR GC overhead is quite obvious and the
performance is close to that of no optimization on alloca-
tion. Moreover, ‘adapting chunk size limit’ or ‘zone pool &
round-robin allocation’ each contributes around half of the
speedup and such phenomenons are also reflected by the zone
utilizations CDFs in Figure 20.

6.4 Recovery Performance
In this experiment, we measure the time consumption in the
recovery of a 20TB SMR drive with 60% capacity occupied.
Figure 21 shows that CS-Ext4 with a 16TB CMR drive costs
less than 20 seconds. CS-Ext4 only has two steps in recov-
ery, loading checkpoint (which takes 3.27 seconds) and data
scanning (which takes 16.3 seconds). CS-SMRSTORE com-
pletes the recovery with 94.4 seconds which takes around 19
seconds to load the checkpoint, less than 1 second to replay a
few journals, and the remaining 75 seconds are for scanning

Figure 20: Zone Space Utilizations (CDF) Comparison (§6.3).
The results show that SMRSTORE can maintain a high space effi-
ciency by enabling three end-to-end data placement strategies.

Figure 21: Recovery Performance (§6.4). The figure shows the
breakdown of recovery time. CS-SMRSTORE-INIT refers to the
initial version of SMRSTORE without fixed metazone partition.
Recovering zone table refers to the step “Identifying the latest valid
checkpoint (§5.6)”. Replaying journals is negligible and not shown.

the previously opened zones.
Note we also include a previous implementation, the CS-

SMRSTORE-INIT which takes more than 4 minutes to re-
cover. The major reason is that in this version, the on-disk
layout is dynamic, meaning the metazones and datazones
can be interleaved. As a result, SMRSTORE needs to scan
all zone headers (both metazone and datazone) for recovery.
Therefore, we switch to static zone allocation.

6.5 Resource Consumption

Memory. In a single server (60 HDDs and 2 SSD caches),
the CS-SMRSTORE occupies 49.3GB of memory, around
two times more than CS-Ext4. Memory growth is mainly
contributed by the in-memory data structures of SMRSTORE.
Specifically, the metadata of each chunk occupies around 200
bytes, and each record index in memory needs 8 bytes. The
record indexes can be further compressed and we decide not
to discuss in this paper due to space limit.

CPU. The CS-SMRSTORE uses around 19 cores which are
26.7% more than CS-EXT4. We use 8 cores for 8 partitions
of the two cache SSDs (polling with spdk). We use another
4 cores for user-space network threads. SMRSTORE uses
another 7 cores for processing requests, memory copy, check-
sum calculation, and background GC tasks of 60 SMR drives.
With increasing areal density and comparable performance,
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Figure 22: Performance comparison in OSS benchmark (§6.6).
Figure(a) compares key metrics of KV servers, including throughput
of object write, object read and OSS GC. Figure(b) compares the
corresponding read and write throughput of chunkservers.

the extra overhead on CPU and memory usage is acceptable.

Space efficiency. Apart from persisting data, SMRSTORE
further requires extra space for record headers, record
paddings, and slice footers. For large IOs (512KB-1MB)—a
common scenario in SMRSTORE (i.e., OSS GC/data stream,
see Table 1)—SMRSTORE requires another 1-2% space of
the IO size. The percentage increases for smaller writes but
they are rather uncommon for HDDs due to IO merging in
cache SSDs.

6.6 Field Deployment
In the OSS full stack benchmark, all of the key metrics
in the SMR cluster are on par with the CMR cluster. The
two clusters are both deployed with 13 KV store servers, 13
chunkservers, and 780 HDDs in total. Figure 22 shows that,
at OSS service layer, each KV server in the SMR cluster
achieves 374.2MB/s object write throughput, 227.7MB/s ob-
ject read throughput, and 394.8MB/s OSS GC throughput.
Each chunkserver in the SMR cluster provides 1898.6MB/s
write throughput and 752.8MB/s read throughput. Similarly,
in the CMR cluster, each chunkserver provides 1888.3MB/s
write throughput and 723MB/s read throughput. This sug-
gests, from an end-to-end perspective, we are able to replace
CMR drives in standard-class OSS with SMR drives with no
performance penalty thanks to SMRSTORE.

7 Limitation & Future Work

CZone. SMRSTORE follows a strictly log-structured design
and thus does not require random writes support from czones.
The use of the czones is under discussion. We could use
czones as szones by maintaining a writer pointer in memory
and a sequence number for each czone. The sequence number
is used to identify valid records when the czone is reused.

Ad hoc to Alibaba standard OSS. At the moment, SMR-
STORE is dedicated to serve standard-class OSS in Alibaba
Cloud. However, SMRSTORE can easily adopt other zoned
block devices , such as ZNS SSD. In fact, adapting SMR-
STORE to ZNS SSD devices is in progress and will serve other
services (e.g., Alibaba EBS).

Garbage collection. The expected on-disk lifespans of OSS
data, OSS metadata and OSS GC are different from one OSS

cluster to another. Certain clusters can have regular patterns
on object creations and deletions while others perform more
randomly. Currently, we are exploring more efficient SMR
GC algorithms to better serve a variety of OSS workloads
based on the accumulated statistics.

8 Related Work
Enabling HM-SMR drives. There are mainly three fashions
of solutions in enabling HM-SMR, including adding a shim
layer between the host and the ZBD subsystem [20,21], adopt-
ing local file systems to provide support [16, 17], and modify-
ing applications to efficiently utilize SMR devices [19,26,32].
SMRSTORE differs from above from two aspects. First,
SMRSTORE completely discards random write by building
everything as logs and hence avoid the potential constraints
led by using the limited conventional zones or the tax imposed
by random-to-sequential translation. Second, SMRSTORE
significantly minimizes SMR GC overhead by end-to-end
data placement strategies with the guidance of workloads.
Storage engine designs. To avoid the indirect overheads
of general-purpose file systems [17, 27], storage engines of
cloud storage systems [18] and distributed file systems [31])
tend to evolve towards to user space, special purposed [9],
and end-to-end integration [11, 32]. SMRSTORE follows and
further explores this path by building in the user space and im-
plementing the semantics of PANGU chunks, which is much
simpler than general file semantics (e.g., directory operations,
file hardlink). Further, the range of the end-to-end integra-
tion in SMRSTORE is much wider than host-device, which
includes OSS service layer, PANGU distributed file system
layer, the storage engine persistence layer, and a novel but
backward-incompatible device (i.e., HM-SMR drive). The re-
sults of SMRSTORE showcase the benefits can inspire future
storage system designs under similar circumstances.

9 Conclusion
This paper describes our efforts in understanding, designing,
evaluating, and deploying HM-SMR disks for standard-class
OSS in Alibaba. By directly bridging the semantics between
PANGU and HM-SMR zoned namespace, enforcing an all-
logs layout and adopting guided placement strategies, SMR-
STORE achieves our goal by deploying HM-SMR drives in
standard-class OSS and providing comparable performance
against CMR disks yet with much better cost efficiency.
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Abstract
Solid state drives (SSDs) play an important role in large-scale
data centers. SSD failures affect the stability of storage sys-
tems and cause additional maintenance overhead. To predict
and handle SSD failures in advance, this paper proposes a
multi-view and multi-task random forest (MVTRF) scheme.
MVTRF predicts SSD failures based on multi-view features
extracted from both long-term and short-term monitoring data
of SSDs. Particularly, multi-task learning is adopted to si-
multaneously predict what type of failure it is and when it
will occur through the same model. We also extract the key
decisions of MVTRF to analyze why the failure will occur.
These details of failure would be useful for verifying and
handling SSD failures. The proposed MVTRF is evaluated on
the large-scale real data from data centers. The experimental
results show that MVTRF has higher failure prediction accu-
racy and improves precision by 46.1% and recall by 57.4% on
average compared with the existing schemes. The results also
demonstrate the effectiveness of MVTRF on failure type and
time prediction and failure cause identification, which helps
to improve the efficiency of failure handling.

1 Introduction

Compared with hard disk drives (HDDs), NAND flash-based
solid state drives (SSDs) have higher performance and lower
power consumption [8, 19] and thus have become popular in
enterprise storage systems and large data centers. However, to
reduce costs, the storage density of SSDs is increasing, which
reduces the endurance and reliability of SSDs [6, 25, 48].
Large-scale data centers usually have hundreds of thousands
or even millions of SSDs. Such a large-scale deployment of
SSDs poses a challenge to data center reliability. Although
redundancy mechanisms (such as replication [38] and RAID
[32]) have been used to protect data from loss, SSD failure
still causes two major problems. First, even if the data center
adopts a redundant protection scheme, SSD failure also af-
fects the performance of the storage system and the stability

of online services. Second, SSD failure leads to additional
maintenance costs due to failure location, failure recovery,
etc. Therefore, SSD failure prediction, as a proactive fault
tolerance mechanism, has received increasing attention re-
cently. Compared with the passive redundancy mechanisms,
it can identify and proactively handle potential SSD failures
in advance, thereby improving the reliability of the storage
system and reducing the costs of failure location and recovery.
In the large-scale storage system, it is significant to monitor
the symptoms of SSD failures and predict failures in advance.

A common monitoring solution for modern storage devices
(HDDs and SSDs) is S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring, Analysis,
and Reporting Technology), which can monitor and record
the internal reliability-related attributes of drives. SMART
logs are usually captured regularly, for example, there are
one or several SMART logs captured per day for each device
(in this paper, a log refers to a snapshot of SSD monitoring
attributes). Since SMART logs originate from HDDs, many
previous works [4, 9, 14, 21, 23, 24, 29, 42, 46, 49, 51] have
studied HDD failure prediction based on SMART logs, and
only some works [27, 30, 45, 50] focus on SSDs. In recent
years, to better monitor SSDs, some SSD manufacturers have
customized more attributes about SSD reliability and failure.
Based on these custom attributes, some works [3,7,16] predict
SSD failures more effectively.

For SSD failure prediction algorithms, most current
schemes are based on supervised learning. They regard fail-
ure prediction as a binary classification problem (healthy
SSD and failed SSD), and build classification models (such
as random forest and neural network) to identify failed
SSDs [3, 16, 27, 30, 45]. Some other works [7, 50] adopt
anomaly detection approaches (such as isolated forest and
autoencoder) to predict SSD failures, based on unsupervised
learning. These schemes are primarily designed to learn the
pattern of healthy SSDs. When the monitoring log of an SSD
is very different from that of most healthy SSDs, it is consid-
ered that a failure may occur.

The previous works still face the following challenges.
First, most of them [3,7,27,30,45] predict SSD failures based
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on one or several short-term monitoring logs, and pay less
attention to the long-term logs of SSDs. However, through
our analysis, some SSD failures may not be reflected in short-
term local information, but hidden in long-term information.
A few works [16,50] use sequence models such as long short-
term memory (LSTM) [17] to directly learn from long-term
data, but the sequence lengths of SSD monitoring data are
too long and the lengths vary greatly, which affect the perfor-
mance of sequence models. For long-term data, their trends
and distributions are actually important for judging SSD fail-
ures (see Section 2.2). Second, although the failure prediction
has screened the possible failed SSDs, it lacks instructive
suggestions for verifying and handling failures. The operator
only knows that a failure may occur, but not know what it
is, when and why it will occur. Predicting or analyzing more
information such as failure type, lifespan (remaining working
time before failure) and failure cause is helpful for operators
to verify whether it is an internal SSD failure, and judge what
measures to take and whether it is urgent. For example, opera-
tors would deal with different types of failures with different
urgency and measures (see Section 2.1).

In order to solve these challenges, we propose a multi-
view and multi-task random forest (MVTRF) scheme. First,
in addition to the short-term raw data, we generate histogram
statistics and sequence-related features to reflect the long-term
pattern of monitoring data. MVTRF adopts multiple input
and groups decision trees to learn these multi-view features
in parallel. It can predict SSD failures with both short-term
and long-term information. Second, MVTRF employs multi-
task learning to jointly learn the failure pattern through the
associated failure type classification and remaining lifespan
prediction. With these two tasks, the operator knows what type
of failure it is and when it will occur, and can take correspond-
ing actions. Finally, according to the decision process, we
extract key decisions from MVTRF to reveal why the failure
occurs and help operators verify and deal with SSD failures
quickly. Experiments on real data from data centers show that
MVTRF is effective and outperforms existing schemes. Our
contributions are summarized as follows:

• We design histogram features and sequence-related fea-
tures to characterize the distribution and trend of long-
term monitoring data. MVTRF is proposed to jointly
learn failure patterns from these features and short-term
raw data, thereby improving the prediction accuracy.

• We propose SSD failure type prediction and combine
remaining lifespan prediction to suggest proactive mea-
sures, in addition to failure prediction. Multi-task learn-
ing is adopted for these three tasks, since joint learning
of related tasks can improve the model performance for
each task.

• We propose a similar decision extraction (SDE) approach
to extract the key decisions of MVTRF, so as to identify

the symptoms and causes of SSD failures, and provide
more information for verifying and handling failures.

2 Data Analysis and Motivation

2.1 Dataset
The large-scale SSD monitoring datasets of Samsung PM1733
and PM9A3 SSDs were collected from the data center of
Tencent cloud. The datasets include more than 70 million
monitoring logs within nine months from more than 300,000
SSDs with different lifespans in Tencent’s data center. The
log information consists of SSD serial number, server serial
number, timestamp and SSD internal attribute values. Besides
SMART attributes, Samsung has customized more internal
attributes to enhance SSDs’ self-monitoring capability, which
makes it possible to predict and analyze more failure infor-
mation. There are a total of 40 internal attributes for PM1733
and 85 for PM9A3. All these attributes, including standard
SMART attributes and custom attributes, are called Telemetry
attributes in this paper, and some of them are shown below.

• media_errors: the number of unrecovered data integrity
errors detected by the controller

• controller_busy_time: the amount of time the controller
spends on I/O commands

• temperature: the current temperature of internal compos-
ite

• read_recovery_attempts: total count of uncorrectable
NAND reads that require retrying

• wear_leveling_max: maximum erase cycle of internal
blocks

• nand_bytes_written: the number of NAND sectors writ-
ten (1 count = 32MB)

The failure lists of both PM1733 and PM9A3 were also
provided by Tencent. The lists contain the information of
SSD failures collected by Tencent operators, including the
serial number of failed SSDs, failure’s report date, failure
description, and handling time and measures. There are totally
409 failure records in the lists. After checking by operators,
most of them were SSD failures, and a few of them were
failures of other devices such as the server backplane. Since
manually checking and verifying each failure is a burden,
operators need additional failure information (such as failure
causes) to verify failures more efficiently.

By analyzing the failure description and handling measures
in Tencent’s failure lists, we found that failures can be divided
into eight types, and different measures were taken at different
times to deal with different types of failures. These failure
types are called Check Failed, Cancelling I/O, Media Error,
SSD Drop, Fail Mode, PLP, Read Only, and Reliability Degra-
dation, and the relevant descriptions are shown in Table 1.
Based on the measures and time to handle different failures,
we also give a corresponding reference in terms of urgency.
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Table 1: Eight SSD failure types.

Failure type Description Urgency
Check Failed Health or performance check failed High

Cancelling I/O NVMe cancelling I/O Medium

PLP Power loss protection test failed Medium

SSD Drop SSD cannot be detected by host Medium

Fail Mode Device fail mode Medium

Media Error Some data cannot be read correctly Medium

Read Only Unable to write data to SSD Medium

Reliability Degradation NVMe reliability degradation Low

For example, the SSDs with Check Failed were processed in
an average of four days, and almost all of them were directly
replaced, so its urgency is high. In contrast, the SSDs with
Reliability Degradation were processed in an average of 19
days, and a small number of them were replaced. Reliability
Degradation only means that there may be a problem with
the SSD, but no real failure has occurred, while Check Failed
generally means that the SSD has an unspecified serious fail-
ure with the impact on the performance of storage system.
Some definite failure types, such as Media Error and Read
Only, have definite effect and may be mitigated by redundancy
mechanisms, and the processing urgency is medium.

Finding 1: The failure needs to be checked manually
to confirm whether it is an internal SSD failure, and the
urgency and measures to deal with the failure may vary
depending on the confirmed SSD failure phenomenon
and type. Detailed failure information is significant for
failure handling.

2.2 Failure Analysis
To gain insight into SSD failures for failure prediction, we
analyzed the failed SSDs in Tencent datasets based on Teleme-
try attributes. First, the distribution of Telemetry attributes of
failed SSDs and healthy SSDs were analyzed to mine their dif-
ferences. We evenly divided the value range of each attribute
from minimum to maximum into multiple buckets, and used
histograms to compare the data distribution of failed SSDs
and healthy SSDs in each bucket.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 compare the data distribution of
failed SSDs and healthy SSDs with nand_bytes_written and
temperature attributes, respectively. The horizontal coordi-
nate is the bucket index, and the vertical coordinate is the
proportion of data that falls in the bucket. Figure 1 shows
that most nand_bytes_written values of the failed SSDs and
healthy SSDs fall in the buckets 1–7. However, the values of
failed SSDs have a larger proportion than healthy SSDs in
the later buckets. Figure 2 shows that the data distribution of
failed SSDs and healthy SSDs differs greatly in the buckets
20–23 of temperature attribute, but the distribution before
bucket 17 is more similar. Overall, the Telemetry values of

Figure 1: Distribution of nand_bytes_written of failed SSDs
and healthy SSDs.

Figure 2: Distribution of temperature of failed SSDs and
healthy SSDs.

Figure 3: Bucket proportion of long-term data on buckets 1–7
of nand_bytes_written for failed SSDs and healthy SSDs.

Figure 4: Bucket proportion of long-term data on buckets 1–
16 of temperature for failed SSDs and healthy SSDs.

failed SSDs and healthy SSDs are somewhat different, but the
distributions in some ranges are similar.

To further distinguish the similar distributions of attributes
for failed SSDs and healthy SSDs, we explored the distri-
bution differences of statistics of long-term Telemetry data
(each SSD has multiple Telemetry logs over time). Multiple
values of each attribute of each SSD over a long time fall
into different buckets, and we calculated the proportion of
the number of these values in each bucket to the number of
values in all buckets, which is called the bucket proportion.
Then, we used boxplots (the line in the middle of the box is
the median, the lower edge of the box is first quartile, and the
upper edge is third quartile) to compare the distribution of
bucket proportions for failed SSDs and healthy SSDs.

For the nand_bytes_written attribute, Figure 3 shows the
bucket proportion of long-term data for buckets 1–7 whose
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distributions are similar in Figure 1. The horizontal coordi-
nate is still the bucket index, and the vertical coordinate is
the bucket proportion of long-term data. It shows that on
these buckets with similar distributions of values, the dis-
tribution of bucket proportions for long-term data of failed
SSDs and healthy SSDs was different. On buckets 3–7 with
small nand_bytes_written, the bucket proportions for long-
term data of healthy SSDs were significantly larger than those
of failed SSDs. It shows that healthy SSDs suffered from
fewer writes over the long term, and thus they were less prone
to failure. For the temperature attribute, Figure 4 shows the
bucket proportion of long-term data before bucket 17 whose
distributions were relatively similar in Figure 2. On buck-
ets 1–13 with low temperature, the bucket proportions for
long-term data of healthy SSDs were obviously larger and
this indicates that low temperature is good for SSD health. In
conclusion, based on the statistics of long-term SSD data, the
difference between failed SSDs and healthy SSDs tended to
be amplified.

Finding 2: There were some differences in the distri-
bution of Telemetry attributes between failed SSDs and
healthy SSDs, and the difference was more significant
based on the statistics of long-term Telemetry data of
each SSD (i.e., bucket proportion).

The Telemetry attributes of each SSD varied over the long
term. Next, we analyzed the long-term changing trends of
Telemetry attributes to explore the differences between failed
SSDs and healthy SSDs. Since the workload was usually simi-
lar for most SSDs on the same server, we compared the chang-
ing trends of attributes of the failed SSD with other healthy
SSDs on the same server before the failure occurred. Figure 5
shows the changing trend of main abnormal attributes of failed
SSDs with different failure types. The horizontal coordinate
represents the collection time, and the vertical coordinate rep-
resents the attribute value. Figure 5 shows that the attribute
trends of healthy SSDs on the same server were similar, while
the trend of failed SSD was different over the long term. More-
over, the curve of a failed SSD could involve multiple stages
such as slow change, rapid change, and stability.

For the Media Error failure type, Figure 5(a) shows the
changing trend of the media_errors attribute of two failed
SSDs and the healthy SSDs on the same server. Although
there are differences in the value range of two failed SSDs,
they both showed a rapid growth trend in about 20 days before
the failure occurred. Rapid growth of media_errors usually
indicates an unrecoverable component problem inside the
SSD and is one of the symptoms of SSD failure. Figure 5(b)
shows the changing trend of the controller_busy_time at-
tribute for the Read Only failure type. Compared with the
healthy SSDs, both failed SSDs show smaller growth rate of
the controller_busy_time attribute, and this trend occurred one
to two months before the failure. This trend indicates that the

(a) Media Error failures.

(b) Read Only failures.

(c) Check Failed failures.

Figure 5: Attribute trends before the failures. For each failure
type, the attribute trends of two failed SSDs and their respec-
tive server’s healthy SSDs are shown. The gray and orange
vertical dashed lines represent the date of symptom onset and
the date of failure report respectively.

SSD successfully processed fewer I/Os and experienced per-
formance anomalies, and finally the SSD went into read-only
mode. Figure 5(c) shows that the SSDs with Check Failed
went through a rapid rise for the read_recovery_attempts at-
tribute in about two months before the failure occurred. Too
many read retries generally indicate there exists a problem
inside the SSD. In general, the same failure type may have
similar changing trends of the same Telemetry attribute, but
different failure types usually showed different symptoms
which may have appeared at different times.

Finding 3: Due to similar workload and environment,
SSDs on the same server usually have similar attribute
trends, but failed SSDs may have different trends. The
attribute value may change over a long time before SSD
fails, and the change may go through multiple stages.

Finding 4: The same types of failures may have similar
symptoms in the long-term trends of attributes, and the
symptoms may appear at similar times before failures.
Different failure types usually exhibit different failure
symptoms in attribute trends. This makes it possible to
predict the failure type and remaining lifespan of SSDs.
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3 Design and Implementation

3.1 Overview

The overall architecture of our multi-view and multi-task ran-
dom forest (MVTRF) scheme is shown in Figure 6. Based
on the analysis in Section 2, our MVTRF design mainly fol-
lows three ideas: 1) the distribution and trend related features
of long-term data are designed to capture long-term failure
patterns; 2) features from different views are combined with
group learning and joint decision to predict SSD failures ac-
curately; and 3) detailed failure information is predicted and
extracted to improve the efficiency of failure handling.

Specifically, Figure 6 shows that the MVTRF scheme is
divided into two parts: offline training and online prediction.
Offline training mainly involves two steps. The first is feature
extraction. We perform preprocessing and data cleaning on
the collected large-scale Telemetry data, and extract raw fea-
tures, histogram features and sequence-related features. Raw
features focus on the values of short-term SSD data, while
histogram features and sequence-related features focus on the
distribution and trend of long-term SSD data, and they are in-
troduced in detail in Section 3.2. The second step is MVTRF
training. The extracted features are trained in groups with
MVTRF to obtain information from different views. To pre-
dict detailed failure information, we also introduce multi-task
learning to simultaneously perform multiple prediction tasks
through a single model, including the prediction of health or
failure, failure type, and remaining lifespan.

Online prediction involves the following four steps. The
first is feature extraction. The three features are extracted
from the online data in the same way as offline training. The
second is MVTRF prediction. Based on the extracted fea-
tures, the trained MVTRF model combines decisions from
different views to predict whether the SSD will fail, as well as
the specific failure type and remaining lifespan. The third is
failure cause identification. When an SSD failure is predicted,
the key decisions in the judgment process of MVTRF model
are extracted to analyze the possible causes of the failure.
Through multi-task prediction and failure-cause identification,
MVTRF not only identifies the failed SSD, but also answers
what the failure is, when and why it will occur. Based on
the information above, the fourth step is to verify the failure
and take corresponding measures. Furthermore, we regularly
train the model offline (e.g., training a new model monthly
or quarterly) and update it online to ensure that the model
can adapt to data changes. Next, we will introduce multi-view
feature extraction, MVTRF, failure-cause identification and
failure handling in detail.

3.2 Multi-view Feature Extraction

According to our observations of the symptoms of SSD fail-
ures in Section 2.2, we found that SSD failures were not only

Figure 6: Overall architecture.

reflected in the abnormal value of short-term data, but also
hidden in the distribution and trend of long-term data. It is an
option to directly feed long-term data into sequence models
such as LSTM. However, due to different usage periods and
irregular collection, the number of Telemetry logs of differ-
ent SSDs varies greatly (from a few to several thousands in
our datasets). It is difficult for sequence models to process se-
quence data with such different lengths [20]. Moreover, overly
lengthy sequences also affect the performance of sequence
models (for example, LSTM has the vanishing gradient prob-
lem in the case of long sequences [47]), and lead to excessive
computational complexity and overhead.

To avoid using long-term data directly, we extract features
from long-term data to represent its distribution and trend. The
analysis in Section 2.2 shows that the bucket statistics of long-
term data help to distinguish between failed SSDs and healthy
SSDs, therefore we first introduce histogram features based
on bucket statistics. Then, from Section 2.2, we observed that
the fluctuation and trend of long-term data also implies the
failure symptoms, and thus we introduce sequence-related
features that can characterize the degree of sequence fluctu-
ation and change. Histogram features and sequence-related
features extract key information from long-term data and dis-
card redundant information. These features and short-term
raw data constitute multi-view information for SSD failure
prediction. Specifically, when the T -th Telemetry data of an
SSD is collected, we extract raw features, histogram features
and sequence-related features as follows.

3.2.1 Raw Features

After preprocessing and data cleaning, the data of a Telemetry
log are the raw features. We discard attributes with exactly
the same value in offline training, and do the same in online
prediction. Assuming that there are N attributes remaining
after data cleaning, the raw features of the T -th Telemetry
data of SSD are defined as DT = {a1T ,a2T , ...,anT , ...,aNT},
where a1T ,a2T , ...,anT , ...,aNT are the values of N attributes.
We mainly use raw features to capture short-term abnormal
value of attributes, so they come from a single Telemetry log
by default.
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Figure 7: Overall process of generating histogram features.

3.2.2 Histogram Features

Histogram features are proposed to represent the distribu-
tion of Telemetry attributes over the long term. They are
obtained by bucket statistics on the long-term raw features
DT−L–DT of the SSD. L defaults to 256 and the time span
of 256 logs is generally more than three months, which can
cover the time span of failure symptoms analyzed in Sec-
tion 2.2. The overall process of generating histogram fea-
tures is shown in Figure 7. First, the minimum and maxi-
mum values of each attribute of all data are calculated dur-
ing offline training, and the min and max of the n-th at-
tribute are defined as minn, maxn. Then, the min to max
range of each attribute is divided into M buckets (100 by
default), and the M ranges of the n-th attribute are defined
as {(−∞,minn], (minn,minn + Sn],...,(minn + (M − 3)×Sn,
minn + (M − 2)×Sn), [maxn,+∞)}, where Sn = (maxn −
minn)/(M − 2). Since the min and max of many attributes
have special meaning, the min and max buckets are in-
dependent. Afterwards, we divide the features of each at-
tribute of DT−L–DT into each bucket and count them. The
statistics of the n-th attribute on M buckets is defined as
{Cn1,Cn2, ...,Cnm, ...,CnM}, where Cnm is the count of this at-
tribute falling in the range of bucket m and ∑

M
m=1 Cnm = L. In

particular, when the number of SSD logs is less than L, all
raw features (D1–DT ) of the SSD are counted in buckets. In
order to avoid the influence of this special case, we divide the
bucket counts by the number of logs to get the proportions,
and the formula for normalizing Cnm to the proportion Pnm is
as follows.

Pnm =

{
Cnm

T , T < L
Cnm

L , T ≥ L
(1)

Then the normalized M-dimensional feature
{Pn1,Pn2, ...,Pnm, ...,PnM} of the n-th attribute is ob-
tained, and ∑

M
m=1 Pnm = 1. Through normalization, we solve

the problem of large differences in the number of SSD logs.
Next, we concatenate the M-dimensional features of all N

attributes to get the histogram features whose dimension is
N ×M. Since some buckets are less meaningful for failure
prediction (e.g., the bucket for wear_leveling_max = 0), we
adopt recursive feature elimination with cross-validation
(RFECV) [28] to remove some buckets. During offline
training, the RFECV algorithm forms multiple bucket
subsets by recursively eliminating the least important
buckets, and then selects the bucket subset with highest
discrimination between failed SSDs and healthy SSDs
through cross-validation. During online prediction, we only
need to calculate the values of these selected buckets as the
final histogram features. This not only reduces the noise
from buckets with low discrimination, but also decreases the
feature dimension and computational complexity.

3.2.3 Sequence-related Features

Sequence-related features are proposed to represent the fluc-
tuation and trend of long-term raw features DT−L–DT of SSD.
As stated in Finding 3 (see Section 2.2), the attribute trends
of failed SSDs may change over a long time, and there may
be multiple change stages. We introduce the coefficient of
variation [2] to characterize the fluctuation of the attribute,
and introduce kurtosis [10] and slope to characterize the trend
of the attribute. To capture the multiple changing stages that
may exist in long-term data, we also divide DT−L–DT into G
segments equally in the time dimension (G is 4 by default),
and calculate the coefficient of variation, kurtosis and slope
separately for each segment. Assuming that the g-th segment
starts at ts and ends at te (T −L ≤ ts < te ≤ T ) and the raw fea-
tures are Dts –Dte , the sequence-related features are calculated
as follows.

Coefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation can
measure the dispersion degree of the attribute over a long
period of time. Relative to variance or standard deviation, the
coefficient of variation can eliminate the effect of different
scales for different attributes and different SSDs. We calculate
the coefficient of variation for each segment window of each
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Figure 8: The structure of MVTRF.

attribute of the long-term raw features DT−L–DT respectively,
and the calculation formula of the coefficient of variation
CVARng for the g-th segment of the n-th attribute is as follows:

CVARng =

√
G
L ∑

te
t=ts(ant −µng)2

µng
(2)

where µng =
G
L ∑

te
t=ts ant .

Kurtosis. Kurtosis reflects the steepness of an attribute’s
distribution over the long term. The calculation formula of
the kurtosis KURTng for the g-th segment of the n-th attribute
is shown below:

KURTng =
G
L ∑

te
t=ts(ant −µng)

4

(G
L ∑

te
t=ts(ant −µng)2)2

−3 (3)

Slope. Slope can reflect the changing trend of an attribute
over time. The slope SLOPEng for the g-th segment of the
n-th attribute is calculated as follows:

SLOPEng =
ante −ants

te − ts
(4)

In addition, when the number of raw features of an SSD is
less than L, the above features are calculated based on all the
raw features of the SSD (i.e., D1–DT , and L = T in the above
formula), thereby avoiding the impact of various sequence
lengths.

As stated in Finding 3, the trends of some attributes of failed
SSDs may be quite different from those of other healthy SSDs
on the same server. Therefore, for the above CVAR, KURT ,
and SLOPE, we calculate the difference between their values
of an SSD and the average values of the same feature of other
SSDs on the same server, defined as CVAR_diff , KURT_diff ,
SLOPE_diff . SSDs in the same server usually have similar
workloads, so differences of attribute fluctuations and trends
between these SSDs can provide more information for failure
prediction. Next, we concatenate the CVAR, KURT , SLOPE

and CVAR_diff , KURT_diff , SLOPE_diff of G windows of
all N attributes to obtain sequence-related features of the SSD,
with a dimension of N×G×6. Finally, RFECV is also used to
select more effective features from these features, similar to
the approach in Section 3.2.2.

3.3 MVTRF
To learn the pattern of the extracted features, we chose ran-
dom forests [5] as our base model for three reasons. First,
existing studies have demonstrated good performance of ran-
dom forests on SSD failure prediction [3, 27, 30, 45]. Second,
a random forest is composed of multiple decision trees, and
each decision tree divides the samples into different classes
through a series of judgments on features. Its interpretability
is good, which is helpful in further identifying failure causes
through the judgment process (see Section 3.4). Third, the
computational complexity of random forests is lower com-
pared with neural network-related models, which is beneficial
in reducing overhead during offline training and online pre-
diction.

Section 3.2 introduced raw features, histogram features and
sequence-related features. Each of them actually characterizes
the state of SSDs from a different view, and we concatenate
these three features together to form combined features with
a global view. It is an option to adopt combined features as
the input of all decision trees of random forest. However, it
would be more reliable to predict SSD failures from these
different views independently and then make decisions to-
gether. Therefore, we designed MVTRF with different sets of
decision trees to learn different types of features in parallel.
As shown in Figure 8, all decision trees of a random forest
are equally divided into four sets, which learn raw features,
histogram features, sequence-related features and combined
features respectively. Then, all decision trees of the four sets
vote to get the final prediction result. The class with the most
votes is the predicted class, and the vote share is the con-
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fidence probability. In this way, we combine features from
different views to obtain the final judgment.

As stated in Finding 1 (see Section 2.1), more failure infor-
mation can help operators take actions, and thus we recom-
mend predicting the failure type and remaining lifespan when
predicting the SSD failure. We adopt multi-task learning [1]
to allow the single model to learn these three prediction tasks
simultaneously. Multi-task learning and prediction with a sin-
gle model has the following two advantages over using three
independent models to learn and predict three tasks. First, our
three tasks are related to each other. For example, Finding
4 in Section 2.2 shows the correlation between failure type
and the time window of failure symptom. Joint learning of
related tasks tends to improve the prediction accuracy of the
model for each task. Second, learning and predicting three
tasks simultaneously via a single model can reduce the time
and overhead of training and prediction.

The specific definitions of the three tasks are as follows.
1) Failure prediction. We define it as a binary classification
task. The data of healthy SSDs and failed SSDs are labeled
0 and 1 respectively. 2) Failure type prediction. We define
it as a multi-classification task. The data of healthy SSDs
and failed SSDs are labeled 0 and 1–O respectively. Our
datasets have eight failure types, so O = 8. 3) Remaining
lifespan prediction. Regression is more suitable for this task,
but in order to maintain unity with the above two tasks, we
also define it as a multi-classification task. The data more
than one week from the failure are labeled 0, the data from
one day to one week from the failure are labeled 1, the data
within one day from the failure are labeled 2, and the data
around the time of failure are labeled 3. Through multi-task
learning, the prediction accuracy of each task is improved and
more information is available for recommending proactive
measures.

3.4 Cause Identification and Failure Handling

In a production environment, some SSD anomalies may actu-
ally be caused by failures of other devices, such as the server
backplane. When a failure is predicted, operators need to
understand the symptoms and causes of the failure to con-
firm exactly what device is failing. In fact, one of the reasons
to use the random forest algorithm lies in its interpretabil-
ity. Random forests are based on decision trees which are
essentially a series of threshold decisions. It is in line with
human thinking, that is, the final result is obtained through
the combination of multiple judgments. By analyzing the de-
cision process, we can reveal why there is a failure, thereby
identifying the symptoms and causes of failure. However, a
random forest is an ensemble of multiple decision trees, and it
is difficult to analyze so many decision processes. Therefore,
we propose similar decision extraction (SDE) to obtain key
decisions from multiple decision trees in MVTRF to reflect
the overall decision process and find the failure causes.

Figure 9 shows an example of how SDE works and there
are three steps involved. First, each decision is chosen by the
decision tree due to its distinguishing ability, and we extract
similar decisions that appear more frequently in multiple de-
cision trees as key decisions. Two decisions are considered
to be similar when they meet the following conditions: 1) the
features and decision logic (i.e., ≤ or >) for the two decisions
are the same; and 2) the decision thresholds of both decisions
are similar, and the difference between the two thresholds
is within ∝ (10% by default). We look for similar decisions
in other decision trees for each decision, and the number of
similar decisions is used as the weight of this decision.

After calculating the weights of all decisions, the second
step is to remove redundant similar decisions. Drawing on
the idea of Non-Maximum Suppression [31], SDE retains
decisions with higher weights as key decisions and discards
similar decisions with lower weights. The main process is
as follows. 1) Sort the weights of all decisions; 2) Select
the decision with the highest weight from the unprocessed
decisions; 3) Remove other decisions similar to this decision;
and 4) Repeat operations 2 and 3 above until the weight of the
selected decision is less than half of the global highest weight.
In this way, redundant similar decisions are represented by
the key decisions with higher weights. Finally, the weights of
key decisions with the same features and decision logic can
be integrated, and the most strict threshold (i.e., the maximum
value for > and the minimum value for ≤) is retained to show
the outlier.

Figure 9: SDE. ①: Statistics of similar decisions within 10%
threshold difference; ②: Non-maximum suppression on sim-
ilar decisions; ③: Integrating key decisions with the same
features and decision logic.

The key decisions extracted by SDE can reveal the failure
cause and thus help to confirm whether it is an internal failure
of the SSD. The key decisions of many failures involve SSD
internal errors (e.g., excessive media errors, bad blocks or
program failures), indicating that SSDs are failing. When
key decisions involve the communication or environment,
such as PCI errors or temperature, operators also need to
check external devices (such as backplane) or the environment
in addition to the SSD. The failure causes revealed by key
decisions can significantly improve the efficiency of operators
in verifying failures.
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When an SSD failure is confirmed, the measures taken are
based on the predicted failure type and remaining lifespan.
As described in Section 2.1, different failure types may have
different processing urgency. For SSDs with a high-urgency
failure type, operators can replace them directly. The failures
with low or medium urgency and long remaining lifespan
can be further analyzed by operators, for example, by regular
full-disk scans using scrub technology [27]. Depending on
the urgency and remaining lifespan, the scan interval can also
be adjusted accordingly. In this way, the impact on healthy
SSDs can be significantly reduced while real failures are dealt
with in time.

4 Evaluation

We evaluated our MVTRF scheme on real datasets from data
centers. The following gives dataset setup and the evaluation
metrics.

Dataset setup: For failure prediction, MVTRF was com-
pared with existing schemes on three datasets. Besides the
PM1733 and PM9A3 Tencent Telemetry datasets introduced
in Section 2.1, the Alibaba public SMART dataset [45] was
also used to evaluate the generalizability of MVTRF. This
public dataset has multiple SSD models, but the number of
failed SSDs for some models is inconsistent with the descrip-
tion of their paper, such as the MA1 and MC1 models. Except
these models, we selected the MB1 model with the most failed
SSDs for the experiment, as more samples can reduce the test
error. There were 42,594 healthy SSDs and 1,807 failed SSDs
with two-year SMART data of 16 standard attributes for the
MB1 model.

We evaluated the performance of schemes in real scenar-
ios, i.e., the history data were used to train models and new
data online were used to predict SSD failures. Similar to the
previous work [45], each dataset was divided into a training
set, a validation set and a test set in chronological order. The
training set was used to train the model, the validation set
was used to tune model’s hyper-parameters by evaluating the
model during training, and the test set was used for the final
evaluation of the model. For each dataset, we conducted two
or three independent experiments on different data partitions,
as detailed in Table 2. The average results of the independent
experiments were deemed as the final results.

To further evaluate the generalizability of MVTRF for fail-
ure prediction on a new batch of SSDs, we performed a five-
fold cross-validation on SSDs of PM1733 Tencent dataset.
The further discussion and analysis in Section 4.2 to Sec-
tion 4.4 were also performed on the PM1733 dataset.

Metrics: We used precision, recall, F0.5-Score and
ROC_AUC to evaluate the prediction accuracy.

Precision: The proportion of correctly predicted failed
SSDs (true alarms) to all predicted failed SSDs (both true
alarms and false alarms).

Table 2: Data partitions for three datasets.

Dataset Experiment
round

Train set
(month)

Val set
(month)

Test set
(month)

Samsung PM1733 (Tencent)
1 1–7th 8th 9th

2 1–6th 7th 8th

Samsung PM9A3 (Tencent)
1 1–7th 8th 9th

2 1–6th 7th 8th

MB1 (Alibaba) [45]
(detailed model unkown)

1 1–22th 23th 24th

2 1–21th 22th 23th

3 1–20th 21th 22th

Recall: The proportion of correctly predicted failed SSDs
to all actual failed SSDs, also called the true positive rate
(TPR).

F0.5-Score: (1+0.52)×Precision×Recall
0.52×Precision+Recall . It is the harmonic av-

erage of precision and recall, where precision is weighted
higher. To avoid more false alarms for SSD failure prediction
in practice, operators pay more attention to precision [45], and
thus we use F0.5-Score to more comprehensively evaluate the
effectiveness of schemes in a production environment.

ROC_AUC: For the above three indicators, the discrimina-
tion threshold of binary classification was fixed. In practice,
different discrimination thresholds may be used. For exam-
ple, to predict more failed SSDs, the discrimination threshold
can be set lower, although there may be more false alarms
at the same time. Therefore, we introduce the area under the
curve of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) [12] to re-
flect the diagnostic ability of the binary classification model
at different discrimination thresholds. The ROC curve is cre-
ated by plotting the TPR versus the false positive rate (FPR,
the proportion of false alarms to all healthy SSDs) at vari-
ous thresholds. The area under the ROC curve (ROC_AUC)
is a single score that can reflect the ability of the model to
distinguish between failed SSDs and healthy SSDs across
discrimination thresholds [7].

4.1 Comparison with Existing Schemes

In this section, we compare the proposed MVTRF with Ran-
dom Forest, Neural Network, Autoencoder, and Ensemble
LSTM on failure prediction. The descriptions of these ex-
isting methods are as follows. 1) Random Forest (RF): The
raw features of a single monitoring log are used as the input
of the random forest to predict SSD failures [3], which is
the same as the single-task RF with raw features discussed
in Section 4.3. 2) Neural Network (NN): SSD failures are
predicted based on raw features using a neural network [3]. 3)
Autoencoder (AE): The raw features of healthy SSDs are used
as the input and they are reconstructed through an encoder
and decoder. The reconstruction loss (i.e., the Euclidean dis-
tance between the input and reconstructed output) is used to
predict SSD failures [7]. 4) Ensemble LSTM (LSTM): LSTM
is used to capture failure symptoms from sequence data (the
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Table 3: Comparison of MVTRF with existing methods for failure prediction on three datasets.

Methods
PM1733 Tencent PM9A3 Tencent MB1 Alibaba Average

P R F AUC P R F AUC P R F AUC P R F AUC

RF [3] 0.58 0.31 0.48 0.69 0.75 0.33 0.60 0.75 0.56 0.37 0.51 0.87 0.63 0.34 0.53 0.77

NN [3] 0.63 0.14 0.36 0.58 0.85 0.31 0.58 0.61 0.72 0.46 0.64 0.89 0.73 0.30 0.53 0.69

AE [7] 0.54 0.14 0.34 0.77 0.54 0.33 0.40 0.78 0.36 0.46 0.31 0.88 0.48 0.31 0.35 0.81

LSTM [16] 0.36 0.40 0.36 0.69 0.52 0.25 0.28 0.62 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.87 0.50 0.42 0.42 0.73

MVTRF(Ours) 0.90 0.40 0.72 0.81 0.70 0.42 0.61 0.83 0.89 0.76 0.86 0.86 0.83 0.53 0.73 0.83

(P: precision; R: recall; F: F0.5-Score; AUC: ROC_AUC)

sequence length is also set to 256 for comparison), and multi-
ple LSTMs are integrated to jointly predict SSD failures [16].
We re-implemented these algorithms, since the source code
was not available.

Table 3 shows the results of these methods on the three
datasets and the average results. RF, NN and AE are based
on the raw features of a single monitoring log and cannot
find failure patterns in long-term data, so they produce lower
recall. AE predicts SSD failures only by learning the pattern
of healthy SSDs and its average precision (0.48) is the lowest.
However, its average ROC_AUC reaches 0.81, indicating that
AE can better distinguish between failed SSDs and healthy
SSDs at lower discrimination thresholds. LSTM achieves the
average recall of 0.42 and outperforms the previous methods.
This is because LSTM directly takes long-term sequence data
as input and can capture more long-term failure symptoms.
However, its precision and ROC_AUC is low, since the ex-
cessively long sequence length and the difference in lengths
bring noise to the LSTM model.

For the average results of three datasets, our MVTRF im-
proves precision by 46.1%, recall by 57.4%, F0.5-Score by
64.5%, and ROC_AUC by 11.1% on average compared with
the four existing methods. We extract histogram features and
sequence-related features from long-term sequence data to
reflect the distribution and trend, thereby reducing noise and
redundant information. MVTRF learns these features and raw
features separately and predicts SSD failures by combining
different views, which is more accurate and comprehensive.
In addition, MVTRF performs better on the MB1 Alibaba
dataset with a longer time span and more failed SSDs, which
is conducive to the learning of long-term failure patterns. Al-
though the three datasets have different SSD models (PM1733,
PM9A3, and MB1), monitoring attributes (40 Telemetry at-
tributes, 85 Telemetry attributes, and 16 SMART attributes),
and time spans (9 months or two years), our MVTRF shows
better performance on all three datasets, which demonstrates
its robustness and generalizability.

Furthermore, a five-fold cross-validation on the PM1733
Tencent dataset was performed to further evaluate the ef-
fectiveness and generalizability of MVTRF in terms of fail-
ure prediction on a new batch of SSDs. Similar to previous
work [3], the dataset was divided into five parts according
to the serial numbers of the SSDs, and there were five inde-

pendent experiments accordingly. In each experiment, four
parts were selected for training and validation and one for
testing. Therefore, SSDs in the test set do not appear in the
training set for each experiment, and the test sets of the five
experiments contain all SSDs. Fig. 10 shows that the cross-
validation results were roughly consistent with the results
in Table 3, with some reduction in prediction accuracy. The
data patterns of unseen SSDs may be slightly different, which
has some impact on the prediction. Compared with the ex-
isting methods, our MVTRF showed great improvements in
four metrics. It implies that MVTRF is also more effective in
failure prediction of unseen SSDs.

Figure 10: Cross-validation on PM1733 dataset. (P: precision;
R: recall; F: F0.5-Score; AUC: ROC_AUC)

4.2 Discussion on Multi-view Features
Besides the raw features, this paper proposes histogram fea-
tures and sequence-related features based on long-term data.
These features reflect the state of SSDs from different views.
By concatenating these three features, the combined features
have a more comprehensive view. We first trained RF with
each feature separately and compared their prediction accu-
racy to analyze the impact of different features on SSD failure
prediction. Then, RF, NN, and AE with combined features
and our MVTRF were also compared together to evaluate the
effectiveness of MVTRF.

Table 4 shows the results on the PM1733 Tencent dataset.
Raw features focus on abnormal attribute values, which are
easy to judge, and thus their recall is relatively high. However,
the short-term raw features cannot capture some failure symp-
toms in the long-term information, therefore the ROC_AUC
was the lowest (0.69), implying that it is difficult to find more
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failed SSDs at lower discrimination thresholds. The histogram
features and sequence-related features reflect the distribution
and trend of long-term data, and more failure symptoms can
be found, so their ROC_AUC is higher. The combined feature
contains the above three features. Since it contains multi-view
information, RF with combined features performed well in
each indicator. However, NN and AE with the same features
did not perform so well. The combined features are compre-
hensive but also contain too much information, and this leads
to the overfitting problem of these two models in training,
while RF reduces overfitting through the joint decision of var-
ious decision trees [41]. Finally, MVTRF reached 0.90, 0.40
and 0.72 in precision, recall and F0.5-Score respectively. It
enables different sets of decision trees to capture failure symp-
toms from different views, thereby further reducing overfitting
caused by mixed excess information during training.

Table 4: Comparison of MVTRF and existing methods with
different features.

Method Precision Recall F0.5-Score ROC_AUC
RF + Raw 0.61 0.34 0.52 0.69

RF + Histogram 1.00 0.17 0.48 0.72

RF + Sequence 0.50 0.25 0.38 0.81
RF + Combined 0.83 0.37 0.66 0.78

NN + Combined 0.79 0.17 0.39 0.74

AE + Combined 0.88 0.14 0.40 0.77

MVTRF 0.90 0.40 0.72 0.81

4.3 Multi-task Learning and Prediction
In addition to failure prediction, this paper introduces the
tasks of failure type prediction and remaining lifespan predic-
tion (see Section 3.3). Since joint learning of related tasks is
often beneficial for each task, we perform multi-task learning
and prediction through a single model. On the baseline RF
with raw features and our MVTRF, the impact of multi-task
learning on each task was evaluated. Table 5 compares the
performance of two models under single-task learning and
multi-task learning for three tasks. For failure prediction, the
performance was better and the F0.5-Score of two models
improved by 0.05 on average with multi-task learning and
prediction. For failure type prediction and remaining lifespan
prediction, we used the accuracy rate to evaluate the perfor-
mance, since both tasks are multi-classification tasks and they
only make sense when SSD failures are correctly predicted.
The accuracy rate is defined as the proportion of SSDs with
correctly predicted failure type (or remaining lifespan) to
all correctly predicted failed SSDs. After using multi-task
learning, Table 5 shows that the accuracy rate of two models
for failure type prediction and remaining lifespan prediction
increased by 0.04 and 0.09 on average, respectively. In conclu-
sion, multi-task learning and prediction boosted the model’s
performance on three tasks.

Table 5 shows that our MVTRF with multi-task learning
achieved an accuracy rate of 0.95 in failure type prediction
and 0.55 in remaining lifespan prediction. It demonstrates
that both predictions are effective. According to the urgency
of different failure types and the remaining lifespan, operators
can decide whether to directly replace the SSD or further
analyze it, so that the failures can be handled in a timely and
accurate manner.

Table 5: Comparison of single-task learning and multi-task
learning.

Method P R F AUC Type
Acc

Lifespan
Acc

RF + Raw
Single-task 0.58 0.31 0.48 0.69 0.88 0.44

Multi-task 0.61 0.34 0.52 0.69 0.93 0.53

MVTRF
Single-task 0.83 0.37 0.66 0.79 0.93 0.47

Multi-task 0.90 0.40 0.72 0.81 0.95 0.55

(P: precision; R: recall; F: F0.5-Score; AUC: ROC_AUC; Acc: accuracy rate)

Another benefit of using a single model for multi-task learn-
ing is that it can reduce model training and prediction time
compared with using three models to predict three tasks. Ta-
ble 6 shows the dimensions of different features, and com-
pares the total time required for separate training/prediction
and joint training/prediction on the three tasks based on these
features. Table 6 reveals that adopting multi-task learning can
reduce training/prediction time in most cases. It also shows
that the training/prediction time of MVTRF mainly depends
on the training/prediction time of the combined features with
the highest dimension. In addition, MVTRF with multi-task
learning completes the prediction of one million Telemetry
data within three minutes and thus can fully support the online
real-time prediction of large-scale SSDs.

Table 6: Total training/prediction time of single-task model
and multi-task model.

Method Feature NO.
Training time(s) Prediction time(s)
Single Multi Single Multi

RF + Raw 26 1230.9 599.8 36.5 62.8

RF + Histogram 102 1852.1 978.5 171.6 111.2

RF + Sequence 104 2867.9 1378.1 65.2 69.7

RF + Combined 232 3171.9 1707.2 232.2 130.9

MVTRF 464 3262.7 1775.2 245.2 143.0

(Train and predict on one million data.)

4.4 Similar Decision Extraction
According to the decision process of MVTRF model, we
propose SDE to obtain key decisions and find the failure
causes (see Section 3.4). Table 7 shows the key decisions
extracted from the decision process of a failed SSD. SDE
extracts five key decisions from a total of original 3,825 deci-
sions and gives them weights (as described in Section 3.4, the
weight is the number of similar decisions). The extracted
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key decisions can certainly identify this failed SSD, but
may lead to false alarms due to the large reduction in joint
decisions. We reapplied these key decisions to all data to
evaluate their effectiveness based on the false alarms in-
troduced by them. Table 7 shows that the decision with
the highest weight only had three false alarms, which indi-
cates that the extracted key decisions have a strong distin-
guishing ability. Then, all false alarms were eliminated by
combining subsequent key decisions. It can be concluded
that the decisions extracted by the SDE approach are criti-
cal and they can represent the major decision process. Ac-
cording to the key decisions, we figured out that the direct
cause of this failure was the rapid increase of media errors
(media_errors_slop > 126.44 and media_errors > 6015.5),
and thus it was verified to be an internal failure of the SSD.
In addition, the changes of temperature and wear leveling
may be potential factors (temperature_kurt <= −1.11 and
wear_leveling_max_kurt >−0.047).

Table 7: Key decisions of an SSD failure. False alarms were
reduced with the combination of key decisions.

Key decision Feature type Weight False alarms
① media_errors_slope > 126.44 Sequence 122 3 (①)

② media_errors_bkt0 <= 0.99 Histogram 120 3 (① - ②)

③ temperature_kurt <=−1.11 Sequence 117 1 (① - ③)

④ media_errors > 6015.5 Raw 113 1 (① - ④)

⑤ wear_leveling_max_kurt >−0.047 Sequence 96 0 (① - ⑤)

We also extracted several sets of key decisions from the
judgment process of all failed SSDs to evaluate the overall
discriminative ability of key decisions, as shown in Table 8.
It shows there were 53,663 decisions in total for failed SSDs,
and our SDE approach extracts 49 key decisions. Reapplying
these key decisions to all data achieved the same precision
and recall as all original decisions. The 49 key decisions per-
formed almost the same as the original 53,663 decisions in
distinguishing failed SSDs and healthy SSDs, which illus-
trates the effectiveness of the proposed SDE approach. Then,
the failure causes can be identified and analyzed based on
these decisions, which lays the foundation for verifying and
handling SSD failures.

Table 8: Comparison of key decisions with all decisions.

Decision NO. Precision Recall
All decisions 53663 0.90 0.40

Key decisions 49 0.90 0.40

5 Related Work

Many previous studies have investigated and analyzed the
impact of drive errors and failures on large data centers [13,
15, 34, 35, 37, 43, 44]. In order to take proactive measures

(such as replacing drives) before failures occur, drive failure
prediction has received extensive attention and research. Since
HDDs have been widely used for a long time, there are many
works on HDD failure prediction [9, 11, 18, 21, 26, 36, 39, 42,
46,49,51,52]. Most of these works [9,18,21,26,39,42,51,52]
are based on short-term monitoring data, as the symptoms
of HDD failure generally appear days or hours leading up
to the failure [24]. Unlike SSDs that are based on electrical
signals, HDDs are mechanically based, and their problems
would quickly develop into serious failures.

In recent years, with the popularization of SSDs, more and
more research studies have been done on SSD failure predic-
tion [3, 7, 16, 22, 27, 30, 33, 40, 45, 50]. Alter [3] et al. adopted
classification algorithms to predict SSD failures based on ma-
chine learning algorithms, including logistic regression, sup-
port vector machine, random forest, and neural network. They
also analyzed the failure characteristics of SSDs in different
periods. Chandranil et al. [7] introduced the unsupervised
anomaly detection algorithms, isolation forest and autoen-
coder, to predict SSD failures. These algorithms only learn
the patterns of healthy SSDs and consider the ones with large
pattern differences to be failed SSDs. Hao et al. [16] intro-
duced LSTM, a recurrent neural network, to capture failure
symptoms from the sequences of monitoring data. In addition,
they proposed Ensemble LSTM to enhance the prediction ac-
curacy through ensemble learning. Xu [45] et al. studied the
impact of feature selection algorithms on SSD failure predic-
tion. They proposed a feature selection approach, Wear-out-
updating Ensemble Feature Ranking (WEFR), to improve the
performance of random forest algorithm by selecting SMART
attributes with strong representational ability.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose multi-view and multi-task random
forest (MVTRF) to predict SSD failures and other failure in-
formation based on short-term and long-term monitoring data.
We observed that some failure symptoms are hidden in the dis-
tribution and trend of long-term data, and thus histogram fea-
tures and sequence-related features were introduced. MVTRF
learns these features and short-term data in parallel through
multiple sets of decision trees, thereby integrating multi-view
information to find more failures and reduce false alarms. In
addition, we adopted multi-task learning to allow a single
model to learn and predict detailed failure information, in-
cluding failure type and remaining lifespan. We also propose
similar decision extraction (SDE) to obtain the key decisions
from MVTRF to identify and analyze the failure causes. These
details help operators to quickly verify the failure and recom-
mend appropriate actions to handle it more efficiently. Our
evaluation on real data from data centers showed that MVTRF
significantly improves the accuracy of failure prediction and
can predict the failure type and remaining lifespan of SSDs
simultaneously and effectively.
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Abstract
We present Paralfetch, a novel prefetcher to speed up app

launches on personal computing/communication devices by:

1) accurate collection of launch-related disk read requests, 2)

pre-scheduling of these requests to improve I/O throughput

during prefetching, and 3) overlapping app execution with

disk prefetching for hiding disk access time from the app

execution. We have implemented Paralfetch under Linux

kernels on a desktop/laptop PC, a Raspberry Pi 3 board,

and an Android smartphone. Tests with popular apps show

that Paralfetch significantly reduces app launch times on

flash-based drives, and outperforms GSoC Prefetch and FAST,

which are representative app prefetchers available for Linux-

based systems.

1 Introduction
Quick app launches are of great importance to user experi-

ence on personal computing/communication devices such

as laptop/tablet PCs, single-board computers, and smart-

phones [17,18,22,24,26,34]. The latency of launching an app

mainly depends on the performance of the underlying CPU

and flash-based disks. Despite continuing improvements in

the performance of these components, the launch latencies,

especially of large apps and games, still remain an important

problem for three reasons.

First, the performance of flash storage does not always

meet users’ expectations/desire. For example, it has been pre-

dicted [53] that in 2025 around 50% of the data on flash will be

stored in QLC (quad-level cell) flash, which has 2.1× slower

read and 5.7× slower write times than TLC (triple-level cell)

flash [4]. The use of affordable QLC SSDs was found to ex-

tend the launch latency of the popular Blade and Soul game

from 91s to 114s [46], and that of Horizon Zero Dawn from

15.7s to 21.4s [47], compared to high-end SSDs. Many Win-

dows apps take a similar amount of time [48] to launch from

the Samsung QLC SSD as they do from the Intel X25-M G2

SSD, which was released in 2009. Furthermore, recent entry-

class SSDs widely adopt DRAM-less architecture [35], which

leads to additional flash accesses for translating logical-to-

physical addresses. A Raspberry Pi is also widely used to run

desktop applications [57], but it only supports the sluggish

MicroSD.

Second, the complexity of apps is continuously growing

due to the addition of new features and functionality to soft-

ware [50]. Unfortunately, complex software also requires

higher-level programming languages and libraries, generating

slower code, thus extending their launch latencies [54].

Third, although parallelism is effectively utilized in mod-

ern multicore CPUs and solid-state disks [8], app launches

can seldom exploit existing sources of parallelism. It has also

been shown [25] that CPUs and disks are seldom utilized si-

multaneously during a launch because synchronous disk reads

are dominant. Making better use of parallelism is, therefore,

a major consideration in the design of app prefetchers [24].

Launch latencies depend on the previous state of the sys-

tem, especially the disk cache. A cold start occurs when the

disk cache does not hold any data required by the app, ei-

ther because it is the first time the app has been launched,

or because all of the app’s data has been evicted since its

last run. A system cold start is a special case of cold start,

which occurs when no user-launched app is already running.

A warm start occurs when the app being launched has been

running recently, so the disk cache still holds all, or most, of

the data that it needs. A warm start is much faster than a cold

start, because no, or very little, data has to be fetched from

the disk. This avoids the concomitant file system operations,

thus saving CPU time as well as disk time.

An app prefetcher [6, 7, 9, 11, 28, 36, 40] can reduce the

time needed for a cold start: during learning phase, which

corresponds to the first launch of an app, the prefetcher col-

lects launch-related blocks and/or their access sequences (the

term launch sequence is used interchangeably). This is usu-

ally achieved by monitoring disk reads and/or page faults.

A prefetching phase occurs during subsequent launches of

the app, in which case this launch sequence is used for disk

prefetching to accelerate loading.

Different prefetching strategies are required for the differ-

ent seek characteristics of mechanical and flash disks. These

storage devices have different performance bottlenecks which

have been addressed in well-known ways. Threaded prefetch-
ing is designed for SSDs. A dedicated thread is used to

prefetch blocks in the order of their collection during moni-

toring. The prefetching thread runs concurrently with the app,

reducing the launch time. On the other hand, Sorted prefetch-
ing is designed for HDDs. Data is read from the disk in logical

block address (LBA) order to reduce seek times [5, 19, 20],
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which account for most of the launch time. Sorted prefetching

is not done concurrently with the app because the app’s disk

I/O would disrupt prefetching in the LBA sequence.

In this paper, we define three fundamental challenges in

reaping the potential speed-up with an app prefetcher, and

then explain how Paralfetch addresses these issues that

previous approaches fail to achieve. Overall, this paper makes

the following main contributions:

• Accurate tracking of launch-related blocks (§3.1): Most

monitoring methods fail to locate a significant number of

blocks during the learning phase [23]. In threaded prefetching

on SSDs, an access tracer should collect not only accessed

blocks but their access order. To do this, a viable solution is to

monitor at the disk I/O level after performing the invalidation

of unused entries in the disk cache. Unfortunately, metadata

and data blocks would not be detected by imperfect OS-level

disk cache invalidation. To address this problem, Paralfetch
introduces a file-system-level block dependency check and

low-overhead page-fault monitoring.

• Pre-scheduling of these blocks to increase prefetch
throughput (§3.2): Although the I/O involved in prefetch-

ing frequently becomes a bottleneck in threaded prefetching

on commodity SSDs, prior work does not address this issue.

We observe I/O dependencies between prefetch blocks to sig-

nificantly hinder the asynchrony of I/O requests, reducing

prefetch throughput. We address this problem with a new

I/O reordering method called metadata shift that places more

I/O requests between dependent I/O requests, issuing more

I/O requests asynchronously. A range merge is also intro-

duced to combine nearby I/O requests into one large request,

improving I/O throughput.

• Tailored overlapping of application execution with
prefetching (§3.3): We find that aggressive prefetching with

excessive pre-scheduling can actually increase launch laten-

cies because of I/O contention between the app and prefetch-

ing threads. Modern SSDs’ reordering of outstanding I/O

operations can aggravate this contention [41]. We vary the

amount of I/O optimization in response to a prefetching bottle-

neck. This avoids the I/O contention caused by an excessive

optimization, and thus helps Paralfetch find a better opti-

mization level.

• Implementation (§4) and evaluation (§5) of Paralfetch:

We evaluate Paralfetch in the launch of common apps on a

laptop PC, a Raspberry Pi 3, and an Android smartphone. With

the aforementioned features, Paralfetch achieves launch

performance close to the warm start: On a PC, Paralfetch
reduced the average system cold start time (favoring com-

petitors) of 16 benchmark apps by 48.0%, this number cor-

responds to 11% and 22% further reductions from FAST and

GSoC Prefetch, respectively. Paralfetch also reduced the

average app launch time on a Raspberry Pi 3 by 31%, and on

an Android phone by 11%. Paralfetch is publicly available1

1https://github.com/optios/paralfetch

ext4_readpages()

filemap_map_pages()

submit_bh_wbc()

Figure 1: I/O Stack in Linux. Linux includes three disk caches:

page cache for regular files, slab (or slub) cache for metadata

objects, and buffer cache for metadata blocks. The slab is used

as an object-granular metadata cache for buffer cache. read
system call explicitly fills page cache based on its arguments,

while page cache for mmaped files is populated through page

fault mechanism. Readahead framework is responsible for

filling the contents of page cache, and it determines how many

blocks to be prefetched based on the access sequentiality. Note

that metadata blocks can be prefetched by EXT4 file system.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Targets of Paralfetch

Linux-based systems using EXT4 file system. We imple-

mented and tested a Paralfetch prototype on EXT4 file

system on a laptop with SSD, a Raspberry Pi 3 with microSD

card, and a Pixel smartphone with universal flash storage

(UFS).

Large apps with highly deterministic I/O. Other applica-

tions do not benefit much from Paralfetch: I/O requests

from text-based apps such as cp, gcc and find largely depend

on input parameters that can change with every launch; and

apps such as pwd and ssh are too small to amortize prefetch

overhead, and are usually warm started.

2.2 Disk Caching in Linux

Figure 1 provides a summary of the Linux I/O stack from disk

caching perspectives.

Page cache and buffer cache. The Linux kernel provides two

cache mechanisms for disk blocks in terms of API and unit

size [15]: The page cache holds file pages, whereas the buffer
cache contains data blocks corresponding to block devices.

The contents and lookup spaces of these caches are managed

using a radix tree for each regular file or block device file.
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In EXT4 file system, blocks of data from regular files are

cached in the page cache, while the buffer cache is used for

caching metadata blocks (e.g., inode table blocks, directory

blocks, and extent blocks). The contents of regular files can

be prefetched using a combination of device number, inode
number, offset, and size. On the other hand, metadata blocks

can be prefetched using a combination of device number and

block number. It should be noted that there are no prefetching-

level dependencies among buffer-cached (metadata) blocks,

whereas I/O requests for page-cached (data) blocks are de-

layed until relevant metadata blocks are cached.

Slab for caching file system metadata at object granularity.
Metadata objects in EXT4 file system, namely, the inode,

directory entry, and extent, are smaller than a file system

block but must nevertheless be managed individually so that

important objects are kept in memory, even when the memory

is under pressure. Therefore, the Linux slab object allocator

caches these objects without reference to the contexts of the

buffer cache. Thus an inode can be simultaneously stored in

both the slab and buffer caches.

Page cache accessing methods. A process can copy the

contents of the page cache into a user buffer using a read or a

file-related syscall. Alternatively, a process can map the extent

of a file to its virtual address space using the mmap syscall.

In the latter case, attempting to access an unmapped address

in the page table causes a page fault. To reduce the number

of page faults, Linux employs an interesting feature, called

faultaround [49], which pre-faults a 64KB-aligned chunk of

the address space around the fault address.

Disk cache invalidation. The Linux kernel provides functions

to invalidate disk caches. A user or process with root permis-

sion can invalidate these caches by writing a predefined value

(“1” for the page and buffer caches, “2” for the slab cache,

and “3” for all these) into the /proc/sys/vm/drop_caches
proc file. This method can only invalidate unused entries with

zero reference counts.

2.3 Representative App Prefetchers
Windows prefetcher [37]. Since XP, Windows has included

a prefetcher for launch and system boot. The Windows
prefetcher is customized for HDDs, but it can also be used

with SSDs, although user configuration is required to make

best use of more capable SSDs. In its learning phase, the

copies of file-backed memory pages which are required by

an application are identified by the Windows working-set

manager. The generated information, which is file-level data,

determines the disk blocks to be prefetched during subsequent

application launches. By defragmenting these blocks to make

their file-level prefetch blocks correspond to their LBA order,

the Windows prefetcher optimizes the disk head movements

of HDD. This time-consuming process is scheduled to happen

every three days.

GSoC Prefetch [29], which was selected for the Google Sum-

mer of Code 2007, is a Linux-based prefetcher for HDDs. It

t

t

Figure 2: SSD cold start scenarios with and without Paralfetch.

Si is the ith block requested from the SSD, and Ci is the

corresponding CPU computation. Paralfetch expedites an

application launch by exploiting parallelism of each resource

(i.e., multicore activation and internal parallelism on SSDs)

and utilizing these resources concurrently.

obtains launch-related block information in its learning phase

by first clearing the bit in every OS-managed page descriptor

(not page table) which indicates that the page has been ref-

erenced. After a predefined monitoring time (10 seconds by

default), GSoC Prefetch traces those referenced pages with

‘referenced’ bits on. It then extracts a file identifier (device

number, inode number, and offset) from each of the traced

pages. Next, GSoC Prefetch sorts the pages based on these

identifiers and stores the sorted pages in a file. On subsequent

launches, launch-related blocks are prefetched in the order

recorded in that file. This reduces both seek and rotational

latencies in HDDs. GSoC Prefetch has a defragmentation tool

similar to that in the Windows prefetcher.

FAST [24] is a recent Linux-based prefetcher for SSDs. It

starts by clearing the slab, buffer, and page caches. Then,

FAST begins its learning phase, during which it creates a

prefetch program by monitoring the LBAs of blocks using the

blktrace tool and converting them to prefetchable system

calls with arguments. On subsequent launches, FAST executes

this prefetch program at the same time as the application. Disk

blocks are prefetched in order without any I/O optimization.

2.4 Cold Start with Paralfetch
Figure 2a shows a cold start scenario without Paralfetch,

and Figure 2b shows the same scenario in which Paralfetch
runs the application concurrently with a prefetch thread. The

computations run on multiple CPU cores, in parallel with the

SSD accesses, which are issued in a way that exploits the inter-

nal parallelism of the SSD. This is effected by issuing concur-

rent asynchronous I/O requests using the command queuing

(CQ) feature. If an SSD does not support CQ, Paralfetch
merges I/O requests, which have consecutive LBAs and are

close in the block access sequence, so as to promote internal

parallelism.
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Table 1: Metadata and data block requests required to launch applications with missing metadata blocks. Note that ‘regular’ files

include mmaped files, and that files mmaped by running applications are not subject to disk cache invalidation. The last column

shows the number of I/O operations that were not captured by Paralfetch, which varies from run to run.

Read requests traced by Paralfetch Number of missing Number of accessed files

Application Metadata accesses File data accesses metadata blocks regular mmaped Number of

(total size in KB) (total size in KB) detected files files missing I/Os

U
b
u
n
tu

L
in

u
x

(L
ap

to
p

P
C

)

Android Studio 1,330 (6,844) 3,845 (197,932) 58 954 10 38

Chromium Browser 612 (3,048) 1,135 (130,728) 37 629 108 34

Eclipse 565 (3,348) 1,669 (67,256) 28 744 328 49

GIMP 489 (2,620) 1,026 (38,512) 20 975 474 28

LibreOffice Impress 590 (2,900) 706 (83,004) 37 438 232 32

LibreOffice Writer 552 (2,800) 729 (83,824) 25 476 227 33

Okular 1,093 (5,720) 426 (23,640) 41 349 238 36

Scribus 840 (5,984) 1,560 (141,056) 35 1,230 682 21

VLC Player 682 (5,420) 444 (20,192) 41 375 104 32

Xilinx ISE 573 (3,024) 1,028 (176,504) 42 657 273 33

R
as

p
b
ia

n
O

S
(R

as
p
b
er

ry
P

i
3
) Chromium Browser 496 (1,984) 2,017 (138,600) 40 473 68 41

Frozen Bubble 605 (2,420) 3,769 (32,992) 25 3,425 26 12

GIMP 618 (2,472) 1,863 (46,664) 38 991 296 47

LibreOffice Writer 596 (2,384) 911 (35,164) 33 395 154 36

Scratch 2 332 (1,328) 839 (48,580) 40 294 73 19

Xpdf 127 (508) 169 (7,236) 15 75 21 11

0 A.D. 206 (509) 669 (86,272) 19 162 139 21

A
n

d
ro

id
8

.0
(G

o
o

g
le

P
ix

el
X

L
)

Asphalt 8 131 (988) 838 (217,240) 49 179 N/A 11

Dragon Quest 8 95 (852) 4,339 (333,812) 46 335 N/A 12

FIFA 16 UT 76 (772) 805 (166,120) 39 265 N/A 47

GTA SA 104 (560) 377 (82,928) 41 95 N/A 36

Truck Pro 96 (792) 1,792 (115,732) 41 175 N/A 19

Devil May Cry 237 (1,728) 1,904 (316,004) 45 407 N/A 19

The War of Mine 127 (696) 517 (128,300) 43 101 N/A 11

3 Paralfetch Design and Preliminary Results

3.1 Accurate Tracing
The benefit from an application prefetching is limited by

the tracing accuracy with which launch-related blocks are

traced. In particular, accurate tracing is essential to prevent

a launching application’s wait for missing blocks from disk

when several concurrent threads are causing lots of I/O con-

tention. Note that the threaded prefetching can marginally

benefit from Windows prefetcher and GSoC Prefetch which

cannot trace the block access sequence because they rely on a

snapshot of the working set or of the referenced pages after a

launch.

There are also issues with the tracing method used by GSoC

Prefetch: it only traces pages for regular files, and missing

metadata limits the benefit of prefetching; a significant num-

ber of pages are also accessed more than once during a launch.

This latter issue is particularly problematic because, when a

page with the ‘referenced’ bit set on is accessed for the second

time, Linux OS turns off the ‘referenced’ bit and promotes

the page from the inactive list to the active list. As a result,

some pages are never traced. In the case of Eclipse, we found

2,782 file-backed pages not traced.

Potentially, the highest accuracy would be achieved by

monitoring page faults and data accesses at all disk caching

layers (e.g., slab, buffer, and page caches). But such exhaustive

tracing would produce significantly more data than I/O-level

monitoring (37× during an Eclipse launch), incurring unac-

ceptable memory and computation overheads. Furthermore, a

log of I/O operations obtained by monitoring disk cache ac-

cesses is likely to include many useless cached entries created

by I/O operations of background tasks.

This issue is successfully mitigated by monitoring I/O re-

quests: In the learning phase, Paralfetch invalidates unused

entries in the disk cache, so that Paralfetch collects a proper

set of blocks for subsequent launches of the application. It

then records I/O requests for blocks not found in these caches

by instrumenting file system functions with I/O logging codes,

and these requests are used to prefetch those additional blocks

during launches. In this paper, we use the term log entry to

refer to a log of I/O request collected during a launch, while

the term prefetch entry refers to an entry used for prefetching

disk blocks. The latter includes arguments for prefetching

function calls.

Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, the invalidation of disk

caches (slab, buffer, and page caches) is not perfect because

only unused entries can be invalidated; a working set of blocks

for running applications is always retained. This issue has

been overlooked in previous schemes (including FAST), i.e.,

their evaluation was restricted to system cold start scenarios.

Table 1 classifies traced blocks with Paralfetch. Note that

metadata blocks and mmaped file blocks are potential missing

blocks when using FAST. Since usually many user and system

processes run in the background, this issue can significantly

degrade tracing accuracy. For example, 225 files of this kind

were accessed by both LibreOffice Impress and LibreOffice

Writer (on a laptop) during a launch of either. Thus, an at-

tempt to trace launch blocks for LibreOffice Writer just after

LibreOffice Impress launched (and started running in the back-

ground) returns only 700 log entries (27,688 KB) compared
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to 1,281 log entries (83,824 KB) during a system cold start.

We conducted further experiments by substituting Android

Studio, Chromium Browser, Eclipse, and GIMP for LibreOf-

fice Impress. Surprisingly, imperfect cache invalidation still

resulted in many missing data and associated metadata blocks:

5.0%, 12.0%, 14.4%, and 6.6% of the total in each case. The

launch time impact of missing blocks is significant as shown

in §5.2.

We have therefore developed two methods to detect missing

metadata and data blocks.

1) Finding missing metadata blocks. We first introduce

a file system-level dependency check, called missing meta-
data block detection, which identifies launch-related metadata

blocks (i.e., inode and extent blocks) that have not been traced

due to the imperfect invalidation of the slab and buffer cache,

but nevertheless share a dependency with traced data blocks.

To address this issue, Paralfetch implements a function

(§4.2) that tracks associated metadata blocks for each log

entry for a regular file. Table 1 shows that 15 – 58 missing

metadata blocks were found during launches, and these num-

bers vary with the number of irreclaimable entries in the disk

caches under use by running applications. When these miss-

ing blocks are found, Paralfetch inserts new log entries for

them just before other log entries of associated data blocks.

2) Page fault monitoring. Page cache invalidation is also

imperfect because file-backed pages which are dirty, under

writeback, or accessed through mmap, are not invalidated. To

trace pages which are dirty or under writeback, Paralfetch
flushes them out via a sync operation before the disk cache

is cleared. However, pages accessed through mmap, such as

shared library files, are more challenging. When these are

shared with running applications, tracing accuracy is compro-

mised. To address this issue, we arranged for Paralfetch
to trace previously untraced blocks accessed through mmap
calls by instrumenting the faultaround [49] handler with page

fault tracing code. The handler proactively maps 16 boundary-

aligned (page-cached) pages around the page-faulted address.

3.2 Prefetch Scheduling
Upon completion of collection of disk I/O requests during an

application launch, Paralfetch pre-schedules these requests

to speed up the prefetching phase, merging and reordering
requests so as to exploit the internal parallelism of an SSD.

Range merging. Merging small I/O requests into a single

large request enhances the throughput of an SSD [12, 27, 32,

43]. Figure 3b shows a range merge in which two requests for

blocks with consecutive LBAs that are within a predefined

I/O distance threshold are combined where the I/O distance is

defined as difference in the locations of blocks in the launch

sequence. This threshold prevents the merging of far-apart

log entries in the launch sequence, as they can hinder timely

prefetching of subsequent blocks. Overly-aggressive merg-

ing can be bad especially for applications with CPU-bound

launches, in which I/O optimization is less influential in meet-

(a) Original prefetch sequence

[2] 1, 5, 8 [5] 1, 13, 2[3] 0, 16, 1 [4] 0, 20, 1 [7] 0, 17, 1[6] 2, 22, 3

[2] 1, 5, 10 [3] 0, 16, 1 [4] 0, 20, 1 [6] 2, 22, 3

(b) Prefetch sequence after range merge with an I/O distance threshold of 3

Metadata I/O

File data I/O

[1] 0, 3, 1

[1] 0, 3, 1

Starting block number (LBA)

 size
(blocks)

Sequence
number

LBA-contiguous (I/O distance = 5 - 2)

LBA-contiguous (I/O distance: sequence number difference between merge candidates = 7 - 3)

Merge: I/O distance between contiguous blocks (3) I/O distance threshold (3)

[7] 0, 17, 1

Inode
number

Figure 3: Range merge. Merging nearby I/O operations into

a single large operation improves throughput while keeping

changes to the I/O order within a predefined limit so that the

target application and prefetch thread can run concurrently.

Range merge combines LBA-contiguous I/O requests of the

same type (e.g., metadata or data block) into the preceding

one.

ing prefetching deadlines. Figure 4 shows plots of prefetch

time against the I/O distance threshold on SSD, UFS flash,

and MicroSD. The performance gain from range merging tails

off as the threshold increases mainly because EXT4 tries to

locate metadata and data blocks for related files close together

in terms of LBA.

Metadata shifting. Every file system has its own particular

I/O dependencies for prefetching between metadata and data

blocks (and between metadata blocks). In EXT4, a request for

a data block can only be issued after the associated metadata

block, which contains the LBA of that data block, has been

read. The metadata for a data block is often requested just

before the corresponding data block.

Thus this dependency tends to limit the number of com-

mands that can be queued, and this in turn limits the effective-

ness of command queuing, which yields maximum benefit

when there are many commands in the queue which can po-

tentially be executed in parallel [39].

(a) SSD-based Laptop (b) UFS-based Pixel XL

(c) MicroSD-based Raspberry Pi 3

Figure 4: Normalized prefetching times with varying I/O

distance thresholds.
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(a) Original prefetch sequence

File 1:
data block
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(b) Prefetch sequence after shifting metadata with a shift size of 8KB

File 1:
inode
block

File 2:
inode block 

File 1:
data block

File 1:
data block

File 2:
extent block

File 2:
data block

Prefetch dependency

4K

I/O size

Metadata I/O

File data I/O

Metadata I/Os are left-shifted to increase I/O distance between dependent requests

Prefetch
dependency

Figure 5: Metadata shifting to boost the outstanding I/O size

in the command queue of an SSD controller. An I/O request

for data blocks should wait for the associated metadata blocks

to be read. By left-shifting I/O requests for metadata, more I/O

requests can be issued asynchronously. The shift size controls

the extent to which metadata blocks can be left-shifted.

This issue can be addressed by bringing forward requests

for metadata blocks. This is facilitated in EXT4, where there

are no read dependencies among buffer-cached (metadata)

blocks, while I/O requests for page-cached data blocks can

only be issued after associated metadata blocks are buffer-

cached. Figure 5a shows the processing of an example

prefetch thread, in which dependencies on metadata blocks

cause the command queue to become empty on two occasions.

Figure 5b shows how Paralfetch brings forward metadata

block requests in the prefetch thread to increase the interval

between requests for dependent blocks. Figure 6a shows that

the average prefetching time on a CQ-enabled SSD was re-

duced by 21.6% through shifting metadata requests forward

by 128 KB, when combined with the tracing of missing meta-

data blocks.

An SSD without CQ support can also benefit from shifted

metadata (Figure 6c): requests to the I/O scheduler can be

issued in advance, so that the storage driver receives a request

earlier from the I/O scheduler queue, rather than later by the

application; and an MMC/SD driver (for eMMC flash and SD

cards) overlaps flash access for the current I/O request with

DMA preparation for the next I/O request. A metadata shift

of 4 KB reduced prefetch times by 19.3% on the Raspberry

Pi 3 using a MicroSD.

Correctness. The read requests from the prefetch thread go

through disk caches, and hence reordering and merging of a

launch sequence have no implications on correctness. Even if

a prefetch entry is outdated, it only affects the launch perfor-

mance.

3.3 Parallelized Execution: Overlapping Ap-
plication Execution with Disk Prefetching

Timely prefetching can better overlap application execu-

tion with prefetching. Reordering or merging blocks far

apart could improve prefetch throughtput but could also hin-

der timely prefetching. Experimental results in Figures 7

and 8 substantiate the claim by showing prefetching through-

put does not always correspond to launch performance.

Paralfetch avoids this pitfall by tailoring metadata shift

and range merge dynamically. A challenge is how to find

near-optimal threshold values in an automatic manner. To ad-

dress this, Paralfetch employs dynamic scheduling which

reschedules prefetch entries with an increased I/O distance

threshold and/or metadata shift size when a prefetching bot-

tleneck is detected.

The ability of shifting metadata and merging nearby re-

quests to reduce prefetching time on SSD-based systems is

limited by contentions between I/O requests from the prefetch

thread and I/O requests which must be issued by the appli-

cation because they were omitted from the prefetch thread.

As shown in Table 1, we found that an average of 2.8% of

requested blocks were not traced despite the improved tracing

features of Paralfetch. These missing blocks are inevitably

requested by the application, which waits until the blocks are

loaded from the disk. Contention between the application and

the prefetch thread becomes critical when there are too many

I/O requests in the I/O scheduler or command queue [13] in

an SSD. This can occur when metadata blocks are shifted

too far, or when an oversize I/O request is created by range

merging with a large threshold. From an experiment with

Eclipse, we found that the effect of missing blocks on latency

was increased by 3.2× and 8.7× when the largest allowable

shifts were 128KB and 256KB, respectively.

To avoid the need to optimize the thresholds for meta-

data shifting and range merge over a number of trial runs,

Paralfetch gradually increases the threshold if prefetching

(a) SSD-based Laptop (b) UFS-based Pixel XL (c) MicroSD-based Raspberry Pi 3

Figure 6: Normalized prefetching times for different metadata shift sizes.
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(a) SSD-based Laptop (b) UFS-based Pixel XL (c) MicroSD-based Raspberry Pi 3

Figure 7: Normalized launch times with varying I/O distance thresholds.

(a) SSD-based Laptop (b) UFS-based Pixel XL (c) MicroSD-based Raspberry Pi 3

Figure 8: Normalized launch times for different metadata shift sizes.

Table 2: Default configuration for prefetch optimization.

SSD without CQ feature SSD with CQ feature

I/O distance threshold Starts at 8 and

for range merging can be increased
8

Metadata shift size Starts at 64 and

(KB) for metadta shifting
4

can be increased

is not effective. Next, we describe how to control the extent

of dynamic scheduling and how to measure the effectiveness

of prefetching.

Optimizing prefetch entries with dynamic scheduling. Ini-

tially, Paralfetch uses default thresholds for metadata shift-

ing and range merge shown in Table 2. It subsequently in-

creases the threshold for only one of these methods, depend-

ing on the availability of CQ support. The metadata shifting

threshold is increased in increments of 16KB and the I/O

distance threshold in increments of 4.

The best combination of scheduling methods depends on

the type of disk. For example, on a CQ-supported SSD, range

merge gains little beyond a threshold of 8, which can, there-

fore, be used as a default during the learning phase. Similarly,

metadata shifting yields little benefit on MicroSD-based de-

vices without CQ support beyond a threshold of 4KB.

Detecting prefetch bottleneck. An application experiences

more context switches when it has to wait for the blocks re-

quested by the prefetch thread, implying that the prefetch

thread is not prefetching in time. Specifically, the prefetch

thread collects the number of context switches made by

the launching application during the prefetching period.

Paralfetch ends dynamic scheduling if the quantity of con-

text switches is below a user-defined threshold (by default,

5% of the number of prefetch entries). The overall disk read

size is checked by Paralfetch in order to remove the results

from the warm cache.

4 Implementation of Paralfetch

This section details the workflow of Paralfetch and the

interaction among its main components described in Figure 9.

4.1 Launch Phase Management

Native Linux: The next launch type for each application

is determined by reading the 9-th byte of the header of

its executable and linkable format (ELF) binary file. This

byte (referred to as the phase byte) is normally used for

memory alignment (padding), and has a default value of 0.

It is set to PHASE_LEARNING (3) for a learning phase and

PHASE_THREADED_PREFETCHING (1) for a prefetching phase.

A user can also set this value to PHASE_DISABLE (9) to disable

prefetching altogether, for small applications or utilities that

frequently experience warm starts. The phase byte is passed

to the ELF binary loader (load_elf_binary).

Paralfetch supports two modes for launch phase manage-

ment. In manual mode, a user explicitly selects applications

that will use Paralfetch, by calling pfsetmode, which takes

a value for the phase byte and an ELF binary path as argu-

ments. pfsetmode can be also invoked from a desktop icon

(i.e., mouse right-click menu). In contrast, Paralfetch is

applied to all installed applications in automatic mode, which

is similar to the management method used in FAST.

Android: zygote is a process that creates a native Android

application in Java by forking and loading the main class

of a program [30]. zygote invokes the handleChildProc
method to create and run a new Android application. To re-
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Figure 9: Paralfetch workflow. Boxes with dotted edges de-

note threads, and boxes with solid edges identify the three

major components of Paralfetch. During a learning phase,

Paralfetch records an I/O log as a form of log entry. Upon

the completion of the launch, collected log entries are passed

to missing metadata detector, generating additional log en-

tries for missing metadata. Then, the log entries are passed

to pre-scheduling functions as a form of red-black tree. The

details of pre-scheduling are described in Algorithm 1 and 2.

duce launch times, zygote preloads classes and resource files

used by many applications, quickly creating a process which

shares these preloaded classes. Unlike native Linux processes,

a native Android process remains in the background even after

a user quits the application, and can be resumed by moving

the process to the foreground (the resuming procedure). How-

ever, when free memory is in short supply, Android wakes up

the low memory killer (LMK) to reclaim memory space by

removing less important processes completely.

To interface Paralfetch with the Android platform, we

created a file named fetch_app using sysfs, which pro-

vides a communication interface between the Linux ker-

nel and a user process. On Android, Paralfetch uses au-

tomatic launch management mode, in which Paralfetch
tailors each launch to the type of application. When the main

class name of an application is written to the fetch_app file,

Paralfetch determines how to perform the launch phase

based on the following rules: if there is no corresponding

<class_name>.pf file2 in the /persist/paralfetch direc-

2<class_name>.pf file is equivalent to <app_name>.pf in native Linux.

tory, then Paralfetch starts a learning phase for that applica-

tion; but if the file exists, then Paralfetch performs prefetch-

ing. To implement this, we augmented the handleChildProc
method to write the main class name of the application being

launched to the fetch_app file. Paralfetch does not begin

a prefetching for the resuming procedure that does not invoke

handleChildProc.

4.2 Learning Phase
I/O logging. To collect blocks required for a launch,

Paralfetch first invalidates unused entries in the slab (for

file system objects), buffer and page caches, and temporar-

ily disables the inode read-ahead functionality of EXT4 so

as to prevent I/O contention resulting from unnecessary in-

ode blocks being read during the prefetching phase. Next,

Paralfetch sets a trace timeout, with the default value of

30 seconds, and also sets the trace_flag to true to acti-

vate logging. Then, Paralfetch resumes loading and ex-

ecution of the application. During the execution, the I/O

requests for buffer-cached blocks caused by disk cache

misses are logged by code introduced into the metadata ac-

cess function (submit_bh_wbc). Similarly, code introduced

into the functions ext4_readpage, ext4_readpages, and

filemap_map_pages logs read requests associated with page-

cached blocks.

Page fault monitoring. The filemap_map_pages function

is called by the OS when a page fault occurs. It pre-faults

the 16 boundary-aligned pages which contain the faulting

page, provided that these pages are in the page cache [49].

Performing this reduces the overhead of tracing page faults.

Tracing missing metadata blocks. Block tracing ends when

the trace times out, and the launch is deemed to be com-

plete when fewer than 10 block read requests occur in a sec-

ond [25]. We refer to the corresponding block of an appli-

cation as the completion block. To detect missing metadata

blocks, we implemented the ext4_fiedep function, a variant

of the ext4_fiemap function that must in any case access

the metadata blocks associated with file blocks during the

mapping of logical-to-physical extents. Unlike the original

version that returns file extents for arguments (i.e., a file and

query range of the file), the ext4_fiedep function returns a

list of associated metadata blocks along with file extents.

As shown in Figure 9, Paralfetch builds two red-black

binary search trees for log entries that are used for prefetch

scheduling: Paralfetch reads log entries in their access

order and inserts each of them to the trees. It invokes the

ext4_fiedep function for each log entry for a regular file. If

the corresponding metadata blocks are missing from the tree,

Paralfetch allocates and inserts new log entries for them

right before the entry for the corresponding data blocks.

This operation consumes little CPU time (17 ms for An-

droid Studio) and incurs no disk I/Os because the procedure

runs in the warm cache condition (i.e., after the completion

of a launch process).
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Algorithm 1: Metadata Shift Procedure

Input: Log entries sorted by their access order (rbtree_seq),

Metadata shift size (ms_size)

Result: Metadata-shifted log entries (accessed via rbtree_seq)

1 log ← first_log_entry(rbtree_seq)

2 out_meta_size ← 0

3 while log �= NULL do
4 if is_metadata_log_entry(log) then
5 move_to_MS_queue(log)

6 out_meta_size ← out_meta_size + log.size
/* expired entries (log.expire <= out_meta_size)

in wait queue are moved to MS queue */
7 move_expired_wait_queue_entries_to_MS_queue()

8 else
9 log.expire = out_meta_size + ms_size

10 move_to_wait_queue(log)

11 log ← next_log_entry_seq(log)

12 drain_wait_queue_entries_to_ms_queue()

13 rebuild_rbtree_seq_to_correspond_to_ms_queue_order()

Algorithm 2: Range Merge Procedure

Input: Log entries sorted by their LBA (rbtree_lba) and access

order (rbtree_seq), IO distance threshold (dist_thr)

Result: Range-merged log entries (accessed via rbtree_seq)

1 curr ← first_log_entry(rbtree_lba)

2 next ← next_log_entry_lba(curr)

3 while next �= NULL do
4 if curr.inode_num = next.inode_num &

5 curr.start_lba + curr.size = next.start_lba &

6 next.seq_num − curr.seq_num <= dist_thr then
7 curr.size ← curr.size + next.size
8 unlink_log_entry_from_rbtrees_lba_and_seq(next)
9 remove_log_entry(next)

10 next ← next_log_entry_lba(curr)

11 continue

12 curr ← next
13 next ← next_log_entry_lba(curr)

Pre-scheduling. Paralfetch schedules the collected log en-

tries. Algorithm 1 describes the procedure of metadata shift:

Paralfetch accesses log entries in their access order (lines

1, 3, 11). A log entry for metadata blocks moves right away to

the MS queue3 (lines 4–5), while a log entry for data blocks

remains in the wait queue until enough subsequent metadata

blocks (at least the metadata shift size) are moved to the MS

queue (lines 9–10) in order to left-shift metadata I/O requests

When enough metadata blocks are left-shifted, the accompa-

nying wait queue log entries are transferred to the MS queue

(line 7). Finally, the red-black tree rbtree_seq is rebuilt with

the metadata-shifted order (line 13) once the remaining log

items in the wait queue are transferred to the MS queue (line

12).

To perform range merge (as described in Algorithm 2),

Paralfetch accesses log entries in their LBA-sorted order.

This makes it easy to detect log entries that have consecu-

tive LBAs (line 5) of the same inode (line 4). Range merge

then combines consecutive I/O operations (lines 7–9) that are

3The MS queue stores the metadata-shifted order of log entries.

within a predefined threshold for I/O distance in the launch

sequence (line 6).

Different thresholds of metadata shift and range merge

are used for SSDs with and without command queuing

(CQ). To discover whether an SSD supports CQ, the

Paralfetch initialization process, executed by the systemd
daemon or a startup script (e.g., rc.local), examines

sysfs files. For example, the CQ support for an SATA

SSD is determined by the value of /sys/block/<root
device>/device/queue_depth.

Storing scheduled log entries. Scheduled log entries (i.e.,
prefetch entries) are stored in the file <app_name>.pf (e.g.,
eclipse.pf for Eclipse). This file consists of a 24-byte

Paralfetch header, followed by prefetch entries. The header

contains the version number, the inode number of the exe-

cutable file, the metadata for dynamic scheduling, the number

of obsolete entries, and the number of prefetch entries. Each

prefetch entry contains the device number, the inode number,

its offset and size. The inode number for a metadata block is

set to 0. The size of each prefetch entry is 20(24) bytes on a

32(64)-bit system.

4.3 Prefetching Phase
During the prefetching phase, Paralfetch creates the

prefetch thread, following the sequence stored in the

<app_name>.pf file.

For EXT4 file system, Paralfetch uses the

__breadahead function to prefetch metadata blocks,

and the force_page_cache_readahead function to

prefetch data blocks for regular files. While these functions

try to perform block caching asynchronously (or in a

non-blocking manner), data blocks can be prefetched

asynchronously only when the associated metadata blocks are

ready. Paralfetch uses explicit I/O plugging [3] to merge

contiguous metadata (bio) requests into a single request,

which is then delivered to the dispatch queue of device

drivers. This reduces the amount of computation required for

dispatching and completing I/O requests.

Changing from prefetching back to the learning phase.
The set of blocks required for the first launch of some appli-

cations is significantly different from that required for sub-

sequent launches. For example, Eclipse and GIMP only con-

figure their environments on their first launch: Paralfetch
detects this behavior by counting I/O requests issued by an ap-

plication during its launch, which is easily done by counting

synchronous readahead requests [38] in the Linux readahead

framework [33]. If the count is greater than 10% of the to-

tal number of prefetch entries, Paralfetch returns to the

learning phase.

5 Evaluation
5.1 Methodology
Launch time measurement. Like [24], we measure the

launch time of an application between two events: in the
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Figure 10: Launch times on a laptop equipped with a QLC SSD, normalized to cold start times. Optimizations for Paralfetch
are incrementally applied.

case of Linux, the launch is deemed to start when the

load_elf_binary function is called, and to finish when the

completion block request has itself completed. To identify the

latter event, we remove the completion block request from

the prefetch file, allowing it to be issued by the application.

After a warm start, we call posix_fadvise with the argu-

ment POSIX_FADV_DONTNEED to evict the completion block

request from the page cache.

Comparisons with other prefetchers. We ported the GSoC

Prefetcher to the Linux kernel 5.4.51 and set its trace timeout

to the value used by Paralfetch. We temporarily modified

Paralfetch to bring its operation in line with three key fea-

tures of the GSoC Prefetcher: 1) the way in which it traces ref-

erenced file pages during an application launch, 2) its method

of pre-scheduling disk I/O using inode numbers and in-file

offsets as sort key, and 3) the way in which it holds an appli-

cation until prefetching is completed, rather than allowing the

application and the perfetcher thread to compete.

FAST only supports EXT3 file system, so we temporarily

modified Paralfetch’s function for detecting missing meta-

data to support EXT3. We could only compare FAST with

Paralfetch on a PC because the Android and Raspbian OS

do not support EXT3 file system.

5.2 On a PC

We conducted experiments on a laptop PC equipped with

an Intel Core i5-8265 CPU and 16 GB of RAM, running

Linux kernel 5.4.51. This PC has a 1 TB Samsung 860 QVO

QLC SSD, which uses native command queuing. We tested

Paralfetch, GSoC Prefetch and FAST on 16 applications, 6

of which were games. The 10 non-game applications were An-

droid Studio, Chromium Browser, Eclipse, GIMP, LibreOffice

Impress, LibreOffice Writer, Okular, Scribus, VLC player, and

Xilinx ISE; and the 6 games were Ancestors Legacy, Atom

RPG, Battle Tech, Pillars of Eternity 2, Tyranny, Witcher 3.

QLC SSDs typically employ a small pseudo-SLC (single-

level cell) cache. To reduce the effects of this cache, we con-

ducted evaluation after installing all benchmark apps.

Comparison with the GSoC prefetcher. Figure 10 shows

Paralfetch to reduce the average launch time of these 16

applications by 44.2% with pre-scheduling alone. After four

launches of each application, a 1.8% more reduction was

achieved on average by using dynamic scheduling to increase

prefetch throughput.

It should be noted that the naïve use of excessive metadata

shift (of 256KB) led to a 3.8% increase in average launch

time: as previously shown in Table 1, Paralfetch fails to

trace a few launch blocks. A launching application should

wait for these missing blocks to be read while a large number

of outstanding I/O requests due to excessive metadata shift

increase the waiting time.

Figure 11: Comparison of Paralfetch and FAST launch times

on a laptop PC, normalized to cold start times. Tracing of each

application is performed when LibreOffice Writer is running

in the background. The results show that running applications

can significantly degrade tracing accuracy of FAST and its

performance benefit.

Comparison with FAST. FAST is the closest to ours in that

its target media is SSDs. In §3.1 we described how disk cache

clearing affects tracing accuracy. The most serious drawback

of FAST seems to be that the accuracy of its tracing depends

greatly on the other applications that are running, because

files accessed by these applications through mmap are not

traced. Also, metadata used by the applications are not traced.

We believe that this issue is frequently occurred in common

scenarios. Figure 11 shows the significance of this issue. Con-

versely, the page fault monitoring and detecting missing meta-

data used by Paralfetch leads to launch times similar to that

of a warm start.

Figure 12: Average launch

time for 16 apps on a laptop

equipped with a QLC SSD,

normalized to cold start times.

Although tracing under

a system-cold state favors

FAST, the launch times av-

eraged across all 16 appli-

cations were 11% less with

Paralfetch than with FAST
as shown in Figure 12. The

relatively poor performance

of FAST can be attributed to

its reliance on system calls,

which limits both the accu-

racy of tracing and its scheduling options, in particular its use
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Figure 13: Launch times on a Raspberry Pi 3, normalized to cold start times. Optimizations for Paralfetch are incrementally

applied.

of synchronous I/O for prefetching metadata blocks makes it

difficult to exploit parallelism.

5.3 Raspberry Pi 3

Our second evaluation of Paralfetch was conducted on a

Raspberry Pi 3 running the Raspbian OS (Linux kernel 4.9.56)

with a Samsung 16 GB MicroSD (class 10). This flash storage

does not support CQ (although more recent A2-class MicroSD

has both CQ and an SLC cache).

We used 13 applications, 8 of which were games: Frozen

Bubble, GIMP, LibreOffice Writer, Chromium browser,

Scratch 2, Xpdf, 0 A.D., Extreme Tux Racer, LinCity, Mind-

craft, Open Arena, Quake 3 Arena, and Xmoto. The launch

times in Figure 13 show that frequent flash accesses con-

tribute about 45% of the delay in application launches. This

provides a considerable opportunity for I/O scheduling. After

four launches with dynamic scheduling, launch times are fur-

ther reduced by an average of 4.8% compared to Paralfetch
with pre-scheduling only. We attribute this reduction to: 1)

an application launch on a Raspberry Pi 3 board is a disk-

bound process, and 2) the throughput of a MicroSD is usually

improved by merging I/O operations: for example, the band-

width of random reads of 128KB on the MicroSD we used

is 28.6 MB/sec, which is 6.7× higher than that of 4KB (only

4.3 MB/sec). Chromium Browser and Xpdf application launch

times are more heavily influenced by disk performance than

by CPU performance. Due to the significant limitations of

timely prefetching with prefetch scheduling, it is difficult to

achieve warm start launch performance, especially for SSDs

without command queuing.

Figure 14: Launch times on an Android smartphone (Google

Pixel XL), normalized to cold start times.

5.4 Google Pixel (Android)

Paralfetch can be easily ported to Linux variants, such as

Android. Android has its own launch mechanism, and hence

we needed to modify 180 lines of the Android source code to

accommodate Paralfetch.

To test Paralfetch on Android, we used a new set of

seven games: Asphalt 8, Devil May Cry, Dragon Quest 8,

FIFA 16 UT, GTA SA, The War of Mine, and Truck Pro. We

measured the launch times for these games on a Google Pixel

XL smartphone with UFS flash (which supports CQ) running

Android 8.0 (Oreo) with the Linux kernel 3.18.52. As shown

in Figure 14, the pre-scheduling performed by Paralfetch
reduced launch times by 11% on average, which equates to

as much as 3.5 seconds for Dragon Quest 8. However, dy-

namic scheduling offers little benefit because 1) application

launches are CPU-bound (86% on average in our benchmarks)

rather than disk-bound, and 2) launches encounter little depen-

dencies between metadata and data blocks. Another distinct

characteristic of an Android app launch is that a number of

write and fdatasync syscalls are issued by SQLite during

the launch, making a gap between the times for a warm start

and a cold start with Paralfetch.

5.5 Overhead

We measure Paralfetch’s overheads on a laptop PC from 4

aspects: tracing, pre-scheduling, prefetching and storage.

Tracing overhead. The I/O-based tracing used by

Paralfetch has a low instrumentation overhead, and in

most cases log entries are relatively short (e.g., less than 3000

entries). Android Studio is an exception, as it creates lots of

log entries. Nevertheless, the difference in cold start launch

time with and without Paralfetch was only 136ms. Disk

cache invalidation can produce some latency, but this does

not affect the working set of pages. Thus, it should not affect

the users. In any case, the cache is only invalidated during

the learning phase.

Pre-scheduling overhead. In our experiments, the time re-

quired by the background jobs which perform pre-scheduling,

including missing metadata detection, metadata shift, and

range merge, varied between 42ms for VLC Player and 153ms

for Android Studio, whereas FAST took 21 seconds to gener-

ate the prefetch program for Android Studio. When there is

an idle CPU core, pre-scheduling delays can be hidden from

users because Paralfetch creates a dedicated thread for that.
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Prefetching overhead. Paralfetch employs threaded

prefetching, imposing extra overhead from management per-

spective. However, we observed that threaded prefetching

can reduce CPU usage for an application launch in the cold

start. As shown in Figure 2, a synchronous I/O incurs two

context switches. On the other hand, the asynchronous I/O

requests issued by the prefetch thread significantly reduce the

overall number of context switches. In our sampling-based

CPU utilization measurement [22], we found that the number

of context switches during a launch of Android Studio with

Paralfetch was reduced from 9,902 to 1,035, resulting in a

3.2% reduction in CPU usage.

In the warm start where prefetching is unnecessary,

Paralfetch still runs the prefetch thread, but this only in-

curs a delay of hundreds of microseconds if an available CPU

core exists. Even if there was no available CPU core, where

prefetching overhead could not be hidden, Paralfetch ex-

tended Android Studio launch by only 2.8ms for (Eclipse by

3.1ms, which was the worst case).

Storage overhead. Paralfetch used 672 KB of SSD to store

the <app_name>.pf files for the 16 applications, whereas

FAST required 8.2 MB.

6 Future research direction

Non-intrusive tracing. Paralfetch instruments some ker-

nel functions to trace disk accesses. The (low) instrumentation

overhead can be effectively removed by employing dynamic

instrumentation tools, such as SystemTap [55] and eBPF [56].

Sophisticated prefetch scheduling. Paralfetch applies

metadata shifting and range merging to the entire launch

sequence, leaving room for further improvement: by apply-

ing prefetch scheduling only to prefetch-bottlenecked regions

of the launch sequence, Paralfetch can avoid unnecessary

I/O contention between the prefetch thread and the launching

application, achieving a better launch performance.

Prefetch scheduling considering internal behaviors of
disks. If Paralfetch schedules prefetch entries consider-

ing internal behaviors and performance of storage devices,

it can schedule them better at the pre-scheduling stage, thus

reducing the need for rescheduling with dynamic scheduling.

7 Additional Related Work

Previous application prefetchers are discussed in §2. We

now summarize various other approaches to reducing applica-

tion launch times, which are orthogonal or complementary to

Paralfetch.

Predictive disk prefetchers, such as Preload [14] and Win-

dows Superfetch [37], analyze the pattern and frequency of

application usage, predict the applications that are likely to be

loaded soon, and then preload them. Falcon [42] is a predictive

prefetcher that considers mobile context such as location and

battery state. Falcon launches an application in advance rather

than merely prefetching launch-related blocks. Obviously, the

merit of this strategy depends heavily on the accuracy of the

prefetcher’s predictions [34].

General-purpose disk prefetcher. It has been demonstrated

that general-purpose prefetching [11, 28] can also be bene-

ficial in reducing application launch times. However, it can

limit the accuracy of tracing launch-related blocks because

block-level I/O patterns depend greatly on the contents of

disk caches.

A block I/O cache provides another way of reducing latency.

Intel Turbo Memory [31], Intel Smart Response Technol-

ogy [51], and AMD StoreMI [52] store delay-sensitive data in

a relatively fast SSD and other data in a larger region of slower

storage. A similar behavior is provided by software caching

methods, which operate in the device mapping layer [1] and

the block layer [2].

I/O scheduling can reduce I/O contention between a launch

process and background processes. Several schemes have

been proposed: FastTrack [16] prioritizes I/O requests gener-

ated by the foreground application, and the BFQ I/O sched-

uler [10] gives new processes extra I/O bandwidth. Boosting

the priority of an I/O request, which is issued asynchronously

but results in blocking the issuing process, can also expedite

a launch [21].

Memory management can also reduce latency. Re-assigning

pages from background apps to foreground apps can improve

user experience of mobile operating systems [44]. Similarly,

pre-swapping of unused memory can reduce delays by avoid-

ing page reclamation latencies [45]. These schemes can re-

duce app launch times by timely provision of memory when

it is under pressure.

8 Conclusion

We have presented Paralfetch, which achieves launch per-

formance close to the warm start through more accurate trac-

ing, pre-scheduling for fast I/O reads, and prefetch thread over-

lapping. Paralfetch incurs negligible overhead in terms of

CPU, memory, and storage. We have also shown Paralfetch
to significantly outperform existing prefetchers on various

personal computing/communication devices running Linux.
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Abstract
Host Performance Booster (HPB) was proposed to improve
the performance of high-capacity mobile flash storage sys-
tems by utilizing unused host DRAM memory. In this pa-
per, we investigate how HPB should be managed so that the
user experience of smartphones can be enhanced from HPB-
enabled high-performance mobile storage systems. From our
empirical study on Android environments, we identified two
requirements for an efficient HPB management scheme in
smartphones. First, HPB should be managed in a foreground
app-centric manner so that the user-perceived latency can be
greatly reduced. Second, the capacity of the HPB memory
should be dynamically adjusted so as not to degrade the user
experience of the foreground app. As an efficient HPB man-
agement solution that meets the identified requirements, we
propose an integrated host-SSD mapping table management
scheme, HPBvalve, for smartphones. HPBvalve prioritizes the
foreground app in managing mapping table entries in the HPB
memory. HPBvalve dynamically resizes the overall capacity
of the HPB memory depending on the memory pressure status
of the smartphone. Our experimental results using the pro-
totype implementation demonstrate that HPBvalve improves
UX-critical app launching time by up to 43% (250 ms) over
the existing HPB management scheme, without negatively
affecting memory pressure. Meanwhile, the L2P mapping
misses are alleviated by up to 78%.

1 Introduction
User experience (UX) design is one of the topmost tasks in de-
signing modern smartphones. In order to create a high-quality
UX from a smartphone, it is essential for the smartphone to
react promptly to user inputs without a noticeable delay. For
example, when an application (app) is launched, if there exists
a considerable user-perceived delay, the quality of UX would
be significantly degraded. Since user-perceived delays play a
key role in realizing high-quality UX, many researchers have
investigated various system resource management schemes
so that user-perceived delays can be minimized for the user-
facing foreground (FG) apps [1–4].

Although existing techniques have explored the most plau-
sible sources that influence user-perceived delays, a storage
system has not been actively investigated from the perspective
of user-perceived delays. As the capacity of a mobile storage
system quickly increases (e.g., a 1-TB Universal Flash Stor-
age (UFS) device [5]), the read latency of the mobile storage
system is emerging as a key factor that can negatively affect
user-perceived delays [1, 4, 6, 7]. Since the overall quality of
UX is determined by how promptly a smartphone responds to
a user’s input, storage responsiveness has a significant corre-
lation with improved user responsiveness. There are two main
reasons why the read latency of the mobile storage system has
a high impact on the UX quality. First, the read latency of a
mobile storage system accounts for the largest portion of the
total latency of a host request in modern smartphones [1]. For
example, when an app is launched on an Android smartphone,
approximately more than half of the total app launching time
is taken by the storage read time [1, 6].

Second, the read latency of a mobile storage system varies
significantly because of the limited SRAM capacity in the
mobile storage system. Since SRAM in the mobile storage
system is used for implementing a logical-to-physical (L2P)
mapping table, which is an essential component of a flash-
based storage system, the performance of the mobile stor-
age system is highly dependent on the capacity of SRAM.
Unfortunately, the capacity of SRAM is quite limited for
large-capacity mobile storage systems. Under this design con-
straint, an L2P mapping table is commonly managed by an
on-demand scheme (e.g., DFTL [8]) that only loads a small
portion of the entire L2P mapping entries in (fast) SRAM
while the complete L2P mapping table is stored in (slow)
flash memory. When most host read requests cannot find their
L2P mapping entries from SRAM, their read latency can be
significantly longer, thus causing a large increase in user-
perceived delays. For example, in our exploratory evaluation,
we observed that the app launching time increases by up to
50% when the SRAM only contains a portion of the L2P
mapping entries as opposed to when it contains all entries.

To overcome the performance problem from the limited
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SRAM capacity within a mobile storage system, Host Per-
formance Booster (HPB) [9, 10] was introduced to store L2P
mapping entries in the host memory. It was first shipped in
production by Google’s Pixel 3 in 2018 with Linux kernel
v4.9.96 [11] shortly after its introduction. By exploiting the
host memory as a (fast) L2P mapping cache in addition to
the SRAM of a mobile storage system, HPB can improve I/O
performance by reducing costly SRAM L2P cache misses that
require slow flash read accesses. Although several researchers
have successfully shown that exploiting the host memory is an
effective approach for improving I/O performance [9, 12–14],
few work has treated the problem of utilizing the host mem-
ory for high-performance I/O from the UX perspective in a
holistic fashion. The main goal of our work is to compre-
hensively investigate how HPB should be managed so that
the UX of smartphones can be enhanced from HPB-enabled
high-performance mobile storage systems.

In order to understand how HPB should be managed in
a UX-aware fashion, we evaluate how various UX-related
performance metrics are affected by different HPB settings
on Android environments. To this end, we measure perfor-
mance metrics that are relevant to UX quality, such as the
app launching, switching, and loading times. We measure this
systematically using repeatable and reproducible benchmarks
to enable accurate and reliable UX-quality evaluation, elim-
inating the possibility of human errors. From our empirical
study, we identify two key requirements for an efficient HPB
management scheme in smartphones. First, the existing HPB
management scheme [15] is FG app-oblivious in that the app
status is not actively considered in managing the HPB mem-
ory. For example, HPB only focuses on caching L2P entries
with high reference counts without considering its impact
on UX. In order to improve UX from a smartphone, HPB
memory should be managed in an FG app-centric manner so
that the user-perceived delay of a user-facing FG app can be
effectively minimized. Second, the capacity of the HPB mem-
ory reserved from the host memory should be dynamically
adjusted during run time so that no apps suffer extra memory
pressure from the HPB-allocated DRAM. For example, when
a large amount of memory is statically reserved for HPB, the
low memory killer daemon (LMKD) [16] is triggered more
frequently to relieve increased memory pressure, significantly
degrading the UX. Allocating small-size memory to avoid
such cases is not ideal either as it negates the potential perfor-
mance improvement from deploying HPB.

As an efficient HPB management solution that meets two
key requirements, we propose HPBvalve (Hvalve in short), an
integrated host-SSD mapping management scheme for HPB-
enabled smartphones. Unlike the existing HPB management
scheme [15], Hvalve prioritizes FG app in caching entries to
HPB by integrating app status (FG or BG) for every submitted
I/O. For further UX improvement, Hvalve detects every app
launch event which is one of the most important activities of
smartphones that highly impacts UX. Then, Hvalve utilizes

the profiled launch-time-referenced L2P list ahead of time to
reduce user-perceived delays of an app launch. Additionally,
Hvalve adjusts the maximum capacity of the reserved HPB
memory according to the current memory pressure status of
a smartphone. When memory pressure is monitored, Hvalve
selectively returns HPB memory to apps. Through dynamic
HPB memory size adjustment, Hvalve can utilize the unused
host memory efficiently while preventing inadvertent UX
regression from using HPB.

In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed Hvalve,
we develop a prototype Hvalve that supports the internal oper-
ational logic of Hvalve on a hardware development kit (HDK)
based on the Snapdragon 888 SoC [17] (see Section 6.1 for
details). Our experimental results show that Hvalve can effec-
tively manage the HPB memory, reducing the user-perceived
delays of an FG app by up to 43% over the existing scheme
without increasing the overall memory pressure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
first review how HPB-enabled smartphones work in Section 2
and review related work in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
the key design requirements of a UX-aware HPB management
scheme based on our empirical observations. In Section 5,
we describe the design and implementation of Hvalve. The
experimental results are reported in Section 6. Finally, we
conclude with a summary in Section 7.

2 Background
In this section, we briefly explain the basics of L2P map-
ping structures and policies of the conventional and the HPB-
enabled storage systems.

2.1 Controller-side L2P Mapping Structure
The latency of I/O requests submitted to a UFS device varies
greatly depending on how the underlying L2P mapping
scheme works. As the capacity of UFS devices increases,
its L2P mapping table size also increases accordingly. Keep-
ing such a large mapping table in a small SRAM inside the
UFS device is technically impossible. Therefore, the UFS
device employs an on-demand cache scheme that stores the
entire L2P mapping table in flash, caching popular mapping
entries in SRAM. On a cache hit, the UFS device provides
excellent performance. On a cache miss, however, it suffers
from long I/O latency because the missing L2P entry must be
fetched from the flash first before serving an I/O request.

Fig. 1 illustrates how the UFS deals with I/O requests
from the host in detail. When a read request is received ( 1 ),
the flash translation layer (FTL), which is responsible for
translating a logical page address (LPA - file-system managed
address) to a physical page address (PPA - storage device
managed address), looks up cached L2P entries in SRAM
( 2 ). If the desired L2P entry is found in cache, the FTL reads
the requested data from the flash by consulting the translation
information and returns it to the host. To keep track of hot
entries, the FTL internally maintains a pseudo-LRU list for
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Figure 1: A read operation path.

L2P entries. The hit L2P entry moves to the head of the list.
If the FTL fails to find the matched entry, it has to choose and
evict a victim entry to make room in the SRAM. The entry at
the tail of the list is evicted and the FTL reads in the wanted
L2P entry from the flash to the SRAM ( 3 ). Finally, the FTL
reads the data from the flash ( 4 ), and delivers the read data
to the host ( 5 ).

The on-demand cache scheme performs well when the
size of the SRAM cache is large enough to accommodate
most of the hot L2P entries. However, the capacity of a UFS
device scales much faster than that of SRAM, which makes
it difficult to cache sufficient hot entries in the SRAM. For
example, the latest UFS device offers up to 1 TB [5] capacity,
but its internal SRAM capacity is known to be only several
hundred kilobytes [18]. Considering that the mapping table
size is estimated as 0.1% of the UFS capacity, only the top
0.0005% of the table entries can be cached in the SRAM when
its size is 512 KB, which is too small to keep hot entries.

2.2 Host-side L2P Mapping Structure
The constrained capacity of SRAM results in inconsistent
I/O latency, which degrades UX. To overcome this problem,
Jeong et al. [9] have introduced a Host Performance Booster
(HPB) which extends a storage mapping space by exploiting
the host memory. The HPB borrows a specific portion of the
host memory and then keeps popular L2P entries to improve
a mapping cache hit ratio.

Fig. 1 illustrates how the UFS device handles a read request
when the HPB is enabled. The HPB manager is implemented
in the UFS device driver of the Android kernel and manages
the host memory space dedicated to caching L2P entries. Be-
fore sending a read request to the UFS, the HPB manager first
searches for its L2P mapping entry in the host memory using
the logical block address (LBA) of the request. If the desired
L2P entry is found, the corresponding PPA is piggybacked on
the read request ( 1 ), which is then submitted to the UFS ( 2 ).
Upon the receipt of the request, the FTL in the UFS first veri-
fies the integrity of the given PPA [9] and then directly issues
a page read request to fetch the data of the designated PPA
( 3 ). It is unnecessary to look up the device-side mapping
table. Finally, the FTL delivers the data to the host ( 4 ).

The HPB manager is responsible for selecting which L2P

entries to fetch from UFS and keep in the HPB-designated
host memory, based on its predefined conditions. A single
HPB entry is 4 KB in size and stores 512 L2P entries. The
HPB manager retrieves 512 L2P entries from UFS through
one fetch command. The fetch command involves a normal 4-
KB block read request to UFS, so the latency of a single fetch
command is comparable to regular read latency. Whenever
PPAs of L2P entries are changed due to internal operations
such as a garbage collection on the UFS device side, the HPB
manager is informed of the invalidated PPAs.

Using HPB, the overall I/O performance can be greatly
improved by minimizing L2P misses. However, this benefit
comes at the cost of reduced working memory space for apps.
When integrating the HPB to the system, the following two
technical issues should be carefully considered. The first is to
properly decide the size of the HPB-designated memory. If
the HPB size is too small, I/O performance gains by the HPB
would be marginal. Conversely, if it is overly provisioned,
the performance of apps would drop significantly as the HPB
steals too much system memory which was to be used for apps.
The second is to appropriately choose L2P entries to cache
within the limited HPB memory, in a UX-centric manner.
While HPB parameters are set vendor-specifically [10], to the
best of our knowledge, there are currently no HPB systems
in production that actively consider the state of apps [11, 19–
28]. The current upstream HPB device driver (included in
the Android Common Kernel since v5.10 [15]) employs the
counter-based caching policy and the timer-based eviction
policy for efficient HPB memory management. However, we
argue that both of these policies fail to improve user-perceived
delays which we discuss in Section 4.

3 Related Work
Classifications of FG and BG apps are pivotal in maintain-
ing good UX on both mobile [29–31] and desktop environ-
ments [32]. Academia also follows this trend and makes use
of FG/BG separation to further improve UX. Marvin [33] and
Acclaim [34] modify the memory management subsystem
and improve the FG app’s performance by de-prioritizing BG
apps’ memory pages. ASAP [7] categorizes memory pages
and prefetches FG app-related pages to improve app switching
time. FastTrack [1] accelerates FG I/O requests by resolving
I/O priority inversion caused by BG apps.

Despite the great impact of storage performance on UX,
little attention has been paid to optimizing L2P caching under
mobile device environments. To the best of our knowledge,
FOAM [6] is the only work that sophisticates an L2P cache
to enhance user-perceived performance. FOAM assigns dif-
ferent priorities to L2P entries, depending on the type of apps
(FG or BG) and the type of I/O requests (read or write) that
access them. They argue that the FG apps and the read re-
quests precede other counterparts in terms of user-perceived
performance. As such, FOAM divides the L2P cache into four
partitions, FG-read (FR), FG-write (FW), BG-read (BR), and
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BG-write (BW), and it accordingly moves the L2P entries
across partitions whenever they are referenced. When choos-
ing a victim, FOAM evicts the partitions from the lowest to
the highest priority (i.e., BR, BW, FR, and FW).

While FOAM enhances UX by prioritizing the eviction of
L2P entries associated with BG apps, it has two limitations.
First, FOAM only assumes an in-device cache, having no con-
sideration of an HPB-enabled system. Thus, its effectiveness
is limited to the latest mobile environments where HPB is
used due to the increased mapping table size. Second, FOAM
does not perform well when the FG and BG apps are switched
quickly. This situation happens when the user runs multiple
apps simultaneously. In this case, because the effective dis-
tinction between the FG and BG apps is not clear, the eviction
policy of FOAM might lead to an unintended result.

4 Empirical Study of HPB on Smartphones
In this section, we empirically investigate how much the per-
formance of FG apps is affected by the storage L2P cache.
We first examine how the storage mapping cache affects the
quality of UX on smartphones. Then, we assess the effective-
ness of the existing HPB cache management policy and how
it should be managed to boost UX.

4.1 Evaluation Study Setup
We conduct a set of experiments with a mobile hardware de-
velopment kit based on the Snapdragon 888 SoC [17]. As for
the benchmarks, we use nine popular smartphone apps 1 that
are categorized into three types: games, social media, and util-
ities. We run the nine apps according to a predefined scenario
that mimics real-world app-usage patterns of smartphones. In
evaluating the UX, there exist various metrics such as app
launching [35–41], app switching [7] and app loading [1].
These metrics are directly affected by the I/O performance as
numerous libraries and files have to be loaded. In this section,
we target app launching and loading times for the key metrics
to assess the impact of L2P cache misses on UX, as they are
the biggest contributors to the user-perceived latency.

We modify HPB in the Android kernel to implement vari-
ous HPB cache management policies and to collect various
performance-related statistics (e.g., user-perceived latency
and mapping cache hit ratios). Unfortunately, it is impossible
to modify the firmware of UFS products. As an alternative,
we develop a custom-emulated UFS device that mimics the
behavior of production UFS devices using an Ultra-Low La-
tency SSD (ULL-SSD) [42]. The ULL-SSD has very low I/O
latency (<20 µs) with extremely low variations, which makes
it the perfect vehicle to emulate a slower UFS device.

We attach a 1-TB ULL-SSD as the main storage device
for our custom-emulated UFS device. In between the HPB

1Asphalt9 (AP), Clash Royale (CR), Genshin Impact (GI), Facebook
(FB), Instagram (IG), Twitter (TW), Airbnb (AB), Facebook Messenger
(FBM), and Uber (UB) (see Section 6.1 for app usage scenarios).
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Figure 2: Impact of L2P cache misses on user-perceived la-
tency.

and the ULL-SSD, we run a UFS layer that implements UFS
firmware algorithms, including L2P address translation, map-
ping cache management policies, and garbage collection. To
emulate the I/O latency of UFS devices over the ULL-SSD,
we also include a UFS I/O latency model 2 on the UFS layer.
The UFS layer borrows a part of the host memory space and
uses it as an L2P cache. For the UFS layer, we assign 512 KB
of memory as an L2P cache space [18]. The HPB-allocated
host memory size is set to 256 MB out of the 12 GB of host
DRAM. Note that 1 GB of memory is required to cache the
entire L2P mapping table. Since we use the same system
and benchmark setups used in Section 6, more details of the
experimental settings are explained in Section 6.1.

4.2 Impact of L2P Cache Misses on UX
In order to understand how much L2P cache misses affect the
quality of UX, we quantitatively measure the user-perceived
latency when an app is being launched and loaded. We mea-
sure the app launching time of apps from social media and
utilities, and the app loading time of games while executing
the app-usage scenario as described in Section 6.1.

Fig. 2 shows our experimental results. We compare the app
launching time of three system setups: UFS, UFS+HPB, and
OPTIMAL. UFS only uses a small cache (i.e., 512 KB) to keep
L2P entries. In addition to the UFS-level cache, UFS+HPB
expands the capacity of the L2P cache by borrowing the
host memory, 256 MB in our setup. OPTIMAL represents the
optimal case that assumes the underlying UFS has sufficient
memory space to keep the entire L2P entries. The OPTIMAL
setup neither suffers from extra I/Os caused by L2P cache
misses nor needs to steal host memory to expand its L2P cache
size. Note that the difference in the latency between apps is
due to different amounts of data needed for the execution of
each app. By monitoring the memory consumption of each
app, we observe that the maximum memory consumption gap
is approximately 1 GB (between FBM and GI).

As expected, OPTIMAL exhibits the best performance across
all apps, outperforming UFS and UFS+HPB by up to 50% for
UB and 43% for IG, respectively. These results confirm that

2We acquired the numbers for the latency model through a discussion
with a storage vendor since the official datasheet is not publicly available.
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FG and BG apps.

L2P cache misses greatly impact user-perceived delays. Even
worse, absolute launch-time gaps are much wider than our
expectations: 220 ms between OPTIMAL and UFS; 183 ms be-
tween OPTIMAL and UFS+HPB, on average. In order to deliver
high-quality UX, reducing every millisecond matters [43, 44].
This is further emphasized by the recent mobile hardware
trend of shipping displays with higher refresh rates [45–48].
For example, just 3.5 ms of delay can result in a noticeable
stutter with a 144-Hz display [49]. It is important to opti-
mize the user-perceived latency since it is well-known in
the industry that a delay of just 100 ms can have significant
consequences in online marketplaces [43].

We make two prominent observations from the above re-
sults. First, even though UFS+HPB borrows relatively a large
amount of memory – 256 MB that can cache 25% of the entire
L2P entries in its cache – from the host, it shows a marginal
improvement in the app launching time. According to our
observations (see Section 4.3), the L2P cache management
policy fails to cache useful L2P entries that have a high im-
pact on user-perceived latency. Instead, it often caches less
important entries associated with BG apps, wasting valuable
memory. Second, UFS+HPB shows worse performance than
UFS for some apps – CR, IG, and UB. Our analysis reveals
that stealing too much memory from the host incurs severe
memory pressure. This leads to the frequent killing of apps,
which results in many additional I/Os when the killed apps
are launched again (see Section 4.4).

4.3 Impact of HPB Management Policy on UX
To figure out the root causes of why HPB performs poorly
with a large mapping cache memory, we compare the hit ratios
of FG and BG apps. We observe that FG apps suffer from
higher miss ratios than BG apps, regardless of the cache size.
Fig. 3 counts the number of I/Os issued by FG and BG apps
and also displays how many of them are hit by the HPB cache.
Except for UB, FG apps experience more L2P cache misses
than BG apps.

We analyze detailed behaviors of state-of-the-art HPB man-
agement techniques. We find that the low hit ratios of FG
apps are mainly due to wrong decisions made by a reference
count-based L2P fetch policy and a timer-based eviction pol-
icy employed by the HPB manager in the Android kernel [15].
The HPB manager measures reference counts of LBAs and

Figure 4: Read I/O access patterns of FG apps.

fetches L2P entries from the storage that have a large number
of reads. However, as shown in Fig. 3, the number of read
I/Os issued by BG apps is relatively larger than those by FG
apps. L2P entries associated with BG apps are likely to have
larger reference counts than those of FG apps. This results in
unintended consequences that the HPB fetches L2P entries for
BG apps. Simply fetching LBAs with large reference counts
cannot guarantee improved UX.

The timer-based eviction policy is another root cause that
makes the HPB inefficient. Even when the HPB cache space
is not full, HPB evicts a cached L2P entry that is not refer-
enced for a predefined time (e.g., 100 seconds in the Android
Common Kernel v5.10 [15]). This timer-based eviction pol-
icy also does not consider the app usage patterns of the user,
and thus often evicts L2P entries associated with FG apps.
In general, after using an FG app for a while, a user moves
to another app and then returns to the former FG app again.
If the former FG app has not been used for a relatively long
time, the timer-based policy would have evicted its L2P en-
tries. When the user re-launches the former FG app, its L2P
entries will no longer exist in the HPB memory, which results
in mapping misses and may increase user-perceived delays.

Random I/O patterns that typically occur when an app is
launched make it challenging for the HPB to provide high
L2P hit ratios. Fig. 4 illustrates partial LBA access patterns
of FG apps when they are launched and run for a while. As
shown in Fig. 4, we observe that many small random reads,
which span a wide range of LBAs, are heavily issued at the
beginning of app launches. This randomness results in high
L2P cache misses. Fig. 5 illustrates trends of the number
of L2P cache misses over time for some selected apps in
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Fig. 4. As expected from I/O patterns in Fig. 4, many L2P
cache misses are concentrated in the early stages of an app’s
execution. For example, UB experiences 74% and 90%, and
AP experiences 20% and 51% of its cache miss in the first
tenth and the first fifth of its total execution time respectively.
It is worth noting that even if a smartphone user does not
manually close the used apps, it is practically infeasible to
keep all apps open in BG due to memory constraints [16, 33,
50], even on devices with large amounts of DRAM [51]. Thus,
random I/Os are inevitable in the mobile environment, and
improving them is a key factor in providing a better UX.

4.4 Impact of HPB Size on UX
HPB shares the same host memory with the Android platform.
To provide optimal performance to users, the size of HPB
memory should be carefully tuned. Allocating large amounts
of host memory to HPB is beneficial in improving L2P hit
ratios. On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 4.2, assign-
ing too much memory to HPB might result in UX degradation
due to an increase in memory pressure. To prevent HPB from
over-consuming memory, the HPB manager employs a timer-
based eviction policy. However, as shown in Section 4.3, its
FG app-oblivious decisions often cause side effects resulting
in evictions of the FG app’s cached L2P entries.

To understand how much the HPB memory size affects
the user-perceived latency, we observe how the number of
read I/Os changes while varying the HPB size usage from 0
to 1 GB. In our evaluation setup, 1 GB of memory is large
enough to keep all of the L2P entries in HPB. With recent mo-
bile devices with more and more DRAM (e.g., 18 GB) [52],
this amount may sound trivial. However, memory pressure is
still often observed in Android systems [51, 53]. Contrary to
server or desktop systems, Android tries to maximize mem-
ory utilization to maximize its caching capabilities by de-
fault [54]. Also, due to the general trend of apps using more
resources [55], Android is often susceptible to high memory
pressure even with a large capacity of memory. Consequently,
relieving memory pressure on the Android system depends
on low memory killer by terminating the least important apps.
Thus, statically reserving a large amount of memory for im-
proving storage performance is a short-sighted decision with

no consideration of its impact on the overall UX.
From the experimental results shown in the Fig. 6, we

make two key observations on the impact of the different
HPB sizes. First, the optimal HPB size, which results in the
minimal number of flash reads (i.e., app reads + L2P reads), is
different for each individual app. For example, IG shows the
minimum number of flash reads with 512 MB whereas UB
only needs 16 MB. Second, the number of FG apps issued I/Os
(app reads) gradually increases as more and more memory
is allocated to the HPB. Fig. 6 counts the number of I/Os
issued from FG apps and the HPB. As the HPB size increases,
thanks to the improved L2P hit ratios, L2P reads from the
HPB tend to decrease. While at the same time, since HPB
increases the memory pressure of the system, FG apps tend to
issue an increased number of read I/Os (e.g., UB issues 142%
more read I/Os with 1-GB HPB memory when compared to
none of the host memory is allocated to the HPB).

Under memory pressure, Android starts killing apps to re-
lieve memory pressure. LMKD uses pressure stall information
(PSI) [50] provided by the Linux kernel to detect memory
pressure situations, and decides when and how to kill apps.
Using PSI, LMKD monitors memory pressure levels and kills
the least important app repeatedly until the memory pressure
is relieved. If the system consumes more memory, it naturally
leads to LMKD killing more apps. As shown in Table 1, killed
apps (cold state) not only take much longer to launch, up to
6.2×, but it also incurs much more I/Os, up to 12×, further
degrading the UX [7, 34]. Hence, the HPB size is a trade-off
regarding the overall UX which should be carefully tuned.

To understand how HPB affects the behavior of LMKD
(e.g., how often it kills and how important the victim app
is), we analyze the LMKD kill counts for each priority cate-

Warm state Cold state
Launching time (ms) I/O counts Launching time (ms) I/O counts

AP 352.6 250 2188.6 2164
CR 239 217 668.4 2879
UB 366.4 28 563 60
IG 482.3 349 1245.1 4224

Table 1: App launching time and the corresponding I/O counts
of two different launching states.
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Figure 7: Number of LMKD killed apps and the proportion
of the killed apps’ priority with different HPB sizes.

gory. Fig. 7 shows the histogram of LMKD kill counts with
different HPB sizes. The higher the priority is, the more user-
perceptible the app is (e.g., the second-highest apps are the
user recently used ones but in the BG) [56]. As expected, an
increase in the HPB size results in a greater number of apps
and a higher proportion of high-priority apps being killed by
LMKD. Even though the existing HPB scheme might provide
better L2P hit ratios, UX degradation is inevitable.

Based on our observations, we conclude that the state-of-
the-art timer-based HPB size adjustment policy is suboptimal
in two aspects. First, while the timer-based HPB size adjust-
ment could lower the HPB’s memory usage, it cannot dynam-
ically relieve memory pressure as HPB is unaware of the
current memory pressure status. Second, when users run mul-
tiple apps simultaneously the system will suffer from severe
memory pressure due to the increased memory utilization by
both user apps and the HPB. In such a case, the timer-based
eviction policy is unable to proactively and selectively evict
cached entries as most HPB cached entries are recently ref-
erenced. Managing HPB memory with unawareness of the
memory pressure status poses a significant risk of degrading
the UX. To achieve the best HPB performance, the size of
HPB memory should be dynamically adjusted by consider-
ing the memory pressure status while not sacrificing the L2P
cache performance.

5 Design and Implementation of HPBvalve

Our empirical study presented in Section 4 reveals that the
naïve integration of HPB to Android does not guarantee im-
proved UX. Moreover, the existing techniques neither effi-
ciently cache or evict L2P entries in the HPB memory, nor
decide a proper size of the HPB memory from the perspective
of maximizing the user-perceived performance.

To improve the user-perceived latency of smartphones, we
should minimize the L2P cache misses of I/O requests from
FG apps. If UX-sensitive I/O requests are always hit by the
HPB memory, smartphone users experience the equivalent
performance as if the entire L2P entries are cached. At the
same time, to prevent user-noticeable and important apps from
being killed by LMKD, we should wisely adjust the HPB size
according to the status of the system memory pressure.

To accomplish the above goals, the existing HPB layer
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needs to be improved in two aspects. First, HPB should iden-
tify which I/Os are user-latency sensitive or not. Once identi-
fied, HPB should appropriately manage associated L2P entries
in the L2P cache, particularly in an FG app-centric manner.
Second, HPB should be aware of the memory pressure sta-
tus of the Android system. Then, it should decide whether to
increase or decrease the HPB memory size for higher L2P
cache hit ratios or for relieving memory pressure.

Keeping the above observations in mind, we propose an
integrated host-SSD mapping management scheme, called
HPBvalve (Hvalve in short), which addresses the limitations
of existing techniques. We aim to design Hvalve to be sim-
ple yet effective for its wide adoption in real-world devices.
To this end, Hvalve leverages information that is already col-
lected by other existing modules in the Android platform,
which enables Hvalve to exploit a variety of information in a
vertically-integrated manner at a low cost.

5.1 Overall Architecture of HPBvalve
Fig. 8 illustrates an overall architecture of Hvalve that is com-
posed of five key modules – App-Detector, Mem-Detector, FG-
Profiler, L2P-Manager, and HPB-Regulator. Hvalve has a cross-
layered design that spans across a wide range of system lay-
ers from the Android platform to the kernel. Two modules,
App-Detector and Mem-Detector, implemented in the Android
platform monitor the system status and collect a set of infor-
mation, including (i) the type of apps (i.e., FG or BG) that
issue I/Os, (ii) app state changes, and (iii) the memory pres-
sure status. This information is then delivered to the HPB
device driver in the Android kernel. Based on the delivered
information, three modules implemented in the kernel, FG-
Profiler, L2P-Manager, and HPB-Regulator, manage HPB in a
UX-centric manner by (i) separately managing and profiling
L2P entries of FG apps, (ii) prefetching the profiled L2P en-
tries on every app launch, and (iii) adjusting the HPB size
dynamically depending on the memory pressure status.

5.2 FG App-centric HPB Management
In this section, we explain how Hvalve manages L2P entries
using the FG app-centric caching policy.

FG/BG classification: In order to identify user-latency-
sensitive I/O requests, every submitted I/O has to be distin-
guished whether it is submitted by an FG or a BG app. To this
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end, we extend the kernel and Android framework so that the
kernel I/O stack becomes aware of the app-level information.
With our extension, every I/O request holds its caller UID (a
unique number that the Android system assigns to every app).
When a regular I/O system call is invoked, a new struct
bio is allocated under the same process context. Since the
same process context is maintained, the caller’s process con-
trol block (struct task_struct) is accessible from the bio
allocation step. We add a new member field in the bio to copy
the caller’s UID from the PCB. The new UID field can be
used in deciding whether a bio belongs to an FG or BG app.

In order to distinguish whether the submitted I/O is from
an FG app, the UID embedded in the request header has to
be compared to the UID of a current FG app. App-Detector is
designed to detect an FG app in the system. The App-Detector
keeps track of every app state change (e.g., a new FG launch-
start and launch-end) by referring to Android’s activity task
manager [57]. Upon every app state change detected, App-
Detector delivers a state change message to Hvalve. For exam-
ple, when a new FG launch is detected, App-Detector delivers
a launch-start signal (e.g., a new FG app is launched) to the
HPB in the kernel along with its UID. Hvalve makes use of
the delivered information for distinguishing every FG app-
submitted I/O. If an I/O request passed to the block layer has
a different UID from the App-Detector-passed current FG app’s
UID, it is considered as a BG I/O. This makes it possible for
Hvalve to manage HPB memory to assign higher priority to
L2P entries of an FG app (i.e., UX-sensitive L2P entries).

L2P management: In order to prioritize L2P entries of
FG apps, the L2P-Manager manages cached L2P entries in
three separate LRU lists depending on their importance –AFG
(an active FG app), IFG (inactive FG apps), and BG (BG
apps) lists, as illustrated in the Fig. 8. The reason for Hvalve
managing cached entries with three different LRU lists is
to differentiate the priority upon eviction. With these three
separate LRU lists, Hvalve is able to give different priorities
to the cached entries that are referenced by a user currently
interacting FG app, previously user-interacted FG apps, and
BG apps. Whenever an L2P of the current FG app gets cached
to the HPB memory, it is first inserted into the AFG list. If a
user launches a new FG app, the L2P entries in the AFG list
get demoted to the IFG list as they now belong to the previous
FG app. On the other hand, if an L2P entry from a BG app
gets cached to the HPB memory, it directly goes into the BG
list. Moving between lists, inserting or removing entries from
each list is trivial as all lists are implemented with hash lists.
With these three different LRU lists, Hvalve is able to manage
the HPB memory in an FG app-centric manner.

Caching policy of Hvalve: Hvalve respects the HPB’s
counter-based caching policy, thus it also caches frequently
referenced L2P entries to the HPB memory. In addition to
this, Hvalve cache L2P entries that satisfy the following condi-
tions. First, for every HPB cache miss that originated from the
current FG app, the L2P-Manager immediately caches the cor-
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responding L2P entry to the HPB memory to prevent further
cache misses of the said L2P. Second, a set of L2P entries of
the launched FG app are directly cached to the HPB memory
with the help of the FG-Profiler upon every app launch signal.
FG-Profiler is designed to collect information on the current
FG app to help HPB prioritize FG L2P entries to improve the
launching time as well as the total user-perceived latency.

FG app profiling and prefetching: As discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3, every app has its unique I/O patterns. To better man-
age the L2P cache based on apps’ unique I/O characteristics,
FG-Profiler maintains an LRU list of recently used FG apps,
each containing two separate L2P profiling lists: app launch
list and app running list. The app launch list contains a list of
LBAs that are referenced during an app launch (i.e., from a
launch-start signal to a launch-end signal, delivered by App-
Detector). The app running list holds a list of LBAs that are
accessed during the execution of the app (i.e., after a launch-
end signal).

Fig. 9 illustrates an example of how the FG-Profiler main-
tains the L2P profiling lists of FG apps. Once it receives a
launch-start message, it adds or moves the new FG app to the
head of the app-LRU list. Until a launch-end signal arrives, it
profiles every L2P entry needed by the launched app.

Fig. 10 shows an overview of how the L2P-Manager
prefetches L2P entries for every app launch. When the App-
Detector is notified of a launch-start of a new FG app it sends
a launch-start signal to HPB ( 1 ). Upon every launch-start
signal, the Hvalve tracked UID of the current FG app gets
updated to the UID of the new FG app. Then, the FG-Profiler
searches for the previously created profiling list of the new FG
app ( 2 ). If the profiled list is found, the FG-Profiler requests
the L2P-Manager, ( 3 ), to prefetch the L2P entries from the list.
This hides mapping miss penalties of the new FG app during
an app launching, as well as running.

Since every L2P prefetch request results in a new flash page
read operation, the FG-Profiler first prioritizes prefetching L2P
entries from the launch list. Only after prefetching the L2P
entries profiled in the launch list, the entries in the running list
are requested to be prefetched. The L2P-Manager preferentially
fetches the FG-Profiler-requested L2P entries from the UFS
( 4 ). Those prefetched FG L2P entries are then inserted to
the tail of the FG LRU list, AFG, rather than the head of the
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list ( 5 ). This is to differentiate priority upon victim selection
between the actually referenced entries by the FG app and the
Hvalve-prefetched entries. Even if the prefetched entries are
inserted into the tail of the AFG list, Hvalve does not attempt
to evict them until they are demoted to the IFG or BG lists.

Managing L2P lists per app is not only efficient for better
L2P hit ratios of FG apps, but also space-efficient in utilizing
the host memory. The profiling list is maintained as a pair
of the start chunk of the accessed LBA and the length of the
neighboring referenced chunks. Each of the profiling lists
only requires a few tens of kilobytes for most apps, 7 KB on
average. Moreover, to prevent the per-app L2P profiling lists
from excessively consuming the host memory, we statically
limit the maximum size of the total profiling lists to 1 MB.
Hvalve does not provide special handling for deduplicating
entries between app lists. Since the size of an entry of the
profiled per-app list is only 4 bytes, it is unlikely that signif-
icant memory gain can be achieved by removing duplicate
entries between lists. If the number of profiled apps exceeds
the predefined limit, the FG-Profiler frees the least recently
used app from the list to allow the newly launched FG app to
be profiled. Our current implementation sets this number to
20, which corresponds to the average smartphone usage [34].
This keeps the entire per-app L2P lists in less than 1 MB of
memory – a negligible space overhead. It can also be easily
extended to dynamically adjust if needed (see Section 6.3 for
more details).

5.3 Dynamic HPB Size Adjustment
To the best of our knowledge, there exist no techniques that op-
timally decide the HPB size to provide the best performance
by considering its impact on the overall UX quality. Hvalve
neither insists on statically allocating small HPB size to min-
imize its impact on memory pressure nor large HPB size to
boost L2P hit ratios. Instead, Hvalve proposes a dynamic HPB
size adjustment scheme that adjusts the HPB size based on the
monitored memory pressure status. Hvalve adaptively controls
the HPB memory size for higher I/O performance while no
user-interacting apps are mistakenly killed by LMKD. Hvalve
is unique in that I/O performance improvements are achieved

without negatively affecting UX-critical factors.
With Hvalve, if a non-memory-intensive app runs and the

system has enough free memory, the HPB size can increase to
cover the entire L2P mapping table. This enables us to maxi-
mally exploit the full benefits of HPB. However, whenever the
system starts to experience memory pressure, Hvalve immedi-
ately adjusts the HPB size accordingly, returning memory for
apps to use. As a result, the degradation of UX by excessively
assigning host memory to HPB does not occur.

Fig. 11 illustrates how Hvalve dynamically adjusts the al-
located HPB memory. As discussed in Section 4.4, Android
employs LMKD which selectively kills running apps to re-
lieve memory pressure. Once LMKD decides on a victim app
to kill, the Mem-Detector notifies the HPB-Regulator with the
target’s UID before LMKD starts killing the victim app ( 1 ).
The HPB-Regulator decides how important the victim app is
by checking the per-app L2P profiling list ( 2 ). If the victim
app is not found in the per-app L2P profiling list (i.e., not
a user recently used app), the signal is ignored and leaves
LMKD to continue killing the victim app. On the other hand,
if the victim app exists in the per-app L2P profiling list, it is
treated as an important app (i.e., a user recently interacted
app). Then to prevent the important app from being killed by
LMKD, Hvalve preferentially reclaims the HPB memory by
aggressively evicting low-priority cached L2P entries.

To decide how much memory to free from HPB, the proper-
ties of the LMKD victim app are taken into consideration. As
LMKD calculates the expected amount of memory to be freed
upon its victim selection, Hvalve attempts to free as much as
the LMKD desired amount. When the HPB-Regulator tells L2P-
Manager how much HPB memory to free ( 3 ), it delivers how
many cached entries in the HPB memory should be evicted
to prevent the LMKD killing its victim app.

The L2P-Manager considers the priority of cached L2P en-
tries when choosing which entries to evict. Hvalve marks
every cached L2P entry with its last-referenced UID, and
stores to an LRU list (e.g., AFG, IFG or BG) depending on
the type of the app it belongs to. With the three separate LRU
lists, Hvalve can make a fine-grained decision on which entry
to evict first as Hvalve is aware of which entries belong to the
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BG apps (BG list), a user recently used FG apps (inactive FG
list), and a currently user-facing FG app (active FG list). The
L2P-Manager starts to evict entries from the tail of the BG list,
( 4 ). If there are no more entries from the BG list to evict,
the ones from the inactive FG list are tried next. L2P-Manager
never evicts entries from the active FG list to avoid UX degra-
dation. The entries in the inactive FG list will naturally get
evicted by the L2P-Manager if it is left unused for a long time.
On the other hand, the entries in the BG list can be promoted
to the FG list if an FG app references entries in the BG list.

The proposed dynamic HPB size adjustment policy of
Hvalve may result in an increase in the execution time of the
LMKD’s app-killing process. This occurs when there is an
insufficient number of HPB cached entries that can be evicted
to alleviate the memory pressure. In such a case, LMKD has
to resume the paused app-killing process to reserve free mem-
ory space. The increased amount of execution time, however,
is marginal compared to the relatively longer procedure of
LMKD. In addition, from a long-term perspective, the dy-
namic HPB size adjustment is much more beneficial to the
overall UX quality as it prevents user apps from being killed.
A more detailed analysis is described in Section 6.3.

6 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the overall quality of UX when
Hvalve is applied to an HPB-enabled system.

6.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques,
we implement the App-Detector, Mem-Detector, FG-Profiler, L2P-
Manager, and HPB-Regulator of HPBvalve on a Snapdragon
888 Mobile HDK [17], which is illustrated in Fig. 12. Our
evaluation platform uses the same board support package
that is used on other production smartphones using the same
SoC. This HDK has 12 GB of DRAM (effectively 8 GB)
and PCIe 3.0 x2 connectivity, which we use to connect PCIe
peripherals. We use Android 12 and Linux kernel v5.4.161 to
implement Hvalve. As it is practically infeasible to modify the
UFS firmware, we use an ultra-low latency NVMe SSD [42]
described in Section 4.1 and implement a lightweight FTL in
the kernel to mimic UFS storage, which consumes approxi-
mately 4 GB of memory to run our test scenarios. We have
written about 1,000 LOC to implement Hvalve, which we
open-sourced on GitHub3, including the changes made to the
Android platform and the kernel.

We use am start command [35] to measure app launching
and switching times. For apps with multiple loading stages,
the am start command is unable to measure the total time
taken until the device is ready to take user inputs. For exam-
ple, GI goes through three separate loading stages until the
gameplay button appears while the am start command only

3The source code is available at https://github.com/cares-davinci/Hvalve.
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Figure 12: Prototype HPBvalve setup and app usage scenarios.

measures the time taken until the first stage. To precisely mea-
sure the app loading time, we employ an external high-speed
camera, which captures 120 frames per second that match the
refresh rate of our evaluation platform’s display.

As for the benchmarks, we evaluate nine popular mobile
apps listed in Section 4.1. To automatically run multiple mo-
bile apps under realistic app usage scenarios, we use the An-
droid debug bridge (adb) [58]. The predefined app usage
scenarios are described in Fig. 12. To avoid cherry-picking
sequences that would favor Hvalve, the sequence of the nine
apps is randomized and run multiple times to reduce variables.
The chosen random sequence is executed for each technique
for a fair comparison.

Even though the same randomized sequence was run for
each technique, there still exists run-to-run variations due
to noises such as network conditions, random advertisement
occurrences, and others. In order to minimize run-to-run vari-
ations, we fully automated the evaluation process to repeat the
same scenario twenty times for each case. We also disabled
the checkpoint on the underlying file system, f2fs [59], so
that the entire userdata partition could be rolled back to the
previous state to further minimize variances. After running
twenty times, we averaged the results of fifteen runs, exclud-
ing the five outliers. We compared Hvalve with the typical
HPB system that employs FOAM [6] as its L2P eviction pol-
icy, UFS+HPB, and an ideal system where all L2P entries are
cached in memory, OPTIMAL, and a conventional UFS sys-
tem without HPB, UFS. We also compared Hvalve-Only with
HPB-Only where the underlying UFS SRAM is not consid-
ered to evaluate the effectiveness of caching policy of Hvalve.

6.2 Performance Evaluation
In order to validate the effectiveness of Hvalve, we assess
the impact of FG app-centric HPB management and dynamic
HPB size adjustment techniques on the overall UX quality
compared against UFS+HPB.

6.2.1 FG app-centric HPB management
User-perceived latency: As for the most important perfor-
mance evaluation metrics in deciding the quality of UX, we
assess the app launching, switching, and loading times of
various HPB configurations.
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Figure 13: Evaluation results of the user-perceived latency.

Fig. 13(a) shows the experimental results of the app launch-
ing time. The average app launching time of Hvalve is im-
proved by 28% and 23% when compared to UFS and UFS+HPB,
respectively. The maximum and minimum app launching
time improvements between Hvalve and UFS+HPB are 43%
for UB and 7% for FB where the corresponding absolute app
launching time improvements are 237 ms and 23 ms, respec-
tively. We also compare the app launching time of Hvalve to
OPTIMAL. The minimum and the maximum absolute launch-
time differences between OPTIMAL and Hvalve are only by
4 ms (+0.85%) for AB and 55 ms (+4.7%) for IG. On the
other hand, UFS+HPB takes 40 ms (+8.5%) for AB and 514 ms
(+43.1%) for IG more when compared to OPTIMAL.

We also measure the app switching time – the latency of
when a user switches back to an app that is recently launched.
As shown in Fig. 13(b), Hvalve outperforms UFS+HPB for
all cases. The maximum app switching time difference be-
tween Hvalve and OPTIMAL is only 4.6 ms (+3.15%) with
FB while it is 13.4 ms (+8.65%) on UFS+HPB in the same
scenario. The minimum increase in app switching time of
Hvalve compared to OPTIMAL is 0.5 ms (+0.12%) with TW,
while the gap between UFS+HPB and OPTIMAL of the same
case is 4 ms (+0.95%). Since a comparatively small number
of I/Os are issued while an app is being switched compared
to the app launch process, as described in Table 1, the per-
formance increase with Hvalve for the app switching time is
quite marginal compared to the other two metrics.

We also evaluate the app loading time of games by using
an external high-speed camera to measure the time from a
user launch of an app until the device is ready to take user
inputs. As shown in Fig. 13(c), the app loading time of all
three games is improved which provides almost the same
user-perceived latency as OPTIMAL. The minimum increase in
app loading time of Hvalve compared to OPTIMAL is 111.4 ms
(+2%) with CR while the gap between UFS+HPB and OPTIMAL
of the same case is 308.45 ms (+5.5%). The maximum app
loading time difference between Hvalve and OPTIMAL is only
205 ms (+1.6%) with AP while it is 1589 ms (+12.5%) on
UFS+HPB with the same scenario. When comparing Hvalve
to OPTIMAL, the increase in user-perceived latency, mainly
caused by mapping misses, is very marginal.

As discussed in Section 4.2, every millisecond of respon-
siveness greatly impacts the UX. According to our evalua-
tion results, the storage mapping miss penalties, resulting in
user-perceived delays, are significantly alleviated with Hvalve.
These benefits come from the FG app-centric HPB manage-
ment policy employed in Hvalve, which gives higher priority
to L2P entries of FG apps to be managed in the HPB memory.
To summarize, Hvalve alleviates the storage mapping miss
penalties of the baseline UFS+HPB by 80% for app launching
time and by 86% for app loading time on average.

L2P miss patterns: To analyze the impact of our proposed
FG app-centric HPB management of Hvalve on FG apps, we
first observe how much L2P miss distributions differ from
UFS+HPB over an app execution. Due to the page limit, we
include four representative apps, AP, CR, UB, and IG, two
from games and one each from social media and utilities.

As examined in Section 4.2, most of the L2P cache misses
occur during the early stages of the total app execution time.
Fig. 14 shows the distributions of L2P misses over the execu-
tion time of each FG app. Such mapping misses that occur
in the early stage are one of the root causes that increase
user-perceivable delays. Hvalve significantly reduces the peak
number of L2P misses during the early stage as well as the
total number of the L2P cache misses compared to UFS+HPB.
The maximum L2P miss reduction in the first tenth of the to-
tal normalized execution time is 88% with CR over UFS+HPB,
while the minimum is 45% with AP. During the first fifth of
the app execution time, 71% and 75% of the mapping misses
are alleviated for UB and IG, respectively.

The peak L2P misses are greatly reduced not only in the
early stages, but also throughout the entire execution time.
This advantage comes from both the caching and the eviction
policy of Hvalve. Hvalve prepares L2P lists by prefetching
when an app is being launched, and those of the prefetched
or cached entries of the current FG L2P entries never get
evicted from HPB memory as long as it remains as an FG.
The mapping miss penalties included in the user-perceived
latency, which could severely degrade the overall quality of
UX, are greatly reduced.

Hit ratios: In addition to the reduced user-perceived la-
tency and L2P misses, we also quantitatively evaluate the
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effectiveness of the FG app-centric L2P management policy
of Hvalve, by comparing HPB-Only to Hvalve-Only where the
underlying UFS SRAM is not considered. Fig. 15 illustrates
the HPB hit ratios of each FG app. The hit ratios of Hvalve-
Only outperform HPB-Only for all cases. In order to evaluate
the effectiveness of the L2P prefetching scheme of Hvalve,
we observe how the hit ratios of each FG app change over a
few numbers of consecutive app launches.

As the number of app launch counts increases, the hit ratios
of Hvalve keep increasing while the hit ratios of HPB-Only re-
main consistently low. The largest hit ratio difference between
HPB-Only and Hvalve-Only is 84.79% with UB. This result
proves that the L2P prefetching mechanism successfully im-
proves the performance of FG apps by hiding miss penalties.
The above results also confirm that Hvalve is effective in pro-
viding a better quality of UX as it actively reflects the app
usage patterns of individual smartphone users in managing
the HPB memory.

6.2.2 Dynamic HPB size adjustment
We compare Hvalve with UFS+HPB to evaluate the impact of
our proposed dynamic HPB size adjustment scheme on UX.
While Hvalve dynamically adjusts the HPB size depending
on the monitored memory pressure status, UFS+HPB statically
allocates the HPB size and adjusts it with a simple timer-based
eviction policy. In this evaluation, we set UFS as a baseline,
which does not require extra host memory to load storage
mapping entries (i.e., no impact on the memory pressure).

Fig. 16(a) shows a log-scaled histogram of the number of
LMKD killed apps with seven different priority categories.
As no extra host memory is used for allocating HPB memory
(i.e., no extra memory pressure), UFS results in the lowest
number of kills on every priority category. On the other hand,
the result of UFS+HPB shows much more apps were killed on
every priority category when compared to UFS. The number of
killed apps in the top three priority categories was increased
by 5× with UFS+HPB when compared to the UFS. While pro-

viding much higher L2P cache hit ratios, Hvalve reduces the
number of apps killed by LMKD in the top three priority cat-
egories by 70% compared to UFS+HPB. Therefore, we again
prove that simply integrating HPB into the system inevitably
increases the memory pressure resulting in high-priority user
apps being killed.

To further investigate the consequences of high-priority
apps being killed by LMKD, Fig. 16(b) shows the change in
the number of read I/Os issued by FG apps, normalized to the
number of read I/Os of UFS. The number of read I/Os with
UFS+HPB is increased by 13% on average when compared to
UFS, while Hvalve is only increased by 5% as it reduces the
impact on the FG apps as well.

To demonstrate how each UFS+HPB and Hvalve adjust the
allocated HPB memory, Fig. 17 illustrates changes in HPB
memory size along with the reported memory pressure signals.
Unsurprisingly, UFS+HPB allocates and frees HPB memory in
a non-harmonized manner with the overall memory pressure
status. Even when the memory pressure is present, UFS+HPB
still allocates host memory to HPB (i.e., adding more memory
pressure to the system) which increases the possibility of
important apps getting killed by LMKD.

On the other hand, Hvalve allocates host memory to the
HPB memory and also effectively returns the HPB memory to
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user apps in a harmonized manner with the memory pressure
signals. As a consequence, shown in Fig. 16(a), the number of
important apps killed by LMKD with Hvalve is much lower
than that of UFS+HPB. This is because Hvalve proactively
prevents LMKD from killing high-priority apps by promptly
returning the HPB-allocated memory to the user apps under
the monitored memory pressure signals.

6.3 Overhead Analysis
Space overhead: Unlike the existing HPB technique, Hvalve
consumes extra memory space for maintaining the per-app
profiling lists to prefetch L2P entries upon every FG app
launch. To avoid excessive memory consumption in manag-
ing the per-app profiling lists, Hvalve profiles only a moderate
number (e.g., 20) of recently used apps (which has a high im-
pact on UX). The total profiling app list size is also regulated
to 1 MB. The number of profiled L2P entries of each app
differs based on the app access patterns. The total memory
consumption for per-app profiling lists of the nine apps we use
throughout the evaluations only consumes 99 KB of memory.
It can be further minimized by merging neighboring groups
as each node can be transformed into a compact profiling list
that contains <Start LBA, Length>.

Performance overhead: While Hvalve manages the
cached L2Ps with three separate LRU lists, AFG, IFG, and
BG, moving cached entries between the LRU lists does not
necessitate exhaustive search overhead since all lists are man-
aged with hash lists. Retrieval and relocating a specific cached
L2P entry from one list to another list can be done in O(1)
time complexity. The process of promoting or demoting an
entry from one list to another is also simple as it requires
updating only a few associated pointers.

The overhead of dynamic HPB size adjustment is also
negligible as the process of returning HPB memory can be
executed comparatively faster than that of the LMKD’s app-
killing process. Hvalve takes about 1.8 ms on average to
free HPB memory whereas the app-killing process of LMKD
typically takes hundreds of milliseconds. Although unlikely,
in the worst case when Hvalve cannot evict sufficient cached
entries to free the requested amount of memory, an extra time
overhead (a few ms) can incur as LMKD must resume the

suspended app-killing procedure. Despite the potential of
Hvalve increasing the LMKD’s execution time, preferentially
freeing the HPB memory under memory pressure is more
advantageous to the overall system performance. For example,
if an app is killed by LMKD and re-launched after a while, the
evicted app-related data has to be reloaded. On the other hand,
re-fetching the HPB entries only requires a much smaller
number of I/Os.

Energy Consumption: Employing Hvalve does not require
extra energy consumption, since the two proposed HPB man-
agement schemes of Hvalve do not introduce severe search
or space overheads to the system. As the total execution time
of apps is reduced by integrating Hvalve, the total energy
consumption with Hvalve is even decreased by 3.51% com-
pared to UFS+HPB. When comparing to OPTIMAL, UFS+HPB
increases the total energy consumption by 4.02% while Hvalve
only increases by 0.56%. Hvalve successfully mitigates the
negative impacts of UFS+HPB on resource consumption and
the overall quality of UX.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel FG app-centric L2P mapping
cache management scheme, HPBvalve, for the HPB-enabled
system. Hvalve is motivated by the fact that the existing HPB
management scheme fails to improve the UX of smartphones
due to two main reasons revealed through our empirical in-
vestigations. First, the priority of app status (FG or BG) is not
considered while managing cached L2P entries in the HPB
memory. Second, the memory pressure of the system could
get critically high as host memory is allocated to the HPB
without considering the memory pressure status. To improve
the overall quality of UX upon these shortcomings of the
existing HPB, Hvalve prioritizes the FG app in managing the
cached L2P entries in HPB memory and dynamically adjusts
the size of the HPB-designated host memory by monitoring
the current memory pressure status. This allows Hvalve to
reduce app kills in the top three priority categories by 70%
while achieving significantly higher L2P hit ratios for FG
apps. Our experimental results show that Hvalve successfully
improves the overall UX quality of smartphones and provides
almost equivalent performance as if most entries are cached
in the HPB memory.
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